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CONVERSION FACTORS FOR READER INFO~~TION
Gravity in degrees API (oAPI) = 141.5 - 131.5

Sp. gr.
Example:
Water = 100 API

1 nautical or geographical mile = 6,076.12 feet = 1,852.00 meters
1 statute mile = 5,280 feet = 1,609.35 meters
1 knot = 1 nautical mile per hour = 1.151 statute miles per hour= 1.69 feet per second (ft/sec)
1 cubic meter = 264.2 ~. S. gallons = 35.31 cubic feet
1 cubic foot = 7.48 U. S. gallons
1 oilfield barrel = 42 U. S. gallons = 159 liters
Parts per million (ppm) = milligrams per liter (mg/L)
Parts per thousand (ppt) = milligrams per milliliter (mg/mL)= grams/liter (g/L)
1 grain = 0.064798918 grams
1 grain per gallon (gpg) = 17.118 milligrams/liter (mg/L)= 17.118 parts per million (ppm)
1 metric ton (M ton) = 1,000 kilograms = 2,204.62 pounds avoirdupois
1 U. S. standard pound avoirdupois = 453.592 grams
1 kilogram = 2.205 U. S. standard pounds avoirdupois
Weight of fresh water at 40 C = 62.43 pounds per cubic foot= 8.346 pounds per gallon
Average specific gravity of sea water = 1.025
Average weight of sea water at 40 C = 63.99 pounds per cubic foot= 8.555 pounds per gallon
1 megawatt (~V)_ = 1,000,000 watts (W) = 1,340 horsepower (hp)
1 British Thermal Unit (BTU) = heat required to raise the

temperature of one pound of '~ater at its maximum density 10 F.
1 horsepower (hp) = 42.418 BTU per minute = 746 watts
1 kilowatt-hour (kwh) = 1,000 watt-hours (wh)= 1.341 horsepower-hours (hph)= 3,413 BTU
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IV. MITIGATING MEASURES

A. General Mitigations Related to OCS Oil and Gas Operations
and Facilities

1. Regulations

All Santa Barbara Channel OCS oil and gas operations would

comply with applicable regulations of county, State, and Federal agencies

including, but not limited to, the U. S. Geological Survey, the U. S.

Environmental Protection Agency, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the

U. S. Coast Guard, the California State Lands Commission and Division of

Oil and Gas, the Regional Water Quality Control Board, and appropriate

State, regional, and county air pollution control agencies depending on

jurisdiction. The State and counties would have jurisdiction, for exam-

pIe, over portions of pipeline on State land and onshore facilities that

process OCS production.

Under the provisions of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C.

secs 1331-1343) and the Supreme Court's decision (U. S. v. California

381 U. S. 139 (1965)), the subsoil and the seabed of the Outer Contin-

ental Shelf more than three miles seaward from shores of the United States

appertain to the United States and are subject to its jurisdiction and

control. Since enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 on January 1, 1970 (42 U.S.C. secs. 4321-4347), oil and gas lease

sales on the Outer Continental Shelf have been made subject to the NEPA

review (environmental impact statement) process. The Secretary of the
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through the bureau of Land Management, is authorized, under the

provisions of section 8 of the OCS Lands Act, to grant oil and gas
leases to the highest responsible qualified bidder by competitive
sealed bid procedures. By the terms of the lease, the lessee is
granted the exclusive right to drill for, produce, and sell oil and
gas (except helium) from deposits underlying the leased areas and
to construct and maintain platforms and other necessary structures
within the leased area. A copy of a standard OCS lease form is in-
cluded at the end of this section as appendix IV-l.

After the leases are issued by the Bureau of Land Management, De-
partment of the Interior, oil and gas operations are administered by
the Department of the Interior through the Geological Survey. Appro-
priate national operating regulations (30 CFR 250) were first issued
in 1954, and supplemented by regional regulations, known as OCS Orders,
for the Pacific Region. The regulations (30 CFR 250.34) also provide
that the Geological Survey is authorized to approve permits to drill
in order for the lessee to enjoy the rights granted by the lease.

a. U. S. Geological Survey
The Geological Survey Regulations governing Outer

Continental Shelf (OCS) oil and gas operations in the Santa
Barbara Channel are contained in Part 250, Title 30, Code of Fed-
eral Regulations. These Regulations are further implemented by
Pacific AreaOCS Orders Nos. 1 through 12.
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After the Platform A spill of January 28, 1969, the Geological Survey OCS
Regulations were revised effective August 22, 1969, and the latest revision
of the Pacific Area oes Orders was effective May 1, 1975. The net effect
of the changes that have been made in these latest revisions has been to
define more clearly the responsibility of lessees to conduct safe operations
and authority of the supervisor to regulate operations, to exercise tight
control over drilling, production, and waste disposal, and to require equip-
ment fully adequate for the safe conduct of operations.

b. Department of Transportation

(1) U. S. Coast Guard
The OCS Lands Act delegates to the Coast Guard the

authority to promulgate and enforce regulations covering warning devices,
safety equipment, and other matters related to the promotion of safety of
life and property on fixed OCS platforms and drilling vessels. The imp1e-
menting regulations for this delegation are contained in Title 33 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 67 and Sub-chapter N. Parts 140 to 147.
Other Coast Guard regulations cover safety equipment on all types of offshore
facilities and boats, specific personnel licensing procedures, minimum
manning levels for ships and boats, and prohibit the discharge of pollutants
from all vesse1s.l

(2) Office of Pipeline Safety
The Department of Transportation is authorized under

the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968 (49 U.S.C. sees. 1671, et seq.)

1 The Coast Guard's responsibility as to oil spill containment and clean-up
is discussed under the heading "Contingency Plans" in this section. A
memorandum of understanding between the U. S. Geological Survey and the
U. S. Coast Guard is also discussed under this heading.
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to establish gas pipeline safety standards for transportation of gas and
for pipeline facilities. The standards apply to the design, installation,
inspection, testing, construction, extension, operation, replacement, and
maintenance of pipeline facilities. Gathering, transmission or distribution
by pipeline or storage in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce is
included in the meaning of transportation of gas. The Secretary of Trans-
portation is authorized to advise, assist and cooperate with other Federal
departments in the planning and development of the standards and in methods
for inspecting and testing to determine compliance with the standards.
Regulations implementing the Department's authority are found at 49 CFR
Parts 192 and 195.

c. Regulation of Waste Water Discharged into the
Santa Barbara Channel OCS Waters
See section II.G.2.d.(3) for a description of the present

waste discharges resulting from the five existing OCS Santa Barbara Channel
platforms. The presently existing standards for oil and gas operation
related discharges into OCS waters are cited in this section in the OCS
Order discussion (see the excerpts from OCS Orders 7 and 8); however, it
should be pointed out that these requirements and standards could be sub-
stantially changed in the future. The OCS Orders are continuously evolving
and the sections governing waste water disposal requirements are presently
under consideration for revision. Also contributing to the likelihood that
waste water disposal requirements will be continuously revised as deemed
necessary in the future, are certain sections of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972 applicable to some aspects of OCS discharges
resulting from oil and gas operations.
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d. Environmental Protection Agency
The Environmental Protection Agency as administrator of

certain sections of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended in
1972 have responsibilities and jurisdiction for certain aspects of OCS oil
and gas operations waste disposal programs. (See the following subsection for
further discussion of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
of 1972.) By memorandum of April 13, 1973, to the Environmental Protection
Agency, the Department of the Interior suggested that the feasibility of a
memorandum of understanding between the two agencies be considered in order
to facilitate the administration of the 1972 amended act as it applies to
discharges arising from OCS lease operations and to minimize any redundancy
of efforts by the GeQlogical Survey and the Environmental Protection Agency.

(1) The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
of 1972
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of

1972, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1376 (Supplement III. 1973) (hereinafter. the Act)
makes the discharge of any pollutant by any person, except in compliance
with certain sections of the Act. unlawful. To carry out the objectives
of the Act, there shall be achieved not later than July 1, 1977, effluent
limitations for point sources which shall require the application of the

_best practicable control technology currently available. A National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (hereinafter, NPDES) is created by section 402
and made applicable to discharges into the territorial sea, the waters of
the contiguous zone, or the oceans by section 403. Permits for such dis~
charges will be issued by the Administrator (Environmental Protection
Agency) in compliance with guidelines to be promulgated by him. Prior to
promulgation of such guidelines, permits may be issued if the Administrator
determines it to be in the public interest. \~ile the NPDES appears to
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apply to fixed platforms and structures, it does not apply to (1) the addi-
tion of any pollutant to the waters of the contiguous zone or the ocean
from any vessel or floating craft, except drill ships, or (2) water, gas, or
other material which is injected into a well to facilitate production of oil
or gas, or water derived in association with oil or gas production and dis-
posed of in a well, if the well used either to facilitate production or for
disposal purposes is approved by authority of the State in which the well is
located, and if such State determines that such injection or disposal will
not result in the degradation of ground or surface water resources. Regula-
tions governing the NPDES may be found at 40 CFR, Part 125, 38 FoR. 13528
(1973) and the guidelines issued pursuant to section 403(c) of the Act may
be found at 40 CFR, Part 227, 38 FoR. 12872 (1973).

To assist in administering the Act the Administrator is authorized by section
SOl (b) to utilize the officers and employees of any other agency of the
United States (with the consent of the head of such agency). By memorandum
of April 13, 1973, to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the De-
partment of the Interior suggested that the feasibility of a memorandum of
understanding between the two agencies be considered in order to facilitate
the administration of the NPDES as it applies to discharges arising from
OCS lease operations and to minimize any redundancy of efforts by the
Geological Survey and the Environmental Protection Agency.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (33 U.S.C. §§

1251 - 1376 (Supplement III, 1973)) requires that the States adopt and
enforce certain guidelines and standards, subject to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) approval, within a given time for certain things to

be accomplished.
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In early 1975, standards, regulations, and enforcement responsibilities
under the FWPCA Amendments of 1972 should become better defined and estab-
lished by EPA and the U. S. Geological Survey for OCS produced waste water
discharges. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prepared a "Draft
Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and New Source
Performance Standards for the Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source Category"
(October 1974). This is a draft document, subject to changes resulting
from comments received, which presents the findings of an extensive study
of the oil and gas extraction industry for the purposes of developing
effluent limitation guidelines and pre-treatment standards for the industry
to implement Sections 304, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA of 1972 (PL 92-500).
Supporting data and rationale for the development of proposed effluent
limitation guidelines and standards of performance are contained in this
development document.

In late 1974, EPA issued Santa Barbara Channel OCS platform operators draft
permits to discharge treated produced waste water into Federal OCS waters.
These are draft permits and the stipulations and conditions are subject to
change.

In the Federal Register, Vol. 40, No. 179 (September IS, 1975) the Environ-
mental Protection Agency published interim final effluent limitations and
guidelines for existing discharge sources by establishing 40 CFR Part 435.
Portions of this interim final rule making (Subpart B) is applicable to the
discharge of produced waste water (and other waste) into OCS waters. In
Subpart B, the oil and grease maximum for anyone day is 72 ppm and the
average daily values for 30 consecutive days shall not exceed 48 ppm.
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(2) State of California and U. S. Geological Survey
Responsibilities as to Ocean Waste Discharges
Arising from Oil and Gas Operations
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),

under section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA), permits
are authorized to be issued by the Administrator (EPA). However, a State may
develop and submit to the Administrator (EPA) a program for the issuance of
permits for waste discharge into waters within its jurisdiction. Approval of
a State program by the Administrator (EPA) does not confer upon the State the
authority which the FWPCA grants the Administrator (EPA) with respect to the
issuance of permits for discharge into the contiguous zone and the ocean.

If a platform is located within the territorial waters of the State of
California, a State permit would be required. If, however, the platform is
located beyond the 3-mile limit (as would be any platforms installed as a
means of furthering Santa Barbara Channel OCS production) application must be
made to the Administrator (EPA) for a permit to discharge into waters at the
platform and the U. S. Geological Survey would enforce such permit require-

waste discharge
ments. OCS operators will have to comply with the applicable/regulations
existing at the time production begins. Those regulations might rule out
certain types of discharge or they might have effluent characteristics speci-
fications which would be economically infeasible for certain production opera-

tions. Should this be the case, the operator would be required to propose an

alternative disposal method such as subsurface injection, which would also
be under stringent regulations.

e. Corps of Engineers, United States Army
The OCS Lands Act provides that the authority of the

Secretary of the Army to prevent obstruction to navigation in the navigable
waters of the United States is extended to structures located in the Ocs.
The Corps of Engineers implements this delegated authority by issuing navi-
gational permits for exploration drilling vessels and fixed and mobile
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platforms. In issuing these permits, the Corps only considers those hazards
related to navigation and national defense.

f. Other Agencies
The California State Lands Commission is responsible for

California tidelands to their boundary with Federal waters. The California
Division of Oil and Gas reviews proposals for underground water disposal to
insure that potable water sources will not be adversely affected. The waste
water disposal by onshore subsurface injection (i.e., as proposed for the
Santa Ynez Unit onshore treating and storage facility) would be in accord-
ance with Section 502(6) (B) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(1972 amendment), and subject to approval by the California State Division
of Oil and Gas. The State of California and the Counties of Santa Barbara
and Ventura have each established air quality regulations for facilities
within their jurisdiction. The U. S. Bureau of Land Management is respon-
sible for the administration and issuance of OCS leases, and under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 is responsible for the assessment
of foreseeable environmental impacts that could result from the development
of mineral deposits on the public lands. The U. S. Bureau of Sport Fish-
eries and Wildlife is responsible for the conservation and management of
fish and wildlife resources and can provide advice and assistance on bio-
logical, chemical, and physical factors affecting these resources. National
Marine Fisheries Service has similar responsibilities by law in the marine
and estuarine areas. The Geological Survey cooperates with the Sport Fish-
eries and Wildlife and the National Marine Fisheries Service in helping to
minimize harm to fish and wildlife resources.l Numerous other agencies

1 A memorandum of understanding exists between the U.S. Geological Survey, the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, and the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife as to the regulation of geophysical operations involving explosives.
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regulate various aspects of the proposed development including construction

and operation of the product transportation units; occupational health and
safety; pipeline and marine berth design and operation; and emissions from
internal combustion engines. Anyone wishing to obtain detailed information
on specific regulations applicable to a particular part of this proposal
should contact the appropriate agency.

Inasmuch as the Geological Survey regulations, and more specifically the
Pacific Area OCS Orders, cover the basic OCS oil and gas operations they
will be briefly described here and referred to throughout this Environ-

1mental Impact Statement.

g. Pacific Area OCS Orders
The twelve Pacific Area OCS Orders are the field level

implementation of the authority delegated to the Secretary of the Interior
by the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953. The authority for each
OCS Order is a subpart of Part 250 of Title 30 of the Code of Federal
Regulations. These orders are issued by the Pacific Area Supervisor, with
prior approval of the Chief, Conservation Division, U. S. Geological Survey.
The field-level enforcement of these OCS Orders is performed by the Santa
Barbara District Engineer and his staff.

The present Pacific Area OCS Orders evolved from the
earliest issued orders dated ~Iarch 31, 1965. Additional OCS Orders will be

~prepared and issued and the existing orders are revised as the need occurs.
Several existing OCS Orders are presently undergoing revision and new orders

1 These regUlations (Part 250, Title 30, Code of Federal Regulations) and.
the Pacific Area OCS Orders may be obtained from the U. S. Geological
Survey, Oil and Gas Operations, Pacific Area, 7744 Federal Building,
300 North Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, California 90012.
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are being prepared by the Geological Survey.

OCS Order No.1

OCS Order No.1, entitled "MARKING OF WELLS, PLATFORMS, AND

FIXED STRUCTURES," covers the identification of wells and structures as

required by the Geological Survey. With respect to structures, this order

specifies that the identification be of a size and so located as to be

legible from either the surface of the water or the air. There are addi-

tional requirements that all structures be equipped with navigational aids

but these are Coast Guard requirements covered by their regulations (33 CFR,

Subchapter N. Parts 140 to 147).

OCS Order No.2

OCS Order No. 2 presents an example of constant review of OCS

Orders. Currently OCS Order No. 2 is in its second major revision and was

printed in the Federal Register, Vol. 40, Noo 222, November 17, 1975. It

should become effective April 1, 1976, barring any other major changes.

After an OCS Order is published in the Federal Register, comments are

accepted from interested parties prior to its finalization.

In general, the draft OCS Order Noo 2, "DRILLING PROCEDURES", covers

requirements for well casing and cementing, blowout prevention, mud programs,

supervision and training, direction surveys, hydrogen sulfide control,

critical operations, and curtailment plans.

Well casing and cementing requirements indicate casing setting depths and

how the casing is to be driven or set.

Blowout prevention and mud programs are spelled out in detail in OCS Order
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Noo 2 to aid prevention of well blowout and encourage safety of personnel.

Prescription of directional survey frequencies for each portion of drilling

activity is provided to assure bottom hole locations for safe, efficient,

and authorized operations.

In the revised oes Order No.2, hydrogen sulfide detection and control

requirements are spelled out in detail.

At all times, from when drilling operations are initiated until the well's

completion or abandonment, oes Order No. 2 requires maintenance of rig

floor surveillance by a member of the drilling crew or the supervisor.

Training program requirements include well control and abnormal pressure

detection methods. Also required in the order are weekly blowout prevention

drills. Written verification of compliance with Order provisions is re-

quired to be filed with the District Engineer. oes Order No. 2 requires

filing of critical operations and curtailment plans with the District

Engineer for approval. Minimum critical operation and guidelines for

curtailment plans are provided in the Order.

oes Order No.3

oes Order No.3, "PLUGGING AND ABANDONMENT OF WELLS," spells

out in detail the plugging, with cement or mud, that must be done for either

a permanent or temporary abandonment. A permanent abandonment requires the

placement of a top cement plug and various other plugs across all oil, gas,

and fresh water zones so as to prevent the migration of formation fluids

from one zone to another. All casing, wellhead equipment, and anchor piling

must be removed to a depth of at least five feet below the ocean floor.
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OCS Order No.4
Entitled "SUSPENSIONS AND DETERMINATION OF WELL PRODUCIBILIlY,"

OCS Order No. 4 established the criteria for determining whether a well is
capable of producing oil or gas in paying. quantities. It is significant
because establishing producibility of at least one well on a lease permits
extension of the primary term of the lease. This is the only OCS Order that
has no relationship to safety and environmental protection.

OCS Order No.5
OCS Order No.5, "INSTALLATION OF SUBSURFACE SAFElY DEVICE," is

completely related to safety and environmental protection. A subsurface
safety device is a valve installed in the tubing of a well, at some distance
below the mudline, which closes and shuts the well in if abnormal producing
conditions develop. There are two basic types: (1) direct-controlled,
which depends upon an increase in velocity or pressure differential across
the valve to cause it to close or (2) surface-controlled, which is a spring-
loaded, normally closed valve that is held open by the application of pres-
sure from the surface. Industry and the U. S. Geological Survey consider
that surface-controlled valves are more dependable than direct-controlled
valves. In the Pacific Area, the use of surface-controlled subsurface
safety devices became mandatory not later than one year after the effective
date of the current OCS Orders, or on June 1, 1972. Actually, this require-
ment did not create a major problem because Santa Barbara Channel OCS
operators had only about a dozen direct-controlled valves in use at.the time
of the effective date of the OCS Orders. These few valves have been changed
to surface-controlled valves.

To insure safety, or security, subsequent OCS Orders require that a prim~ry
control system be backed up by secondary and in some cases even tertiary
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systems. The subsurface safety valve system backup is provided as follows:
First, the safety valve is backed up by automatic wellhead valves. Then, as
production moves downstream from the wellhead, there is additional backup.
Production vessels and surge tanks are equipped with high-low level and
pressure shut-in sensors. Shipping pumps, for moving production to shore,
are similarly equipped. In the Pacific Area an electronic system is in
operation that compares input to a pipeline that serves several platforms
with receipts onshore. The syst~m maintains a continuous short-term and
long-term readout of this comparison at the onshore facility. If a differ-
ential exists between these readouts, and exceeds a preset value, an alarm
sounds and emergency action is taken. When this system was originally
installed, it was tested by simulating a leak of one barrel per minute
(through a bypass) on a pipeline carrying S8 barrels per minute and the
system responded immediately. A leak of 1.4 percent of the flow rate can
be immediately detected. Thus, for a production rate of 40,000 barrels per
day a leak of more than 24 barrels per hour would be quickly detected.

Additional safety devices are installed within the surface pressure system
that maintains the subsurface safety valves in the open position. This
pressure control system is an integral part of the platform shut~in system.
It can be activated manually, automatically, locally, or remotely. Fusible
links are placed at strategic points in the pressure control lines which,
if melted, dissipate pressure and activate all valves in the system.

OCS Order No.6
OCS Order No.6, "PROCEDURE FOR CCJ.1PLETIONOF OIL AND GAS WELLS,"

addresses itself to the pressure specifications and testing of wellhead
eqUipment and the procedure for mUltiple tubingless completions.
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OCS Order No.7
The title of OCS Order No. 7 is "POLLUTION AND WASTE DISPOSAL. ,,1

This Order is of major importance. It covers the full gamut of pollution
control from prevention to removal. With respect to prevention, it speci-
fies the appropriate manner in which liquid and solid wastes may be dis-
posed.2 Additionally, it requires that all production facilities be operated
and maintained in a manner necessary to prevent pollution and that both
operator and non-operator personnel be informed and instructed in equipment
operation for the prevention of pollution. As a preventive measure, it
requires that all drilling and production facilities be inspected periodi-
cally by the operator for potential sources of pollution (Geological Sur-
vey personnel also perform frequent inspections and tests). If pollution
does occur, the Order sets forth a reporting procedure for notifying appro-
pr~ate persons and agencies and requires that immediate corrective action
be taken. Additionally, it requires that pollution control equipment be
readily available to all operations. This equipment may be maintained on
the particular facility or, at the discretion of the Area Supervisor, may
be land based.

Over the past few years, several nonprofit organizations have been formed
along the Pacific Coast, for pollution control and removal.3

Excerpts from OCS Order No.7 are ~eproduced on the following three pages.

1 OCS Order No. 7 has been printed as a poster notice and this notice must
be posted in a conspicuous place on all OCS drilling vessels, platforms,
and related crew and supply boats.

2 The disposal of produced wastewater and sewage is covered by the pro-
visions of OCS Order No.8. However, the Geological Survey plans to
move all provisions on waste disposal to OCS Order No.7.

3 Oil Spill Contingency Plans will be discussed later in this section.
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1. Pollution Prevention. In the conduct of all oil and gas
operations, the operator shall not pollute land or water.
The operator shall comply with the following pollution
prevention requirements.

A. Liquid Disposal.

(1) The disposal of produced waste water and sewage
shall be in accordance wi th the provisions of
oes Order No.8.

(2) Oil shall not be disposed of into ocean waters.

(3) Liquid waste materials containing substances
which may be harmful to aquatic life or wild-
life, or injurious in any manner to life or
property, shall be treated to avoid disposal
of harmful substances into the ocean waters.

(4) Drilling mud containing oil or toxic substances
shall not be disposed of into the ocean waters.

B. Solid Waste Disposal.

(1) Drill cuttings, sand, and other solids containing
oil shall not be disposed of into the ocean waters.

(2) Mud containers and other solid waste materials
shall be transported to shore for disposal.

e. Production Facilities.

(1) All production facilities, such as separators,
tanks, treaters, and other equipment, shall be
operated and maintained at all times in a manner
necessary to prevent pollution.
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(2) The operator's personnel shall be thoroughly
instructed in the techniques of equipment main-
tenance and operation for the prevention of
pollution. Non-operator personnel shall be
informed in wri ting, pri or to executing con-
tracts, of the operator's ob1i gations to prevent
pollution.

2. Inspections and Reports. The operator shall comply with the
following pollution inspection and reporting requirements
and operators shall comply with such instructions or orders
as are issued by the Supervisor for the control or removal of
pollutants:

A. Pollution Inspections.

(1) Manned drilling and production facilities shall
be inspected daily to determine if pollution is
occurring. Such maintenance or repairs as are
necessary to prevent pollution of ocean waters
shall be immediately undertaken and performed.

(2) Unattended facilities, including those equipped
with remote control and monitoring systems, shall
be inspected at intervals as prescribed by the
District Engineer and necessary maintenance or
repairs immediately made thereto.

B. Pollution Reports.

(1) All spills or leakage of oil and liquid pollutants
shall be reported orally without delay to the
District Engineer and the Coast Guard and shall be
followed by a written report to the District Engineer
showing the cause, size of spill, and action taken.

(2) All spills or leakage of oil and liquid pollutants
of a substantial size or quantity and those of any
size or quanti ty which cannot be immediately con-
trolled, shall be reported orally without delay to
the Supervisor, the District Engineer, the Coast
Guard, and the Regional Director, Environmental
Protection Agency.

(3) Operators shall notify each other upon observation
of equipment malfunction or pollution resulting
from another's operation.
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3. Control and Removal.

A. Corrective Action. Immediate corrective action shall be
taken in all cases where pollution has occurred. Each
operator shall have an emergency plan for initiating
corrective action to control and remove pollution and
such plan shall be filed with the Supervisor. Corrective
action taken under the plan shall be subject to modifi-
cation when directed by the Supervisor.

B. Equipment. Standby pollution control equipment shall be
maintained at each operation or shall be immediately
available to each operator at an onshore location. This
equipment shall include, but need not be limited to,
containment booms, skimming apparatus, and chemical
dispersants and shall be available prior to the commence-
ment of operations. This equipment shall be the most
effective available resulting from the current state of
pollution control and removal research and development
efforts. The equipment shall be regularly inspected and
maintained in good condition for use. The equipment
and the location of land bases shall be approved by the
Supervisor. Chemical dispersants shall not be used
wi thout prior approval of the Supervisor. The operator
shall notify the Supervisor of the location at which
such equipment is located for operations conducted on
each lease. All changes in location and equipment
maintained at each location shall be approved by the
Supervisor.
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oes Order No.8

oes Order No. 8 "APPROVAL PROCEDURE FOR INSTALLATION AND OPERA-
TION OF PLATFORMS, FIXED AND ~mBILE STRUe1URES, ANU ARTIFICIAL ISLANUS,"
is quite lengthy, totaling a little over 12 pages. In part, it covers
general design and non-design features, the manner in which the application
for installation must be filed, and a requirement that the detailed struc-
tural design plans be certified by a registered professional engineer.
Also, it covers safety and pollution control equipment and procedures for
welding practices.

Various backup systems as applied to production handling facilities were men-
tioned under oes Order No. S, and one example was given. Much of the detail
of these systems is set forth in oes Order No.8. In the part covering weld-
ing practices and procedures, the requirements are relatively general in
nature, touching only on the highlights of safe welding precautions. The
main thrust of this part of the Order is to minimize all welding and burning
on any structure. To this end, the policy according to the regulations is:
if it can be done onshore, do it there and haul it out to the structure; if
it must be done on the structure, it should be done in a pressurized welding
room, but, if this proves impossible, use backup measures to insure safety.
These backup measures consist of the appointment of one or more persons des-
ignated as "fire watch" dressed in distinctive attire and equipped, at a mini-
mum, with a portable gas detector and fire extinguishers.

Although waste disposal is for the most part dealt with in oes Order No.7,
a portion of oes Order No. 8 addresses itself to the disposal of produced
waste water and sewage. This portion of oes Order No. 8 will be moved to
oes Order No. 7 in the near future.

Excerpts from oes Order No. 8 are reproduced on the following three pages.
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(3) Curbs, gutters, and drains shall be constructed
and maintained in good condition in all deck
areas in a manner necessary to collect all
contaminants, unless drip pans or equivalent
are placed under equipment and piped to a sump
which will automatically maintain the oil at
a level sufficient to prevent discharge of oil
into the ocean waters. Alternate methods to
obtain the same results may be approved by the
Supervisor. These systems shall not permit
spilled oil to flow into the wellhead area.

(4) An auxiliary electrical power supply shall be
installed to provide emergency power capable
of operating all electrical equipment required
to maintain safety of operation in the event the
primary electrical power supply fails.

(5) The following requirements shall appll} to the
handling and disposal of all produced waste water
discharged into the ocean waters overll}ing the
submerged lands of the OCS. The disposal of
waste water other than into these waters shall
be approved by the Supervisor.

(a) Water discharged shall not create conditions
which will adversely affect the public health
or the use of the waters for the propagation
of aquatic life, recreation, navigation, or
other legitimate uses.

(b) Waste water disposal systems shall be designed
and maintained to reduce the oil content of
the disposed water to not more than fifty
ppm. An effluent sampling station shall be
located at a point prior to discharge into
the receiving waters where a representative
sample of the treated effluent can be obtained.
On one day each month the effluent shall be
sampled hourly for 8 hours and the following
determinations shall be made on the composite
sample: suspended solids, settleable solids,
pH, total oil and grease content, and volume
of sample obtained. Also the temperature of
each hourly sample shall be recorded. All
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samples shall be taken and all analyses
for oil and grease content shall be per-
formed in accordance with the latest
edition of "Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater",
published by the American Public Health
Association, Inc. The Supervisor may
approve different methods for determina-
tion of oil and grease content if the
method to be used is indicated to be
reliable. A written report of the results
shall be furnished to the Regional Office
monthly. The report shall contain dates,
time and location of sample, volumes of
waste discharge on the date of sampling
in barrels per daq, and the results of
the specific analysis and physical obser-
vations. A visual inspection of the appearance
of the receiving waters in the discharge area
shall be made daily and the results recorded
and included in the monthly report.

(6) A firefighting system shall be installed and maintained
in an operating condition in accordance with the
following:

(a) A fixed automatic water spray system shall be
installed in all wellhead areas. These systems
shall be installed in accordance with the
current edition of National Fire Protection
Association's Pamphlet No. 15.

(b) A firewater system of rigid pipe wi th fire
hose stations shall be installed and may
include a fixed water spray system. Such
a system shall be installed in a manner
necessary to .provide needed protection in
areas where production handling equipment is
located. A firefighting system using chemicals
may be considered for installation in certain
areas in lieu of a firewater system in that
area, if determined by the Supervisor to provide
equivalent fireorotection control.

(c) Pumps for the firewater systems shall be test-
operated weekly. A record of the tests shall
be maintained on a structure in the field and
submitted semi-annually to the District Office.
An alternate fuel or power source shall be
installed to provide continued pumn operation
~uring platform shutdown unless an alternate
firefighting suetzem is provided.
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(d) Portable fire extinguishers shall be located
in the living quarters and in other strategic
areas.

(e) A diagram of the firefighting system showing
the location of all equipment shall be posted
in a prominent place on the structure and a
copy submitted to the District Office.

(7) An automatic gas detector and alarm system shall
be installed and maintained in an operating condition
in accordance with the following:

(a) Gas detection systems shall be installed in
all enclosed areas containing gas handling
facilities or equipment and in other enclosed
areas which are classified as hazardous areas
as defined in API RP 500 A and B and the
current edition of the National Electric
Code.

(b) All gas detection systems shall be capable of
continuously monitoring for the presence of
combustible gas in the areas in which the
detection devices are located.

(c) The central control shall be capable of giving
an alarm at a point not higher than 60 percent
of the lower explosive limit.

(d) The central control shall automatically
activate shut-in sequences and emergency
equipment at a point not higher than 90%
of the lower explosive limit.

(9) Sewage disposal systems shall be installed and
maintained in satisfactory operating condition
in all cases where sewage is discharged into the
ocean waters. Sewage is defined as human bqdy
wastes and the wastes from toilets and other
receptacles intended to receive or retain body
wastes. Following seweqe treatment, the effluent
shall contain 50 ppm or less of biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), 150 pom or less of suspended
solids, and shall have a minimum chlorine residual
ofl.O mg/liter after a minimum retention
time of fifteen minutes. Sewage treatment
records shall be maintained and made available
for inspection upon request. The records
shall reflect the results of monthly tests.
These tests shall include determination of.
BOD, suspended solids, and chlorine residual.
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OCS Order No.9
OCS Order No.9 is entitled '~PPROVAL PROCEDURES FOR

PIPELINES". This title is somewhat misleading in that it covers
more than approval procedures. It covers general design, appli-
cation procedure for installation, and a completion report of the
actual installation, including testing. Under general design,
there are requirements for safety devices which function to protect
the line as well as minimize pollution in the event that damage or
failure occurs. Also, there are operating procedures directed to-
ward protection, inspection, and maintenance of the line throughout
its lifetime. The metering system which provides a continuous
comparison of the input to a line at a structure, or structures,
with deliveries onshore, was mentioned under OCS Order No. S. This
metering system is a general design requirement of OCS Order No.9.

Order No.9 does not apply to common-carrier pipelines except where
one is connected to or crosses a platform. In this sense, the pipe-
lines which are being referred to are the gathering lines or flow
lines used to move production to an onshore processing facility. In
the Pacific Area, the production as it leaves a platform is not in
a saleable condition. It is treated at the onshore facility to a
saleable condition after which it passes Ii "point of sale" and is
no longer under the jurisdiction of the Geological Survey.

The Area Oil and Gas Supervisor is authorized to grant easements or
rights-of-way and to approve the installation of gathering lines or
flow lines. He is not authorized to take these same actions for
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common carrier pipelines. Tho h 01S aut or1ty is vested in the Bureau of Land
Management. Excerpts from DeS Order No. 9 follows.

(1) All oil and gas pipelines leaving a structure
receiving production from the structure shall
be equipped with a high-low pressure sensor to
shut in the wells on the structure.

(2) All oil and gas pipelines delivering production
to either offshore or onshore production facili-
ties, or both, shall be equipped with an
automatic shut-in valve, at or near the receiving
facility, connected to an automatic and a remote
shut-in system.

(3) All oil and gas pipelines coming onto a structure
or delivering production to an onshore facility
shall be equipped with a check valve or a quick-
operating manual valve, as approved by the
Supervisor, at or near the structure or facility
to control backflow •

(4) All oil and gas pipelines crossing a structure
which do not deliver production to the structure,
but which mayor may not receive production from
the structure, shall be equipped wi th sensors to
activate an automatic shut-in valve to be located
in the upstream portion of the pipeline at or
near the structure to avoid uncontrolled flow at
the structure. This automatic shut-in valve
shall be connected to either the structure automatic
and remote shut-in system or to an independent
remote shut-in system.

(5) All oil pumps and gas compressors shall be equipped
with high-low pressure shut-in devices.

(6) All oil pipelines shall have a metering system to
provide a continuous volumetric comparison of input
to the line at the structure, or structures, with
deliveries onshore. The system shall include an
alarm system and shall be of adequate sensitivity
to detect significant variations between input and
discharge volumes. In lieu of the foregoing, any
system capable of detecting small leaks in the
pipeline may be substituted with the approval of the
Supervisor.

B. All oil and gas and other pipelines shall be protected from
loss of metal that would endanger the strength and safety
of the lines by methods such as protective coatings or
cathodi c protection.
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c. All oil and gas and other pipelines shall be installed
and maintained to be compatible with trawling operations
and other uses.

D. All oil and gas and other pipelines shall be hydrostat-
ically tested to 1.25 times the designed working pressure
for a minimum of 2 hours prior to placing the line in
service.

E. All oil and gas pipelines shall be maintained in good
operating condition at all times and the ocean surface
above the pipeline shall be inspected a minimum of once
each week for indication of leakage using aircraft,
floating equipment or other means. Records of these
inspections including the date, methods, and results
of each inspection shall be maintained by the operator
and submitted to the District Engineer annually by
April 1. The operator shall immediately notify the
District Engineer of any pipeline leak and within one
week shall submit a report to him with respect to the
cause, effect, and remedial action taken.

F. All oil and gas and other pipelines shall be designed
and maintained for protection against water currents,
storm scouring, soft bottoms, and other environmental
factors.

G. An external inspection of all pipelines by side scan sonar
or other means acceptable to the Supervisor shall be made
at least once each year to identify all exposed portions
of pipelines. All exposed portions of pipelines shall then
be inspected in detail by photographic or other means
acceptable to the Supervisor to determine if any hazards
exist to the line or other users of the area. If a hazard
is found to exist, appropriate corrective action shall be
taken. Records of these inspections including the date,
methods, and results of each inspection, shall be maintained
by the operator and submitted to the District Engineer when
the records become available.

2. Application. The operator shall submit in duplicate the
following to the District Engineer for forwarding and approval
by the Supervisor:

A. Drawing on a plat or plats showing the major features
and other pertinent data including: (1) water depth,
(2) route, (3) location, (4) length, (5) connecting
facilities, (6) size, and (7) burial depth, ,if buried.
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OCS Order No. 10

OCS Order No. 10, "DRILLING OF TWIN CORE HOLES," was of major

significance during the years immediately preceding the February 6, 1968

lease sale in the Santa Barbara Channel. It allowed twinning of State-

permitted core holes which had been drilled, under State jurisdiction, in

the disputed area of the Santa Barbara Channel, following a 1965 Supreme

Court decision that established the areas of State and Federal jurisdiction.

Under this twin-coring program, 53 twin core holes were drilled, thus per-

mitting a freer exchange of information among the potential bidders at the

Santa Barbara Channel lease sale. Order No. 10 is still effective and au-

thorizes the drilling of twin core holes on the unleased lands of the Outer

Continental Shelf off the coast of southern California. However, it appears

unlikely that there will be any such action in the near future.

OCS Order No. 11

OCS Order No. 11 entitled "OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION RATES, PRE-

VENTION OF WASTE, AND PROTECTION OF CORRELATIVE RIGlITS," provides for the

prevention of waste and conservation of the natural resources of the Outer

Continental Shelf, the protection of correlative rights and is applicable

to all oil and gas wells on Federal leases in the Outer Continental Shelf

of the Pacific area.

Methods to establish oil and gas production rates are spelled out in OCS

Order No. 11 and covers establishing, increasing, decreasing, conditions

for cancellation, and justification for continuance by quarterly well test.

The Order requires operators to submit plans and to initiate enhanced oil

and gas recovery operations.

The Order prescribes balancing periods to establish continuous production
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at the well's maximum production rate or the reservoir's maximum efficient
rate. Provisions for mandatory balancing is provided for in OCS Order No.
11.

Provisions for flaring and venting are included in the Order to minimize
waste and due considerations for economics and safety. An application for
approval must include all appropriate engineering, geologic, economic data
showing premature abandonment of oil and gas production or curtailment of
lease development, and a comparison of additional oil and gas that would
not be recovered should the application to flare or vent be rejected.

The Order requires well completions, enabling maximum efficient recovery
control. Requirements are given for competitive reservoirs providing for
definitions, development and production plans, and possible unitization.
In the interest of conservation, th~ Conservation Manager can require
unitization. Well testing requirements include provisions for type, fre-
quency, and reporting.

'OCS Order No. 11 includes provisions enabling the Conservation Manager to
call conferences on his own initiative or at the request of interested
parties. The Order requires copies of decisions be given to all interested
parties and situations for appeals are provided for.

OCS Order No. 12

OCS Order No. 12 was established due to Public Law 90-23

"Public Information Act" requiring identifiable agency records be made

available for inspection. It specifies which records may be available, and

provides for appeals to the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior.

Rules included in this order may result in increased production of oil and

gas by making available useful information. OCS Order No. 12 enables

dissemination of information in a fair, orderly manner and still keeping

confidentiality of privileged documents.
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h. Policies and Recommendations of the California Coastal
Zone ConservatiortCommissionon Petroleum Development

As noted earlier (section I.F.2.a.) the California legis-

lature has two years, December 1975 through 1977, to act upon these policies

and recommendations, and subsequently concurrence by the Department of

Commerce is required for Federal status. Additionally local implementation

plans are recommended by the Commission, and are to be completed within

three years after California State adoption of the Plan (California Coastal

Zone Conservation Commission, 1975).

The following policies specific to petroleum development are reproduced

from p. 123-127 of the Plan. The USGS, along with numerous other agencies

and entities commented on the Preliminary Coastal Plan through regular
channels.

Policies

81'. Basic Policy for Offshore Petroleum Develop-
ment. New offshore oil and gas development
shall be permitted if:
• The Federal Government (for Federal Outer

Continental Shelf lands) or the State Energy
Commission, State Lands Commission, coastal
agency, and other appropriate State agencies
(for offshore State lands) have clearly identified
development of the offshore petroleum resource
as: (1) an integral and high-priority part of a
comprehensive, balanced national energy con-
servation and development program that gives
consideration to full-scale energy conservation
programs, alternative energy source develop-
ment, and short- and long-term resource availa-
bility; or (2) a necessary energy source for
California and Petroleum Administration for
Defense District V (PAD V, consisting of Cali-
fornia, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, Washington,
.Alaska, and Hawaii), considering energy con-
servation and alternative energy sources de-·
velopment measures and also considering the
anticipated inflow to California and PAD V of

.oi I and other forms of energy from all other
sources (e.g., onshore oil production, Alaska
North Slope oil and gas production, production
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in other regions of Alaska, and foreign oil and
gas imports) and California's projected capa-
cities to refine and store the anticipated inflow
of oil from these sources; and

• The coastal agency has determined that the
possible impacts on coastal marine, air, and
onshore resources resulting from offshore
petroleum development are acceptable under
the policies set forth in the Coastal Plan.

82. Recommendation to Separate Permit Review
of Petroleum Exploration Phase and Development!
Production Phase. In order that, prior to a decision
whether to grant private companies the right to
develop and produce publicly owned offshore and
onshore petroleum resources in the coastal zone,
as much data as possible can be acquired about
the resources, their value, and the offshore and
onshore environmental impacts of production,
it is recommended that the present system for
leasing State lands for oil and gas production be
changed to separate permit review of the explo-
ration phase from the development/production
phase, as follows:
a. Exploratory Phase. Exploratory drilling on a

lease shall proceed only after (1)the State
Lands Commission has prepared an environ-



mental impact report (EIR) on the exploratory
phase activities; (2) the coastal agency has
issued a permit for the exploratory phase ac-
tlvlttes;' and (3) the State Lands Commission
has approved an exploration program.

b. Development and Production Phase. Develop-
ment and production shall proceed only after
(1) the State Lands Commission has prepared
an EIR on all aspects of the development and
production phase; (2) the Energy Commission
has made .a formal finding of-need for theoil
and gas resources discovered during explo-
ration; (3) the coastal agency has reviewed
the Energy Commission's finding of need,
evaluated the environmental and land use
planning aspects of the development and pro-
duction phase, and has issued a permit; (4) the
Energy Commission, if it is given statewide
authority for siting offshore and onshore oil
and gas production activities and facilities
(as recommended in Policy 76), has issued its
certification; and (5) the State Lands Com-
mission has approved a development and pro-
duction program. The EI R on the development

. and production phase shall include one-, five-,
and 10-year plans for development, production,
and all related offshore and onshore develop-
ment, including platforms, submerged pro-
duction systems, pipelines, separation, treat-
ment, and storage facilities, refinerles, harbor
facilities, and tanker terminals anticipated.
It shall also describe the economic, environ-
mental, and aesthetic impact on the immediate'
area and the entire coastal zone of offshore
and onshore facilities and operations, including
all transportation and distribution facilities,
and all measures to mitigate any environmental
hazards of onshore and offshore activities, in-
cluding alternatives to the anticipated facilities,
programs for containment and recovery of
potential oil spills, and improvements in
marine traffic lanes, navigational equipment,
and traffic control. To the extent such infor-
mation is not provided in the EI R, the coastal
agency shall require that it be submitted during
the coastal permit review. Following sub-
mission of an application for development
and production that includes complete and
adequate information about the resource and
all proposed activities and facilities, a decision
shall be rendered within a defined period of
time, to be set by the Legislature. It is recom-
mended that the Legislature also give full con-
sideration to possible alterations in other aspects
of leasing that may be complementary to the
proposed separation of the exploration and pro-
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duction decisions, including alternative forms
of bidding that could reduce the size of cash
bonus bids; 'government sponsorship of or par-
ticipation in exploration; and appropriate com-
pensation for any company denied the right to
produce discovered petroleum reserves.

c. If the Leasing System Is Not Changed. If the
present leasing system is not changed as
recommended above, the EIR preparation
and, permit review, process proposed above
for the development and production phase
shall be applied for all phases prior to granting
permission for exploration. ,

83. Criteria for Siting and Design of Petroleum
Facilities. On publicly or privately owned lands
in the coastal zone, offshore and onshore drilling
and production and related facilities shall be per-
mitted where, in addition to the standards set
forth in Policy 11, all of the following criteria are
met. Compliance shall be required by the coastal
ag~ncy as a condition of any required coastal
permit, by the State Lands Commission as a
condition of a lease on State-owned lands, and
by the Division of Oil and Gas.
a. Use Best Well Sites. Proposed well sites shall

be the least environmentally hazardous and
aesthetically disruptive sites feasible.

b. Assure Geologic Safety. The geologic charac-
teristics of proposed well sites shall be ade-
quately evaluated and determined to be con-
sistent with safe drilling and production.

c. Consolidate Drilling, Production, and Pro-
cessing Sites. Petroleum-related facilities
and operations shall be consolidated (i.e.,
drilling, production, separation facilities, arid
support sites shall be unitized - developed
and operated as a unit by a single company
or group of companies for the benefit of all
interested companies - or shall be shared)
to the maximum extent feasible and legally
permissible, unless such consolidation will
have adverse environmental consequences
and will not significantly reduce the number
of producing wells, support facilities, Of sites
required to produce the reservoir economically
and with minimal environmental impacts.
Unlttzatlon negotiations shall be entered into
,by all operators cov~ring one producing struc-
ture, 'and unitization of a new offshore field
shall be carried out before commercial pro-
duction is initiated. The unitization or conso-
lidation requirements shall apply to (1) all

. types of offshore platforms; (2) submerged
production systems; (3) onshore drilling and



production facilities; (4) pipelines: (5) separa-
tion, treatment, and storace facilities; (6) trans-
fer terminals related to petroleum production;
(7) rights-of-way for transporting produced oil
and gas; (8) equipment lay-down areas; and
(9) port facilities to supply and service offshore
platforms.

d. Use Submerged Systems Where Feasible and
Environmentally Safe. Subsea completion of
wells and submerged production systems shall
be used where environmentally safe, as demon-
strated through adequate testing of equipment
by industry, observed by the appropriate go-
vernment agencies, and where technically and
economically feasible. Where oil platforms or
islands would have a substantial adverse envi-
ronmental effect, including degradation of
aesthetic values, no offshore drill!ng shall
be permitted unless and until subsea comple-
tions or submerged production systems are
demonstrated to be environmentally safe.

e. Platforms Preferred Over Islands; Minimize
Impact of Platforms. Where subsea drilling,
completion, or production is found to be in-
feasible or environmentally unsafe, thereby
making platforms or islands necessary to de-
velopment of the resource, or where ptattorms
are necessary to service subsea systems, the
following criteria shall apply:
• Platforms shall be preferred over islands

wherever safety considerations permit.
• The number of offshore platforms shall be

minimized by using each platform to drill
as many wells, and lor to service as many
subsea completion and production systems,
as is technically and economically feasible.

• The design of the platforms or islands shall
be consistent with the general design criteria
of the Coastal P.lan and shall be subject to
review and approval by the immediately land-
ward local governments as well' as by the
coastal agency and State Lands Commission.

• The waters surrounding new platforms or
islands shall be open to sport fishing, diVing,
and boating, consistent with boating safety
rules and practices.

• If an island is determined to be needed,
multi-purpose public interest uses, including
small-boat landing piers and amenity public
recreation areas, scientific and educational.
faciiities (e.g., marine biology, oceanography
and metereology research stations), Coast
Guard or U.S. Weather Service station, or
aquaculture operations, shall be incorporated
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into the project to the extent technically and
economically feasible and consistent with
public safety and other policies of the Coastal
Plan.

• All water that contacts working surfaces of
oil islands (including rain runoff) shall be
contained and not allowed to drain in an un-
treated state into the ocean. Treatment shall
be adequate to remove essentially all petro-
leum or unnatural amounts of chemical re-
sidues from the estimated maximum amounts
of runoff water;

• Platforms or islands shall not be sited where
a hazard to vessel traffic might result from
the facility or related operations. Platforms
shall not be permitted until a navigational
safety system for coastal waters is in effect,
in accordance with Policy 119.

f. Minimize Impact of Petroleum Facilities
Onshore. Drilling, production, and support
facilities onshore, including separation and
treatment plants, pipelines, transfer terminals,
storage facilities, and equipment lay-down
areas, shall be designed and located to minimize
their adverse environmental impacts consistent
with recovery of the resource. Where such on-
shore development would result in substantial
impacts on the resources of the coastal zone,
it shall be permitted only where there is a need
for the project (as specified in Policy 81), where
feasible alternatives would have a greater ad-
verse environmental impact, and technology
that would substantially reduce such impacts
will not be available in the immediate future
(e.g., new technology for carrying out subsea
production, oil and gas separation, storage,
and natural gas liquefaction that might reduce
the need for large onshore facilities).

g. Prevent Subsidence; Reinject 011 Field Brines.
Liquid and gas extraction projects that could
cause or contribute to subsidence hazard
(where there is a potential for significant
present ortuture damage to property or envi-
ronment) shall be prohibited; such existing
operations shall be stopped; unless it is deter-
mined that there is no reasonable alternative.
In such cases, the best available techniques
for minimizing or preventing land subsidence
shall be utilized. Lease or unit operators con-
structing new facilities shall reinject all. oil field
brines into oil producing zones unless injection
into other .subsurface zones will reduce envi-
ronmental risks. Exceptions to reinjection will
be granted only after approval by the appro-



priate agencies (including the Regional Water
Quality Control Board) of detailed plans ade-
quately providing for the elimination of petro-
leum odors and all potential fresh water or
ocean water quality problems. Monitoring pro-
grams to record land surface and nearshore
ocean floor movements shall be continued in
all areas of subsidence problems and shall be
initiated in locations of new large-scale fluid
extraction on land or nearshore before opera-
tions begin. Such monitoring shall contlnue
during and after liquid and gas extraction
operations until surface conditions have sta-
bilized. Costs of monitoring and mitigation
programs shall be borne by liquid and gas
extraction operations, overseen by an appro-
priate State agency.

84. Recommendations for Increasing all Recovery
Efficiency. It is recommended that the Legislature
(1J enact legislation to require the California
Division of Oil and Gas and the State Lands Com-
mission to regulate petroleum completion and
production for individual wells, including setting
maximum efficient rates of production, as ana-
logous government agencies do in other major-
oil-producing states; and (2) adopt a resolution
calling for the Federal Energy Administration
to encourage primary, secondary, and tertiary
production from existing wells.

85. Recommendation for Disclosing Exploration
and Production Data. To improve the information
base for State energy planning and to encourage
exploratory activities, thereby encouraging pos-
sible petroleum discovery and production both
onshore (where petroleum activities are 'environ-
mentally preferable) and offshore, it is recom-
mended that the Legislature require all original
exploratory and production data from surveys
or drilling of wells (including all logs, complete
well histories, cores, drilling cutting, water
samples, chemical analyses, pressure and tem-
perature measurements, etc., but excluding
proprietary interpretive information) on publicly
or privately owned California lands to be sub-
mitted within 60 days after finishing to the
Division of Oil and Gas, with appropriate as-
surances of strict confidentiality, and to be made
public information one year after submittal,
except that where such public disclosure would
result In severe inequity to a well operator, year-
to-year extensions of confidentiality may be
granted by the Division of Oil and Gas. The
Energy Commission and the State Lands Com-
mission shall be allowed access to all such data
on a confidential basis for the purposes of energy
resource development planning.
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86. Recommendations for Avoiding 'Adverse .
Impacts of Federal OCS Petroleum Development.
It is recommended that the Governor, the Legis-
lature, the California congressional deleqatlon,
and all concerned State agencies seek agreement
from the Department of Interior and other Federal
authorities that Federal Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS) leases will be approved by the Department
of Interior only if the following conditions are met:
a. Demonstration of Need. Need for Federal OCS

develooment off California shall be clearly
determined as required in Policy 81.

b. Develop and Disclose Long-Term Plans. one-,
five-, and ten-year plans for petroleum pro-
duction and all related' development as des-
cribed above In Policy 82, and their impacts
on the California coast, shall be fully developed
and disclosed. It is recomrnended that the
present leasing system be changed to separate
pre-production exploration from the decision
to develop and produce on a lease, in order
that data about the OCS resource, its value,
and the offshore and onshore environmental
and plenning Implications of. developing and
producing the resource can be accumulated
prior to a decision as to whether private com-
panies should be given the right to produce.

c. Provide for Public Review. Opportunities for,
effective review of proposed OCS exploration
and development plans shall be provided for
the general public, interested units of State, .
regional, and local government, and other
segments of the communities most immediately
affected by OCS development activities.

d. Prevent Drainage of State Petroleum Sanctua-
ries. The leases in question shall be sufficiently
separated from the State petroleum sanctuaries
to prevent drainage of oil and gas reservoirs
that may lie partially on State submerged lands.

e. Establish Stringent Safety Standards. Petro-
leum production under Federal jurisdiction off
the California coast shall be made subject to
safety standards at least as stringent as those
for production on State-regulated offshore
areas, including those contained in the Cali-
fornla Division of Oil and Gas regulations arid
the manual of procedures of the State Lands
Division and standards set forth in Coastal Plan
policies. (see especially Policies 11, 83,
and 119.)

f. Evaluate Unitization or Consolidation Possibi-
lities. The possibility of unitization or conso-
lidation of all operations and facilities both
offshore and onshore shall be fully evaluated
and required where feasible, as described in
Policy 83(c) for California operations.



g. Consider Use of Subsea Systems. The possi-
bility of use of submerged drilling,completion,
and production systems that have been ade-
quately tested to meet rigid environmental
safety standards shall be fully evaluated as
a partial alternative to platforms and required
where technically and economically feasible,
except where use of platforms would not cause
any significant adverse aesthetic or other envi-
ronmental impact.

h. Some OCS Revenues Should Go to States.
It is recommended that the Federal government
provide funds to California and to other coastal
states prior to leasing, with toe funds to be
reimbursed either through a fetf~elated to pro-
duction volumes, or by making'available '~
portion of' its revenues from DCS lea~e sales

.or production royalties, or by granting funds
from some other source, to assist the State and
local governments in (1) planning for and over-
coming or mitigating any adverse impact of this
production (e.g., planning for transportation
terminals, additional refineries, pipelines, sepa-

ration, treatment, and storage facilities, and
other support facilities in a way that minimizes
environmental impacts); and (2) purchasing
land for recreation or providing other amenities
along the coast to help offset the impact of
Des development.

I. Designate Sanctuaries In Certain Areas,.
Sites and tracts shall be designated as Federal
petroleum resource sanctuaries (1) if they are
unusually subject to the risk of oil spills due to
geological selsrnlc disturbance; or (2) if they
offer unusual coastal aesthetic assets or the
local economy 'is particularly dependent upon
the protection of coastal aesthetic assets.
Portions of the Santa Barbara Channel, Mon-
terey Bay, Santa Monica Bay, and San Pedro
Bay would appear to be candidates for sanc-
tuary status.

j. Go~patibllity with Coastal Plan Policies.
Federal DCS development and related actl-
vitiesshall be compatible with all other policies
set forth in the Coastal Plan.
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2. Inspection Programs and 'Approval 'Requirements -
U. S.GeologicalSurvey

To see that the Geological Survey Regulations and OCS Orders

are fully observed, a comprehensive inspection system has been developed.

OCS operators must receive approval before commencing any work. Operators

are required to submit a notice and detailed description of all work they

desire to perform. All applications to drill are submitted to the District

Engineer, and are thoroughly reviewed and analyzed prior to approval or

recommendation for approval to the Supervisor. Simple procedures such as

removing, servicing, or replacing a sub-surface valve, modifying a header,

flowline, or other piping, also require approval. Each procedure or appli-

cation is reviewed by a petroleum engineer. If necessary, the program is

either discussed with the operator or additional information is requested

and reviewed prior to approval. The objective in this requirement for ad-

vanced approval is to insure that no operation is conducted without thorough

planning for safety, conservation, and protection of the environment, and to

determine that all oprations meet the requirements established by the re-

vised regulations and OCS Orders.

Santa Barbara Channel OCS operation inspections are performed by the Santa

Barbara District office. Before the January 28, 1969 Platform A spill, one

petroleum engineer and one engineering technician were assigned to the Santa
(February 1976)

Barbara District. The Santa Babara District ,staff presently/consists of three

petroleum engineers and eight engineering technicians. The engineering tech-

nicians spend nearly full time in the field. The Assistant District Engin-

eer divides his time between the office and the field and the District
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Engineer spends most of his time in the office. The eight engineering tech-
nicians spend an average of 300 man-hours per week inspecting operations in
the Santa Barbara Channel~ where currently there are five OCS platforms and
two onshore facilities receiving production from the platforms. At present
two floating drilling vessels operate in the Santa Barbara Channel; except
for brief intervals~ no more than two floating drilling vessels have oper-
ated at the same time. The ratio of Santa Barbara District personnel to
the number of Santa Barbara Channel operations has permitted the Geological
Survey to scrutinize closely all operations. In addition to this detailed
field supervision provided by the Santa Barbara District~ the Pacific Area
office~ the Western Region office, and the Geological Survey headquarters
also closely follow and direct the Santa Barbara Channel operations.

a. On-Site Inspections
All operations~ regardless of the activity, receive regular

on-site inspection for compliance with the regulations and OCS Orders.
Operations in the Dos Cuadras field (Platform Hillhouse, Lease OCS-P 0240,
and Platforms A and B, Lease OCS-P 0241) are inspected daily. The inspector
is on the facility for an 8-hour period~ randomly observing various opera-
tions, testing equipment, and checking for pollution. The production and
drilling decks are checked at least three times during this inspection
period. Conversation with operating and contract personnel has proven to
be a worthwhile means of being alerted to potential hazards and the need to
replace or modify existing equipment. Platforms Hogan and Houchin~ Lease
OCS-P 0166 are inspected at least once a week. Critical operations are
observed regardless of what time of day or night they occur.

Two onshore processing facilities handle all of the Federal OCS lease fluid
and gas production. The production from Lease OCS-P 0166 is processed at
the Phillips La Conchita plant and production from Leases OCS-P 0240 and
OCS-P 0241 is processed at the Mobil Sea Cliff plant; both plants are near
Rincon Point. These two plants are inspected weekly. Also Lease Automatic
Custody Transfer (LACT) meter provings are regularly monitored at these
two onshore facilities.

If a floating drilling vessel or drilling unit has not been in
service for some time or if a drilling unit is new to the area~ a
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detailed inspection is performed to insure conformance with regu-
lations and OCS Orders, before commencement of drilling operations.
These predrilling inspections are comprehensive and often require
several days to complete. After a well has been spudded and normal
drilling is in progress, drilling inspections are performed at
least weekly. It is not uncommon to make daily drilling inspections
at certain wells. Again, all critical phases of drilling operation
are observed whatever time during the day or night they may occur.
Critical phases include, but are not limited to, casing-cementing
operations, casing and blowout equipment pressure tests, line-lao
pressure tests, wireline work, drill-stern formation tests, and any
other tests or operations no~ considered to be routine.

When a well is either abandoned or suspended, a Geological Survey
inspector witnesses the setting of all required cement plugs, the
cutting off of the several casing strings below the sea floor, and
the removal of all subsea equipment.

b. Semi-Annual Inspections and EnfoTcp.ment Procp.dures
In addition to the daily and weekly inspections, and

the observation of all critical operations, each onshore and off-
shore facility is subjected to a 6-month inspection. During this
comprehensive test, an inspection team tests each safety device
and piece of equipment as required by the OCS Orders. If the device
or equipment malfunctions, it must be repaired or replaced. During
a typical inspection, approximately 650 items are tested at a facil-
ity. All malfunctioning eqUipment and incidents of noncompliance
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(INC) must be immediately corrected by the operator. Normally these detailed
inspections require 2 weeks for the inspection team to inspect one onshore
or offshore facility.

Following is a tabulation of INC's that were issued for Santa Barbara Channel
Platforms A and B, lease OCS-P 0240 during seven semi-annual inspections.

NUMBER OF INC's ISSUED
Inspection Date P1atfonn A P1atfonn B

March 1974 5 8
Sept. 1973 8 7
March 1972 35 10
Dec. 1972 44 30
June 1972 35 26
Jan. 1972 15 10
June 1971 122 113
The June 1971 semi-annual inspection was the first of this type detailed
inspection. It must be kept in mind that for example the 5 incidents of
noncompliance (INC's) issued for Platfonn A during the March 1974 inspection
were minor in nature and resulted from the testing of approximately 2,400
items (there are thousands of potential INC's) •

.c. ,Other Inspections
In addition to inspecting and witnessing operations, beach

walks are frequently made to check for oil pollution. Fixed-wing aircraft
and helicopter flights are made (normally biweekly) to check for oil pollu-
tion and to chart the natural oil seepage. Also, boat surveys are made in
immediate areas of operation and many points in the Santa Barbara Channel to
check for oil pollution. These beach walks and aerial and boat surveillances
cover an area from Point Conception to Port Hueneme.

The testing of new oil-spill containment and cleanup equipment in the Santa
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Barbara Channel is frequently witnessed.

Also inspected are the areas utilized by various oil companies and Clean
Seas, Inc., for storing booms, skimmers, pumps, barges, and other oil-spill
containment and cleanup equipment.

3. Enforcement
The enforcement policy is intended to reduce the frequency of

noncompliance with lease requirements that may lead to loss of life, loss
of property and resources, or damage to the environment. In 1971 new and
more detailed standardized inspection procedures were established for OCS
operations. The requirements in the OCS Orders and Regulations were
expressed as a check list of specific items relating to safety equipment and
procedures. The items reflect the existence of potentially hazardous condi-
tions if the specified equipment is missing or not operable, or specified
procedures are not followed. This compilation of items is titled "List of
Potential Items of Noncompliance and Enforcement Action," and referred to
as the (PINe) list. The Santa Barbara District has prepared a PINC list,
consisting of approximately 2,400 items, for each platform and onshore
facility.

During the inspection of drilling and production operations, depending on
the hazard presented toward safety or pollution, either a written warning
is given that allows the operator 7 days to correct the incident of non-
compliance (INC), or a shut-in order is issued. The shut-in order may be
applied only to the equipment affected by the incident of noncompliance (INC),
such as a particular piece of production equipment or a producing zone, or
to the entire drilling rig, production platform, or onshore f~ci1ity. To
date, in the Santa Barbara Channel, incidents of noncompliance have been
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minor in nature, requiring only a warning that corrections be made within 7
days. The operators have never failed to comply within the 7-day limit
except on a few occasions whereby the operator acquired an extension of
several days from the Geological Survey.

There have been a few cases where the operator was required to immediately
bypass a particular piece of equipment until it was repaired or replaced
and in certain instances this in turn necessitated that production be
temporarily cut back or that drilling be temporarily interrupted.

Additional penalties for noncompliance are specified in sec. 5(a)(2) of the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C. sec. 1334(a)(2)). "Any person
who knowingly and willfully violates any rule or regulation prescribed by
the Secretary for the prevention of waste, the conservation of natural
resources, or the protection of correlative rights shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and punishable by a fine of not more than $2,000 or by
imprisonment, and each day of the violation shall be deemed a separate
offense." Also sec. 5(b)(I) and (2) provide for cancellation by notice of
nonproducing and producing leases subject to judicial review or appropriate
judicial proceedings.

4. Contingency Plans
Oil spills occasionally occur as a result of natural disasters,

equipment failure, or human error. For this reason OCS Order No. 7 sets
forth a reporting procedure for notifying appropriate persons and agencies
and requires that immediate corrective action be taken.l Additionally, it
requires that all OCS operators have an approved spill contingency plan

I Earlier in this section OCS Order No. 7 was discussed and exerpts were
included.
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which includes spill cleanup and containment equipment. This pollution

control equipment may be maintained on the particular facility or, at the
discretion of the Area Supervisor, may be land based. The operators in the
Santa Barbara Channel have pooled resources and formed Clean Seas, Incorpo-
rated, to supplement their individual spill cleanup contingency plans.
Additionally, there is the National Contingency Plan which in turn requires
Regional Contingency Plans.

a. Organizations Formed by Companies for Spill Containment and
Removal
During the past 5 years, organizations have been formed, along

the Pacific Coast, for pollution control; these function in the manner of
fire stations. These organizations are of two basic types: (1) a nonprofit
corporation which has its own equipment; or (2) a cooperative organization
which has contracted for the use of local, privately owned equipment.

The Washington State Oil Spill Cooperative operates off the State of
Washington. Although this organization covers all of the coast of Washing-
ton, its primary area of interest is Puget Sound. The Oregon State Oil
Spill Cooperative is headquartered in Portland. It has been organized to
contain and remove any oil spillage on either the coastline or rivers of
Oregon. A small cooperative has been formed at Eureka, California, and
operates off the northern California coast. In the San fr.ancisco area, a
corporation known as Clean Bay, Incorporated has been founded. In the
SantaBarbara Channel, some 15 State and Federal lease operators have formed
a nonprofit corporation called Clean Seas, Incorporated. In the Los
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Angeles-Long Bkach-San Diego area, there is a cooperative group
known as P.I.C.E., which is an acronym for Petroleum Industry
Coastal Emergency Cooperative (recently changed to "Clean Coastal
Waters"). These six cooperative groups provide complete coverage
of the Pacific (bast between the Canadian Mexico borders. In
addition, similar type groups are presently being formed in Alaska,
Canada, and Hawaii. These nine organizations are referred to as
the "Pacific Basin Oil Spill Cleanup Organizations."

Inasmuch as Clean Seas, Incorporated, is the emergency cooperative
that covers the Santa Barbara Channel, it will be discussed in
more detail.

b. Clean Seas, Incorporated
Clean Seas, Incorporated, (CSI), is comprised of 15

oil companies operating in the Santa Barbara Channel Area. The
membership agreement allows the member companies involved to supple-
ment their individual contingency plans by using all, or any part of,
the CSI organization. CSI is also available to nonmembers and
government agencies such as the Coast Guard, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and the Navy for combating oil spills related
to nonmembers.

The managers of the Pacific Basin Oil Spill Cleanup Organizations
meet in planning sessions approximately every 3 months. One bene-
ficial product of these meetings is a mutual assistance agreement,
involving Clean Seas, Inc., Clean Bay, Inc., and the other clean-up
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organizations, providing Clean Seas, Incorporated, with considerable back-

up equipment to support its own inventory. Provisions can be made for the

rapid transportation of this equipment by Coast Guard C-130 aircraft or

helicoptero The Coast Guard and Navy also have spill containment and clean-

up equipment that will be made available for spill situations meriting such

action. Following is an inventory of CSI basic equipment on hand as of

November 19750

(1) Inventory of Equipment and Materials-Status
as of NoVember 1975

(a) Containment

• 2,000' Bottom-Tension Boom:

This is a heavy duty, open ocean containment boom with 4' x 13'
floats and 8' curtain, extending 3-1/2' above water line and 4-1/2'
below water lineo Usually stored on land and deployed from beach;
requiring 24 hours for 1,000' length if unassembled. At the present
time Clean Seas Incorporated is working on an assembled mode storage
on land.

Capability:

Will contain oil in 6-8 foot significant waves and winds to 25 knots
at currents up to 1-1/4 knotso

• 1,600' Vikoma Seapack and Seaboom

2 units

For very fast response to oil spills, the VIKOMA Seapack with
1,600' of Seaboom has been purchased. Seapack is based on a 23
foot hull and contains 1,600' of Seaboom connected at one end to a
diesel driven fan and ducted propeller water pumpo The VIKOMA Sea-
pack unit can be transported by road trailer, towed by a small
vessel or carried on a workboat or tanker. It could also be trans-
ported by aircraft.

Capability:

Experience in the English Channel and by the Swedish Coast Guard
over the past several years indicated this boom can be on a scene
and deployed in less than an houro It is effective in preventing
spread of oil in significant waves up to 6 feet and winds of 20 to
25 knots. In the mode in which this boom is used, there is little
or no current across boom which could cause loss of oil due to
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underflow. CSI exercises with this boom would parallel the Swedish
Coast Guard's response and deployment time. Response is the major
factor. Deployment is instantaneously accomplished on arrival at
the site, 10-12 minutes.

• Harbor Protection Booms:
2,000 feet medium duty boom (16" x 12" skirt - Kepner Sea
Curtain) for harbor protection.

2,000 feet light duty boom (8" x 12" skirt - Kepner Sea Curtain)
for secondary harbor protection.

1,210 feet Goodyear Sea Sentury medium duty boom 12-1/2" x 24",
without fence in 55 foot sections) for harbor protection.

1,000 feet Expandi medium duty oil boom (12" x 18" skirt).
This boom may be used for offshore rapid deployment for contain-
ment as well as harbor protection.

(b) Recovery

• CSI Skimmer System:

One (1) CSI Skimmer System consisting of 45' x 17' x 6' catamaran-
type adjustable weir skimmer barge, two 240' lengths of 30" Kepner
Sea Curtain Boom, a 2,000 GPM pumping system and two (2) 100 barrel
oil-water, separation tanks. For fast response, the skimmer with
boom on board is anchored in Santa Barbara Harbor.

Capability:

This system is capable of recovering all grades of oil from light
to bunker C at rates up to 2,000 GPM plus some debris and sorbent
material in moderate sea states. Modification to this skimmer will
elininate the necessity of the tanks by installing a pump onboard
and a 5,000 gallon floating storage bag.

• Sea Dragon:
One (1) Sea Dragon Skimmer System consisting of a 45' x 26' x 8'
catamaran-type barge equipped with a liquid oil recovery system
and a conveyor system for recovery of sorbent and debris, two 240'
lengths of 30" Kepner Sea Curtain Boom and hydraulic system driven
by a Niesen power package. The skimmer barge is anchored in Santa
Barbara Harbor.

Capabili ty :

This system is capable of recovering all grades of oil from light
to bunker C at rates up to 150 GPM plus large amounts of debris
and sorbent material in moderate sea states.
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• Mark-II Skimmer:

Two (2) Mark-II Skimmers1 14' x 30' weir type are available in
Carpinteria Yard. These may be used1 one on each side of a vessel
or may be used singularly with a vessel. Recovery system can be
either an 80-barre11 skid mounted vacuum tank or compressed air
driven Wilden pumps and 100 bbl. oil-water separation tanks1 all
of which are available.

Capability:

These are very simple skimmers and may be used in a number of ways
to solve the particular problem at hand. All grades of oil from
light to bunker C can be recovered plus small amounts of debris.
Fluid recovery rates from 50 GPM to 200 GPM are available. These
skimmers are limited to light winds and light sea states. Trailers
capable of carrying these skimmers on the highway have been con-
structed. Also1 one of these skimmers has been equipped with an
O/B motor1 self-contained pump and 11200 gallon floating storage
bag.

• Work Boat:
One (1) 19' Larson skiff with 125 HP Johnson motor kept in Santa
Barbara Harbor for use as work boat around skimmers and barge.
One (1) 14' Valco Skiff with 15 HP O/B kept in CSI's Carpinteria
Yard.

• Truck:
One (1) 2 1/2-tone used to tow Vikoma Seapack1 boats, haul boom,
absorbents, etc.

• Compressor:
One (1) Gardner-Denver 600 cfm rotary, diesel engine driven, wheel
mounted compressor stored in Carpinteria Yard. Usually used with
air tools and to drive the Exxon Floating Weir skimmers, Acme
skimmers or the Wilden pumps.

• Lines, Hoses, Tools:
Complete set of all necessary sizes of nylon and polypropeline lines
for deploying and towing booms and skimmers. Hoses of 2"1 3" and
6" size for skimmers, all fitted with Camlock fittings. Air hoses
for compressor. Complete sets of tools for all equipment.

• Radio Communications System:

A complete, clear channe11 radio system on 40.04-48.62 MHz., pro-
vides solid communication throughout the CSI area of interest.
This system consists. of:
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1 base station in Santa Barbara office
1 base station in Carpinteria Warehouse
1 portable base station
1 repeater on Santa Ynez Peak
1 mobile unit in Manager's car

14 portable Handie-Talkie Units

• Oil Mop MK-11-9:
One (1) MK-11-9 Oil Mop System consisting of a two-wheel trailer,
Oil Mop Machine, Tail Pulleys and 400' of 9" Mop. Stored at CSI's
Carpinteria Yard.

Capability:

This system is primarily used in protected waters, will recover all
grades of oil. Maximum capacity 100 bbls/hr.

• 40' Enclosed Trailer Vans:

Two (2) Trailers stocked with booms, absorbents, small skimmer,
miscellaneous cleanup equipment. Will be stored in CSI's Carpin-
teria Yard at this time.

• Exxon Floating Weir Skimmers:

Three (3) Floating Weir Skimmers, compressed air driven Acme-type
pump, are available in Carpinteria Yard. These were designed to
collect oil concentrated in the B-T Boom area and work best in thick
concentrations of oil. Also, ideal for recovery of oil in harbor
areas and quiet waters.

Capability:

These skimmers will handle light to fairly heavy oil with no debris
in 2-3 foot waves. Fluid recovery rates are up to 300 GPM for each
skimmer.

• One (1) Acme 39T
Gasoline or air driven pump, available in Carpinteria Storage Yard.
This pump is designed to collect oil in somewhat heavy concentration.
Ideal for harbor areas. Will recover oil in open ocean in light
seas. Fluid recovery rates up to 340 GPM. Light in weight can be
handled by two men.

One (1) Acme SIT

Same as above and will recover oil in open ocean in light to
moderate seas.

• Tide-Mar VII Barge:

One (1) 64l-ton tank barge, Tide-Mar VII, for collecting oil picked
up by skimmers as they work in an oil spill. This is a l60'x39'x13'
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ocean-going barge with 10 tanks, capacity of 7,840 barrels, and
six diesel engine driven pumps. Presently moored in the harbor at
Port Hueneme, California.

• Air Driven Purnps:

Two (2) MIS Wilden double diaphram pumps.

• Floating Storage Bags:
(For interim storage awaiting transfer)
2 - 5,000-gallon Kepner Floating Storage Bags
2 - 1,200-gallon Kepner Floating Storage Bags

(c) Miscellaneous

• Absorbents and Chemicals:
A large inventory of absorbents, including, Conwed: sweeps,
blankets, booms, rugs; 3-M: sweeps, sheets and booms, and Dow
Imbibers: bags and blankets, also, smaller quantities of Oil
Herder, are kept in the Carpinteria Warehouse. Additional
quantities are available as "back-up" from warehouses in the
Los Angeles area.

c. National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan

The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution

Contingency Plan was developed pursuant to the provision~ of the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act as amended. Section ll(c)(2) of that statute

authorizes the President to prepare and publish such a plan. The National

Contingency Plan was developed by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)

in June 1970, and revised in August 1971. The revised National Contingency

Plan, after publication in the Federal Register (36 F.R. 162, August 20,

1971, p. 16215 et seq.), and amended on September 9, 1972 and December 21

1972, became the required national procedure for response to spills of oil

and hazardous material. A new National Contingency Plan has been prepared

by CEQ and published in the Federal Register (38 F.R. 155, Part II, August

13, 1973). This new Plan supersedes the one set forth in the Federal

Register of August 20, 1971 (36 F.R. 16215) as amended on September 9, 1972

and December 21, 1972. The new National Contingency Plan.has been prepared
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in conjunction with the National Response Team in light of both operating
experience under the 1971 Plan and new requirements contained in Public
Law 92-500.

The plan is effective for all United States navigable waters, their tribu-
taries, and adjoining shorelines. This includes inland rivers, the Great
Lakes, coastal territorial waters, the contiguous zone, and high seas where
there exists a threat to U. S. waters, shore-face, or shelf-bottom.

Implementation of the objectives of the National Contingency Plan requires
that a nationwide net of detailed regional contingency plans be developed.
The U. S. Department of Transportation (Coast Guard) is responsible for
regional plans for coastal waters and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) is responsible for regional plans for inland waters.l The regional
plan covering the Santa Barbara Channel waters will be discussed in detail
inasmuch as it is the plan likely to be involved should a spill result from
Santa Barbara Channel operations.

d. Region Nine Multi-Agency Oil and Hazardous Materials
Pollution Contingency Plan

The Region Nine Contingency Plan, prepared by the Coast
Guard, is effective for coastal waters within the Standard Federal Adminis-
trative Region Nine, which is the area of California, Hawaii, Guam, American
Samona and the U. S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The Region
Nine Contingency Plan was issued by the Commander, Twelfth Coast Guard Dis-
trict, December 1970 and revised December 19710

This plan provides for a pattern of coordinated and integrated response by
departments and agencies of the Federal Government to protect the environ-
ment from damaging effects of spills. It also promotes the coordination
and direction of Federal, State, and local response systems and encourages
the development of local government and private capabilities to handle
spills. The Region Nine Contingency Plan provides for and describes the
functions of a Regional Response Team (RRT) and an on-Scene Coordinator (OSC).

lThe Coast Guard and the Environmental Protection Agency have an agreement
as to geographic areas of responsibility relating to coastal waters and
inland waters.
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The roles of the RRT and the OSC as related to spills resulting
from oil and gas operations will be further discussed later in
this section.

Region Nine is divided into sub-regions and zones for pollution
planning purposes. Therefore the Region Nine Contingency Plan
contains five appendices, one for each sub-region. The California
Sub-region is divided into two zones, southern California (includes
the Santa Barbara Channel) and northern California. The Appendix
for California (Appendix I) is divided into two sections. The
five appendices, one for each State and Territory are listed below:

• Appendix I - California (Sub-region one)
Zone One Section - southern California (includes

ISanta Barbara Channel)
Zone Two Section - northern California

• Appendix II - Hawaii (Sub-region Two)
• Appendix III - American Samoa (Sub-region Three)
• Appendix IV - Territory of Guam (Sub-region Four)
• Appendix V - The Trust Territories of the Pacific

Islands (Sub-region Five)

There are three Coast Guard districts within Region Nine: the
Eleventh headquarters in Long Beach which is responsible for
Appendix I, zone one; the Twelfth headquarters in San Francisco

1 Appendix I, Sub-region One, Zone One Section contains detailed,
specific data that would be applicable to a Santa Barbara Channel
spill.
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which is responsible for Appendix I, zone two; and the Fourteenth
Coast Guard District, Honolulu, which is responsible for Appendices
II, III, IV, and V.

For Sub-region One, zone one (the Southern California zone includ-
ing the Santa Barbara Channel) the pre-designated On-Scene Coordi-
nator (OSC) is the Commander, Eleventh Coast Guard District. In
order to more effectively coordinate cleanup activities and to
expeditiously establish and maintain liaison with local communities,
the Commander, Eleventh Coast Guard District has delegated the res-
ponsibility of OSC as follows:

• Captain of the Port, San Diego - for waters adjacent
to San Diego County.

• Captain of the Port, Los Angeles/Long Beach - for
waters adjacent to Los Angeles and Orange Counties.

• Commander, Coast Guard Group Santa Barbara - for
waters adjacent to Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties
(the Santa Barbara Channel area)

The Eleventh Coast Guard District, with the help of State and
Federal agencies such as the California Department of Fish and
and the Bureau of Sports Fisheries & Wildlife, has compiled hundreds
of pages of data for the southern California area, to aid the OSC
in advising and making decisions during an oil-spill emergency.
These data consist of such information as: coastline characteristics
(shore and shoreline, accesses, outfall and inlets, beach usage,
property owners controlling beach access, etc.), critical water uses,
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marine biological factors, metero1ogica1 and climatological factors, oceano-
graphic factors (i.e., current patterns, water characteristics). A portion
of these data are physically incorporated into the Regional Contingency
Plan; the remainder are on file and readily available. These data would be
used to predict the movement of an oil spill and to determine the order of
priority for protection and clean-up of certain areas.

(1) Regional Response Team and On-Scene
Coordinator Functions
In the event of a spill originating from an oil and

gas operation, the spiller is responsible for combating the spill. The
Coast Guard OSC is to determine pertinent facts about the particular spill
and give advice and assistance. If it is determined by the OSC and the
RRT that the spiller is not capable of, or is not willing to, adequately
combat the spill, the OSCwi11 take over control of the operation and
become the On-Scene Commander rather than On-Scene Coordinator.

The Commanders of the Coast Guard Districts are responsible for chairing
the regular RRT meetings and activating the RRT in the event of a spill
situation meriting such action. The RRT consists of regional represent a-
tives of the primary and selected advising agencies, as appropriate. Twice
in 1972, the RRT Chairman has arranged simi1ated oil spills (one in the
San Francisco Bay and one in the Santa Barbara Channel) to determine how
the RRT and private concerns, such as oil companies and Clean Seas, Inc.,
would respond. These practices pointed out the need for more efficient
communication and coordination between Federal agencies, State agencies,
and private organizations such as Clean Seas, Inc. Appropriate private
organizations are frequently invited.
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to attend the regular RRT meetings. The Coast Guard and Navy are
Government members of the RRT with capability to supply oil-spill-
combating equipment, and will do so for spills originating from oil
and gas operations if the situation justifies such action.

The RRT advises the OSC during time of emergency and performs review
and advisory functions relative to the regional plan. Additionally
the RRT helps to determine if and when the On-Scene Coordinator
should take over a spill-combating operation. The OSC is to fully

inform and coordinate closely with the RRT to ensure the maximum

effectiveness of the Federal effort to protect the natural resources
and the environment from pollution damage.

(2) U. S. Geological Survey and U. S. Coast Guard
Responsibilities
A memorandum of understanding between the

Departments of the Interior and Transportation outlines the respective
responsibilities of the Geological Survey and the Coast Guard as to
spills originating from oil and gas operations. It spells out that
the Geological Survey is responsible for the coordination and direc-
tion of measures to abate the source of pollution. The Coast Guard
is responsible for containment and removal operations.

In 1973 it was determined that the Geological Survey and Coast Guard
areas of responsibilities should be more specifically covered in
the Regional Contingency Plan. A section (designated as Tab J) has
been added to Appendix I of the Region Nine Contingency Plan,
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describing the respective areas of responsibility and jurisdiction.
Whereas the above-mentioned memorandum of understanding covers OCS
oil and gas operation~the Tab J section, included in the
Regional Contingency Plan, additionally covers the responsi-
bilities of the California State Division of Oil and Gas and the
Coast Guard as to spills originating from oil and gas operations
in State waters.

This Tab J section points out that abatement activities have
priority over containment and removal operations. It also
poin~out that the use of dispersants and other chemicals must be
in accordance with Annex X of the Region Nine Contingency Plan.

e. California Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan
The State of California has developed the California

Oil Spill Contingency Plan. This State Plan is similar to the
National and Regional Contingency Plans but has been written from
the standpoint of the State of California and the State agencies.
It was framed in such a way as to serve as an extension of the
Federal Plans. It provides also for the State's response organi-
zations to act, whether or not Federal forces are activated. The
State Contingency Plan provides for a State Operating Authority
(SOA), and the SOA is charged with the responsibility and delegated
authority for planning and directing the coordinated overall opera-
tions for all State and local government agencies engaged in helping
to combat a spill. The SOA coordinates these operations with Fed-
eral agencies. and private organizations and regularly participates
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in the Regional Response Team meetings. The SOA, under the leadership of

the Federal On-Scene Coordinator, directs the State and local government

agency oil spill response operations. The State Oil Spill Contingency was

revised March 1974.

5. Status of Oil Spill Containment and Cleanup Technology

Government, industry, and universities have pursued multi-

million dollar research programs since the 1969 Platform A, Santa Barbara

Channel oil spill to improve procedures and equipment to effectively deal

with offshore oil spills. To date, however, no system or equipment has been

developed which is completely effective in controlling and removing pollution

under all weather and sea conditions. Development of improved systems is

being continued at an accelerated level and the state of the art is improving

rapidly.

As a result of the Platform A blowout and the resulting subsequent pollution,

the California State Lands Commission, in February 1969 revoked all existing

exploration drilling permits and imposed a moratorium on all new drilling on

existing State offshore leases. The basis for the moratorium, according to

the State Lands Commission, was "the lagging state of technology in providing

reliable oil containment and recovery techniques and devices." Due to

advancing state of the art, on December 11, 1973, the State Lands Commission

lifted the five year moratorium. The three member commission unanimously

adopted a staff report indicating the oil industry has developed safety equip-

ment and procedures that minimize the possibility of a major spill occurring

and provide for effective clean-up in the event of a spill. The lifting of the

moratorium permitted drilling to be resumed on a lease-by-lease basis from

existing facilities but does not include blanket approval of exploration

drilling from floating drilling vessels, or the issuing of new leases.
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In subsection IV.A.4'J the National,regional1 State,and industry oil spill

contingency plans were described and their relationship to each other was

discussed. It was also pointed out that simulated oil spill situations

had been arranged so1hat all concerned were required to respond accordingly.

A detailed inventory of Clean Seas, Inc. equipment (and capabilities) is

included in this section.

At the State Lands Commission hearings in Santa Barbara on September 20-21,

1973, the Coast Guard made a presentation on their research and development

of a light-weight containment barrier that can be mobilized and deployed

anywhere in the United States within four hours. This boom has contained

soybean oil in seas approaching its effective design containment limit of

five-foot seas. At the presentation the Coast Guard stated that they have

people whose full-time job is dedicated to containment and removal technology

and they mentioned that the Navy, Environmental Protection Agency, and

industry are also deeply involved in the same type of research and development.

A presentation on the state-of-the-art of oil containment and recovery devices

was made by the Western Oil and Gas Association at the State Lands Commission

hearings and Exxon made a similar presentation at the Santa Ynez Unit hearings

in Santa Barbara on October 2-4, 1973. Exxon described its Bottom-Tension

(B-T) containment boom which is the strongest such boom available today.

Exxon stated that the boom had not been tested on the equivalent of the Santa

Barbara Channel Platform A spill during a storm but that the B-T boom had,

however, contained natural seep oil in six-to eight-foot seas. The ability

of the B-T boom to operate and contain oil 111 at least six- to eight-foot seas

allows the boom to be used in about 94 percent of Santa Barbara Channel sea

conditions, and is approaching the limit that men can stay out and work

safely. Table 1I-6 which presents information on the frequency of waves of
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various heights and periods in the Santa Barbara Channel, shows that waves

of six feet or greater heights can occur in all months of the year with

minimum frequency of occurrence in July and August.

Each boom (the B-T and Coast Guard boom) serves a definite purpose. The

B-T boom provides three and one-half feet of freeboard (above the water) and

four and one-half feet of barrier below the water. The Coast Guard boom was

designed for quick deployment and provides 21 inches of freeboard and 27

inches of draft. The two booms are designed on a similar principle although

the B-T boom is obviously designed for containment and survivability in more

severe sea states than the air transportable Coast Guard boom.

6. MitigatirtgFactorslnvolvingtheRelationship
of Potential Activities to Shipping

The main shipping lanes leading northward from Long Beach,

California, traverse the Santa Barbara Channel (see plate I). The traffic

lane scheme provides for a one-mile-wide traffic lane for each northbound or

southbound ship, with a two-mile zone of separation between the lanes. By

mutual agreement between the Coast Guard, the Corps of Engineers, and the

shipping and oil industries, islands or fixed structures (fixed oil and gas

platforms) must be located at least one-half mile from the boundary of the

sea lanes.
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The past record (no platform-vessel collisions off the west coast) consid-
ered along with the present regulations, modern equipment, and the potential
platform location areas, is the basis for the Geological Survey's concluding
that the probability of a collision between a major ocean-going vessel and
Santa Barbara Channel platforms is remoteo

Several witnesses at the Santa Ynez Unit public hearings expressed concern
about the possibility of a vessel-platform collision because of the bad
weather conditions "off Point Conception;" one individual pointed out that
Point Conception historically was a center of marine disasters. However,
it is important to realize that weather conditions "off Point Conception"
are not indicative of the conditions in the general Santa Barbara Channel
area. Also review of present traffic patterns should be made and consider-
ation given to establishing areas of further control to minimize the chance
of collision. Generally, visibility will be adequate to permit safe navi-
gation. During periods of low visibility the existence of modern radar and
adequate bridge attention should preclude the danger of collision.

7. Mitigating Factors Involving the Relationship of
Potential Activities to Missile Overflights
Vandenburg Air Force Base on occasion launches missiles that

pass over parts of the Santa Barbara Channel area. These overflights are
limited primarily to the extreme western part of the area.

In October 1968, a detailed impact analysis was completed by Com-Consultants,
Inc., for the Western Oil and Gas Association, et alo The probability of
platform damage resulting from missile overflight was determined to be ex-
tremely low for all areas considered in the analysis. Com-Consultants con-
cluded that any construction design of protective shelters would probably
be based upon subjective rather than objective engineering criteria.

Prior to the February -1968 OCS Santa Barbara Channel lease sale, no quanti-
tative analysis had been made to determine the effsct of missile debris
resulting from flight termination upon petroleum operations in the Santa
Barbara Channel. Therefore, the oil companies were presented with "hold
harmless" or "unconditional evacuate" lease stipulations as a part of certain
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Santa Barbara Channel DCS leases. Certain of the Santa Barbara Channel
leases contain one or the other, or both of the two stipulations quoted below:

Stipulation 1.
The lessee, recognizing that mineral explorations and exploitation
and recovery operations on the leased areas of tide and submerged
lands can imPede tactical military operations, hereby recognizes
and agrees that the United States reserves and has the right to
temporarily suspend operations of the lessee under this lease in
the interests of national security requirements. Such temporary
suspension of operations, including the evacuation of personnel,
will come into effect upon the order of Air Force Western Test
RangeSafety Officer, or higher authority, that national security
interests necessitates such action. It is understood that any
temporary suspension of operations ordered by said official may
not exceed seventy-two hours, however, any suspension may be
extended by order of the Secretary of Defense. During such
periods equipnent may remain in place.

Stipulation 2.
The lessee assumes all risk of damageor injury to any person or
persons who are the agents, employees or invitees of the lessee,
its agents, sUb-contractors or any independent contractor doing
business with the lessee in connection with any activities being
performed by the lessee on the leased premises, and of any damage
to any property of the lessee, its agents, employees, invitees,
sub-contractors or independent contractors doing business with
the lessee and which occurs on the leased premises, and which
injury to such person or property occurs by reason of the activi-
ties of any agency of the united States Governmentbeing conducted
as a part of or in connection with the programs and activities of
the Air Force Western Test Range, whether such injury or damageis
caused in whole or in part by any act or omission, regardless of
negligence or fault, of the united States or its contractors, or
any of their officers, agents or employees, and whether or not
based upon any concept of strict or absolute liability or other-
wise; and the lessee agrees to idemnify and save harmless the
United States against, and to defend at its own expense, all such
claims for loss, damageor injury sustained by the lessee, its
agents, employees, invi tees, sub.-contractors or any independent
contractors doing business with the lessee in connection with its
activities on the leased premises, or their agents or employees,
which such claims mayarise by reason of injury or damage
occurring in connection with the programs and activities of the
said Air Force Western Test Range, whether the same be caused in
whole or in part, by the negligence or fault of the United States
or its contractors or any of their officers, agents and employees,
or based upon any concept of strict liability or otherwise.
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The following leases require Stipulations 1 and 2: OCS-P 0168~ 0169~ 0170,
0171, 0172, 0173, 0174, 0175, 0176, 0177, 0178, 0179, 0182, 0183, 0184, 0185,
0193, 0194, 0195, 0196 and 0197.

The following leases require only Stipulation 2: OCS-P 0180, 0181, 0187, 0188,
0189, 0190, 0191, 0192, 0200, 0201, 0206, 0211, 0212 and 0213.

Santa Barbara Channel oil and gas operations must be coordinated with all
military (Navy and Air Force) activity in the area. This mutual cooperation
and coordination relationship has been successful with ongoing oil and gas,
and military activities.

8. Studies on oes Management and Operating Practices
The purpose of this section is to describe studies recently

completed and in progress. All of these studies efforts are directly re-
lated to improvement of OCS management practices, operating procedures, and
data bases. These studies and research efforts, by identifying problem
areas, gaps, weaknesses, and prescribing preventive or corrective measures,
fulfill an invaluable role for achieving the goal of reducing or eliminat-
ing potential hazards to human life and to the environment.

a. DeS Studies Analyzed by U. S. Geological Survey
Work Group
The U. S. Geological Survey Conservation Division contracted

with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)I, the ~farine

1 NASA, "Applicability of NASA Contract Quality Management and Failure Mode
Effect Analysis Procedures to the USGS OUter Continental Shelf Oil and
Gas Lease Management Program," November 1971.
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Board of the National Academy of Engineeringl, and an internal System
Laboratory Group of the Water Resources Division of the Geological survey2,
to study its Outer Continental Shelf management and operating practices.
These studies, initiated to obtain impartial and objective opinions and
financed by the USGS Conservation Division, identified weaknesses in OCS
operating regulations and procedures and recommended remedial measures.
An analysis of the results of these studies was completed by a special Work
Group of the U. S. Geological Survey in May, 1973, and a report on OCS
safety and pollution control was issued. Implementation has commenced on
all 15 recommendations made by the Work Group in its report. This initial
Work Group report, dated May 1973, has been supplemented by a later report,
Supplement No.1, dated May 1974. The supplemental report (appendix IV-2)
is for the purpose of considering recommendations from yet a later study,
"Energy under the Ocean" (University of Oklahoma Report).

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) performed a study, and prepared
a report to the President of the United States on the environmental impacts
of oil and gas operations on the Atlantic OCS and the Gulf of Alaska (April
1974). The Geological Survey has prepared a work group report, dated Novem-
ber 4, 1974, titled "Supplement No. 2 to Report of the Work Group on OCS
Safety and Pollution Control, May 1973" (appendix IV-3).

These later studies and responding supplemental Work Group reports Numbers
1 and 2 are discussed in subsections IV.A.8.b., c., d. and e, which follow

1 Marine Board, National Academy of Engineering, "Outer Continental Shelf
Resource Development Safety: A Review of Technology and Regulation for
the Systematic Minimization of Environmental Intrusion from Petroleum
Products", December 1972.

2 USGS, "Outer Continental Shelf Lease Management Study", May 1972.
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immediately the presentation below of the status of implementing the
original 15 recommendations resulting from the initial studies. In many
cases, the recommendations resulting from the later "Energy under the
Ocean" study and the "CEQ Oil and Gas Operations Impact" study were varia-
tions to the original 15 recommendations discussed below. Therefore, the
Work Group supplemental reports Numbers 1 and 2, in considering these later
recommendations, modified, added to, and improved on the 15 original recom-
mendations.

• Implementation Status of the Original Fifteen Recommendations
The U. S. Geological Survey, Gulf of Mexico Area, is taking the

lead responsibility for implementation of several of these recommendations.
The Pacific Area is developing portions of the recommendations and is in
the process of developing and revising OCS Orders. Pacific Area engineers
are spending a part of their time in the Gulf of Mexico Area in coordina-
ting these activities of the two Area offices. Inasmuch as the progress
of the Pacific Area is related to the progress of the Gulf of Mexico Area,
activities of both Areas are described.

As of December 1975, the status of implementation actions were as follows
(modification of these implementation actions as required by additional
recommendations contained in Supplements 1 and 2, see appendices IV-2 and
IV-3, are under way):
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The Pacific Area has been furnished the Gulf of
Mexico Area revised OCS Order No. 5 for consider-
ation and adaptation to the Pacific Area. The
Pacific Area OCS Order No. 5 presently requires
surface-controlled subsurface safety devices.



accident reporting.

Recommendation No.3. Information Exchange
Action Taken: A "Safety Alert" system has been initiated in the

Pacific Area and Gulf of Mexico Area. With this

system, operators are advised of accidents occur-

ring during oes drilling and producing operations

to let industry know immediately of its own mis-

takes and malfunctions so that improvements can

be made where applicable. An information dissem-

ination system will be designed to provide in-

dustry with the results of the failure reporting

and corrective action systems, accident investi-

gations, inspections, and other potential hazard

elements.

Recommendation No.4. Research and Development

Action Taken: A cooperative committee on offshore safety and

anti-pollution research was formed in conjunction

with the American Petroleum Institute (API). The

purpose of the committee was to determine the

research and development efforts being undertaken

by industry and Government in this area; determine

specific needs for additional efforts; and to con-

tract research and development in areas where

industry response was lacking or unsatisfactory.

The committee was involved with the following

projects:

a) Sand probe
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b) Orifice Coefficient program
c) Oil detection and removal

The committee disbanded, but the Geological Sur-
vey is sponsoring the following projects:

a) Pipeline behavior study
b) Shallow high pressure gas zone research
c) Mississippi River Delta Project.

With regards to existing devices, the Offshore
Safety and Anti-Pollution Committee (OSAPE)
reported that the procedures and requirements
set forth in API Spec. l4-A and RP l4-B will
enable the industry to identify problem areas
and improve the reliability of subsurface safety
valves (SSV's). Specifically API l4-A requires
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SSV performance and functional testing, manufac-

turer quality assurance programs, and operator-

manufacturer analysis. API RP 14-B and 14-B(S)

provide updated installation and maintenance pro-

cedures in addition to an accurate computer pro-

gram for sizing subsurface controlled subsurface

safety valves. The OSAPE Committee felt that the

areas identified by industry for additional SSSV

research such as operational reliability, perform-

ance testing, design analysis and sizing, and

seating and control hardware will be addressed in

API 14-A and 14-B. In addition, the two API

research projects on SSSV orifice coefficients and

sand erosion are of highest priority and will

also help establish better SSSV sizing calculations

and improve SSSV reliability. In summary, the

OSAPE Committee does not feel that additional

research on existing SSSV equipment should be

initiated until SSSV performance data generated

from the use of API 14-A and 14-B has been

gathered and analyzed and the two previously

mentioned research projects have been completed.

API RP 14C, a recommended practice for Analysis,

Design, Installation and Testing of Basic Surface

Safety Systems on Offshore Production Platforms,

was the third document published by API.

Pacific Area and Gulf of Mexico Area engineers
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participated in the committee meetings.

The joint API-GS committee was disbanded. The

following additional standards have or will be

issued by the API Committee:

API Spec. 14D - Wellhead Surface Safety Valves

API RP 14E - Design and Installation of Pro-

duction Platform Piping Systems

The following API documents are being formulated:

API RP l4F - Electrical Systems on Offshore

Production Platforms

API RP 14G - Fire Control Systems on Offshore

Production Systems

The following appeared in the Federal Register

Vol. 40, No. 25, Tuesday, December 30, 1975:

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF

Procededures for the Development of OCS Standards

Pursuant to Supplement No.2, November 1974, to
the Geological Survey, "Report of the Work Group
on OCS Safety and Pollution Control," May 1973,
the Geological Survey hereby gives notice that
the following procedures have been established
for the development of specific safety and pollu-
tion-prevention standards for equipment and pro-
cedures used during drilling and producing oper-
ations on oil and gas leases issued on the Outer
Continental Shelf:

1. Identify needs for new or modified standards
and establish priorities.

2. Publish a notice in the Federal Register of
intent to prepare specific standards request-
ing input and assistance.
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3. Prepare drafts of new, updated, and revised
standards by one or a combination of the
following methods:

A •. By use of input derived from step 2.
above.

B. By use of available in-house expertise.

C. By arrangement with ANSI, ASME, ASTM, API,
or other organizations who prepare stand-
ardso

40 Publish draft standards in the Federal Register
for comments.

50 Consider the comments received, publish the
final standards in the Federal Register, and
incorporate them in an appropriate OCS Order
by reference.

Specific environmental hazards and problems
that are characteristic of different areas
of the OCS shall be taken into account when
incorporating standards into OCS Orders.

Recommendation No.6. System Analysis

Action Taken: System analyses were performed on 13 installa-

tions in the Gulf of Mexico under two Geological

Survey contracts. These studies are currently

being evaluated with the objective of possible

adoption into the lease management program in

connection with the work being done in this area

by the committee on standards and specifications.

A grant has been given to Rice University whereby

they will draft a standard on systems design

analysis. This grant has a completion date of

December 31, 1975. Forthcoming from this draft

standard will be a draft of a proposed OCS Order

on Systems Design Analysis.
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Exxon, in its effort to provide an environmentally

and functionally safe system for the Pacific Area,

Santa Barbara Channel, Santa Ynez Unit, contracted

with General Electric to make a Functional Systems

Analysis (Hazard Analysis) of the initial Hondo

Field development. The study looked in detail at

the offshore production facilities, the pipelines

to shore, and the alternate offshore storage and

terminal system from the viewpoint of safety to

personnel and oil in water pollution.

The study concludes that of 2,400 functional

components studied, only 28 were in need of addi-

tional analysis and with suggested design improve-

ments would render the systems very safe.

It was also concluded that for a facility of its

size and complexity, the proposed Santa Ynez Unit

facilities had minimal problems when compared to

similar facilities studied by General Electric in

the Gulf of Mexico.

Volume 1 of The Functional Systems Analysis for

the initial Santa Ynez Unit, Hondo Field develop-

ment was submitted to the U. S. Geological Survey.

Recommendation No.7. Engineering Documentation

Action Taken: This recommendation has been fully implemented in

the Pacific Area to the extent that all of the

recommended documentation is in each operator's
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field office. Similar documentation is in the

u. S. Geological Survey Area and District offices

except for parts lists and specifications for all

functioning components. The current Pacific Area

OCS Order No. 8 requires this information to a

large degree although, in some cases, the partic-

ular items recommended for documentation are not

specifically addressed~ Thorough inspection

practices have assisted in accomplishing this

implementation. However, the Pacific Area will

review the Gulf of Mexico revised OCS Order No.

8, when completed, for consideration and possible

adaptation to the Pacific Area.

Recommendation No.8. Wearout Prevention

Action Taken: The proposed revision of Gulf of Mexico Area OCS

Order No. 8 includes an erosion control program.

This is also the subject of one of the research

and development committee's projects. The Pacific

Area will review the Gulf of Mexico Area OCS

Order No.8, when completed, for adaptation of

the erosion control section to the Pacific Area.

Recommendation No.9. Training

Action Taken: The committee formed in conjunction with the API

on offshore safety and anti-pollution training

and motivation outlined the training needed for

personnel working offshore, se~ting up training

programs, and establishing a time framework for
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accomplishing this. Documents API RPT-1 and

RPT-2 for training and certification of operator

personnel were established by the committee.

The Geological Survey is establishing a more

formalized training program for their own person-

ne1 and have plans for developing a training

course in OCS Orders and regulations for pres en-

tation to the industry. The Pacific Area has

made a study for formal training available on the

Pacific Coast. Training programs will be coordi-

nated with the Gulf of Mexico Area.

During April 1974, Geological Survey technicians

from the Gulf Coast and Santa Barbara Channel

attended training courses consisting of ten

sessions. Each session covered a different sub-

ject and was conducted by a different instructor

with appropriate expertise. The basic course

objective was to improve pollution prevention and

control. During 1975 the Geological Survey OCS

personnel attended numerous technical courses

of various types.

Recommendation No. 10. Motivation Program

Action Taken: The API and oil industry are taking the lead in

developing a motivation program. The joint

committee with API published API Bulletin T-S

Employee Programs for Safety and Prevention of

Pollution in Offshore Operations.
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Recommendation No. 11. Lease Management Program

Action Taken: Additional personnel have been hired for the

Pacific Area and Gulf of Mexico Area OCS offices.

The areas of responsibilities and goals of the

individual organizational units are being devel-

oped. Also under development, is a system for

incorporating reports from other program areas

into an annual review. The pollution report form

has been revised and is required for use by the

operators in the proposed revision of OCS Order

No.7.

Recommendation No. 12. Inspection Procedures

Action Taken: Data processing equipment has been installed in

the Gulf of Mexico Area office. Inspection check-

lists are being updated to keep current with OCS

Orders. Special inspections are conducted bi-

monthly as data gathering exercises. Consistent

enforcement policy is being applied in each OCS

area. Computerized data files regarding inspec-

tions, platforms, and accidents have been estab-

lished and are used as input for the safety review

committee.

The Pacific Area has reviewed formalized inspection

procedures for the Gulf of Mexico Area and fully
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Recommendation No. 13.
Action Taken:

Recommendation No. 14.
Action Taken:

Recommendation No. 15.
Action Taken:

implemented similar enforcement inspection pro-
cedures.

OCS Order Development Procedures
The Geological Survey has developed
formalized procedures for the evaluation and
revision of existing OCS Orders and the develop-
ment of new OCS Orders. Proposed new and revised
Orders are to be published in the Federal Register

for public comment prior to their adoption.

Standardization of Pollution Report Form
The Pacific Area has reviewed the Gulf of Mexico
Area proposed form and has submitted suggestions
and comments.

Safety and Advisory Committees
The industry has established a committee on OCS
Safety in both the Pacific and Gulf of Mexico
Areas. The Area offices have designated person-
nel to form systems analysis review committees to
meet on a regular basis. These committees have
had their initial meetings and will continue
meeting monthly to review prior accidents and
accident reports and discuss implementation of
safety programs.
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The Review Committee on Safety of Outer Continen-

tal Shelf Petroleum Operations, under the auspices

of the Marine Board, National Academy of Engineers,

was established in July 1973 to serve as a third-

party audit of the OCS procedures and operations

and to review state-of-the-art technologies.

This committee established at the request of the

Geological Survey, composed of experts not regularly

employed by industry or the Government, has issued

four reports to the Geological Survey.

In its First Report to the United States Geological

Survey (USGS), issued in March 1974, the Review

Committee addressed five areas: (1) standards and

specifications; (2) applicability of systems ana1-

yses techniques to offshore gas and oil operations;

(3) the safety alert system of the USGS; (4) a

proposed revision to OCS Order No. 8 (Approval

Procedure for Installation and Operation of P1at-

forms, Fixed and Mobile Structures,and Artificial

Islands) to include caisson-like structures; and

(5) a preliminary look at environmental baselines

in support of offshore oil and gas operations.

The Second Report, issued in June, 1974), focused

on three issues: (1) policy and program planning

by the USGS for the assurance of safety and pollu-

tion control in OCS petroleum operations; (2)

implementation actions and priorities established
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by the USGS on the basis of safety study

recommendations; and (3) application of systems

analysis techniques to offshore oil and gas oper-

ations.

The Third Report, issued in March 1975, addressed

three topics: (1) standards developed for OCS

operations; (2) inspection strategies for use in

the OCS; and (3) methods for determining the

condition of existing pipelines.

The Fourth Report, issued in August 1975, concerns

three areas: (1) industry influence in the pro-

cess by which the USGS establishes new and revised

regulations; (2) expansion of USGS procedures for

the development of new and revised standards for

OCS operations; and, (3) a problem oriented method

of conducting impact studies to ensure the pro-

tection of the environment in areas of offshore

petroleum operations.

Members of the Review Committee have been selected

on the basis of their experience and expertise in

technologies important to the study of safe OCS

petroleum operations. Review Committee members'

are listed below.

MEMBERSHIP

George F. Mech1in, Chairman
Vice-President, Research & Development
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
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Kermit E. Brown
Head & Halliburton Professor
Petroleum Engineering Department
The University of Tulsa

Kenneth O. Emery
Marine Geologist and Senior Scientist
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Ben Cliffod Gerwick, Jr.
Professor of Civil Engineering
University of California

Murray F. Hawkins, Jr.
Head, Petroleum Engineering Department
Louisiana State University

B. J. Livesay
Director, Ocean Mining Laboratory
Kennecott Exploration, Inc.

Robert J. Menzies
Professor of Oceanography
Florida State University

W. F. Searle, Jr.
President
Searle Consultants

Dale M. Straughan
Assistant Professor of Biology
University of Southern California

Elmer P. Wheaton
Vice-President & General Manager, ret.
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company

See Appendices IV-2 and IV-3 for a discussion of

additional recommendations adopted from the

various recent studies (recommendations 16, 17,

18, and 19).

b. OCS Technology Assessment Group Study - University of
Oklahoma

A comprehensive report on a technology assessment of oil

and gas operations on the U. S. Outer Continental Shelf was published by

an inter-disciplinary research team from the Science and Public Policy
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Program at the University of Oklahoma.l The independent analysis, funded

by the National Science Foundation, was conducted over a 20-month period

be~inning in September 1971.

The principal conclusions of the study are: (1) that existing OCS technolo-

gies are adequate for continued oil and gas operations; (2) that more sharply

defined concerns for safety and environmental protection continue to pose a

challenge to OCS management even though technologies responsive to these new

concerns are gradually evolving; (3) that in the past, participation in the

management of OCS oil and gas operations was limited to the Department of the

Interior and the petroleum industry and that this relatively closed manage-

ment system was initially unable to sense and respond quickly to a changing

social climate. Interested groups and Federal agencies representing con-

cerns such as environmental conservation are now participating in the manage-

ment system primarily through the impact statement process required by NEPA.

These new participants are demanding changes from past patterns of operations;

and (4) most of the new demands being made on OCS technologies are well

within state-of-the-art. The necessary information modifications in the

physical technologies required by a changing social climate can be met.

Although the application of stringent environmental and safety criteria pose

problems, the industry has or can develop the required physical technologies

and procedures.

"Supplement No.1, dated May 1974, to the Report of the Work Group on OCS

Safety and Pollution Control, May 1973, U. S. Geological Survey", was

lThe Technology Assessment Group, Science and Public Policy Program,
University of Oklahoma, Energy Under the Oceans: A Technology Assessment
of Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Operations, University of Oklahoma
Press, September 1973.
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prepared in order to consider and discuss the recommendations in this new

Oklahoma study. The Oklahoma report is compatible with the three previous

reports and many of the respective recommendations are the same or similar,

but the Oklahoma report goes much further than any of the other three. In-

depth considerations of Government management and jurisdiction are unique

to the Oklahoma study as is its plan for OCS development. Supplement No.1,

including an appendix to the Geological Survey Work Group report, responds

to the recommendations of this Oklahoma report.

c. Supplement No. 1 to the Geological Survey Work Group Report

The entire Supplemental No. 1 Report is reproduced and

presented in appendix IV-2 at the end of this section.

d. Council on Environmental Quality OCS Oil and Gas Operations
Environmental Report 'for the Atlantic OCS and the Gulf of
Alaska - April 1974

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) performed a

study and prepared a report for the President of the United States on the

environmental impacts of oil and gas operations on the Atlantic OCS and the

Gulf of Alaska. Numerous agencies contributed to this report, including

the Environmental Protection Agency and Geological Survey.

The Department of the Interior is presently considering the CEQ recommenda-

tions in this report. Many of the recommendations are identical or similar

to those that resulted from the previously discussed studies and reports.

Therefore, certain CEQ recommendations are already at various stages of

implementation. The Geological Survey has prepared a work group report

dated November 4, 1974, titled Supplement No. 2 to the Work Group on OCS

Safety and Pollution Control. This report is a response to the pertinent

recommendations of the report to the President by CEQ.
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e. Supplement No. 2 to the Report of the Work Group on
OCS SafetyandPollutionCorttrol

The entire Supplement No. 2 Report is reproduced and

presented in appendix IV-3 at the end of this section.
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f. General Accounting Office (GAO) Study and Report
In addition to the above studies and reports, the General

Accounting Office issued a report at the request of the Conservation and
Natural Resources Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives.l This study, like those mentioned above, presents
a critical review of OCS regulatory and inspection procedures and includes
recommendations designed to achieve more effective capability and procedures.
In a letter dated August 3, 1973, from Secretary Morton to Mr. Henry S.
Reuss, Chairman of the Conservation and Natural Resources Subcommittee, it is
pointed out that the recommendations contained in the GAO report which have
not already been implemented are being implemented as part of the Work
Group's recommendations as a result of the NASA, Marine Board, National
Academy of Engineers, and other studies. As noted in the GAO report itself,
most of the deficiencies identified by GAO have already been recognized by the
Geological Survey through its own studies and studies undertaken on its behalf
by NASA and others, and steps have already been taken or are underway to
remedy them. Many of the recommendations contained in the GAO report were
also made in the studies discussed above. Nevertheless, the following

actions specifically respond to the GAO report:
• Inspectors are instructed to apply prescribed enforcement actions for

violations of OCS Orders unless deviations have been authorized and
properly documented for each case by the Chief, Conservation Division,
Geological Survey.

• The inspection staff is to be increased and the number of inspections,
both scheduled and unannounced, have b~en increased. This applies
mostly to the Gulf of Mexico Area for GAO reported.that it was the
Gulf of Mexico Area that needed .to increase i~spection frequency.

1 General Accounting Office, "Improved Inspection and Regulation Could Reduce
the Possibility of Oil Spills on the Outer Continental Shelf", Report
No. B-146333, June 29, 1973.
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• Inspections include workover and remedial operations as well as
drilling, producing, and abandonment operations.

• Work groups have been formed to study the feasibility of requ1r1ng
operators to submit a"preventive maintenance schedule and to perform
scheduled inspections and report results in a specified format.

• Geological Survey is working with industry and with the API in an
attempt to set standards and requirements for training personnel.
Geological Survey personnel would participate in this training. In
the meantime, Conservation Managers have been instructed to initiate
formalized training in inspection procedures.

• Plans are being adopted to limit the conditions under which multiple
operations may be conducted for a single platform.

Several speakers at the Public HearinR on the Santa Ynez Unit Plan of Operations,
Draft Environmental Statement, made reference to the portion of this GAO report.
that indicated the U. S. Geological Survey had discovered 76 violations in
connection with Santa Barbara Channel operations in fiscal year 1972. These
were violations listed in the two U. S. Geological Survey semi-annual inspec-
tion reports for the five OCS Santa Barbara Channel platforms. The GAO
analysis of U. S. Geological Survey records showed that the lessees took more
than seven days to correct 19 of these violations and that the remaining 57
violations were corrected in less than seven days.

As a result of the GAO recommendations, renewed emphasis has been put on
requiring that violations be corrected within seven days. The Geological
Survey has stated that if a violation is of the type which creates an irnme-
diate threat to the environment, the involved well or wells will be shut-in.

In order to keep the 76 violations in proper perspective, one must consider
two things: (1) the majority of these violations involved minor technical
matters which would have no bearing on the safety of operations in relation
to potential immediate harm to the environment, and (2) the U. S. Geological
Survey Santa Barbara District conducted rigorous inspection programs which
involved checking and testing literally thousands of items.
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GAO pointed out that the 76 violations included 12 instances in which sub-
surface safety devices leaked during tests and that subsurface safety
devices play an important role in environmental protection. However, the GAO
report did not explain a very important aspect of U. S. Geological Survey
subsurface device test procedure policy. The Geological Survey issued the
operators written warnings if a subsurface device was not bubble tight during
testing. Therefore, the 12 subsurface device violations listed in the inspec-
tion reports does not indicate that the tests detected serious leaks. A sub-
surface device that does not prove to be bubble tight is not considered a
serious condition and does not represent an immediate hazard to the environ-
ment.

The 76 violations are remarkably few, considering their nature and that
thousands of items were checked and tested under the U. S. Geological Survey
inspection program.

g. Bureau of Land Management Study Groups
Because of the wide variation in scientific opinions on the

effects of oil spills and because of a general lack of concrete evidence
for either damage or lack of damage, the Department of Interior has author-
ized the Bureau of Land Management to evaluate, on a continuing basis, the
effects of oil spills from offshore oil and gas exploration and production
in DeS waters. These studies will be conducted by teams of about 20 people
including marine biologists, oceanographers, pipeline engineers and other
personnel with specialized expertise. They will initiate studies and com-
pile data concerning the short and long term impact of oil spills on marine
biota, as well as the environmental effects of produced waste water dis-
charge, drill cuttings, drilling mud and pipeline construction. These
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study groups are assembled in the Gulf Coast, East and West Coast, and the
Gulf of Alaska areas.

9. Memoranda of Understanding
Several of the recent OCS management reports, including the CEQ

Report, have made recommendations that call for the Geological Survey to
develop memoranda of understanding on oes safety and pollution control with
the Department of Labor (in accordance with the Occupational Safety and
Health Act--OSHA) on inspection and enforcement; with the Bureau of Land
Management and the Office of Pipeline Safety on pipelines; and with the
Environmental Protection Agency on discharge standards.
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Steps have been taken by the Geological Survey toward the development of the

above-mentioned memoranda of understanding.

10. Hitigating Factors Related to the Detrimental Effects of Oil
Spills in the Santa Barbara Channel
The possibility of a major oil spill resulting from further

development of the Santa Barbara Channel certainly cannot be categorically
ruled out. It should be noted that oil and gas operations had been conducted

in the Santa Barbara Channel for 77 years before the first major oil pollution
incident (the Platform A spill).

a. Long-Term Impact
Certain recent studies suggest the long-term impact may be

minor in many cases. Published conclusions of investigations express varying
opinions; however, all are in agreement that the extent of impacts, both
short-ternl and long-term, depends upon the circumstances of the spill.
Certain studies made after the Santa Barbara oil spill concluded that damage
to the biota was not widespread, that the number of species affected was
limited and that the area was recovering.

b. Effect of Different Types of Oil
Most of the crude oil that would be produced would probably

be a low-gravity viscous type and certain studies suggest that this type
crude oil would be less damaging to the environment than, for example, No. 6
fuel oils and middle distillates (No.2 oils and diesel fuel oil). Although
there are conflicting opinions, many authorities believe crude oil from the
Santa Barbara Channel in general, would be easier to contain and recover
than higher gravity crude oils, and therefore, in the event of a spill, less
detrimental to the environment.
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c. Animals with Tolerance to Oil

Studies have suggested that the animals that are native to
the Santa Barbara Channel region, because of their exposure to natural oil
seepage over hundreds of years, have developed a greater tolerance than
similar species in other areas. (See Straughan, 1970, p. 411 for one pre-
sentation of this hypothesis).

d. Natural Assimilation of Crude Oil
Studies have indicated that oil-oxidizing bacteria are most

abundant where seep oil is present. Because of natural oil seeps in the
Santa Barbara Channel, natural assimilation of crude oil may take place more
rapidly than in areas where natural oil seeps do not occur.

B. Mitigations Related to the Specific Phases and Components of
Potential Activities
~any of the mitigating factors related to specific components and

phases associated with potential activities are covered in section I, and
the regulations, inspection, and enforcement procedures have been discussed
in the general mitigation portion of this section.

1. Specific Proposals Require Geological Survey Approval
Geological Survey approval would be required prior to the

installation and operation of all individual facilities. Prior to acting
on such applications, each proposal would be carefully reviewed in light of
this channel-wide statement supplemented by site specific information and
any subsequent technological advances, experience from current operations,
and additional data collection. If deemed necessary the Geological Survey
would under its existing regulations proceed with a full environmental
analysis of the specific proposal and thereon base a determination as to the
need for an additional environmental impact statement.
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Secretarial Order No. 2974 dated April 30, 1975, concerning inter-bureau

coordination in the oes minerals program, enables the Geological Survey to

obtain expert advice from Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land

Management relating to oes oil and gas operations with respect to environ-

mental protection. This order requires the Geological Survey to consult

with and receive recommendations from these agencies prior to:

• issuance of draft oes Order, approval of exploratory drilling

plans, and plans of development,

• granting the right to use or easements to lessees to construct

and maintain platforms, fixed structures, artificial islands

and pipelines on areas of the oes, and

• approval of installation of platforms, fixed structures,

artificial islands and pipelines.

The Geological Survey's Area Oil and Gas Supervisor, Los Angeles, plans

to issue Notices to Lessees and Operators spelling out the minimum require-

ments for protecting archeological and biological resources, relating to oes

oil and gas operations. The Supervisor has sent letters to various Federal
and State agencies (October 1975) requesting recommendations and suggestions

as to minimum requirements for conducting archeological and biological sur-

veys. A draft of these Notices to Lessees and Operators should be in the

Federal Register by June 1976 for public comment.
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2. Well-Control Training Programs for Operating Personnel
Uncontrolled well flow would be further mitigated by personnel

training and operating practices. Daily functional tests would be conducted
on the blowout preventers and weekly pressure tests would be made. Blowout
preventer drills, which familiarize crews with proper procedures and make
sure they respond properly, would be conducted daily until the crews are
proficient. After that, weekly drills would be conducted. If a slow response
were found, more frequent drills would be conducted until the response was
satisfactory.

In addition, key supervisory personnel of both operator and the drilling
contractor would receive extensive well-control training at special facili-
ties such as the Saticoy Well Control Training Facility located in the
Saticoy Field near Ventura, California. This mile-deep practice well is
equipped with storage tanks, a pump, control manifold, and a full array of
pressure gages and controls, modeling the diverse eqUipment that is used
on actual wells to prevent a blowout. These training facilities would be
utilized to provide actual practice in controlling a simulated "well kick".
Training sessions would also include classroom instruction in the detection
and handling of abnormal well conditions. Through August of 1973, approxi-
mately 250 men from eight different oil companies and drilling firms active
in the Santa Barbara Channel area had used the Saticoy facility.

3. Platform Beautification Studies
Studies have been conducted to develop platform beautification

techniques. These range from camouflage of the structure to techniques
that accentuate the platform but in a modified form which may be more
pleasing to the viewer. Screening may be accomplished by the use of panels
and configurations to change the shape or clarity of the structure's
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silhouette. Another method uses sea \~ater sprayed from the upper levels of
the structure. Natural light from behind the platform causes the spray to
appear as a white screen on bright days and to reflect the natural sky color
in more typical hazy weather. Under certain light conditions the screened
platform becomes less visible and tends to disappear from view.

Work is continuing on the development of practical and effective platform
beautification techniques. However, the U. S. Coast Guard has expressed
concern that camouflaging techniques could increase the hazard to navigation
and this would have to be a prime consideration in platform beautification
studies.

4. Platform Removal
Platforms are designed for removal after their operational life.

Following the depletion of all producing zones developed from a platform,
wells would be plugged and abandoned. Well conductors would be cut below
the mudline and removed; drilling and production equipment would be dis-
mantled and removed; and the deck units would be removed. All piling would
be cut below the mudline, and the jacket legs and buoyancy tanks would be
deballasted until the jacket floated. The jacket would then be removed and
the site restored in accordance with permit requirements.

5. Non-Use of Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Liquids
Review of Gulf Coast OCS lease sale environmental impact state-

ments expressed a great deal of concern about polychlorinated biphenyl
liquids inasmuch as any PCB's escaping into the environment would constitute
a serious hazard. PCB's are not used on any of the existing Santa Barbara
Channel OCS platforms nor would any future platforms use them.
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6. Subsurface Safety Valves

All Santa Barbara Channel subsurface safety valves would be ~he

surface-controlled type as required by the Pacific Are~ OCS Orders of June

1, 1971. Excessive sand production, detrimental to these valves, is not

expected to be a serious problem in Santa Barbara Channel potential field

areas. For these reasons the Geological Survey places increased reliance on

the performance of Santa Barbara Channel subsurface safety valves.

It is recognized that certain Gulf Coast incidents reflect a poor subsurface

valve performance record. However, these were the old-type velocity actuated

valves and were in an area known for excessive sand production problems. A

few velocity actuated subsurface valves that were in the Santa Barbara

Channel were replaced with the surface controlled valves several years ago.

(See sections I.D.6.d. an1 IV.B.6. for further discussion on subsurface

safety valves.)

7. Subsidence

a. Subsidence Potential

Subsidence of the ground surface can occur when oil and gas

are withdrawn from their reservoirs. (See section I1.B.7.h.) Subsidence

has been recognized over a number of producing oil and gas fields through-

out the country, and although the conditions in each are different, the

greatest amounts of subsidence seem to be associated with fields where pro-

duction is from stratigraphic zones containing compactable strata -- strata

susceptible to compaction when pore fluid pressures are reduced. The conse-

quences of this compaction include: 1) lowering of surface elevations, 2)

centripetally directed horizontal displacement of surface points, and 3)

faulting (Yerkes and Castle, 1969). The faulting may break the ground
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surface or be entirely subsurface, and at least two unequivocal examples

of seismicity associated with faulting of this origin have been documented

(Yerkes and Castle, 1975).

The best known example of subsidence in California occurs over the Wilming-

ton oil field, where the chief hazard from subsidence was the threat to

onshore areas, including commercial and military installations, from inunda-

tion by the sea. By 1958, the situation was no longer amenable to control

by the expensive remedial works of the sort undertaken since 1941, and the

California Legislature passed the Subsidence Control Act for the purpose

of arresting land subsidence through repressuring by water injection (Huey,

1964). The subsequent water injection program was successful in reducing

the rates of subsidence, and by 1974 the State Oil and Gas Supervisor could

report that: " ...from August 1973 to August 1974 general rebound conditions

(were indicated), although slight subsidence occurred over the central har-

bor area in Long Beach." (State Oil and Gas Supervisor, 1975). This sug-

gests that maintainence of reservoir pressures through fluid injection can

provide an effective countermeasure to the surface displacements. Fluid

injection, however, has a potential for triggering seismic events (Raleigh,

Healy, and Bredehoeft, 1972) under some conditions, and should be under-

taken only with great care and forethought (McCulloh, 1969, p. 45, 46; see

also section II.B.7.h. of this report).

General lowering of surface elevation, such as would be noticed by a rise

in water level on platform legs, would probably not pose a significant

hazard to a platform unless the amount of subsidence were so large as to

threaten inundation.

The seismic events so far recorded in association with both fluid withdrawal
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and injection in oil-field areas have been relatively small (generally less

than magnitude 4), and the associated seismic shaking probably poses little

hazard to well-designed and well-built structures.

In general, subsidence and its associated effects probably present little

direct environmental hazard to DCS production that cannot be readily de-

tected at an early stage and countered by prompt remedial action.

b. Subsidence Detection Program

Some of the Pliocene reservoir strata of the Dos Cuadras

and Carpinteria fields probably include compactable beds. As the degree to

which these beds may compact is not now established, three present DCS

platforms (A, B, and Hillhouse) are instrumented and monitored to measure

any subsidence that might occur. Although the instruments have been in

operation since 1971, no change in relative elevations has been recorded.

In other parts of the Channel, the greatest production potential now known

is in the Santa Ynez Unit, where the reservoir rocks consist of older

(Miocene), better compacted strata, and the porosity from which hydrocarbon

production is expected to be greatest consists largely of fractures in

silicious shale, chert, and dolomite. The potential for subsidence over

such a field appears relatively slight, however, as there has been little

direct measurement over fields having this type of dominant porosity, it

seems only prudent to recommend that a systematic subsidence-detection

program should accompany production.

The present detection program in the Dos Cuadras DCS field reflects Geologi-

cal Survey policy that it is best to anticipate possible subsidence so that,

if it does occur, early detection will permit a remedial course of action

to stop or minimize any potential for hazard. To measure differential
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subsidence at anyone platform, benchmarks were established on each corner

of the three platforms in the Dos Cuadras field. Any tilting of the plat-

form would be measured by periodic resurvey of the benchmarks. To d~termine

changes in elevation of an entire platform, recording tide gages were

installed at each. (According to Lewis and Lewis Offshore, Inc., offshore

surveyors of Ventura, a 60-day study can provide an accuracy of ±O.l foot

and a one-year study could provide an accuracy of ±O.OS foot, when compared

with a suitable standard station.) Although the U. S. Coast and Geodetic

Survey tide station on Rincon Island may be of questionable value as an

absolute standard, because it lies atop another producing oil field and may

be subject to subsidence from those operations, any relative change of

elevation among the instrumented platforms would be readily recognized and

measured to within small tolerances. As a check on computed results,

several tidal datum planes can be computed from the data recorded by the

tide gages: 1) daily highs and lows, 2) mean high water, 3) mean low water,

4) mean higher high water,S) mean lower low water, 6) mean tide level,

7) diurnal high water inequality, and 8) diurnal low water inequality.

The tide gages have been in operation since October 1, 1971, during which

time there has been no measurable change in relative elevation of the three

platforms. If deemed necessary, the Geological Survey could require this

same type of subsidence detection program for any future platforms.

8. Dos Cuadras Field Seismometer Array

The Geological Survey installed an array of seven seismographs

on the sea floor in the vicinity of the Dos Cuadras field. The spacing

and location of the instruments is designed to locate and identify the foci

of small, shallow earthquakes in the vicinity of the producing reservoir,

that might occur in association with fluid injection operations, and
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distinguish those from the regional tectonic seismic activity. The instal-

lation of this small seismometer array over the Dos Cuadras field was com-

pleted in December 1975 and. therefore. has been in operation only a brief

time. This may be the first and only sea floor array now operating in the

world.

9. Archeological and Historic

The identification and evaluation of potential cultural re-

sources and artifacts will be by qualified professionals. The opinion of

the State Historic Preservation Officer and the Secretary of'the Interior

will be sought in determination of eligibility for inclusion in the National

Register of Historic Places. All resources determined to be eligible for

inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places are protected by the

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665. 80 Stat. 915) and are

subject to Section 106 of this act. The procedures set forth in Title 36

CFR 800 should be followed and documented in these cases.

OCS operations must be conducted so as to protect archeological resources

in accordance with the Historical Preservation Act and Executive Order 11593

(Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment).

The Geological Survey Office in Los Angeles is presently preparing a Notice

to Lessees and Operators that will specify certain requirements for the

conducting of archeological surveys. The Geological Survey. Los Angeles

Office. requested comments and recommendations as to reasonable and practi-

cal requirements for the conducting of such archeological surveys. by

letter dated October 29. 1975. sent to: The Bureau of Land Management.

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. the Office of Archeology and Historic
Preservation. National Park Service. Interagency Archeological Services.
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and to the Directors of the State Parks of California, Washington and Oregon.

As of January 1976, the Geological SurVeY has not received all responses.

A draft Notice to Lessees should be in the Federal Register by June 1976

for public comment.

10. Platform Seismic Design Criteria

Existing and presently proposed platforms on Federal leases in

the Santa Barbara Channel have all been designed in accordance with the

best technology for seismic design and structural analysis available, at

the time of their initiation. In view of the continuing developments in
the fields of earthquake seismology and seismic design, and the need to

establish platform criteria in other areas and concern, the USGS has recon-

sidered its earlier intent to establish a multi-disciplinary panel of

experts to review the seismic design of platforms. The needs as presently

seen go far beyond seismic design. As a result the Geological Survey is in

an advanced stage of negotiations and arrangements for the first steps in

establishing a system of third-party certification of platform design and

for the development of various design criteria for OCS platforms and other

facilities. In essence, the system is expected to be somewhat similar to the

present British system now employed for the North Sea development. A con-

sulting firm will develop an overall plan for the certification of platform

design, and will, among other requirements, identify design criteria and

practices for OCS developments, related to differing regional conditions.
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11. Programs of Research Aimed at Reducing the Potential for
Adverse Impact from Certain Geologic: Even1"s

Section II.B.7 of this report summarizes the geologic conditions

and events that have a potential for hazard to oilfield development and

production facilities, and a consequent potential for hazard to the

environment of the channel region. Programs of research aimed at reducing

the potential for adverse impact from particular geologic events could

accompany development and production of petroleum resources, and should

have the same general objectives as those enumerated by Alfors and others

(1973) in their recommendations for reducing geologic hazards losses in

California:

1. Avoid or prevent damage (adverse impact) from future events by
assessing the nature and location of probable events, taking
steps to control those events, and guiding human activities
away from hazardous areas in which it is not feasible to correct
the hazards.

2. Minimize unavoidable or unpreventable losses (adverse impact)
by requiring thorough analysis of the geologic environment
prior to design, then provide safe design, construction, and
maintenance practices by adequate codes and ordinances.

3. Take emergency action to save lives and property (and prevent
adverse impact) during or immediately following any particular
disastrous event.

4. Take longer-range recovery action following a particular event
to study its lessons, reestablish normal life, and rebuild.

To meet these objectives in the Santa Barbara Channel region, ongoing

research programs should continue; some need to be expanded or accelerated,

and others should be initiated.

For the purpose of reducing earthquake hazards and concomittant

adverse environmental impact, a continuing, coordinated research program

should accompany petroleum exploration, development, and production. As

an example, a comprehensive program to delineate the active faults in the

Santa Barbara Channel could provide a more detailed seismic risk zoning
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and, perhaps, a capability to predict the location and timing of specific

large earthquakes. Such a program would require augmentation of the

present seismograph network, onshore and offshore geological and geo-

physical investigations, and geodetic measurements, much like the following:

1) Installation and operation of a denser seismograph network
(e.g., 100 stations spaced about 5 miles -8 km- apart).

2) Controlled seismic explosions to investigate the crustal structure.

3) Detailed acoustic profiles (tracks spaced 0.2 miles -0.3 km-
apart), and field geologic mapping on land.

4) Geodetic strain measurements.

5) In-situ stress measurements.

Because detailed geologic and seismologic data can only be accumulated

over many years, and for maximum benefit, such a program should take

advantage of the considerable "lead time" following any decision to pro-

ceed with development plans, and should be implemented no later than the

time of that decision. Detailed seismic monitoring of oilfield produc-

tion, as initiated for the Dos Cuadras field, is also necessary to

avoid triggering small earthquakes which may cause oil spills (as dis-

cussed in section II.B.6.h.). The cost of such programs would be a very

small percentage of the potential value of the petroleum reserves, and

could be largely or completely amortized if it prevented only one major
oil spill.
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12. Other Environmental Research

• Ecological Baseline and Monitoring Studies

In October 1972 NOAA sponsored a workshop at the Santa

Catalina Marine Biological Laboratory of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia to develop strategies for a national program in marine pollution mon-

itoring. In May 1974 the National Bureau of Standards held a second work-

shop in marine pollution monitoring in Gaithersburg, Maryland. This second

workshop developed the monitoring program as a pilot project of the Inte-

grated Global Oceanic Station System (IGOSS) under the United Nations. This

program proposes a global network of marine pollution measurements from ships,

coastal stations, and various other platforms by scientists of many nations.

The objective of the program would be long term, large scale monitoring of

various forms, primarily hydrocarbons, of marine pollution.

In 1974, in response to Senate National Ocean Policy Study hearings, a

committee was formed to coordinate baseline studies which pertain to oil and

gas development on the Outer Continental Shelves.

Participants were the Bureau of Land Management, the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, the U. S.

Geological Survey, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the National Ocean

Policy Study. Department of the Interior baseline studies involve three

sequential levels of effort: (1) an inventory and analysis of existing

environmental and socioeconomic data; (2) special field studies to fill

short-term non-recurring data gaps pointed out in the first phase; and (3)

continuing ecological baseline and monitoring studies in existing fields

and pipeline corridors. Studies of southern California have been described

by the Department of the Interior OCS Lease Sale 35, FES, Vol. I, p. 21-24.
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Also in 1974, the Assembly Select Committee on Coastal Zone Resources of

the California Legislature held hearings regarding offshore drilling, includ-

ing environmental baseline data required to permit an accurate assessment

and measurement of any changes which may occur in the environment as a result

of OCS oil and gas development activities. One committee recommendation was:

"State and Federal governments should cooperate in the conduct of
environmental baseline studies in any offshore area for which de-
velopment leases are being sought before such leases are issued.
The studies should be conducted by a governmental agency with
expertise in marine sciences, such as the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and should be subjected to independent
review. Such studies should be carried out on a continuing basis
after oil and gas development proceeds in order to enhance the ac-
curacy and usefulness of the information for application in future
offshore oil and gas management decision." (California Legislature,
1974, Report on Hearings)

Environmental studies relating to offshore petroleum operations were reviewed

by the National Research Council, assembly of Engineering, Marine Board.l

"The review Committee concludes that regulatory agencies can more
efficiently apply their resources in a combined effort of monitor-
ing, field assessment, and research and development so that the
most pertinent data can be collected and evaluated and can be used
in a predictive capacity for determining the potential effect of
future petroleum development on the environment.

"The Review Committee examined the responsibility of regulatory
agencies for controlling offshore industrial development and estab-
lishing the necessary restraints to protect the environment from
significant adverse effects or permanent damage resulting from
petroleum operations in offshore and related areas. The Review
Committee also examined the application of resources by regulatory
agencies in conducting environmental impact studies.

" ...A problem-oriented approach to the collection and assessment
of the environmental data by regulatory agencies ...challenges the
current practice by regulatory agencies of conducting widespread,
lengthy, and sometimes duplicative studies prior to offshore oil
operations, for the purpose of gaining a dynamic understanding of

lAugust 1975, in fourth report of the review committee on safety of Outer
Continental Shelf petroleum operations to the United States Geological
Survey: work supported by Contract N00014-67-A0244-002 between the Office
of Naval Research and the National Academy of Sciences.
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the entire marine ecosystem. Unless such far-reaching studies are
indicated by a singular type of facility or by special environ-
mental problems at a particular location where petroleum will be
extracted, they fall more appropriately within the responsibility
of other government agencies assigned to the function of basic
research or directly involved with the study of the marine environ-
ment."

Baseline studies and monitoring programs have been suggested by several
agencies. The Sale 35 FES, and a variety of recent documents, presentations,
and testimony of various Bureau of Land Management and Department of Interior
officials before Congressional Committees demonstrates clearly a commitment
to follow baseline data collection programs and studies in new frontier OCS
areas with monitoring programs continuing through exploration and develop-
ment activities.

• ~ureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
Research is being conducted on the status (populations,

immediate problems) of the California condor, light-footed clapper rail,
California least tern, the black rail, and (in cooperation with the
California Department of Fish and Game) the California brown pelican. All
species are either endangered or thought to be threatened. Goleta Slough,
Carpinteria Marsh and Mugu Lagoon are among the mainland study locations for
water-associated birds.

• National ~farine Fisheries Service
The agency is cooperating in the California Cooperative Oceanic

Fisheries Investigation in 1) performing bioassays of anchovy food supply,
and 2) performing studies of anchovy larvae stock and recruitment. Independ-
ent work is conducted at San Miguel Island on marine mammals, primarily
population and breeding studies on fur seals and sea lions.
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• California Department of Fish and Game
The Department, in addition to specific studies, participates in

the California Cooperative Oceanographic Fisheries Investigations (CaICOFI).
Other participants in the CalCOFI program include Scripps Institution of
Oceanography (SIO), which performs oceanographic data collection and analysis,
and National Marine Fisheries Service, listed separately. The primary
CalCOFI role of the Department is in assessing fish populations and distri-
butions. The Department also participates or is delegated responsibility in
a variety of governmental studies, programs, and regulatory functions.

• Southern California Coastal Water Research Project (SCa~RP)
The Project is chartered to comprehensive studies of the Southern

California Bight, which includes the Santa Barbara Channel. A three-year
comprehensive report was published in 1973. Other technical studies and
reports are in progress. Originally and presently funded by five local
government agencies, additional Environmental Protection Agency grants have
been awarded. The 25 scientists are organized into the divisions of
biology, chemistry, and engineering. TWo of numerous studies under way are:
1) "Quantitative Response Characteristics of Demersal Fish and Benthic
Invertebrate Communities," and 2) "A Synoptic Survey of Chlorinated Hydro-
carbon Inputs to the Southern California Bight."

• Universities, Colleges and Academic Institutions
The University of California system and the University of South-

ern California are among the many academic institutions utilizing the
resources of the entire Santa Barbara Channel area for research and
instruction. Research results appear in journals, technical reports and
thesis format. Studies are too numerous and varied to list. Those related
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to oil production include tolerance of organisms to oil pollution, effects
of oil and detergents on survival of species and recolonization of inter-
tidal substrates, thermal effects of oil pollution in the upper intertidal
zone, and long-term and sublethal effects of exposure to oil.

• Ocean Dischargers
Dischargers (municipal, industrial) are required to monitor their

operations (sample and analyze--physical, chemical, bacteriological). Data
is submitted to appropriate regulatory agencies. This data of voluminous
proportions enables compliance with regulations, but is usually not pub-
lished.

The USGS has contacted various State and Federal agencies as to their
requirements for minimum requirements for biological surveys to determine
impacts of oil and gas operations. The agencies contacted (including U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, U. S. National Marine Fisheries Service, Ca1i-
fornia Department of Fish and Game, and Oregon Department of Fish and Wild-
life) specified various surveys. Also, EPA has performed and contracted
produced waste water impact studies.

• Study of Oil, Tar, and Gas Seeps
The California State Lands Commission has contracted with

University of Southern California scientists to conduct a 14-month study
of oil, gas, and tar seeps in the Santa Barbara Channel. The scope of
work includes location of seeps, determination of causes, and an attempt
to find means of sealing or minimizing the seepage. The study period is
July 1974 through August 1975.
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13. Air Quality Impacts

a. Marine Tanker Loading Terminal Air Emissions

Measures to mitigate air emisssions from tanker loading activity

will be taken wherever possible. Methods of decreasing combustion products

generated would include minimization of unnecessary operation of ships

borders and auxiliaries during loading. Also, consumption of low sulphur

fuel oil will decrease impacts from combustion products.

Loading procedures can also significantly affect generation of ullage vapor

emissions. Fill pipe locations close (within several inches) to the bottom

of tanks decrease turbulance of incoming fluids and resultant generation of

volatile hydrocarbon gases. Avoidance where possible or safe, of topping off hold
tanks will also decrease vapor discharge to the air because the most hydro-

carbon rich portion of generated vapors tends to be within a few feet of the

fluid surface and are the last to be displaced when filling.

b. Onshore Treating Facilities Emissions

Mitigation of air emissions from onshore processing facilities

will occur by a variety of means.

All processes will be closed to the atmosphere and no emissions other than

disposal by sweet gas flare incineration of certain waste tail gases and

occasional emergency flare burning will occur. The relatively small

quantities of combustion gases and their composition and minimization are

reviewed in the Onshore Facilities Air Impacts discussion.
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APPENDIX IV-l

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Office

Serial Number

Cash Bonus

OIL AND GAS LEASE OF SUBMERGED LANDS
UNDER THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LANDS ACT Rental Rate

Minimum Royalty Rate I Royalty Rate

This indenture of lease entered into and effective as of , by and between the
United States of America, hereinafter called the Lessor, by the Director, Bureau of Land Management, and

hereinafter called the Lessee, under, pursuant, and subject to the terms and provisions of the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act of August 7, 1953 (67 Stat. 462; 43 U.S.C., Sec. 1331, et seq.), hereinafter referred to as the Act, and to all
lawful and reasonable regulations of the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the Secretary) when not in-
consistent with any express and specific provisions herein, which are made a part hereof:

WITNESSETH:

Sec. 1. Rights of Lessee. That the Lessor, in consideration of a cash bonus and of the rents and royalties to
be paid, and the conditions and covenants to be observed as herein set forth, does hereby grant and lease to the
Lessee the exclusive right and privilege to drill for, mine, extract, remove and dispose of all oil and gas deposits ex-
cept helium gas in or under the following-described area of the Outer Continental Shelf (as that term is defined in
the Act):

containing acres, more or less (hereinafter referred to as the leased area), together with:

(a) the nonexclusive right to conduct within the
leased area geological and geophysical explorations
which are not unduly harmful to aquatic life;

(b) the right to drill water wells within the leased
area and use free of cost, and to dispose of, water
produced from such wells; and

(e) the right to construct or erect and to maintain
within the leased area all artificial islands, platforms,
fixed or floating structures, sea walls, docks, dredged
channels and spaces, buildings, plants, telegraph or
telephone lines and cables, pipelines, reservoirs, tanks,
pumping stations, and other works and structures
necessary or convenient to the Iuii enjoyment of the
rights granted by this lease, for a period of 5 years
and as long thereafter as oil or gas may be produced
from the leased area in paying quantities, or drilling
or well reworking operations, as approved by the
Secretary, are conducted thereon; subject to any unit-
ization or pooling agreement heretofore or hereafter
approved by the Secretary which affects the leased
area or any part thereof, the provisions of such agree-
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ments to govern the leased area or part thereof subject
thereto where inconsistent with the terms of this
lease.

Sec. 2. Obligations of Lessee. In consideration of
the foregoing, the Lessee agrees:

(a) Rentals and royalties. (1) To pay r mtals and
roya lties as follows:

Rentals. To pay the Lessor on or before the
first day of each lease year commencing prior to a dis-
covery of oil or gas on the leased area, a rental of

per acre or fraction thereof.
Minimum royalty. To pay the Lessor in lieu

of rental at the expiration of each lease year com-
mencing after discovery a minimum royalty of
per acre or fraction thereof or, if there is production,
the difference between the actual royalty paid during
the year and the prescribed minimum royalty, if the
actual royalty paid is less than the minimum royalty.

Royalty on production. To pay the Lessor a
royalty of percent in amount or value of production



saved, removed, or sold from leased area. Gas of all
kinds (except helium and gas used for purposes of pro-
duction from and operations upon the leased area or un-
avoidably lost) is subject to royalty.

(2) It is expressly agreed that the Secretary may
e stabl ish reasonable minimum values for purposes of
computing royalty on products obtained from this lease,
due consideration being given to the highest price paid
for a part or for a majority of production of like quality
in the same field, or area, to the price received by the
Lessee, to posted prices, and to other relevant matters.
Each such determination shall be made only after due
notice to the Lessee and a reasonable opportunity has
been afforded the Lessee to be heard.

(3) When paid in value, such royalties on
production shall be due and payable monthly on the
last day of the month next following the month in
which the production is obtained. When paid
in production, such royalties shall be delivered at
pipeline connections or in tanks provided by the Lessee.
Such deliveries shall be made at reasonable times and
intervals and, at the Lessee's option, shall be effected
either (i) on or immediately adjacent to the leased area,
without cost to the Lessor, or (i i) at a more convenient
point closer to shore or on shore, in which event the
Lessee shall be entitled to reimbursement for the
reasonable cost of transporting the royalty substance
to such delivery point. The Lessee shall not be required
to provide storage for royalty taken in kind in excess of
tankage required when royalty is paid in value. When
payments are made in production the Lessee shall not
be held liable for the los~ or destruction of royalty oil
or other liquid products in storage from causes over
which the Lessee has no control.

(4) Rentals or minimum royalties may be re-
duced and royalties on the entire leasehold or any
deposit, tract, or portion thereof segregated for royalty
purposes may be reduced if the Secretary finds that, for
the purpose of increasing the ultimate recovery of oil or
gas and in the interest of conservation of natural re-
sources, it is necessary, in his judgment, to do so in
order to promote development, or because the lease can-
not be successfully operated under the terms fixed herein.

(b) Bonds. To maintain at all times the bond re-
quired prior to the issuance of this lease and to furnish
such additional security as may be required by the
Lessor if, after operations or production have begun, the
Lessor deems such additional security to be necessary.

i c ) Cooperative or unit plan. Within 30 days after
demand, to subscribe to and to operate under such rea-
sonable cooperative or unit plan for the development and
operation of the area, field, or pool, or part thereof,
embracing lands included herein as the Secretary may
determine to be practicable and necessary or advisao!e
in the interest of conservation which plan shall aue-
quately protect the rights of all parties in interest,
inc lud inq the United States.

(d) IVells. (1) To drill and produce such wells as
lire necessary to protect the Lessor from loss by reason
of production on other properties or, in lieu thereof,
with the consent of the oil and gas supervisor, to pay a
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sum determined by the supervisor as adequate to com-
pensate the Lessor for failure to drill and produce any
such well. In the event that this lease is not be in-;
maintained in force by other production of oil or gas in
paying quantities or by other approved drilling or re-
working operations, such payments shall be consid'ered
as the equivalent of production in paying quantities for
all purposes of this lease.

(2) After due notice in writing, to drill and pro-
duce such other wells as the Secretary may reasonably
require in order that the leased area or any part thereof
may be properly and timely developed and produced in
accordance with good operating practice.

(3) At the election of the Lessee, to drill and
produce other wells in conformity with any system of
well spacing or production allotments affecting the area,
field, or pool in which the leased area or any part thereof
is situated, which is authorized or sanctioned by appli-
cable law or by the Secretary.

(e) Payments. To make all payments to the Lessor
by check, bank draft or money order payable as in-
dicated "herein unless otherwise provided by regulations
or by direction of the Secretary. Rental, royalties, and
other payments shall be made payable to the United
States Geological Survey and tendered to the Oil and
Gas Supervisor, except that filing charges, bonuses, and
first year's rental shall be made payable to the Bureau
of Land Management and remitted to the Manager of the
appropriate field office of that Bureau.

(j) Contracts for disposal of products. To file with
the Oil and Gas Supervisor, Geological Survey, not later
than 30 days after the effective date thereof, copies of
all contracts for the disposal of lease products; pro-
vided that the Supervisor may relieve the Lessee of
this requirement, in which event the contracts shall be
made available for inspection by the Supervisor upon
his request. Nothing in any such contract or in any
approval thereof by the Supervisor shall be construed or
accepted as modifying any of the provisions of this
lease, including, but not limited to, provisions relating
to gas waste, taking royalty in kind, and the method of
computing royalties due as based on a minimum valu-
ation and in accordance with the regulations applicable
to this lease,

(g) Statements, plats, and reports. At such times
and in such form as the Lessor may prescribe, to furnish
detailed statements and reports showing the amounts and
quality of all products saved, removed, and sold from
the leased area, the proceeds therefrom, and the amount
used for production purposes or unavoidably lost; also
a plat showing development work and improvements on
or with regard to the leased area.

(h) Inspection. To keep open at all reasonable
times for the inspection of any duly authorized repre-
sentative of the Lessor, the leased area and all wells,
improvements, machinery and fixtures thereon and all
books, accounts, and records relative to operations and
surveys or investigations on or with regard to the leased
area or under the lease.

(i) D i/igence. To exercise reasonable diligence in



drilling and producing the wells herein provided for; to
carryon all operations in accordance with approved
methods and practices including those provided in the
operating and conservation regulations for the Outer
Continental Shelf; to remove all structures when no
longer required for operations under the lease to suffi-
cient depth beneath the surface of the waters to prevent
them from being a hazard to navigation; to carry out at
expense of the Lessee all lawful and reasonable orders
of the Lessor relative to the matters in this paragraph,
and that on failure of the Lessee so to do the Lessor
shall have the right to enter on the property and to ac-
complish the purpose of such orders at the Lessee's
cost: Provided, That the Lessee shall not be held
responsible for delays or casualties occasioned by
causes beyond the Lessee's control.

(j) Freedom of purchase. To accord all workmen
and employees directly engaged in any of the operations
under this lease complete freedom of purchase.

(k) Equal Opportunit), clause. During the perform-
ance of this contract the lessee agrees as follows:

(1) The lessee will not discriminate against
any employee or applicant for employment because of
race, creed, color, or national origin. The lessee will
take affirmative action to ensure that appl icants are
employed, and that employees are treated during em-
ployment. without regard to their race, creed, color,
or national origin. Such action shall include, but not
be limited to the following: employment, upgrading,
demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment
advertising; layoff or termination; rates of payor other
forms of compensation; and selection for training,
including apprenticeship. The lessee agrees to post
in conspicuous places, available to employees and
applicants for employment, notices to be provided
by the contracting officer setting forth the provisions
of this nondiscrimination clause.

(2) The lessee will, in all solicitations or
advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of
the lessee, state that all qualified applicants will
receive consideration for employment without regard
to race, creed. color, or national origin.

(3) The lessee will send to each labor union
or representative of workers with which he has a
collective bargaining agreement or other contract or
understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency
contract ing officer, advising the labor union or workers'
representative of the lessee's commitments under
Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246 of Sep-
tember 24, 1965, and shall post copies of the notice
in conspicuous places available to employees and
applicants for employment.

(4) The lessee will comply with all provisions
of Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965,
and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the
Secret <try of Labor.

(5) The lessee will furnish all information
and reports required by Executive Order No. 11246
of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations,
and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant
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thereto, and will permit access to his books, records,
and accounts by the contracting agency and the Secre-
tary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain
compliance with such rules, regulations, and orders.

(6) In the event of the lessee's noncompliance
with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract
or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders, this
contract may be cancelled. terminated or suspended
in whole or in part and the lessee may be declared
ineligible for further Government contracts in ac-
cordance with procedures authorized in Executive
Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and such
other sanctions may be imposed and remedies involved
as provided in Executive Order No. 11246 of Sep-
tember 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of
the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided
by law.

(7) The lessee will include the provisions
of Paragraphs (1) through (7) in every subcontract or
purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations,
or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant
to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of Sep-
tember 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be
binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The
lessee will take such action with respect to any
subcontract or purchase order as the contracting
agency may direct as a means of enforcing such
provisions including sanctions for noncompliance:
Proiided, bouc ucr, That in the event the lessee becomes
involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a sub-
contractor or vendor as a reults.of such direction by the
contract ing agency, the lessee may request the
United States to enter into such litigation to pro-
tect the interests of the United States.

(/) Assignment of lease. To file for approval with
the Bureau of Land Management, within 90 days from
the date of final execution, any instrument of transfer
of this lease, or any interest therein, including assign-
ments of record title, operating agreements, and sub-
leases. Carried working interests, overriding royalty
interests, or payments out of production, may be
created or transferred without requirement for filing or
approval. Instruments required to be filed shall take
effect upon approval as of the first day of the lease
month following the date of filing unless at the request
of the parties an earlier date is specified in such
approval.

Sec. 3. Reservations to Lessor. The Lessor
reserves:

(a) Geological and geophysical exploration; rights-
ol-uiay. The right to authorize the conduct of geological
and geophysical exploration in the leased area which
does not interfere with or endanger actual operations
under this lease, and the right to grant such easements
or rights-of-way upon, through, or in the leased area as
may be necessary or appropriate to the working of other
lands containing the deposits described in the Act, and
to the treatment and shipment of products thereof by
or under authority of the United States, its Lessees or
Permittees, and for other public purposes, subject to the



prOVISIOns of Section 5( r) of the Act where they are
applicable and to all lawful and reasonable regulations
and conditions prescribed by the Secretary thereunder.

t b ) Lrnsrs of sulfur and other mineral, The right
to grant sulfur leases and leases of any mineral other
than oil, gas, and sulfur within the leased area or any
part thereof, subject to the provisions of Section S( c ),
S( d). and Sk) of the Act and all lawful and reasonable
regulations prescribed by the Secretary thereunder;
Proiido d, That no such sulfur lease or lease of other
mineral shall authorize or permit the Lessee thereunder
unreasonably to interfere with or endanger operations
under this lease.

i c ) P urc bas e of production, In time of war, or when
the President of the United States shall so prescribe,
the right of first refusal to purchase at the market price
all or any portion of the oil or gas produced from the
leased area, as provided in Section 12(1)) of the Act.

(d) Trtldng of royalties, AII rights. pursuant to
clause (3) of Section 8(b) of the Act, to take royalties
in the amount or value of production.

(e) Fissionable materials, AII uranium, thorium,
and all other materials determined pursuant to paragraph
(1) of subsection (b) of Section 5 of the Atomi~ Energy
Act of 1946, as amended, to be peculiarly essential to
the production of fissionable materials, contained, in
whatever concentration, in deposits in the subsoil or
seabed of the leased area or any part thereof. as pro-
vided in Section 12( e) of the Act.

(f) Helium. Pursuant to Section 12(f) of the Act,
the ownership and the right to extract helium from all
gas produced under this lease, subject to such rules and
regulations as shall be prescribed by the Secretary.

(g) Suspe7lsion of operations during war or national
emergency. Upon recommendation of the Secretary of
Defense, during a state of war or national emergency
declared by the Congress or President of the
United States after August 7, 1953, the authority of the
Secretary to suspend any or all operations under this
lease, as provided in Section 12k) of the Act: Provided.
That just compensation shall be paid by the Lessor to
the Lessee.

t b) Restriction of exploration and operations. The
right, as provided in Section 12( d) of the Act, to restrict
from exploration and operations the leased area or any
part thereof which may be des ig-iated hy and through
the Secretary of Defense, with the approval of the
President, as, or as part of, an area of the Outer
Continental Shelf needed for national defense; and so
long as such designation remains in effect no explora-
tion or operations may be conducted on the surface of
the leased area or the part thereof included within the
designation except with the concurrence of the Secretary
of Defense; and if operations or production under this
lease within any such restricted area shall be sus-
pended, any payments of rentals, minimum royalty, and
royalty prescribed by this lease likewise shall be
suspended during such period of suspension of opera-
tions and production, and the term of this lease shall
be extended by adding thereto any such suspension
period, and the Lessor shall be liable to the Lessee
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for such compensation as is required to be paid under
the Constitution of the United States.

Sec. 4. Directional drilling. This lease may be
maintained in force by directional wells drilled under
the leased area from surface locations on adjacent or
adjoining lands not covered by this lease. In such
circumstances, dri1ling shall be considered to have been
commenced on the leased area when dri1ling is com-
menced on the adjacent or adjoining land for the purpose
of directionally drilling under the leased area, and pro-
duction of oil or gas from the leased area through any
directional well surfaced on adjacent or adjoining land
or drilling or reworking of any such directional well
shall be considered production or drilling or reworking
operations (as the case may be) on the leased area for
all purposes of this lease. Nothing contained in this
paragraph is intended or shall be construed as granting
to the Lessee any leasehold interests, licenses, ease-
ments, or other rights in or with respect to any such
adjacent or adjoining land in addition to any such lease-
hold interests, licenses, easements, or other rights
which the Lessee may have lawfully acquired under the
Act or from the Lessor or others.

Sec. 5. Surrender and termination of lease. The
Lessee may surrender this entire lease or any officially

designated subdivision of the leased area by filing with
the Bureau of Land Management, a written relinquish-
ment, in triplicate. which shall be effective as of the
date of filing, subject to the continued obligation of the
Lessee and his surety to make payment of all accrued
rentals and royalties and to abandon all wells on the
area to be relinquished to the satisfaction of the Oil
and Gas Supervisor.

Sec. 6. Removal of property onterminotion of lease.
Upon the expiration of this lease, or the earlier termina-
tion thereof as herein provided, the Lessee shall within
a period of 1 year thereafter remove from the premises
all structures, machinery, equipment, tools, and mate-
rials other than improvements needed for producing
wells or for drilling or producing on other leases and
other property permitted by the Lessor to be maintained
on the area.

Sec. 7. Remedies in case of default. (a) Whenever
the Lessee fails to comply with any of the provisions
of the Act or this lease or the applicable regulations in
force and effect on the date of issuance of this lease,
the lease shall be subject to cancellation as follows:

(1) Cancellation of nonproduc ing lease. If, at
the time of such default, no well is producing, or is
capable of producing, oil or gas in paying quantities
from the leased area, whether such well be drilled from
a surface location within the leased area or be direc-
tionally dri1led from a surface location on adjacent or
adjoining lands, this lease may be cancelled by the
Secretary (subject to the right of judicial review as
provided in Section 8( [) of the Act) if such default con-



t mues for the period of 30 days after mailing of notice
by registered letter to the Lessee at the Lessee's record
post office address.

(2) Cancellation of producing lease. If, at the
time of such default, any well is producing, or is
capable of producing, oil or gas in paying quantities
from the leased area, whether such well be drilled from
a surface location within the leased area or be direc-
tionally drilled from a surface location on adjacent or
adjoining lands, this lease may be cancelled by an ap-
propriate proceeding in any United States district court
having jurisdiction under the provisions of Section 4'(b)
of the Act if such default continues for the period of
30 days after mailing of notice by registered letter to
the Lessee at the Lessee's record post office address.

(b) Other remedies. If any such default continues
for the period of 30 days after mailing of notice by
registered letter to the Lessee at the Lessee's record
post office address, the Lessor may then exercise any
legal or equitable remedy which the Lessor may have;
however, the remedy of cancellation of this lease may
be exercised only under the conditions and subject to
the limitations set out above in paragraph (a) of this
Section, or pursuant to Section 8(i) of the Act.

(c) Effect of waiver of default. A waiver of any
particular default shall not prevent the cancellation of

(Signature of Lessee)

(Signature of Lessee)

(Signature of Lessee)

(Signature of Lessee)

this lease or the exercise of any other remedy the
Lessor may have by reason of any other cause or for the
same cause occurring at any other time.

Sec. 8. Heirs and successors in interest. Each
obligation hereunder shall extend to and be binding
upon, and every benefit hereof shall inure to, the heirs,
executors, administrators, successors, or assigns of
the respective parties hereto.

Sec. 9. Unlawful interest. No Member of, or
Delegate to, Congress, or Resident Commissioner, after
his election or appointment, or either before or after he
has qualified, and during his continuance in office, and
no officer, agent, or employee of the Department of the
Interior, except as provided in 43 CFR 7.4(a) (1), shall
be admitted to any share or part in this lease or derive
any benefit that may arise therefrom; and the provisions
of Section 3741 of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C.
Sec. 22), as amended, and Sections 431, 432, and 433 of
Title 18 of the United States Code, relating to contracts
made or entered into, or accepted by or on behalf of the
United States, form a part of this lease so far as the
same may be applicable.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

By _
(Authorized Officer)

(Tille)

(Date)

11 this Jesse is executed by a corporation, it must bear the corporate seal
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Foreword

This supplement is a response to recommendations of the report,
Energy Under the Oceans, a technology assessment of Outer Continental
Shelf oil and gas operations, published in November 1973, by the
University of Oklahoma Press. The report is the result of a
study conducted by an interdisciplinary research team, headed
by Dr. Don E. Kash and Dr. Irvin L. White, University of
Oklahoma, and funded by the National Science Foundation.

Responses are made to only those recommendations which pertain
to safety and pollution control and over which the U. S.
Geological Survey has some control or responsibility. The
Work Group which prepared this supplement consisted of the
same members who prepared the May, 1973, report responding
to recommendations of three earlier studies conducted at the
request of the Survey--one by a team of NASA Specialists,
one by a group of USGS Systems Analysts, and one by a panel
of the Marine Board, National Academy of Engineering.

The Chairman reviewed the University of Oklahoma report at an
NSF critique on September 7, 1973, and at an NSF-RANN Symposium
on November 19, 1973. The latter review is included as an
appendix.
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RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF "ENERGY UNDER THE OCEANS"

(A Supplement to the May 1973 Report of the
Work Group on OCS Safety and Pollution Control)

U. S. Geological Survey
1.1

The report, Energy Under the Oceans, contains 39 recommendations
concerning oil and gas operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.
In responding to these recommendations, the U. S. Geological
Survey Work Group on OCS Safety and Pollution Control placed them
in four categories as follows:

I. Recommendations Over Which the USGS Has No Control

II. Recommendations Already Implemented or in Progress

III. Recommendations Calling for Modifications of Earlier
Responses

IV. New Recommendations

I. RECOMMENDATIONS OVER WHICH THE USGS HAS NO CONTROL
!:./

This category includes OU recommendations which the USGS
cannot implement because of lack of authority or responsi-
bility, or which are specifically addressed to other organi-
zations. No response is made to these by the Work Group.
There are 25 recommendations in this category--Nos. 1-7,
9-16, 20, 21, 23-26, 29, 34, 36, and 37. Additionally,
OU Recommendation No.8 calls for a continuation of the
present separation of functions and responsibilities be-
tween USGS and BLM and, therefore, requires no response
from the Work Group. It further recommends a comprehensive
plan for OCS development, but the increments of the plan are
covered in the other OU recommendations and the applicable ones
are addressed individually below.

1/ A Technology Assessment of Outer Continental Shelf Oil and
Gas Operations prepared by an interdisciplinary research team
under the aegis of the Science and Public Policy Program at
the University of Oklahoma, 1973. funded by the National
Science Foundation.

!:./ OU--University of Oklahoma
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II. RECO~mENDATIONS ALREADY IMPLEMENTED OR IN PROGRESS

In the second category of OU recommendations are four
(Nos. 27, 28, 30, and 35) that are nearly identical to
recommendations made in earlier studies. The Work Group
has already responded to these in its report of May, 1973,
and implementation actions are in progress. Included are:

OU 27. S.taHdaJl.cL~. USGS .6ho({.f.d u.ta.bwh eqr.Upment Jte.ql.UJte.mel1,t:.6-tn
teJtnl.6 06 the obje.cti.ve.6 to be. ac.hieved. Whil.e. thue. lle.ql.UJte.-
rlICIt.t~ .6lwU£d -tHcrude. dua.-i..f.ed pe.Jt6oJtmanc.e .6tandMci6 60Jt a.U
}J-te.c.u 06 e.qu-tpme.nt a6 6 e.cting ,~a6e.,ty and e.nv-i.Jtonme.nt, dU-tg n
.6re.c-t6~c.~tLo~~ .6hoU£d not be. a.Uowe.d to act a..6 a due.JtJtent to
te.chnolog-tc.a..e. deve..f.opme.nt. The pJtuent.e.y u.6e.d Mnu and
o1tde,'U, 6C/l .6u.,~peJL6-ton06 opeJta.:ti.On.6Me. ge.ne.Jta.Uy adequate..
Vu~_eed .6tanda.1td.6 will Jte.qu-i.Jte.eqr.Upmeltt .6UppUeJL6 to ut£tbwh
qua.f.Lty-c.ontno.f. pJtoc.e.duJte.6. IChapte.Jt VII

• Agree. See Work Group Recomendation No.5 (May 1973 report).

The first project undertaken by an API Cowmittee formed in
response to this recommendation was the development of a
recor~ended practice for design, installation, and operation
of subsurface safety valve systems (API RP l4B), and speci-
fications for subsurface safety valves (API Std. l4A).
These have now been published. A facility for testing of
subsurface safety valves is being constructed in Houston,
Texas, and will be operated by an independent research
institute. A committee is being formed to conduct
quality assurance inspections of subsurface safety
valve manufacturers. The manufacturers must comply with
the quality assurance program as set forth in the specifi-
cations for subsurface safety valves in order to be able
to use the API monogram on their valves.

Additional projects undertaken by the Committee include:
recorr~ended practice for the design, installation, and
operation of offshore platform basic surface safety
systems (draft standards have been issued); specifications
for surface safety valves and actuators; and a recommended
practice for platform piping system design. As in the
case with subsurface safety valves, quality assurance pro-
grams for other equipment items will be initiated as
appropriate.

The American Petroleum Institute, the American Society for
Testing Materials, the American Society of Mechanical
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OU 28.

Engineers, the National Association of Corrosion
Engineers, and other similar organizations, as appropri-
ate, will be requested to develop needed standards. USGS
representatives will participate in these efforts. Stand-
ards developed by these organizations, and appropriate
existing standards now referenced in DCS orders, will be
submitted to the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) for development, also with USGS participation, and
for ANSI approval as national voluntary consensus standards.

Fa.-UuILe Re~Wng. USGS 4hou.f.d e6ta.b-U6h .<mplLovedlLepowng
and 4Y4tern c aYla1.y4iA plLOeedune» 6OIL 6cUluJL.e6, ma.l6unctio n6,
and equ1.pment de6 eexs, a.6 we.U. a.6 iA4ue applLopJLia.te no:ti.ce6
and waJl.nlng4.

• Agree. See Work Group Recommendations Nos. 1, 2, and 3
(May 1973 report).

The USGS is in the process of developing a Failure Reporting
and Corrective Action System with a target completion date
of June 1974. A "Safety Alert" system for !IIlJIlediatenotifi-
cation of all operators of failures and accidents was
established in September 1972.

OU 30. Rev.i.ew Technology. USGS 4hou.f.d appo.i.nt an .i.ndependent and
lLepILe6en:ta:Uve corrmillee 06 expeJLt6 to lLev.i.ew 4:ta.te-06-the-
aJLt .i.n oes .technolog.i.e6 pelL.i.ocUca.Uyand lLecomme.ndde6.bLa.bte.
change6 .i.n equ1.pnent and pe/L60lLmancesrandasds, (Chap.te/L VI)

• Agree. See Work Group Recommendation No. 15 (May 1973
report). Such a committee was established in July 1973,
under the aegis of the Marine Board of the National
Academy of Engineering. Its emphasis is on technologies
related to safety and pollution control.

OU 35. Inclu.6:t1LyCoopeJLa:ti.on. USGS 4hou.f.d active£.y plLomo.teglLea..teJt
.ind.ll.6:t1LycoopeJuU1on .i.n the development 06 4a6uy, accident
plLeven:ti.on, and env.i.lLonmental plLotection .technolog.i.e6.
Inclu.6:t1Ly4houid be assused that Coope/La.:ti.on.i.n the6e de6.ig-
naxed alLea.6w.il..e. not be sub] ec:t to an:ti.-:t1Lu4t action.
ThiA could be accompwhed by hav.<..ngthe An:ti.-TJw..6t
1UviA.i.on 06 the VepaJt:lmen.t 06 ]U,6:ti.ce iA4ue gtUdeUnu
60IL coopeJLa:ti.ve e6601tU OILby hav.i.ng the V.i.v.i.4.i.ong.i.ve
op.i.nlOn6 on 4pec.i.6.i.c plLopo4a.l4. (Chapte/L VI)

• Agree. See Work Group Recommendations Nos. 4, 5, and
10 (May 1973 report). Three cooperative committees with
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API were established in September 1972--0ffshore Safety
and Anti-Pollution Equipment Standards; Offshore Safety
and Anti-Pollution Research; and offshore Safety and Anti-
Pollution Training and Motivation. All are active. The
Department of Justice, by letter of November 29, 1972,
stated that "it wou ld not violate the antitrust laws for
the Geological Survey to disseminate lessee-filed reports
relating to the breakdown of safety and anti-pollution
control equipment to all lessees operating on the OCS." _

III. RECOMMENDATIONS CALLING FOR MODIFICATIONS OF EARLIER RESPONSES

In the third category of OU recommendations are six (Nos. 18,
19, 31, 32, 33, and 39) that are similar to recommendations
already made by the Work Group but call for some additional
responses. The Work Group's responses to these are as
follows:

OU 18. OCS O!l.deM: Cove!tage.. AU dU-tgn f.Jpe.uMe.moYL6 and !l.e.guia-
doYL6 6o!l. whZe.h USGS ha» admin.i.f.dAmve. Jte.f.JpaYL6.ib.il..Uy,
.ine.fud.ing .thof.Je.JtuuWng 6!l.om in,te.Mge.ne.y agJte.eme.n.tf.J,
f.Jhould be. de:ta.ile.d in OCS onde/u. noJt e.ach USGSMea.
OCS ondou. f.J hou.e.d be. a de..ta.i.e.e.de.ompof.J.i.te.06 .the. Jte.gu.e.a.tioYL6
and c.Jt.i.te.Jt.iaunde.Jt wh.ie.h oU and gM ope.tr.a..-ti.OYlf.JMe. to be.
canni.ed out. Sue.h a e.ompof.J.i.tewould .in60Jtm both induf.J.t!l.y
and the. .in.te!tu.te.d pubUe. 06 ope.Jtationa.! f.J.tandMdf.J.
[Cha.p.te.JtVI)

OU 19. OCS OJtde.M: PIle.pMmon. AU OCS oJtde.M f.Jhould be. Jte.v.iwe.d
-i..n advane.e. by e.omm-ttte.e.f.JJte.p!l.e.f.Je.n:ting both inmu.dJly and
ether: in.teJte.f.J.te.dpaJt.t.iu f.J e.le.cte.d by the. Ch.ie.6 06 .the.
Con~eJtvation Viv.if.Jion 06 USGS. A.t p!l.U e.n.t, pJte.pMaUon
06 OCS onden« .invo.!vu .induf.J.tAy paJt.t.iupaUon. FaJt example.,
in .the. Gul6 COM.t Me.a, pJtopof.Je.doJtdeM Me. Jte.viwe.d by
.the. 066f.JhoJte.Ope.JtatoM Comm.itte.e.. 8Jtoade.n.ing .the. Jtange
06 Jte.v.ie.We.Mf.J hould MI.lU.Jte.f.J e.YL6iliv.i.ty to a w.ide. f.J e..t 06
1.l0Ua.£. e.one.e.JtMat .the. .imme.d.iate. manageme.n.t le.ve.£.. P£.ac..ing
1.lei.e.c.Uon .in .the. COYL6e.JtvationV.iv.if.Jian in Waf.Jh.ing.ton f.Jhou..e.d
pILov.ide. «cces s to .the. bu.t .in60Jtme.d pe.ople. .in oJtgan.izaUoM
I.lue.h M .the. national e.nviJtonme.n.ta.e.in.te.Jte.f.J.tgJtOUpf.J.
( Chap.te.Jt VI I

• With respect to the OU Recommendation No. 18, the Work
Group agreed with and responded to all aspects, except
it did not specifically address the matter of interagency
agreements. It does so in the revised recommendation
given below (paragraph d.).
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With respect to OU Recommendation No. 19t the Work
Group agrees that broadening the range of reviewers is
desirablet and further concludes that proposed Orders
should be made available to all interested organizations
on an equal basis. It may be necessary during the draft-
ing stage to consult with individualst from industry or
elsewheret on specific aspects of proposed Orders in
their capacity as individual experts on certain
specialized requirements. Proposed Orderst howevert
should not be made available to industry or other
groups prior to their publication in the Federal Register.

AccordinglYt Work Group Recommendation No. 13 (May 1973
report) is revised as follows to respond to OU Recommenda-
tions 18 and 19 (additions and changes are underlined):

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 13 (Revised)

a. Formalized procedures of the type outlined in the NASA
recommendation should be established for development
and revision of OCS Orders.

b. In generalt OCS Orders should specify the objectives to
be achievedt with standards for achievement included
by reference.

c. The Work Group agrees with the NAE recommendations
that 1) there should be continuation and refinement
of the current practice of requiring submission of
plans of applicants in terms of equipment and
including personnel qualifications and training
procedures; and 2) that regulations should take into
account on a continuing basis the results of the
analysis of information resulting from accident
evaluationt as well as consideration of natural
environmental hazards.

d. All memoranda of understanding and interagency agree-
ments concerning management of OCS petroleum activities
should be made available in a single documentt and
appropriate references made in OCS Orders.

e. The Conservation Division should adopt the following
procedures for the development of new and revised
OCS Orders:

(1) Announce in the Federal Register its intention to
prepare a new or revised Order and solicit comments
and recommendations.
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au 31.

au 39.

(2) Prepare a draft of the Order and publish it in
the Federal Register for comment.

Steps (1) and (2) may in some cases be concurrent.

(3) After. recei'p~ of comments, Division personnel
may meet with interested organi~ations or consult
with individual experts on the various require-
ments of the Order.

(4) Revise the draft Order, if appropriate, to take
into account the information developed from
steps (2) and (3).

(5) If the revision is extensive or significant,
republish the Order in the Federal Register
as a redraft for further comment. Otherwise,
publish it in the Federal Register as a final
Order with an effective date.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

The Conservation Division should prepare
written procedures outlining the step-by-stev.
actions to be followed in the formulation of
OCS Orders for all areas and should assemble
and make available all applicable memoranda
of understanding and interagency agreements.

Gov eJU'l1nent R&V. USGS -6hould ttndeJt:tah.e an expanded
lte-6eaJl.c.h, devetopment, and .te-6ung pltoglta.m lt6
nec.e-6.6aJl.Y :to bt6U1te cptima...t ltegui.a.tiol1 and Itap-<'d
developmetz-t 06 Hew eqtt-<.pment and pltoc.edult~.
So 6aJl. a.6 pOM-<'ble, :tJU-6 WOlth. .6hould be. c.on:tJta.c.:ted
w..Lth oltgani. za.:t-<.onJ.J ouu-<.de :the R&V .6 lj-6:tem 06 :the
pe:tJtole.um -<.nciu.J.,:ttr..y. TIU,!;' will help :to -<'n.6U1te:tha-t
USGS and OCS ope.ltcttO!t.6 mcU.ntcU.n c.onliru.u:.ng e66ecti.ve
c.ommUMc.a.:t-<.On.6with o:thelt :tec.hnolog-<.c.a...t c.ommuMUe-6.
( Chap:tetr.. VI)

Inadtluctte Ccmpone.lz-t-6. USGS -6hould -unmecLi.a.:tely
comp e a lli:t -6J.mJ.1aJl.to :the 60UOw<-n9 one (given
on pages 259 and 260 of the au report), and each
yeaJl. pubfuh a J.JummaJl.yItev-<.ew 06 :the pltoglte-6-6
ac.1Ue.ved In c.oltlted-tng we.ah.neA..6es • TIU-6 Itev-<'ew
.6hould c.on:tbw.e until :the -<.ndentiMc.a.tion .6Y.6:tem
pltev-<.oMly Itec.ommended -<..6 op0-a..t1.ona...t. The phy.6-<'ca...t
:technolog-<'e-6 w-<.:thweakne-6.6e-6 6a.ll -<.nto :thltee
ca.:tegoJt-te-6: need:to be developed, need :to be -<.mpltoved,
and need :to be deployed. (Chap:telt VI)
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• Concerning R&D, the thrust of the Work Group's
Recommendation No. 4 (May 1973 report) was to
encourage industry to conduct the necessary R&D
because of its operational responsibility for
safety and pollution prevention. Accordingly,
the approach was to establish an API-USGS R&D
Committee to encourage industry in this activity.
A list of pertinent R&D projects in progress
is being completed together with a list of
those needs that require new or improved
development. Nevertheless, the USGS should
have capability for R&D development. Therefore,
the Work Group further recommended that in those
cases where industry does not respond to
R&D needs, the USGS will contract for the
required work.

The Work Group agrees with the second part of
outs Recommendation No. 3l--to contract for
R&D with organizations outside the petroleum
industry to insure effective communications
with other technological communities--and
responds to this proposal in its revised
Recommendation No. 4 given below.

With respect to outs Recommendation No. 39,
implementation of the Work Group Recommendations
Nos. 1, 2c, 3, 4, and 6 (May 1973 report)
will provide a basis for compiling a list
of inadequate components as well as promotion
of R&D for corrective actions. The Work Group
did not in its earlier recommendations address
the desirability of publishing an annual summary
review of progress being made towards correcting
the weaknesses. It agrees, however, that this
should be done.

Accordingly, to respond to outs Recommendations
Nos. 31 and 39 the Work Group revises its
Recommendation No. 4 (May 1973 report) as
follows (additions and changes are underlined):

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 4 (Revised)

a. The USGS, in cooperation with the API or
other appropriate organizations, should
establish a program to encourage and
promote research and development in safety
and anti-pollution equipment and systems.
Current and completed research and develop-
ment should be taken into account in the
determination of specific needs. Such
needs should be communicated to industry
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through API ?r other appropriat~
organiz~tion~_ and issued by USGS as an
annual summary r~ort. For those needs
where there is no response from industry,
or the response is unsatisfactory, the
USGS should contract for the required
work, utilizing, when appropriate,
organizations outside the usual petroleum
industry R&D establishments to perform
such research. (See also Recommendation
No. 8a.)

b. With specific reference to the NAE recommenda-
tions, the Work Group recommends:

(1) The promotion of industry consensus
standards should be effected through
a cooperative arrangement with API
(see Work Group Recommendation No.5).

(2) Requests should be made to NOAA, USCG,
and EPA to sponsor programs to study
the effects of various amounts of
crude oil intrusion into the marine,
environment, taking into account
site variables.

(3) The recommendation to undertake
quantitative studies of the effective-
ness of methods for cleaning up oil
from the marine environment should be
referred to the U. S. Coast Guard.

(4) The development and testing of damage-
limiting and fail-safe systems in the
area of damage control, fire-fighting,
and well control should be an item for
follow-up under cooperative arrange-
ments with API, or other appropriate
organizations.

c. Industry should be encouraged to grant
reasonable access to patented safety and
pollution control devices and systems to
offshore operators.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

The Conservation Division should identify
those physical technologies and operational
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OU 32.

OU 33.

methods in need of R&D, which have a
significant impact on safety and pollution
control, and for which industry R&D efforts
are considered inadequate or lacking. As
these are identified, the Division should
prepare a plan for contracting with organi-
zations outside the petroleum industry, but
giving consideration to R&D work which could
be carried out by the Government itself.
The plan should include recommendations for
the funding of such R&D work.

The Conservation Division should also establish
which organizations, other than API, could be
considered for assistance in the R&D efforts of
the USGS, and their participation utilized when
appropriate.

Pe.Monnei. Sta.ndaJl.d6. USGS I.>hou1.dde.vei.op uniOO!UTI
.6ta.ndaJtdJ.l and c.eJr..:UMc.a-ti..on lLe.qt.UJteme.ntI.>OOIL pe.Monnei.
who PeJl.OO!UTI.inl.>pe.c.Uon and xes« ounc.Uonl.>. (Chap:te.Jt VI)

Pe.Monnei. TILa.<.ni~. USGS I.>hou.f.dde.ve..e.op a pltogltam :to
u:tabllih .unpILOVe. and .6ta.ndaJl.cUze.d :tIta..lnittg and pILO-
C.e.du.ILU OOILope.Jta-ti..ng pe.Monnei.. Th.<.!.>plLogltam .6hou1.d
uu.u.ze. :the. expeJtt..i.6e. 00 o!t9aniza-ti..Onl.> and .incUv.i..dua.l...6
.6uc.h a..6 be.hav.iolLai. l.>ue.n:tU.t6 who· .6pe.c..i.a.lize. ,in
:tIta.tning. (Chap:teJl. VI)

• Work Group Recommendation No. 9 (May 1973 report)
does not preclude the development of standards
and requirements for personnel who perform
inspection and test functions. However,
Recommendation No. 9 should be amended to identify
this specific need. Likewise, the desirability· of
utilizing training specialists should be addressed.
Accordingly, Work Group Recommendation No. 9
(May 1973 report) is changed as follows (additions
and changes are underlined):

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 9 (Revised)

8. The USGS, working with industry through API,
should set standards and requirements for
training of personnel, to include, but not
be limited to, the following:

(1) A requirement that all operator or
third party personnel, who perform
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inspection and test functions related
to safety and pollution control~
formally trained and qualified.

(2) A requirement for minimum training in
safety and pollution prevention and
control for all company and contractor
personnel, including identification
and proper use of safety equipment,
emergency procedures, and first aid.

(3) A requirement that appropriate company
and contractor field personnel be
briefed on USGS regulations and orders.

b. Standards and requirements for such training
should be specified in OCS Orders and a
certification, by the operator, of compliance
should become a prerequisite for inspecting,
testing, and for certain permits and opera-
tional work. A system for updating and
auditing such training should be developed.
Appropriate credit should be given for
pertinent experience.

c. The expertise of organizations and individuals
who specialize in training should be utilized
in the development of standards and require-
ments for training.

d. USGS field supervisory and inspection personnel
should be required to participate in training
courses appropriate to their responsibilities.

(The "third party" inspectors referred to in
a.(l) above could be someone in the employ of
the operator who is not responsible for the
operations he is inspecting and who reports
directly to management, or someone who is an
employee of an outside firm with which the
operator or group of operators contract for
inspection services.)

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

Arrangements have been made with API for a
joint effort to develop the necessary standards
and specifications for training of industry
personnel. The Conservation Division should
pursue this effort and revise OCS Orders
accordingly.
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Requirements for appropriate training of
USGS personnel should be included in the
Division Manual.

The Conservation Division should arrange
for briefing programs on USGS regulations
and orders.

IV. NEW RECOMMENDATIONS

The final category of OU recommendations include
three (Nos. 17, 22, and 38) that are essentially
different from those considered by the Work Group.
These are discussed in the text that follows.

OU 17. USGS Management. WUh .umUed excep:ti.oYf.-6, pO.6t-lea..6e
.6dle management 06 oes oil and ga..6 opeJta.:ti.OYL6
.6hould be concentna.:ted ~n USGS. The obje~ve 06
thW co ncentJta.:t,i.on 0 6 manag eme.nt .iA to e.um~na.:te
gap.6 and oveJt£.a.p.6 and e.6:ta.bwh c.teaJt-c.u.:t lte.6pOYL6.i-
bilUy. Suc.h c.onc.en:tJta.:ti.on will a.t.6o a..6.6U1tethat
management dec..iA..ioYL6con601tm to the development
p.ta.n Wd out ..in the MeJtachy 06 ..impac.:t .6.:ta.:temen:t.6•
Any ..impact .6:ta.:temen:t.6:tJUggeJted by pO.6:t-tea..6e
.6ale. a~vilie.6 .6hou.e.d be. the. lte.6poYL6.ibilUy 06
USGS and be. .6ub.6..icUa.Jtyto the. l.e.a..6e..6ale .6:ta.:teme.nt.
WheJte. ne.c.e.6.6My, tltaYL66eJt 06 0p eJta.:ti.onal
lte.6poYL6.ibilUy to USGS .6hou.!d be ac.c.ompwhed by
.inte.Jt-age.nc.y aglte.emen:t.6. In .6ummMy, then, the
USGS .6hou.e.d c.on:ti.nue to aclrn.in.i.6teIL aU 06 U.6
plte.6ent PO.6t-l.e.a..6e.a~vilie.6 pfu.6 the 60Uow..i..ng:
(eha.pte.Jt 1X)

• The Work Group agrees that the USGS should
continue to administer all of its present
post-lease activities. Comments on OU Recommenda-
tions l7a. through l7d. folloW.

OU 17 a. OSHA. By aglte.eme.nt bu:ween Labolt and I nt~OIt, oes
lte.6poM..ibililie.6 a..6.6,{gned to the VepaJr.-tme.nt 06 Labolt
by the Occupa.:ti.orzal Sa6ay and Hea.Ult Ac.:t (OSHA)
.6hou.e.d be adm..in.iA:teILe.dby USGS. The. .6:ta.ndMd.6
:them.6e.e.ve.6 .6hou.!d be de.vel.oped by Labolt with the
advcce: 06 USGS and :the VepaJl.;(}nent 06 Hea.UJt,
Educ.a.:ti.on, and Wel6a.Jte. (HEW). Such an a.JtItangement
will .inc.Ite.a..6e :the e66ec.tive. day-:to-day adm.in.iA:tJta.:ti.on
06 :the OSHA .6:ta.nda.Jtd.6.6.ince. USGS .iA a.lJtea.dy equ..i..pped
to bl.6pec:t oes 6ac.il.i:ti.e.6. FUlttheIL, :the.6e .6a6ay
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and heatilt COtlCeJtlt6aJte .intUna.te£lj tied to equ.ip-
me.tlt de..6.ign and opeJta.tional plloce.duJte..6 tha.t aJte.
a£Jt.eadlj a USGS 1le..6polt6.ib-UUlj • A-6 a 6.i.nal ad-
vantage, .th.i.-6applloach Ile.Ue.ve..6 .indwd./tlj 06 an
additional .faljell. 06 .iMpec.:toM.

• The Work Group agrees. A draft of a Memorandum
of Understanding was completed in March 1974
but questions of statutory authority and re-
sponsibility are as yet unresolved.

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 16

A Memorandum of Understanding between the USGS
and OSHA should continue to be sought.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

The Conservation Division should continue to
take the lead in negotiating a Memorandum of
U~derstanding between OSHA and the USGS.
LSee section IV.A.9. "Memoranda of Understanding~

OU l7b. Envbtonmental Adm.irt.i..6.tJta-tion. USGS -6hOll£.dbe.
ll.e..6poH~'[ble 6oll. elt6oll.u.ng au env.{Jtonmental
qua...tU:lj .6.:tandaJt~ appLicable .to OCS oil and gM
opeJta.t.i.oYlJ. WhM.e nec.e..6.6aJtlj, ag enclj lle..6pon~.i-
bil.i..t.i.e..6 .6 hou.l.d be c..ieaJ!1lj de6.i.ned .in .intell.-ag enc.lj
aglLe.emerr..t.6 be.;tv.teen InteJt.i.olL, TlLaMpoJL.:tation, and
EPA.
• Enforcement authorities are usually assigned

by statutes. However, various inspection and
monitoring activities upon which enforcement
actions are based can sometimes be shared or
delegated. Accordingly, current efforts
towards finalizing various Memoranda of Under-
standing to clearly define the respective
functions, scope of activities and responsi-
bilities among the agencies involved in various
aspects of environmental protection on the oes
should be expedited, and the results publicized
for the guidance of all concerned. The Work
Group addresses specific items in this regard
in its Recommendations Nos. 13 (Revised), 16,
and 17 of this report.
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OU l7c.

OU l7d.

~1tt6-0~-wa!f. By 601Unai. agILe.eme..u: be;t.we.e.nBLM and.
S, BL .6IlOutd -L6¢ue. fLigitt6-06-way nOlL c.ommon

c.MJr.ie.Jt pipe.une.6 onty upon ILe.c.ommenda.tion on
the. USGS. TJU-.6wm M.6uJte that C.oolLd.<.rta.tion
e.x-L6u be;twe.e.n c.ommon c.MJr.ie.Jt une.6 and the.
gathe.Jr.ing une.6 pILe.6e.ntty ILe.gutate.d by USGS.
Suc.h authowlj wm allow USGS to irt.6uJte that
pipe.Une. de.ve.topme..u: c.onn0lUn.6to the. ptaM
de.ve.tope.d in the. ,Lmpac.t .6tateme.rtt6. PILe.6e.u:
ILuport.6ibil.U.y nOlL pipe.Une.6 -L6 6ILagme..u:ed, and
¢ome. age.nue.6 Me. incapabte. 00 me.eting the..<.Jt
Ite.gutatolLY ItU po rt.6ibil.U..<.u •

Pipeunu. By 601Unai. agILe.eme.nt betwe.en the. 06 Mc.e
o6 P-c..petine Sa6 e.ty (OPSI and I nte.Jr.iOIL, USGS ¢hould
be. dUig nate.d M lte.6port.6ibte. 60IL e.n60ILung de.6,(g n
and pe.Jto0lUnanc.e srandand: 60IL 060.6holLe. pipe.Unu
wh.<.c.hMe. now un.de.Jt OPS jwU.6d.<.c.tion. The.
.6tan.dMd6 , howe.ve.Jt, .6 houi.d be. jointty 601Unutate.d
by OPS and USGS. USGS pILe.6e.ntty e.xe.Jtw es .6uc.h
au:thofLity ove.Jt gathe.Jr.ing un.e.6.

• Activities for the development of Memoranda
of Understanding between USGS, BLM, and OPS in
accordance with the intent of OU Recommendations
17c. and d. have been underway for some time.
The principal delaying factors have been the
need for reviews of the respective pipeline
administering activities, including legal re-
views, to clarify the statutory authorities
and responsibilities of USGS, BLM, and OPS.

Current draft proposals of Memoranda of Under-
standing between USGS and BLM provide for USGS
review, prior to final action by BLM, of all
rights-of-way applications to install common
carrier type pipelines pursuant to 43 CFR 2883.
The reviews by USGS would focus on the technical
aspects of OCS pipeline design, installation,
maintenance and operation in accordance with
appropriate regulations and standards designed
for safety and environmental protection, and
to avoid undue interference with other uses of
the OCS and its superjacent waters. The
USGS, in cooperation with BLM, will continue
efforts to formulate an agreement with OPS
whereby OPS safety standards developed for
OCS pipelines may be enforced by the USGS.
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WORK GROUP RECONMENDATION NO. 17
a. A Memorandum of Undcrstanding bctwccn

USGS nad BLM should be developed whcrcby
BLM approval of pipeline rights-of-way
applications will require a determination
by USGS of the adequacy of the application
with respect to design, installation,
maintenancc and operation.

b. A Hemorandum of Understanding between USGS,
BLM, and OPS should be formulated whereby
the USGS will enforce OPS safety standards,
jointly developed by OPS and USGS, for OCS
pipelines.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

The Conservation Division should continue
efforts to formulate a Hemorandum of
Understanding between the USGS and BLM
concerning pipeline rights-of-way and a
Memorandum of Understanding between USGS,
BLM, and OPS for the enforcement of safety
standards for pipelines.
/§ee section IV.A. 9 "Memoranda of Und'erstanding~7

OU 17e. Ga.6 Re..6e1Lve..6. By 60Junai. aglteement be.tween .tile
r:e.deILal POWelLCommL6.6.ioIt (FPC) and 1/t.telt.iolt, USGS
.6houhi. be Ite.qu.ilted to pltov-<.de e6Uma.te..6 06
ltec.oveILa.b.f.e gM lte6e1LVe..6:to be senved by
plt0pD.6ed new ga.,~ UItC6. A.t:t.ac.hed:to the C6.tUna.te6
.6Iwuhi. be a.n M.6 e6.6ment a 6 how :the tine. v..rill 6.i:t
.ittto :th.e development p£.a.n e6:ta.bfuhcd .in :the -i.mpa.ct
.6:ta.:temel'l-t6. AdcU.tiona11y, USGS .6hou1d be a.va.ilable
to FPC 601t c.olt.6u..U.a.Uon on a11 qUe6:Uolt.6 c.ollc.elLn.ing
-Une..6 • The pUltPO.6e .i.6 to M.6L6:t FPC -ttl a.ppltov-tng
new p.ipe1..ine6 .60 :that :thelj c.on60/[m ro the. develop-
ment p£.a.lt e6:ta.bfu hed .in :the .impa.ct .6:ta.:temeltt6.

• Estimates of recoverable gas reserves to be
served by proposed new gas lines are the
responsibility of FPC, but the USGS has
cooperated with the FPC when requested and
is available for assistance and consultation.

OU 22. ArtfJaFWPCA :to OCS. The FWPCA Ame.ndmeltt6 06 1972
.6 0 be a.mended .6pec..i6-i.c.aUy to a.ppiq cLiAc.haJtge
pItOv.L6.iOIt.6 to :the OCS. Unde.Jt:th.L6 a.ltluutge.ment,
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EPA would u:ta.bllih :the l.J:ta.ndaJr.ei6,but ct6
lLec.ommended ea.Jr.1J..eIL, USGS would have en6olLc.e-
men:t ILU po M.i.bLU:ty • TheILe.{.!J no appaJr.en:t ILeM 0n
why :the 9 en ellai'. pJL.{.nup.e.e 06 a I.J epanare. ag enc.y tJJ
.6 e:t env.{.JLonmen:ta1'. srandands I.J hould no:t be
applic.ab.e.e :to :the OCS. Suc.h a I.J epaJr.a.Uon plLov.i.du
an adcUti..onai'. c.hec.k and .i.nc.ILeM ed public. c.lLecUbili-ty
.i.n :th.<..6l.JeMmVe aJr.ea. (Chap:teIL Xl

• The DU recommendation implies that the pollutant
discharge provisions of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) Amendments of
1972 are not applicable to DCS lease operations.
This is contrary to the memorandum opinion of
January 30; 1973, of the Assistant Solicitor,
International Marine Minerals, Department of
the Interior. The Assistant Solicitor's
opinion was that discharges of pollutants from
DCS structures are subject to the National
Pollutant Discharge System established by the
1972 FWPCA Amendments. The applicable paragraph
of the opinion states:

"It should be noted that the Administrator,
Environmental Protection Agency, ~s given
broad discretionary and regulatory authority
in implementing and administering the
provisions of this legislation. In
particular, your attention is invited to
section Sal (b) authorizing the Administrator
to utilize the officers and employees of
any other agency of the United States (with
the consent of the head of such agency) to
assist in carrying out the purposes of the
Act. In these circumstances, it is recom-
mended that you contact appropriate EPA
officials regarding the possibility of an
agreement under which the expertise of
Geological Survey officials would be
utilized in the administration of the National
Pollutant Discharge System in its application
to discharges arising from DCS lease operations."

Accordingly, the USGS has initiated discussions
with EPA to consider the feasibility of a Memorandum
of Understanding to minimize a redundancy of efforts
and to utilize the expertise of USGS field personnel
in the administration of the National Pollutant
Discharge System with respect to DeS lease operations.
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\OlURK GROUP RECOHMENDATION NO. 18

• The USGS and EPA should continue to pursue
their discussion3 leading to the joint de-
velopment of discharge standards for the
OCS and a Memorandum of Understanding
calling for enforcement by the USGS.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

The Conservation Division should pursue efforts
to develop a Memorandum of Understanding between
USGS and EPA for the formulation and enforcement
of pollutant discharge standards.

OU 38. Sub.6e.a. Pltoduction Sy.6tem.6. USGS .6hou1.d e.nc.oWta.ge.
e.aJi1.y de.ve1oy:xne.nt a.nd Me. 06 .6ub.6e.a. pltoduction
.6y.6tem.6 • PaJt.alie1. to :tJ1,U, e.6 6 ow .6 hould be. made.
to 6oJtmula.te. those. .6pe.ci6-i.c.a.Uon.6 a.nd lte.gula.tiOn.6
ne.c.e.Ma.Jty to -i.n.6uJte..6a.6e. ope.Jta.Uon 06 .6ub.6e.a.
pltoductio n .6 Y.6tem.6• (Cha.pte.Jt VI)

• Subsea production systems represent one of
many relatively new and advanced systems
and technologies presently under develop-
ment and in limited use which, of course,
should be encouraged. USGS srilicits brief-
ings and demonstrations by the developers
of such systems, and provides advice on
requirements and design features. Specifica-
tions and regulations necessary to insure
safe operations of subsea production system~
can be formulated by implementation of Work
Group Recommendations Nos. 5, 6, and 13
(May 1973 report).

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 19

a. The USGS should make a special effort
to become acquainted with all subsea
production systems under development and
in use.

b. Industry should be encouraged to speed
up development and testing of such
systems. USGS personnel should be
observers of such tests.
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c. If it is determined that subsea production
systems are preferable from an environmental
standpoint, their use should be encouraged.

d. The cooperative USGS-API committee on
standards should sponsor the preparation
of standards and specifications of the
safety and pollution control aspects of
subsea production systems at the earliest
appropriate time.

e. Concurrent with development and testing,
USGS should begin the preparation of oes
Orders covering the use of subsea produc-
tion systems.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED

The Conservation Division should actively
pursue each of the items in Recommendation
No. 19.

/See section I.D.6. for updated discussi~n on
-the status of subsea production system~
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APPENDIX (to Appendix IV-2)

An Evaluation of "Energy Under the Oceans"--A Report of Study Conducted
by the Technology Assessment Group, Scii7ce and Public Policy Program,
the University of Oklahoma, August 197~

By W. A. Rad1inski, Associate Director
U. S. Geological Survey

The technology assessment of Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil and

gas operations made by a research team under the aegis of the Science

and Public Policy Program, University of Oklahoma, is of special signifi-

cance to the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS). We have the responsibility

for the issuance of exploration permits and the supervision of operations

authorized by leases on the OCS. And, it is our job to see that this work

is done in accordance with the law--safe1y, without damage to the environ-

ment, and in keeping with optimum conservation practices.

The Survey's responsibility involves the management of over 1100 leases

and nearly 2000 OCS platforms in the Gulf and 5 in the Santa Barbara

Channel. These include over 6,200 wells and 10,000 well completions.

Over 800 'requests for permits to drill were processed in the past year.

Platforms in the Gulf are as far as 98 miles from shore and are in water

depths to 373 feet. The area of drilling and producing operations covers

approximately 40,000 square miles. In the Santa Barbara Channel the plat-

forms are about six miles from shore and are in waters up to 191 feet.

We also collect royalties from production at the rate of 16 2/3%.

Last fiscal year this amounted to $360 million. Production in Fiscal Year

1973 amounted to 446 million barrels of crude oil and natural gas liquids,

and 3 trillion cubic feet of marketed gas, with a total value of over $2

billion.

!/Prepared for the NSF-RANN Energy, Environment, and Productivity Symposium,
November 19, 1973, Washington, D.C ••
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Accident reduction, pollution control, and environmental protection

involve a number of factors, each of which contribute to an overall strategy.

These include:

• Stringent regulations insuring (but not limited to)

good systems designs and construction,

redundant safety systems,

training of personnel,

accident and equipment failure reporting,

and corrective action procedures.

There are currently 12 OCS Orders covering the Gulf of Mexico area

and 10 for the Pacific Area (Santa Barbara Channel), the only two areas

where OCS operations are now being conducted.

Other elements of our strategy are:

• An effective inspection program

• Safety motivation of operators and employees

• Research and development

• Third-party review of our policies and procedures

• Environmental assessments.

It is with these elements in mind, and with regard for problems of

the future that can result from an acceleration of lease sales into new

areas, deeper waters, and different environments, that I comment now on

the Oklahoma report.

Overall it's a very good report. We welcome it at the Geological

Survey and we intend to respond to each of the applicable recommendations.
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In fact, we have already responded to many of them a~ a result of imple-

mentation plans we developed in response to recommendations of three

earlier reports--one by a study team from NASA, another an in-house study

by a team of USGS systems analysts, and the third by a panel of the

Marine Board, National Academy of Engineering. A report of these plans

is available from the USGS.

All four of the reports are compatible and many of the respective

recommendations are the same, but the Oklahoma report goes much further

than any of the other three. In-depth considerations of Government

management and jurisdictions are unique to the Oklahoma study, as is its

plan for oes development. The recommendations from these sections will

contribute importantly to "rational oes policy making" and to "optimal

resources development," to quote objectives from the purpose of the

study.

Of the 12 recommendations under "Management of Technologies," 9 are

aimed directly at the Survey and 3 at industry. Of the 22 recommendations

on "General Policy and Management," 10 involve the Survey. And all of the

items listed under the recommendation for "Specific Technologies" directly

affect the success of our lease management responsibilities.

Referring now to the category on Management of Technologies, herewith

is the status, in brief, on the 9 recommendations applicable to the Survey:

Standards -- Standards for the critical items of

equipment are being developed under a joint API-USGS

committee arrangement which involves ooe and WOGA.
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These will be submitted to ANSI or other appropriate

standards-setting organizations for review, and

included in OCS Orders by reference. Quality control

procedures for manufacturers are included.

Failure Reporting As announced in our press release

of June 14, 1973, we intend to establish a failure

reporting and corrective action system. A "safety-

alert" system for iuunediate reporting to all lessees

of equipment malfunctions, accidents or near accidents

is already in effect.

Review Technology -- A Review Couunittee under the auspices

of the Marine Board, National Academy of Engineering has

already been established to serve as a third-party audit

of our procedures and operations and to review state-of-

the-art technologies.

Personnel Training -- A joint API-USGS couunittee is already

working at establishing curricula and training requirements

for operating personnel. We are also establishing formal

training requirements for our inspectors.

Industry Cooperation -- The joint API-USGS couunittee on

training is also developing programs for safety motivation.

W~ have already gotten a Department of Justice opinion that

information exchange in the interest of safety and environ-

mental protection is not in violation of Anti-Trust Laws.
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Subsea Production Systems -- The first OCS proposal for a

subsea production system (i.e., more than one well) is

presented in a draft Environmental Impact Statement now

being aired publicly for the development of the Santa Ynez

unit in the Santa Barbara Channel.

There are, of course, some conclusions and recommendations in the

report with which we do not agree, and we are aware of disagreements by

others, both pro and con. But this is to be expected from a 380-page

report of a study as comprehensive as this one was. Disagreements are,

of course, healthy, for they prompt dialogue and help bring out the facts.

But in some cases, they have been presented out of context in support

of an extreme position, either to discredit the entire report or as a

basis for condemnation of all OCS development. It is important to

recognize the overall objective of the study--to insure that development

of the OCS is optimal in a broad social sense--and to recognize that

individual recommendations are made in the context of improving, not

condemning, OCS development. This is the way we in the Geological Survey

are viewing it, and I feel certain this was the intent of the Assessment

Group.

Our reasons for not agreeing with three of the recommendations in

the Management of Technologies part of the report are as follows:

Accident Investigation -- We have not established a board

similar to the National Transportation Board to investigate

OCS accidents. Our present practice is to have all accidents
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investigated by Survey personnel in accordance with

fixed procedures. Major accident reports will be sub-

mitted to our Review Committee (mentioned earlier) for

review. While we consider this procedure adequate for

the present, we will give further consideration to the

establishment of a separate board. We do intend that

all reports of major accidents will be made public.

Personnel Standards -- We have not yet concluded that

certification of company personnel is a viable procedure

for insuring performance. Our present objectives are to

establish required standards for training or experience

before allowing operations to proceed. Certification,

per se, involves numerous problems of establishing

certification authorities, updating, employee union

regulations, and State laws. We feel that training and

experience standards may serve the purpose effectively.

Government R&D -- We have not established an in-house

research, development, and testing program for a very

practical reason--no funds. But that's not the total

reason. We should have some capability for research,

but we feel that the ultimate responsibility for safety

and pollution prevention rests with industry. Accordingly,

our approach was to establish an American Petroleum

Institute {API)-USGS R&D committee ·to encourage industry

in·this activity. A list of pertinent R&D items under
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investigation is being completed together with a list

of those items that require new or improved development.

We have informed industry that in those cases where

they do not respond to R&D needs, the Government will

undertake the work. But even so, public funds will need

to be provided.

Concerning findings of other parts of the study -- the publication

of a list of "Inadequate Components," called for in the recommendation

under "Specific Technologies," will be a natural result of our afore-

mentioned failure reporting and corrective action system. Further, these

results will provide information to an established research committee to

identify items for research and development. The lists of components to

be developed, improved, and deployed will be passed on to the R&D committee

and to a Standards Committee which is currently very active. The latter

committee, by the way, has already drafted detailed standards for improved

downhole safety devices which are currently being reviewed. Sand probe

development and standards are high on the list of priorities.

Finally, I shall comment on the "General Policy and Management" part

of the report. While we agree that promotion and regulation functions

should remain divided,'between the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and USGS

to provide a continuous checking mechanism, we do not agree that the Survey

should take the lead in preparing programmatic environmental impact state-

ments. Programmatic concerns should remain the responsibility of BLM or

the Council on Environmental Quality, as is the case in the environmental

assessment of the Atlantic and Gulf of Alaska OCS. We, as well as National
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Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and many others, provide the geologic,

geophysical, seismic, and other environmental data and analyses that are

necessary for a full environmental impact assessment. I believe this pro-

cedure complies better with the intent, if not the organizational structure,

of the study recommendations. The question of sufficiency of data is, of

course, a budget problem.

Concerning the matter of concentration in the USGS of all management

responsibilities on the OCS, we are currently working with the Office of

Pipeline Safety to specify our respective roles. We have had meetings with

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration along the same lines; we

are developing understandings with the Environmental Protection Agency,

and we do support the Federal Power Commission in providing estimates of

recoverable gas reserves.

Lastly, by a recent policy decision, we are now publishing all new

and revised OCS Orders in the Federal Register for public comment.

There have been numerous studies, reports, meetings, symposia, and

legal actions concerning the development of the OCS. Several are in

progress and many more will come. And this is as it should be--on the

one side we have a need for the vast mineral resources that lie beneath

the ocean floor, and on the other side there is a grave concern over the

effects that the exploitation of these resources will have on the environ-

ment and hence our future well-being. The significance of the offshore

to our national well-being, especially in these times of critical energy

shortages, is clear when one realizes that over 11% of the total U.S. oil

production and 13% of the gas production came from the OCS in the past year;
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that this production is confined to a very small portion of those OCS

areas which have petroleum potential; and that discovery and development

will hopefully be accelerated as a result of tripling the offerings to

three one-million acre lease sales per year.

The Oklahoma report has gone a long way in identifying means of

improving development in this important area, and we commend both NSF-RANN

and the University of Oklahoma on the study.
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Foreword

This supplement to the U. S. Geological Survey report of the Work
Group on OCS Safety and Pollution Control, May 1973, is a response
to the pertinent recommendations of the report to the President by
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), enfttled, OCS Oil and
Gas - An Environmental Assessment, April 1974.- The CEQ report is
the result of a study of the environmental impact of oil and gas
production on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf and in the Gulf
of Alaska.

It is not the purpose of this supplement to present a review of the
report. Instead, there are given herein responses to specific
recommendations concerning OCS safety and pollution control as they
pertain to the responsibilities of the U. S. Geological Survey for
OCS lease management. Such recommendations are made in Chapters 8
and 9 of the CEQ report.

1/ Supplement No.1, May 1974, is a response to the recommendations of
"Energy Under the Oceans," November 1973, University of Oklahoma Press.
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RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF "ocs OIL AND GAS -
AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT"

(A Supplement to the May 1973 Report of the
Work Group on OCS Safety and Pollution Control)

u.S. Geological Survey

The report to the President by the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ), April 1974, entitled OCS Oil and Gas - An Environmental

Assessment, contains 19 recommendations on safety and pollution
control which affect responsibilities of the u.S. Geological Survey
(USGS)•

Eleven of the CEQ recommendations are similar to recommendations
made previously in reports of studies made by a team of NASA
specialists; by a panel of the Marine Board, National Academy of
Engineering; by a team of USGS systems analysts; or by an inter-
disciplinary research team under the aegis of the University of
Oklahoma. The USGS Work Group has already responded to these in
its previous reports, and implementation is either complete or in
progress. The CEQ recommendations in this category are listed in
the first section of this supplement, as well as two which call for
measures that are already established practices.

In the second section of this supplement, the Work Group has
responded to six CEQ recommendations which are similar to pre-
existing recommendations but call for a modification of the Work
Group's response.

For ready reference, the following are the categories of recommenda-
tions previously adopted by the Work Group:

1. Failure Reporting and Corrective Action
2. Accident Investigation and Reporting
3. Information Exchange
4. Research and Development (Revised)
5. Standards and Specifications
6. Systems Analysis
7. Engineering Documentation
8. Wearout Prevention
9. Training and Certification (Revised)

10. Motivation Program
11. Lease Management Program
12. Inspection Procedures
13. OCS Order Development (Revised)
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14. Standardization of Forms
15. Safety and Advisory Committees
16. Memorandum of Understanding with OSHA
17. Memoranda of Understanding on Pipelines
18. Memorandum of Understanding on Discharge Standards
19. Subsea Production Systems

Categories 1-15 are covered in the May 1973 report of the Work Group.
Categories 16-19 are in Supplement No.1, which also contains further
responses to those shown as (Revised).

The CEQ report includes, in Chapter 1, a "Statement of Principles"
to which "the Federal Government must be gUided and committed in
choosing areas to lease and in administering environmentally safe
offshore operations." These are included in the appendix of this
supplement for ready reference.

Certainly the USGS must be guided by and committed to the applicable
principles (as interpreted in Chapter 1) in administering its responsi-
bilities with respect to OCS lease management.

While the Work Group believes that these principles are being
followed by the USGS, it recommends that the Conservation Division
issue a reprint of CEQ Chapter 1 to all USGS personnel concerned
with OCS lease management as a reminder, and as a specific statement
of pertinent policies and practices.

I. RECOM}IENDATIONS OF THE CEO REPORT ALREADY IMPLEHENTED OR IN PROGRESS

Responses to the following CEQ recommendations are made in the Report
of the Work Group on OCS Safety and Pollution Control, May 1973, and
Supplement No.1, May 1974:

CEQ 1~1 The eontinuing ~~eh 60~ bett~ ~eehnoiogy mu~t build
upon an .£mp~oved undeMtancUng 06 the Mie 06 human
6aetoM .£n equ.£pment d~.£g n a.nd m~t be.. c.ouple..d wlih
thoMugh tJr.a.£n.£ng06 ~he.. e..qu.£pme..ntopenaxon», The..·
Couneil ~ec.ommend.6 that human 6aeto~~ e..ng.£ne..eJUngbe
employed to the 6ua~t extent Ln. ~he d~.£gn 06 OCS o.£i
and gM e..qu.£pment. The.. Ve..paJt;tment06 the InteJUo~
.6houid ~e..v.£ewpJl.opo~ed d~.£gM 60~ 6acUili~ to be
u~ed .£n new OCS MeM and eneo~g e the.. .£nc.o~poJcD...tion
06 man-rnadune eng.£neeJUng rYUl1upl~. (See Work Group
Recommendation No.6).

II The numbering of CEQ Recommendations corresponds to the order
in which they appear in Chapter 1 of the April 1974 report.
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CEQ 2. T/taining pJtog/tam.6 may not be. /te.qc.UJr.e.d60/t aU. type6 06
j 0b.6, but c.eJt.tcU..nly 6an: the. mO.6t cJl.-i.;t,£c.al, c.U!lJl.-£c.ufum
.6tandaltdiza,t[o nand peA.60nnel c.e.tr.ti6ic.a,t[0 n .6 houi.d be.
/te.qui/te.d. The. Counc)1. /te.c.omme.nd.6that the. Ve.paJlPne.nt
06 the. Inte.Jtio/t e..6tabwh mirumum Fe.deJz.a1..6tandaltd.6 60/t
c.JtUic.al OCS openato« pe.Monne.l and c.e.Jtti6y Oil. p/tovide.
60/t app/tOpJt{.a;te. ac.CJl.e.dita,t[on a6 the. tltaining pJtog/tam.6.
(See Work Group Recommendation No.9).

CEQ 3. Rap-i.d, ac.c.wr.ate. me.a.6U/te.me.nta6 downhole. p/te6.6U/te. appe.alt.6
-i.mpo/ttant in -i.mpJtoving the. ab-UUy to maintain we1...t
eonmot. and to /te.duc.e. the. p0.6.6ibilliy 06 blourJUu. The.
Counc.il /te.c.omme.nd.6that the. Ve.paJttme.nt 06 the. Inte.Jtio/t
de.teJun-i.ne.wh.<.c.hte.c.hnologie6 c.oui.d imp/tove. the. me.a.6U/te.me.nt
06 the. 60/tma,t[on pJte..6.6U/te.ne.aJt the. dJtU..t bit and
inc.o/tpo/tate. them into the. OCS o/tde.Jt.6. (See Work Group
Recommendation No.4, Revised. This will be one of
several items included in the list of items for Research
and Development.).

CEQ 5. The. Counc<1. /te.c.omme.nd.6that the. Ve.paJttme.nt 06 ,the.
Inte.Jtio/t, in c.oo/tdinciUon wUh the. Env.<.Jtonme.ntal
P/tOte.ctton Age.nc.y, de.velop mMe. de.ta..i..te.d guide.Une6
nOll. the. di.6po.6a..t 06 ~ng mud.6, dJtU..t c.utilng.6,
and othe.Jt mat~, c.olt6ideJting 6ully the. /te6ui..t6 06
the. Bwr.e.au 06 Land Manageme.nt morU;toJt-i.ng.6Wdie6 06
oc.e.an di.6PO.6al 06 the6 e. mate.Jt-i.al.6 in new OCS alte.a.6.
(See Work Group Recommendation No. 18).

CEQ 7. The. Counc<1. /te.c.omme.nd.6that .6ub.6e.a pJtoductto n e.quipme.nt
be. U.6e.d in new OCS Me.a.6 whe.Jte.it tOOu..tdpltovide. a
h.<.gher: de.g/te.e. 06 e.nv-i.Jtonme.nta..t p/tOte.c.Uo nand nediu:«
c.on6lid betwe.e.n oil and ga.6 ope.JtaUOn.6 and c.ompe.ting
U.6e..606 the. oc.e.an. (See Work Group Recommendation
No. 19).

CEQ 8. The. Counc<1. /te.c.omme.nd.6that the. Ve.palttme.nt 06 the.
Inte.Jt-i.o/t de.velop de.taUe.d pe.JtnoJm1anc.e./te.qc.UJr.e.me.nt.660/t
.6wr.6ac.e.-actuate.d .6ub.6U/t6ac.e..6a6e.ty valVe..6 and /te.qc.UJr.e.
thw U.6 e. 0n aU. p/toduc.Uo n we1...t.6 in new OCS alte.a.6
whe.Jte.te.c.hn.<.c.aU.y 6 e.a.6ible.. The. Ve.paJttme.nt .6 houi.d
e.nc.oU/tage.the. de.velopme.nt 06 .6uc.h valVe6 wUh higheJt
p/te..6.6U/te./taUng.6 and wUh impltove.d /te1..<.abilUy 06
opeJta,t[on oveJt the. li6e. 06 the. de.v-i.c.e6. (See Work
Group Recommendation No.5, revised in Chapter II of
this supplement).
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CEQ 9. In unde.ve1.ope.d aJz.ea..6Uke. the. A:ti.a.ntic. and Gul6 06
Afu.6ka OCS, e.nvbz.onme.nt.a1..f.oacUng.6 06 oil and othe!L
mateJL.ia.f..6.6hould be kept at the. .f.owut .f.eve.f..6 pO.6.6ib.f.e
at teas« until e.nvbz.onment.a1. bMe.f.ine ssudi.es .6uc.h a.6
th0.6e. Itec.e.nte.y initiated by the BWteau 06 Land Management
de.te!Lmine the env.br.onment.a1. tU-6k 6ltom .6uc.h mate.Jtia.f..6.
The Counw 1te.c.ommend.6that the. VepaJz.tment 06 the.
InteJL.iolt and the Envbz.onment.a1. Pltotec.tion Age.nc.y, in
c.oopeltaUon, uta.bU.6h e66.f.uent .6ta.ndaltd.6 601t tm..6te tm.teJt
fuc.haltge. 6ltom OCS d!tilUng, plLoduc.tion, and a.6.6oc.iated
Ope!LaUOn.6. StJr..ong c.on.6ide!taUon .6hould be given to
Itequilting in.6:t.a11.a.tion 06 the but c.omme!tc.iaUy avail.ab.f.e
coninot: tec.hno.f.ogy 601t oil-tm.te!t .6epaltaUon in new OCS
altea..6. (See Work Group Recommendation No. 18).

CEQ 12. The. Counc.il ltec.ommend.6 that the VepaJt.tme.nt.6 06 the
InteJL.iolt and Tltan.6po!tta.tion deve1.op detaile.d peJt60ltmanc.e
ltequ.br.ement.6 601t OCS pipeline. plLotec.Uo n and unden.taae.
the deve1.opment 06 pipeline integwy monilo!t.6 to
de.tec.t inupient 6ail.Ultu in OCS pipe.f.inu. (See Work
Group Recommendation No. 17).

CEQ 13. The Counc.il ltec.ommend.6 that the Vepalttment 06 the
InteJL.iolt, in c.oope!Lation with othe): FedeJta.f. age.nuu and
the a66ec.ted Statu, undeJl.ta.ke advanc.ed pfunning 601t
pipeline. eonrdslo« .6iting a.6 Man M the. .f.oeation 06
potentially pltoduung OCS alte.M M known and duignate
c.oMido!t.6 whic.h avoid on: minimize, to the maximum
extent po.6.6ib.f.e., intJz.u.6ion into envbz.onmenta..f..f.y
.6en.6ilive alteM in the maltine and C.OMta.f. ltegion.6 06
n~v OCS alteM. (See Work Group Recommendation No. 17).

CEQ 16. The. Counc.il ltec.ommend.6that the Fede!La.f.GoveJtnment and
indU.6tJr..yc.ontinue. e.660ltu to impltove oil .6pill c.ontainment
and de.anup. The Counc.il ltec.ommend.6 6U1tthe!Lthat the
Vepalttment.6 06 the InteJL.iOItand Comme!tc.e.and the.
Envbz.onment.a1. Pltote.e.tion Agenc.y c.oopeJtative1.y c.on.6ide!t
the identiMc.ation 06 c.!tilic.a.f. e.nv.br.onment.a1.ltegion.6 in
new OCS alteM and the inc.oltpoltaUon 06 appltopltiate
meMUltU into the Natio na.f. Oil and HazaltdoU.6 Sub.6ta.nc.u
Po.f..f.ution Continge.nc.y Pfun. (See Work Group Recommenda-
tion No.4. The lead responsibility for improving oil
spill containment and cleanup technology rests with
agencies other than the USGS. The USGS does, however,
participate in the identification of critical environ-
mental areas [see Work Group response to CEQ Recommen-
dati9ns Nos. 4, 6, and 15] and will continue to participate
in the interagency development of Pollution Contingency
Plans.).
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CEQ 25. The CouncU. Jz.ec.ommend.6that, in onde): to de.teJz. viola:ti.on6
06 ocs OJz.dvu, Jz.ath.ur.tha« .6imply .6hoJz.tening .the .time that
OpeJz.a..toM.take to c.oJUtec..tnonc.ompUanc.e, .the Sec.Jz.e.taJty 06
.the tnxou.o« pJtopo.6e .6anction6 Jtequ.iJting Mx.ed .6hu.Un
peJUocl.6 and admini.6.tJta:ti.ve 6ine.6 M en60Jtc.ement meMu.Jz.e6.
(See Work Group Recommendation No. 12 revised in
Chapter II of this supplement.).

Additionally, the following CEQ recommendations have already been
implemented:

CEQ 17. The CouncU. Jtec.ommend.6 thiu; sta;Ce.6 a66ec..ted by new OCS
development .6.tJteng.then theiJt C.OM.ta.i zone management
pJtogJta.m.6by developing .6pec.iai .tec.hnic.a.i ex.peJLt-i..6 e on
aU. phMe.6 06 OCS development and i.t.6 onshon»; and 066.6hoJte
impac..t.6. Such. augmented S:tate eoas tai; zone management
agenc.ie.6 .6houl.d a.:t:temp:t:to el'L6u.Jz.e:that Sta;Ce inteJz.e.6U
and Jtegul.a.:toJty au.:thoJtUie.6 Me 6u.Uy c.ooJtdinated with
FedeJtai OCS :tec.hnic.a.i and managemen:t activilie.6. FedeJz.a.i
agenue.6 .6houl.d make eveJz.y e660Jz.t :to c.oopeJz.ate wUh
S:ta:te c.oM.ta.i zone management agenc.ie.6 on an ongoing
bM-t.6 and at aU .6:ta.ge.6 06 the management pJtoc.e.6.6.
(It is an established policy to cooperate with coastal
State organizations wherever possible.).

CEQ 23. The CouncU. Jtec.ommencl.6:that :the VepaJl.tment 06 the. InteJtioJz.
in c.on6u.i..ta,t[on wUh othe»: appJtopJz.ia..te FedeJz.a.i agenue6,
detenmcne: the kincl.6 06 in60Jtma:ti.on and anaiy.6e.6 nec.e.6.6MY
60Jt adequate M.6 e.6.6ment 06 enviJz.onmenM 6ac.:toM at aU
.6:tage.6 06 leMing and development. The VepaJl.tment .6houl.d
:take meMu.Jte.6 to ob:tain .6uc.h in60Jtmation, inc.fuding ac.qu.i-
.6ilion and anaiy.6-t.6 06 high-Jte.6oiu.:tion, nea.Jz.-.6u.Jz.6ac.e
.6wmic. Jte6lec.tion data: 60Jt the pu.JtpO.6e06 de.teJz.mining
the. na..tu.Jteand magrU:tu.de 06 geologic. haza.1td.6 pJz.ioJt :to
:tJta.c..t.6elec.:tion. (The Department of the Interior sponsors
an interagency OCS Research Management Advisory Board to
oversee the program of pre-operational benchmark data
collections on the OCS necessary for an adequate assessment
of environmental factors. The acquisition and analysis of
high-resolution, near-surface seismic reflection data for the
purpose of determining the nature and magnitude of geologic
hazards prior to tract selection has been established as a
standard procedure.).

II. RECOMMENDATIONS CALLING FOR MODIFICATION OF EARLIER RESPONSES

This Chapter includes those CEQ recommendations which have prompted the
Work Group to modify some of its earlier recommendations. The CEQ recom-
mendations are shown in italics, followed by a brief discussion and a
revision of the pertinent Work Group recommendation. The changes in the
recommendation are underlined. Implementation actions, additional to those
in the May 1973 report and Supplement No.1, May 1974, are also given.
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CEQ 4. SeJUOLL6cDYL6-i.deJ/.a-ti..onmLL6t be. g-i.ve.n :t.o p0.6:tpon.ing
le.Ming in an OCS Jte.g-i.onwheJ/.e.oil cannot be. .6a6ely
pJtodu.ce.d and .6a6ely tJtaYL6poJtte.d to mCVtk.rn be.cau6e.
06 .6ign.iMc.ant tnnears 06 e.aJtthquaku, .:t6unami.6, and
.6e.VeJ/.e. .6:t.oJtm.6. The. Counw Jte.comme.nd.6that the.
Ve.pcudme.n.:t6a6 the. 1nteJUoJt and TJtan.6 poJttation eoondi»
nate. the..iJt e.valua;t.{.on and appJtoval pJtOce.dUJtu 60Jt
dJUlling pW60tun6 60Jt new OCS Me.M. The.y .6hould
pJte.pMe. de,ta,Ue.d peJ/.60Jtmanc.e.Jte.qu-LJteme.n.:t660Jt .6uc.h
pW60Jtm.6, c.oYL6ideJU.ng 6ull-y the. natUJtal hazand: -i.n
thes e. Me.M.

CEQ 6. The. Counw Jte.c.omme.nd.6that the. Ve.pMtme.nt 06 the.
InteJUoJt de.velop and inc.oJtpoJtate. -i.n OCS oJtde.n.6 de.-
.t.cUf.e.dpeJ/.60Jtmanc.e.Jte.qu-LJteme.n.:t660Jt pJtoduc.;Uon plat-
6 OJtm.6and M.6 ouate.d e.quipme.nt to be. LL6ed -i.n new OCS
Me.M, wi..th 6ull- coYL6-i.deJ/.lLti.on06 natUJtal hazand»,
The. Ve.paJ!.;(me.nt.6hould de.velop in-house c.apabllay, on:
.6hould contJtac.t wi..th a qualiMe.d -i.nde.p{?nde.nt 6-<.Jtm,:to
e.valuate. the. ade.quacy 06 the. pJtOpo.6e.ddu-i.gYL6 t»
gUMante.e. .6tJtuc.tuJtal inte.gwy .6ubje.c.t to natUJtal and
manmade. 60Jtc.u.

CEQ 15. Ve.c..i.6ion.6 on 066.6hoJte. oil .6:t.oftage.in the. Atlantic. and
Gul6 a6 AiM ka OCS mLL6t 6ull-y co ns.cde»: the. pote.ntial
-i.mpact6 06 .6e.VeJ/.e. .6:t.o1tmand .6WrrU.c. c.oncUtioYL6. The.
Counw fte.c.omme.nd.6that the. Ve.paJ!.;(me.n.:t606 the. InteJU.Oft
and TJtaYL6poJttlLti.on de.velop detaile.d peJ/.60ltmance. .6tandMd.6
60ft 066.6hofte. .6toJtage. 6auLi..;t."Lu and inc.oftpoftate. them
Lnt» OCS ondens 60ft the. new Me.M.

• General requirements for the design submission and approval of
fixed and mobile platforms are given in OCS Order No.8. This
Order does not, however, give detailed performance requirements
specific to different OCS areas.

Environmental studies to identify hazards are now a part of the
oes leasing program. Agencies, such as the USGS, NOAA, EPA, and
BLM, contribute to these studies. Hazards identified by these
studies, by Environmental Impact Statements, and by the inter-
agency OCS Research Advisory Board should be taken into account
when specifying requirements in OCS Orders. Accordingly, Work
Group Recommendation No. 13, Revised (May 1973 report and Supple-
ment No.1, May 1974) is further revised as follows:

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 13 (Second Revision)
a. Formalized procedures of the type outlined in the NASA

recommendation should be established for development and
revision of OCS Orders.

b. In general, oes Orders should specify the objectives to be
achieved, with standards for achievement included by reference.
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c. The Work Group agrees with the NAE recommendations
that (1) there should be continuation and refinement
of the current practice of requiring submission of
plans of applicants in terms of equipment and
including personnel qualifications and training
procedures; and (2) that regulations should take
into account on a continuing basis the results of
the analysis of information resulting from accident
evaluation, as well as consideration of natural
environmental hazards.

d. All memoranda of understanding and interagency
agreements concerning management of OCS petroleum
activities should be made available in a single
document, and appropriate references made in OCS
Orders.

e. The Conservation Division should adopt the following
procedures for the development of new and revised
OCS Orders:

(1) Announce in the Federal Register its intention
to prepare a new or revised Order and solicit
comments and recommendations.

(2) Prepare a draft of the Order and publish it in
the Federal Register for comment.

Steps (1) and (2) may in some cases be concurrent.

(3) After receipt of comments, Division personnel
may meet with interested organizations or
consult with individual experts on the various
requirements of the Order.

(4) Revise the draft Order, if appropriate, to take
into account the information developed from
steps (2) and (3).

(5) If the revision is extensive or significant,
republish the Order in the Federal Register
as a redraft for further comment. Otherwise,
publish it in the Federal Register as a final
Order with an effective date.

f. The USGS, in coordination with DOT and other Federal
agencies having pertinent expertise or jurisdiction,
should develop detailed performance requirements
for fixed and mobile platforms and fixed and mobile
offshore storage facilities, taking into account
specific environmental hazards and problems that are
characteristic of different regions of the oes.
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IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED (additional to those in the
May- 1973 report and in Sup-
plement No.1, May 1974)

The Division should strengthen its in-house and contract
capability for the development of platform performance
requirements and design review, and coordinate as appro-
priate with DOT and other Federal agencies having pertinent
expertise or jurisdiction. The Division should also
coordinate its evaluation and approval procedures for such
platforms and storage facilities with DOT.

CEQ 10. The Coun.cLf. Jz.ec.ommen.cl6tha..t the VepaJl..tmen.t 06 the 1n.teJUoJz.
develop detailed peJz.60Jz.man.c.eJz.equ.iJz.emen.t~ 60Jz.~a6e;(:y
plLad<.c.u 60Jz.well. woJz.R.oveJz.an.d .6eJz.viung opeJz.a.:ti..OI1.6on.
plLoduc.tion. pW60Jz.m.6 and in.c.oJz.poJz.a;(:ethem in. OCS oJz.deJt.6
60Jz.the n.ew Mea..6. The VepaJl..tmen.t .6houi.d conside»: Jz.egu-
futio 11.6 en.c.olLJz.agin.gthe lL.6 e 06 -<-mpILovedtec.hn.o.f.og y ;(:0
miMmize the th!Lea;(: 06 blowouU duJz.-<-ngwoJz.R.oveJz.an.d
.6 en:v ic. e 0penax:» 11.6 •

• A similar recommendation for specific attention to well work-
over and completion operations was made in the NAE report,
but the Work Group limited its Recommendation No. 5 to
equipment. Additionally, in the development of OCS Orders
for different areas, attention should be directed to environ-
mental hazards and problems that are characteristic of the
specific OCS area.

The Work Group believes that the USGS should adopt new procedures
that would formalize the participation of all interested parties
in the development of standards. This would broaden Work
Group Recommendation No. 5 which was made in response to the
recommendations of the NASA study team and the panel of the
Marine Board, NAE, which called for the USGS to work with API
in the development of standards. This does not preclude the
continuation of work on the part of API for the development
of "industry consensus standards."

Accordingly, Work Group Recommendation No. 5 -(May 1973
report) is revised as follows:

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 5 (Revised)

The USGS should identify needs for additional or more specific
standards for safety and antipollution equipment and for
hazardous operations such as well workovers, servicing, and
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completions. The standards should include performance
requirements for hazardous operations and for the operational
testing of the equipment in the marine environment. The
USGS should establish thein-house capability to develop
standards but should make use of recognized standards
organizations such as ANSI, ASME, ASTM, and API, as appropriate.
Interested labor, environmental, governmental, and industrial
organizations, as well as the general public should be given
the opportunity to assist in the preparation, to review, and
to comment on proposed standards before they are adopted.
Standards adopted by the USGS should be published and incor-
porated in OCS Orders. Specific environmental hazards and
problems that are characteristic of different areas of the
OCS should be taken into account when incorporating standards
into OCS Orders. (See also Work Group RecommendationsNos. 4
and 13 Revised.).

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED (Additional to those in the
May 1973 report)

The Conservation Division should adopt the following procedures
for the development of standards:

1. Identify needs for new or modified standards,
and establish priorities.

2. Publish a notice in the Federal Register of
intent to prepare specific standards, requesting
input and assistance.

3. Prepare drafts of new, updated, or revised
standards by one or a combination of the
following methods:

o By use of input derived from step 2 above.

o By use of available in-house expertise.

o By arrangement with ANSI, ASME , ASTM, API,
or other organizations who prepare standards.

4. Publish draft standards in the Federal Register for
comments.

5. Consider the comments received, publish the final
standards in the Federal Register, and incorporate
them in an appropriate OCS Order by reference.

The necessary staff to accomplish this program should be requested.
Additionally, the Conservation Division should negotiate arrange-
ments with ANSI for an ongoing program of standards development
that would involve organizations which prepare standards and
permit public and other participation, and publish a notification
of these arrangements in the Federal Register.
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CEQ 11. The Council. !l.ec.ommend~ .tha:t .the VepaJt.tmenU 06 the In.te/l.'<'0!l.
and T!l.a~poJLta..t.i.o n and .the Env.<.ll.onmental. P!l.o.temo n Ag enc.y
develop and -<-mpie.men.t a c.ommon !l.epo!l.Ung -6Y-6.te.mnO!l. aU
ac.c..<.den.t-6associaxed w,Uh OCS oPe/l.aUo~. T~ -<-mp!l.ove.d
-6Y-6.tem -6hou1.d p!l.ov.<.de c.ompie..te unamb.i.guoM !l.epolLUng, w,Uh
-6pecia£. attention .to .the ana1Y-6~ On c.aMe-e66ec..t
!l.e1.aUo ~ h.<.P-6•

• The Work Group agrees with the CEQ recommendation that the
agencies with responsibilities for offshore petroleum operations
should report accident statistics in compatible formats so that
statistical analyses of composite figures may be performed.
That part of the CEQ recommendation which refers to unambigu-
ous reporting and analysis of cause-effect relationships has
already been addressed by the Work Group in its Recommenda-
tions Nos. 1 and 2.

Accordingly, Work Group Recommendation No. 2 (May 1973 report)
is revised as follows:

WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 2 (Revised)

a. Reports of major accidents stemming from the current USGS
procedure for investigation of accidents should be made
available to the public promptly.

b. Work Group Recommendation No.3, calling for a system for
disseminating information concerning equipment failures
and accidents, should include a means for the public to
have access to the information.

c. Analyses of causes of major oil spills should be made a
part of the accident investigation procedure and, if
required, by additional follow-up studies. Results of
all such analyses should be provided to the Review
Committee (see Work Group Recommendation No. 15).

d. Results of accident investigations, in addition to being
made available to the public, should be provided to the
Review Committee for possible further analyses.

e. The USGS accident reporting system should be modified in
conjunction with DOT and EPA to insure compatible formats
so that statistical analyses of composite figures may be
performed.
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IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED (additional to those in May 1973
report)

Liaison should be established with the DOT and EPA to determine
what modifications to the systems used by the agencies will be
necessary to provide a comprehensive basis for adequate
analyses.

CEQ 26. The Counc1.1. Jtec.omme.nd.6 :tha..t :the. Ve.paJl.:tme.n:t06 :the. 1 n.:teJlJ..oJt
de.:te/lJYline. :the. 6Jte.que.nc.y a.nd :type. 06 in..6pe.c..Uo n..6 ne.c.e.Ma.Jty
:to veJU6Y c.omp-Uanc.e. duJt..[ng a.U phMu 06 OCS openacian«,
1:t .6hotLtd u:ta.bfuh in..6pe.c..Uon :te.a.m.6a.nd plLOC.e.dWLU in
Ug h:t 06 :tho.6e. de.:teJtminlLUo as a.nd :the. .6 c.ale. 06 ocs
de.ve.topme.n:t in va.JtiOIL6 Jte.gion..6. S:ta.:te a.ge.nc.iu .6hotLtd
be. invite.d :to pa.Jt:tic.ipa.:te. in :thu e. in..6pe.c..Uo11.e.6 60w.
111.a.dcLi;tton, :the. Ve.pa.Jt:tme.n:t.6hotLtd u:ta.bfuh a. 60JUna1.
:tJta.ining plLogJta.m60Jt :the. in..6pe.c..Uon .6:ta.66.

• Work Group Recommendation No. 12 (May 1973 report) takes into
account inspection frequency, strategy, and policy. While the
Work Group agrees that personnel requirements for inspectors
should be based on inspection strategies, it did not address
this point specifically ~n its earlier response.

The Solicitor has informally advised the USGS that personnel
from a State agency cannot assume the responsibility of the
Federal Government for assuring compliance with the OCS Lands
Act. The Work Group agrees, however, that in the absence of
legal constraints it would be desirable to include representa-
tives from coastal States in certain inspections.

Work Group Recommendation No.9, Revised (Supplement No.1,
May 1974) responds to the need for a training program for the
inspection staff.

Accordingly, in response to CEQ Recommendation No. 26, Work
Group Recommendation No. 12 (May 1973 report) is revised as
follows:
WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATION NO. 12 (Revised)

a. The USGS should incorporate into its inspection program
all of the NASA recommendations (a. through e. above) and
LMS recommendations 1, 2, 3, and 5 above. Punitive fixed-
period shutins (LMS recommendation No. 4 above) are not
permissible under existing legislation, nor are they
considered advisable.
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b. OCS Orders should include requirements for lessees to
conduct inspections on a scheduled basis and report the
results in a specified format to the USGS.

c. The USGS should explore the feasibility of third-party
inspections as an alternative or supplement to lessee
inspections.

d. The USGS should invite representatives from interested
State agencies to become familiar with Federal inspection
procedures. USGS should also request an opinion from the
Solicitor on the extent of possible participation by
State employees in OCS inspections, and respond accordingly
with invitations to the States to participate, as
appropriate.

e. The PINC system of inspection should be periodically
reviewed to determine how it should be modified and
improved.

f. The USGS should formalize inspection strategies and
policies, including optimum frequencies of inspections,
and emphasize improvement of methods for evaluating
inspection results. These results should be used in
determining the number of inspectors required.

g. The USGS should continue to evaluate procedures for
inspection and enforcement to insure the application of
rigorous and uniform practices in light of new require-
ments and past experiences.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTION REQUIRED (additional to those in
May 1973 report)

A Solicitor's opinion on the extent of State participation in
OCS inspections should be requested.
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Statement of principle~1

for

Choosing areas to lease and in administering
environmentally safe offshore operations

• Exploration and development of the OCS must take place under a
policy which puts very high priority on environmental protection.

• The location and phasing of OCS leasing should be designed to
achieve the energy supply objectives of the leasing program at
minimum environmental risk.

• The best commercially available technology must be used to minimize
environmental risks in new OCS areas.

• Regulatory authorities available to Federal agencies must be
fully implemented and requirements strictly enforced to minimize
environmental risks in new OCS areas.

• Planning at all phases of OCS oil and gas operations must respect
the dynamic relationship between initial Federal leasing decisions
and subsequent State and local community action. The States and
the communities affected must be given complete information as
early as possible so that planning can precede and channel the
inevitable development pressures. Experience must be continuously
integrated into the management process.

• The interested public must be given the opportunity to participate
and play a major advisory role in the Federal management and
regulation of the OCS.

11 From the report to the President by the Council on Environmental
Quality, entitled "ocs Oil and Gas - An Environmental Assessment,"
April 1974.
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V. UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Unavoidable adverse effects that might result from oil and gas activi-

ties on Federal OCS lands in the Santa Barbara Channel are as follows:

A. Oil Pollution Effects on Marine Environment

Information presented in section III shows that small intermittent

or continuous oil discharges (normally less than 25 ppm oil in produced

waste water discharge) and small inadvertent recurrent oil spills probably

would occur, and occasional major spills might occur from such activities.

Research on long-term effects of oil spills on the marine environment is

underway and studies of the effects of oil spills in the Santa Barbara

Channel and elsewhere have been summarized in several reports. However,

the studies have varied in procedure, the extent and composition of the

products spilled have differed, and the natural and physical conditions

have varied. The magnitude of impact of a spill is directly related to the

volume and duration of pollution and the physical conditions under which it

occurs. The severity of impact also depends upon the types and quantities

of vulnerable wildlife present.

The effects of oil spills on the environment, some of which are discussed
in section III of this statement, although controversial among experts,
seem to indicate that damage to the natural system from spills of crude oil
has been less severe than that resulting from spills of more highly refined
fuels. Regardless of the nature of the oil, however, the normal "health"
of the ecosystems is disrupted and some balance is lost during the period
of recovery.

1. Marine and Marine-Associated Birds and Mammals

In the event of an oil spill, the severity of the impact on

wildlife is dependent upon the quantity and type of oil, the abundance and

species present, migratory patterns, stage of breeding and rearing of young,
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seasonal factors, meteorological and oceanographic conditions, and other

variables.

Many birds and mammals of the open ocean avoid oil to some degree. During

the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill they were observed moving away from the

slick itself.

a. Birds

Aquatic-related bird species in the Santa Barbara Channel

region that were most affected in the 1969 oil spill were those that swim at

the surface, such as cormorants, loons and grebes. An estimated 3,600 to

6,800 birds, mainly loons and grebes, died as a result of the 1969 spill

from Platform A. At that time techniques for treating the affected birds

were inadequate and the survival rate was low. Since then survival rates

of 41 to 50 percent have been recorded in 1973 (section III.L.6.). This

increase was directly related to improved techniques. The bird population

around Santa Barbara has recovered from the effects of the 1969 spill. Rare

and endangered species in the Channel area include the California least tern

(Sterna albifrons browni), which uses the beach areas for nesting; and the

resident California brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis californicus).

The brown pelican uses the offshore waters for feeding and nests on Anacapa

and Santa Cruz Islands.

b. Mammals

Marine-associated mammals of the Channel include whales,

dolphins, sea lions, and elephant seals. Sea lion and elephant seal rooker-

ies on the Santa Barbara Channel Islands would be susceptible to severe

impact should a major spill reach the rookeries before pups were weaned, a
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period when there would be a greater possibility of oil ingestion.

Reports on the impact of the 1969 Santa narbara Channel spill generally do
not attribute the death of marine mammals to the oil spill, but the direct
and indirect effects of oil have not been completely investigated.

2. Benthic Organisms
Patterns of crude oil dispersion offshore are similar regardless

of the source (see section III.L.l.) In the Santa Barbara Channel, benthic
organisms of the intertidal zone would be most affected if oil were washed
upon the shore. Tide-pool animals would be affected to a lesser degree.
Benthic organisms of the subtidal and bathyal zones would be least affected.
No rare or endangered benthic species should be affected. Due to the miti-
gating measures for the operational phase (see section IV), the potential
for major impacts on benthic organisms is minor.

3. Bottom Sediments
The major potential impact on bottom sediments would be the

formation of tarballs (a mixture of higher density oil components and sedi-
ments). These generally are formed and deposited at some distance from the
site of the spill. Unlike natural tar seeps on land, spilled oil would not
cover or blanket the bottom sediments, or bear resemblance to the vents of
natural tar seeps offshore. A cumulative effect on bottom sediments would
be an increase in tarballs which have been found on beaches, in deep basins,
and floating in the open ocean.

4. Beaches and Shoreline Recreation
The most serious impact on beaches and shoreline recreation

would be the remote possibility of an uncontained minor or major oil spill
reaching the nearshore and beach areas. The magnitude of the impact, until
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cleanup is completed, could range from "objectionablell to "severe recreation-
al 10ss,1Ithe latter costing several thousand dollars in recreation lost and
operator cleanup. If pollution incidents occurred during periods of heavy
visitor use, loss of recreational enjoyment and use and the loss in economic
benefit to the vicinity could be substantial.

Spilled oil would have a direct adverse impact on local inhabitants, because
it fouls boats, temporarily pollutes recreation areas, and curtails the
tourist industry. Water sports, such as surfing, swimming, diving, spear-
fishing, underwater photography, fishing, boating, and water skiing would be
directly affected by an oil spill. Other marine-related activities such as
beachcombing, shell hunting, seascape painting, shoreline nature study,
camping, and sunbathing would be unattractive during cleanup operations.

B. Construction and Operation Effects
Construction of platforms, submerged production systems, and the

pipelines necessary to move produced oil and gas from the offshore produc-
tion facilities to storage and treatment facilities, and the disposal of
washed cuttings during drilling operations would have a minor and short-
lived adverse impact on nearby flora and fauna.

1. Wildlife Along Pipeline Routes and Near Onshore Facilities
Pipeline and utility installation would temporarily disrupt the

natural habitat; however, it should recover within a short period of time.
Onshore facilities would represent a longer term land commitment; eventually,
however, the land would be returned as nearly possible to its natural status
or to a higher land use.

Not all species arc affected to the same degree by human activity.
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Oil and brine spills, potential but unlikelYJ could disturb the nearby wild-

life population; however, eventual recovery would be expected.

2. Benthic Organisms

During the constructional phase, any platform, pipeline, near-

shore loading terminal, offshore storage terminal, or submerged production

system should have a short-term impact, ranging from negligible to moderate,

on the benthic organisms. The duration of this impact is estimated to range

from 2 months to several years depending on specific community composition.

The most significant of these operations could be burial of pipeline portions

by blasting, jetting or covering with rip-rap along a narrow corridor from

the intertidal zone to the outer edge of a kelp bed if present. The benthic

environment would return to a condition similar to that before construction.

An artificial habitat would be constructed.

3. Bottom Sediments

The effects of the possible levels of development on bottom sed-

iments alone are anticipated to be minimal. During the construction phase,

(for example, platform, pipeline, nearshore loading terminal, and/or offshore

storage and loading system), the microrelief of the ocean floor would be

changed. Turbidity would be increased temporarily. Rip-rap could have a

local effect on sediment transport dependent upon water depth. A few square

yards of sediment could be covered if a single leg mooring system were built.

Drill cuttings and displaced sediment would have neither beneficial nor

detrimental effects. Compared to naturally occurring onshore-offshore and

longshore sediment transport volume, the sediment displacement would be

minimal.

During the post-operational phase, temporary minor disturbance would occur if
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bottom and sub-bottom components were removed. There would be no significant
long-term effects on sediments.

4. Beaches and Shoreline Recreation
a. Construction Phase

The beaches or coastline in the Channel region would be
impacted upon on an intermittent and temporary basis during the construction
phase of the facilities. During this time, a pipeline may be buried near-
shore (to 200 feet water depth) and onshore at the beach. Increased water
turbidity would result. Increased noise and exhaust vapors would be pro-
duced.

An onshore construction site would produce increased background noise, fumes
or exhaust vapors, and possibly increased siltation during and shortly after
construction. See section III.LL.l.b. for construction air impacts.

b. Operation Phase
Offshore marine loading terminals, platforms, and associated

vessel movements would be partly visible to beach visitors, some of whom
might find them aesthetically objectionable.

C. Compatibility of Commercial Fishing
All offshore structures interfere to a degree with commercial fishing.

'This conflict is most intense in shallow areas. The structures themselves
would occupy a minor area of ocean bottom, but trawling gear could be en-
tangled if trawlers approached too closely to them. If several structures
were clustered moderately close to each other, they could render the entire
area within the cluster unusable for trawling, although this is not likely.

Commercial fishing is carried on in the Santa Barbara Channel with a steady
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volume of trawler activity. Methods of commercial fishing other than trro~l-
ing are largely unaffected by offshore structures or pipelines.

Otter boards, weighing from 500 to 800 pounds each, have rounded edges
designed to allow the boards (and net) to "hop" or slide over smooth under-
water obstacles. Host trawling is done in deep water although a sea-bottom
pipeline connection at the 300-foot water depth could possibly snag nets.
The location of pipeline connectors would be public knowledge, and this
information could be plotted on marine charts and the area could be avoided
by local trawlermen. Damage, in the form of fraying or minor tears, might
result if nets should contact barnacles growing on the pipelines, although
this is expected to be no more serious than present net contacts with
barnacles on rocks.

Pipelines could serve as traps for trawling equipment if gaps or scoured
areas opened under them. Under these conditions, otter boards could ride
under pipes and wedge firmly, instead of smoothly sliding across them. If
this occurred, a net might be severely damaged or lost, especially if tow-
lines between the trawler and the net failed. Most fishermen indicated
that such a loss could normally be avoided by reversing power and "backing
the net off the pipeline,"- but it was generally conceded that adverse weather
conditions, or other unforeseen factors, could make this course of action
difficult.

D. Relationship to Shipping Traffic
Very little, if any, interference would occur between platforms and

ships that are utilizing established shipping lanes. The possibility of a
major seagoing vessel colliding with a platform is considered remote as
most offshore facilities would be located several miles from the shipping
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lanes and the platforms would be equipped in accordance with Coast Guard
regulations.

E. Effect on Truck Traffic
Truck traffic on local highways would be increased with the increased

chance of accidents, some additional noise, and slightly increased air pollu-
tion. See section III.LL.I.b. for construction traffic air impacts.

F. Archeological and Cultural Resources
Adverse effects on historic and archeological resources will occur

if ground-disturbing construction or drilling cannot be designed to avoid
cultural resources identified by previous surveys. If such relocation cannot
be accomplished, then destruction of sites constitutes an adverse effect to
the extent that scientific salvage, ~r salvage excavation, destroys the
context, making the context unavailable for future study. Study may be
accomplished prior to salvage excavation.

G. Debris
Adverse impacts of debris from various sources can be summarized as

follows:

• Metal objects may be lost off platforms, barges, and boats and
sink to the bottom causing damage to commercial fishing trawling
nets. Side-scan sonar records indicate that a variety of sunken
objects is present on the floor of the Santa Barbara Channel.
The net increase in sunken debris due to the proposed activities
should have little additional impact.

• Small boats can be damaged by collision with large, heavy,
floating materials, and a small percentage increase might be
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expected from petroleum-related activities. Also, floating rope

and sheeting could foul the screws of motor vessels and boats.

• All floating debris, including litter, constitutes an aesthetic

impact, especially when floating in nearshore areas or stranded

on beaches.

II. On-Land Impacts

Construction of onshore faciIi ties would change the local topography

and would have a small, but long-lasting, effect on runoff of surface \Vater.

Natural slopes might be changed by cutting and filling; stream channels

could possibly be confined to buried conduits. Increased industrial activi-

ties might enter rural areas, thus occupying a small amount; of land poten-

tially suitable for other uses.

I. Air Pollution

Volatile hydrocarbons and other gases would be generated and

released to the atmosphere from the follo\Ving activities: development of

wells, treatment of produced fluids, transportation to market of produced

minerals, and exhaust gas generation frolilinternal combustion engines on

drill rigs, construction equipment, service boats, and motor vehicles. The

overall impact of the planned development on air quality should be small.

However, an oes oil spill or a well blowing out of control, ignited or

unignited, could contribute air pollution in varying degrees. See section
III.LL. for air quality impacts.

J. Water Pollution

Offshore facility activity would result in the introduction of

pollutants into the marine realm such as treated sewage, minor amounts of

trash and garbage, drilling mud~ produced waste water, and potential small
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recurrent oil spills.

Moderate to severe degradation would occur in the event of an accidental oil
spill. A major oil spill would result in several impacts on the water qual-
ity of the Santa Barbara Channel. These include: (1) a reduction of sun-
light; (2) a decrease in the concentration of dissolved oxygen of the surface
waters under the oil spill; and (3) an increase of hydrocarbon concentrations
in water adjacent to the spilled oil.

K. Impact on Humans
Two unavoidable adverse impacts would affect some people in the

vicinity of a proposed project. One stems from the visual impact of the
platforms and other marine facilities; the other, which is closely related,
stems from the overall increase in industrial activity. Some people would
object to the very presence of the platforms and other facilities because
they decrease their aesthetic enjoyment of an uncluttered marine vista.
Some would object to the increase in truck and car traffic, the increase in
noise levels, and other nuisances attendant to the industrial facilities.

Potential threat to human safety would, for the most part, be limited to the
workers either on the platforms or at the onshore treating and storage facil-
ities.

The impact on social services and increased demand placed on local govern-
ment agencies would be small. (See section III.N. "Socioeconomic Impacts")
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VI. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USE AND
MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

The principle short-term use of the Santa Barbara Channel OCS would be
for extraction of oil and gas from those leases that have proven reserves of
oil and gas, and exploration for additional reserves on other leases. This
mineral extraction would diminish the oil and gas reserves of the Santa
Barbara Channel.

The long-term effects of oil spillage cannot be assessed until reliable data
become available which will permit the analysis of overall biologic effects
caused by a gradual buildup of oil-derived pollutants in the marine environ-
ment. The additional stress from any form of pollution which the ecosystem
can absorb is finite, but at present the bounds of these limitations are not
known, and their possible effect on long-term marine productivity cannot be
completely projected. Among pollutants derived from petroleum breakdown are
aromatic compounds such as toluene and benzene that are toxic on contact.
Other aromatic compounds, including those with carcinogenic properties, are
potentially dangerous if ingested, although some organisms are able to purge
themselves rapidly or metabolize the compounds into nontoxic substances and
excrete them. It has been hypothesized that these might be concentrated
through the marine food web, but evidence is not conclusive (see section III).
However, these lighter more toxic fractions are more quickly dispersed and
evaporated, and the heavy fractions that remain longer, such as tar, are
less toxic and in certain instances are physiologically inert. The regula-
tions under which further development would occur are the most stringent ever
promulgated. With strict enforcement of these regulations and their further
development, the possibility of adverse effects from the proposed action
should be less than from similar actions in the past. At present, offshore
oil production accounts for two percent. of oil pollution to oceans.
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The cumulative effect of structures on multiple uses in offshore areas where
more and more structures are required as OCS production increases is also one
of concern. The cumulative nature of structures as obstacles to commercial
shipping and commercial fishing activities represents a use conflict that can
be controlled through proper planning and coordination with appropriate
Federal and State agencies and private industry. Some leveling out in the
number of platforms and the number and total length of pipelines would be
expected as more and more areas go out of production. ~ome platforms would
be removed and some additional capacity would become available in existing
pipelines to carry products from new areas.

The intrusion of man-made structures into areas where few or none exists is
another matter of environmental concern. However, individual developments
would have a relatively short life (about 30 to 40 years) and would be re-
moved when mineral extraction was completed. The extraction of oil and gas
would create additional wealth that eventually would be distributed in various
proportions among the workers, the unit operators, the Federal Government, and
local governments. How this wealth were used would have both a short-term and
a long-term effect on the environment of the Santa Barbara region.

No long-term, direct adverse impact, such as scarred terrain, would remain
except possibly in the area of the treatment facilities, and these areas
could be landscaped and re-seeded wi~n na~ive plan~s ana snrUDS.

Destruction of archeological and historical remains that cannot be avoided
or retrieved in project design constitutes a cumulative adverse effect.
Cumulative effect of this destruction is increased by the loss of such
resources for study in future years when techniques of archeological study
are improved. Recovery of submerged remains, if present in impacted areas,
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may offset in part the long-term destructive effects of the sea; the relative
importance of such effects is not known since there has not been intensive
and systematic study of submerged historic and archeological remains.

Short-term effects would result in the event of minor or major oil spills.

The local short-term use of the marine and shore environments for oil and gas
production should have little adverse effect on other uses. either for the
short or lon~ term.
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VII. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE co~mITMENT OF RESOURCES
The purpose of this section is to set forth those resources that would

be consumed and those that would be altered irreversibly and irretrievably
by additional development of oil and gas resources in the Santa Barbara
Channel OCS.

Further development of the Santa Barbara Channel OCS could involve commit-
ment of a significant part of the area's oil and gas resources. Minor
amounts of water supply, air, other mineral resources, and wildlife including
fish probably would be committed (lost). The natural appearance of very small
amounts of land area would be altered to some degree by onshore facilities.
An irretrievable commitment of some construction materials would result:
presumably mainly subocean-floor casing, cement, and chemicals. Some con-
struction materials, mainly steel, might have salvage value and be retrieved
after production is completed. The extent of these commitments and an assess-
ment of their environmental impacts have been previously discussed.

A. Mineral Resources
Further development would permit extraction of producible oil, gas,

and associated materials, including sulfur. This development could result
in production estimated to range from I to 2 billion barrels of oil and 530
to 970 billion cubic feet of gas.

B. Fish and Wildlife Resources
An irreversible or irretrievable commitment of fish, fowl and

other wildlife resources and habitats would occur in the area of a massive
oil spill. Recurrent low levels of oil pollution may result in a degree of
harm to some biota. At present, offshore drilling and production operations
account for two percent of oil pollution to oceans. The full significance
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of such low level oil pollution cannot be assessed because of the presence
of numerous natural oil and gas seeps, the total amount of such pollution
cannot be foreseen, and the long-term effect on most species is not presently
known.

C. Archeological and Historical Resources
Destruction of archeological and historical resources, should it

occur, constitutes an irretrievable adverse effect. These remains whether
onshore or offshore are a non-renewable resource, and the primary source of
information for analyzing them is their context -- the relationships between
artifacts, their surrounding deposits, and the original environment.
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VIII. ALTERNATIVES TO THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF OIL AND GAS RESOURCES OF
THE OCS PORTIONS OF THE SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL
The preceding sections of this statement describe the methods that

could be utilized for exploration and development of oil and gas resources

thought to be in the Channel area.

Future DCS oil and gas production within the Santa Barbara Channel may be

accomplished by implementation of any of the various levels of development

activity as described in the preface and section I, or a combi~ation of the

various levels. The estimated levels of oil and gas production and related

facility requirements are given in section I, tables I-I and 1-2. The

potential impacts associated with the various related implementing activities

are identified and evaluated in section III.

The major physical impacts that may result from offshore oil and gas opera-

tions are those resulting from (a) large discrete oil spill incidents, such

as the Platform A blowout of 1969, and (b) small, but vastly more numerous,

chronic additions of hydrocarbons to the marine environment. The latter may

occur not only from the DCS petroleum industry operations directly, but much

is also contributed from onshore discharge of airborne and liquid effluents <

including municipal sewerage, shipping and pleasure craft operations, and from

the many natural oil and gas seeps from the Channel floor and shoreline areas

which have been known throughout the recorded history of the region.

Sections III.K. 1 through 3 have discussed and docUID0nted the known oil spill

history of offshore activities, and take note of the applicability and

reliability of the data presented. It is not possible to relate the data

there presented to potential spills and impacts resulting from OCS activities

in the Santa Barbara Channel, due to a lack of reasonable comparability of

conditions at the time and place the specified incidents occurred and the
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present or future conditions and acti~ities that may take place in the

Channel area. The data from section nLK. I through 4 are useful and

instructive only in the most general sense. Thus, in the following

discussions the probability of either large or chronic small spill

occurrences cannot be usefully discussed at each appropriate point in the

text. Clearly, the greater the intensity of activity, and the more wide-

spread oil and gas activity becomes in the Channel, the greater the possi-

bility for m~jor spills, and the larger the increment of small chronic

pollution must become. The magnitude and importance of such increased

possibility and increment, however, is speculative. (See section III.K.4.)

In summary, the several possible future levels of OCS oil and gas development
are:

• Proceed with development and production on existing producing

leaseholds

Carpinteria Offshore

Dos Cuadras Offshore

• Development of existing leaseholds with discoveries, not presently

developed
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Pitas Point Unit Potential Field Area

Hueneme Offshore Pot er.t i.aI Field Area

Santa Clara Unit Potential Field Area

(development of the Santa Ynez Unit, Hondo Potential

Field Area was authorized on August 16, 1974)

• Exploration of leaseholds, without discoveries, and subsequent

development in the event economically recoverable reserves are proven

• Offering additional lands for lease, exploration, and development

The Administration's proposal for the establishment of a National Energy

Reserve encompassed the Federal Ecological Preserve and the Federal Buffer

Zone established in 1969. The Secretary has not revoked the orders

establishing these two areas at this writing (January, 1976), thus their

withdrawn status continues. The remaining lands proposed for inclusion in

the National Energy Reserve returned to their pre-proposal status when the

93d Congress adjourned without passage thereof. Thus, the following

discussions of Alternatives C, 0, and E, exclude the Preserve and Buffer

Zone but do encompass other areas of the once proposed National Energy

Reserve as appropriate.

A. No Action

The viability of this general alternative, and its potential impacts,

differs considerably with respect to the various Federal actions related to

the identified possible levels of future development in the Channel, includ-

ing the one specific proposal for Federal approval action now pending. The

alternative of "no action" as it relates to the various potential levels of

future or further development is discussed below in the context of each such

level.
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B. Operational Alternatives
In the course of further development of oil and gas production in

the Santa Barbara Channel, the receipt of a variety of proposed plans of

development and individual proposed permitting actions on existing leases

must be anticipated by the Geological Survey. In considering such proposals,

it will be necessary for the Survey to consider all possible technologic or

operational alternatives; for example, the installation of fixed-leg plat-

forms versus seafloor completion systems; onshore treating and storage

facilities versus offshore treating and storage facilities; crude oil

transport by onshore pipeline versus marine barge or tanker transport; and

many others. This environmental statement has discussed and examined all

such major aspects of possible oil and gas operations. The Geologic Survey

will fully examine and assess all proposals on a case-by-case basis to assure

that approval is given only to those viable and acceptable technical and oper-
ational options which provide due regard for the environment, with the state
of the art in mind. The regulations of the Geological Survey and the

Department of the Interior provide for full analysis of potential environ-

mental effects of proposed actions, and for the determination as to the need

for preparation of further environmental impact statements under the pro-

visions of the National Environmental Policy Act.

C. Authorize Full Development on Existing Producing Leases

1. No Action

Pursuant to implied covenants of both the OCS Lands Act and

the existing lease agreements, the Secretary is obligated to respond to a

legitimate application to conduct operations on a valid lease providing all

terms and conditions thereunder have been met. His response may be approved

as proposed, rejection on various legitimate grounds, approval in part and

rejection in part, approval subject to such additional conditions and
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requirements as he may impose under the law, or deferral of decision, based
on proper grounds as described below. Accordingly, the alternative of "no
action" by the Secretary is not tenable with respect to legitimate operations
which may be proposed in the future on leases existing at this writing. "No
action" would equate to maintaining the status quo, and the constraints and
impacts would be the same as stated in "C.3.", below.

2. Defer Action

The Secretary may defer final action on a proposal with proper

grounds. These could include but not be limited to the need and time

required for:

a. Modification of the proposal to correct administrative

or technologic deficiencies,

b. re-design to reduce or avoid environmental impact

c. acquisition of additional data to provide an improved

basis for technical or environmental evaluation

d. further evaluation of the propo5al and/or alternatives

The principal effect of deferring action on a proposal would be a comparatively

short-term delay in the imposition of all related impacts of the proposal--
both adverse and beneficial as previously described in section III of this'

Statement.

3. Prevent Further Development of Existing Producing Leases

The only alternatives to allowing full development of existing

producing leases are preventing such development or imposing additional

conditions and restrictions on the operations. The several apparent means

of preventing full development are discussed below.

If prevention of further and full development of producing leases were

accomplished, substantial quantities of oil and gas, known to be present,
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would be left in place and not recovered for use, because maximum potential

recovery cannot be effected from existing production facilities. Following

shut-down of present operations when economic and technologic limits of

recovery are reached, there will be a redistribution of resources in

response to conditions then existing within the reservoirs now being
"produced. Such redistribution could effectively reduce the quantities

ultimately recoverable from the fields at some future time, should such an

effort be made, compared to the quantities recoverable under present reservoir

conditions and production.

To replace the resources foregone by this alternative course of action,

other comparable quantities of energy would be required to meet national

needs. The development of other energy sources, and the related impacts,

are discussed on later pages.

a. Suspension of Operations

The full development of existing producing leases could

be delayed by suspension of operations. If such action were taken, there

would be no additional increment of environmental impact on the Channel area,

and it would continue in its present condition, as further modified by

natural processes and the continuation of all existing activity and uses.

The authority of the Secretary of the Interior to suspend operations on

existing leases has already been utili~ed and future suspensions for reasonable

periods, with proper grounds, could be imposed. However, the Secretary does

not possess authority under present circumstances to suspend operations to

the extent that a de facto cancellation of a lease would result. The matter

has been sufficiently tested in the Federal Courts to clearly establish such
a course of action (de facto cancellation) as not viable, hence unworthy of
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further consideration as a reasonable alternative for the Secretary.

b. Refuse to Approve Future Applications for Developmental
Actions

Refusal by the Secretary of the Interior to approve future

applications to conduct various oil and gas activities on existing leases would

have no additional increment of environmental impact on the Ch~nnel area, and

it would continue in its present condition, as further modified by natural

processes and the continuation of all existing activity and uses. The

Secretary may reject and refuse to approve any individual proposed activity

if it does not meet the prescriptions of applicable law and regulations under

his authority, including the potential for environmental impact that could be

reduced or avoided by adoption of a significantly different designed course

of action by the lessee (operator). However, the Secretary does not possess

authority under the present circumstances to refuse approval of such

applications on the leases to the extent that a de facto cancellation of the

leases would result. Should the Secretary nonetheless initiate such a course

of action, litigation by one or more of the lessees would likely ensue, and

the impacts would be similar to those described under the following sub-

sections. As a reasonable alternative course of action by the Secretary this

option is not sufficiently viable to warrant further analysis.

c. Cancel the Leases

The Secretary does not possess authority under the present

circumstances to unilaterally cancel the leases except on the grounds defined

therein (Appendix IV-I; Section 7 of the lease terrns--"Remedies in case of

default"). The authority to cancel on other grounds would likely require

Congressional authorization for such action as well as for the requisite

funds for compensation of the lessees as may be necessary. Since withdrawal
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of support for proposed legislation in 1973, the Administration has not

re-entered a request for such legislation and the Congress has not re~

initiated or considered such action. The possibility of such actions is a

matter for further consideration by the Administration and the Congress in

the light of this environmental statement and myriad other relevant non-

environmental concerns. Such legislative proposals have been initiated by

the Administration and/or the Congress in recent years in several other in-

stances, but such legislation has never reached the voting stage. Should

such legislation be proposed, it could encompass all or some of the presently

producing leases. Should such cancellation be legislated on other than
the prescribed grounds, under present circumstances it would appear certain

that litigation by one or more of the present lessees would follow. The

ultimate effects would be several, and would relate directly to the litigatory

actions taken, the decision thereof, and the time required for resolution.

Present production could be interrupted temporarily or terminated completely,

as could further exploration and full development of producing leases.

To the extent that oil and gas from existing producing leases was curtailed

or halted, alternative sources of energy would be required and these are

discussed on later pages.

The time required to replace the energy source foregone could range from

scant to a number of years, depending on the specific alternative(s) selected
and their state of production.

The direct monetary cost of such litigation to all parties involved could ranQe
from comparatively modest sums to billions of dollars.

Indirect costs to producer, government, and consumer occasioned by contract

abrogation, delay in replacement or substitution, displacement of employees,
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loss of governmental taxes and royalties, loss of employment income, etc.,

would be substantial in the aggregate.

Environmental effects on the Channel area could range from accelerated

removal of all sources of physical and aesthetic impacts and significant

adverse socio-economic impact resulting from termination of OCS activity,

to increased adverse impacts on the physical environmental and aesthetic

considerations, and altered socio-economic effects, by court-directed

authorization of full development of existing producing leases.

In the event that Congressional authorization to cancel all or some of the

existing producing leases should issue, the possibility of court-directed

authorizations for full enjoyment of lease-rights would presumably be remote.

d. Federal Acquisition of the Leases

The outstanding leasehold interests could be acquired by

the Secretary. The ability to acquire the leasehold interests is not granted

under existing relevant statutes and would require Congressional authori-

zation for such action as well as for the requisite funds for compensation

of the lessees. To date the Administration has not requested such action

of, and the Congress has not initiated or considered such legislation and

the possibility thereof is thus moot. The major effects of such Congressional

authorization would be quite similar to those of unilateral cancellation of

the leases by the Secretary as previously discussed.

4. Allow Full Development of Selected Producing Areas

The implementation of this alternative would require full
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development of selected areas of producing leaseholds~ based upon a

balancing of non-environmental concerns against the anticipated adverse

environmental consequences. Further development would be allowed only on

those producing leaseholds~ or portions thereof~ with the lowest anticipated

adverse environmental consequences and the greatest net benefits to accrue

therefrom. Adoption of this alternative would result in minimizing adverse

effects through a reduction of area in which impacting activities could take

place.

This alternative constitutes a selective application of the alternative

"Prevent Further Development of Existing Producing Leases," and the previous

discussion pertaining to that alternative concerning possible litigation and

the need for authorizing legislation is relevant to the consideration of this

alternative. In addition, the development of leaseholds or parts thereof,

selected solely on the basis of lowest potential adverse environmental

effects could readily result in development that would not permit maximum

recovery of oil or gas resources. This would be contrary to the enhance-

ment of long-term productivity and the principles of conservation embodied

in the legislation authorizing the leasing of these lands for the purposes

described.

5. Impose Additional Special Terms and Conditions to Further
Mitigate Environmental Damage

This alternative constitutes the only practical method by

which the adverse environmental impact of oil and gas operations on existing

leases could be further minimized when and if any future applications are

offered for approval, and simultaneously maximize the conservation and full

development of the resources. The terms and conditions of the existing

producing leases and those attendant to issuance of subsequent permits and
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authorizations required under existing regulations, and the Federal

supervision which will be imposed thereunder, are discussed in section IV

under the heading "Mitigating Measures" and other portions of this statement.

To the extent that environmental evaluation demonstrat~d the need, additional

terms and conditions of approval would be written to further protect the

environment on a case-by-case basis for each future application.

D. Authorize Full Development on Existing Leases Not Presently
Developed

1. No Action

Pursuant to implied covenants of both the oes Lands Act and

the existing lease agreements, the Secretary is obligated to respond to a

legitimate application to conduct operations on a valid lease providing all

terms and conditions thereunder have been met. His response may be approval

as proposed, rejection on various legitimate grounds. approval in part and

rejection in part, approval subject to such additional conditions and

requirements as he may impose under the law, or deferral of decision, based

on proper grounds, as described below. Accordingly, and as previously

discussed, the alternative of "no action" by the Secretary is not tenable

with respect to legitimate operations which may be proposed in ~he future

on leases existing at this writing. "No action" would equate to maintaining

the status quo, and the constraints and impacts would be the same as stated

in "D.3.", below.

2. Defer Action

The Secretary may defer final action on a proposal with
proper grounds. These could include but not be limited to the need and time
required for:

a. Modification of the proposal to correct administrative
or technologic deficiencies,
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b. re-design to reduce or avoid environmental impact
c. acquisition of additional data to provide an improved

basis for technical or environmental evaluation
d. further evaluation of the proposal and/or alternatives

The principal effect of deferring action on a proposal would be a comparatively

short-term delay in the imposition of all related impacts of the proposal--

both adverse and~beneficial, as previously described in section III of this

statement.
3. Prevent Further Development of Existing Leases

The only alternatives to allowing full development of existing

leases are preventing such development or imposing additional conditions and

restrictions on the operations. The several apparent means of preventing

full development are discussed below.

If prevention of exploration and full development of existing but not pro-

ducing leases were accomplished, substantial quantities of oil and gas,

thought to be present, would be left in place and not recovered for use.

To replace the resources foregone by this alternative course

of action, other comparable quantities of energy would be required to meet

national needs. The development of other energy sources, and the related

impacts, are discussed on later pages.

a. Suspension of Operations

The exploration and full development of existing, but not

producing, leases could be delayed by suspension of operations. If such

action were taken, there would be no additional increment of environmental

impact on the Channel area, and it would continue in its prese~t condition,

asJ:urther modifed by natural processes and the continuation of all existing

activity and uses.
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The authority of the Secretary of the Interior to suspend operations on
existing leases has already been utilized and future suspensions for
reasonable periods, with proper grounds, could be imposed. However, the
Secretary does not possess authority under present circumstances to suspend
operations to the extent that a de facto cancellation of a lease would
result. The Secretary may reject and refuse to approve any individual
proposed activity if it does not meet the prescriptions of applicable law
and regulations under his authority, including the potential for environ-
mental impact that could be reduced or avoided by adoption of a significantly
different designed course of action by the lessee (operator).

b. Refuse to Approve Future Applications for Exploration
and/or Developmental Actions

Refusal by the Secretary of the Interior to approve future
applications to conduct various oil and gas activities on existing leases
would have no additional increment of environmental impact on the Channel
area, and it would continue in its present condition, modified by the
continuation of other existing activity and uses. The Secretary may reject
and refuse to approve any individual proposed activity if it does not meet
the prescriptions of applicable law and regulations under his authority,
including the potential for environmental impact that could be reduced or
avoided by adoption of a significantly different designed course of action

by the lessee (operator). However, the Secretary does not possess authority

under the present circumstances to refuse approval of such applications on

the leases to the extent that a de facto cancellation of the leases would

result. Should the Secretary nonetheless initiate such a course of action,

litigation by one or more of the lessees would likely ensue and the impacts

would be similar to those described under the following subsection. As a

reasonable alternative course of action by the Secretary, this option is not

sufficiently viable to warrant further analysis.

c. Cancel the Leases

The Secretary does not possess authority under the present
circumstances to unilaterally cancel the leases except on the grounds defined
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therein (Appendix IV-I; Section 7 of the lease terms--"Remedies in case of

default"). The authority to cancel on other grounds would likely require

Congressional authorization for such action as well as for the requisite

funds for compensation of the lessees as may be necessary. Since withdrawal
~

of support for proposed legislation in 1973, the Administration has not re-

entered a request for such legislation and the Congress has not re-initiated

or considered such action. The possibility of such actions is a matter for

further consideration by the Administration and the Congress in the light of

this environmental statement and myriad other relevant non-environmental

concerns. Such legislative proposals have been initiated by the Administra-

tion and/or the Congress in recent years in several other instances, but such

legislation has never reached the voting stage. Should such legislation be
developed

proposed, it could encompass all or some of the existing but not/ leases.

However, should such cancellation be legislated, under present circumstances

it would appear certain that litigation by one or more of the present lessees

would follow. The ultimate effects would be several, and would relate

directly to the litigatory actions taken, the decision thereof, and the time
required for resolution.

Exploration and potential production could be interrupted temporarily or

terminated completely.

To the extent that development and production of oil and gas from existing

leases is possible and could be curtailed by lease cancellation, alternative

sources of energy would be required and these are discussed on later pages.

The time required to replace the energy source foregone could range from

scant to a number of years, depending on the specific alternative(s) ~elected
and their state of production.
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The direct monetary cost of such action to all parties involved could range

from comparatively modest sums to many millions of dollars.

Indirect costs to producer, government, and consumer occasioned by contract

abrogation, delay in replacement or substitution, displacement of employees,

loss of governmental taxes and royalties, loss of employment income, etc.,

would be substantial in the aggregate.

Environmental effects on the Channel area could range from limiting of all

sources of physical and aesthetic impacts to present production facilities

and significant adverse socio-economic impact resulting from a leveling off

of DCS activity, to increased adverse impacts on the physical environmental

and aesthetic considerations and likely altered socio-economic effects by

court-directed authorization of full development of existing leases.

In the event that Congressional authorization to cancel all or some of the

existing but undeveloped leases, the possibility of court-directed authori-

zations for full enjoyment of lease-rights would presumably be remote.

d. Federal Acquisition of the Leases

The outstanding leasehold interests could be acquired by

the Secretary. The ability to acquire the leasehold interests is not granted

under existing relevant statutes and would require Congressional authori-

zation for such action as well as for the requisite funds for compensation

of the lessees. To date the Administration has not requested such action

of, and the Congress has not initiated or considered such Channel-wide

legislation, and the possibility thereof is conjectural. The major effects
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of such Congressional authorization would be quite similar to those of

unilateral cancellation of the leases by the Secretary as previously dis-

cussed.

4. Allow Exploration and Development of Selected Areas
Now under Lease

The implementation of this alternative would require exploration

and full development of selected areas of existing leaseholds, based upon

a balancing of non-environmental concerns against the anticipated adverse

environmental consequences. Such activities would be allowed only on those

leaseholds, or portions thereof, with the lowest anticipated adverse environ-

mental consequences and the greatest net benefits to accrue therefrom.

Adoption of this alternative would result in minimizing adverse effects

through a reduction of area in which impacting activities could take place.

This alternative constitutes a selective application of the alternative

"Prevent Further Development of Existing Producing Leases," and the previous

discussion pertaining to that alternative concerning possible litigation and

the need for authorizing legislation is relevant to the consideration of this

alternative. In addition, the development of leaseholds, or part thereof,

selected solely on the basis of iowest potential adverse environmental

effects could readily result in development that would not permit maximum
recovery of oil or gas resources. This would be contrary to the enhancement

of long-term productivity and the principles of conservation embodied in the

legislation authorizing the leasing of these lands for the purposes described.

5. Impose Add~!ional Special Terms and Conditions to Further
Mitigate Environmental Damage

This alternative constitutes the only practical method by which
the adverse environmental impact of oil and gas operations on existing leases
could be further minimized when and if any future applications are offered for
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approval, and simultaneously maximizing the conservation and full develop-

ment of the resources. The terms and conditions of the existing leases and

those attendant to issuance of subsequent permits and authorizations required

under existing regulations, and the Federal supervision which will be imposed

thereunder, are discussed in section IV under the heading "Mitigating Measures"

and other portions of this stat~ment. Environmental analyses would be made

of all such future applications, and such analyses and possible subsequent

environmental impact statements would consider and identify the need for

additional conditions of approval that would further mitigate potential

adverse impact of the action proposed.

E. Lease, Explore and Develop Presently Unleased Areas

As of January 31, 1976, the Department of Interior Proposed OCS Planning

Schedule of possible lease sales through Calendar 1978, does not include

the Santa Barbara Channel. (Final Environmental Statement, General Lease

Sale, Offshore Southern California, 8/75, p. 10, Vol. 4)
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2~ Hold Future Lease Sales of Presently
Unrestricted Areas of the Channel OCS

Should the Secretary determine that the potential oil and

gas resources of presently unleased areas of the Santa Barbara Channel OCS

are such that, on balance of all appropriate considerations, they may warrant

leasing and development, the established preleasing and lease sale activities

of the Department would be initiated. These activities are well documented

in formal regulations (43 CFR 3300) and in previous Environmental Statements

covering various lease sale activities (for example see Section I, DOl FES

5-68, Lease Sale No. 35, General Lease Sale Offshore Southern California,

dated August, 1975). Briefly, the Departmental activities are as follows:

1. Study of available data by USGS and BLM resulting in

delineation of general areas likely to be productive.

2. Issuance of a formal call for nominations from industry

for specific tracts to be offered within the area of the

proposed sale, and nominations of tracts or areas to be

excluded from the sale by any interested party.

Geophysical and/or Geological exploration by industry.
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3. Receipt of nominations, study, and tract selection.
4. Preparation and issuance of EIS on proposed lease sale by BLM.
5. Public Sale of leases of designated tracts by sealed bid.
6. Receipt and action by 001 on various applications for

exploration and development by lessees.

Excluding the unleased Federal Buffer Zone (34,000 acres), and the Federal
Ecological Preserve (21,000 acres), the present document has indicated
(tables I-I and 1-2) that it is likely that most of the
significant oil and gas resources in the Channel ncs, from known producing
horizons of the region, have already been found; that some exploration for
deeper producing horizons is underway, demonstrating to a degree some
industry confidence that such sources may be found; and that future explora-
tion and technology will likely permit sale and utilization of tracts in
increasingly deeper-water areas. If leased, explored, and developed, these
lands may yield 40-150 million barrels of oil, and could require the following
additional facilities and their proportional contribution to the impacts on
the Channel:

The maximum future additional activities are estimated to include
(table I-I):

1-3 Platforms•
0-3 Submerged seafloor systems
5-20 Miles of pipeline to shore
0-1 Treating and Storage facilities onshore

15-20 Exploratory Wells
20-80 Development wells
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Specific potential impacts of each such facility has been identified

previously in section III of this document.

Should the Secretary decide to hold further lease sales, the established

leasing procedure will include comprehensive environmental analysis and

determination of the need for additional environmental impact statements

prior to holding such sales. That process would also include the dcvelop-

ment and analysis of specific alternatives to each potential sale, much as
those in the Department'S environmental statement, FES-75-65, Lease Sale 35,

off Southern California.

3. The Federal Buffer Zone

The Buffer Zone to the Federal Ecological Preserve was

established on ~Iarch 21, 1969 by the Secretary of the Interior (Plate 1).
I

This area, contiguous to and seaward of the Federal Ecological Preserve,

consists of several tracts (34,000 acres) for which no bids were received

during the Santa Barbara Channel lease sale of february, 1968. This indic~tes
the buffer zone area is thought to have a low 011 and gas resourse potentlal.
These lands were ordered withheld from leasing ~ the Secretary as an adjunct to the

Federal Ecological Preserve (34 F.R. 5655-5656, ~farch 26, 1969). All persons

were called upon to conduct their activities in the area in a manner that

would help to protect and preserve the values of the area for scientific

study, recreation, and other similar uses for the benefit and enjoyment of

all.

The Secretary has several apparent courses of future action with respect to

the Federal Buffer Zone:

• Take No Action

• Rescind the 1969 order and make the lands

again available for leasing.
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a. No Action

If no action were taken by the Secretary to evacuate

the order establishing the Federal Buffer Zone, the Zone would continue in

its present condition for the purposes already stated, as the Zone may be

affected by all authorized usage and by activities in other Channel areas.

b. Rescind the Order and Make the Lands
Aiali1 Available for Leasmg

The authority of the Secretary to promulgate such an

order for withdrm ..•al specifically includes the authority to subsequently

rescind or otherwise nullify such an order (Executive Order 10355, May 26,

1952, section 1 (a)). There presently is no proposal, either from the
Department of the Interior, or any other party, to rescind the existing with-

drawal and cancel the action establishing the Buffer Zone.

However, should the Secretary ultimately determine that the potential oil and

gas resources within the present Buffp-r Zone are such that, on balance of

all appropriate considerations, they warrant leasing and development, the

established preleasing and lease sale of the activities of the Department

would be initiated as defined by regulations (43 cpn 3300). The environ-

mental impacts resulting from such an action would be related to the amount

of exploration and development activity that subsequently occurred. Such
activities could result in additional production of oil and gas and require

additional oil and gas facilities such as platforms, pipelines and onshore

treating and storage facilities.
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Specific potential impacts of each such facility has been identified

previously in section III of this document. Such action would allow OCS

oil and gas activities to proceed in closer proximity to the shoreline,

thus increasing the chance of spilled oil to reach shore, should a spill

occur. In addition to generating a proportional increment of physical and

socioeconomic impacts, the opening of the Buffer Zone to leasing and

subsequent exploration and possible development would almost certainly

generate a significant adverse aesthetic impact on some segment of the

residents and public, and substantial opposition and controversy locally.

4. The Federal Ecological Preserve

The Federal Ecological Preserve was established July 27,

1967 by the Secretary of the Interior prior to the 1968 Santa Barbara

Channel OCS lease sale (Plate 1). This area of some 21,000 acres consists

of lands of the OCS extending approximately 2 miles seaward of the Santa

Barbara Oil Sanctuary, which was established by the California State

Legislature in December 1955 (section 6871.2, California Public Resources

Code). The Secretary's action (34 FR 5655-5656, March 26, 1969) withdrew

these OCS lands from all forms of disposition, including mineral leasing,

and reserved their use for scientific, recreational, and other similar uses

as an ecological preserve. A part of this area is along a trend of

existing producing horizons and has a high oil and gas resource poten~ial.
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Thc present document (section I, Table I-I footnote) has indicated that the

Federal Ecological Preserve possibly contains a significant proportion of

potential resources of the unleased area yet undiscovered from known producing

horizons in the Santa Barbara Channel OCS.

The Secretary has several apparent courses of future action with respect to

the Federal Ecological Preserve:

• Take No Action

• Rescind the 1969 Order and make thesc lands again

ava.ilab lo for leasing.

a. No Action

If no action Nere taken by the Secrctary to evacuate

the order establishing the Federal Ecological Preserve, thc Preserve would

continue in its present condition for the purposes already stated, as the

Preserve may be affected by all authorized usa!!e and by activities in other

Channel areas.

b. Rescind the Ordcr and ~1ake the Lands
Kg ai_~·Av.-ai~~)'=~.io_~_J:..easinp.:..

The authority of the Secretary to nronulgat e such an

order for wi thdrawa l specifically includes the authority to subsequently

rescind or otherwise nulli fy such an order (Executive Order 10355, 'fay 26,

1952, section lea)). There presently is no proposal, either from the

Department of the Interior, or any other party, to rescind the existin~ with-

drawal and cancel the action establishing the Federal Ecolop,ical Preserve.

However, should the Secretary ultimately determine that the potential oil and

gas resources within the present Federal Ecological Preserve are such that,

on balance of all appropriate considerations, they war-rant leasing and
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development, the establishen preleasing and lease sale of the activities of

the Department would be initiated as defined by regulations (43 eFR 3300).

The environmental impacts resulting from such an action would be related to

the amount of exploration and development activity that subsequently occurred.

Such activities could result in an estimated 40 to 150 million barrels of

.oil and from 20 to 70 billion cu/ft of gas (table 1-2 footnote). Attendant

facilities could include an estimated (table I-I footnote):

1-3 Platforms

0-1 Onshore facilities

0-3 Submerged production systems

5-20 Miles of pipeline to shore

5-20 Exploratory wells

20-80 Development wells

Specific potential impacts of each such facility has been identified

previously in section III of this document. Such action would allow OCS

oil and gas activities to proceed in closer proximity to the shoreline,

thus increasing the chance of spilled oil to reach shore, should a s?ill

occur. In addition to generating a proportional increment of physical and

socio-economic impacts, the opening of the Federal Ecological Preserve to

leasing and subsequent exploration and possible development would almost

certainly generate a significant adverse aesthetic impact on some segment

of the residents and public and substantial opposition and controversy

locally.

A further potential series of impacts could subsequently result from the

State allowing oil and gas operations to take place in the Santa Barbara
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Oil Sanctuary, in the interest of protecting potential State oil and gas

resources in the Sanctuary from drainage by possible discoveries and

subsequent development on the adjacent Federal lands. The activities in

State waters that might ensue are not presently quantifiable with any

degree of realism due to the lack of modern, or even old (pre-1955)

exploratory data in the area. However, any such exploration and develop-

ment would result in the same kinds of activity, with the same kinds and

magnitudes of impact generally, inasmuch as State regulatory requirements

are quite similar to those of the Federal agencies concerned.

F. Establishment of a Federal Energy Reserve

Portions of the leased areas with discoveries, leased areas

without discoveries and unleased areas of the Santa Barbara Channel OCS,

including the Federal Ecological Preserve and Buffer Zone, were within the

National Energy Reserve proposed by the Administration but not enacted into

legislation by the 93rd Congress (Plate I). (S. 1951 and H. R. 7500.) This

legislation is presented as appendix VIII~l at the end of this section.

However, most of the known discovery areas as of February 1976, are~com-
pletely outside of the proposed National Energy Reserve.

The 93rd Congress adjourned without taking action on any of the legislation

proposed (pages ii-l6-ii-17; section I, pp.ll-14).As indicated in the Preface

of this document the Administration ,.••ithdrew support of all such proposed

legislation and requested that no Congressional action be taken until the

present environmental statement had been prepared. No proposal for establish-

ment of a "National Energy Reserve" in the Santa Barbara Channel presently
eX1sts before Congress, and the possibility that Congress would

initiate and pass such legislation is speCUlative at best. The history

of previous proposals and resulting litigation is summarized in
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section I, as noted above. The status of the 35 e~isting leases proposed

for inclusion in the proposed Reserve, and on which all operations had been

ordered susoended by the Secretary, as of July 8, 1974, reverted to that

of any other valid existing oil and gas lease on the Federal OCS, as a

result of litigation entitled Gulf Oil Corporation, et al. v. Rogers, C. B.

Morton, et al., Civil Number 7l-1669-FCN as consolidated with Mobil Oil

Corporation, et al. v. Rogers C. B. ~torton, et al., Civil Number 73-1302-FCW,

U.S.D.C., C. D. Calif., decided on May 8, 1974. That is, the 3S leases are

no longer under valid suspension orders and are subject to exploration and

development under the terms of the contract (lease). Al though the proposed

legislation was not passed, the status of the Federal Ecological Preserve

and the Federal Buffer Zone remains unchanged, and their designation as such

remains in effect. The proposed legislation included these two areas, hut

the Secretary has not revoked the establishing order of ~larch 21, 1969.

Unleased areas wi thi.n the previously proposed National Energy Reserve (Plate

I), excepting unleased areas ''''ithin the Federal Buffer Zone and the Federal

Ecological rreserve, are technically as availahle for leasing as any other

tracts on the Channel OCS.

Existing leases within the previously proposed National Energy Reserve

encompassing known discoveries (Plate I) are subject to further exploration

and development, subject only to the same requirements as any other existing

valid lease.

With respect to these lands, within the previously proposed National Energy

Reserve, the Secretary has several possible courses of action:

• Take no further action

• Resuhmit proposed legislation to the
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Con~ress, unchanged.
• Submit a net.••proposal for establ ishment

of a National Energy Reserve but with a
new mix and/or selection of lands to be
included.

1. No Action
There being no existing legal requirement for the same, the

Secretary may, at his discretion, take no further formal action to initiate
establishment of a "National Energy Reserve" on the Santa Barbara Channel OCS.
Should he elect to take no further action, the following activities and
related environmental impacts could ensue:

• Applications for exploration of all existing leases in
the National Energy Reserve area, must be anticipated,
some of which may result in discoveries of oil and gas,
and subsequent applications for development and
production facilities. Such facility requirements could
include part of the following estimates for all leased

1areas without discoveries (Tables I-I, 1-2):'"

1-4 Platforms
0-1 Onshore treating and sto-rage facility
0-4 Submerged production facilities
0-1 Pipelines to shore (5 to 30 miles)

15-60 Exploratory Wells
20-100 Development Wells

1 The facility and reserve estimates presented here are those for the leased
areas without discoveries (tables I-I and 1-2) however, a portion of the
Pitas Point Discovery area is within the formerly proposed National Energy
Reserve.
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Potential production could be all or part of an estimated 40-200 million

barrels of oil and 20-100 billion cu/ft natural gas. Of the 36 leased areas

of the OCS, without discoveries, and on which no exploratory wells have been

drilled, 22 leases were included in the previously proposed National Energy

Reserve. (Fig. 1-2 and Plate I).

• The single valid lease \'lithan existing discovery

(Pitas Point Unit, Plate I) will require additional

Exploration before development and production can be

contemplated. This potential field could involve two

platforms, supporting submerged production facilities,

associated pipelines, and use of an existing onshore

treating and storage facility.

• The several unleased tracts of the previously proposed

National Energy Reserve are availahle for leasing under

this alternative (Plate I). To the extent that they

constitute part of the unleased area considered as

viable leasing area (Tables I-I and 1-2), a proportional

part of the estimated faciIi ties whi ch could he required

for exploration and development, and related potential

impacts, must be considered likely to follow if the

areas are leased.

2. Resubmit Proposed Legislation, Unchanged,
to the Congress for Consideration
Should the Secretary decide to resubmit his proposed

legislation (see Appendix VIII-l at the end of this section), in 'view of

recent court decisions it is assumed that simultaneous action to halt all

operations on the 35 existing leases would not take place. Subsequent to
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those decisions in 1974, the Geological Survey has terminated the suspension

of operations and approved the initial plan of operations for exploration

drilling on the Oak Ridge Unit which was included in the 35 leases formerly

proposed for inclusion in a National Energy Reserve.

The initial plan includes the drilling of two exploratory wells to evaluate

the geologic structure in the Unit area. The Geological Survey has approved

an application to drill and the Unit Operator plans to commence drilling in

March 1976.

Passage of the legislation (if resubmitted) would have the following

environmental effects:

• It would substantially reduce the potential for impacts of

OCS oil and gas operations to the existing environmental

and recreational qualities of a large se&ment of the Channel

and the four Channel Islands. Such legislation would offer

further protection of the Santa Barbara coastal area from

spills occurring on the Channel OCS, by substantially

enlarging the area in which Federal oil and gas development

is precluded.

• It would open Naval Petroleum Reserve No.4, on the Arctic

North Slope of Alaska, to exploration under Federal auspices,

with all attendant environmental impacts in a totally

different but possibly more fragile environment than the

Channel OCS.
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• It would preclude development and utilization of a known

discovery of oil and gas (the Pitas Point Unit), and it

would preclude discovery 1 ~evelopment, and utilization

of potential resources in a significant part of the

Channel OCS. Alternative sources of energy would have to .'

be found and developed, with attendant environmental

impacts which may be greater or lesser than those anticipated

in further Channel development.

• It would preclude the environmental impacts which could

result from allowing exploration, development and

production activities in the Channel area.

Should the Congress not pass the legislation, the various tracts of area

would once again revert to their present status. Previous discussion of

potential oil and gas activities on these tracts, and related impacts need

not be repeated here.

3. Submit New Proposed Legislation for
Establishment of a National Energy Reserve
but with a Different Selection of Lands to
be Encompassed.

The Secretary could propose legislation for establishment of

a National Energy Reserve in the Channel which encompassed a different

selection of tracts, from those proposed to the 93rd Congress. The basis for

a new selection would flow from a different basic rationale for proposing

such a Reserve; it could range from reasons much more specific than the

original, to something much more general. The possible combinations of

tracts to be included could conceivably range from a single tract, to only

the Federal Ecological Preserve, to the entire OCS of the Channel.
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The legal and operational status of various segments of the Channel OCS~

their general potential for oil and gas development1 the kinds and estimated

amounts of impacting activities involved in each such level of development1

and the magnitude of environmental impacts of each such activity, have been

previously identified in this document. The possible combinations of

rationale and tract selection that might be encompassed in a new Energy

Reserve in the Channel are too numerous and speculative to warrant further

attempt at specificity here as to possible environmental consequences of
each.

The Secretary's decision in the matter of a National Energy Reserve in the

Santa Barbara Channel is now speculative in any event. His decisions in the

future will involve a balancing of the environmental consequences as

described herein as well as a number of other factors including, but not

limited to, national energy need and security, balance of trade, national

energy self-sufficiency, and national and local economy.
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G. Alternative Sources of Energy
Should further oil and gas development of the Santa Barbara Channel

be prevented in whole or in part, a potential source of domestic energy
would be lost and according to the National Energy Policy Act, alternative
energy sources should be considered. The extent of alternative sources of
energy which would be needed to replace the potential sources from the
Santa Barbara Channel is dependent upon both the type of administrative
decision and the results of exploration and development, if permitted.
Complete information can be gained only by these operations.

In light of the present energy situation and the United States' self-suffi-
ciency goals, it is questionable whether substitution of anyone energy
alternative is a viable alternative to any environmentally acceptable opera-
tion that would result in increased energy from a domestic source. In the
President's message to the Congress transmitting the budget for Fiscal Year
1975 (February 4, 1974), he stated:

"The 1975 budget reflects a comprehensive national
energy policy to deal with current shortages and
provides funds to initiate the Federal position of
Project Independence, an accelerated private and
governmental effort to reestablish our capability
for self-sufficiency in energy by 1980."
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In order to attain this goal, usage of all environmentally acceptable
domestically-produced energy forms is required. In compliance
with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and to insure complete-
ness of this statement, energy alternatives have been both incorporated by
reference as described below and also discussed in the text.

A full consideration of the impact which would result from development of
alternative sources or a reduction of energy consumption is found in the
United States Department of the Interior's "Energy Alternatives and Their
Related Impacts." All of the discussion contained therein concerning the
environmental impact of the development of alternative sources which would
help meet national energy demands is specifically incorporated herein by
reference. Copies of that document may be obtained from the Assistant
Director of Minerals Management, Bureau of Land Management, 18th and C
Streets, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20240.

Reading copies are available in the Bureau of Land Management Office, 7663
Federal Building, 300 North Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, California
90012. An .expanded version is in preparation by the University of Oklahoma
under contract from the Council on Environmental Quality with funding sup-
port by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Environmental Protection Agency,
Federal Power Commission, and Federal Energy Administration. Its title will
be "Methodology and Documentation for Consistent Analysis of Energy Alter-
natives for Environmental Impact Statements." It is slated for completion
in spring 1975.

The U. S. Department of Interior's "Energy Alternatives and Their Related
Impacts" is a complete detailed study of long-term optional energy sources
and of energy conservation. As a supplement to this incorporated by reference
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alternative study, a brief discussion of the optional energy sources that
appear to have the most potential in the relatively near future is included

within the text of this statement.

Modifications have been made to render the discussion applicable to the
Santa Barbara Channel OCS and to the potential levels of development within
the Channel area. Also, a nuclear energy alternative section has been added
and minor editorial and technical changes were made.

Table VIII-l following provides units and energy source conversions for the
various potential oil and gas development levels considered for the Channel.
Definitions of the various levels of development appear in table 1-2.

The following is a list of energy sources or actions which might be employed
as substitutes to OCS oil and gas should further Santa Barbara Channel
potential development be prevented or severely limited:

1. Energy conservation
2. Conventional oil and gas supplies
3. Coal
4. Synthetic sources of oil and gas
S. Hydroelectric power
6. Nuclear power
7. Solar energy
8. Energy imports
9. Other energy sources

10. Combination of alternatives

Each of the items is discussed briefly in the pages that follow.
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Table VIII-l.--ENERGY NEEDED FROM OTHER SOURCES TO REPLACE THE ESTIMATED OIL AND GAS
PRODUCTION FROM VARIOUS POTENTIAL LEVELS OF SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL OCS DEVELOPMENT

1. Btu .11 in trillions of Btu'sequava ents

Level 12 (a) Oil - 200 to 300 million barrels 1,160 to 1,740
(b) Gas - 100 to 150 billion ft3 103 to 155

Total 1,263 to 1,895

Level 2 (a) Oil - 780 to 1,300 million ~arrels 4,520 to 7,550
(b) Gas - 390 to 650 billion ft 402 to 670

Total 4,922 to 8,220
Level 3 (a) Oil - 40 to 200 million ba3rels 233 to 1,160

< (b) Gas - 20 to 100 billion ft 21 to 103H
H
H .
I Total 254 to 1,263(.N

VI

Level 4 (a) Oil - 40 to 150 million ba~rels 232 to 870
(b) Gas - 20 to 70 billion ft 21 to 72

Total 253 to 942

Total of areas included in Levels 1, 2, 3, & 4

(a) Oil 1,060 to 1,950 million barrel~ 6,145 to 11,320
(b) Gas - 530 to 970 billion ft3 547 to 1,000

Total 6,692 to 12,320

(All footnotes appear on the last page of this table)



2. Oil equivalents in millions of barrels
Level 1 (a) Oil equivalents to replace oil

production from the Channel 200 to 300

(b) Oil equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 18 to 27

Total 218 to 327

Level 2 (a) Oil equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 780 to 1,300

(b) Oil equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 70 to 116

Total 850 to 1,416
<: Level 3 (a) Oil equivalents to replace oilt-4
t-4
t-4 production from the Channel 40 to 200
I

tN
0\

(b) Oil equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 3.6 to 17.8

Total 43.6 to 217.8
Level 4 (a) Oil equivalents to replace oil

product.Lonvfz-omthe Channel 40 to 150
(b) Oil equivalents to replace gas

production from the Channel 3.6 to 12.5

Total 43.6 to 162.5
,



Total of areas included in Levels 1, 2, 3, & 4

(a) Oil equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 1,060.0 to 1,950.0

(b) Oil equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 95.2 to 173.3

Total 1,155.2 to 2,123.3

3. Gas equivalents in billions of ft3 of gas
Level 1 (a) Gas equivalents to replace oil

production from the Channel 1,120 to 1,690

(b) Gas equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 100 to 150

<: Total 1,220 to 1,8401-4
1-4
1-4
I Level 2 (a) Gas equivalents to replace oiltN

'-J production from the Channel 4,370 to 7,300
(b) Gas equivalents to replace gas

production from the Channel 390 to 650

Total 4,760 to 7,950
Level 3 (a) Gas equivalents to replace oil

pr educt ion from the Channel 224 to 1,120

(b) Gas equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 20 to 100

Total 244 to 1,220



Level 4 (a) Gas equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 224 to 840

(b) Gas equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 20 to 70

Total 244 to 910

Total of areas included in Levels 1, 2, 3, & 4

(a) Gas equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 5,938 to 10,950

(b) Gas equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 530 to 970

Total 6,468 to 11,920
< 4. Coal equivalents in millions of short tonsH
H
H
I Level 1 (a) Coal equivalents to replace oil
tN production from the Channel 48.40 72.60oo to

(b) Coal equivalents to replace gas
production from the, Channel 4.36 to 6.55

Total 52.76 to 79.15

Level 2 (a) Coal equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 189.00 to 315.00

(b) Coal equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 16.95 to 28.10

Total 205.95 to 343.1



Level 3 (a) Coal equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 9.6 to 48.2

(b) Coal equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel 0.9 to 4.3

Total 10.5 to 52.5

Level 4 (a) Coal equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel 9.7 to 36.3

(b) Coal equivalents to,replace gas
production from the Channel 0.9 to 3.0

Total 10.6 to 39.3

Total of areas included in Levels 1. 2. 3. s 4
-e (a) Coal equivalents to replace oilt-1
t-1
t-1 production from the Channel 256.7 to 472.1
I

c.N
\0 (b) Coal equivalents to replace gas

production from the Channel 23.1 to 41.9

Total 279.8 to 514.0

5. Electrical equivalents in millions of megawatts hours

Level 1 (a) Electrical equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) for end use3 220.0 to 330.0

(ii) for electrical generation4 136.0 to 204.0



(b) Electrical equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 19.8 to 29.4

(ii) for electrical generation 12.2 to 18.1

(i) Total for end use 239.8 to 359.4

(ii) Total for electrical generation 148.2 to 222.1

Level 2 (a) Electrical equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 865.0 to 1,420.0

(ii) for electrical generation 532.0 to 888.0
<: (b) Electrical equivalents to replaceH gas
H production from the ChannelH
I

.j::>,

0 (i) for end use 77.1 to 127.0

(ii) for electrical generation 47.4 to 79.0

(i) Total for end use 942.1 to 1,547.0

(ii) Total for electrical generation 579.4 to 967.0

Level 3 (a) Electrical equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) 'for end use 43.8 to 220.0

(ii) for electrical generation 26.7 to 135.5



(b) Electrical equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 3.9 to 19.6
(ii) for electrical generation 2.4 to 12.2

(i) Total for end use 47.7 239.6
(ii) Total for electrical generation 29.1 to 147.7

Level 4 (a) Electrical equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 44.1 to' 165

(ii) for electrical generation 27.3 to 102
<:

(b) Electrical equivalents to replace1-1 gas1-1
1-1 production from the Channel
I+:-•....

(i) for end use 4.0 to 13.8
(ii) for electrical generation 2.4 to 8.6

(i) Total for end use 48.1 to 178.8
:

(ii) Total for electrical generation 29.7 to 110.6



Total of areas included in Levels I, 2, 3 & 4

(a) Electrical equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 1,172.9 to 2,135.0

(ii) for electrical generation 722 to 1,329.5

(b) Electrical equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel

-.
'(i) for end use 104.8 to 189.8

(ii) for electrical generation 64.4 to 117.9
(i) Total for end use 1,277.7 to 2,324.8

< (ii) Total for electrical generation 786.4 to 1,447.4I-i
I-i
I-i
I 6. Slightly enriched uranium fuel equivalents in short tons.j::.

l',,)

Level 1 (a) Uranium equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 992.0 to 1,490.0

(ii) for electrical . 5 610.0 to 917.0generat10n

(b) Uranium equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 87.5 to 1,345.0

(ii) for electrical generation 55.1 to 82.8

(i) Total for end use 1,079.5 to 2,835.0
(ii) Total for electrical generation 665.1 to 999.8



Level 2 (a) Uranium equivalents to replace oil
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 3,880.0 to 6,460.0

(ii) for electrical generation 2,390.0 to 3,980.0

(b) Uranium equivalents to replace gas
production from the Channel

(i) for end use 348.0 to 576.0
(ii) for electrical generation 214.0 to 355.0

(i) Total for end usc 4,228.0 to 7,036.0
(ii) Total for electrical generation 2,604.0 to 4,335.0

-<.-. Level 3 (a) Uranium equivalents to replace oil.-.
H production from the ChannelI.j:>.
t;,l

(i) for end use 195.0 to 987. O.

(ii) for electrical generation 121, 0 to 608.0
(b) Uranium equivalents to replace gas

production from Channel

(i) for end use 17.7 to 88.5

(ii) for electrical generation 10.9 to 54.3

(i) Total for end use 212.7 to 1,075.5

(ii) Total for electrical generation 131.9 to 662.3



Level 4 (a) Uranium equivalents to replace oil
production from Channel

(i) for end use 198 to 750

(ii) for electrical generation 122 to 460

(b) Uranium equivalents to replace gas
production from Channel

(i) for end use 17.7 to 62.0

(ii) for electrical generation 10.9 to 38.1
(i) Total for end use 215.7 to 812.0
(ii) Total for electrical generation 132.9 to 498~1

< Total of areas included in Levels, 1, 2, 3, & 4............ (a) Uranium equivalents to replace oil
I~ production from Channel~

(i) for end use 5,265.0 to 9,687.0

(ii) for electrical generation 3,243.0 to 5,965.0

(b) Uranium equivalents to replace gas
production from Channel

(i) for end use 470.9 to 2,071.5

(ii) for electrical generation 290.9 to 530.2
(i) Total for end use 5,735.9 to 11,758.5
(ii) Total for electrical generation 3,533.9 to 6,495.2



1 Conversion factors used:
1 barrel of oil = 5.8 x 106 Btu
1 cubic foot of natural gas = 1,032 Btu
1 cubic foot of natural gas = 1.78 x 10-4 barrel oil
1 barrel of oil = 5.62 x 103 cubic feet of natural gas
1 ton of coal = 24 x 106 Btu
1 pound of slightly enriched uranium fuel = 1.2 x 109 Btu based upon a 3.5% fission factor
1 kilowatt hour = 3,412 Btu at the theoretical conversion rate of other energy forms to

electricity at 100% efficiency
2 Refer to table 1-2 for identification of potential levels
3 Based on a 65% average efficiency of end use of oil and gas (such as oil and gas heating)

and a plant load factor of 80%
4 Efficiency of fossil fuel electricity generation was assumed to be 40%
5 Efficiency of nuclear fuel electricity generation was assumed to be 33%



1. Energy Conservation

Vigorous energy conservation is an alternative that warrants

serious consideration. The Project Independence Report of the Federal

Energy Administration claims that energy conservation alone can reduce

energy demand growth by 0.7 to.l.2 percent depending on the world price of

oil. Aside from these savings, it is now widely recognized that wasteful

consumption habits impose social costs such as pollution and an inequitable

distribution of fuel, that can no longer be afforded.

The residential and commercial sectors of the economy are often character-

ized as inefficient energy consumers. In the next 30 years, their share of

total energy use is expected to increase from 32 to 39 percent in the State

of California alone. Inadequate insulation, inefficient heating and cooling

systems, poorly designed appliances, and excessive lighting are often no-

ticed in these sectors. To achieve reductions in consum~tion beyond those

induced by fuel price increases could require new standards on products and

buildings, and/or subsidies and incentives. These incentives could impose

standards for improved thermal efficiency in existing homes and offices and

minimum thermal standards for new homes and offices.

Excessive consumption is also evident in the industrial sector where energy

inefficient work schedules, poorly maintained equipment, use of equipment

with extremely low heat transfer efficiencies, and failure to recycle heat

and waste materials are all commonplace. Estimated energy savings of be-

tween 10 and 30 percent may be available in this sector of the economy.

Transportation of people and goods accounts for approximately 25 percent of

nationwide energy use and nearly 35 percent in California. Energy ineffi-

ciency in the transportation sector varies directly with automobile usage.
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Automobiles, which account for 90 percent of all passenger movement in the

nation, use more than twice as much energy per passenger mile as buses.

Moreover, the average car carries only 1.3 passengers. Using short and mid-

term conservation measures such as consumer eduction, lower speed limits,

rate and service improvements on public transit and ~ail freight transit,

energy savings of 15-25 percent might be possible. For example, the Cali-

fornia Department of Transportation has estimated that a three percent

reduction in fuel consumption in 1974 resulted from the lower speed limit

on California highways.

Other policies to encourage fuel conservation in transportation could in-

clude standards for more efficient new autos and incentives to reduce miles

traveled. An important new development in the fuel economy area could be

the modification of the standard internal combustion engine. Although such

an engine is now in the advanced stages of development, further study by

automotive engineers, industry, and concerned Federal agencies is necessary

before an acceptable engine may be approved.

Significant energy savings are clearly possible through accelerated conser-

vation efforts. The Project Independence Report estimates that conservation

alone could result in a 2.2 million barrel per day reduction in petroleum

demand by 1985. These savings will be necessary in order to achieve the

goals of energy self-sufficiency.

California Coastal Zone
Conservation Commission Energy Conservation Policy

The California Coastal Zone Commission has recommended a number of energy

conservation policies in its preliminary Coastal Plan. They are presented

below by policy number.
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121. Restructure Utility Rates to Encourage Conservation. Utility rates

should be restructured to encourage energy conservation and peak load demand

reduction. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) should revise

rate structures to more accurately reflect the actual costs of production

and transmission of a tustomer's gas and electricity. The State Energy

Commission should assist the CPUC in the revisions as soon as it is able to

do so. (E-p2)

122. Reduce Energy Consumption Statewide and in Coastal Developments.

Non-essential consumption of energy should be reduced statewide, thereby

reducing the adverse environmental impact of energy sup~ly facilities on the

coastal zone. (E-p4)

a. Statewide Energy Conservation Measures Recommended. The energy con-

servation standards contained in Policies 123 through 126 below

clearly should be applied statewide and are therefore recommended to

the State Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission

("State Energy Commission") for its consideration in developing state-

wide energy conservation measures in fulfillment of its legislative

mandate. (E-p4)

b. Coastal Energy Conservation Standards May Also be Applied. If, for

any reason, a significant energy conservation program is not in

effect statewide by January 1, 1977, then the standards set forth in

Policies 123 through 126 below, or any improvement upon them recom-

mended or enacted by the Energy Commission, shall be applied by the

coastal agency to all development proposed within the agen~y's juris-

diction. Until that time, the application of such standards should be

required to the maximum extent feasible in any development as a
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contribution to energy efficiency and resource conservation. (E-p4)

123. Reduce Consumption of Electricity for Lighting. Unnecessary light-

ing in new or substantially remodeled residential, commercial, institutional,

or industrial development shall be reduced through State Energy Commission

action (or by the coastal agency within its jurisdiction--see Policy 122)

in the following ways. (E-p5)

a. Regulate Lighting Levels. Lighting shall not exceed 2.3 watts (2.5

volt-amperes) per square foot except in instances where higher levels

are shown to be necessary for high visual acuity tasks and public

health and safety.

b. Allow Only Efficient Lamps and Luminaries. Only efficient lamps and

luminaries, as defined in the proposed Standard 90-F of the American

Society of Heating, Ventilating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning

Engineers (ASHRAE), shall be allowed.

c. Provide for Selective On-Off Light Switching. In large office

buildings, light switches shall be provided so that portions of the

building, including portions of each floor, receiving adequate natural

light, or not in use, can be switched off selectively.

d. Use HPS Street Lighting. New street and highway lighting lumin-

aries shall be of the high pressure sodium (HPS) type, or an approved

alternative type equal in energy efficiency, unless there are environ-

mental, aesthetic, or public safety reasons for utilizing a different

type of light source. (E-p5) Consideration should be given to

establishment of a capital improvement fund, by passage of a State

bond issue or by other appropriate State funding, for the conversion
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of existing State, county, and municipal incandescent or mercury

vapor type street ~nd highway lighting to high pressure sodium (HPS)

type or equivalent. Conversion should take place as quickly as

possible given the financial resources available and manufacturing

and installation capacity. Funds expended could be repaid from

energy cost savings resulting from the conversion. (E-p9d) Other

appropriate energy-conserving devices (e.g., astronomical clocks that

eliminate lighting during daylight) and designs shall also be incorpo-

rated in all new public lighting systems. (E-p5)

e. Ban Lighted Advertising or Ornamental Signs. Proposed new advertising

or ornamental signs, whether on business sites or off, shall not be

electrically lighted, except that businesses shall be allowed on-site

lighted identification signs containing only the name, address, and

major project or service of the business, and these signs shall be

illuminated during darkness only when the business is open to the

public. (Incorporation of such standards in local sign ordinances,

as prescribed in Poli~y 58, should be considered.)

f. Minimize Building and Facade Lighting. Building and facade lighting,

exclusive of signs, shall be no greater than 1,000 watts or 2 percent

of the total interior lighting load of the building, whichever is

greater. On-site signs and facade lighting shall be included in the

project's energy budget. (E-p5)

124. Reduce Consumption of Electricity for Heating and Cooling.

Unnecessary use of electricity for heating, cooling, and ventilating in new

or substantially remodeled residential, commercial, institutional, or

industrial developments shall be reduced through State Energy Commission
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action (or by the coastal agency within its jurisdiction--see Policy 122)

in the following ways. (E-p6)

a. Restrict Electric Resistance Heating. No electric resistance heating

(water or space) shall be allowed unless: (1) an effective solar

delivery system and/or natural gas service are not available or ade-

quate for meeting· energy requirements; (2) electrical heating is

needed for medical, health, or public safety reasons; (3) some other

unusually high requirement for clean heat exists; or (4) a back-up

system for solar heating and cooling systems is required.

b. Build to Reduce Air Conditioning Needs. Air conditioning needs shall

be reduced by: (1) incorporating either mature planting, exterior

architectural shading projections, or reflecting and/or insulating

glass or exterior solar screens to shade or protect windows receiving

direct sunlight in warm climates; (2) incorporating operable sash and

vents in all exterior rooms for which ventilation is required by the

local building code, and making such sash and vents weather-tight by

use of weather-stripping; and (3) having variable thermostats for

areas with different air conditioning requirements.

c. Use Best Available Air Conditioning Technology. An air conditioning

design using the best practical available technology with low-level

or no electricity consumption shall be required. New conventional

compressive refrigeration air conditioning shall be permitted only if

an applicant can demonstrate that the life cycle costs of the conven-

tional system are substantially less than the lowest cost alternative

system available. The demonstration shall include a comparison of the

conventional and potential alternative schemes, including electric
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energy consumption, cooling output, and life cycle cost, together

with outline specifications and sketch plans to scale for both the

conventional and alternative systems. The comparison shall be sub-

mitted and signed by a California registered engineer. (Alternatives

may include cooling systems based on evaporative cooling, solar cool-

ing, nocturnal radiation, absorption refrigeration, heat pumps, rock

bed regenerators, and coolness storage, among others.) (E-p6)

(See the section on Alternative Energy Sources.)

125. Reduce Wasteful Consumption of Natural Gas in Pilot Lights and Gas
Flames.

Wasteful use of natural gas in new or substantially remodeled residential,

commercial, institutional, or industrial developments shall be reduced

through State Energy Commission action (or by the coastal agency within its

jurisdiction--see Policy 122) in the following ways. (E-p7)

a. Use Intermittent Electrical Ignition Systems or Other Means.

Intermittent electric ignition systems or other acceptable means shall

be used in lieu of gas pilot lights in all residential, commercial,

or industrial equipment (with the exception of water heater gas

pilots) installed in proposed new construction or additions to exist-

ing structures unless it can be conclusively demonstrated that the

gas pilot device: (1) has a substantially lower life cycle cost than

an electric ignition or other alternative system, computed at prime

interest rates; (2) that for particular equipment, the gas pilot light

is more energy efficient than available alternatives; or (3) that

public health or safety necessitates the use of pilots.

b. Ban Open Gas Flames. Open gas flames for advertising, promotional,

or decorative purposes shall not be allowed in proposed new industrial,



commercial, or residential construction or additions. This applies to

both exterior and interior installations. (E-p7)

126. Establish Energy Budgetsfot New Developments. An energy budget code

should be formulated, to be applied statewide by the Energy Commission to

all new or substantially remodeled residential, commercial, institutional,

and industrial developments. (E-p8)

a. Proposed Energy Budget Code Criteria. The code should set re-

quired energy budget performance levels for a range of building

types, sizes, occupancies, projected levels of intensity of use,

and locations. The energy budget shall state the energy inputs

and outputs of the proposed building or other development in BTU's

per cubic foot or in watts per square foot; and shall give the

extreme mean heat loss/gain of all buildings in peak heating and

cooling seasons. All proposals for enclosed developments shall

include outline specifications for the following: microclimate

description of the building site; microclimate modifiers such as

planting; total building exterior cladding material; building

insulation; building thermal inertia and energy storage capa-

bility; major building energy using and controlling- equipment such

as for lighting, heating, ventilating, and air conditioning.

b. Projects Requiring Energy Budget Analysis. An energy budget,

including outline specifications, shall be required for residential

developments of four or more dwelling units, or commercial or

industrial projects of 5,000 square feet of floor area or more.

It shall be signed by a California registered engineer or certi-

fied architect. Proposed light commercial structures of less
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than 2,700 square feet may be exempted from the specific standards

without submitting an energy system analysis, provided a California
::

registered engineer or certified architect states in writing that

the specific proposed design would be expected to meet or have a

lower annual energy consumption than the minimum established per-

formance for the project type. Consideration should also be given

to developing an exemption procedure for single family homes that

would permit administration of energy conservation measures through

local building codes without necessitating undue cost in the prep-

aration of energy budgets.

c. Projects Meeting Budget Standard Exempt from Specification
Requirements

A proposed building or development that meets the required energy

budget performance level set in the energy budget code, as shown

through an energy system analysis, shall be exempt from such

specification criteria as those described in Policies 123 through

125. (E-p8)

d. Research and Training Needed. To facilitate development and

implementation of an energy budget code statewide, detailed re-

search should be undertaken to define energy code standards, and

a State-financed program of in-service training for building in-

spectors to administer the energy budget should be instituted.

(E-p9)

e. Interim Budget Code for Coastal Developments. If the Energy

Commission has not made substantial progress toward development

of an energy budget code by January 1, 1977, the coastal agency

shall consider adoption of an interim budget code, to be applied
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to all development proposed within the agency's jurisdiction.

Such an interim code might be submitted by a responsible profes-

sional organization to the coastal agency for public hearing and

possible adoption. If adopted, the energy budget code would be

implemented through the coastal permit process in the same manner

set forth above. Until January 1, 1977, the development and ap-

plication of energy budgets should be encouraged as a contribution

to energy efficiency and resource conservation. (E-p8)

127. Implement Other Energy Conservation Measures Statewide. The State

Energy Commission and the State Legislature should, as part of a comprehen-

sive statewide energy conservation program, implement certain other conser-

vation measures statewide, as follows:

a. Tax Heavier, Less-Efficient Autoso Tax legislation should be

enacted that encourages the use of lighter automobiles with

smaller engines and increased energy efficiencies. (E-p9b)

bo Discourage Inefficient Appliances. Legislation should be enacted

requiring that (1) all appliances sold in California meet speci-

fied energy efficiency standards, and (2) all appliances be

clearly labeled with energy efficiency or energy consumption

information. (E-p9c)

c. Improved Energy Use Standards of Existing Buildings. A long-range

phased program for improving the energy use standards of existing

buildings in California, including replacing energy inefficient

equipment, should be devised and implemented. Special loans and/or

tax incentives should be considered to assist in upgrading insula-

tion, and incorporating low or non-fuel-using technologies that
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invol ve higher capital costs, (E-p9a)

Environmental Impacts

The environmental impacts of a vigorous energy conservation program will be

primarily beneficial in terms of fuel/energy consumed. The exact nature and

magnitude of these impacts will depend on whether there is a net reduction

in energy use or whether the reduction is accomplished through technological

change and substitutions. For the former, the net impacts will simply be

that there are fewer pollutants of all kinds unleashed. As an example, the

2.2 million bbl/day savings by 1985 mentioned above would result in a

diminishment of various pollutants by the following amounts.l

co - 4 lbs/l,OOO gals = 189 tons/day
Hydrocarbons - 3 lbs/l,OOO gals = 142 tons/day
Particulates - 23 lbs/l,OOO gals = 1,088 tons/day
NOx - 60 lbs/l,OOO gals = 2,838 tons/day
S02 - 157 lbs/I,OOO gals = 7,426 tons/day

If however, energy conservation is achieved by technological change or sub-

stituion, the net reductions will be those above, less the incremental pollu-

tants from other sources, as well as any new pollutants which might arise
from these other sources.

1HUD Contract #H2026R - "Research Evaluation of a System of Natural Air
Conditioning."
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2. Conventional Oil and Gas Supplies
Large quantities of oil still remain in the United States. The

U.S. Geological Survey estimates that undiscovered recoverable resources of
135-270 billion barrels of oil are located onshore. This figure, however,
is an estimate of the nation's total petroleum resource base and is not an
indication of the oil supply that will be available for future consumption.
The term "proved reserves" refers to those volumes of petroleum liquids that
are known from drilling and are economically producible at current prices
with current levels of technology. The Project Independence Report uses the
American Petroleum Institute's latest (Jan. 1, 1974) annual figure on proved
reserves, 35.3 billion barrels. In addition to these reserves, T. A.
Hendricks, W. C. Mallory, and associates of the USGS claim that an additional
25 to 45 billion barrels of petroleum liquids could be added to proved
reserves through extensions, revisions, and discoveries of new pools in
known fields.

Despite the magnitude of the proved reserve estimate, domestic oil produc-
tion is almost certain to continue its. decline from the peak production rate
attained in 1970. All of the 12 oil production forecasts discussed in the
Project Independence Blueprint claimed that, in the next few years, the
petroleum production decline would continue in the United States. Most of
these same forecasts predict increasing domestic production by the late
1970's but only under the most favorable conditions in terms of prices,
regulation, and environmental constraints.

Much of the domestic oil reserve is recoverable through secondary and ter-
tiary extraction techniques. However, the oil that is attainable in this
manner is in many cases "old" and hence subject to price controls. These
controls have diminished the incentive for using these sophisticated and
expensive recovery methods.

To substitute directly for the potential development for the Santa Barbara
Channel, onshore oil production would have to provide an additional 1,060
million to 1,950 million barrels and onshore gas production would have to
provide additionally 530 billion to 970 billion cubic feet. This substi-
tution would entail environmental impacts such as land subsidence, soil
sterilization, and disruption to existing land use patterns. Equipment
failure, human error, and blowouts may also impair environmental quality.
Morever, poor well construction and oil spills can result in ground and
surface water pollution.



a. Deregulation of the Wellhead Price of Natural Gas
The regulated price of natural gas has often been cited as

an important cause of the meager supply of domestic gas. Eliminating the
price ceiling on natural gas could have an inflationary impact though it
would encourage development of native gas reserves and thus help reduce
foreign dependence. With regard to the inflation issue, the lack of natural
gas supplies causes increased consumption of expensive alternatives; the
average price of natural gas after deregulation may well be less than these
alternative supplies. In any case, domestic supplies of natural gas have to
exist and have to be accessible. The OCS is believed to be one of the most
prospective areas for natural gas development.

b. Nuclear Stimulation of Gas Formations
Nuclear stimulation, an experimental method of fracturing

low permeability gas reservoirs otherwise incapable of sustaining commercial
production, has the potential to add materially to U.S. recoverable gas
reserves. The Atomic Energy Commission is conducting research and develop-
ment of nuclear explosives and techniques for utilizing the effects of
multiple nuclear explosives to recover natural gas locked in tight geologic
formations. Such gas cannot now be produced economically by conventional
methods. Most reserves which are amenable to nuclear stimulation lie in

thick, deep reservoirs of very low natural permeability located in the Rocky
Mountain area.

The Federal Power Commission has estimated that total yearly gas production
by 1985 from the Uinta, Piceance, and Green River Basin fields using nuclear
stimulation from 110 to 200 wells would be 812 to 1,939 billion cubic feet.l

1 Federal Power Commission, April 1973, Natural Gas Technology Task Force
for the Technical Advisory Committee of the Natural Gas Survey by the
Federal Power Commission, p. 11-7.
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Environmental effects of nuclear stimulation to increase natural gas
production from tight reservoirs are related to radioactivity and seismic
disturbance, both of which concern the surface or subsurface, leaving
atmospheric contamination or disturbance unlikely. The depth of the gas
formations of interest throughout the Rocky ~fountain area is such that the
probability of releasing any appreciable amounts of radiation to the
atmosphere at detonation time is considered negligible. Most of the
radioactivity produced by the explosives will remain underground, trapped
in the resolidified rock near the bottom of the chimney or attached to the
rock surfaces in the chimney.

Project design would consider mobile waters and assure that chimneys remain
isolated from them. Methods are being developed to dispose of water produced
with the gas and containing low levels of tritium. The potential environ-
mental impacts of nuclear stimulation of a single well or several wells in
small geographic areas have been evaluated by the AEC, for example, for the
Rio Blanco and Wagon Wheel Projects. Extrapolation to more extensive develop-
ment relates to frequency and size of explosives and changes in the local
environment. The possibility that residual stress from a number of
detonations might accumulate and present an earthquake stimulation hazard
requires continued appraisal during future nuclear stimulation projects.

3. Coal
Coal is the most abundant energy resource in the United States.

Coal deposits underlying nearly 460,000 square miles in 37 states constitute
one-quarter of the known world supply and account for 80 percent of our
proven fuel reserves. Proven reserves of coal contain 125 times the energy
consumed in 1970.
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To replace the energy from the potential development of the Santa Barbara
Channel 279.8 million to 514.0 million tons of coal would be necessary.
Though domestic reserves could easily provide this quantity, serious
limitations to coal development exist. In many uses, coal is an imperfect
substitute for oil or natural gas. In many other cases, coal use is
restricted by government constraints, limited availability of low sulfur
deposits, inadequate mining, conversion, and pollution abatement technology,
and the hazardous environmental impacts associated with coal extraction and
electricity generated from coal. Coal production is also threatened by the
unique set of labor problems associated with mining and new strict standards
for coal mine safety.

Although U.S. coal resources are very large, there is some geographic
dislocation. Most of our coal is found west of the Mississippi River far
from the concentrated industrial areas of the east and far west. Also, much
of the western coal is in arid or semi-arid areas where scarcity of water
could constrain development.

The portion of the demonstrated reserve base that is available for use
depends on whether the coal deposit can legally be mined, and if it can,
whether it is suited for underground or surface mining. Surface mines ~ay
recover up to 90% of the coal in a given mine; underground mines 50 to 60%
using room and pillar methods.

Public concern over dangerous underground mine conditions inspired the
Federal Coal Hining Health and Safety Act of 1969. This legislation has
improved underground mining conditions and therefore has reduced the
occupational hazards confronted by many coal miners. This Act has also
increased the costs of underground coal mining - an important side effect
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since most of the nation's coal reserves can be recovered only by underground
mining. Additionally, the Mining Health and Safety Act has given strip
mining a competitive advantage over underground mining becffilsestrip mining
is far less hazardous than underground mining and is subject to fewer of
the provisions and regulations of the Act.

The advent of new, strict air quality regulations has diminished the attractive-
ness of coal. One-third of the domestic coal reserve does not meet the low-
sulfur requirement. The two-thirds of this reserve that is environmentally
acceptable is located mainly in the Rocky Mountain States and is generally
of lower BTU value than eastern coals. The cost of transporting Rocky
Mountain coal to population centers of the eastern or '."esternUnited States
adds significantly to its price, putting much of it at a competitive
disadvantage with other energy sources.

4. Synthetic Sources of Oil and Gas
a. Oil Shale

The nation's vast oil shale resources have not in the past
been considered as part of the domestic energy supply because of the ready
availability of low cost oil and gas. Current needs, however, may necessi-
tate rapid development of this fossil fuel.

Oil shale can be processed after its extraction using a surface technique,
or, in place (in-situ) processing can be conducted. As with coal, oil shale
may be extracted using underground mines or surface techniques (i.e.,strip
mining).

The Green River Formation covering parts of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming
contains the most abundant concentration of oil shale in the nation.
Approximately 600 billion barrels of oil are believed to be deposited in
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this location. Oil shale development does pose serious environmental
risks however. With surface or conventional underground mining, it is very
difficult to dispose of the huge quantities of spent shale which occupy a
larger volume than before the oil was extracted. Inducing revegetation in
an area where oil shale has been developed is a difficult task often taking
in excess of ten years. The in-place processing alternative avoids many of
these environmental hazards but disturbance of underground aquifers and
contamination of ground waters are side-effects of both development techniques.

Commercial development of the Green River Formation would require significant
quantities of water. However, the Colorado-Utah-Wyoming area is low on water
supplies. Hence, another obstacle to oil shale development is posed.

The list of impediments does not end here. The Green River Formation is
sparsely settled. Oil shale development will cause major changes in existing
land uses and thus have social and economic repercussions in an area
traditionally devoid of large scale industry. Because the Colorado oil
shale lands have some of the largest migratory deer and elk herds in the
world, impacts on the regional wildlife are expected.

Roads, mining plant sites, waste disposal areas, and utility line corridors
will disrupt the land's vegetative cover and intensify sediment loads in the
area's streams. Disposing of the huge volume of waste water containing
dissolved inorganic and organic compounds without degrading natural ground
waters will severely strain the region's already scarce water resources.
Oil shale mining will raise noise pollution levels and the attendant
particulate emissions will lower ambient air quality.
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b. Synthetic Natural Gas and Oil
Liquifying and gasifying coal in commercial quantities is

another target of current energy research. Synthetic natural oil is the end
product of coal liquefaction while gasification produces synthetic natural
gas. Of the two methods, researchers have devoted more effort to gasifica-
tion because of the high costs encountered in producing synthetic natural
oil. Natural gas can also be synthesized from petroleum. Such gas has been
produced commercially in Europe and some forty plants are planned for the
United States.

High costs and the elementary level of technolo~y have impeded synthetic
natural gas and oil development. Pilot plants have been operating
domestically but commercial production levels have not been achieved. The
role of synthetic natural gas and oil in the nation's future energy supply
will depend on environmental standards, the effects of new health and
safety standards on coal mining and the availability of l'1ater.

Several environmental problems are associated with coal gasification and
liquefaction. The ecological side-effects of extracting coal are major
problems because coal is the raw material for both processes. ~1oreover,
these processes cause water, air, and noise pollution.

According to Dr. Thomas A. Henri (Bureau of Mines, USD!), a typical coal
gasification plant will produce 250 million cf/d of pipeline gas, consume
six to 10 million tons of coal annually, use about 6,000 gallons of water
per minute, and have capital costs (includin~ coal mine development) of over
$400 million. Synthetic oil and natural gas would have to supply 6,692
trillion to 12,320 trillion BTU's in order to substitute for the oil and
gas from potential Santa Barbara Channel development. If the 5ubstitution
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involved synthetic oil only then 1,155.2 million to 2,123.3 million barrels
would have to be produced. Complete substitution by coal gasification would
require 6,468 billion to 11,920 billion cubic feet assuming approximate
BTU heating value equivalence for natural and synthetic fuels.

Complete substitution by coal gasification would require 4 to 7 250-billion
BTU's per day coal gasification plants assuming a 20 year production period
for the Channel, and would require 400 to 700 million tons of coal. At an
estimated ~~SU million for-eacn·gasifica~ion plan~, these plants would cost
$1.0 billion to ~1.75 billion (because of the present lack of a commercial
synthetic gas industry and tne uncertainty of the related economics and
technology, SNG production projections are uncertain.)

The gross comparison involved in the above analysis is somewhat misleading
because perfect substitutability between synthetic gas and oil production
and OCS production is not possible. The difference in longevity between a
producing OCS field and a coal gasification plant requires consideration.
Total Channel production of 6,692 trillion to 12,320 trillion BTU's would be
spread over about a 20-year period while economic life of coal gasification
plants proposed as alternatives may be as long as 75 to 100 years.

Environmental impacts associated with coal conversion processes would largely
be those which are associated with the required mining of coal. In addition,
plant construction would require about 200 acres per plant. Large quantities
of water for the conversion would be needed and large quantities of
devolatized coal, called char, would be burned or gasified. Sulfur and
nitrogen oxides, bottom ash and fly-ash emissions would result. Water quality
would be affected and waste solids disposal could cause surface water
contamination problems. Noise will occur but would not likely be a problem
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beyond the plant property lines.

5. Hydroelectric Power
The energy captured from falling water is termed hydropower.

This falling water, regulated and controlled by human technology, is used
to drive turbines and thus produce electrical energy. The engineering
problems in converting hydropower to electrical energy were mastered early
and many of the maj or hydroelectric sites operating today were developed
in the early 1950's. The Pacific Northwest region and California are
served by hydroelectric power to a greater extent than most other regions
of the nation because of the wet climate and favorable topography.

Theoretically, increased domestic reliance on hydropower is currently
possible. The undeveloped potential for hydroelectric generation in the
lower 48 States alone is about 93,000 ~~ (FPC, 1972). If that potential
were developed fully then hydropower could supply nearly 8% of the current
domestic energy demand, (FPC, 1972). Yet most energy supply forecasts
envision a relative decline in hydropower's future contribution to domestic
energy needs. This paradox sterns from the following conditions:

• The sites with the greatest productive capacity and the
lowest development costs have already been exploited.

• Hydroelectric power imposes substantial land use conflicts
and environmental side-effects.

• The darns and reservoirs requirerl by hydropower development
have very high capital costs.

• The amount of energy that can be produced via hydropower
varies with the seasons.
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• Manipulation of reservoir storage capacity is constrained
by water use and flood control considerations.

In consequence of the above factors, an important future application
of hydropower in California, and across the entire Nation, will be "pumped
storage" hydroelectric projects. Pumped storage uses the excess energy
generated by nuclear or fossil fuel plants to pump water from a lower
reservoir to a higher one. During periods of peak electricity use, the
previously pumped water is allowed to fall from the upper reservoir through
a generating unit to the lower reservoir thus producing the electricity
required during the period of elevated demand. Pumped storage has at least
2 advantages:

1. It optionally utilizes the excess energy of conventional
electricity plants and thus improves their efficiency.

2. It makes available the most economical supply of peak
quantities of electricity during ,periods of accelerated demand.

The quantity of hydroelectric energy needed to substitute for the oil and
gas from the potential oes development in the Channel depends on whether the
oil and gas is used directly for purposes such as heating or if it is burned
to produce electricity, an indirect use. Since direct use is more efficient,
substitution in this instance would require a larger quantity of hydro-
electric energy versus the case where oil and gas were burned to 'produce
electricity.

To substitute for end uses, 1,277.7 million megawatt hours to 2,324.8 million
megawatt hours of hydroelectric energy would be needed. To substitute for
the electricity which could be generated by the oil and gas, 786.4 million
megawatt hours to 1,447.4 million megawatt hours would be needed.
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Several constraints limit future hydro~ower development and its feasibility
as an alternative to fossil fuels. Hydropoi ..•er cannot he suhstituted for
oil and gas in transportation uses or in industrial uses that depend on the
unique properties of oil and gas. Land use priorities may inhibit develop-
ment of the few potential hydro sites east of the Mountain states.
Furthermore, few dams are built solely for hydroelectric power generation.
Irrigation, navigation, municipal and i~dustrial uses, and flood control
are frequently more important than and not fully compatible with power
production needs. Since hydropower is most often u5ed to service peak
loads, other energy sources must be relied on for base ~ower loads.

Construction of a hydroelectric dam represents an irrever5ihle commitment
of the land resources beneath the dam and lake. Flooding eliminates wildlife
habitat and prevents other uses such as agriculture, mining, and free-flowing
river recreation.

Hydroelectric projects do not consume fuel and do not cause air pollution.
However, use of streams for power may displace recreational and other uses.
Water released from reservoirs during summer months may change ambient water
temperature and lower the oxygen content of the river downstream, adversely
affecting indigenous fish. Fluctuating reservoir releases during peak load
operation may also adversely affect fisheries and downstream recreation.

Fish may die if exposed to nitrogen supersaturated water. Nitrogen
supersaturation results at a dam when excess water escapes from the draining
reservoir. High nitrogen levels in the Columbia and Snake River pose a
threat to the salmon and steelhead resources of these rivers.
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6. Nuclear Power
The predominant nuclear system used in the U.S. is the uranium

dioxide fueled, light water moderated and cooled nuclear power plant.
Research and development is being directed toward other types of reactors,
notably the breeder reactor and fusion reactors.

Installed nuclear capacity as of June 1974 was 28,000 MW. At that time,
nuclear power generated about 6 per~ent of the Nation's electricity. However,
about half of the electrical power capacity nm\'under construction is
nuclear powered. Nuclear power development has encountered delays in
licensing and siting, environmental constraints, and manufacturing and
technical problems. Future capacity will be influenced by the availability
of plant sites, plant licensing considerations, environmental factors,
nuclear fuel costs, rate of development of the breeder and fusion reactors,
and capital costs. In order to meet future uranium requirements, an
increase in exploratory activity will be necessary.

The nuclear capacity required to generate electricity to substitute for
potential Santa Barbara Channel DCS Development is sho~~ below for two cases:

• all of the potential Channel development of DCS oil
and gas used to generate electricity

• all of the potential Channel development of DCS oil and
gas devoted directly to end uses such as oil and gas
heating.

Nuclear capacity required to substitute for the electricity which could be
generated by oil and gas from the potential DeS Channel development would
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be 6 to 10 1,000-~M plants.l,2

Capacity required to substitute for end uses would be 9 to 17 l,ooo-~m
plants.l,2 The required amounts of nuclear fuel for end use and electrical
generation are shown below.

End Use
For

Electrical Generation
From To From To

Short tons of slightly enriched
uranium fuel necessary to sub-
stitute for oil and gas production
from the Santa Barbara Channel.3 5,735.9 ll,75R.5 3,533.9 6,495.2

Short tons of slightly enriched
uranium fuel in the first core -
first year only 780.0 1,600.0 482.0 884.0

Short tons of slightly enriched
uranium fuel required for annual
reloading of cores.4 260.0 534.0 160.0 295.0

Acres of land required for nuclear
power plant sites.5 ,13,500 25,500 9,000 15,000

1 Assuming 80 percent plant factor.
2 A limitation of this comparison should be noted. By asserting that a

certain number of nuclear generators are required to replace potential
DCS Channel development, perfect substitutability between a fixed plant,
the nuclear generators, and a depletable resource, the DCS hydrocarbon
base, is assumed. The comparison is therefore not perfect. This can be
most readily seen by noting the discrepancy between the life expectancy
of an DCS oil field (about 20 years) versus the longer average lifetime
of a nuclear generator which is about 40 years.

3 Assuming a 3.5% Fission of the slightly enriched uranium fuel yielding
1.2 x 10~ BTU/lb., and a 33% efficiency factor for a nuclear generation
plant as compared to a 40% efficiency for fossil fuel electric generation.

4 Based upon annual core reloads equaling about 1/3 of the initial core
load.

5 Assuming 1,500 acres per l,OOO-MW unit using cooling ponds.
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Some airborne and liquid radioactive materials are released to the environ-
ment during normal operation. The amounts released are very small and
potential exposure has been shown to be less than the average level of
natural radiation exposure. The plants are designed and operated in such
a way that the probability of harmful radioactivity releases from accidents
is very low.

Nuclear plants use essentially the same cooling process as fossil-fuel
plants and thus share the problem of heat dissipation from cooling water.
However, light-water reactors require larger a~ounts of cooling water and
discharge greater amounts of waste heat to the water than comparably sized
fossil-fuel plants. The effects of thermal discharges may be beneficial
in some cases. Adverse effects can be'mitigated by use of cooling ponds.

Low level radioactive wastes from normal operation of a nuclear plant must
be collected, placed in protective containers, and shipped to a~ AEC storage
site and buried. High level wast.es created within the fuel elements remain
there until the fuel is spent. They are then isolated in a fuel reprocessing
plant and stored in liquid or solid form at AEC facilities.

7. Solar Energy
Energy from the sun can be used to heat or cool individual

buildings and to generate electricity. In the 1940's and 1950's, prior to
the availability of low cost natural gas, firms selling solar water heaters
generated considerable business in California and Florida. Commercially
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installed solar heating and cooling in homes may be in wider use in many
parts of the nation by 1985 but will not be common until later and possibly
much later. Intensifying current research and development could hasten
these dates (Horrow, 1973). Solar energy may eventually supply 35 to SO
percent of the nearly 20 percent of the nation's energy that is now devoted
to space conditioning, thus reducing significantly the peak electricity
demands of the summer months.

Congressional interest in solar energy research has recently been aroused.
The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974 legislates a
$60 million demonstration program aimed at proving the commercial feasibility
of solar heating of buildings and homes by 1977 and of combined solar heating
and cooling systems for those structures by 1979. Although fuel costs for
backup systems and maintenance costs for solar units are miniscule when
compared with operating costs of conventional heating and cooling systems,
the initial or "fixed" costs of solar units are too high to make them
competitive. The typical solar heating system for a home costs $5,000-$0,000
(including costs of a standby conventional furnace) compared to ~1,OOO-~2,OOO
for a conventional fossil-fuel home heating unit. However, the rising cost
of the gas and oil needed by the conventional heaters means that the initial
difference in fixed costs will quickly be overshadowed by the solar systems'
lack of fuel costs. Therefore, though more costly at first, the solar units
appear to be the economical alternative over time.

The full potential of solar energy can be realized only after large-scale
generation of electricity using solar energy becomes technically and
economically feasible. In this regard the Ford Administration has requested
$33 million for solar electric programs in fiscal 1975 - almost ~26 million
more than the fiscal 1974 appropriation. A number of technical and engineering
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problems now prevent commercialization of solar steam-electric plants though
pilot projects are well underway. It is estimated that solar electricity
could be available on increased scale in 10-15 years. (As a comparison,
peak production from potential Channel development might occur in six to
eight years.)

Solar-electric energy does have a few disadvantageous aspects--high capital
costs, expensive maintenance of solar collectors, thermal waste disposal,
and distortion of local thermal balances being the most prominent.

The accelerating real costs of fossil-fuel will continue to increase the
attractiveness of the solar energy option. In addition, the environmental
impacts of solar energy are relatively less severe than those imposed by
the traditional energy sources.

Solar energy cannot substitute for petroleum in all uses, transportation
and petrochemicals being the most evident examples. However, as solar energy
is used with increasing frequency for heating and electricity generation,
oil and gas supplies previously devoted to heating and electricity will be
channelled to the petrochemical and transportation inmlstries and other
exclusive uses of oil and gas.

8. Energy Imports
a. Oil

Increasing U.S. reliance on foreign energy supplies is
another alternative to the proposed offshore California sale. U.S. imports
of petroleum in 1973 amounted to 2.264 billion barrels. If oil from foreign
sources were to replace the hydrocarbons expected from the potential OCS
Channel development, then an additional 1,155.2 million to 2,123.3 million
barrels would have to be imported during the life of Channel production. At
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1974 world oil prices, this would entail a $12.1 to $22.4 billion increase

in our oil import bill.

Studies conducted by the Department of the Interior show that oil produced
on the OCS of the United States is much cheaper than the foreign alternative.
Extraction plus transportation costs for OCS oil are anywhere from $6.50 to
$8.00 per barrel less than the world oil price.

The Project Independence study concluded that oil import levels will rise or
at least remain the same in the next few years, no matter what long term
actions the U.S. takes. Projected oil imports under the different strategies
studied are shown below.

1985 U.S. Oil Imports

Base case wi and wlo emergency
programs

Accelerated supply
Conservation
Accelerated supply plus

conservation

World Oil Price ~7
(HMBD)

12.4
8.5
9.8

5.6

$11
(HMBD)

3.3
o

1.2

o
Source: Federal Energy Administration, Project Independence Report,

November 1974, p. 34.

For the base case, total 1985 oil imports at $7 world oil prices are estimated
at 12.4 million bid. Of these, 6.8 million would be susceptible to disruption.
At $11 world oil prices, 1985 imports for the base case are estimated-at
3.3 million barrels a day, of which 1.2 million would be subject to disruption.

Canada, the second largest supplier of U.S. crude imports, has adopted a
policy of gradual phasing out of all crude exports to the U.~., possibly by
1983. As of January 1, 1975, the level of allowable exports to the U.S. was
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lowered to 800,000 bId, and Canada is considering a further reduction. u.s.
oil imports from Canada peaked at about 1.2 million bId in 1973, and ran from
about 760,000 to 900,000 bId in late 1974. Actual crude exports to the u.s.
in the last three months of 1974 were less than the new allowable level.

Total U.S. crude oil imports, on a four week average for December 1974, were
slightly over 4 million bId, compared with 3.04 million bId for a comparable
period in 1973. Oil imports have contributed to U.S. balance of payments
problems.

Among the adverse environmental impacts of importing oil are possible spills
from tankers carrying imported oil. Spills can result from intentional
discharges, accidental discharges, tanker casualties, and tanker collisions.
A study of oil pollution in domestic waters during 1969-70 showed that
tankers accounted for about 28% of the polluting oil. Results from that
study are presented in Table VIII-2.

b. Natural Gas
Pipeline imports of natural gas into the u.s. have come

mainly from Canada and Mexd co , However , significant expansion of natural
gas imports from these countries is questionable because of increasing
domestic demand, both current and future, within Canada and Hexico. Canada's
intention to gradually phase out all crude oil exports to the U.s. creates
uncertainty regarding future natural gas exports to the u.s.

The growing shortage of domestic gas has encouraged projects to import
liquefied natural gas (LNG) under long term contract. Large scale shipping
of LNG is a relatively new industry and the lI.S. does not yet have facilities
for receivinE base load shipments. Several LNG proje~ts are now under
consideration on the Pacific, Atlantic, and Gulf coasts. However, the Middle
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TABLE VIII-2
ESTIMATED ANNUAL OIL POLLUTION OF THE OCEANSa

MARINE OPERATIONS
Tankers

LOT tank cleaning operations
Non-LOT tank cleaning operations
Discharge due to bilge pumping,

leaks and bunkering spills
Vessel casualties
Terminal operations

METRIC TONS PERCENT

265,000 5.41
702,000 14.34

100,000 2.04
250,000 5.11

70,000 1.42

Tank Barges
Discharge due to leaks
Barge casual ties
Terminal operations

All Other Vessels
Discharge due to bilge pumping,

leaks and bunkering spills
Vessel casualties

Offshore Operations
NON-MARINE OPERATIONS

Refineries and Petrochemical
plants

Industrial Machinery
Highway Motor Vehicles

TOTAL

20,000
32,000
18,000

600,000
250,000

300,000
750,000

1,440,000

4,897,000

0.41
0.65
0.38

12.25
5.11

6.12
15.31
29.41

100.0

a The final total does not include oil contributed by recrea-
tional boats, hydrocarbon fallout, and natural seepage.

Source: Tankers and the U.S. Energy Situation - an Economic
and Environmental Analysis. Joseph D. Porricelli
and Virgil F. Keith.
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East oil cutback has raised questions concerning the security of foreign,
especially Algerian, sources of LNG. The complexity of and length of time
involved in implementing these proposals has been increased by the need for
negotiating preliminary contracts, securing the approval of the Federal
Power Commission and the exporting country, and making adequate provision
for environmental and safety concerns in the proposed U.S. facilities.

Natural gas imports of 6,468 billion to 11,920 billion cubic feet would be
required to replace the total energy expected from potential Channel develop-
ment. In view of Canadian policy of phasing out crude exports and limiting
future energy exports in order to meet anticipated increases in domestic
demand, it is doubtful that any more gas would be available for import by
pipeline.

LNG import levels will depend on how soon this industry can be introduced
into the U.S. The question of security of foreign LNG supplies has caused
re-evaluation of these projects.

The environmental impacts of LNG imports arise from tankers; terminal,
transfer, and regasification facilities; and transportation of the gas. The
primary hazard of handling LNG is the possibility of a fire or explosion
during transportation, transfer, or storage.

Receiving and regasification facilities will require prime shoreline
locations and dredging of channels. ReRasification of LNG will release few
pollutants to the air or water.

LNG imports will influence the U.S. balance of payments. This impact will
depend on the oriRin and purchase price of the LNG, the source of the capital,
and the country (U.S. or foreign) in which equipment is purchased and LNG
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tankers are built.

9. Other Energy Sources
The high costs and rapidly shrinking reserves of the traditional

energy fuels have encouraged research into new and different sources for
potential energy. As the traditional fuels continue to exhibit accelerating
rates of cost growth, demand for and eventual substitution of alternate
energy forms will occur. Some of these alternate sources have been known
for decades but high costs and technical problems have prevented their
widespread use.

Environmental impacts of these alternatives are sometimes difficult to
assess, especially if a great amount of research and development remains to
be completed before operational scale systems can he developed, tested, and
evaluated.

For the alternatives listed below. the date of commercial availability will
depend on the cost of the traditional energy fuels. the level of Federally-
subsidized research. and the probability of encountering insurmountable
engineering and technical problems. Thus some of these energy sources could
be installed within a decade. while others may prove never to be feasible.

Possible significant energy contribution before 19851

Energy forms
Geothermal energy
Tar sands
Solar

Primary Limitations
Resources
Resources
Technology

Secondary Limitations
Economics
Economics
Economics

1 After: New Energy Forms Task Group 1971-1985. National Petroleum
Council Committee on U.S. Energy Outlook. 1972.
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Improbable significant contributions before 1985

Energy Forms
Hydrogen
Biological (agri-

cultural &
wastes)

Tidal
Wind

Economics

Economics
Resources
Resources

Secondary Limitations
Technology

Resources
Economics
Economics

Energy Conversion Devices
Fuel cells Technology Economics
Thermionics Technology Economics
Thermoelectric Technology Economics
Hagnetohydro-

dynamics Technology Economics

Federal energy research and development funding has expanded significantly
in the last few years. President Nixon announced in his Energy Hessage of
January 23, 1974, that Federal commitment for direct energy research and
development will be increased to Sl.8 billion in FY 75. Table VIII-3 shows
the funds for different areas of research and the agencies involved.

10. Combination of Alternatives
The future U.S. energy source mix will depend on a multiplicity

of factors, among them the identification of resources, research and develop-
ment efforts, development of technology, rate of economic growth, the
economic climate, changes in life style and priorities, capital investment
decisions, energy prices, world oil prices, environmental quality priorities,
government policies, and availability of imports.
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TABLE VIII-3
FEDERAL ENERGY R&D FUNDING

($ million)
Direct programs FY74 FY75
Conservation 65.0 128.6
a. End use (residential & commercial) 15.0 27.9
b. Improved efficiency (transmission) 5.0 18.8
c. Improved efficiency (conversion) 14.9 29.8
d. Improved efficiency (storage) 2.9 6.4
e. Automotive 14.2 23.7
f. Other transportation 13.0 22.0

Oil, gas, and shale 19.1 41.8
a. Production 3.0 17.0
b. Resource assessment 5.0 13.1
c. Oil shale 2.3 3.0
d. Related programs 8.8 8.7
Coal 164.4 415.5
a. Mining 7.5 55.0
b. Mining, health, & safety 27.0 27.7
c. Direct combustion 15.9 36.2
d. Liquefaction 45.5 108.5
e. Gasification (high B1l.J)** 33.0 65.3
f. Gasification (low BTU) 21.3 50.7
g. Synthetic fuels pioneer prog. 42.1
h. Resource assessment 1.2 1.9
i. Other (incl. common technology) 11.7 28.1

*Agency

001, other
AEC, DOl, NSF
AEC, 001, NSF
AEC, NSF
AEC,EPA,NSF,DOT,
DOD, NASA
DOT, DOC

001
001, NSF
001
AEC, 001

001
001
001, NSF
001, NSF
001, NSF, AEC
DOl, NSF
001 1/
001 -
DOl

Environmental control 65.5 178.5
a. Near tenn SOx 39.9 82.0 EPA, 001
b. Advanced SOx 4.0 12.0 EPA
c. Other fossil fuel pollutants 13.1 57.0 EPA
d.

(incl. NOx' particulates)
AECThermal pollution 1.5 18.5 EPA,

e. Automotive emissions 7.0 9.0 EPA

!I This request was later reduced by $27.0 million.
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!! The AEC research budget was later increased by $40 million.
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TABLE VIII-3 (Continued)
FEDERAL ENERGY R&D FUNDING

($ million)
Support Programs FY74 FY75 Agency
Basic research 94.5 174.6 AEC, NSF
a. Materials 13.2 32.9
b. Chemical, physical, engineering 30.8 58.1
c. Biological 40.3 60.5
d. Plasmas 2.8 8.2
e. Mathematical 7.4 14.9

Manpower development 6.3 8.5 AEC, NSF
Total (direct energy R&D) 999.1 1,815.5
Total (support programs) 270.5 486.5
Total (direct and support) 1,269.6 2,302.0

*Agency codes:
AEC - Atomic Energy Commission
DOC - Department of Commerce
DOD - Department of Defense
DOl - Department of the Interior
DOT - Department of Transportation
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
FEA - Federal Energy Administration
FPC - Federal Power Commission
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NSF - National Science Foundation

** Funds for high BTU gasification in the Office of Coal Research budget
do not include Trust Fund amounts.

*** Includes amounts for laser fusion directed toward military applica-
tions.
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The Project Independence Reportl estimated U.S. energy demand and domestic
supply for four cases. These data are shown below.

U.S. Energy Demand and Domestic Supply, 1985
World Oil Price

Base casew/ and w/o emergency
programs

Accelerated supply
Conservation
Accelerated supply plus

conservation

$7 per barrel $11 per barrel
Demand Domestic Demand Domestic

(quads) Supply (quads) Supply
(quads) (quads)*

109.1 84.2 102.9 96.3
109.6 92.6 104.2 104.2
99.2 79.6 94.2 91.8

99.7 88.5 96.3 96.3
*Quad - a quadrillion BTU's.

The tabulation below shows the breakdown of total domestic fuel supplies for
the base case and the accelerated supply case.

Domestic Fuel Consumption by Source, 1985
(in quads)
$7 world oil $11 world oil

1972 Base Acc Base Acc
Actual Case Supply Case Supply

Coal 12.5 19.9 17.7 22.9 20.7
Oil 22.4 23.1 30.5 31.3 38.0
Gas 22.1 23.9 24.7 24.8 25.5
Hydro and Geo 2.9 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8
Nuclear 0.6 12.5 14.7 12.5 14.7
Synthetics 0.4
Imports • 11.7 24.8 17.1 6.5 0
Total 72.1 109.1 109.6 102.9 104.2

The increases in domestic supply under the accelerated supply case are due
largely to the following:

1 The data cited in thi~ s~ction are taken from: Federal Energy Administra-
tion, Project Independence Report, November 1974.
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Standardization and expedited licensing to increase nuclear
capacity 15% by 1985.
Significant new leasing, exploration and development of the
Pacific, Gulf of Alaska, and Atlantic OCS.
Additional oil and gas pipelines from Alaska to the lower 48.
Increased Federal leasing and actions to allow additional oil
shale production.
Opening Naval Petroleum Reserves #1 and #4 to full scale
commercial development.
Possible mandatory allocation or other actions to assure
critical materials and equipment to meet expected production
levels.

For the base case, the Project Independence Report envisions the role of
alternative energy sources as the following:

Petrolet~ production is severely constrained in the short run
and greatly affected by world oil prices in the lonr,run.
Before 1977 there is little that can prevent domcstic pro-
duction from declining or at best remaining constant.
Coal production will increase significantly, but is limited
by lack of markets. Increases arc limited by rate of
electric growth, increasing nuclear capacity, and environ-
mental restrictions.
Potential increases in natural gas production are limited.
Nuclear power is expected to grow from 4.5% to 30% of total
electric power generation.
Synthetic fuels will not playa major role between now and

. 1985.

Shale oil could reach 250,000 BID by 1985 at $11 world oil
prices, but would be lower if $7 prices prevail.
Geothermal, solar, and other advanced technologies are large
potential sources, but will not contribute to our energy
supplies until after 1985.

In the interest of clarity of presentation, the previous sections have
discussed separately each potential alternative form of energy as a nossible
substitute potential further Santa Barbara Channel oil and gas development.
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11owever, it is unlikely that there will ever be a single definitive choice
between energy sources or that development of one source will preclude
development of others. Different energy sources will differ in their rate
of development and the extent of their contribution to U.S. energy supplies.
Understanding of the extent to which they may replace or complement offshore
oil and gas requires reference to the total national energy picture.
Relevant factors are:

• Historical relationships indicate that energy requirements
will grow at approximately the same rate as gross national
product.

• Energy requirements can be constrained to some degree through
the price mechanisms in a free market or by more direct
constraints. One important type of direct constraint
operating to reduce energy requirements is through the
substitution of capital investment in lieu of energy; e.g.,
insulation to save fuel. Other potentials for lower energy
use have more far-reaching impacts and may be long range in
their implementation - they include rationing, altered
transportation modes, and major changes in living conditions
and life styles. Even severe constraints on energy use can be
expected to only slow, not halt, the growth in energy require-
ments within the time frame of this statement.

• Energy sources are not completely interchangeable. Solid
fuels cannot be used directly in internal combustion engines
for example. Fuel conversion potentials are severely limited
in the short term although somewhat greater flexibility exists
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in the longer run and generally involves choices in energy-
consuming capital goods.

The principal competitive interface between fuels is in
electric powerplants. Moreover, the full range of flexibility
in energy use is limited by environmental considerations.

• A broad spectrum of research and development is being directed
to energy conversion - more efficient nuclear reactors, coal
gasification and liquefaction, liquified natural gas (LNG),
and shale retorting, among others. Several of these should
assume important roles in supplying nlture energy requirements,
though their future competitive relationship is not yet pre-
dictable.

• Major potentials for filling the supply/demand imbalance for
domestic resources are:
- More efficient use of energy
- Environmentally acceptable systems which will permit

production and use of larger volumes of domestic coals.
- Accelerated exploration and development of all domestic

oil and gas resources.
- Development of the Nation's oil shale resources.

Of the foregoin~ increased domestic oil and gas production
offers considerable possibilities, although adequate incentives
must exist for indicated and undiscovered domestic resources to
be discovered and extracted.
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• The acceptability of oil and gas imports as an alternative
is diminished by:
- The security risks inherent in placing reliance

for essential energy supplies on sources which have
demonstrated themselves to be politically unstable and
prone to use interruption of petroleum supplies to exert
economic and political pressure on their customers.

- The aggravation of unfavorable international trade and
payments balances which would accompany substantial increases
in oil and gas imports.

- Apparent high costs of liquefying and transporting natural
gas other than overland by pipeline.
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Appendix VIII-l

)L\y ;~,111j:1

l\f I', H.\YLOII (f 01' II iuisel r. i\r I'. Dox 1 r. ( 'r.,\ 1'~I':;,\,:11111 i\II'. '1'1-:,\(;\'1-:of en 1iIoru in)
iutroduced tim f()lI()will~ bill; whil'h W:lS l'I~rl'ITl'(l to the Couunittce 011

Interior nnd Insular Alluirs

A BILL
'1\) tcnniuntc nud to direct the :-;(l(~l'e::ll'.r of lIIe Interior nnd

the H('el'ctul'y of the Xii Vj' tot 11kc al'l iou with respect to eer-
tuiu lenses issued pursuuuf to Ihe Outer Contincutal Shelf
Lands Act in the I-)allla .Bilrbara (llialllll'l, olT;-;llOl'c of the
Hlntc of Calil'ol'l1ia; to ('xll!Ol't~ uuvul petruleum reserve
numbered ·1, aud for olh(~I'pl\rl'0~('~'

1 Beil enacted b!l llu: 8('/I([[e (/1/(/ l l ouse of ]{c1jJl'c.r;(inla-

2 tine» of the United SI(/Ies of ..1111f'l'i('I' ill (JO}/f/I'('.'!.'; assembled,

3 'I'hnt effective 011 tho (late of C'llild mont of this Act all of

4 the following described l('a~('s, :111(1 all rights thereunder hi-

5 sued pursuant to the Outer COllI iueutul Shelf Lands Act in
()' tIH' HUlIla ]~al''':Ira (tIWIIJl(·I, ol1':-lJoj'(\ of the Htatc of Cali-

I
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"w

1 Iorulu, sImI! fmllli/l:du 111111I!lo "lIiloct HI'II/('H HllIIlI IHI \'ll~ll'd .

2 with nll o[ fill! rig-ltI, I illp, uml iuterest. ill ~lIicl ]OllSlll'!:

]'-(1Jru P-o 1j./ I' -11171 I'-O~::H I'-II:!::O 1'.()~1:1 I'.II:~ I!)
P-OI7li P·lltia 1'·olli!1 I'·II~;:~ l'-II:!.:!~ l'-o:,!o I )I.n:!1 I
P-Olili /'·01 jO )'·11 J(i; I )·o~::i I)·II~OB 11·(~..!:!H J1·o:!~~o
P-017ii P-O!7~ p.o l!l!) J'-()~;: I 1)·o~:!!) P-II:!::I p·ll:! I:.!
P-0177 ]'·O!liH l'-owx p.()~:!:: l'-O~~l l'-()~:.!i 11,.(~:.!1II)

3 SEC. ~. (a) 'I'II(,~holder of lilt)' JC'a~o tenuluuterl 1'1I1'~1l-

4 aut to this Ad shall 1,0 elltitl('cl nx tile sole melhotl Inr Ilw

!) rOl:ov,C'ry of jll~t('O/lIJH:II~llli(l1l fill" tlte 1('lIse 01' JC~lISCISso IC!I'llti-

G nated to hrillg" lilt uction against. tho United Ht:l!c's ill tho

7 United Stutes Distric:t Court foJ' lite CC'lIt1'1I1 Disfl'id til' Cal-

9 lfnrnlawithiu 01lC yellr nlter 1I1ll tlute or l!lIild 1111'111, of t Itis

9 Act. Haid court is expressly \'c'slcHI with jlll'ixclid inn of lllly

10 action so brollg-ht without n'gal'll 1.0til(! 11111011111. or tlw cluiiu

11 therein. 'I'riul of all)' SIW!J ucliou shall he to lilt! court, without
.

12 a Jury.

13 (b) 1'110 amount of auy jndgiueut in allY sneh nctiuu or

14 of any cOlllprUlllisll St'lth'Hlcut (If snell at'tio!1 und uny illlPI'l'St,

15 nceruiug thereon shall lie eertllied to tho Secretary of 11'0 Ill-

IG terior by the l>t'l'art IIW III of IT llst ice,

17 SEC. a. (a) 'l'here is hereby created ill the 'I'reusury of

;1.8 the Uuiierl Stntcs II spceiul aecount which shall be known as

19 the petroleum reserve account from which payments shull

'20 be Illude in nccordnuco with the provisions of this Ad. In

21 order to provide the Iuuds for the petroleum reserve aecouut,
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3

1 tho Secretnry of f,11C Navy is directed to offer for sale on the

2 OpPJL murkot, under HIW.h competitive hidding procedures as

B he may eslnlilislr, lite I ;uilcd Hlatl's share of the oil :\11<1 gas

4 extracted from 'Naval Pel 1'0]('111II HeSl'lTC Nuruhorcd 1 pUl'-

5 sllnut. to the provisions of this Act and to pay the funds

G realized Iroru sueh sale into Ill(' lJ uited Htlltl~s'l'rcnsury. In

7 lOlwll )'(1111', :-i:tl('s 1II'(lel·l·ds eqllal In 1"0 nO\'I~"III1W\lt's receipts

8 from Naval l'p! 1'0]{'1I111 ]{('S('I'Vl~ Nnnrhered I during. the

9 twelve caleurlnr mouths immediately preceding cnaetmont

10 of this. Act shall lie credited to the gOllPl'lil fund and tho re-

'11mflh,ing sales prool'('<ls shall he credited to the petroleum

12 reserve uccount, Any sums rcmaiulng ill tho petroleum l'e-

13 serve nccouut after the pnymcnrs nuthorizod by subsection

14 (1) )hnyo been made shall 110 trnnsferred to miscellnncous

lG receipts of the 'I'reusury, and thereafter the funds realized

16 under this suhsoetiou shnll be pni<1 into misrcllnueous receipts

17 of the ~rrell~IlI'Y.

18 (II) There i" l1('I'('''r nntborizerl to lie appropriated out

19 of the petrolcuu: )'('S('lTO accnunt to the Recrrlary of the

.20 Interim', tho Sl'('rellll'Y of tho 1\ll.vy, tho Scorotnry of the

21 Trcnsury, nurl the A ttorney General, to remain available

22 uruil expended ",1\('11 so aurhorixcd in nppropriution Acts,

23 811<'11 sums ns mny he necessary to-

2·J ( () (1U:11J1(~ 1110 H(~(~'·('/l\r.}' of flUl Iulerinr to pay
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·1:

1 judgn rent x, coiupronrise sculctueuts, and interest there-

2 011, ns certified hy the ..Attornoy G<.'lIc1'I11 under section

3 iJ hereof;

l) petruloum exploruriun 011 Xllval Petroleum nesPITc

7 (:q n~illlhlll's(~ tile g'(III(Ir:d funrls of the '1\(IIISIII')'

8 1'01' ntl~' 10sl, rOYIIllips, ns determined hy the R('C~I'pflll'Y

9 of tlll' Interior, 1'{'slIlllllg' from II reduetinn of exislillg

11 lnmls ('a\l~('(lhy 1'I'.orlllelioll of oil null p;as Iroiu Ka vnl

J2 Potroloum .Hl':-'(II'\'(~XlllldJ('J'(~<11 IIII<1pI' the provisinns

]a of th is .At\;; unrl

14 (4) curry «nt (11C fllllCliolls nurl l'<~sl'ollsjl,ilili(·,..; n'-

15 quircd of tho Rl'trdnl'y of the Iuterior, Ilw [-;(I('\'('\nl',)'

1G of the Na\'Y, nurl the A ttorllc,)' Goueml 111\(11'1' the )lI'O-

17 visions of this A(;1.

18 (~) 1H Ilw ('\'('111 llw fllllfls in t1w p('II'OI('11I1l r('SI'I'V(l

21 (If the 'rl'l~iI:-lII'Y 1'01' illlva\1I'(! \0 111l'petrolouru I'(,S(,I'\'(I III'·

22 eouut 0111. of. ,l\IY 1I1011l~Y ill Ilw Tn'asHry 1I0t. ollu-rwi«: a 1'-

~a I'l'Opl'i:tl(,t1, l:11I'1r 1'1111'1;.: 1I!'l IlI1Iy III! II ('I'('!'lSIl 1'.\' 1'01' SlIf'" I'"Y-

~l uu-uls. '1'1\(\ HI'I'I'I'lar\' III' tlll~ 'l'reusury HIIl"1 III' l't,i"dllll"::I't1, ,
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1 for s\II'h :111\'1\11('(':-;i'rclill flllll1:; paill into till' 1'('11'0]('11111 j'('-

2 servo nccouut in aC('\lnlall('(' wit II Illi~ A\.el, with iutervst

:J thereon, at :-i1H'lJ r:JI(~;.; :IS muy 1)(\ determined from time to

4 tiiuo hy tlw ~h'(:rd:Jry of the Treasury.

G HE<~.4. WilllllHt rcgurd to thl' provision» of <'1l:1pU'!' 0+1,

G titlo If>, (fllil('cl Hlal('s Coel(', 11\(\ H('erdary of 111e Xa\''y is

7 1I11tllOl'iz('cl :1I1l1 clil'('dvrl 10 prol1lll'p hy wluucvrr nu-nux he

8 el('('llIS 1l('e(':-iSill''y Sl1f1i(~il'llt oil 1'1'0111 Nnvul I'ctrnlvnm Hescrvc

o NUIII!I('re(l I 10 fulfill tho requiroments olscction 3 11(' 1'<-'0 f.

JO 'l'IH~ H('('relnr,)' of the Xavy is :ll~o nllthoriz(·(l to rcucgotinte

1.1 null modify e~i:,;jilJg' ('olllrads rl'1nLillg 10 productiou of oil

12 I'I'OIIl ~ai(l )'(!~('I'\'t~ill ~",dl 1I1HIIIH'\'liS llIay ill his judgment he

la ll('(~('~S:ll'Y or ad ri,.;nI,ll' to ennhk- such increased production.

U HEn. ;). 'l'lu-ro is hereby ('1'1':11('<1:1 uulioun] ('11l'I'gy !'I'Sl'I'\'(~

]lj 011 the Outer Couliueutul Rhl'lf ill the HallIn. Ilnrharn Cluui-

1(; 11('1, of1'slll)),(~ of nH~ f'l1,,1l' of C:difol'llia, under tho jurisdic-

17 lion nud ('ollll'(Jl of Ill(~ H('('J'el:ll'y of t1Jll Interior. The said

1H IllItiolllll ('IH'rg-y n~SP1'\,P:-;11:111 IH' 11I:l<1e lip of the land suhjovt

1D 10 II\(, 1<'<1:-;(':-; 1('l'Il1illal(,d /1111'.,11,1111 10 l1Ji.-: ~\('(, ,,1\1:-; tlw lmul

20 l'lll"j(ld, to wuiver] It';HW p-():!:~:;unrl 111(' following described

:.n lalll1 as SIIO\"f1 0\1 1,11n o(}jr~i:ll0111('1' ('!olllil\('III:t1 HIJdf L(':l!'illg'

~j MlIl', 011111111(,1 ]:-;1:1I111s j\\'P;\ Jf:llJ XllllJ!H'J'('d (ill, npproverl

:.!:l J\ 1Ig'1I:-l1~ H, I !)(i(;. 111H1 j'('\'i:-;('d ,Tilly 24, I !Hi7 us:
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1

2

3

Offieill] IJl'asillg' ~rllp, CIJ,lIIIHd Islal1ds Al'ea i\Illp

NUllllwl'el1 fiB

J:lrll'k I "'''('rIJII hili
!'iO north fiCl \\,('f-t ,.\ II.
tiO norlh Cii \\'('sl .\11.

!it lI11I',h Hi') \\'(':-;t. Xorlli\\,('slqlla.rh'J' of 1I1l'IIOI'lh\\'l'sII(1I:lI'lc'I'.
:it north (ifi \\'1':-;1 Al].
;il lIorl It Iii \\.1':-;1. .\ 11.
ill north liH \\'I'sl .\ II.
iii north Ii!) west , .\ II.
li1. north 70 west, East. half 111111 rust half westhalf.
52 north li4\n~,'iL .\ \I F('lh'ra I port.ion Ihereof',
Ii!>. HOI'th (ir; wr-st., All Ferlornl port ion thereof',
fi2 1101'1'\1 liCi Wl··,~L A II F('d(~ra 1 )lol'l ion Ihereuf',
!i2 north Iii """,-.t .\11 F(,(h'al pnrt iou tlll'!"I'O(,

fj~ north liS wesf. .,. All F('dl'J'ltl JlOI"I ion thereof',
52 norih (I!) west, All Federal portion thereof',
52 north 70 west -,_ .\ II Foderul portion. oicl\st, hnl r and P:ll't.

- hal r west. hul r.
48 north (i!) west; .\11.
47 north'io!) west; All I·'cIIN',lI JIOI" ion thereof,
4G north (W west , A II F(~d('I'1I1port.inn tIWI'(lO(,
47 north (iH \\'('S"- .\ II.
46 north CiHwest, Ail V('(ll·.'al port ion tlll'J'('ld,
47 north Gi west .A 11.
4G north G4 \\'('HL .\ II I'\,(l(~ral port iou 1"1~.,(,()r.

4 'I'hc nntiounl energy n's('I'\'(: shnll I)(~uvailuhlo Iur 11'11:,,1\ollly

5 ns dotenuiucrl hy tIle Pn~si<lmlt. IUlIl 1111(1(\1' such 1('I'lIlH uiul

6 conditions ns 110 lIIny 1'J'('sl~l'iheill IH'(:oJ'(ll1ll(~{\ with md:·;(ill~(

7 law
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SECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL

The Secretary of the Interior submitted this proposed bill to the Speaker
of the House on April 18, 1973, with the recommendation that it be referred
to the appropriate committee for consideration and that it be enacted.
Transmitted with this original bill (later introduced to the 93d Congress
as S. 1951 and II. R. 7500) was the following sectional analysis of the pro-
posal.
Section 1 terminates several named leases, all rights to which are vested
in the United States.
Section 2 provides the method of recovery for leaseholders, via an action
in the U. S. District Court for the Central District of California. The
Department of Justice shall certify the judgments awarded to the Secretary
of the Interior for payment.
Section 3 creates in the U. S. Treasury a Petroleum Reserve account from
which payments are to be made in accordance with the act. The account will
be funded by the sale of U. S. oil and gas extracted from Naval Petroleum
Reserve Numbered 1. In addition to compensating leaseholders pursuant to
section 2 of the act, this account may be used to carry out petroleum ex-
ploration of Naval Petroleum Reserve Numhered 4, Arctic North Slope, Alaska;
to reimburse the general funds for losses occasioned by any reduction in
existing oil and gas production on Federal lands caused by production from
Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1; and to enable the various Federal agen-
cies involved in the act to carry out their functions. This section also
authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to make advances to the Petroleum
Reserve account.
Section 4 authorizes the Secretary of the Navy to produce sufficient oil
from Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1 to meet the requirements of section
3.

Section 5 creates a national energy reserve in the Santa Barbara Channel
under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior.
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IX. CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION \'lI'mOTHERS
In the preparation of this statement, data and information were obtained

from the agencies and organizations listed below.
Federal

Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

National Marine Fisheries Service
Environmental Data Service

Department of Defense
Naval Oceanographic Office
Naval Undersea Center

Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and \'lildlife
National Park Service

Environmental Protection Agency
State

California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission
South Central Region
South Coast Region

Resources Agency
\'laterResources Control Board
Regional \'laterQuality Control Board

Central Coastal Region
South Coast Region

Air Resources Board
Department of Fish and Game
Department of Water Resources
Department of Conservation

Division of Oil and Gas
Other

Southern California Coastal \'laterResearch Project
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Los Angeles
Chambers of Commerce

Santa Barbara
Ventura

Santa Barbara Historical Society
Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
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The Draft Statement was made available to the Council on Environmental

Quality and the public on June 6, 1975.

We express our appreciation to those Federal agencies who reviewed and com-

mented on the Draft Statement. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration, National Marine Fisheries Service, Bureau of Land Management, and

Western Archeological Center of the National Park Service were most helpful

with their assistance in preparing both the Draft and Final Statement. The

various agencies of the Department of the Interior also provided valuable

input in the areas of outdoor recreation and tourism, biology, mineral op-

erations, legal advice and comprehensive review. Appreciation is expressed

for all comments, data information, opinions and letters. All were noted

and much of the information was helpful in preparing the Final Statement.
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A. Summary of Public Hearing Testimony and Responses

Public Hearings

Oral statements at public hearings on the draft environmental impact state-

ment were invited by the Department of the Interior News Releases of June

11, and July 2, 1975, and the Federal Register notices of June 13, and July

7, 1975. The Department of the Interior hearings were held August 25

through August 27, 1975, in the City of Santa Barbara for the purpose of

receiving comments and suggestions concerning the subject draft statement.

Presiding over the hearing was Administrative Law Judge Franklin P. Michels,

Office of Hearings and Appeals, Department of the Interior. The hearing

panel consisted of Frank J. Kelley, Deputy Assistant Secretary Land and

Water Resources; Herbert G. Stewart, Special Assistant for Environmental

Analysis, Office of the Director, U. S. Geological Survey; and Dr. Russell

G. Wayland, Chief, Conservation Division, U. S. Geological Survey. The

members of the technical advisory panel were: Peter L. Tweedt, Staff

Assistant to the Secretary of the Interior; Fred J. Schambeck, Pacific Area

Oil and Gas Supervisor, Conservation Division, U. S. Geological Survey;

Bill R. LaVelle, Petroleum Engineer, Conservation Division, U. S. Geological

Survey; Edward G. Kreppert, Environmental Specialist, Office of the Assistant

Division Chief for Programs, Environmental Analysis Section; Andrew T.

Clifton, Environmental Engineer, Conservation Division, U. S. Geological

Survey; Russell H. Campbell, Geologist, Geologic Division, U. S. Geological

Survey; Robert D. Conover, Acting Field Solicitor, U. S. Department of the

Interior; Dr. F. J. Watson, Coastal Ecosystem Activities Leader, U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service; Merline I. Carter, Pacific OCS Office, Bureau of Land

Management; Dr. Orien R. Gossett, Pacific OCS Office; and James J. Slawson,

Marine Biologist, Environmental Assessment Group, National Marine Fisheries

Service.
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Hearing testimony was reported by: Valley Reporters, 555 Capital Mall,

Suite 415, Sacramento, CA 95814.

Over one hundred persons submitted oral testimony for the hearing record;

supplemental written text to oral testimony was incorporated as a part of

the hearing record.

Transcripts of the hearing (five volumes, 855 pages) and supplemental

written text (498 pages) are on file and available for inspection at the

U. S. Geological Survey National Headquarters, Reston, VA. and the Pacific

Area Office, Los Angeles, CA.

Speakers at the August 25 through 27, 1975 hearing are listed below.
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Philip L. Fradkin

William F. Northrop

Mary Overbee

Naomi L. Schwartz

Robert J. Lagomarsino

Bill Thuman

Jim Barroca

Dave L. Schmidt

Thomas N. Banks

C. N. Sweeney

A. Barry Cappello

Dr. Robert Mullen

David Schiffman

James J. Carroll

Assistant to the Secretary of the State Resources
Agency (Claire T. Dedrick)

Executive Officer, State Lands Commission

Administrative Assistant to State Senator Omar L.
Rains

Member of South Central Regional Coastal Commission
(for self)

State Congressman

Ventura County Air Pollution Control District

Ventura Chamber of Commerce

California Chamber of Commerce

Southern California Gas Company

Southern California Edison Company

Attorney for the City of Santa Barbara (on behalf
of the City Council and City of Santa Barbara)

Chairman, Environmental Quality Board

Mayor of the City of Santa Barbara

California Council for Environmental and Economic
Balance



Henry F. Berg

Albert F. Reynolds

Marvin Levine

Albert F. Reynolds

Frank J. Frost

John E. English

Dr. Robert Mullen

Lee Waian

R. C. Sharp

Dr. Alan Eschenroeder

Laurence Brundall

Joe Green

Michael D. Saddler

David Bagnard

John Jostes

Murray Lewis

Walter Relles

Catherine McCammon

Thomas L. Phillips

Lois S. Sidenberg

Francis Sarguis

William Gesner

Penny Knowles

Roger Arnebergh

Robert E. Burt

Jack H. Willson

William I. DuBois

Self

Environmental Quality Coordinator of Santa Barbara
County

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

County and City of Santa Barbara Task Force

Fred Huntsinger, Vetco Offshore Industries, Ventura

Self

Los Padres Chapter, Sierra Club

Santa Barbara Group, Sierra Club

League of Women Voters of Santa Barbara

Global Marine, Inc.

Carpinteria Valley Association

Get Oil Out

Get Oil Out

Get Oil Out

Self

California Manufacturers Association

Butte County Rice Growers Association

California Farm Bureau Federation
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Dr. John Burke

Jimmy Jones

John Cushing

Michael D. Bergen

Mr. Jacobs

Tom Escobbie

Paul Randolph

Patrick Kelly

Peter Dane

Rosario Coulette

James Roden

Philip Verleger

E. J. Cahill

John Silcox

E. J. Dickinson

Leonard Gearin

Paul Jennings

C. W. Waage

G. Allan Smalley

Fred Weiss

Henry Lippett, 2nd

Goldie Joseph

Orrin K. Earl

Don Deining

Jack S. Russell

Martin Kellogg

Mickey M. Gutierrez

Self

Self

Self and Wife

Self

Self

Self

Self

Self

Self

Self

State Assemblyman Gary Hart

Western Oil and Gas Association

Western Oil and Gas Association

Western Oil and Gas Association

Western Oil and Gas Association

Western Oil and Gas Association

Western Oil and Gas Association

Clean Seas, Inc.

Western Oil and Gas Association

Western Oil and Gas Association

California Gas Producers Association

Orange County Council Environment - Employment -
Economy - Development

Pasadena Chamber of Commerce

American Institute of Professional Geologists

Mobil Oil Corporation

Isla Vista Municipal Advisory Council

Self
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Edward Bruce

Ted Broman

Lanny Kimmett

Lee Staman

Harry Brant

Evelyn HcDoJl.ald

Pamela Bradley

Penny Knowles

Scott Stewart

Samuel B. Frisk

James A. Bottoms

T. L. Campbell

Jackie Johns

Loron J. Hodge

Stark Fox

Rosalind Conley

Coleen Putnam

C. C. Albright

H. Douglas Lemons

Fred Johnson

Michael Chapman

Bob Willard

Don Lloyd

Carter Boswell

Gene Bowman

Phillip Jimbrecey

Mr. Randolph

California Wildlife Federation

Self

Self

Society of American Florists and Flower Growers

Self

Goleta Valley Branch, American Association of
University Women

Self

Santa Barbara Coalition against Oil Pollution

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

Gulf Oil Company

Self

Self

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce

Independent Oil and Gas Producers Association

Self (American Association of University Women,
Santa Barbara)

Self

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

Self

Self
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Michael Burden Self

John Locks Self

Chad Flax Self

Vivian 01burn Self

Mrs. Girson Self

Ted Bracken Self

Richard Wesley Self

Murray Lewis Self (Sierra Club)

On July 25, 1975, The Santa Barbara County Task Force presented a group

report on the DES. The Table of Contents follows. The report was carefully

considered and many specific comments therein are similar to those of others

which are addressed elsewhere in this section or otherwise result in text

modification. This report is on file and available for inspection at the

U. S. Geological Survey National Headquarters, Reston, Virginia, and the

Pacific Area Office, Los Angeles, California.
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REPORI' OF SANTA FARBARA COUN'IY

TASK FORCE

ON

U.S.G.S. DRAFl' ENVIRONMENI'AL STATEMENT75-35

(OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTrn THE OCS LANDS OF 'lEE SANTA BARBARACHANNEL)

Presented to the U.S•G.S. Public Hearings
in the Santa Barbara Lobero Theater

August 25-27, 1975,
Camty Environrrental Quality Coordinator

Albert F. Reynolds,

Task Force Chai.nIEn
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At the hearing, individual substantive and significant issues were addressed

by more than one witness; some were addressed by only one witness. The

following pages summarize and respond to what is believed to be all of the

significant and substantive issues raised relative to the draft environmental

statement.

Many issues were raised at the hearing which were not germane to the content

and purpose of the draft statement itself, and thus do not appear on the

following pages. For example, the merits of one or more of the identified

possible levels of future oil and gas development in the Channel; Interior

Department leasing policy and procedures; the lack or need of a new national

energy policy; the viability of national energy self-sufficiency; the reli-

ability and credibility of the Geological Survey and/or the Department of

the Interior, and many others. All such topics are more appropriately

addressed in forums and avenues other than environmental impact statements

prepared in response to NEPA, by the Department of the Interior.

Technical information was provided on drilling procedures, employee training,

blowout preventers, subsea completions, socioeconomics, earthquake design

criteria, and the fate of oil in the marine environment. Of special concern

were: air quality, water quality, tourism and recreation, public service

infrastructure, aesthetics, commercial fishing, per capita income of City

residents, and property values.

Reviews, evaluations, and opinions on DES 75-35 range from "totally inade-

quate and biased" to "one of the most thorough and objective reviewed to

date." The following substantive issues were raised in testimony, at the
public hearing. For easy reference, the responses following these issues

have been numbered to correspond with the issue, or comment being addressed.
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1. Returns and costs to the State from the potential levels of development

should be determined.

2. Various actions should be delayed until the Legislature adopts a coast-

line plan in 1976.

3. Insufficient geological data is provided.

The available amount of detailed seismic data in the area was seen

as relatively small,

discussions including remedial actions are too generalized,

the report should be more specific about timing of a geologic/seismic

research program accompanying petroleum exploration, development and

production,

adequate evaluation of the geologic and seismic hazards of the Santa

Barbara Channel region cannot be made without access to the raw data

used in the preparation of the EIS and the raw data procured by oil

companies now holding DCS leases.

4. Shipping lanes within the Santa Barbara Channel should not be used for

oil and gas development.

5. Anticipated increased support vessel traffic should be quantified and

the impact of increased support vessel traffic on recreational boating

should be addressed.

6. Offshore facilities should not be located within six miles of Areas of

Special Biological Significance, marine life refuges and ecological

reserves.

7. Long-term and recurrent minor discharges under field conditions have

not yet been extensively studied with sufficient baseline data.

8. DES 75-35 is designed to serve as the environmental statement for every

single future development on Federal lands in the Santa Barbara Channel,

including leasing.
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9. The purpose of this statement is not well delineated.

10. It has not been determined how Santa Barbara oil fits into national

plans. Nor have energy needs been defined on a short-term and long-term

basis.

11. No environmental monitoring study (promised in SYU approval) has been

initiated nor have the local governments in Santa Barbara County or the

South Central Coast Regional Coastal Commission been consulted on the

design of such a study.

12. The compatibility of OCS development to the commercial fishing industry

has not been sufficiently addressed.

13. Marine traffic and safety should be addressed in terms of relationship

of potential levels of activities in the Channel. The scenario should

include the present situation and the possibility of LNG transport ships

in the Channel.

14. There should be an indication of the estimated fresh water needs for

various levels of development.

15. Adverse onshore development impacts and irretrievable commitment of

lands to industrialization cannot be assessed without a site-specific

development plan. The term "principles of conservation" under present

leasing legislation is historically outmoded.

16. Onshore impacts are not fully evaluated.

17. Additional oil facilities will be needed either on existing sites or at

new locations; new locations may require zoning changes and would

result in a multiplicity of inherent problems. Increased oil production

above present levels would require additional facility capacity either

on existing sites or new locations. Processing plants of 10 to 20 acres

likely could not be expanded from existing plants which consists of a

few acres and are located in the coastal zone. Location of facilities
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at new locations, such as obscure canyons, would require zoning changes

in all probability, accompanied by a multiplicity of inherent problems.

18. Income received from potential OCS development in the form of local

taxes paid and the cost incurred by the public for increased government

services have not been quantified. A cost revenue analysis for each

level of OCS development should be prepared.

19. Disruptions due to oes facilities maintenance and replacement have not

been addressed.

20. Recommendations have been made in many studies, but most have still not

been implemented, e.g., that the USGS undertake immediate and concerted

action to develop and promulgate a basic program plan for the assurance

of safety and pollution control in OCS operations.

21. The Department of Interior has not implemented the CEQ recommendation

that DOl establish minimum standards for critical OCS operator personnel

through certification and appropriate accreditation training programs.

22. Concern was expressed that if the Federal Ecological Preserve and Buffer

Zone were withdrawn from protected status and were leased by the Federal

Government resultant production in Federal waters would force the State

to allow development in the Santa Barbara Sanctuary.

23. Concern was expressed that the USGS and other Federal agencies were not

assuring that maximum effort and capabilities are being applied to OCS

operations to assure environmental protection and safety. E.g., pipe-

line design for seismic areas.

24. More s~ecific information is required before air quality impacts can be

assessed. It is not reasonable to conclude there will be very minor

air quality impacts.

25. Discrepancies in possible long-range adverse effects of OCS operations

on pinnipeds (seals, sea lions, sea elephants) and their rookeries have
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not been resolved.

26. The California Coastal Zone Commission and Plan were not acknowledged

in DES 75-35.

27. It was stated that offshore oil and gas operations had not been subjected

to a severe earthquake and that ability to withstand a severe earthquake

was unknown. In reponse, testimony was presented that there was oil

development during the Santa Barbara earthquakes of 1925 and 1950; how-

ever, this was on State lands including platforms on piers.

There was also considerable discussion as to Channel seismic history

and marine structure seismic design criteria.

28. The City Attorney's Office and the County Counsel's Office for Santa

Barbara County made a joint request on behalf of the Task Force review-

ing the Draft EIS for information obtained from exploratory drilling

and other information-gathering activities to determine the geological

make-up of the Channel and size of the oil and gas supplies in the

Channel. A copy of the letter request is to be made part of this

record.

29. The above officials also stated that the Draft EIS is so inadequate that

it must be rewritten and recirculated in draft form and hearings must

not be terminated until the public has had the opportunity to review

and comment on that data.

30. Mitigations should include requiring an assumption of absolute liability

for all damages, including tax losses which result from an oil spill.

31. It was stated that the hazards of deep water drilling and potential

tanker collision have been analyzed and presented to the Department of

the Interior, but the pertinent information was not mentioned in the

DES. (Specific sources or references were not named).
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32. An apparent inconsistency was noted on draft pages 111-179 and 111-206

regarding the percentage of local labor for the exploratory phase would

be a small or large percentage.

33. DES 75-35 treats the subject of oil spill containment and cleanup on

the open seas in an inadequate manner, i.e., deployment of equipment in

an emergency, whether response will be made to an emergency, and the

capacity of equipment.

34. Plate 1 inaccurately indicates an oil field on the Mesa area; The City

of Santa Barbara does not permit oil drilling within city limits.

35. Economic impacts of an oil spill are out of date and the statement

refers the reader to DES 75-35 p. 111-167 and p. 111-182 for an

"adequate" discussion that does not exist.

36. The County of Santa Barbara was not consulted by the USGS in preparation

of the draft.

37. Petroleum conservation was not addressed in meaningful depth in terms

of reducing demand and resource exhaustion. Petroleum conservation

should be evaluated in terms of national needs and should relate the

Santa Barbara OCS to those needs.

38. Hazards of drilling from floating vessels were inadequately covered.

39. "Worst case analysis" was not presented for an oil spill (e.g., a well

being drilled at 10,000 feet in 1,000 feet of water from a floating

vessel) .

40. USGS regulations on crew training on operation of BOP equipment should

be more stringent and comprehensive.

41. An air quality monitoring network should be set up both for onshore and

offshore in the Channel area.

42. More detailed consideration and attention were suggested for the areas

of:
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disposal of produced waste water DES 75-35,

drilling inspection and surveillance procedures and inspection

personnel training.

43. The estimated amount of drilling mud discharged into sea may be appro-

priate for exploratory wells but is too high for platform development

wells.

44. The potential oil and gas reserve estimates seem on the low side.

45. Inclusion in the FES was requested for City of Santa Barbara statistics

on loss of revenue to the City of Santa Barbara from the 1969 spill.
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Responses to Public Hearing Testimony

1. Response to this comment is provided in the revised and greatly expanded

Socioeconomics Baseline and Impacts discussion in the FES. See sections

II.F., Resources, and III.N., Socioeconomics Impacts.

2. If a final Coastal Plan is adopted by the California Legislature and

approved by the U. S. Department of Commerce pursuant to the Coastal Zone

Management Act of 1972, the activities of the Department of Interior or

of Federal oil and gas lessees directly affecting the Coastal Zone shall,

to the maximum extent practicable, be conducted in a manner consistent

with the approved coastal zone management program. The discussion of

the Coastal Zone Plan has been updated and expanded in this final state-
and IV .A.I.h.) •

ment (see section I.F.2.a./ Also refer to hearing response No. 26 and

response No. 38 to the State Resources Agency (Coastal Commission portion).

3. The summary statement of Mr. A. F. Reynolds cites "Significant short-

comings" in the DES 75-35 treatment of geologic and seismic hazards; how-
Countyever, the detailed geologic comments within the Santa Barbara/Task Force

report appear to be critical of the general state-of-the-art of geologic

andseismologic information in the Channel region. None of the detailed

comments challenges the DES as an accurate and up-to-date summary review

of current geologic and geophysical information for the region; nor do

they offer significant additions, revisions, or corrections to the data

reported. The County report does not cite or otherwise refer to any

other report or reports that provide a more complete, more accurate, or

otherwise more "adequate" review of the geology and seismology of the

Channel region, the present status of information, and the future needs

for additional information if commercial development proceeds.
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Regarding the requests for: A) "basic raw data used in the preparation

of DES 75-35", and B) oil companies' proprietary data", the related

formal correspondence between the County Counsel and the Geological

Survey and the Department of Interior is presented in the written comment-

response portion of this section.

Mr. Coudray comments that: "Specific mitigation measures that are

technologically feasible and economically realistic need to be spelled

out that will or will not preclude the chance of major oil spill(s) from

a seismic or geologic hazard." It is, of course, impossible to write

specifications covering all possible contingencies, in the absence of

knowledge of the kind of installation or the specific site location;

and, similarly, no list of specifications can guarantee performance to

the absolute point that all chances of major oil spill are completely

"precluded." However, current sound engineering practice calls for

careful investigation of conditions in and around the potential site of

any structure to determine those factors that might pose a hazard, and

for consideration of those hazards in designing the structure to per-

form in such a way as to resist the kinds and severity of damage that

might pose a hazard to safety or potential for adverse environmental

impact.

Mr. Brundall is quite candid in his recognition that his comments relate

to his judgment concerning the " ... incomplete state-of-the-art at

this point in time." rather than to any failure of the DES to report

that state-of-the-art fully and fairly. He further recognizes that the

DES recommends acquisition of more and more-detailed geologic and seis-

mologic information, both for the region as a whole and for site-specific

purposes.
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In his criticism of plate 4 (DES 75-35), Brundall ignores the context of

its title, which states that its purpose is to illustrate the "method

of interpretation from acoustic profiles". The principal conclusion

about recency of faulting intended to be illustrated by plate 4, is that

faults of different probable ages are shown on the geologic map (plate

2) with the same symbol. Only detailed examination at specific sites

along the faults, such as those points shown on MF-585 by the "Geologic

Control Symbols", can discriminate between different ages of faulting.

The DES statement that research could accompany development and produc-

tion provides the additional consideration that research related to

potential for adverse environmental impact should continue throughout

the entire period of production.

4. No oil and gas operations or facilities will be located within a certain

distance of the established shipping lanes. The Geological Survey and

Coast Guard work together in establishing such shipping lane safety

zones. The present agreement for the Santa Barbara Channel OCS requires

that all oil and gas platforms and drilling vessels must be at least

~ mile from the shipping lanes.

5. The number of support vessels required for the possible levels of

Channel development would depend on many variables. The crews are trans-

ported by boat and helicopter. The crews sometime live on the location

and sometimes are transported to and from shore each 8-hour shift. Also,

the frequency of supply vessel trips varies considerably. The possible

levels of Channel development would likely require approximately 15 to

40 support vessel round trips daily from shore to drilling vessels and

platforms.
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This amount and type of increased traffic in the Channel should result

in only minimal negative impact on pleasure boating. Both the support

and pleasure boats possess a relatively high degree of maneuverability

and must adhere to Coast Guard regulations. The support vessels perform

numerous rescue and assist operations in the Channel each year. This is

one positive aspect of such appropriately equipped and well manned

vessels traversing the Channel daily.

6. The DCS Lands Act (43 U.S.C. 1331-1343; 67 Stat. 462), provides that
Section 8 leases are to be maintained under regulations in existence at
the time the lease is issued. The leases in the Santa Barbara Channel
were issued in 1968. Should a future proposal be received for a leased
area within six nautical miles of an area of biological concern, thor-
ough consideration would be given to environmental concerns. Appropriate
State and Federal agencies would be consulted. The action to repurchase
leases or portions of leases would require legislative action.

7. We concur with respect to baseline data. Studies being conducted by

the Bureau of Land Management on future potential lease sale areas are

intended to provide baseline data for assessing impacts on any future

development. During the past decade, there has been intensive study of

long-term and recurrent major and minor oil discharges, as reflected in

the references following section IV. Although baseline data may be

lacking or incomplete, "control" areas (those similar to the area im-

pacted) have provided a basis for comparison.

8. Decision as to the need for site-specific environmental impact statements

will be made on a case-by-case basis in accordance with established NEPA

procedures of the Department of the Interior and the Geological Survey.

9. Refer to the Preface and section I.A. for a discussion of the reason for

initiating this statement and the basic purpose. The primary objective

is to consider the impacts that would occur as a result of the four

possible levels of Santa Barbara Channel DCS development.

10. A detailed discussion of national energy needs and plans (short-term and

long-term) is considered beyond the scope of this Santa Barbara Channel
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statement. The Project Independence Report is cited as the most recent

and comprehensive attempt to define national energy requirements now

and in the future, as well as methods for meeting our energy needs

domestically or from secure foreign sources. A Rand Corporation report

prepared for the State of California is cited as one source for a de-

scription of the California energy situation. See section III.N. for

a complete reference to both of these reports.

11. The Department of the Interior is committed to baseline studies in new

frontier OCS areas (proposed DCS lease sale areas) followed by monitor-

ing programs through exploration and development activities. The

Southern California DCS Sale 35 FES, and a variety of recent documents,

presentations, and testimony of various Bureau of Land Management and

Department of the Interior officials before Congressional Committees

demonstrates clearly this commitment to baseline and monitoring pro-

grams in frontier areas. This commitment is further demonstrated by

the Bureau of Land Management's commencement of such programs for cer-

tain frontier areas, i.e., the Southern California OCS Sale 35 area.

Presently (January 1976) no area-wide, coordinated baseline and monitor-

ing programs have been initiated for leased areas with existing oil and

gas operations. In the Santa Barbara Channel OCS leased area, some

site-specific monitoring and biological and archeological studies are

conducted by the operators, in accordance with agency requirements and

guidelines, or by the agency itself. Examples are:

• Seismic monitoring (USGS)----------------------section IV.B.B.

• Subsidence detection (operator)----------------section IV.B.7.

• Biological and archeological surveys to insure
protection of these resources (operator)-------sections IV.B.l.

and 9.
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• Site-specific waste-water discharge

monitoring and analysis (operator)---------sections IV.A.I.c.
and g. , "OCS Order
No.8. (5)"

For a discussion of multi-agency, university, and industry involvement

and recommendations as to baseline and monitoring programs, see section

IV.B.12.

12. See expanded coverage in section III.N.IO.

13. Marine traffic and safety considerations for the Santa Barbara Channel

are addressed in considerable detail in the DES section III.J.1. Present

and likely future vessel traffic as a function of possible increased

production in the Channel are quantified appropriately therein. Safety

regulations for vessel traffic and the likely impact thereon of increased

levels of production are also noted in the revised safety portion of FES
section III.J.1.

The impact of LNG transport in the Channel cannot be meaningfully deter-

mined at this time due to the large uncertainty of its occurrence,

timing, or magnitude. However, refer to section I.F.3. for other activ-

ities in the Channel that might affect marine traffic there (including

LNG transport).

14. Estimated fresh water needs for a single onshore facility are provided

in section III.E.2.d. Total fresh water supply needs would be a

function of the level of development of the Channel, which cannot be
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determined at this time, However, as noted in table I-I, the range of

numbers of onshore facilities for the various possible levels of develop-

ment is from 1 to 5, hence total water needs for onshore facilities

could be estimated from as little as 20 acre feet per year to as much

as 100 acre feet per year.

15. These statements are noted. Please see the responses to items 16, and

17.

As noted elsewhere, while the statement addresses the possibility of

leasing, it is not a lease sale statement (which would be prepared by

the Bureau of Land Management should leasing be considered). The

"principles of conservation," as legislatively defined, refer to the

'conservation of oil and gas reso~rces. OCS orders and Departmental

policy, as well as State and local agency policies, do reflect serious

concern for the conservation of natural resources other than oil and

gas.

Please see the discussions on Areas of Special Biological Significance,

Conservation Considerations and Concerns, California Coastal Zone

Conservation Commission discussion and Mitigations, as examples.
16. Without site-specific proposals, it is not possible to evaluate onshore

impacts in great and specific detail. In the FEIS, the discussions of

generalized onshore impacts have been expanded. Specific onshore sites

would presumably receive full environmental consideration under various

state and local laws as a minimum in the event of a site-specific
proposal.
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17. These statements are acknowledged and we concur with the possibilities.

Further, the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission Plan, when

adopted, will provide policies relating to consolidation of onshore pro-

cessing facilities and descriptions of the types of areas where develop-

ment may occur among many additional guidelines. (Policy 83c, 83f in
section IV.A.l.h.) (~ee also response 16)

This subject is addressed in the revised and greatly expanded Socio-

economics Baseline and Impacts discussion in the FES. See sections

II.F., Resources, and III.N., Socioeconomic Impacts.

18. Response to this comment is provided in the revised and greatly expanded

Socioeconomics Baseline and Impacts discussion in the FES. See sections

II.F., Resources, and III.N.,Socioeconomics Impacts.

19. The maintenance of subsea production systems would require the presence

of a surface vessel. A subsea production system is frequently suggested

as means of totally eliminating the aesthetic impact of a surface

facility. However, normally a nearby surface facility is required during

the production phase and a surface vessel is required for drilling and

maintenance. The maintenance of platforms, onshore facilities and

drilling vessels would be a part of the routine operations and daily
operational impacts. Mechanics, electricians, etc. are considered in
section Ill.N. "Socioeconomics Impacts." (See table III-8)

20. The status of implementing recommendations made in several studies of

DCS operations has been updated in this final/1~~~f~5RtIV.A.8.). There

have been many of these studies, as shown in section IV.A.8., and

several are presently ongoing. As new studies are completed, the need to

revise and expand certain original recommendations and add new ones,

becomes apparent. See section IV.A.8. and appendices IV-2 and IV-3 for
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examples of the revising of adopted recommendatiQns prior to the

completion of implementation. Many of these complex recommendations

involve considerable p1anning1 manpower and money and cannot otherwise

be meaningfully implemented.

The Review Committee on Safety of Outer Continental Shelf Petroleum

Operations, under the auspices of the Marine Boardl National Academy

of Engineers was established in July 1973, to serve as a third-party

audit of the OCS procedures and operations and to review state~of-the~

art technologies. This Committee established at the request of the

Geological Survey, composed of experts not regularly employed by

industry or the Government, has issued four reports to the Geological

Survey. The fourth and latest report, issued in August 19751 and the

three previous ones are discussed in this final statement; Committee

membership is also presented (see section IV.A.B.a.).

21. Prior to the CEQ Report, implementation of a similar training recommenda-

tion, resulting from an earlier study, was already in progress. See

section IV.A.B. for the status of implementing the recommendations from

various studies as to OCS operations and management.

22. The Federal Ecological Preserve and Federal Buffer Zone, adjacent to

the State Santa Barbara Oil Sanctuary, are discussed in the introduction
on page ii.10, section I.E.4. and section VIII.E.3. and 4. It is

acknowledged in the statement that the possibility of drainage from

submerged lands within the State Sanctuary would exist should this

adjacent restricted Federal area become available for leasing. However,

at this time there has been no such suggestion made to or by the Secretary of
Interior to make the Federal Ecological Preserve and Federal Buffer Zone
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available for leasing. Discussion of the subject in this EIS was and

is included for the purposes of looking at the full range of "possible"

OCS development in the Channel.

23. The level and extent of USGS efforts to protect the environment is de-

scribed in great detail in section IV., Mitigation Measures.

24. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution emis-

sions and their impacts from the possible levels of Channel development

have been addressed in detail in the greatly enlarged Air Quality and

Air Impacts sections II.G.1., and III., and III.LL.

25. The long-term effects of crude oil on marine mammals in their natural

habitat are not well known. As may be seen from the many cited expert

references, even the immediate impacts of crude oil spills are yet open

to some question. Research is continuing in many private and govern-

mental circles, world-wide on both the short-term and chronic effects

of petroleum products on the marine environment, as well as, improve-

ments for the techniques of spill prevention and clean-up. The decision

as to the future sites for oil facilities on the OCS will, of course,

have to be made only after weighing the potential environmental conse-

quences of not only oil spills, but also the factors of human encroach-

ment, as they are known at that time.

26. The California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission and the P1an-in-
and IV.A.l.h.

Preparation were discussed in sectionS I.F.2.a./The U. S. Geological

Survey is acknowledged on page 17 of the California Coastal Plan as one

of the Federal Agencies having provided assistance and cooperation in

the preparation of the plan. The draft statement was issued June 6,

1975 prior to the pamphlet "In Brief: Preliminary Coastal Plan". The

Final Plan dated December 1, 1975 was received by the USGS in mid-

December. As noted in the transmittal letter of the plan "the workload
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for us (the conunission) has been enormous." Nonetheless, in our
informal telephone contacts with individual conunissioners, they provided
useful and helpful information for the draft EIS preparation. The 162
policies and 44 reconunendations (not yet acted on by the California
Legislature) the valuable descriptive text and very informative color-
coded, annotated map series in the 443-page volume are too numerous to
abstract, however, certain of the petroleum-related policies and recom-
mendations have been listed in section IV.A.l.h. Copies of the Cali-
fornia Coastal Zone Conservation Plan may be purchased from: Documents
and Publications Branch, P. O. Box 20191, Sacramento, California 92520.
The plan definitely will be consulted and considered in the event of
any site-specific proposal.

27. The following is in response to Dr. Paul C. Jennings' helpful hearing

testimony on "earthquake engineering features of the draft statement."

We believe a portion of Dr. Jennings' comments stem from misreading or

misinterpretation (perhaps due in part to unclear wording in the DES

text), and confusion between "expectable ground motion parameters",

"design criteria", and "design specifications". DES 75-35 describes

ground motions of the sort expected to be measured by seismometers and

accelerographs on the ground surface at sites lacking the influence of

structures or extreme contrasts in the elastic properties within the

local geologic section. As such, ground motion does not relate to the

nature or importance of the structure being designed. The capability

of a structure to resist specified ground motions without collapse can

only be evaluated in the context of the entire spectrum of design con-

siderations. DES 75-35 deals only with the ground motions. In recog-

nition of the potential for misinterpretation, we have revised and

expanded the discussion on p. 11-129, 130 (DES 75-35). See section
lI.B.6.g.
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Jennings' final general comment consists of urging that the authors of

the various sections of DES 75-35 be identified because he sees the effect

as "dilution of responsibility through anonymity". Such lack of indenti-

fication is not based on any reluctance of the individual contributors

to be so identified, but reflects the practice of 001, USGS. Both the

draft and final statements are institutional documents carrying the

Director's signature indicating both approval and agency responsibility

for its contents, as the NEPA has assigned that responsibility.

Following are responses to Dr. Jennings' additional substantive hearing
comments:

(1) Jennings asserts that " •..the 0.25g and 0.50g design spectra,

combined with the other portions of the recommended design criteria for

the Santa Ynez platform •.•have produced a platform which has the calculated

capacity to resist without danger of collapse ground motions with peak

values equal to those which they recommend." This serves to support the

statement of Coulter (DES 75-35, p. 11-129, 130), that

proposed Platform "C" could resist very large acceleration even though

the nominal design coefficient was 0.15g.

(2) Jennings comments that peak acceleration values are not directly

related to the amplitude of response of structures with the natural

frequencies of offshore drilling platforms. This is, of course, correct,

however, as Trifunac and Brady (1975, p. 43) point out: " ...one of the

simplest methods of scaling the strong ground motion is to use the peak
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acceleration recorded in the heavily shaken area. Though one such

peak contains only a limited amount of information on the overall

spectral and time-dependent properties of ground motion, for traditional

reasons, as well as simplicity, it appears that such scaling may remain

in engineering and seismological practice for some time." Furthermore,

the estimates of peak velocity and displacement give information on the

low frequency components of ground motion which are more relevant for

offshore drilling platforms.

Jennings also asserts that the ground motion characteristics recommended

in DES 75-35 are "incomplete for the purpose of specifying the design

values of the maximum credible earthquake." Design specifications are

beyond the scope of the Seismology Section of the Impact Statement.

The intent of the Impact Statement was to characterize the ground

motion. Peak horizontal acceleration, velocity and displacement were

recommended. Given these values, methods exist (e.g. Newmark and Hall)
,

for constructing response spectra for design purposes.~

(3) Jennings asserts "The values given by the USGS are higher

than those thought appropriate by most other experts in this field."

This assertion must be questioned in the context of the recent paper by

Trifunac and Brady (1975), who estimate maximum acceleration associated

with a magnitude 7.5 earthquake at a "soft" site at the causative fault

to be as much as 4.5g, and that the average peak accelerations at the

fault should be 1.75g. Trifunac and Brady conclude (1975, p. 49): "We

lNewmark, N. M., and Hall, W. J., 1969, Seismic design criteria for nuclear
reactor facilities: Fifth World Conference on Earthquake Engineering,
Santiago, Chile, 1967, Proc., v. 2, p. 37-50 .
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found the amplitudes of strong ground motion in the near-field of

earthquake energy release to be significantly higher than so far

predicted by most investigators ... These differences can be explained

by the serious lack of near-field data (R<20 km) and by the use of

somewhat arbitrary methods for extrapolation towards the earthquake

source in most previous studies."

Jennings also asserts that " ..•no recommendations are given ...concern-

ing the attenuation of motion with distance from the causative fault."
He is referred to the discussion and figure on p. 11-217 and iZ8
(DES 75-35) which specifically treats attenuation of ground motion with

distance from a causative fault; and to p. 11-113-121, which points out

that the most modern solutions of epicenter locations in the channel have

a relative error of as much as 5 km which, when combined with the

observation that many of the faults have dips that may deviate appreciably

from the vertical, and when combined with the data of Plate 2--which shows

that for the parts of the Channel for which there is good information on

fault distribution it is difficult to find a site as much as 5 km from a

mapped fault--lead to the concluding statement on p. 11-141 (DES 75-35)

which states: "Because no part of the Channel is far from one or another

of the major faults, and because of the seismicity of individual faults

cannot be resolved from among the many nearby faults by the present

seismograph net, the hazard should probably be considered to be uniformly

distributed throughout the region, even though the instrumental record

of small earthquakes indicates a greater frequency on the north-central,

east-central, and southeastern parts of the channel ..."
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The reader is referred to responses to the Dames and Moore review sub-

mitted as part of WOGA written comments, and to Texaco written comments

relating to Channel seismic activity and seismic design criteria.

28. All correspondence related to this subject is included in the section

on written comments to the Director (section IX.B.).

29. The requirements for circulation of the Statement in Draft form prior to

preparation of the Final Statement have been fully met per section 1500.7

of the Council on Environmental Quality Guidelines, titled "Preparing

draft environmental statements; public hearings."

The matter of data availability is addressed in the USGS response letter

to the request noted in the previous comment. The Department and the

Survey do not contemplate further public hearings on this statement at

the time of filing the FES.

30. Parts (a), (b) and (c) of OCS Order No.7 clearly state that the lessee

is responsible for the cost of clean-up of any spills. The lessee's

liability to third parties would be determined according to applicable

l~.

Regarding the prevention of waste and conservation of the natural

resources of the Outer Continental Shelf, regulations have been promu1-

gated establishing bonding requirements for lessees, 43 CFR 3304.1,

3304.2, and liability for oil spills resulting from operations, 30 CFR

250.43. Several of the comments received by the Department have
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suggested that the amount of the required bonds should be increased

and that absolute liability for oil spills resulting from operations

should be extended to include damages suffered by state and local

governments and third parties as a result of such spills. Furthermore.

some commenters said that a mechanism should be created whereby third

party damages could be assessed and collected expeditiously from the

party causing the spill.

The bonding regulation is intended to implement the statutory require-

ment that the successful bidder be one who is responsible and qualified.

43 U.S.C. § 1337(a). The bond is conditioned upon compliance with all

the terms of the lease. For an individual lease the bond must be in

the amount of $50.000 or the lessee may furnish a $300.000 bond to

cover all the leases he may hold within a given geographical area

specified in the regulation. The right is reserved to the United States

to require additional security in the form of a supplemental bond or

bonds or to increase the coverage of an existing bond if. after oper-

ations or production have begun. need for such additional security

becomes apparent. No limitation on the amount of bonds is set by the

OCS Act.

The lessee is required to bear the expense for the control and total

removal of pollutants proximately resulting from drilling or production

operations conducted by or on his behalf. 30 CFR § 2S0.43(b). The

absolute liability for the costs of cleaning up a spill does not extend
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to damages suffered by third parties as a result of the spill, which

constitutes a separate and different suite of legal concerns. The

regulation provides that the lessee's liability to third parties is

governed by applicable law. Adjacent state civil and criminal laws

effective as of August 7, 1953, the date of enactment of the OCS Act,

or other Federal laws and regulations of the Secretary apply to oper-

ations on the Outer Continental Shelf.

The administration is presently supporting legislation which would

establish a mechanism to assess and collect third party damages expedi-

tiously from the party causing the spill.

31. Deep water drilling and potential tanker collision has been discussed

in this statement. As drilling progresses into deeper water, new

technical problems will have to be resolved and OCS Orders will be

prepared to respond accordingly. (See section IX.B. responses Nos. 1
and 5 to EPA comments on deep water drilling)

32. Response to these comments have been made in the greatly

revised and expanded Socioeconomics Baseline and Impacts discussion in

the FES. See sections II.F., Resources, and III.N., Socioeconomics
Impacts.

33. Refer to the updated inventory list of Clean Seas Inc., clean-up and

containment equipment (section IV.A.4. and 5.). See response to

EPA and Resource Agency of California comments on spill clean-up and

containment capabilities. The Bottom-Tension Boom has contained seep

oil in six to eight-foot seas with its full containment capabilities

as yet undetermined. This sea state covers about 94 percent of Santa

Barbara Chan"11el'sea conditions. As stated in the text of this statement,
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subsequent to the 1969 Platform A spill, continuing improvements have

been made in spill containment and clean-up procedures and equipment.

However, to date, no system or equipment has been developed which is

completely effective in controlling and removing all spilled oil under

all weather and sea conditions (section IV.A.5.).

34. It is acknowledged that the Mesa Oil Field near Santa Barbara as shown

on plate 1 is abandoned.

35. Response to these comments was made in the greatly revised and expanded

Socioeconomics Baseline and Impacts discussion in the FES. See sections

II.F., Resources, and III.N., Socioeconomics Impacts.

36. While the Counties of Santa Barbara and Ventura were not formally

consulted, published information from agencies and organizations of

both counties were used in draft preparation, and the process adhered

to NEPA guidelines. The CEQ specifically intended for such input of

State-local agencies to take place during the draft review period. The

distribution of approximately 1,000 copies of the statement in draft

form, holding of public hearings for oral comments, receiving written

comments and responding to such comments are the means by which all

interested parties contribute input to the final statement. Approxi-

mately 600 copies of the draft statement were mailed to parties the

Department believed may have an interest, the remaining 400 were mailed

on request. The availability of the draft statement was announced in

the Federal Register and in a Department News Release.

37. Conservation is addressed in expanded detail in the revised and enlarged

section VIII.G.l., Alternative Sources of Energy, (Energy Conservation).
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38. Whether drilling is conducted on land, a platform, or from a floating

vessel, many of the procedures, and requirements are similar. Drilling

from a floating vessel, however, requires certain modifications in

procedures and in some cases equipment modifications. Five areas of

major differences in procedures for floating drilling are identified

and described in section I.D.3.a. The impacts of drilling from a

floating vessel and from a platform are discussed in section III. It

is apparent that weather conditions and sea state are more of a factor

in floating drilling than in platform drilling.

39. Possible spill volumes for various t~of spills are discussed in

section III. See table 111-17; also see the added discussion in this

final statement as to maximum credible spill amount estimates (section

III.K.4.).

The drilling depth of the well and water depth are not necessarily

major factors as to the ability to abate the source of the spill or

contain the spill and prevent oil from reaching relatively more sensitive

areas.

40. See our earlier responses nos. 20 and 21 to a similar hearing comment on

implementation of certain training recommendations. Several studies on

oes operations and management have resulted in training recommendations.

Refer to section IV.A.8. and appendices IV-2 and IV-3 for the status of

implementing the recommendations that have resulted from various studies.

As to specific training for blowout preventer operations, oes Order No.

2 does presently require testing of the preventers at various specified

times, and that a blowout prevention drill be conducted weekly for each
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drilling crew to insure that crews are properly trained to carry out

emergency duties. All blowout preventer tests and crew drills must be

recorded on the driller's log.

41. The subject of air quality monitoring data is addressed in the greatly

enlarged Baseline Air Quality and Impacts sections in the FES. See

sections II.G.l. and III.LL.

42. Disposal of produced waste water is discussed in considerable detail

throughout the statement in appropriate sections. Portions of the

produced waste water discussion has been updated in the final to more

closely reflect the present status as to produced waste water disposal

and regulation.

Produced waste water discussion references:

Section I.D.8.a.(2) Section II.G.2.c. and d. Section III.C.2.b.(I)(c)
Section III.E.2.e. and Section IV.A.l.c. and d.

Santa Barbara Channel DeS inspection frequency and procedures are

described in detail in section IV.A.2.

43. It is agreed that the estimate, of the average amount of drilling mud

spilled into the sea, may be too high for platform development drilling.

44. The opinion that these reserve estimates are conservative is acknowledged.

As stated in the text the reserve estimates given in table 1-2 are

preliminary and subject to possible drastic revision as more information

becomes available and more detailed reservoir studies and reserve analyses

are performed.
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45. Loss statistics from the 1969 oil spill to the City of Santa Barbara,

as estimated and provided by the Mayor's office, are presented below.

"In 1969, following the spill, the City of Santa Barbara
spent more than $100,000 worth of employees' time in
assisting, directing, and carrying out the cleanup operation.
The City lost more than $100,000 in rental of City-owned
coastline property. The City lost from '69 to '73 more than
$500,000 in bed taxes and $3 million in sales taxes. The
City suffered a diminution in the fair market value of its
ocean-front property and a loss of use of the City's ocean-
front property from 1969 in effect until the present. To the
City of Santa Barbara this is an additional loss of approxi-
mately $3 million.

"Gentlemen, I hope the above demonstrates to you in dollars
and cents the impact this oil spill had on a city the size
of Santa Barbara with a population of 75,000 people and six
and a half miles of coastline. As a result of the loss of
tax revenues, the City was required to cut its employee pay-
roll by 71 people. A city cannot absorb that kind of revenue
loss by itself without reducing services for all of its
citizens."
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B. Written Comments

Written comments on the draft environmental statement, as invited by

the aforementioned (section IX.A.) news releases and Federal Register notices,

are reproduced in the following portion of this section. As appropriate,

response to specific comments are made. For easy reference, responses to

each comment have been numbered and the appropriate section of the comment

letter has been bracketed and numbered. The letter precedes the response.

Correspondence duplicating hearing testimony is included with the hearing

records. Appreciation is expressed for all letters, data, information, and

opinions.

The following written comments were received:
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Federal

Bureau of Land Management

Bureau of Mines

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Department of the Army

Department of Commerce

Environmental Protection Agency

Federal Energy Administration

Fish and Wildlife Service

National Park Service

Office of the Secretary,
Ocean Mining Administration

u. S. Coast Guard

U. S. Energy Research and
Development Administration

State

State Lands Commission

Resources Agency of California and
California Coastal Zone Conservation
Commission (submitted together)

Other Governmental

Santa Barbara, Office of City Attorney

City of Tehachapi
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August 5, 1975

August 5, 1975

July 24, 1975

July 30, 1975

September 2, & 16, 1975

October 2, 1975

July 31, 1975

August 11, 1975

July 22, 1975

July 31, 1975

August 4, 1975

August 7, 1975

August 20, 1975

November 19, 1975

August 8, 1975, Sept. 25,
1975 & August 29, 1975

August 28, 1975



Private Organizations and Individuals

Air Transportation Association

Bekins Company

B'nai B'rith Messenger

F. P. Lathrop Construction Company

J. Ray McDermott and Company, Inc.

Le Roy Jeffries and Associates

Kaiser Steel

Modern Plastic Company

Parr and Associates
(Russ Campbell and Solicitor)

Pioneer Division, The Flintkote Company

Red Triangle Oil Company

Sidney R. Frank Group

Sport Fishing Institute

Standard Oil Company

Texaco, Inc.

Union Oil Company of California

Valley Nitrogen Producers, Inc.

Western Oil and Gas Company

Mrs. William Aggeler

Malcolm Archbald

Mrs. Malcolm Archbald

Richard H. Bigelow

W. E. Bisgaard

W. E. Bruse
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August 13, 1975

August 1, 1975

July 31, 1975

July 8, 1975

August 29, 1975

August 22, 1975

September 2, 1975

August 20, 1975

August 27, 1975

July 25, 1975

July 16, 1975

August 21, 1975

September 9, 1975

August 29, 1975

August 26, 1975

August 21, 1975

August 27, 1975

August 27, 1975

August 29, 1975

August 31, 1975

August 30, 1975

August 26, 1975

July 30, 1975

August 28, 1975



Private Organizations and Individuals (continued)

Mrs. Bryan Burk August 4. 1975
Jacki Bergen and Brad L. Clements No date

Edward N. Dodson August 27. 1975

Phyllis Dodson August 29. 1975

Albert Dorskind August 4. 1975

Mrs. W. M. Fride11 August 4. 1975

Mickey M. Gutierrez August 29. 1975

William P. Hoopes August 1. 1975

Ernest J. Loebbecke July 31. 1975

Ferdinand Mendenhall August 5. 1975

Howard Morf August 7. 1975

Gene E. Steed August 5. 1975

John V. Vaughn August 4, 1975

Mrs. Carol A. Waters July 31, 1975
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

IN REPLY REFER T

1792 (260)

1

AUG 5 1975
Memorandum

To: Director, Geological Survey

From: Director, Bureau of Land Management

Subject: Review of draft environmental statement, Oil and Gas
Development in the SantaBarbara Channel Outer Continental
Shelf off California DES-7S/3S

In response to your request we have reviewed the above subject. We find
the weakest section of the draft to be Section VIII on Alternatives to
Further Development. For example, the wording on the bottom of page
VIII - 3 on the No Action Alternative is confusing. We would suggest
that a much more comprehensive discussion be presented on the No Action
Alternative. This should include details on what the legal and environ-
mental implications of no action alternative would be. We cannot agree
that the 'no action' alternative is not a viable issue for discussion
here. There should also be supplementary no action discussions under
each of the operational alternatives.

The following detailed comments are provided for your use.

Assistant
Enclosure
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2

Detailed Comments:

ii. The Preface and Introduction of the DEIS give an excellent summary of
the history of oes development in California and a particularly good
summary of development in the Santa Barbara Channel. It may be appropriate,
however, to expand the Sa~ta Barbara Blow~ut and Oil Spill of 1969 Section,
(pp. ii-13 to ii-IS) and df.scuss in more detail the damage caused by the
1969 Blowout, and the clean up costs which resulted thereof, or to refer
the reader to page 111-183.

[

I.A.B.E.' -- These sections give a good summary of activities currently
3 being conducted but do not give a projection of expected future activities.

It may be useful to project a range of probable future activity in this
section in the FEIS.

Volume I

[
Section I.D.l,2 - page 15-234 Page 1-22, 3rd paragraph, last sentence: What is the source(s) which
indicated water base muds are not harmful to marine life.

Section I.D.4.6. -- This section is a comprehensive review of platform and
subsea completion technology. The great detail in which the state of the
art of subsea technology is treated is especially well prepared.

5

Section I.D.7,8,9. Pages 1-117, Item (2), lines 4 thru 8. -- Change to
read: "In water depths of less than 200 feet, present oes administrative
procedures in New Orleans OCS office requires a minimum pipeline burial of
3 feet. Corps of Engineers in New Orleans requires a minimum pipeline burial
of 10 feet in the fairways. Corps of Engineers in Galveston, Texas, requires
a minimum pipeline burial of 10 feet in the fairways, and 16 1/2 feet in the
anchorage areas."

Page 1-120, item (3), paragraph 2. -- "Corrosion prevention measures are
required by OCS order No.9."

Page .1-121, Item (4) -- Change paragraph to document the deepest underwater
pipeline laid to date was a 10-in pipeline in 1,180 feet of water by an
Italian state-owned company, ENI. (Oil and Gas Journal, October 28, 1974).

Page 1-124, paragraph 2, line 5. -- Change to read: "The pipeline require-
ments in oes Order No.9 apply to all oes pipelines."

Page 1-134, paragraph 2, line 1. -- Change "Uniform Fire Code to "National
Fire Code."

Section II-A, 11-1
No comment

r-Section B, 6a, page 11-84, last paragraph, last sentence. This sentence may61 lead a reader to believe that more geological and geophysical investigation
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allgrons browni) which also occurs
The California brown pelican (Pel-
feeds and roosts in this area.

8

lwill be completed pr~or tp oil production activity. Possibly another
sentence could be added which could inform the reader as to the status
of further seismic investigations prior to any oil production activities.

Page 11-129, last sentence: What are the ground accelerations the other
OCS platforms could withstand.

Section II-C Meteorology
No comment

Section II-D - Oceanography
Page II~179l 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence: It is doubtful that only in the
area of Point Conception can waves strike the beach with little modifica-
tion resulting. With waves from the northwest, it seems reasonable that
they will be diffracted around Point Conception, dissipating their energy
along the shore south of Point Conception. If waves are refracted at
Point Conception, the wave energy will converge in the area of the submarine
ridge extending from Point Conception. If the DES statement is true, a
reference that can substantiate the sentence should be given. To clarify
this statement the Army Corps of Engineers could be consulted.

Page 11-193, last paragraph, 3rd sentence. The statement should be: (As
waves approach the shore, the period remains constant with an increase in
the amplitude and a decrease in wave length.)

Volume II

Page 11-217 -- It should be indicated that the area from Mugu Lagoon to
Latigo Point is designated as an ASBS.

Page 11-218 -- When referring to the rare and endangered species of a
particular area, it would be more meaningful and more scientifically
accurate to distinguish which subspecies uf organism is being described.
Such is the case on page II-2l8 with the clapper rail. According to the
DES, the entire clapper rail species (Ra11us longirostris) is endangered.
This is incorrect. Only the three subspecies in California are endangered,
and only the light-footed clapper rail (Rallus longirostris levi pes) is
found in the subject area being describeG. This thinking· also applies to
the peregrine falcon which should be list~d as the American peregrine
falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum).

The California least tern (Sterna
in the subject area should be listed.
icanus occidentalis californicus) also

Page 11-225 -- Same comment as for page 11-218 applies to this listing of
the rare and endangered species.

The Gray Whale (Eschrichtius gibbosus) should also be listed as an
endangered species which occasionally migrates through the Santa Barbara
Channel.
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I~ should also be noted that the Guadelupe fur seal (listed as rare by
the state) occurs ·on San Miguel Island.

Page 11-226 -- Under item (2). The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
no longer exists. Its name is now U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Also,
Belding's savannah sparrow is not listed on the Federal Endangered Fauna
List, only on the California State list.

Section II.E.-2a (1) through (6) The description of the Intertidal and
benthos was a good summary of the main features of these habitats. All
principle groups (macrophytes, invertebrates and fish) are included in
the intertidal habitat coverage which is extremely helpful for tying
things together.

The main criticisms are those of minor omissions of known facts which
would be helpful for a fuller understanding of the community. For example,
the acorn barnacle (Cthalamus fussus) has been omitted from Table· 11-20.
This species was one of the very few species decimated during the 1969 Santa
Harbara oil blowout. Several of the community assemblages described in
Section 2a (5) do not occur in the area described in the DES, but occur
further south in the So~thern California Bite. (Refer to Jones, 1969)

Page 11-259, 261 - Fay (1971) should be changed to Fay et ale (1972)

Page 11-285 -- The Guade1upe fur seal is not listed as endangered by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. It is listed in the "Threatened Wildlife
of the United States" 1973 Edition.

Section II-F. -- Page 11-301, paragraph 2, line 2 -- Anacapa Island is a
National Monument and is not to be developed. What is meant 'by the phrase,
" ••• Anacapa is ripe with development opportunities."

J2 [ SectLon II-F. 7 -- Page 340-44 -- The percentages for different fishing
methods total 98%, not 100% -- why?

[

Page 353, paragraph 2 -- More recent estimates should be included here.
These figures are five years old and more recent data is available.13 We feel the entire section (7a. and b.) should be expanded considerably.
The relationship between fishing and offshore platforms should be discussed
and more detailed references should be provided throughout the section.

14[ Section II-F.8 -- This section should include a discussion of potential
mariculture sites and how the proposed action would effect them.

Section II-F-ll-- Mineral Resources Section -- Although this section gives
a complete description of the terrestrial mineral resources, no areas of
present or potential offshore mineral resources are mentioned. If there15 are no offshore mineral deposits, it should be indicated, so that the reader
could get a better feeling of the offshore environment. If mineral deposits
are present, that may he economical to mine in the future, but are not
being mined at this time, it should be indicated in the text.

[

Section II-F-12 - page 11-391, paragraph 2 -- This paragraph should indicate16 a table on existing tanker mooring facilities in Santa Barbara Channel.
Offshore Petroleum Resource, 1971, Resource Agency of California has
information on above tanker facilities •.
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17[ page 11-392, Table II-54 .,..-Table U-54 should include: 1) plat{orm
Harry at Point Conception by Phillips, and 2) 3 ocean floor walls at
Elwood by Atlantic Richfield, et ale

II.G.I - Air Quality

18[ page 11-396: line 8 should read "aJJ. of Ventura County ••••• "

[

Section II-G.2. Water Quality
19 page 11-415, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence: It should be pointed out that

industrial wastes are not always dis~harged Jirectly from their originat-
ing source, but are often directed into municipal waste systems.

20

page 11-417 --Simply indicating that an effluent is discharged at a depth
beneath the ocean surface does not show that there is not an osmotic shock
to the rearine organisms, or that the effluent mass is diffused throughout
the water column. If there has been any physical and chemical constituent
monitoring at effluent discharge sites, it would greatly enhance this
discussion to indicate the reference.

[

page 11-418, 1st paragraph -- An attached copy of the Hillhouse permit
21 could give the reader a better understanding of present Federal permits.

Any monitoring reports around and/or at the discharge site would help
indicate if the discharger is meeting the Federal permit.

22[page II-423, 1st paragraph, last sentence. Is 1974 correct, if so what
was the status at the end of 19747

Section II-H, page 11-435 -- The Geological Survey indicates that annual
fishery catch values fluctuate (in the short term) from year to year, and
that the fluctuations will continue.

23 Long range historical trends dating from the 1930's and 1940's have
shown e reduction of several important commercial species, as well as a
general reduction of overall catch. It can, therefore, also be argued
that imvortant popular species, as well as overall catch, may continue
to decline over a period of many years.

Section III-B.
No comment

[

Section III-C.2.a -- This section discusses the impact of structures during
the operational phase. The positive aspects of platform palcement are

24 discussed in more detail than the negative aspects. It may be appropriate
to give an equally detailed description of the adverse impacts of the
operational phase in the FEIS.

25

Section III.C.2.6 -- page 111-16, 3rd paragraph -- Does this paragraph,
which shows municipal waste water to have a large mass emission rate,
have any relevance to the DES. Just because one industry is discharging
huge amounts of a pollutant, does not mean that another industry discharg-
ing smaller amounts of the pollutant, has an impact that may be overlooked.
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III.C.2.b.(I).(a). Page III-IS

27[

26

This discussion of the impacts of drillinz muds emphasizes

the use of chrome lignosulfonate in the gelled seawater drilling

muds. In an example prepared for BL~ with reference to the

Southern California EIS, one company--ARCO--makes the statenent:

"The uSe of chrome nateria':h-s,oil and other toxic
materials in offshore mud systems has been avoided
for several years. Sodium lignosulfonate has
replaced ferrochrone lignosulfonate in offshore
mud systems."

A copy of this report was sent to Hr. Price McDonald of the Geological

Survey, Conservation Division, Branch of Marine Oil and Gas Operations.

On page 111-18 the Dud used to drill the typical 8000 foot \vell

calculates to be lighter than seawater--an obvious error.
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page 111-16 -- paragraph 4, sentence 3 -- Information on dilution would
help to describe the dispersion effect.

Paragraph 5 -- What is the source of this information.

page 111-29 --(a) Blowout and Caprock Rupture -- 1st paragraph, last
sentence-- "Care sould be taken that casing is run to sufficient depth to
prevent formation damage by exposure to pressures from deeper zones."

30 This particular item is quite significant to Santa Barbara residents as it
was the cause of the original big biowout that stirred up so much controv-
ersy. The word care should be expanded to show what actual requirements
USGS will require in the form of precontract requirements, stipulations,
etc.

Section III.C.3. Oil Spill Estimates page 111-35 -- The data in "Petro-
leum in the Marine Environment" by the National Academy of Sciences!
Washington, D.C.! 1975, disagrees with the data presented. The EIS
refers to McCaslin, 1972, and show the 1971 U. S. offshore production as
618 million barrels per year or 1.7 million barrels per day. The EIS
goes on to estimate the total loss due to minor spills from U. S. off-
shore facilities as 1,500 bar~els per year or 63,000 gallons, rather. than
the 662,203 gallons you indicate.

All this data, however, is very misleading, and will be extremely difficult
to justify in the context in which it is used. Spill rat~os have little
meaning in the Santa Barbara area with its few wells, when the majority
of the data comes from the Gulf of Mexico with its many wells and much
longer history, and entirely different conditions. Also, why pick data
5 years old, when more recent data is available?

A major spill will completely change the data base. If one is just
going to consider small spills, it sould be tied into natural seepage.

[

page 111-73 -- Pipeline trenching operations and the resultant impacts should
be discussed, especially if any marsh or other unique habitat is trenched.32 It is recommended that reseeding should be with the same species as existed
prior to construction, and that planting of native shrubs and trees not only
be planned but required.

[

What type of construction techniques would be utilized when pipelines
33 cross beaches, marshes, or other critical areas? Also, would bulkheads,

shell mounds, or other techniques be used to prevent erosion and saltwater
intrusion?

[

Slope stabilization could be enhanced by requiring use of rip rap, mulch,
or other methods common to construction practices. Some quantiftcatic·n of34 the estimated acreage that would be devoted to onshore construction sl'ould
be· presented.
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~[
36

37[

5ect~on III.E.2.G. Oil Spills -- page III~78 -- The statement is made
that it is highly unlikely that the total maximum volume of stored oil
would be spilled. This should be explained. Is it because of some type
of baffles in a single large storage container, or will there be several
small storage containers, etc?

The ~nHial statement at the beginning of the second paragraph indicates
thet a major oil spill during dry weather can be readily handled with only
modest, local adverse environmental effects. Experience seems to indicate
that a major spill has never been readily "handl.ed", Also, this statement
conflir.ts with the next statement of local massive pollution if -the same
spiJ.I occur s in wet weather.

page 111-80 -- How much acreage of native habitat area would be removed,
and for ~hat period of time? What types and approximate quantities of
pollutants would be emitted from the onshore storage and treatment facil-
ities?
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Section III.L.3. Impact of Spill on Air Quality

Page 111-133 The Baker (1971a) and 1971b) references are not listed in
the bibliography.

The section is too brief and does not adequately address the problem. For
example, what impact would occur from a large and small case spill with
the discharge lasting over a several day period. There would be an over-
night accumulation of pollutants that would be added to during the next
day. Also, what would the onshore increase in air pollution be for a
small and large spill. It is recommended that some modeling be done to
establish pollutant amount durations, and onshore areas w1ich would be
impacted.

~[Page 111-120 Reference 29 is not. complete.

Recovery of marsh plants is dependent upon whether or not oil penetrates
into the sediment surrounding the root system of the plant.

To cite the Nelson-Smith (1973) summary of Baker's work:

Heavy pollution is much more damaging because large volumes of
oil can soak into the bases of plants and kill their growing
points. Penetration of oil into the substratum has direct
effects by spreading around root systems and reducing normal
bacterial activity or oxygen content. This is indirectly affected
by smothering the shoots of plants such as Spartina which pass
oxygen into the soil via their roots. Baker (197lf) demonstrated
a great reduction in this oxygen diffusion when the leaves were
painted with oil and pointed out that the roots of healthy
spartina are su~rounded by brown, oxidized mud whereas after
repeated oiling of the plants, this becomes blackened and
anaerobic. Bacterial degradation of oil is largely aerobic and,
under such reduced conditions, may be very much slowed down.

Chan did not report that there was very little damage to communities
on rocky surfaces as indicated on p. 111-135. There was little damage
to the mussel community, but Chan indicated there was a significant
decrease in marine life after the oil spill on other reefs in the area.
Most severely affected were acorn barnacles, limpets, and striped shore
crabs (Ch3n, 1972).

Page 111-165 -- The DES indicates that, marine organisms accumulate hydro-
carbons, but eventually depurate them. The possibility of temporary
concentration of hydrocarbons in the food chain and the consequent incr,eased
danger of carcinogens or toxicity as the result of this temporaryconcen-
tration should be indicated.
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[
Section III.H. -- Table 111-9 on p. 111-176 should perhaps be updated to41 project the lower demand forecasts now being anticipated. (Source - FEA

Project Independance Blueprint)

Table 111-10, p. 178 is mislabeled somewhat. Perhaps a caption such as
"Sources of Petroleum supply of petroleum consumed •••" may be more appropriate.

Section 111.0.2 Summary - Impacts on Air Qau1ity

[

Page 111-221, line 1 states "Very minor impacts on air quality would
result •••" In case of a large case spill or another volume spill Lastrtng

43 several days, this statement would no longer be true. In addition, there
will be a negative impact from onshore operations. The section should be
expanded for more accuracy.

Page 111-221: line 11 - The subject of low level chronic spills is n0t
discussed.

44

Page 111-222: line 1 - What types of impacts are to be expected, amounts of
each type, and duration. This is important because certain types of onshore
pollutants are decreasing each year while other types are increasing. The
section should be expanded to include the onshore impact from offshore
generated pollutants.

Page III-222: line 4 - Fumes from fires and the vo1itization of spi.11s do
not disperse in a rapid fashion. An impact would result. Some disc~ssion
should be directed to the most probable onshore areas where the impact
would be the greatest.

[

Section 111.0.3. p. 111-222. This section should be expanded.
45 many potentially adverse effects (possible concentration of fish

pollution sources) that should be discussed. No mention is made
ference with drifting seine fishermen.

There are
at po t ent Lal,
of i:lter-

46

Section III.0.4. p. 111-224. The statement -- "habitat impact for benthic
organisms for the most part would be positive " •••is debatable. There would
be a slight addition to the sessile epifauna habitat, and therefore the
addition of epifaunal individuals, but also a consequential decrease in
the natural infauna1 habitat and resulting decrease of the normal infauna1
individuals.

[
Page 111-232, item 10, paragraph 1, line 3 -- Change to read: "The U. S.

47 Coast Guard recommends that permanent platforms not be within one-qua~ter
mile of sea lane boundaries."

Section IV.A.1.a. p. IV-2 -- Should also include OCS Order No. 11 d~ted
May 1, 1975 and OCS Order No. 12 dated DecemHer 1, 1974.

48 Section IV.A.1.g. Pacific Area OCS Orders -- p. IV.-11. There are 12
Pacific Area OCS Orders. The appropriate information should be included in
this section. The last sentence "OCS Order, No. 12 will likely be effective
December 1974" does not seem applicable on July, 1975.
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Section IV.A.4.a. O~ganization Formed by Companies for Spill Containment ~
and Removal -- p. IV-33

[

The U. S. Coast Guard National Strike Force, Pacific Team, commanded by
LCDR Wiechert, represents a significant capability that can be on site

49 within 2 hours. This should be included along with their equipment.
Additionally, there is a significant Navy clean up crew at the Construction
Battalion Base in Pt. Hueneme that was not ~ncluded.

50 [ The P.LC.E. cooperative ~rouF noted has changed their name to "Clean
Coastal Waters".

Section IV.A.4.b. Clean Seas, Incorporated -- p. IV-35.

51

52

53

54

Clean Seas has a published inventory last dated April 1, 1975, which
represents a significant increase in equipment over the January 1974 last
noted. This also invalidates the list on p. IV-39 , (2) Equipment and
Materials to be Purchased by late 1974. It gives the impression that
no one has paid much attention to this section for at least a year and
therefore ought to be brought up to 'date.

Section IV.A.G. ~tigating Factors Involving the Relationships of Potential
Activities to Shipping -- p. IV.-50.

[
The one-half mile boundary from sea lanes was correct at the time hte

paragraph was written, however, the U. S. Coast Guard is now in process
of getting 1/4 mile approved.

[

Section IV.O.5. p. 111-225, 2nd paragraph, 3rd sentence. From Kolpack*,
it is found that during the Santa Barbara incident, oil slicks usually
penetrated a short distance into suspended sediment plumes (shown in
Figure 2, page 345). This indicates that oil from the Santa Barbara blow-
out are not dispersed with sea water, and could possibly cover bottom sediment.

Section V.A.l and 2. This is a somewhat optimistic outlook as many of the
impacts, unavoidable or otherwise, are somewhat speculative.

P, V.5. -- The statement that the duration of the impact on the
benthos will last up to 2 years, apparently does not consider the time
required for a destroyed population to reach reproductive age. This time
is unknown for most species, but for a community in total, the members
probably will require at least 5 years. This is based on the age at sexual
maturity of the goose neck barnacle (Straughn, 1971) and the assumption
that there are a significant number of other species requiring a similar
time to reach reproductive age.

*Kolpack, R.L. 1971. Biological and Oceanographical survey of the Santa
Barbara Channel oil spill. Allan Hancock Foundation. Volume II, p. 342
and 345.
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[

Section V.C. p. V-6. No mention is made of interference with seine
fishermen. What about interference in the event of an oil spill and as a55 result of increased boat traffic. The statement that "methods of commercial
fishing, other than trawling, are largely unaffected by offshore structure9
or pipelines" is not correct.

Section V.l. page V-9 Unavoidable Adnerse Impacts - Air Quality

[The text should attempt the kinds and amounts of pollutants that wili96 not be abated through equipment control etc.

57[ Section VII.B. p-VII-l. Considerably more detail is needed.

[

Section VIII. The alternative of energy conservation could be expanded for
the FEIS. See the Preliminary Coastal Plan of the California Coastal

58 Zone Conservation Commissions for conservation policies being recommended
to the California legislature.

References used for Biological Commeuts;

Chan, G. 1972. A study of the effects of the San Francisco oil spill
on marine organisms. Part 1. Kentfield, California, College of
Marin, 78p.

Jones, G. G. 1969. The benthic macrofauna of the mainland shelf of
Southern California Allan Hancock Foundation, Monogr. Mar. BioI.
4;2l9p.

Nelson-Smith, A. 1973. Oil pollution and marine ecology. Plenum Press,
N.Y. 260p.
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RESPONSE TO BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

1. In our view, a single treatment of the alternative to encompass all

possible aspects of future development would be inappropriate, complex,

and unnecessarily confusing to the reader. As stated in the referenced

passage, it was discussed on subsequent pages in the context of separable

categories of possible actions.

The passage has been revised in the final statement to reflect post-

draft receipt of proposals for Federal actions.

2. The reader has been referred to the appropriate portions of section III.

3. Section I.E.5. and 6. (tables I-I and 1-2) contain estimates for the

number of facilities, exploratory and development wells and potential

production for each of the four possible levels of Santa Barbara Channel

development. Tables 111-7 and 111-8 give a hypothetical 40-year

time frame for the possible levels of Channel development.

4. Normally, sea water is used as drilling fluid for this type of shallow

coring. Occasionally, small amounts of clay (bentonite) are added for

viscosity. Discharge of small amounts of this sea water-clay mud would

likely result in only very brief local turbidity.

The evidence is indirect, e.g., recolonization of the ocean bottom

within 8 months (section III.C.2.b.(1)(b)).

5. These suggested changes have been made where appropriate.

6. Various geological and geophysical studies by private concerns as well

as the Geological Survey will continue to be performed in the Channel
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for many years concurrent with present production activities and

possible future oil and gas activities.

7. This entire page has been rewritten to more clearly present the present

situation as to earthquake design criteria.

8. Recommendations accepted and text modified to reflect suggestions.

9. Please see section II.G.2.b.(2) for ASBS discussion.

10. The subspecies involved is indicated by use of the trinomial in the

scientific name in the FES.

11. The text has been modified as appropriate.

12. The difference was due to rounding off.

13. Sections II.F.9.a. and b. have been expanded considerably.

14. Other than information on kelp harvesting, no data on potential mari-

culture in the Channel area exists.

15. A discussion of Santa Barbara Channel potential mineral resources other

than oil and gas has been included in section II.F.13. Presently, no

minerals other than oil and gas are extracted in paying quantities from

the Santa Barbara Channel, however, it is possible in the future that

gravel, phosphorite, manganese and other minerals will be extracted from

the Santa Barbara Channel ocean floor in paying quantities (also refer

to the response to the Bureau of Mines).
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16. Table 11-66 and figure 11-46 list and locate the existing tanker

mooring facilities in the Santa Barbara Channel.

17. Platform Harry was abandoned and removed in July 1974.

18. This error has been corrected in the revised Air Quality Baseline

section II.G.l.

19. Suggested revision has been incorporated into the text where noted.

20. Produced waste water discharged at a depth below the ocean surface does

not guarantee that some degree of very local osmotic shock or high salt

concentration gradients do not occur right at the discharge point.

However, the rate of produced waste water discharge is small in compari-

son to the net current flow through past the platform. Hence, normal

sea water diffusion kenetics along with the constant renewal of the

receiving water volume, result in very low constituent concentration

just a few meters away from discharge points.

Table II~8presents typical produced waste water characteristics from

a Santa ·Barbara Channel lease. Produced waste water in the Channel is

essentially similar in makeup and concentration to sea water thus its

impact on the receiving water volume is very slight even with minimal

dilution.

Also section III.C.2.b.(1)(c)(i) of the DES discussed a monitoring

study made on produced waste water dischage effects from Continental

Oil Company activity in the Channel.

21. The Hillhouse discharge permit issued by the U. S. Geological Survey

may be reviewed at the USGS Pacific Area office in Los Angeles. It
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was not reproduced in the DES since appropriate discussion of it was
provided in section II.G.2.d.(3) of the DES text. The Geological Sur-
vey does agree that receiving water quality does give some indication
of the effectiveness of effluent quality control and regulation. See
sections II.G.2.c. and d., and IV.A.l. c. and d. for updated discussion
on EPA permits and regulations.

22. The 1974 date was correct and discharge has essentially been eliminated

in favor of subsurface injection into platform wells.

23. We concur. Additional data is presented in section II.F.9.a.,

Commercial Fishing. Intensity of fishing is an important factor.

24. Negative aspects of platform structures are addressed in the DES in a

manner which was felt to be adequate and appropriate.

25. The purpose of including municipal discharge of chromium into the

Channel in this section was not to justify additional, much smaller

amounts of its discharge by oil operations, but rather, to merely put

such additional discharges into proper perspective.

26. Ferrochrome lignosulfonate (Q-Broxin) has recently been used in some

Santa Barbara Channel mud systems.

27. The weight given is the weight of the mud components added to the sea

water, not the weight of the sea water plus the other mud components.

28. Dillution and dispersion of discharged drilling muds would be a function

of mud type, and discharge rate, concentration of constituents, sea

water characteristics, discharge regime, water. column exchange rate,

and etc. Hence, generalization on drilling mud dispersion would not be

useful.
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29. Reference is at end of paragraph.

30. The reader is referred to the OCS Order casing requirements in section

IV.A.l.g.

31. The comment is acknowledged and estimates of spillage have been re-

assessed. The difficulty of making accurate predictions of spill ratios

using data, much of which is from a number of years past and from Gulf

of Mexico OCS operations, is known.

32. The recommendations are noted. Pipeline routing would be regulated by

appropriate State, Federal, and local entities which would likely result

in the avoidance of marshes or other unique habitat to the extent feas-

sible. In any event, environmental considerations would be taken into

account for a site-specific proposal.

33. Refer to section I.D.7.a. for construction methods for pipelines and

111.0.1. for impacts from same.

34. See table 111-17 for acreage estimation of onshore facilities.

35. Frequently, there is more than one storage tank and also, normally,

there are several treating and separating facilities that would contain

a portion of the oil.

36. This paragraph simply indicates that a major onshore spill resulting

from landsliding and flooding during wet weather would be more difficult

to contain and, depending on the facility location, oil could possibly

reach the near shore marine environment. Normally, during dry weather,

the impact of an onshore spill is relatively local as compared to an

offshore spill.
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37. See table 111-17 for acreage estimation of onshore facilities. The

estimated figure of 30 acres minimum would be the amount of native

habitat removed and would be for the life of the facility, about 40 to

50 years.

See the revised and much expanded air quality impacts section III.LL.l.b.

for onshore facility air emissions.

38. Refer to the revised and expanded section 111.LL.l.d. which addresses

the air pollution impacts of oil spills.

39. Page 111-120. We concur, however, this is a direct reproduction of a

CEQ publication.

Page 111-133. Please see revised references, section III.

40. The text has been revised for consistency with these observations. The

text has been changed also to include the National Academy of Sciences

(1975) finding that there is no evidence for food web magnification

in the case of hydrocarbons in the marine environment.

41. The reader is referred to several more recent forecasts.

42. The table has been deleted.

43. Refer to the revised and much expanded sections on Oil Spill Air

Pollution Impacts, section 111.LL.l.d. and Onshore Facilities Air

Pollution Impacts, section 111.LL.l.b.

44. Refer to the greatly revised and expanded Baseline Air Quality and Air

Quality Impacts sections II.G.l., and III.LL. respectively.
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45. This is a summary section. For added detail see section II.F.9.a. and

b., Commercial and Sport Fishing.

46. The statement has been deleted.

47. One mile has been changed to 1/2 mile.

48. OCS Orders 11 and 12 have been included, also, the status of other

existing OCS Order revisions has been updated.

49. The Coast Guard and Navy are indicated in section IV.A.4.b. as agencies

that have clean-up equipment and capabilities.

50. This name change has been made.

51. The Clean Seas inventory of clean-up equipment has been updated.

52. It is noted that the Coast Guard is presently considering a one-fourth

mile boundary from sea lanes.

53. We recognize Kolpack's observation that oil slicks in 1969 following

the Platform A spill penetrated a short distance into suspended sedi-

ment plumes and refer to this observation at the bottom of page 111-126.

Due to mixture of the oil with sediments and formation of tar balls, it

is unlikely that oil would cover bottom sediments over any significant

area.

54. The text has been modified.

55. Reader is referred to other portions of text which go into detail on

all these aspects.

56. Refer to the greatly revised and expanded Baseline Air Quality and Air
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Quality Impacts sections II.G.l., and III.LL. respectively.

57. Refer to section II for cataloging natural resources and section III

for impacts.

58. Refer to the revised and expanded section VIII.G. on the alternative
of energy conservation provided in the FES.
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OFFICE 0'" THE DIRECTOR

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF MINES
2401 E STREET, NW.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20241

1

August 5, 1975

DES 75-35

Memorandum

To: Director, Geological Survey

From: Director, Bureau of Mines

Subject: Draft environmental statement, Geological Survey, Oil and Gas
Development in the Santa Barbara Channel, Outer Continental
Shelf Off California

Personnel in our Western Field Operation Center, Spokane, have reviewed
this draft statement for oil and gas development in OCS lands lying
generally north of latitude 34°N, west of longitude 119°, and east of
longitude 120°30'. Only a part of the OCS in the Santa Barbara Channel
has been leased by the Federal Government to date.

A wealth of information has been provided in this statement on all
phases of offshore drilling. Its discussion of onshore mineral resources
of Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties is adequate. However, no offshore
mineral resources other than oil and gas are discussed.

The statement page 11-383, vol. 2, correctly reports that " ••• most
populated areas face depletion of their major sand and gravel resources with-
in the next three decades, unless a sand and gravel deposit can be set aside
as natural resource zones for future use." The ocean floors contain part of
the Nation's future sand and gravel resources and the bottom sediment map of
the draft statement for OCS Sale No. 35, Vol. 4, shows where sand and silty
sand deposits occur in the Santa Barbara Channel. We therefore suggest
that the statement identify, if possible, other mineral resources, such as
sand and gravel, that might be found in the channel area that can supply
future needs.

Also the statement would benefit from a discussion as to the effects that
leasing would have on submerged mineral resources other than oil and gas.
The documents should identify the areas where other mineral development
would be prohibited. In the draft statement for DCS Sale No. 35, vol. 2,
page 313, the areas surrounding hardware installations, platforms, subsea
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2

lclusters, and transfer pipelines are listed as areas which understandably
must be restricted from any type of development. This statement, DES 75-35
might indicate what areas are to be withdrawn from other such developments
and the duration of such withdrawals.

If there is a relationship between the three volumes of this statement
and the four volumes of the draft statement relating to the proposed 1975
Outer Continental Shelf and Gas General Lease Sale, Offshore California,
OCS Sale No. 35, it should be noted. Page I-20, last paragraph, of this
statement recognizes the "Proposed Regulations Pursuant to Geological and
Geophysical Exploration in the Outer Continental Shelf," DES 75-30, however,
nowhere in this statement are there any references to the permits and
requirements specified in DES 75-30. For instance, on page I-22, Part C,
"Shallow Coring and Soil Sampling," and Part III-6, 7 and 8, "Geological
Exploration," the proposed regulations in DES 75-30 would require a permit
for drilling more than 50 feet of consolidated rock, page 11, Appendix A,
top paragraph. Other geophysical methods will require a permit also, yet
no reference to such requirements can be found in the DES 75-35.

Other than the points raised above, we believe your statement is a job
well done.
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RESPONSE TO BUREAU OF MINES

1. Presently no minerals other than oil and gas are extracted from the

Santa Barbara Channel OCS. However, in the future it is possible that

sand, gravel, phosphorite, manganese and other minerals could be

recovered from the ocean floor in paying quantities. Mining of such

minerals could be accomplished with minimal conflict with existing oil

and gas operations. At present, offshore mining technology for the

retrieval of authigenic and terrigenous mineral resources is in its

infancy. At such time as proposals for commercial extraction of these
submerged minerals and techniques are defined, conditions and stipula-

tions to further minimize possible conflict can be prepared. (See

section II.F.13)

2. See section I.F.3.a. for a discussion of the relationship of possible

levels of oil and gas development considered in this statatement to

those resulting from OCS lease sale 35.
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION

WASHINGTON, D,C. 20240

To:

IN REPLY REFER TO:

E3035
(DES75-35)

JUL 241975

Memorandum

,'~rector, Geological Survey

From: §Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
~

Subject: Reviewof Draft Environmental Statement, Oil and Gas
Developmentin Santa Barbara ChannelOuter Continental
Shelf off California (DES75-35)

1

The three-vo.lumedraft environmental staternent, submitted by your
June 10, 1975 letter, presents a generally clear, objective, and
thorough analysis of impacts associated with the proposed action.
There remain, however, certain areas of concern within our jurisdiction
which will be addressed in the following paragraphs.

Weare concernedwith the possibility of oil spill damageto the
several coastal resources potentially eligible for Marine or Estuarine
Sanctuary or National Landmarkstatus. If an oil spill impacts upon
a sandy beach, then a condition will result which maylast fromweeks
to several years or more, and the probability of a beached spill
reaching a sandy beach within the area is very high as nearly all of
the potentially-affected shoreline has been classified by the California
Departmentof Parks and Recreation as "sandy beaches [suitable for]--
swimming"(California Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan, 1971).
The size of the beach affected can vary from less than a mile to many
miles dependingupon conditions in the area at the time. Heavily
contaminated beaches will be rendered unsuitable for recreation so
long as they remain contaminatedwith oil. Further, if mechanical
meansare employedin beach clean-up operations (bulldozers, front end
loaders and other earth movingequipment) as was done following the
Santa Barbara and Arro.voil spill incidents, then shoreline equilibrium
maybe upset by bead1 removal. Excessive removal of beach materials
can lead to erosional problem; unless enoughsand and gravel, for
example, are available to replace the removedbeach materials. A
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Director, Geological Survey

loss of sandy beaches for recreation might therefore be expected as
a result of clean-up operations from the "inevitable" spill. Anyof
these impacts could jeopardize possible inclusion into the afore-
mentionedtypes of reserve status.

Although the DEISindicates that the presence of offshore oil structures
will enhance the recreational fishing potential, it should be noted
that only a very small user groupwill be able to take advantage of
this opportuni.ty, and then only if fishing vessels are allowed (or
willing) to navigate within close proximity to the drilling structures.
In addition, it has been stated by the Bureauof LandManagemerrt
(DES75-8, OCSSale No. 35, volrnne2, page 426) that the sportsfish
catch following the Santa Barbara spill was only 10 percent of the
catch during comparableslx-rronth periods. Therefore, any statements
regarding potential net gain in fishing potential is questionable.
In addition, closure of harbors to prevent oil incursion could result
in prevention or restriction of boat use for considerable periods of
time. As a loss of several thousand boating days is not improbable
from such events, this loss in recreationopportllllity should be noted
in the final EIS.

Whilewe agree that potential impacts to recreation use and resources
are difficult to quantify (page III -199), it is possible to identify
impacts most likely to occui, and also to relate such impacts to
historic losses in recreation opportunities. Insofar as is possible,
the final EIS should quantify impacts during all phases of resource
development. Areas needing clarification include the length of time
that recreation beaches wouldbe disturbed during pipeline construction,
nearshore waters madeturbid during trenching, and clean-up time and
costs. Further, the final EIS should reflect the fact that clean-up
operations, especially with detergents and steam, maybe moredetri-
mental to sea life than leaving the substrate untouchedor mechanically
cleaned only.

Onpage III -199, in the last sentence, the term "would"should be
changedto "could."

[

On page 1II-200-202, the commentsregarding the Landand Water
Conservation Fundare generally enlightening but might appear more

2 useful if a breakdownOf.coastal L&WCF-furidedprojects were identified
separate from the county groupings listed. If desired, our Pacific
SouthwestRegional Office can furnish this information.

3 r The final EIS should mention that even though dispersion of air-borne
pollutants is expected to occur (section III-L-3), the entry into the
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Director, Geological Survey

atmosphereof large amountsof volatilized or combustedhydrocarbons,
sulfur oxides, and oxides of nitrogen maynot only adversely affect
humanhealth, but mayalso fatally damageforest trees. Technical
assistance on this subject is available from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, the California Air Resources Board, and the
Southern California Association of Governments(SCAG--Air Quality
Division) in Los Angeles. Consideration of such impacts maybe
particularly important in view of Los Padres National Forest's current
multip Ie-use plan which gives priority to protection of watershed
values, maintenance of aesthetic quality, and enhancementof recrea-
tional opportunities, and also because the National Forest is expected
to provide recreation opportunities to replace those lost at
oil-covered beaches.

Thankyou for the opportunity to commenton this project.

,\).> _,~!Y4/~
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BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION

1. The information presented is appreciated. Section III has been modified

to note this information where appropriate.

The Sport Fishing Institute has expressed, in the letter reproduced

elsewhere in this section, its opinion on the use of platforms for

sport fishing.

You state that the final EIS should reflect the fact that cleanup

operations, especially with detergents and steam, may be more detri-

mental to sea life than leaving the substrate untouched or mechanically

cleaned only.

According to the California State Oil Spill Contingency Plan, the use

of any such substances "shall be supervised and enforced by the Depart-

ment of Fish and Game." That should help prevent any significant dam-

age to the marine environment which might result from the cleanup

itself.

2. For the purposes of this statement, the county breakdown was considered

sufficient. However, your informative input as to the breakdown of

coastal L&WCF-funded projects separate from the county groupings is

appreciated and is provided to the reader, following this response.
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California Coastal Land and Water Conservation
Fund-funded projects (Data received from

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, December 1975)

Project Number

138
134
258

19
5

338
133
372
294
151
359

95
299
145
237
385
306
305
170

34
245
298
246
238
236

311
210
119
273
378
379
422
314
351
309
274
256
111
115
350
283
213
415

6
7

Project Title

Aquatic Park Acquisition
Aquatic Park Development
Berkeley Fishing Pier
Marine Park
Alameda Creek - Coyote Hills Par
San Leandro Shoreline Pk Dev.
Point Richmond Shoreline Park Dev.
Martinez Fishing Pier
Point Pinole
Clifford Kamph Memorial Park
Fort Ross State Historic Park

Acquis
Mouth of Mad River Fishing Acces
Abalone Cove Beach Acq.
Nicholas Canyon Beach Acquisition
Torrance - Redondo Beach Acquis
Beach Acquisition
Long Beach Marina + Park Dev
Long Beach Marina + Park Acquis
Beach Lot Acquisition
San Pedro Public Fishing Pier
Will Rogers State Beach Dev.
Dockweiler Beach Development
Cabril10 Beach Development
Redondo Beach Park
Santa Monica-South Bay Bicycle

Trail
Upper Tomales Bay Wildlife Area
McNear's Beach Park
Bay Front Park
North Bay Front Park
Richardson Bay Lineal Park Dev
Richardson Bay Lineal Park Acquis
Russian Gulch State Park
Noyo River Fishing Access
Manchester State Beach No. 2
Manchester State Beach Addition
Del Monte Dunes
Bolsa Chica State Beach
Sunset Beach Parking
Bolsa Chica State Beach Addition
Huntington Beach Addition
Main Beach Park Acquis-Phase II
Main Beach Park Dev
Crescent Bay Point Acquisition
San Clemente Beach Acquisition
San Clemente Beach Development
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Total Obligation

24633.00
154581.00

43082.76
100000.00
819996.64

93743.00
249900.00

67848.50
773911.00

20298.00

371535.00
39592.28

1428000.00
1486650.00

202470.00
140250.00
188777.00
127500.00
158545.00
372233.40
449055.00
325380.00
111479.66
189465.00

626918.00
153218.87
166199.82
267750.00
344811. 00

22950.00
0.00

130560.00
49573.00

178500.00
100470.00
759504.00
393214.00
489064.50

1938000.00
649984.00
174420.00
318240.00
280500.00
280925.00

8319.00



California Coastal Land and Water Conservation
Fund-funded projects (Data received from

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, December 1975)
(Continued)

Project Number

341
249
304
269
343
268
404
97
11
27
10

226
407
375
253
243
175
174
301
289

9
8

13
14

420
386
131

93
141
247
266
130
109
296

Proj ect Title

Doheny Beach Acq.
Mission Point Development
Cardiff State Beach Addition
San Onofre State Beach Project
Batiquitos Lagoon Beach Access
Carlsbad State Beach Addition
"J" Street Beach Access
Buena Vista Lagoon Wildlife Area
Mission Beach Aquatic Park
Ocean Beach Park
Mission Beach Aqquatic Park
Harbor Drive Bicycle Path Dev.
Ocean Frontage Access Acquisition
Warmwater Cove Public Acess Dev
Pismo State Beach Addition
Foster City Regional Park
North Montara Beach
Pacifica Fishing Pier
Ellwood Pier Project
Leadbetter Beach Restroom
Shoreline Park
Shoreline Park
Shoreline Park
Shoreline Park
Castle Rock State Park Acquisition
Moran Lake Park Acquisition
Santa Cruz Pier
Twin Lakes State Beach Add
Stillwater Cove Park Acquisition
Gualala Point Park Development
Point Mugu State Park Expansion
Emma R. Wood State Beach Acq.
Hollywood Beach Park
Mandalay Beach Acquisition

Total Obligation

313869.00
197217.00
825500.00
173400.00

50524.00
331500.00

56100.00
127500.00
127990.69

74190.53
7800.00

166260.00
85935.00
32706.00

388933.65
331500.00
313650.00
563151.00

61200.00
28050.00

100000.00
325000.00

1175000.00
25000.00
19890.00
51000.00

117292.81
131325.00

99450.00
108936.00

2149650.00
691050.00

28050.00
994500.00

3. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution

emissions and their impacts from the possible levels of Channel develop-

ment have been addressed in full detail in the greatly enlarged air

quality and air impacts sections II.G.l. and III.LL. Also the last

three lines reflect a "worst case" condition, and assume the Los Padres
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P. O. BOX 271 1
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 800153

SPLED-E

-Mr. Henry W. Coulter
Acting Director
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Department of the Interior
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. Coulter:

30 July 1975

This is in response to your letter of 10 June 1975 in which you
requested our review and comments on the draft environmental impact
statement on Oil and Gas Development in the Santa Barbara Channel
Outer Continental Shelf off Ca1ifor~ia.

The proposed action is not expected to interfere with Santa Barbara
Channel navigation.

The draft EIS indicates that drilling may pose a high degree of
risk to the marine environment. However, we believe that the risks
of oil spills along the coast due to drilling and the possible esthetic
damage to the coastline are offset by the risks inherent in the
alternative of relying on the use of large tankers which could represent
a bigger threat of oil spill than does an offshore drilling rig.
This impact should be discussed in the draft EIS. ..

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft
statement.

Sincerely yours,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology
Washington. D.C. 20230

1

2

September 16, 1975

Mr. Henry W.Cou1ter
Acting Director
Geological Survey
United States Department of

the Interior
Reston, Virginia 22092
Dear Mr. Coulter:
We have now received additional comments from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration on the draft environ-
mental impact statement on "Oil and Gas Development in the
Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental Shelf Off California."
These additional comments will, therefore, supplement our
letter of September 2, 1975, on this subject.
General Comments:
The magnitude of proposed oil and gas development in the
Santa Barbara Channel area can probably be predicted with
some degree of accuracy. The impact of this development
is much harder to predict because of the large number of
variables relating to potential catastrophic events {i.e.
collisions, earthquakes, blowouts, etc.} The statement
fails to address the impact of a number of such catastrophic
events occurring simultaneously or in close proximity to
one another. It also fails to assign any probability to
events which are likely to occur.
A basic problem with the draft environmental impact statement
is that much of the information on the marine environment
is not current enough to allow valid environmental impact
assessments to be made. The statement should include
specific recommendations for future biological studies
which could augment those portions of the data base which
are outdated.
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5

2.

Specific Comments:
VOLUME 2
II. Description of the Environment
E. Biology
2. Marine Biology
a. Marine Organisms of the Santa Barbara Channel Region
(5) Sublittoral Zone (to approximately 200m)
Page 264, paragraph 3. The reference to figure 11-36 should
be changed to figure 11-35. Figure 11-35 indicates that there
are 33.51 square miles of kelp beds around the offshore islands.
The text states that there are 39 square miles of kelp beds
around the offshore islands and a total of 69 square miles
in the Channel Island area. This discrepancy should be
explained or the data should be adjusted to conform with the
referenced figure.
Table 11-21
Page 271. The total percentage of classified communities has
been incorrectly added. This should be corrected.

(7) Pelagic Environment
(b) Nekton
(i) Neritic Nekton
Page 279, Species list. The tabular list of species includes
both sandy shore and rocky shore fishes. The rocky shore
species are those fishes listed from giant sea bass through
ling cod and the table should be separated on that basis.
(8) Marine Mammals
Table 11-25

Page 288. Additional occasional or limited seasonal visitors
to the C1aifornia inshore waters include the following:
Pacific Right Whale (Balaena glacia1is), Sei Whale (Ba1aenoptera
borealis), Finback whale (B. physalus,) Sperm Whale (Physeter
catadon), Pygmy Sperm Whale (Kogia breviceps), Harbor Porpoise
Phocaena phocaena). The miscellaneous beaked whales (Family
Ziphiidae) include: Baird's Beaked Whale (Berardius bairidi),
Hubb's Beached Whale (Mesop10don carlhubbsi), and Cuvier's
Beaked Whale (Ziphius Cavirostris). . .
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3.

Table 11-28
\

Page 289. The Totals in years 1969 and 1970 are incorrect.
7. Fishing
a. Connnercial
Table 11-43· and 11-44
Page 345-348 - Several of the total pounds and total value
figures presented in these tables have been added incorrectly
and should be refigured.
8. Maricu1 ture
a. Kelp
Page 357, paragraph 1. The annual dollar value of kelp
harvested in the Channel area should be provided if
available.
G. Air and Water Quality
2. Water Quality
b. Water Quality Objectives
(2) Areas of Special (Biological) Significance
Page 405, paragraph 3. Areas of special biological significance
need to be more explicitly defined. 'Waters surrounding the
Santa Barbara Channel Islands" does not provide enough inform-
ation to determine the exact extent of the area under
consideration.
d. Waste Discharge Related to Oil Production
(4) Produced waste water from State and Federal Santa Barbara
Channel platform
(b) Federal Platforms
Page 421, Figure 11-470 The column indicating the concentration
of "settab1e solids" has been mis1abe1edo

III. Environmental Impact of Santa Barbara Channel Oil and
Gas Development.
C. Impact of Drilling and Production Platform
1. Construction Phase
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4.

Page 11, paragraph 4. The conclusions presented in this
paragraph regarding adverse effects of platform construction
on the marine fauna should either be substantiated or
deleted.

2. Operational Phase
a. Impact of the Structure

10 Some discussion on the effect that the maximum number of
platforms and an increase in ship traffic could have on
the migratory behavior of cetaceans should be presented
here and in Section III. J. 1. a. Some cetaceans are on
the endangered list and every effort should be made to
protect any existing populations.
b. Impact of Platform Activities
(1) Debris and Pollutants other than Oil
(c) Produced Wastewater
(i) Discharging into oes Waters
Toxicity Bioassay

II Species used for bioassay should be representative of the
organisms found at the site of the discharges. Because
marine organisms may exhibit varying degrees of sensitivity
to contaminants throughout their life cycles bioassay data
should take this into account.
(d) Sewage
Page 27, paragraph 1. The actual volume of treated effluent
expected to be discharged into oes waters should be stated.
D. Impact of Pipelines

B

Page 53. Site specific information concerning benthic
flora and fauna along proposed pipeline routes needs to be
provided so that an accurate assessment of the impact of
placing a pipeline by any of se/era1 methods may be
developed.

IL. Impacts of Major and Minor Oil Spills14 Littoral Environments
1. Formation and Drift of Oil Spills
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5.

lPage 121, paragraph 2. The statement that man-caused oil
spills are probably much less important than natural seepage
to the Channel should be either substantiated or deleted.
Volume 3
VIII. Alternatives to the Further Development of Oil and
Gas Resources of the OCS Portions of the Santa Barbara Channel
G. Alternative Sources of Energy
8. Energy Imports
a. Oil
Page 62, Table VIII-2. The metric tons and percent of oil
pollution contributed by offshore operations should be
indicated in the table.
As indicated in my earlier letter, we would appreciate
receiving eight copies of the final statement.
Sincerely,

~~~[J~
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Envirornnenta1 Affair s

,/

.. --.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (September 16/ 1975)

1. One must recognize the remote possibility of a number of catastrophic

events occurring simultaneously. However, it is impossible to assign

probabilities to a situation that may never have occurred during the

history of oil and gas operations. Refer to section III.K.l.b. for a

discussion of the problems involved in assigning probability to pollution

causing events that may occur as a result of further oil and gas develop-

ment in the Santa Barbara Channel. For general spill probability

discussion see the excerpt from the "Council on Environmental Quality

1974 Report--Statistics on OCS Accident, Oil Spill, and Chronic Discharges"

(section III.K.3.). Also see section III.K.4.; this section on Santa

Barbara Channel spill probabilities has been added to the final statement.

2. As noted, there are deficiencies in the available data base. Specific

recommendations for future biological studies are properly within the

charter of the academic community, research institutions, and local,

State, and other Federal agencies--in addition to the U.S.G.S.

Continued biological studies are being sponsored by BLH. Hopefully

these will augment the data base. Please see response to hearing comment

no. 11. (section IX.A.)

(pertaining to pages 2 through 5)

The specific comments are useful, and the text has been changed accordingly.

3. The arithmetic has been recalculated and changed in the text.

4. Please see added note on table 11-21. Addition was incorrect in the

original source.
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5. The text reflects these changes.

6. These figures have been corrected.

7. Refer to expanded kelp harvest discussion in section II.F.lO.

8. See section II.G.2.b.(2).

9. The figure has been corrected as necessary.

10. Sentence deleted.

Tables 1-1 and 111-17 in the DEIS indicates the total number of

platforms expected will be between 10 and 21 and the increase in tanker

traffic will be insignificant. The determination of platform siting will

consider environmental factors such as effects upon marine mammal

mitigation. Therefore, the impact on endangered cetaceans should be

negligible.

11. The statement is noted. The data presented is that available.

12. DeS sewage production would be several acre feet per year per platform.

13. Without a site-specific proposed plan of development, it is impossible

at this time to obtain site-specific information. Future consideration

however will be given to pipeline routes, case-by-case at the appropri-
ate time.

14. Section III.L.l. has been revised for clarification and substantiation.

15. See figure 111-9. Spillage from U. S. offshore operations in 1970 was

13,285 tons metric, less than 1/3 of 1% of the total from all sources.

Worldwide offshore operations contribute 100,000 metric tons or 2% of

the sources of oil pollution. These figures do not include natural

seepage.
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In section III there are several presentations of percentages of ocean

pollution from various sources (e.g'l tanker spills compared to spills

from all other offshore oil and gas operations).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology
Washington, D.C. 20230

1

September 2, 1975

Mr. Henry W. Coulter
Acting Director
Geological Survey
United States Department of

the Interior
Reston, V{rginia 22092
Dear Mr. Coulter:
The draft environmental impact statement "Oil and Gas
Development in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental
Shelf Off California", which accompanied your letter of
June 10, 1975, has been received by the Department of
Commerce for review and comment. The statement has been
reviewed and the following comments are offered for your
consideration.
The draft environmental statement is carefully prepared
and edited. It is a professional job, and the editor
should be commended for his work.
One section in Volume 2, pp 111-122 to 111-124 is deficient.
Given the substantial climatological and oceanographic data
presented on pp. 11-153 through 11-175, and the prospective
leasehold areas as mapped on Plate I, a much better job of
estimating the potential oil spill drift trajectories and
probable points of impact on shore and island beaches could
have been done. The compilation of drilling platform oil
spill data contained in pp. 111-100 through 111-109, when
employed in conjunction with the above information, should
be used to estimate the area of potential impact with time
under at least the four major seasons of the year, and for
the climatological extremes of wind and sea. These affected
areas should be mapped and a brief discussion of the physical
factors prevailing at each location should also be treated
in the section on Contingency Plans, pp. IV-32 to IV-50.
Limitations of oil spill recovery techniques caused by
prevailing weather and sea conditions should be addressed
also in the Contingency Plan section.
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2.

[

There should be more discussion on the impact of the develop-
3 ment of onshore treatment facilities on the coastal environ-

ment. Particular attention should be paid to the impact on
any coastal wetlands.
Chronic oil spills and leaks can be seriously disrupting to
the environment, especially over thelong term. Although
the industry does not have, as of yet, an efficient method
of detecting these chronic leaks (below 1.4% - page 11-65)
automatically, the possible environmental damage should not4 be ignored. Further research into more efficient methods
of detection as well as further research into the effects of
these chronic leaks should be continued. In any area where
it is determined that such chronic leaks will cause significant
environmental disruptions, serious consideration should be given
to curtailment of operations in that particular area.
The seismic conditions of the area are adequately covered.
Strong support is given to further geological and geophysical
research, establishment of an adequate seismic disturbance
detection system and further development of sturdier platforms.
There should be no development in highly hazardous areas where
adequate protection can not be provided.
The detailed discussion of technology and practices throughout
the draft environmental impact statement indicates a highly
developed "state of the art" with many safeguards against
adverse effects on the environment. The various regulations
pertaining to undersea pipeline (pp. 117-125, Vol 1) would
also seem to provide good protection from unwanted leaks,
with early detection and rapid remedy for leaks that occur.

5

While various estimates are provided (e.g., pp. 126, 1136, 141,
142, 145, 153, 164) regarding the number and size of facilities
that would be required for development, much is dependent on
the quantity of oil and gas available - a factor which does
not currently seem to be known with a large degree of certainty.
Thus, the environmental impact seems dependent on that unknown.
If more information could be developed on this matter, the
environmental impact statement would be a more useful document.
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3.

Thank you for g~v~ng us an opportunity to provide these
comments, which we hope will be of assistance to you.
We would appreciate receiving eight copies of the final
statement.
Sincerely,

cA~~g~
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (September 2~ 1975)

1. Estimates of oil spill trajectories for several locations and conditions

are addressed in the expanded section III.L.l. on Oil Spill Trajectories.

2. Limitations of spill recovery equipment and techniques are included in

sections IV.A.4. and IV.A.5. on Contingency Plans and Status of Oil Spill

Containment and Cleanup Technology, respectively.

3. The discussion has been expanded in section III.M.l.

With the very limited amount of wetlands (estuarine, lagoon and marsh)

extant in the area under consideration, it is inconceivable that

construction of shore treatment facilities would even be contemplated

in these areas. The possibility becomes even more remote with the

issuance of the final California Coastal Plan (see 111-168 of the Plan).

4. Your recommendations are acknowledged. The special considerations given

to "Areas of Special Biological Significance" and to cultural resources

protection accomplishes to a considerable degree your recommendation on

curtailment or restriction of operations in particular areas.

All research results will be considered as they become available, and

environmental aspects will be carefully considered.

5. Refer to section I.E. and table 1-2 for the estimated potential oil and

gas production from the possible levels of oil and gas development.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OCT 2 1975

Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Department of the Interior
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Dr. McKelvey:

The Environmental Protection Agency in accordance with its
responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act and
Section 309 of the Clean Air Act has reviewed the draft environ-
mental impact statement on Oil and Gas Development in the Santa
Barbara Channel Outer Continental Shelf. Specific comments are
attached.

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

1

2

3

We commend the Survey on the preparation of an environmental
impact statement for the Channel area and on the format of the
analysis which examines the four possible levels of oil and gas
development activity in the area. However, we recommend
consideration of a fifth developmental level which would defer all
further leasing or development of deepwater or high risk tracts in
the area, until the requisite technology is more fully demonstrated.
Our recommendation for consideration of this fifth developmental
level reflects our continued concern for the use of proven technology
that will provide protection of the environment, while achieving
maximum efficient resource extraction.

EPA is concerned about the possible selection of either develop-
mental option that would entail additional exploratory activity on
existing or future leases, if this decision would mean the
development of tracts in the Channel before completion of State
coastal planning efforts. The State of California is proceeding
on its Coastal Plan which, when completed, will provide for and
help mitigate the extensive effects of the onshore development
associated with OCS oil and gas activities. We recommend no
action be taken to foster additional development until the
necessary planning is accomplished. In addition, we would
encourage the continued preparation of environmental impact
statements such as the statement on the Santa Ynez Plan of
Development, as site specific decisions are made for increased
exploration or development in the area.
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In summary, we would have environmental reservations
about selection of options three or four involving additional
exploratory activity on existing or future leases. Our specific
comments detail areas that could be strengthened, and focus on
the analysis of anticipated onshore sale-induced impacts. The
remainder of our comments deal with deepwater technology issues,
the proposed National Energy Reserve, and the time focus of the
environmental impact statement.

We thank you for the opportunity to review this document
and look forward to receiving the final statement for review.

Sincerely yours,
t···) (

{:P,'" /I~ l"i&i l
"~J.' .: ~t?i S~eldon Meyers

.. / ./ .. Dir-ector-
i' Office of Federal Activities

Enclosure
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Environmental Protection Agency
Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

for Oil and Gas Development in the
Santa Barbara Channel

Introduction

The proposed Federal action under consideration involves selecting

4 one of four different levels of development for oil and gas resources

in the Santa Barbara Channel. The possible levels of development

are: (l) continue production from existing leases; (2) develop new

production from existing leases on which oil and gas capable of being

produced in paying quantities has been discovered; (3) explore and

subsequently develop existing leases on which no discoveries have

been made in the Santa Barbara Channel; or (4) lease, explore, and

develop presently unleased acreage in the Outer Continental Shelf

(OCS) of the Santa Barbara Channel. This action is most significant

in that it contemplates a vastly increased commitment to development

and production of oil and gas in the area. The Santa Barbara Channel

is adjacent to the major metropolitan complex on the West Coast;

it is an area renowned for water oriented recreational resources,

and an area of known geologic hazard.

EPA commends the Department of the Interior for preparation of a

programmatic environmental impact statement encompassing the entire

Santa Barbara Channel and for the concept of the four-level analysis.

EPA believes that this programmatic environmental impact statement

is a necessary and important input to the significant actions being

contemplated.
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However. as the comments which follow indicate. we encourage

preparation of environmental impact statements for any subsequent

site specific decision on exploration. development or production

activities. The exploration. development. and production activities

which follow leasing of OCS lands involve widely varying impacts

depending on the extent of reserves discovered and the rate and

timing of development factors which are presently unknown and

must be assumed.

Our comments focus upon six principal areas of concern: (1) the

environmental risks of deep ocean drilling requiring radically new

deepwater technologies; (2) potential conflicts regarding the Proposed

National Energy Reserve; (3) onshore impacts; (4) mitigation through

intergovernmental cooperation; (5) offshore development and

associated impacts; and (6) time focus of the ElS.

Environmental Risks of Deep Ocean Drilling

The draft statement contemplates oil and gas development in

water depths considerably greater than have been attempted in other

United States OCS areas. The costs and the technological difficulty of

ocean drilling. platform and pipeline construction. and facility opera-

tion and maintenance increase exponentially as water depth increases.

New and as yet untested technology. including subsea pro~uction systems.

will be required to develop oil and gas resources in these waters.

The risks of deepwater OCS development are compounded by the

acknowledged geologic instability of the Santa Barbara Channel. On

page 445. Volume 2 of the draft environmental impact statement (DElS)

for Lease Sale Number 35. the Bureau of Land Management noted.
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"The capability of a subsea production system to withstand an

earthquake. slumping. sliding. or other potential geologic hazard

is unknown at this time." In the absence of proven fail-safe

technology. EPA believes that subsea completions cannot be

considered as a viable alternative.

Furthermore. because of the lack of technological information

and empirical evidence on which to base a reasonable judgment

that development of deepwater tracts can be accomplished without

unacceptable environmental damage. EPA has environmental

reservations about proposed actions that would result in offering

tracts requiring the use of untested technology.

EPA strongly recommends consideration in the final statement

of a fifth level of development of the Santa Barbara Channel. This

level would propose postponing the sale or development of tracts with

the greatest risk or which are in the deepest water while continuing

exploration on existing leases for the purpose of confirming the

development possibilities of known potential oil fields. Once the

development potential of the existing fields had been confirmed.

development of those discoveries could proceed in shallower waters

with the least environmental risk. An economic benefit could accrue

by reducing the requirement for the more sophisticated and costly

production techniques needed for high risk or deepwater tracts. As

development proceeded into deeper waters. there would be oppor-

tunities to use proven technology and to test and demonstrate new

prototype deep water technology.
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Since the Santa Ynez Unit involves a platform for water depth

much greater than that of existing Channel production platforms.

EPA recommends that if all approvals are granted. new deepwater

technology employed in the installation and operation of this platform

be closely monitored. We suggest all monitored information be

made available to the public and the rest of the industry so that

future leasing decisions might include consideration of experience

with these techniques. In this manner. development might proceed

in an orderly fashion into deeper waters with a minimization of

risk to platform workers and to the marine environment. In this

connection. we also recommend consideration be given to a

5 special provision for the implementation and testing of subsea

production facilities in the Hondo Field to provide more

experience with this type of technology as well.

Further. if this fifth developmental option were implemented in

the Santa Barbara Channel. consideration might first be given to

the proposed platform on Lease V- P0202. This action might then

be followed by further exploration of the unnamed potential field in

the Santa Clara Unit on Lease I-P-0215 and the unnamed potential

field in the Pitas Point Unit. When information on new technology

for the above areas had been analyzed and after new deepwater

techniques had been demonstrated in the Hondo Offshore Field.

the Sacate Offshore Field might be considered.
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In view of the potential risk of deepwater operations employing new

technology in a seismically active area. EPA believes it is essential

that OCS leases include language which informs bidders of investment

risk. In the event that subsequent research or experience determines

that development of certain leases or development with certain tech-

nologies is environmentally unsatisfactory. it is important that the

Department of the Interior have appropriate language in the leases

which would retain the maximum legal options that are available

within the existing authority. This would permit the Department the

utmost flexibility to modify (and perhaps to deny) operating permits.

and to provide an opportunity for public involvement.

Potential Conflicts Associated with Proposed National Energy Reserve

Approximately 85 percent of the total California State lands

offshore. including the Santa Barbara Oil Sanctuary. are held in

petroleum resource sanctuaries that are legislatively excluded from

any petroleum drilling. Large areas of potential Federal offshore

leases and the proposed National Energy Reserve are adjacent to

either State leases or State petroleum resource sanctuaries.

Production on the Federal leases could deplete State reservoirs

and prompt the State to accelerate its own production. If Federal

production threatens to deplete reservoirs within California's

petroleum resource sanctuaries. the State is bound by the sanctuary

legislation to begin drilling and production within the sanctuary.

The final environmental impact statement (FEIS) should clearly

identify the extent of this potential conflict. and assess the

environmental impact of any induced or accelerated State activity

due to "accelerated activities on the Federal leases.
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EPA is especially concerned about the leasing of tracts within the

proposed National Energy Reserve which lie adjacent to the three mile

limit bordering the Santa Barbara Oil Sanctuary or the nearly pristine

Channel Islands (including Anacapa Island which has been designated by

the State of California as an Area of Special Biological Significance).

EPA is also concerned about the leasing of tracts within the proposed

National Energy Reserve which lie within the shipping lanes, require

deep ocean drilling and/or may lie atop geologically hazardous areas.

The complexity of assembling a new boundary for the National Energy

Reserve is appreciated. However, EPA believes the final statement

should provide a full discussion of the range of options and impacts

of the proposed National Energy Reserve.

Onshore Impacts

The development of the Santa Barbara Channel OCS will result

in secondary onshore impacts. Onshore activities and facilities

which are required to service the construction of and production

from OCS oil and gas facilities include oil platform fabrication

sites, boat docks, storage yards, pipeline corridors, pumping

stations, tank farms, intermodal transfer facilities and onshore

7 pipelines. Oil refineries, petrochemical processing facilities and

electrical generating plants are among the activities and facilities

which will seek locations in the coastal zone in order to take advantage

of the availablity of OCS oil and gas produced either as a raw material

or as a source of energy. In tum, these facilities and activities will

induce incremental additions to community facilities such as roads,

sewers, schools, housing and transit facilities and other public
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services. The product of this complex matrix of change is of

particular concern to EPA because of serious potential conflicts

of coastal land use and resource management with the ability of

State and local governments to provide the necessary urban infra-

structure, and with the ability to control the generation of waste

residuals in the form of wastewater discharges, air pollutant

emissions, and toxic materials. It is clear that secondary effects

of OCS leasing and subsequent production, as they are manifest over

time, will be equally as important as the direct and primary effects.

While the DEIS generally does a commendable job of disclosing

the direct and primary effects of and mitigative actions for OCS

activity in the Santa Barbara Channel, the discussion of secondary

effects and mitigation measures could be improved in the following

instances:

Socio-Economic Impacts

a. The discussion of socio-economic impacts in Section III is

predicated upon population and employment projections for the State

of California prepared by the State Chamber of Commerce. No

justification is provided for using the Chamber of Commerce projec-

tions versus the official projections of OBERS or those published by

the State Department of Finance. The projections used in the DEIS

not only exceed the current official D100 series baseline values. but

they also exceed the upper limit planning estimate of the D150 series. In

discussing the employment benefits of OCS development, the DEIS cites

the Chamber of Commerce estimate of 170,000 new jobs needed annually

statewide through 1980. There is no explanation as to why these figures

were preferred over those of the State Department of Finance.
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b. The secondary pricing effects throughout the economy. public

revenue impacts. and equilibrium effects of the proposed action are

not adequately analyzed. The DEIS omits opportunity costs relating

either to the four levels of DeS development in the Channel or

alternative energy sources. Thus. for example. the discussion

of energy requirement impacts on page III-186 states that DeS

development will provide critically needed energy supplies but omits

a discussion of the net or balance concept of energy production.

There should be consideration of the net energy production from the

Santa Barbara DeS. particularly in deep water. versus alternative

energy sources. including for example. the alternative of increased

conservation and "storage and shut-in capacity" discussed in U. S.

Energy Policy: Alternatives for Security. Resources for the Future

Inc.

c. Ultimately, (in 20-30 years, but with peak production expected

eight years after discovery) the economic activity associated with

development of nonrenewable DeS resources may end. The social

and economic costs of adjustment to this potential outcome must be

considered in assessing regional economic and environmental impacts.

In the post production period the sponsors of significant DeS employment

and capital investment will have to discover new economic purposes.

possibly in the face of smaller energy supplies. Irreversible

commitments of land to urban uses induced by DeS related activities

will make it difficult. if not impossible (see page III-3), to continue

to rely upon the current agricultural and tourism economies of Santa
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Barbara and Ventura Counties. In addition as noted on page 1II-13,

"Disturbance to commercial fishing operations •... could vary from

minimal to significant." With the aerospace industry, Southern

California has already seen the long-term difficulties which resulted

from rapid and intensive growth of one facet of the economic base

and the impacts following the demise of that economic sector. To

the extent feasible, the final environmental impact statement should

consider this major long-term consequence of the proposed development

levels, the Federal responsibility and opportunities for mitigation,

and the alternative of a balanced (mix of energy sources) energy

development program on the economic well-being of the area.

d. The DEIS (page 1II-181) states that over an eight year period

the peak labor force required in Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties

for OCS development in the Channel will be about 3, 500 employees.

From this, it is concluded that "any aggregate socio-economic

impacts within the Santa Barbara Channel area are expected to be

minimal." The basis for these projections are unstated, and it

appears that these projections consider only employment in primary

OCS field development activities, thus possibly understating the real

impacts on population, shifts in economic markets, and public services.

The DEIS emphasizes the economic benefits of OCS development, but

fails to analyze the economic benefits of developing alternative sources

of energy, thereby leaving the impression that the benefits are unique

to OCS activities.

e. On page III-117 the DEIS speaks to the issue of the relationship

of OCS Channel development and California's self-sufficiency in oil by

1980. The implied significance of this discussion is misleading since
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California, as a State, does not represent the sole market for OCS oil

and gas and since evaluation of other energy alternatives, such as

increased conservation and storage and shut in capacity are not

examined in the same context.

f. The discussion of probable impacts upon the recreation

industry appears incomplete. For example, on pages III-183-185,

a summary by Mead and Sorenson of the costs of the 1969 Platform

A oil spill is cited. This summary, which is not in 1975 dollars,

lists the property value loss as $1,197, 000, yet attendant note (5)

indicates that $4. 5 million has been fully recovered by property

owners in a class action suit. These estimates of loss are for a

single event and do not represent the impact of greatly expanded

oil development and transport being considered for the Channel.

Nor does the summary consider the unknown risks of deep ocean

operations. Similarly, on page 1II-199 it is indicated that

"Development activities could cause increased turbidity of that water

in localized areas, making swimming undesirable; conditions would

retu rn to normal with no lasting effects." But on page III-18 0,

it is indicated that the development phase could last fifteen years;

and again the long term cumulative impact is not analyzed.

g. The discussion of impacts of not developing OCS resources

(III 186-189) proceeds from an assumption that a growing energy

demand must be satisfied, thereby discounting conservation. From

this assumption of a critical need for energy, the DEIS singles out

one sector, environmental protection and pollution control, to

illustrate the essential nature of the demand. The analysis does not

consider the very small relative contribution to energy demand of
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pollution control versus such other sources of demand as private

auto usage, which in 1973 represented 38 percent of nationwide

energy demand.

Impacts of Oil Support Facilities on Water Quality

Since Los Angeles is expected to be the major staging area for

OCS activity, and production operations are expected to concentrate

in Los Angeles/Long Beach, it would be highly appropriate to provide

a baseline inventory of existing oil support facilities. The DEIS

downplays onshore impacts by virtue of the existing industrial

infrastructure. However, to sayan area is already industrialized

says nothing about its ability to sustain more industrialization rapidly.

The degree of onshore impact depends on the availability of existing

facilities and the rate of offshore development.

The DEIS treats the onshore environmental impacts of the

proposed program primarily in the aggregate, while the most

significant impacts could in fact be localized in areas such as

Los Angeles /Long Beach Harbor, and coastal areas of Santa

Barbara and Ventura Counties where pipelines come ashore or

storage and refining complexes are developed.

NPDES records indicate that presently, the refinery capacity

within California is approximately 1. 6 million bbls / day. The DEIS

indicates that there may be as much as 2 billion bbls. of oil in

the OCS lease tracts in the Channel. There are additional reserves

in the Southern California Borderland area as well as in State

waters. The FEIS should estimate the need for additional refinery

capacity and the corresponding need for any public investment in

facilities to handle the wastes from such development.
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Although existing sources are now under NPDES permits and

abatement schedules, the longer range implications for petroleum

.related facilities development may be to increase the mass burden

of industrial wastewaters discharged to the ocean. The FElS

should demonstrate that every effort will be made to minimize and

abate any further stress.

The DElS does not discuss the total quantity of solid and liquid

wastes (including toxics) that will be generated by onshore activities

and the availability of disposal sites over a 40 year production phase.

Refineries, for example, may generate large amounts of either solid

or dissolved salts. A study conducted by A. D. Little for the Council

on Environmental Quality has estimated that a 100, 000 barrel/day

refinery with no water discharges of pollutants will generate 10, 000

tons of solid wastes per year. Ancillary petrochemical complexes

would result in an additional 19, 000 tons of solid wastes per year.

The disposal of oil from oil spills, which must be anticipated in

such operations, poses additional problems.

Other environmental impacts of refineries include the need for

offsite water resources. Cooling water may be ocean or fresh water,

depending on the location of the refinery. The March 1975 Preliminary

Coastal Plan of the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission

contains a number of policies which will tend to limit the immediate

coastal zone as a location for new or expanded refineries. Therefore,

much of this water demand may have to be filled by inland water

sources. The lowest estimate of water used by an oil refinery which

uses water cooling is 25 gallons of water per barrel of oil, though

most existing refineries use hundreds of gallons of water per barrel.
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lTherefore, a 250, 000 barrel per day refinery would require at a

minimum 6,250,000 gallons of water per day.

The DEIS inadequately examines the impact of onshore support

facilities and related increased population on fresh water supplies.

The hydrology discussion for the DEIS clearly indicates that onshore

areas bordering the Channel are water short, that groundwater

resources are being overdrafted, and that there is a serious threat

of salt water intrusion. While the DEIS 'considers the effect of the
12

13

20 acre feet (page III-80) per year of water used by a single onshore

treatment facility, it does not consider the cumulative consumptive

requirements of all support facilities and increased population that

will accompany full development of the Channel's oil and gas resources.

Neither does the DEIS consider the impact of this demand for water

on such consumptive uses as agriculture and municipal growth.

Impact of Oil Support Facilities on Air Quality

In the Southern California area, air pollution has reached critical

proportions. State and Federal efforts to abate the pollution to attain

the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)have' led to the

adoption of many control strategies which. affect the Federal OCS

leasing program in the Channel. The siting of refineries and

associated petrochemical industries in the Southern California area

may be severely restricted due to air pollution considerations.

In addition, it is not possible to dismiss casually the relation-

ship between petroleum consumption and air quality, particularly

in the South Coast Air Basin. The DEIS discusses only beneficial

air quality aspects of increased oil and gas production. Plentiful

supplies of these fuels may in microcosm reduce pollution,
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as is asserted. but the principal use of most petroleum produced

and refined in California is for transportation within the state. The

South Coast Air Basin has the most serious oxidant problem in the

nation. In addition. ambient concentrations in exces sof NAAQS

for nitrogen oxide. particulates and carbon monoxide are common

throughout the area. and high sulfur dioxide levels have been

recorded. Increased refinery activity in an area presently violating

the NAAQS could substantially interfere with the attainment of each

of these standards. both directly and as a result of associated

petrochemical industries. The air quality will be further exacer-

bated not only by accelerated leasing and production of large

quantities of oil in the OCS area south of Ventura. but also by

the shipment of Alaskan crude oil to the area for refining.

Refineries and petrochemical facilities in particular will be

carefully regulated; any new expansion will be required to utilize

equipment to meet new source performance standards (NSPS) and

must secure a permit from the Air Pollution Control District (or

EPA) prior to construction. Due to the existing severe oxidant

problem in the South Coast Air Basin. emissions of hydrocarbons

will be very closely scrutinized. and any aggregate increase in

total mass emissions of hydrocarbons may be the basis for a permit

denial. The very limited land in the presently industrialized area

of the South Coast Basin suitable for major new refineries indicates

that capacity increases will occur by replacing obsolete units with

new units capable of meeting NSPS. To the extent that the new units

have improved emission characteristics. overall air quality standards

may be maintained.

Although the environmental impact statement is intended to be a
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programmatic EIS, the following items are appropriate for discussion

of air impacts in the final environmental impact statement since the

total level of activity on the Santa Barbara Channel OCS leases may

be significantly affected.

a. The ability to process and refine Southern California OCS and

imported oil consistent with all applicable air pollution regulations in

the South Coast Air Basin, including de-sulfurization capacity.

b. The estimated or probable sulfur content of the Santa Barbara

Channel OCS oil and the air pollution aspects of utilizing OCS oil for

electrical power generation in the Southern California service area.

c. The estimated or probable emissions of volatile gases and

reactive hydrocarbons that may be derived from drilling and trans-

shipping operations in the Federal OCS and the impact that

meteorological transport of these gases into the Air Basin will

have on air quality.

d. Alternative locations for onshore petroleum activities within

Southern California that minimize air quality impacts such as fringe

areas of the South Coast Air Basin, areas outside the South Coast

Air Basin, and inland refineries using dry cooling towers and served

by pipeline from the Channel and Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor.

e. A quantitative estimate of the contribution of Santa Barbara

OCS development to the cumulative air quality impact of all Southern

California OCS oil and imported oil. The estimate should consider

the impact resulting from routine onshore operations and of signifi-

cant oil spills, such as those that might accompany seismic activity

along the coast or a large tanker accident in the Los Angeles / Long

Beach Harbor (page II-80-8!).
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Mitigation of Onshore Impacts

The FEIS should address the overlapping Federal, State, and

local jurisdictions and the appropriate roles for each in mitigating

the extremely serious onshore environmental impacts associated with

the proposed action in the Santa Barbara Channel.

In November, 1972, the California Coastal Zone Conservation

Act was enacted to provide long-term planning for coastal resources

now widely recognized as irreplaceable. The California Coastal Zone

Conservation Plan will be submitted to the California State Legislature

for adoption on December 31, 1975. The inherently large scope and

impact of offshore oil development activities could preempt areas of

concern in the plan. The award of leases prior to completion and

adoption of the Plan would mean subsequent drilling, production,

transportation, and refining ativities which could conflict

with both onshore and offshore plan elements now being refined

after extensive public hearings. The potential conflict with the

Coastal Zone Management Plan assumes even greater importance

since the jurisdiction of the Coastal Commissions includes not only

the immediate coastal zone but also the Channel Islands.

Federal development of the California OCS will require pipelines,

onshore storage tanks, and related production facilities. These

developments will require the approval of the Coastal Commissions,

and if any facilities are located on submerged State lands, the

State Lands Commission. Coordination between these becomes

increasingly important as efforts accelerate to exploit the offshore

oil and gas resources.
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EPA recommends the Department of the Interior direct special

attention in the final statement to delaying exploration and/ or

development (as described in the third and fourth levels of possible

activity in the Channel area) until onshore impacts of OCS develop-

ment, including cumulative environmental impacts, have been defined

sufficiently to enable formulation and implementation of long-term

mitigation commensurate with the scope and timing of the impacts.

In the Santa Barbara Channel this would mean the postponement of

further development of new fields or new leases until legislative

adoption of the Preliminary Coastal Plan (no later than December

1977). While the proposed coastal plan provides, by far, the best

effort to date to mitigate the adverse impacts of OCS development

and plan wisely for its benefits, efforts are underway to refine and

improve further the ability of State and local government to manage

their environment. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion has allocated $300,000 to the California Coastal Zone Conservation

Commission to improve State capabilities to plan for and manage the

projected or potential onshore impacts induced by Federal OCS
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actions. Among the specific uses of these funds are establishment

of siting criteria for OCS support facilities, identification of appro-

priate and inappropriate sites and conditions, formulation of controls

on siting and operation, and analyses of impacts and timing of

additional induced growth at various levels of OCS development. In

addition, the Federal Energy Administration and the Department of

Housing and Urban Development have joined with the State Lands

Commission, State Energy Commission, State Office of Oil and Gas,

Air Resources Board, State Water Resources Control Board and other

State agencies to determine onshore OCS impacts in Southern California

and the adequacy of State management capabilities by July, 1976.

Offshore Activities and Associated Impacts

OCS Discharges:

The discussion on discharge of produced waste water (page III 20)

generally implies that brines are relatively harmless. This conclusion

is made in the absence of any supporting data except for a single

sample taken from a platform that no longer operates. As mentioned

in the draft EIS for OCS Lease Sale 35, there is little data that

relates to the impact of continuous discharges of brine waste containing

heavy metals, oil, and other toxic substances such as ammonia and

phenols on the marine ecology of the area.

Dos Cuadras, Carpinteria and Hueneme Fields:

Pages 1II-38-40 discuss further development of the Dos Cuadras

17 and Carpinteria Offshore Fields and Hueneme Offshore Potential Field.

The final environmental impact statement would be improved by an

estimate of how many wells and how many platforms are necessary
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for the development of a single oil field. For instance, is the purpose

of proposed Platforms C and Henry in the Dos Cuadras and Carpinteria

Offshore Fields to recover the oil resources in a more timely manner

or are they necessary to recover all the available oil in the fields?

Transport of Oil:

EPA has received the results of its contract with Booz, Allen and

Hamilton, Inc. entitled A Risk and Cost Analysis of Transporting

Southern California Outer Continental Shelf Oil. The alternative

transport modes considered are tankers or barges and pipelines.

While none of the three oil fields evaluated were in the Santa Barbara

Channel, one considered transport from the Santa Rosa Cortes (North)

Field to Ventura. Pipelines were found to be the least costly alternative

for all three sites evaluated, with the cost decreasing as distance to shore

lessened. Furthermore, the estimates of total volume of oil spilled

over the life of each field indicated that pipelines are safer by a

factor of 5 to 7. Earthquake risk was not found to be a significant

factor in estimating the volume of oil spilled by an offshore pipeline

over the life of an oil field.

Based upon the results of the above study and factors cited in our
-,

comments on the DEIS for Lease Sale No. 35, EPA believes that tanker

and barge operations from this area are inferior to pipelines. EPA

further concurs with the DEIS and CEQ conclusions that oil transport

by pipelines has less environmental risk than transport by tanker or

barge. EPA encourages consideration of lease stipulations which would

ensure that the safer mode of transport to be used so that potential

bidders could plan accordingly. The final environmental statement

should also discuss the environmental impacts of the several
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lpossible routes for a pipeline to refineries in the Los Angeles / Long

Beach area.

Oil Spills:

While it is true that there is no conclusive evidence that a major

oil spill results in long-term impact on the marine environment.

the reason it is true is because little is known about the long-term

impact of oil pollution. Therefore. a statement implying that there

is no long term impact has no scientific basis.

The DEIS treats the environmental impacts of oil spills from the

proposed OCS Channel development activities primarily in the

19 aggregate. while the most significant impacts could in fact be

localized. Thus. for example. Figure III-9 "Sources of Oil Pollu-

tion to the Oceans 1969-1970. " is not particularly meaningful for

estimating the pollution contribution of shipping and offshore

production in the Santa Barbara Channel because of the concentration

of OCS activity and shipping (including Alaskan crude oil transport).

The aggregate level of oil spills must be put in the perspective of

number. magnitude. location and recurrence for meaningful impact

analysis to be performed.

Oil Spill Cleanup

20

Regarding the technology of oil spill cleanup and control. the

section entilted Status of Oil Spill Containment and Cleanup Technology

(Pg. IV-48) may be misleading. This section states that" •.. the oil

industry has developed safety equipment and procedures that •

provide for effective cleanup in the event of a spill." The material

which is presented to substantiate the quoted statement consists of a
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listing of the equipment owned by or available to Clean Seas. Inc .•

(the cooperative which would most likely clean up a spill in the Santa

Barbara Channel). a report that the Exxon Bottom tension boom

"... contained natural seep oil in six-to-eight foot seas. " and a

brief description of the USCG High Seas Boom.

However. testing of oil spill control equipment at the EPA

OHMSETT facility. under controlled conditions. has revealed that

both inland and especially offshore equipment for spill control has

a great deal of development effort yet to be performed before we

can confidently state that the technology of cleanup is "effective".

While the DEIS seems to make clear the probability of a major

spill from a platform. the actual nature and consequences of a:

cleanup operation are not presented.

Mitigatory Actions for Offshore Impacts

The environmental impact statement should fully discuss overall

coordination of Federal and State offshore production as well as

21 cooperative planning among the relevant agencies and oil companies

in order to minimize the impacts of development. The discussion

should include consideration of the following topics:
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a. In regard to coordination, BLM should consider the require-

ment of a lessee's submittal of a 5 and 10 year plan of development

for the use of the local governmental units. Such a plan would outline

the schedules of offshore development in relation to the construction

of onshore support facilities. This plan could serve as a vehicle

for planning coordination and act as an early warning device for

pos sible conflicts.

b. In the past, the location of pipelines and support facilities

serving the OCS has been determined by industry initiative and

economic incentive. To minimize construction in offshore and onshore

areas, every effort should be made to unitize (share by more than one

company) pipeline rights-of-way, marine terminals, and storage and

separation facilities. In addition, wherever possible, unitization with

oil operations in the State submerged lands should be accomplished.

c. The areas around the existing ocean outfalls are known to

contain highly organic substrate and high concentrations of heavy

metals and DDT. Pipeline routing should completely avoid these

areas in order to prevent resuspension of these deleterious materials.

d. All pipelines and/or channel dredging in existing harbors

where high concentration of heavy metals in the sediment are

known, should be carefully performed (i, e. no jetting) to minimize

resuspension. Serious consideration should be given to land disposal

of all polluted spoil with clean fill imported to backfill over pipelines.

e. Pipelines should be completed and in operation prior to the

commencement of production in order to avoid the use of barges with

their known high spill characteristics.
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Time Focus of the EIS:

The EIS would be improved by focusing on phases and cumulative

effects. The DEIS attempts to identify the time frame for various

separate activities expected to occur during exploration. development

and production phases. However. the discussion of timing is fragmented

throughout the statement. As a consequence. the statement does not

take into account the cumulative effects of OCS activities in the

Santa Barbara Channel on the marine and the onshore environment.

The cumulative effects of oil and gas extraction activity in the

Santa Barbara Channel cannot be viewed in isolation from the additive

impacts of other proposed or likely development. including increased

OCS activities elsewhere in the Southern California Bight. increased

tanker traffic due to crude oil imported from Alaska. LNG tanker and

terminal operations. and deepwater port proposals. EPA appreciates

22 the diffi cultfes of forecasting cumulative impacts over time. However.

in the absence of such considerations. the actual impact upon the

social. economic and environmental condition of Southern California

could be seriously underestimated particularly with respect to onshore

impacts. For example. before California will have significant new

offshore production. "imported" oil will already be arriving via

tanker from Alaska. And even with successful OCS development in

the Santa Barbara Channel. it is likely that Alaskan oil would' continue

to come into California for trans-shipment and eventual pipeline

transport to the Gulf of Mexico refining and distribution centers.

Thus. despite the conclusion in the DEIS that OCS developm ent.rnay

present fewer environmental hazards than continued reliance on

tanker imported oil. California will probably have significant

additional tanker traffic with or without offshore development.
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EPA believes that the FEIS should catalog the other major

energy related developments that will be occurring at the same

time as the Santa Barbara oes development and attempt to project

at a macro level a range of cumulative impacts over time.
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RESPONSE TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

10 Deep water development is actually a part of three of the four possible

levels of development presentedo Prior to approval of any deep water

proposal the state of the art will be assessedo For example, the Exxon

Submerged Production System is presently being tested in the Gulf of

Mexico (see section IoD.60d.(2)) for several years prior to being con-

sidered for installation at greater water depths such as in the Santa

Ynez Unit Santa Barbara Channel 0 Prior to acting on a request for such

a deep water installation, the Geological Survey would take into con-

sideration the results of all testing, including several years of off-

shore subsea field operations and a1~o diver depths capabilitieso

(See section I.D.6.bo(2) for an updated discussion of the rapid advance-

ment of deep water diving capabilities) As drilling progresses into

deeper waters technology must evolve to resolve certain problems and

the Geological Survey must assess the technical capabilities and past

drilling performance in progressively deeper waters prior to acting on

specific deep water drilling proposa1so The OCS Orders must be revised

(primarily OCS Order No.2) as the need arises in order to insure proper

regulation of such deep water operations.

The recommendation to defer further leasing or development of deep

water tracts is acknowledged. Variations of this type alternative are

discussed in section VIIIoCoD. and E.

2. The recommendation to await the completion, approval and adoption of

the State Coastal Plan is acknowledged. If a final Coastal Plan is

adopted by the California Legislature and approved by the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972,
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the activities of the Department of Interior or of Federal oil and gas

lessees directly affecting the Coastal Zone shall, to the maximum ex-

tent practicable, be conducted in a manner consistent with the approved

coastal zone management program. The discussion of the Coastal Zone

Plan has been updated and expanded in this final statement. (See

sections I.F.2.a., and IV.A.l.h., the hearing comment No. 26, and

response No. 38 to the Resources Agency of Caliiornia (the Coastal Zone

Commission comments were a part of these comments.))

3. Decisions as to the need for site-specific statements will be made on

a case-by-case basis in accordance with NEPA procedure.

4. In light of the first sentence of the introduction to the specific

comments, the following clarifying comment is made. The Federal Govern-

ment is not proposing the four levels of development (they are possible

levels of development); nor does the statement suggest the "action

under consideration involves the selection of one of the four possible

different levels of development." The purpose of this statement is to

consider impacts that may occur as a result of these possible levels

of development. (See the Preface and section I.A. for further explana-

tion as to the purpose of this statement) Neither do we consider this

to be a "programatic" EIS. Only additional leasing would constitute

Departmental program initiative. under a well-established program.

S. The concerns relating to deep water drilling are acknowledged. (See

the response No. 1 above to this concern expressed in EPA's letter

transmitting these specific comments)

The status of subsea production systems has been updated in this final
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statement. The various systems are described and the status of the

Gulf of Mexico field testing of three of the subsea systems is dis-

cussed (see section I.D.6.d.). The testing of these three prototype

systems has thus far been satisfactory.· These Gulf of Mexico tests

are contributing significantly toward the evolution of deep water

systems of the future. A new subsection has been added to this final,

section I.D.6.d.(7) "Industry Assessment of the Current Status of

Technology in Subsea Well Completion Techniques and Subsea Production

Systems." Comments as to subsea production system status from indus-

try in response to a Department of Interior Federal Register Notice

request, are summarized in this new subsection.

The recommendation that consideration be given to special provision

for the implementation and testing of subsea production facilities in

the Santa Ynez Unit Hondo Field is acknowledged. (See section I.D.6.d.

(2))

In section I.D.6.b.(2) two recent (June 1975) dives to below 1,000 feet

are described. One of these dives to a water depth of 1,069 feet in-

volved recovering a blowout preventer stack. This dive was performed

from the drilling vessel Handrill, Offshore Labrador Canada for a

consortium headed by British Petroleum Canada.

6. The ranges of options and impacts relating to the area that was once

proposed as a National Energy Reserve is presented in section VIII.F.

Your concern as to the possibility of leasing within the Federal Ecolog-

ical Preserve and Federal Buffer, Zone (which are adjacent to the State

Santa Barbara Oil Sanctuary) is acknowledged. This is discussed in

section VIII.E.3. and 4. Should this restricted area adjacent to the
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Santa Barbara Oil Sanctuary become available for leasing, the possi-

bility of drainage from submerged lands within the State Sanctuary

would exist. However, contrary to your expression, the text did not

intend to indicate that any consideration is being given to the possi-

bility of making the Federal Ecological Preserve and Federal Buffer

Zone available for leasing. The intent was to explore the fullest

possible range of possible future activity. The Federal Ecological

Preserve and Federal Buffer Zone is discussed in the introduction page

ii.lO., section I.E.5. and section VIII.E.3. and 4.

7. Response to these comments is provided in the expanded Socioeconomics

baseline and impacts discussions in the final statement. (See sec-

tions II.F, Resources and III.N., Socioeconomics Impacts)

On page 11 of the EPA comments the figure of private auto usage is 38

percent of the nationwide energy demand in 1973. October 1975 statis-

tics indicate private automobiles account for 13 percent of the uses

of energy and 28 percent of the uses of petroleum (7 percent of the

latter which is for all urban commuting). (Source: Automobile Club

of Southern California, October 1975, Auto Club News Pictorial, p. 2)

We believe that the differences in statistics cited are significant.

8. Most activity related to the possible future levels of Santa Barbara

Channel Development appears likely to be concentrated in the Ventura

area rather than Los Angeles. Any refining capacity requirement on

the Los Angeles area would be a result of market demand and would

likely result only in a substitution of domestic for foreign crude

stocks.
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The socioeconomic, ecological, and aesthetic impacts are addressed

in the revised sections on those subjects. (See sections III.N. and
III. L.)

9. As noted in response No. 8 above, any additional Santa Barbara Channel

production would likely be substituted for foreign crude feed stocks

in existing refineries. If this should be the actual case, addition-

al refinery capacity would not be necessary. Refinery capacity is

developed to meet market demand, not crude oil supply.

10. Waste water discharge regulations are discussed in sections II.G.2.d .•
IV .A.I.c ., d .• and g. of the FES. Those sections concern "Regulation

of Waste Water Discharged into the Santa Barbara Channel OCS Waters."

and the "Pacific Area OCS Orders No.7 and 8."

11. See response No.8 above.

The concentration. makeup. and quantity of produced waste water is a

function of the formation of origin. state of reservoir development.

and recovery techniques. Therefore. to exactly predict the quantity

and quality of produced wastes is not possible for the potential

levels of development of the Channel. Refer to section II.G.2.d.

for results from existing Channel production. For an estimated

range of the quantity of produced waste water that might result from

the possible levels of Channel development, see table 111-17.

12. An expanded discussion of water demand. consumption. and waste water

treatment has been provided in the enlarged Socioeconomics Baseline

section II.F. on Resources.
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13. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution

emissions and their impacts from the possible levels of development

of the Channel have been addressed in .full detail in the greatly ex-

panded Air Quality Impacts section III.LL., Baseline Air Quality, and

Meteorology and Air Impacts Mitigation sections II.G.l., II.C. and

IV.B.13. have also been thoroughly revised and expanded.

14. The comments of EPA are noted.

See our response to EPA comment No. 2 which also refers to the updated

and expanded discussion of the Coastal Plan in this final statement

(sections I.F.2.a. and IV.A.l.h.). The socioeconomic impact and air

quality impact discussion has been greatly expanded in this final state-

ment and contributes considerably towards assessing onshore impacts that

may result from the various possible levels of Santa Barbara Channel DCS

development.

15. Geological Survey personnel have met with, and exchanged information

with, State personnel on the task force preparing this onshore

Southern California DCS Impacts Report. The State personnel made

certain preliminary information available for incorporation into

this final statement and the Geological Survey personnel provided

detailed explanation of certain information in this statement.

The Geological Survey task force has been in continuing contact with

the task force leaders from the Governor's office responsible for

this onshore impact study in an attempt to obtain an advance

copy of the report (telephone communication almost daily during

the final two weeks of December 1975). However, it appears
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the subject onshore impact report will not be available prior to the

printing of this final statement.

16. We concur that there is relatively little data relating to the impact

of continuous discharge of brine waste containing heavy metals, oil,

and other toxic substances such as ammonia and phenols on marine ecology.

The study of Bryant (1974) in fresh water areas of the Canadian Arctic,

cited in the final EIS for OCS Lease Sale 35, indicated that waste fluids

can be considered pollutant when waste treatment is not utilized. Please

note the discussion of studies of Mackin (1971) in the Gulf of Mexico,

following the Santa Barbara Channel Data. The section has been revised.

17. See table I-I for platform and well requirement estimates. See sections

I.B. and E.l. and IlI.C.3., for specific discussion as to Dos Cuadras

and Carpinteria Field development.

The number of wells and platforms required for development of a single

field depends on many factors such as the extent and depth of the pro-

ducing zone, and the reservoir characteristics.

18. The Booze, Allen and Hamilton, Inc. Report titled "A Risk and Cost

Analysis of Transporting Southern California Outer Continental Shelf

Oil" prepared for EPA was not available until after this draft statement

was sent to the printer. During preparation of the final statement the

Task Force reviewed this report and the information has been useful.
However, it is believed that some assunptions that were made and cer-

tain considerations that were omitted from that report result in invalid

transportation cost conclusions for certain of the areas.
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Your statement as to the Booze, Allen and Hamilton, Inc. Report

concluding that in all instances pipeline transportation cost was lower

than tanker transportation cost is in conflict with table III-l in that

report. This table indicates that, for USGS low reserve estimates, on

the Santa Rosa Cortes (North) Area, transportation cost per barrel is

less by tanker.

We concur that the safest mode of transportation should be used when

feasible. Tanker and pipeline spill statistics from numerous sources

and the pipeline-tanker spill analysis in the above Booze, Allen and

Hamilton, Inc. Report, suggest that pipeline transportation offers a

considerably lower spill risk than marine tanker transportation. This

is a generally accepted conclusion. The Booze, Allen and Hamiltion

comparison of the spill risk factors of tanker and pipeline transport,

indicating pipelines are safer by a factor of 5 to 9 is included in

this final (see section III.D.2.a.).

The discussion in section III.J.2. is the only feasibility study avail-

able to the Geological Survey and we are not aware of any other studies

of possible routes. Because of the coastal bluffs between Point Con-

ception and Oxnard, it appears that the route shown in figure III-IO

for that portion of the route would be relatively geographically

restricted.

Marine transportation (tanker) does have the advantage of being adapt-

able to the shifting market patterns, such as from Los Angeles to

northern California. This flexibility may also be helpful in adjusting

to possible future specific location restrictions on the installation

and expansion of refineries by the Coastal Commission and the State Air
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Resources Board. Refinery capacity is developed to meet market demand,

not crude oil supply, however, the Coastal Zone Commission may limit

such activities to certain specific areas.

19. Although one cannot conclusively state that there have been no negative

ecological impacts from offshore oil and gas operations, no permanent

damage to the Gulf Coast environment has been documented. An extensive

study of the Timba1ier Bay area where there are presently 171 platforms,

some of which have been producing since 1937, has been conducted by the

Gulf Universities Research Consortium (GURC). GURC has concluded that

every indication of good ecological health is present in the area, that

natural phenomenon have a much greater impact upon the ecosystem than

do petroleum operations, that concentrations of all compounds in any way

related to drilling or production are sufficiently low to present no

known persistent biological hazards, and that Timba1ier Bay has not under-

gone significant ecological change as a result of petroleum operations

since 1952 when other more limited baseline data were generated.

Refer to section III.K.1.b. for a discussion of the problems in

deriving meaningful spill probabilities from past statistics. Also,

from the limited amount of spill incident data within the Santa Barbara

Channel it is virtually impossible to derive statistically valid proba-

bility of spill occurrence figures. However, this spill probability

information in the draft, which included some CEQ OCS spill probability

data, has been expanded by incorporating Channel spill probability and

maximum credible spill volume information from the Dames and Moore

Critique of this draft statement (see section III.K.4.). The Booze,

Allen and Hamilton comparison of spill risk factors for pipeline and

tanker transport has also been incorporated in this final statement
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(see section III.D.2.a~).

20. In the draft statement it is acknowledged that to date, no system or

equipment has been developed which is effective in controlling and

removing pollution under all weather and sea conditions (section IV.A.

5). In the final statement the inventory of Clean Seas Inc. cleanup

and containment equipment has been updated; the capabilities of this

equipment are also given. Perhaps EPA could arrange with Exxon or

Clean Seas Inc. to witness a demonstration of the Bottom-Tension boom.

This is one of the more effective heavy duty open seas containment

booms developed to date.

21. The statement does discuss the role and coordination of the relevant

regulatory agencies. Memoranda of understanding are discussed as well

as the functions of various agencies as to different aspects of regu-

lating DCS oil and gas operations. (See the Introduction and section

IV.A.l)

a. Lessees are required to submit plans of development to the

Geological Survey and regulations have been revised to

require that DCS operators submit such plans to the State. (See

our response No. 4 to the State Lands Commission)

b. It is agreed every effort should be made to minimize the number of

facilities by unitization. (See section I.E. for a detailed

discussion on this matter)

c. and d.
The recommendations are noted and will be given serious consider-

ations in the review of any site-specific proposal.

e. Refer to the earlier response to the comments in regard to pipeline

and barge transportation. It is agreed that pipelines should be
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completed prior to commencement of production when pipelining is to

be the transporting method.

22. See tables 111-7 and 111-8 that have been added to this final state-

ment for a hypothetical 40-year activity time frame for the possible

levels of Santa Barbara Channel OCS oil and gas development.

In the draft other possible projects in southern California were dis-

cussed (section I.F.3.). This section has been updated and expanded.

An attempt has been made to assess the general impacts that may occur

as a result of these other possible projects. Emphasis is on the

possible activities that are likely to contribute cumulatively to

impacts that may result from the various possible levels of Channel

developmen~ i.e. activities as a result of the recent OCS lease sale

No. 35. (See section I.F.3.)

The possible levels of development involve a sequence of events and

facilities which would each have specific and cumulative environmental

effects. Substantial uncertainty exists as to the levels of develop-

ment that will actually occur because most will depend upon non-

governmental initiatives. Section III discusses the impacts on the

environment of the various possible components required for petroleum

development and production. Since there are a variety of possible

components and since each component may impact different aspects of

the environment, the impacts are summarized as a matrix of impacts of

possible components on specified aspects of the environment (see

matrices in section III.P.). The various impacts of the possible

components on the whole environment are described in subsection A

through J, while impacts of the total possible operations on various
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environmental aspects are described in subsection 111.0; Impacts of

oil spills are described in subsection III.L. Socioeconomic and air

quality impacts are discussed in subsection III.N. and III.LL. respec-

tively (both greatly expanded in final manuscript). The estimated

number of facilities and activities required for and possible production

from each possible level of development is given in section I.E. (tables

I-L and 1-2). Table 111-17 summarizes quantitative ranges of cumulative

impacts. Rationale for deriving cumulative impacts is presented in foot-

notes on the table. Tables 111-7 and 111-8 give a hypothetical 40-year

time frame for the possible levels of development. Section V consists

of a summary of unavoidable adverse effects that would result from OCS

oil and gas activities related to the four possible levels of develop-
ment.
Concerning cumulative effects, we would not predict significant cumu-

lative impacts, on the biological communities, as a result of the

possible levels of development. As indicated throughout this statement,

when exploration and development proceed without unforeseen mishaps or

accidents, impacts are minor and generally of short duration. Recovery

of destroyed organisms is largely supplied from outside the small area

impacted.

Impacts are significant when accidents resulting in oil spills occur.

The impact of chronic oil spill pollution is discussed, as to the

extent it is presently known, in section III.L. According to statistics,

large spills would occur unpredictively with respect to time and loca-

ation and too infrequently for meaningful discussion of cumulative

effects.
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION
REGION IX

111 PINE STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111

Director, U. S. Geological Survey
Department of the Interior
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

NEVADA

HAWAII

~ o
JUl 3 11975

ARIZONA

We appreciated the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for potential oil and gas development, Santa Barbara
Channel OCS. The Federal Energy Administration is interested in the
development of all available energy sources in conjunction with acceptable
environmentd1 constraints and safeguards. We have reviewed the sections
pertaining to District V petroleum consumption, imports and future needs
and believe that you have presented a good overview of the energy reason
for proposing this action.

All of our Region IX supply-demand projections indicate a need for full
development of the oil and gas resources in the Outer Continental Shelf
lands off the West Coast if we are to reduce our needs for foreign oil
imports to a safe level. We agree that the Alaskan North Slope oil plus
OCS development should bring this relationship into a better balance as
pointed out in the EIS chapters dealing with the overall energy picture.

We have the following specific comments:

Section I.E.5, Summary Tabulation of the Estimated Number of
Possible Facilities at the Four Levels of Development

[
We suggest that the affect on refinery capacity of different levels of

1 Santa Barbara Channel development be included to complete the picture of
OCS oil's impact within the Coastal Region.

Section III.D.3.c., Pipe Burial and Buoys

2
[

In regards to the statement that burial of subsea pipelines appears
unnecessary, we suggest that a more detailed explanation be included of
precautions to prevent pipe ruptures due to large ships, other than
trawlers, dragging their anchors over uncovered pipelines.
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Section 111.0.2., Impacts on Air Quality JUL ~ 11975
Depending upon the type of air pollution control equipment utilized by
the on-shore treatment and storage facilities, impacts on air quality
may not be "very minor" as indicated in the statement. Oil and gas3 treatment plants, and tank farms may contribute significant amounts of
hydrocarbons to the atmosphere unless they include completely enclosed-
vapor recovery systems for all on-shore facilities. This should be
pointed out.

4

Section IV.A.5, Status of Oil Spill Containment and Cleanup Technology

[

' Although comment is made regarding the operational capability of bottom
tension booms in six- to eight-foot waves, no mention is made of capabilities

.

in moderate currents. A,better perspective of the probability of containing
a particular oil spill would be available, if probability of sea-state
conditions during various seasons were given.

Sincerely,
C---, ·,,0/ \'0
~ , "11"""'" k Jf(\ ..I•..(\~Jl
EUGENE W. STANDLEY j.
Director
Energy Resource Development Programs Division
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RESPONSE TO FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

1. Refinery capacity is developed to meet market demand, not crude oil

supply. Since the United States is reliant on substantial imports of

foreign oil, the overall effect of possible OCS Santa Barbara Channel

development would be to displace an equivalent amount of imported oil,

thus decreasing the degree of dependence on imports. Only an increase

in consumer demand on the West Coast exceeding present refinery capacity

would result in the need to expand that capacity. Should market demand

require increased West Coast refinery capacity, the specific locations

of proposed refinery expansion and installation by the industry would be

controlled to a large degree by the Coastal Zone Commission and the

State Air Resources Board. (California Petroleum Refinery Capacity
table 11-54c has been updated in tnis final statemen~)

2. The possibility of a pipeline rupture due to anchors dragging is

considered in the statement. Table 111-1 indicates one major spill as

a result of anchor dragging. This Gulf of Mexico incident occurred in

1967. The l60,OOO-barrel spill volume is attributed to the lack of

adequate pipeline leak detection at that time. Pipeline deak detection

and shut-in systems in operation today serve to minimize spill volumes

in the unlikely event such a pipeline break should occur. Our records

indicate that no major pipeline oil spills have occurred offshore

California in State or Federal OCS waters. The historical record does

not indicate justification for pipeline burial in deep waters except in

certain unique cases. It was suggested in the SYU-FES (74-20) that

pipelines totally buried may not withstand earthquakes as effectively

as pipelines with portions remaining on the surface so that more

independent flexibility relative to the surface can be maintained.
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3. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution

emissions and their impacts from the possible levels of Channel develop-

ment have been addressed in full detail in the greatly enlarged Air

Quality and Air Impacts sections II.G.I. and section IIIoLL.

40 All available information as to cleanup and containment capabilities is

presented in section IV.A.4. and 5. The Clean Seas Inc. inventory of

such equipment has been updated in this final statement.

Please see table 11-6, Monthly percentage frequency of occurrence of

waves of various heights and periods in the Santa Barbara Channel.
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

ADDRESS ONLY THE DIRECTOR,
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

In Reply Refer To:
FWS/OBS

AUG 111975

Memorandum

To: Director, Geological Survey
Acting Deputy Assooiate

From: Director, Fish and Wildlife Service

Subject: Draft Environmental Statement, Oil and Gas Development in
the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental Shelf off
California (DES-75/35)

We have reviewed the subject statement in accordance with Acting Director
Coulter's memorandum of June 10, 1975, and provide the following comments.

It has not been possible for us to exhaustively review your statement
nor examine a majority of the literature cited; however, we have noted a
number of sections that require additions and/or changes. Our comments
are listed according to sections and/or pages of the statement.

[

The draft environmental statement provides an overview of the natural
resources of the Santa Barbara Channel. However, as a general comment,

1 the statement lacks balance. Engineering and geological aspects are
presented in great detail but there is only minimal discussion of the
possible impacts upon the flora and the fauna of the Santa Barbara Channel.

[

It is stated (1-122) that an oil line or lines could be routed from the
Santa Barbara Channel north to either a proposed deepwater terminal at

2 Morro Bay or Monterey. The statement should include a physical description
of these areas and their natural resources and the possible impact(s) of
OCS development studied in this draft EIS.

IThe section concerning marine mammals (II.E.2.a.(8» should reflect total3 world populations as well as the numbers found in the Santa Barbara
Channel area. This would allow a more meaningful quantification of the
possible impacts of oes development upon marine mammals. For example,
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lit should be noted that the estimated world populations of California
sea lion (Zalophys californianus californianus) and northern (Steller)
sea lion are 60,000 and 240,000 to 300,000 respectively (National Marine
Fisheries Service, NOAA, Fed. Reg. 39(122):23903-23905).

4
It is stated (III.C.2.a.(1» that disturbance to commercial fishing
operations by the platforms could vary from minimal to significant de-
pending upon factors such as species being sought •••weather, and currents.
Since commercial fishery statistics exist for the Santa Barbara Channel
it would appear that a more analytical approach is possible. Analyses
should be conducted to determine if the five existing platforms have in-
fluenced commercial fishing operations and/or harvest.

[

Offshore pipeline construction (III.D.l.a.) may lead to the resuspension
of toxic heavy metals and persistent pesticides. Since pipelines could5 be routed around areas of high concentrations of heavy metals or other
pollutants in the sediments, information should be provided indicating
their distribution in the Santa Barbara Channel.

6

7

Section III.L.G. states that the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
concluded that if brant had been in the 1969 spill area, as they usually
are during migration, almost the entire population of this space could
have been exposed to extermination. These comments should be more
specifically referenced. Also, the name of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife has been changed to the u.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

The Summary of Impacts on Marine Mammals (III.L.7.d.) should include the
conclusions reached by Kenyon (1971) 1/ concerning northern fur seals:

1. In most open sea areas where fur seals are found on migration they
infrequently come in contact with petroleum products. However,
when they enter busy shipping lanes, oil contamination may be
significant.

2. Oil contaminated seals apparently do not survive to return to the
breeding grounds.

1/ Kenyon, Karl W. 1971. The effect of oil pollution on marine mammals.
u.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. Marine Mammal Substation.
Naval Support Substation, Naval Support Activities, Bldg. 192, Seattle,
Washington 98115. 9 pp. mimeo.
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Since fur seals usually occur well offshore and the body is of
greater specific gravity than water, dead animals would sink and thus
would rarely be found on beaches.

[

The statement should discuss in detail the change in impact which would
8 result from the selection of a specific alternative to the proposed action.

The objective consideration of the relative environmental impact of the
various options is not possible because of the lack of analysis.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment at this time.
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RESPONSE TO FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

1. The comment is noted. More detailed consideration in site-specific

proposals and environmental analyses would be appropriate. We believe

the discussion is adequate for purposes of this statement.

2. The "proposed" deepwater terminal at Morro Bay or Monterey is in effect

properly "a concept receiving consideration within industry circles."

Without a formal and site-specific proposal, it would be premature and

speculative to include such a site-specific discussion. However, see

section I.F.3. for a general discussion of other potential activities

that might have an impact on the Channel area.

3. The comment is well taken and the text has been modified accordingly.

4. Commercial catch and landing data for the general area in which the

existing platforms are located have been included in the FES. Conclu-

sive studies on the influence (if any) of those platforms on commercial

fishing would have to be site specific. We are aware of no baseline

studies conducted at the site prior to platform placement; therefore,

information taken from studies which might be conducted now would be

of limited comparative value.

5. The comments regarding offshore pipeline construction are noted and

will be considered in the event of a site-specific proposal.

6. This section has been rewritten for clarity as the Brandt cormorant has

been confused with the black brant or sea goose and the United States

Fish and Wildlife Service quotation, therefore, is not applicable.
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7. The suggested literature citation is incorporated, although more recent

publications (National Academy of Sciences, 1975; Kolpack et al., 1975)

do not include these conclusions.

8. Please see section I.A.l., Purpose of the Environmental Impact State-

ment. Estimated facilities, activities and production for each of the

possible levels of development are presented in tables I-I and 1-2.
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IN REPLY REFER TO:

L76l9
(WR)PSE

Memorandum

United States Department of the Interior
NATIO~AL PARK SERVICE
WASHI:\"GTO!'\, D.C. 20240

JUL 221975

To: Director, U.S. Geological Survey

Through: Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks
. '; .,r\ ':t

From:.:.:';'-°AssociateDirector, Park System Management

Subject: Review of Draft Environmental Statement, Oil and Gas
Development in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental
Shelf off California (DES 75-35)

We have reviewed the draft environmental statement and offer the
following comments for your consideration.

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL

We are concerned that the proposed action will adversely affect the
esthetic quality of Channel Islands National Monument if development
is allowed to take place within the proposed lease areas. Platforms
may be constructed in areas up to within three miles of the islands
and would, therefore, present an obvious disruptive visual contrast
to the surrounding natural beauty of the area.

If accidents should occur at any level of development, production or
transport where large quantities of oil are spilled, the impact upon
marine and intertidal organisms would be severe around Anacapa
(Channel Islands NM) and the neighboring islands which are presently
being considered for inclusion in the National Park System. In
addition, the resulting oil-covered shoreline would have an adverse
effect upon endangered species' habitat and recreational activity.
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2

Considering the potentially adverse impacts to Channel Islands
National Monument and the general Santa Barbara Channel area, we
cannot support any further development in this area.

COMMENTS ON THE STATEMENT

There are two actions considered which may affect cultural resources.
These are the construction of one or more pipelines to shore, and
the possible construction of onshore delivery pipelines to a refining
center such as Los Angeles (page 1-3).

All areas where onshore surface disturbance is likely to occur from
pipeline or other construction activities should be surveyed by a
professional archeologist. Any cultural resources identified should
be evaluated for their National Register potential. If they meet the
criteria outlined in Title 36, CFR 800.10, they should be nominated
to the National Register of Historic, Places.

A copy of the archeologist's report, including recommendations, should
be made available to the National Park Service, Western Archeological
Center, P. O. Box 49008, Tucson, Arizona 85717 in accordance with
section 3(a) of Public Law 93-291. The final statement should
document consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer
regarding project impacts on cultura sources.

"i~L~~
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RESPONSE TO NATIONAL PARK "SERVICE

The general comments of National Park Service are noted.

1. Please see sections III.M.4. and IV.B.9.

2. The splendid input and cooperation during DES and FES preparation of
National Park Service, Western Archeological Center, Tucson, Arizona
is acknowledged and appreciated.

In the event of a site-specific proposal contact will be made with
the State Historic Preservation Officer.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

July 31, 1975

MEMORANDUM
To:

From:
Director, Geological Survey
Environmental Coordinator
Ocean Mining Administration

Subject: Review of Draft Environmental Statement, Oil
and Gas Development in the Santa Barbara Channel
Outer Continental Shelf off California (DES 75-35)

The draft Environmental Impact Statement on the above
sUbject has been reviewed by the Ocean Mining Adminis-
tration. We find that no major corrections or additions
are required from this office •

.•.....

Robert F. Dill, Ph.D.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

MAILING ADDRESS:
U.S. COAST GUARD (G-WS/73)
WASH IN<jl"W2 fil.C4~~~262
PHONE, \. )

• "AUG ~75

1

2

•
Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mailstop 108
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. McKelvey:
This is in response to Mr. Coulter's letter of 10 June 1975 addressed to
the DOT Director, Office of Envirorunental Quality concerning a draft
envirorunental $tatement on oil and gas development in the Santa Barbara
Channel Outer Continental Shelf off California.

The Deparbnent of Transportation has reviewed the material submitted. The
Coast Guard had the following comments to offer:

"Requir~d_Con!ent~ The treatment of substantive issues in the draft
statement is considered to be adequate. The full range of envirorunental
impacts is explored, the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed action
are' balanced,' and reasonable alternatives to the project are discussed. It
appears that the statement is sufficient to insure that envirorunental values
receive equal consideration with economics and need in the decision-making
process.

"Specific Comments.

On pages IV-46 the term tOn-Scene-Commandert is incorrectly used in
regards to oil spill-combating operations. The 'an-Scene-Coordinatort is
the Federal official pre-designated by the Envirorunental Protection Agency or
U. S. Coast Guard to coordinate and direct Federal discharge removal efforts
under Regional Contingency Plans at the scene. The term 'On-Scene-Cammander'
is not appropriate for pollution response activities.

"The draft statement provides an incomplete discussion of the Coast
Guard's scope of concern regarding the exploration and development of off-
shore oil resources. The District Commander has taken the position that, in
the interest of promoting safe navigation and reducing the potential for loss
of life and property at sea, OCS leases should be issued by the Department of
the Interior subject to the following conditions:

"(1) Pemgent platfonns_may not_be located within one:guarter_T!!il~_of
~~~lau~QQundaries. This stipulation is justified on two grounds. First,
compliance with the Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative Organizationts
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principles regarding ship routing schemes necessitates a navigation system
that enables vessels to navigate with one-quarter mile accuracy when tran-
siting sea lanes. Provision must be made for the mariner operating his
vessel up to one-quarter mile outside of an established sea lane whose
navigation equipment tells him that he is within the charted sea lane
boundaries. Second, the one-quarter mile buffer zone will be necessary to
ensure that servicing vessels and barges attendant to offshore platforms are
kept outside of charted sea lanes;

1l(2) Vessels may not_engag~drilling inside sea lanes or within one-
quarter mile of established se~ lane boundaries;

1l(3) Subject to provision (2) above, and e~t fQr vessels in direct
transit, vessels engaged in leClge development may not operate insiQ~Lse~ lau~§,
or within one~y~rter mile of sea lane Qoundaries unless the express permission
of the District Commander has been oQtained. This lease provision will give the
District Cormnander direct control over the nwnber and position of work vessels
in the sea lanes to ensure that these vessels do not create unacceptable hazards
to navigation;

1l(4) Subject to prov1.s1.on(1) and (2) above, vessels engaged_in drtlling
and~ermanent-R1~tforms will b~_permitted within_the s~paration zones; and

Il(S) Vessels engaged in lease development anchor~!LQutside of the sea
1anes_~ay have no cables, anchors, QUaYs or other associated equipment in the
sea lanes at_a depth of less thaI) 85 fe!rt.1l

The Department of Transportation has no otlicr cormnents to offer nor do we
have any objection to this statement. The final statement, however, should
address the concerns of the Coast Guard.

The opportunity to review this draft statement is appreciated.

Sincerely,

&1
Captain, . S. Coast
Deputy Chief, Office of Marine Environment

and Systems
By direction of the Commandant
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RESPONSE TO UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

1. The term "On-Scene-Commander" has been deletedo

2. The Department of Interior acknowledges the District Commander's position

that OCS leases should be issued subject to certain conditions as listed.

In the event of a future Santa Barbara Channel OCS lease sale, the Depart-

ment of Interior will confer with the Coast Guard in considering these

recommended conditions, as well as any other lease stipulations the

Coast Guard recommends.
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UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISi'RATION
WASHINGTON, D,C. 20545

AUG 7 1975

1

2

Mr. William E. Grant, Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Pacific OCS Office
U.S. Department of the Interior
7663 Federal Building
300 North Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Mr. 'Grant:

The DEIS on Oil & Gas Development in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer
Continental Shelf Off California has been reviewed by staff of the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). We find the
Statement contains a great deal of information about offshore
drilling techniques not related to the Santa Barbara Channel area
which tends to make the Statement longer than may be necessary.
The Statement would possibly be more valuable if it was reduced
to contain only material pertinent to the specific site.

A specific comment is that the first paragraph on page VIII-57
gives the erroneous impression that the measures taken to prevent
harmful releases of radioactive material from light water reactor
nuclear power plants are of questionable effectiveness. It is
suggested that the paragraph be revised to read:

"Some airborne and liquid radioactive materials are
released to the environment during normal operation. The
amounts released are very small and potential exposure has
been shown to be less than the average level of natural
radiation exposure. The plants are designed and operated
in such a way that the probability of harmful radioactivity
releases from accidents is very low."

We appreciate the opportunity to review this Statement.

Sincerely,
<)- /i, ",;/j /,' I -k-~>i(~'?1??t{£~{zr~2t

16:, "H. Pennington
~~sessments and Coordination

Officer
Division of Biomedical and

Environmental Research
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RESPONSE TO ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

1. Your suggestion to remove the information about offshore drilling tech-

niques not directly related to the Santa Barbara Channel area was

considered. However, it was decided not to delete the general descrip-

tion of drilling and development operations and techniques in the

interest of making available to the reader an overall concept of pos-

sible future oil and gas operations. Most of this general material is

in Appendices 1-2 and 1-3 at the end of section I, and, therefore,

does not disrupt the presentation of the more pertinent information.

2. The suggested paragraph revision has been incorporated.
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TE OF CALIFORNIA
-,

ATE LANDS COMMISSION
ECUTIVE OFFICE

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

1807 13TH STREET

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

2

August 20, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
MS 108, National Center
Reston, VA 22092

USGS DES 75-35 Comments
Dear Sir:

After a comprehensive review of the "Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for Potential Oil and Gas Development in the
Santa Barbara Channel OCS Off California", we find the statement
inadequate in that it fails to examine all environmental impacts
that could result from unspecified potential petroleum operations
and facilities in the Channel.

[
The Statement provides only a generalization as to what

1 might be expected in the Channel area regarding offshore extractive
operations, and is completely void of any site-specific discussion
and/or analysis.

DES 75-35 contains many statements that no applications
are pending for OCS activities in the Santa Barbara Channel, and
that no specific actions are being considered in the report.
Contradictory, however, are pages 12-13 of Volume I, which state
that a Mobil Oil Corporation 1974 application to erect a drilling
platform on OCS Lease P-0202 is being held in abeyance pending
completion of this DES.

3

Throughout the report there are inferences that DES 75-35
will serve as the comprehensive vehicle for future actions without
preparation of additional site-specific environmental impact state-
ments or full public review and discussion of each proposed
development. If such is the case, we oppose any such use of this
generalized and inadequate overview. Prior to any proposed site-
specific operation in the subject area, a complete environmental
impact report covering each operation must be prepared and made
available for review and comment. A commitment to do so should
be made abundantly clear in the Final Environmental Impact Statement.
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Director
U.S. Geological Survey -2- August 20, 1975

4

Additionally, as has been stated in detail to the
Department of the Interior on many occasions, the decision for
the development (as differentiated from the exploration and
evaluation phases) of the outer continental shelf resources
should be made in concert with a viable national energy policy.
Such policy must be developed in partnership with affected
adjacent states. This partnership must begin at the earliest
planning stages and continue throughout the entire program.
Further, in order to develop and implement a viable energy
policy, Government should conduct further exploration of the
DCS for definition of the location and extent of the petroleum
resources as well as evaluation of the benefits and environmental
risks which would accompany development and production operations.
Information garnered from such exploration must be shared with
affected agencies on a cooperative basis.

As you are imminently aware, the California Coastal Plan
is to be submitted to the State Legislature in 1976. Any Federal
DCS development should be integrated with this Plan. The uniqueness
of the California coastline should not be made the unwilling victim
of unreasoned Federal DCS development policy.

Specific detailed comments on the technical aspects of
DES 75-35 are attached.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on
this critical subject.

Attachment
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

STATE LANDS COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

EDMUND G. BROWN JR•• Governor

. lB07 13TH STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

COMMENTS ON DEPARTMENT CF INTERIOR DRAFT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR parENTIAL

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT IN THE SANTA BARBARA

CHANNEL OUXER CONTINENTAL SHELF OFF CALIFORNIA

(DES 75-35)

General:

Conspicuously absent from the Draft is an Executive Summary. The

Absence of such summary hampers review and makes it very difficult to

properly assess the report without exhaustive review of the entire

document.

Additionally, the Division waS unable to identify any section which

discussed growth inducing and cumulative effects of OCS oil operations in

5 the Santa Barbara Channel. Inasmuch as these are required by CEQA and CEQ,

the Division feels that it would be appropriate to incorporate these sections

into the final EIS.

Page ii-13: This section, discussing the Santa Barbara Channel blowout

6

and oil spill resulting from the drilling of the fifth development well

from Platform ,~" is incomplete and misleading in its description of the

blowout. The report states 'Tlow from the well was promptly controlled by
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activating blowout prevention equipment; but because of usual geological

conditions, this caused fluids from deeper reservoirs to reach the ocean

floor through fractures in shallow strata." The description contained within

McCulloch, U. S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 679-C and Appendix A,

Geological Survey Professional Paper, would be more complete.

Page 1-23, L.9: The permit program for shallow coring to 500 feet and to

750 feet under certain conditions should be modified such that drilling with-

7 out any blowout prevention control should be restricted to no more than 100

feet. We feel that drilling to such depths without proper well control is

an unnecessary environmental risk.

8

Page 1-38, Subparagraph (a) and page 1-40, Subparagraph (d): These

sections refer to B.O.P. installations on the conductor casing, set and

cemented after drilling to depth of 300' to 500' below ocean floor. No

mention is made of any B.O.P. installed prior to reaching that depth. Both

State Lands Division "Procedures" for drilling operations and the U. S.

Geological Survey OCS Order No. 2 specify that the Drive or Structural

Casing (Called Conductor casing in State "Procedures") which is set at

a depth of about 100' below ocean floor shall have at least "one remotely

controlled annular type blowout preventer and related equipment •••••• ",

installed prior to drilling below that depth. This is an important omission.

Furthermore, the statement beginning on L.6, Page 1-39, which reads 'The

blowout preventer assembly and riser systems are then installed and the

actual drilling proceeds", implies that a complete blowout preventer stack
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is installed on the conductor casing. This is not so as both the existing

and proposed revised OCS Order No. 2 requires only one annular preventer

and a diverter system to be installed on the conductor casing, and allows

drilling to proceed to a maximum of 1500' below the ocean floor. The State

Lands Division has commented several times during the revision of OCS Order

No. 2 that this blowout preventer requirement is inadequate for exploratory

drilling from vessels, and, has recommended that at least one annular

preventer, one set of drill pipe rams and one set of blind-shear rams be

installed on the conductor casing.

Pages 1-41 and 1-42, Subparagraphs (1), (2), (3) and (4): These sections

relate to important design criteria and procedures for the conduct of drilling

operations from vessels which presumably are established by Geological Survey

OCS Orders. It is apparent that the writers of the DES did not review the

existing and proposed revised OCS Order No. 2 as these important requirements

are not included. During the period that OCS Order No. 2 was being revised,

the State Lands Division sent written comments to both the Chief, Conservation

Division, U.S.G.S. in Reston, Virginia, and the Oil and Gas Supervisor,

Pacific Area, recommending that the scope of the drilling procedures be
9

broaden to include specific and detailed requirements for drilling from

vessels similar to those identified in the DES. The State Lands Division

firmly believes that the proposed revised OCS Order No. 2 is completely

inadequate with regard to the conduct of drilling operations from vessels.

Unless adequate drilling procedures are established to assure that this

type of operation will be conducted safely, drilling from vessels should

not be permitted in the Santa Barbara Channel or on any other OCS lands.

It is recommended that the proposed OCS Order No. 2 now being processed by

the U.S.G.S. be revised to provide specific requirements for drilling from

vessels.
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Page 1-43, L. 1 and Page I-54, L. 7: These sections deal with B.O.P.E. and

Drilling Fluid for well control purposes, but drilling personnel qualifications

for well control purposes are not mentioned, although drilling crew with con-

trol drills is (p. 55). OCS Order No.2, specifies that company and contractor

drilling supervisors shall have completed a well-control school or seminar

within the previous year and shall have passed a proficiency test; also that

well-control training for drillers, other than the required weekly blowout pre-

vention drills, shall be required. In addition, it is suggested that consider-

ation be given to formalized training for all drilling and production personnel.

IPage I-53, L 1.:
water, and drill

This section implies that drilling fluids, liquid waste

cuttings, once freed of oil contamination, may be discharged

10 into the ocean. However, as noted elsewhere in the report, regulations

regarding the disposal of waste water and other materials into the ocean

are currently under revision whereby such disposal may not be permitted.

Page 1-82, L. 28.: It is stated '~ellhead equipment is specifically

designed for hydrogen sulfide service and maxUnum wellhead pressure". We

wish to point out that this generally is not true. Only if the hydrogen

11 sulfide problem is known to be present will wellhead equipment be so designed.

The EIS is totally lacking in an adequate discussion of the special handling

and greater potential environmental risks involved in the production of

sour crude oil.

Page 1-83 and 84: The lengthy discussion of velocity-actuated safety

12 devices is irrelevant as these devices are not permissible in current

extractive operations.
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Page 1-92: The lengthy discussion of proprietary equipment for ocean

13 floor completions does not take into consideration proven operating

1tmitations of the equipment to the water depths encountered in the Channel.

Page 1-121, L.9.: "Present capabilities in Offshore Pipeline Construction".

,The pipelines described are at depths considerably less than would be en-

countered in the Santa Brabara Channel, with the exception of the Strait

of Messina line. At the present time equipment is being designed or

14 constructed with a predicted capability of laying pipelines in depths of

3,000', and an experimental line has been laid (and retrieved) in 1,005 feet

of water. However, there appears to be no assurance based on·experience

that production pipelines can be safely installed and utilized in certain

areas of the Channel.

Page 1-123, Section (c): "Operation and Maintenance". This section

should include a statement about inspection for internal corrosion in

15 pipelines by means of an electronic surveillance or other approved methods.

The State Lands Commission requires periodic internal inspections for

corrosion in pipelines located on State tide and submerged lands.

16 [page 1-128.: The EIS does not address itself sufficiently to the

possible hydrogen sulfide problems involved with oil production in this araa.

Page 111-95, L. 17.: Consideration should also be given to planning for

17

offshore pipeline corridors. Development of the Santa Barbara Channel oil

and gas resources could require up to one hundred eleven miles of additional

offshore pipelines (Pg. 1-164). A reduction in the number of miles of

pipeline needed (given pipeline corridor planning) would lessen.the potential

for environmental degradation.
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Page IV-I, L. 4.: The EIS states that "•••OCS oil and gas operations

would comply with applicable regulations of County, State and Federal

agencies including ••••the State Lands Commission and the Division of
18

Oil and Gas ••••". This statement is misleading because neither the State

Lands Commission or Department of Oil and Gas have jurisdiction over OCS

operations beyond the three-mile limit.

Page IV-12,: OCS Order No.2, "DRILLING PROCEDURES" is presently being

revised. We wish to point out here that this Division's comments on proposed

revisions of OCS Order No. 2 have not been incorporated into subsequent

revisions thereof. We wish also to reiterate that in view of the great

public concern in regard to offshore drilling and the inherent hazards
19

associated therewith, you include these proposed revisions prior to final

adoption of your PROCEDURES. Further, continued approval of drilling

operations from floating vessels for which regulations have not been

adopted is a serious matter, and such procedure should be discontinued

until appropriate regulations have been approved.

Page IV-32 to IV-48: This section sufficiently defines the oil spill

contingency plans and equipment available for use in the Santa Barbara

Channel. The statement should contain detailed discussion on the actual

field testing of this equipment. Further the U.S.G.S. should require

OCS operators to submit for approval a '~ritical Operations and Curtailment

20 Plan". Criteria should take into account weather conditions, the effective-

ness and availability of oil-spill containment and recovery equipment, and

other factors relating to safety of operations. Critical well operations

would be required to be curtailed. It should be noted that Union Oil

Company has been unable to control or contain the five barrel a day seepage

at Platform A.
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22

.Page IV-48t L. 24.: Refers to the adoption by the State Lands Commission

of a staff report indicating that the oil industry has developed safety

equipment and procedures that minimize the possibility of a major spill

occurring and provision for effective clean-up in the event of a spill.

It should be pointed out that this report refers to leases operating under

stringent State regulations and to wells drilled in State waters at much

shallower depths •

.Page IV-55 et seq.: These sections show that the USGS has not imple-

mented recommendations made as the result of special studies of OCS

operations. The descriptions of actions taken on the 15 original re-

commendations are too nebulous to be of any value. It is recommended

that the Final Environmental Statement describe definitive actions taken

so that these can be analyzed for sufficiency. The Final Environmental

Statement should be delayed until such definitive actions can be described.

Examples of the nebulous statements which are considered inadequate are

(underscroes added):

Page IV-56 L.2.: "ocs Order No. 5 for the Q,ulf of Mexico has been revised

and now requires operators to submit quarterly failure-analysis reports

on subsurface safety devices. The Gulf Coast Offshore Operate.'s

COIl1IIitteeis developing procedures •••" Page IV-56 L. 12. ''ThePacific

Area has been furnished the Gulf of Mexico Area revisedOCS Order No.5

for consideration and adoption to the Pacific Area." Page IV-56 L.22.

''TheRegional offices of the Geological Survey are developing accident

inv••stigation reporting procedures which are more responsive to cause

and effect relationships. The Pacific Area has performed a study •••• "
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Page IV-57 L.ll. "It is anticipated that an information dissemination system

will be designed •••"

Page IV-57 L.19 "Research and Developmentll.-"A cooperative committee on off-

shore safety and anti-pollution research has been formed •••• "

Page IV-58 L.2. "Standards and Specifications" A cooperative committee

on offshore safety and anti.pollution standards has been formed •••"

Pa$e IV-58 L. 11. '~aft copies of these standards have been made available

for review and comment. The final copies of these standards will be published

later in 1974".

Page IV-59 L.26 and IV-60 L. 27.: "•••and are continuing to work with the

u. S. Geological Survey in making meaningful and effective changes in OCS

operations."

Page IV-60 L. 6.: '~hese studies are currently being evaluated with "........
Page IV-59 L. 26 and IV-GO L. 27.: "•••and are continuing to work with the

U. S. Geological Survey in making meaningful and effective changes in OCS

operations."

Page IV-GO L. G.: '~hese studies are currently being evaluated with "•••••••••

Page IV-GO L. 15.: '~he study looked in detail at the offshore production

facilities, the pipelines to shore, and the alternate offshore storage and

terminal system from the viewpoint of safety to personnel and oil in water

pollution".

Page IV-GO L. 21.: "•••28 were in need of additional analysis •••• "

Page IV-GO L. IG.: "••• the particular items recommended for documentation

are not specifically addressed."

Page IV-Gl L. 19.: '~owever, the Pacific Area will review the Gulf of

Mexico revised OCS Order No. 8 when completed, for consideration and

possible adaptation to the Pacific Area."
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Page IV-G2 L. 2.: 'The Pacific Area will review the Gulf of Mexico Area

OCS Order No.8, when completed, for adaptation of the erosion control

section to the Pacific Area."

Page IV-G2 L. 7.: "A committee has been formed •••••••• "

Page IV-G2 L. 15.: "•••••have plans for developing a training course in

OCS orders and regulations for presentation to the industry. 'The Pacific

Area has made a study ••••• ".

Page IV-G3 L. 4.: '~he API and oil industry are taking the lead in

developing a motivation program."

~age IV-G3 L. 7.: '~dditiona1 personnel have been hired for the Pacific

Area and Gulf of Mexico Area OCS offices. The areaS of responsibilities

and goals of the individual organizational units are being developed.

Also under development. is a system for incorporating reports from other

program areas into an annual review."

Page IV-64 L. 4.: '~he Geological Survey is currently developing

formalized procedures •••"

Page IV-64 L. 7.: "Proposed new and revised Orders are to be published ••••• "

Page IV-64 L. 11.: "•••• is reviewing other OCS Orders for revision."

Page IV-64 L. 13.: "Standardization of Pollution Report Form - The Pacific

Area has reviewed the Gulf of Mexico Area proposed form and has submitted

suggestions and comments.

Page IV-64 L. 18: States that oil and gas operations had been conducted

in the Santa Barbara Channel for 77 years before the first major oil

pollution incident (the Platform A Spill). However, oil and gas production

operations had been conducted on OCS lands for only seven years prior to

the Platform A Spill.

Page IV-74 L. 10.: It is our opinion that a formal training and certi-

fications program should be established for all offshore drilling and

production personnel.
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Page IV-83 et seq.: This section (12) speaks of baseline and monitoring

studies found in response to Senate National Ocean Policy Study hearings.

Such studies pertain to outer continental shelf oil and gas development
23

and are ongoing. It would appear very difficult to properly assess po-

tential damage to the environment without knowledge derived from the

completed studies.

Page V-9 L. 18.: It appears that insufficient data exists to conclude

the lithe overall impact of the planned development on air quality should
24

be small." For such conclusion detailed site-specific data must be

available.

Page VIII-l et seq.: Alternatives of delaying further leasing until

25 the need for production is proven and until technology is improved is

not adequately discussed.
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RESPONSE TO THE STATE LANDS COMMISSION

1. The statement is primarily for the purpose of considering the impacts

that would result from possible future levels of development. Therefore.

by necessity the statement is. for the most part. void of site-specific

discussion. Exceptions to this are the discussions of the three

possible platforms C. (lease OCS~P 0241). Henry (lease OCS-P 0240) and

the Mobil platform for lease OCS-P 0202 (see sections I.B. and III.C.3.).

2. It is explained in the statement that Mobil has submitted a preliminary

notice of intent to install a platform on lease OCS-P 0202 and that this

tentative proposal. indefinite and lacking in detail. is not recognized

as a formal application suitable for commencing serious evaluation and

consideration. Action by the Survey on this preliminary notice is being

held in abeyance pending submission of additional more definite and

detailed information. and the completion of this statement. The operator

has stated that the economic feasibility of this possible platform is

dependent on further evaluation drilling. (See sections I.B .• I.B.2.

and III.C.3.b.)

The statement in the draft that no development applications are pending

for the Santa Barbara'Channel OCS has been qualified in this final state-

ment. This was a valid statement at the time the draft was published.

However. subsequent to publication. an application to install Platform

Henry on lease OCS-P 0240 was received by the U. S. Geological Survey

(see sections I.B. and III.C.3.a.).

3. Decisions as to the need for site-specific statements will be made on a

case-by-case basis in accordance with established NEPA procedures of the
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Survey and the Interior Department.

4. As the Commission is aware~ the DCS regulations (CFR 250,34) are revised

so as to require the DCS operators to submit development plans to the

State prior to Department of Interior approval. The proposed modified

regulations were published in the Federal Register (Vol. 40, No. 179,

September 15, 1975) for comments and the final adopted modified

regulations were published in the Federal Register, November 4, 1975

(Vol. 40, No. 213). The objective of the modification is to provide

affected States with early information and an opportunity for early

review and comment on development associated with DCS oil and gas. Such

information will allow the State to assess and plan for possible onshore

impacts from specific proposed DCS operations at the earliest possible

date.

If a final Coastal Plan is adopted by the California Legislature and

approved by the U. S. Department of Commerce pursuant to the Coastal

Zone Management Act of 1972, the activities of the Department of the

Interior or of Federal oil and gas lessees directly affecting the

coastal zone shall, to the maximum extent practicable, be conducted in

a manner consistent with the approval coastal zone management program.

The discussion of the Coastal Zone Plan has been updated and expanded

in this final statement. (See sections I.F.2.a. and IV.A.l.h)

5. Response to this comment is provided in the greatly expanded Socio-

economics Baseline and Impacts sections in the FES. (See sections II.F.,

Resources, and III.N., Socioeconomics Impacts)

6. For this statement the discussion of the Platform A blowout is considered
adequate. For further detail the reader is referred to USGS Professional
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Paper 679.

7. The suggested shallow coring depth limitation "without blowout pre-

vention control" is acknowledged.

8. The Geological Survey personnel in Los Angeles, presently revising OCS

Order No.2, have been given these recommendations for consideration.

Recommendations are being incorporated wherever appropriate. (See

section IV.A.I.g. for the revision status of OCS Order No.2)

9. The introductory sentence to the design criteria and procedures list in

the draft was incorrect and has been reworded in the final.

Your recommendations on drilling from vessels and training of all

drilling and production personnel is presently being considered by the

Geological Survey.

10. The waste water disposal discussion in this final statement has been up-
dated to include information about EPA OCS discharge permits and EPA OCS
discharge regulations and requirements (see sections II.G.2.c. and d.,
and IV.A.I.c. and d.). Presently drill cuttings and produced waste water
are discharged to the OCS waters and this practice will likely continue
for at least several years (per telephone discussion with EPA represen-
tatives).

11. OCS Order No.2, presently being revised, has been expanded to include

hydrogen sulfide detection and control requirements. During the interim

while OCS Order No. 2 is being revised, an OCS "Notice to Lessees" has

been issued by the Geological Survey, spelling out in detail hydrogen

sulfide detection and control requirements. A discussion of the revised

OCS Order No. 2 and hydrogen sulfide Notice to Lessees, have been

included in this final statement. (See section IV)
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12. This discussion of velocity~activated sub-surface safety devices is

considered relevant in presenting the reasons for placing greater

reliance on surface controlled subs~rface safety devices now used in

the Channel as compared to those velocity-activated types that have not

performed well in recent operations in the Gulf of Mexico.

13. Operating limitations of subsea completion systems are discussed in

section I.D.6. That section has been updated and expanded in the final,

including a status report on Gulf of Mexico field tests of three subsea

production systems.

14. It is recognized that certain portions of the Santa Barbara Channel deep

water basin are beyond the present pipeline installation state of the

art.

15. Recommendation for internal corrosion inspection is acknowledged.

16. See response to item 11 above on hydrogen sulfide problems .

. 17. Planning which would minimize facility numbers is stressed in the

statement (see section I.E.).

18. Federal OCS operators would have to comply with applicable regulations

of the County and State including the State Lands Commission and

Division of Oil and Gas concerning certain aspects of activities

extending into State waters and onshore (e.g. pipelines and subsurface

injection into onshore wells of OCS produced waste water from onshore

facilities). Therefore, we do not agree that the referenced statement

is misleading.
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19. As stated above~ the Geological Survey is presently considering recommen-

dations of the Commission on revision of USGS OCS Order No.2,

20. Field testing of equipment is discussed and problems involving the

conducting of a "representative" field test using actual oil is recog-

nized. It appears that additional coordination between OCS operators,

EPA, Navy, Coast Guard and the Geological Survey and possibly others in

conducting and assessing such tests would be essential.

The uncontrolled five barrel a day Platform A seepage is noted in the

Introduction to this statement.

21. It is acknowledged that the State Lands Commission staff report refers

to leases operating under State regulations in shallower State water.

22. The status of implementing recommendations made as a result of special

studies of OCS operations has been updated (section IV.A.B.). There

have been many of these studies, as shown in section IV.A.B., and

appendices IV-2 and IV-3, and several are presently ongoing. As new

studies are completed, the need to revise and expand certain original

recommendations, and add new ones becomes apparent. Many of these

complex recommendations involve considerable planning, manpower and

money and cannot be meaningfully implemented overnight.

The Review Committee on Safety of Outer Continental Shelf Petroleum

Operations, under the auspices of the Marine Board, National Academy

of Engineers, was established in July 1973, as a third-party audit of

the OCS procedures and operations and to review state-of-the-art

technologies. The Committee established at the request of the Geolog-

ical Survey, composed of experts not regularly employed by industry or
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the Government, has issued four reports to the Geological Survey. The

fourth and latest report, issued in.August 1975~ and the three previous

ones, are discussed in this final statement; committee membership is

also presented (see section IV.A.B.a.).

23. The problems related to meaningful baseline and monitoring studies are

recognized. An expanded discussion on this matter is contained in this

final statement. In regards to the comment reference to completed

studies, it must be recognized that at least the monitoring phase in

many cases would be ongoing for the life of the oil and gas activities.

Also see our response No. 11 to hearing transcript comments related to

baseline studies and section IV.B.12.

24. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution

emissions and their impacts from the possible levels of Channel develop-

ment have been addressed in full detail in the greatly expanded Air

Quality sections. (See section III.LL., for Air Quality Impacts.

Baseline Air Quality, Meteorology, and Air Impacts Mitigation are also

addressed in the revised sections II.G.l., II.C. and IV.B.13.,

respectively)

25. The alternatives, of delaying further leasing until the need for produc-

tion is proven and until technology is improved would be factors in any

future consideration to hold further lease sales in the Santa Barbara

Channel or elsewhere.
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Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Department of the Interior
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
Dear Dr. McKelvey:
The State of California has reviewed Volumes 1, 2 and 3 for
the "Oil and Gas Development in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer
Continental Shelf Off California, Draft Environmental Statement
DES 75-3511

, submitted to the Office of Planning and Research
(state Clearinghouse) in the Governor's Office, in accordance
with Part II of the U. S. Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-95 and the National Policy Act of 1969.
This review was coordinated with the Departments of Water
Resources, Food and Agriculture, Transportation, Health, Conser-
vation, Fish and Game, Navigation and Ocean Development, and Parks
and Recreation; the State Water Resources Control Board; the San
Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission; the Solid
Waste Management Board; the Air Resources Board; the State Lands
Commission; and the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission.
The Statets specific comments are attached,
Water Resources Control Board Resolutions.
specific comments of the California Coastal
Commission Staff are attached in full.
GENERAL COMMENTS

together with State
The general and
Zone Conservation

The State has a number of serious concerns with the draft envi-
ronmental impact statement for potential oil and gas development
in the Santa Barbara Channel OCS off California that it hopes
are addressed before there is federal approval for any new
development in the Channel.
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Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey -2-

Decision Making Process
As with the proposed lease sale Number 35 off Southern California,
there is no process for joint federal-state decision making. The
procedure for development outlined in this EIS and the U. S.
Geological Survey's proposed modification of leasing regulations
show this absence of consideration for the governmental entities
at the state and local level who have to live with the problems
incurred by outside jurisdictions. The regulations and procedures
outlined for this area attempt to structure development plans in
such a way as to evade the provisions of both the Coastal Zone
Management Act (CZMA) and the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). It should be made clear that the consistency provision
of the CZMA and the requirements of NEPA for a supplemental
environmental statement are applicable to development plans.
Meeting these requests is absolutely necessary because in no other
way can the onshore impacts be gauged and regulated by the proper
state and local agencies in a way that balances the need for new
domestic energy supplies with keeping the environmental and social
fabrics of a predominately rural, recreational-oriented area
intact. To be more specific, the consistency clause of the CZMA
makes it imperative for the development plans to be matched
against the coastal plan. That plan has been put in final form
and will be submitted to the Legislature for its adoption next
year. The draft EIS is vague on whether site specific impact
statements will be executed for individual developments within
the leasehold area. The final EIS should state that these addi-
tional impact statements will be prepared, as was done for the
Santa Ynez unit.
Deficiencies

2

The statement does not address the cumulative impact of all energy
developments proposed for the Santa Barbara area shoreline. They
include possible additional oil and gas activity on state-owned
lands, increased tanker traffic from Alaska, a liquefied natural
gas terminal at Pt. Conception, a possible nuclear power plant,
and additional activity from lease sale Number 35. The EIS is

also deficient in its discussion of onshore impacts and in
particular does not discuss what such development might do to the
balance presently existing between limited channel oil development
and the present residential-recreational-light commercial level of
activity in the area.

fThere is little discussion in the EIS on how the goal of consoli-
3 dation of sites and activities might be accomplished although

there is a brief mention of the possibility of concentrating
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Dr. Vincent C. McKelvey -3-

5

onshore facilities in two or three areas. What is needed is a
full discussion of the legal, economic and environmental issues in-
volved in requiring consolidation of facilities, and a clear
determination, if indeed, that is desirable. The EIS for the
entire lease area should make the determination if consolidation
is desirable, rather than the site specific statements which will
not address this overall question. There is no discussion of
where the produced oil will be refined which would settle the
question of onshore pipeline location versus barge or tanker
traffic.
The draft statement is inadequate in its treatment of the potential
effect of the proposed operations on air quality. More considera-

4 tion has to be given to the potential emission of hydrocarbons and
sulfur compounds associated with various possible levels of
development.
RegUlations
Adoption of modifications to the leasing regulations by the U. S.
Geological Survey are pending. When they are adopted, pertinent
portions of the regulations should be made applicable to develop-
ment in the Santa Barbara Channel. In particular, the State
believes that the Secretary of the Interior should be given the
responsibility for approval of development plans. As the regula-
tions are presently drafted, this power is given to the Area Oil
and Gas Supervisor. The State believes this power should be
transferred to the more visible and politically responsible
secretary.

6

The State of California enacted new legislation this year (Chapter458, Statutes of 1975) which would prohibit any person to construct,
expand, place, or locate any oil or gas pipeline or associated
facilities for the transportation of oil or gas from an offshore area
or submerged lands within the permit area of the coastal zone, unless
the project meets certain requirements.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project.

Sincerely,

Attachments
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
STATEMENT FOR THE

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT IN THE SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OFF CALIFORNIA

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT

Page i-I. States that a total of 197 wells have been drilled on the OCS
leases of Dos Cuadras and Carpinteria fields. This figure does not include
exploratory holes drilled within these leases.

Page ii-2. Platform "Harry", Conception Offshore field, should be removed
from the map. The productive area near shore for Coal Oil Point is not
productive and should be removed. The proposed national energy reserve, as
shown on the map, not only includes the 35 leased parcels but also 14 parcels
within the ecological preserve and buffer zone.

Page ii-3. Add municipal leases to state and federal leases of California
from which the combined production was produced.

Page ii-4, paragraph 2. Implies that state regulation of oil and gas develop-
ment began in 1921. State regulation started with the passage of the Creative
Act in 1915, establishing the agency that is now the Division of Oil and Gas.
In 1921, the first statutes governing the leasing of state-owned tidelands
were passed.

Page ii-13. States that surface flow from the we~l was controlled by acti-
vating the blowout-prevention equipment. All this was done after failing to
connect the kelly and dropping the drill pipe. Reservoir fluids reached the
ocean floor because of unusual geologic conditions as stated, but also
because of insufficient casing tie-down.

Page ii-15, line 7. States that the spill was brought under control in
10 days. This should be changed to indicate that it was the subsurface flow
from the well that was brought under control.

Page ii-17. The number of wells drilled on federal lands is discussed
thoroughly, whereas state statistics are limited to producing wells. There
have been a total of 1,169 offshore wells drilled under state jurisdiction
in the Santa Barbara Channel: 694 development and 475 exploratory, of which
153 were drilled from shoreside sites. In addition, there have been about
3,300 wells drilled within the onshore coastal zone of the channel.

Page ii-IS. The section on State Government Action indicates that the State
Lands Commission imposed a moratorium on all new drilling on existing state
tideland leases. The moratorium did not apply to wells drilled from onshore
sites or to tidelands granted to the cities, and that during November and
December 1974, drilling programs were approved for Carpinteria, Summerland,
Belmont, Rincon, and South Elwood fields. It should also be stated that
more than 200 wells have been drilled from offshore sites within the State's
terr~torial boundaries since the blowout and that the State Legislature
added 1,216,000 acres of state land to sanctuaries where oil and gas leasing
is not allowed unless drainage is occurring.
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Page 1-15. Add abandonment to list of potential activities.

Page 1-23. The limit of shallow coring is stated to be 500 feet of penetra-
tion, or 750 feet if not more than 50 feet of competent formation is
encountered. In the E~ for proposed OCS exploration regulations, deep
stratigraphic drilling is described as penetrations of more than 50 feet of
consolidated rock or a maximum of 300 feet of penetration. The 500 to
750 feet allowable appears to be in conflict with OCS orders which require
the cementing of conductor at a depth between 300 to 500 feet below the ocean
floor.

Page 1-43. In discussion of drilling fluid, bentonite is mentioned as a
weight material.

Page 1-46. States that mud logging equipment is required by OCS Order No. 2
for development wells. This order (6/l/7l) requires mud monitoring, not mud
logging equipment.

Page 1-49, paragraph 2. Refers to the lower pipe rams as an annular type
preventer. This term, as used in blowout-prevention literature, refers to
the bag-type valve at the top of the stack.

Page I-50. In this diagram, the choke and kill lines should be connected at
the spool.

Page I-53. States that ocean dumping. of waste materials and debris is not
permitted. This should be changed to indicate that treated waste materials,
such as cuttings, biological wastes, and produced water, may be dumped into
the ocean.

Page I-55. Crew training and drills are required but some provisions should
be made for the drills to be evaluated and approved by the USGS.

Page I-56. Casing is required to be cut at least 5 feet below the mud line.
The depth of casing removal should be limited in order to facilitate reentry
for handling possible subsequent problems.

Page 1-73. States that auxiliary electrical power is normally installed.
This should be changed to indicate that OCS orders require the installation
of auxiliary power.

Page 1-83. States that subsurface safety valves are used in flowing wells.
The regulation should be changed to require valves in wells that are capable
of flowing to the ocean floor and not to the elevation of the platform.

Page 1-126. In this discussion of onshore treating and storage facilities,
it should be stated that within the territorial boundaries of the State, all
applicable state statutes and regulations shall apply.

Page 1-172. Indicates that "at the meeting of December 11, 1973, the State
Lands Commission adopted new regulations". This should be changed to read
"adopted procedures covering drilling and production operations and restric-
tions on these operations". Then add that "the State Division of Oil and
Gas adopted regulations {Title 14, Chapter 4, Subchapter 1.1 of the
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California Administrat1ve Code) governing the drilling, product10n, mainte-
nance, and abandonment of offshore wells within the territorial boundaries of
the State, which were certified by the California Secretary of State and
became eftective on May 22, 1974."

Page 1-191. Source: Change California "Department" to "Division" of Oil and
Gas.

Page 1-193. States that some of these wells have been deflected as much as
70 degrees from the vertical. Change this to 80 degrees.

Page 11-32. "Middle Miocene strata have not yielded significant production
Middle Miocene production has been established at South Elwood Offshore field
in state waters where a few wells have been recompleted in the Monterey Shale
and several more are planned. In addition, Middle Miocene strata have been
tested and found to be productive in the Santa Clara-Santa Ynez Units.

Pages 11-41, Section h. Fischer mapped fan channels for his dissertation at
U.S.C.

Page 11-72. "Miocene age have also been productive of oil and gas, particu-
larly in the area west of the Elwood field". Vaqueros and Sespe production
occurs along the zone north of the Red Mountain fault (p. II-50, par. 1) from
Summerland on the east tp Alegria on the west.

Pages 11-84, and 85, Section b and Table II-I. R-F intensities at Santa
Barbara are shown for most earthquakes. Note that the City of Santa Barbara
may be particularly susceptible to high R-F intensities because it is on
alluvium.

Page 11-139, Section a. Needs explanation of sources of pressure and methods
used to control pressure while drilling.

Page 11-143, Section d. Note that tsunamis are not hazardous to platforms.

Page 11-385. The map of oil fields on this page is dated 1958. An up-to-
date map should be used, one that includes offshore fields.

Page 11-386. The cumulative production for Santa Barbara County is incorrect
and should be changed to 1,029,046,263 barrels of oil and 1,459,476,980 Mcf
of natural gas as of December 31, 1972.

Page 111-28. Add to the causes of blowouts, the improper or inadequate
response by personnel at the well site.

The second paragraph implies that if casings are severely damaged on a flow-
ing well, a major blowout could occur. All flowing wells are required to have
subsurface safety valves installed below the ocean floor. Therefore, this
valve or the production packer would have to fail before a blowout occurred.

Page 111-49. One additional impact from the development of the Hueneme Off-
shore field which should be discussed is the possibility of drainage from
state-owned lands and subsequent state development.
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Pages 111-106 and 108. The tabulation of oils spills from 1957 through 1972
should be extended through 1974.

Page IV-10. States that the California Division of Oil and Gas reviews
proposals for underground water disposal. Section 1748.2, Article 3, Subchap-
ter 1.1, Chapter 4, Title 14 of the California Administrative Code states
that all subsurface injection projects require prior approval of the Division
of Oil and Gas. The California Division of Oil and Gas regulates all drilling,
operation, maintenance, and abandonment of oil and gas wells within the terri-
torial boundaries of the State, so as to prevent, as far as possible, damage to
life, health, property, and natural resources, damage to underground oil and
gas deposits, loss of oils, gas, and reservoir energy, and damage to unoer-
ground and surface waters suitable for irrigation or domestic purposes.

8 [ Page VIII. The discussion on alternate sources of energy should include
Methanol.

WATER QUALITY CONTROL PLAN

Page 1-70. ASBS were identified and adopted in State Water Resources Control
Board Resolutions 74-28 (March 21, 1974) and 74-32 (April 18, 1974), (see
attached copies).

The designation of ASBS by the State Water Resources Control Board established
a series of areas along the coast of California wherein the State and Regional
Board maintain natural water quality conditions through applicable legisla-
tive authority and administrative measures. The concept of ASBS is now
embodied in the state and federal water quality standards for the ocean waters
of California.

The State Board adopted the "Water Quality Control Plan for Control of Tem-
perature in the Coastal and Interstate Waters and Enclosed Bays and Estuaries
of California" (Temperature Plan) on January 7, 1971, and adopted a revision
on October 13, 1971. The Temperature Plan provides specific policy guidance

9 for the State Board and Regional Boards in the control of waste discharges
having a temperature higher than the natural temperature of the receiving
water. The plan includes a provision which requires new discharges of heated
waste into coastal waters to be a sufficient distance from ASBS to assure the
maintenance of natural tempera~ure in these areas. No provisions are included
for ASBS in enclosed bays or estuaries at this time.

The State Board adopted the "Water Quality Control Plan for Ocean Waters of
California" (Ocean Plan) on July 6, 1972. The Ocean Plan includes a provi-
sion requiring that the location of waste discharges must be determined after
a detailed assessment of oceanographic characteristics and current patterns
to assure that natural water quality conditions are not altered in areas
designated as being of a special biOlogical significance. The plan also
provides that wastes shall be discharged a sufficient distance from ASBS to
assure maintenance of natural water quality conditions in such areas.

The Temperature Plan and the Ocean Plan were accepted by the Federal Environ-
mental Protection Agency as part of the state-federal water quality standards
on August 18, 1972.
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The primary purpose of designating ASBS is to guide the State and Regional
Boards in decisions relating to tue control of waste discharges to coastal
waters. Ordinarily, control will be exercised in the establishment of waste
discharge requirements, as authorized by the Porter-Cologne Act (Section 13260,
Water Code), and the issuance of permits as required by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act of 1965 and its Amendments of 1972 (Section 402,
PL 92-500). '

Generally, the Regional Boards would prohibit the direct discharge of wastes
into an ASBS or its immediate vicinity. Dischargers some distance away are
required to have a monitoring program to demonstrate that the discharge could
not be detected inside the ASBS. Wastes presently being discharged into ASBS
are phased out. Existing discharges which influence water quality in ASBS
are either phased out or must comply with requirements which forbid any
detectable waste substances within ASBS.

Tne Ocean Plan is not applicable to vessel wastes, the control of dredging,
or the disposal of dredging spoil. Therefore, the discharge of wastes from
boats and dredging activities in ASBS would not be affected by such
designation.

"Areas of special biological significance" (ASBS) are those areas containing
biological communities of such extraordinary, even tnough unquantifiable
value, that no acceptable risk of change in their environments as a result of
man's activities can be entertained.

ASBS in Southern California are:

San Miguel, Santa Rosa, and Santa Cruz Islands
San Nicolas Island and Begg Rock
Santa Barbara and Anacapa Islands
San Clemente Island
Santa Catalina Island, including the following subareas:

Subarea 111
Subarea /12
Subarea /13
Subarea /14

Isthmus Cove
North end of Little Harbor to Ben Weston Point
Farnsworth Bank
Binnacle Rock to Jewfish Point

Mugu Lagoon to Latigo Point
Heisler Park Ecological Preserve
Newport Beach Marine Life Refuge
Irvine Coast Marine Life Refuge
San Diego-La Jolla Ecological Reserve
San Diego Marine Life Refuge

Discharges of sewage, drilling debris, oil, and formation water from offshore
platforms, as well as oil spills entering ASBS in detectable quantities, are
subject to regulation whether or not the discharges originate on state lands.
The DES for OCS Lease Sale 35 (DES 75-8), prepared for the Department

10 of the Interior by the Bureau of Land Management, recognizes the establish-
ment of ASHS and suggests prohibition of oil development activities within
six miles of such areas as a possible mitigation measure. The discussion of
ASBS in Section II.G.2.B.(2) should be rewritten to conform with the present
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lstatus of ASBS and to take account of the limitations imposed by the existence
of such areas on discharges from oil development activities. Surface current
diagrams on page 11-73 indicate that discharges from potential development
areas in the Santa Harbara Channel will be transported to ASBS.

11

12

13

14

The lists of ocean dischargers in Tables 11-63 (page 11-408) and 11~64
(page 11-409) require updating. Table 11-63 should note that the City of
San Buenaventura Seaside Plant (4A-S6-001) is no longer in operation. In
Table 11-64, the only one of the four industrial dischargers under the juris-
diction of the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region, which
is still active is the Continental Oil Company Grubb Lease Seawater Processing
Plant (Number 119).

Page 11-13. Attribution of leaks from the Platform A blowout to "unusual
geologic conditions" is evasive. We understand that construction standards
at that time did not require special measures to meet existent geologic
conditions. Construction standards for future offshore wells should be
matched to the conditions discovered during drilling. The DES claims
(page IV-48) that improved construction techniques will reduce the probabil-
ity of a blowout of this type.

Page 11-414. Table 11-67 again erroneously lists these dischargers. No oil
brine is being discharged to the ocean from any of the companies listed in
Area II. The only discharge is from the previously mentioned Continental Oil
Company Grubb Lease facility. This discharge is a periodic flushing of a
3,000-barrel (126,000-ga110n) capacity flocculation tank. The discharge
contains aluminum hydroxide floc and insoluble material removed from the
influent seawater stream.

Pages 11-423 and lIL-26. It may not be feasible to reinject all produced
wastewater into subsurface formations. Some operators who have tried this
are requesting to discontinue because it is adversely affecting their produc-
tion. Apparently, successful reinjection depends on the viscosity of it in
the injection strata.

Alternat1ve treatment and dilution strategies for wastewater should receive
detailed discussion.

[
page 111-41. It seems probable that there would be improvements in design15 over those platforms built in 1969. Any designs that would make future

platforms safer should be incorporated.

[
page 111-64. If a break in the pipeline occurs between shore and the 300-foot-16 depth contour, the DES should indicate what effective measures will prevent

the oil in the line below the break trom eventually leaking into the ocean.

PROTECTION OF WATER RESOURCES

17 The report should indicate what effective preventive measures will be taken
to protect the shore and offshore and the surface and subsurface water
resources that lie within the 3-mi1e limit from possible contamination in case
of leaks or rupture of the pipeline systems.
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18

19

AIR QUALITY
Shore Treatment Installations. The DES states that, depending on level of
development of the oil fields, from one to five shore treatment installations
will be required. These installations will involve, at the minimum, oil-brine
separators, oil storage depots with off-loading facilities, and gas desulfur-
izing units.

The oil-brine separators will emit hydrocarbons and probably oxides of
nitrogen. The oil storage facilities, even when equipped with the most effi-
cient floating roofs on the tanks, are sources of hydrocarbon emissions.

The loading of ships barges to transport the crude oil to the refineries may
be a major source of hydrocarbon emissions. The gas desulfurizing units, even
when equipped with three-stage Claus units and Stretford or other efficient
tail gas scrubbers, will emit appreciable quantities of 802 and some oxides of
nitrogen.

Because the locations of eXisting and potential oil fields are known, it
should be possible to make a reasonable estimate of the probable location and
capacity of the onshore installations for various levels of development and to
quantifY the probable emissions of pollutants for each level.

There are two EIS's for onshore installations which could serve as guides: one
prepared by Dames and Moore for ARCO's proposed increase in production from
Platform Holly and one prepared by Exxon for its proposed installation in Las
Flores Canyon. There are also EPA emission factors available for ship loading
operations.

Therefore, we recommend that the total emissions should be calculated for
several levels of development and, by application of appropriate models,
estimates should be made of ambient air quality for comparison with state and
federal air quality standards.

Shipping and Unloading Crude Oil. It appears from the DES that the crude oil
will be shipped by barge or tanker to existing refineries in the Los Angeles-
Long Beach area or to the San Francisco Bay area. Estimates should be made
of the quantities destined for each area at the various levels of development
and the emissions in transit and in loading should be calculated. Therefore,
appropriate models should also be used to determine the additive effect of
these emissions at the unloading areas.

Preliminary calculations indicate a definite possibility of substantial excess
emissions of hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and sulfur dioxides at the shore
installations and of hydrocarbons at the delivery points at tank loading
facilities and in transit. Therefore, further analysis as indicated above
should be instigated and incorporated in the final EIS.

VESSEL TRAFFIC

Page 1II-34. Areas within the shipping lanes should not be used for the devel-
opment of oil or gas. Here the report states that the United States Coast
Guard does not permit structures within one mile of shipping lanes, but in
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lanother part (page IV-50), the distance listed is 1/2 mile. The correct dis-
tance requirement should be indicated because the report makes reference twice
to this situation.

20

There is no information on the increase in support vessel traffic and how it
would affect pleasure boating in the area. On weekends, any increase would
cause more problems with recreational boating. Therefore, an analysis of the
support traffic activity should be included in the final ES.

The DES does not evaluate the effect of the channel structures and increased
commercial vessel traffic on the small craft accident rate for the areas
concerned. The final ES should address these issues so that the potential
for boating accidents can be recognized and mitigated.

WASTE DISPOSAL

We recommend that the disposal of solid and liquid wastes generated during the
operation of the proposed project be coordinated with Santa Barbara and Ventura
Counties.

Based on the experience of the santa Barbara oil spill of 1969, and on the oil
spill scenarios presented in the DES, a considerable quantity of oil contami-

21 nated wastes requiring disposal could be generated by a major oil spill and
cleanup operation, particularly if beach areas are involved. The report should
evaluate the impact of the disposal of these wastes on the existing solid waste
disposal facilities in Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties.

The oil spill contingency plan should include measures for the disposal of
these wastes in an environmentally sound manner. This plan should identify
potential disposal sites and include provisions for coordination with those
planning activities of Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties' agencies responsible
for solid waste management.

FISH AND WILDLIFE

Because the proposed development could have significant impact on fish and
wildlife resources, the following conditions should be included as mitigation
measures in the document and leases for this proposed development:

[

1.
22

[

2.

23

Drilling sites, subsurface completions, and offshore oil storage and
conveyance facilities shall not be located in existing or proposed
lease areas within six nautical miles of ASBS, marine life refuges,
and ecological reserves.

Prior to drilling, the lessee shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the State of California that the applicant possesses rapidly deployable
oil spill containments and recovery capabilities in sufficient quantities
to prevent spill damage to ASBS, marine life refuges, and ecological
reserves.

Page II-219, last sentence. The statement should read "one" of the few
remaining wetlands ••• "
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Page II-264, paragraph 2. Kelp cutting is limited to four feet by the
Department of Fish and Game.

[
Page III-13. '!he discussion on the visual impact of platforms should include

24 consideration of the impact on the apparent solitude requirements associated
with pinniped breeding on the Channel Islands.

Page III-l2l. '!he comment; that "man-caused spills are probably much less
important than natural seepage to the channel" needs to be supported by
documentation or deleted.

Page III-133, paragraph 2. Available data show that oil spills can have long
lasting deleterious effects on wetlands. This should be included in the DES.

[

Page IV-35. The coordination and response plans provided in this document
27 have been greatly improved over previous contingency plans. Nevertheless,

the open sea capabilities claimed for the listed containment and recovery
equipment are almost entirely hypothetical and should be stated as such.

29

Page V-2. The endangered California brown pelican nests in the project area
on Anacapa and Santa Cruz Islands and is not a rare resident, as reported in
the document. The least tern also nests along the shore in these areas.

Pages 1-4l & 1-42. The DES delineates 27 safety features or design criteria
for conduct of drilling operations from vessels that are established by USGS
OCS Orderso A review of OCS Order No. 2 covering drilling procedures reveals
that only four of the 27 items listed are covered. The State believes that
it is absolutely necessary that OCS Order No. 2 be revised to include all of
these items in the regulations.
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CAUFORNIA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVATlON COMMISSION
154{) Market Street, San Francisco' 94102 - (415) 55].1001

Corrmerrt a of California CoastaJ. Zone
Conservation CommissionStaff

on
Draft Envi....-onmentalImpact Statemec:t for

''Oil and Gas Developnent in
the Santa Barbara Channal,

Oirter' Continental Shell' Off Ca.J.i.fornia"

r:'1efollowing commentsrepresent the work of Coast-al,Commi.9sianstarr only J

e:!dhave not been revie'.i'ed.or approved by the CoIr.llliss:ionitsal.f. Sever'al,
general, cor.ments on the Drai't EIS will be presented first, followed. by
cozzrerrt s addzessed to specific parts of the document.

30

Perhaps the most signific a:lt cha.1J.engethe en"'7':L.-or.zental i::'E=actst.at ement;
=:1.:>~ meet is to det ermine ~mether oil and gas deve.lopmerrtCG:l proceed on F~<1.e!"al.
ezn=. State leases throughout the Santa Barbara Chart•.•nal, area ;·ri.thO'..::tthe U-""1:i.q..:.3
d:c=acter end uses of the Channel and adjacent coastal areas oei::g altered. :::7 tl:e
c'.=--:2..ativeeffect of the myriad increme.t1taJ.errvi.ronmerrt al, 2"'.<1 la:::d.USe L-:pact.s
t:::=.7.inev:.tably result fro::! such large-scale industrial activity. 'lee Dra.ft ~T$
ra.:.::;escost of the specific enviroru::lentalproblems, and S~ of the p-roble::-..3of
cc:--i'lictL'1guses. It does not, however, addr-eas the possJ..bii;ty that the bal.ance
p=ese:n:t.lyexisti.."l.gbetween Ji.I:ri.ted·Chanrie.Loil deve.Iopmerrtand th~ res"id:...'1ti.,.,l,
scecz.c , r-ecz-eat.Lcnal.,fi s.u.ng , 8..oaricult.ural, and ot.her uses dependent emthe
cLezn natural, env:L.-or...mentcould be destroyed by a douhlzingor tr-i-pli.""!gof.
pet =oleum-relat ed a.cti~ ties and development.

2. L."1aieC"'..lateIdentii'icatio~ of Other Energy ActivitiesPla.'1.."1e<!.fa:' S::...""!"':a
Barbara C"n2.'1.."1slArea

The Er..vi-.ronmentalLupa.ctSt.atereent should cc:'lsid..er;"~d-itiC:':al. 0:..1 ar"'; g3.S

c.e7e::'opner.tactivities the Sarrta Barbara Channel within. the corrp'Lete corrtext
o~:;:-:.herene=gy-relat.ed. activities presently bedng considered. for tee sane area,
i.::. o:'der to accurately prcj ect, the cuzul.atdve effect of petroleun c.~-.-elo~er:t, the
:;:·;:j:.-:=::tialfor use conflicts, and var-i.ous safety ccncerns , k:o-cg the pcssib2.e
p=-=~-=ct5 no':. adequat ely ccnsader'ed are:

31 a) ar1';jtional oil and gas activi.ties on Stat e-osned Landa;
b) i..'1creasedtanker traffic, in...•~lving tar.kers of Lncr'eaeed size,

associated with Alaskan oil development and proposed de"talc~e.."':tof
a deepwater port in the Los .Angeles/LongBeach area;

c) the proposed liquefied. natural gas marine te~""!al. at pt.
Con~eption (Cojo Bay);

d) the possible proposal, for a nuclear pOiler plar.t CJ.l the 975-a'::::'e p:L~el
east or Poir.t Conception ownedby Southern C:>1 j rorre.a &.:.3"'" CO::::;JCZ'!'J.
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3. T"!adeo'.l.3.teDiscc.:3sion of Consol.id2.ti:::-.of 1,!ari~-:e Ter"!!'.ina1.sa.'1.dCC1.3ho:-eF.1.cillti=s

In Volu::ls I of the Draft EIS, p, I-l~3, under the headang '71i.n:i.1::iz:ltion
of the Numberof Facilities", it is st at ed ·that "••• an alternati.ve to the
tr<'d;tionaJ. pi.ececeal, development is the' coordanat ed deveLopaerrt of all all
productzion i...'"lt.he Saz::.t'aBarbara Channe.L,n T'nere is a brie.f di5cussion of
possibly coneentrm.i.r..g all onshore f'acj 1;ties' in bro or three areas th.:It.·are
already industri.:ll.1;7 developed, in o.rder to mini r ze envircmental impact.s.
After that brie.f mention, ho·.•ever, the doctznerrt ignores thi5 possible
"mi.tigati.ng measure" altogether. There:is no discussion as to hO",oithe goal
of consoJ.id.ation of sites and rac; 1;tiss might actually be e.f.fected.. HO"oIi',
for example, might Federal or State agencies ir.terrene to require cCln5olidat.icm
where .feasible? what are the potential legal, economic,. and enviro:nmental

32 problems that ,might be encountered in proposals to consolidate.

Furthen:ore, the Draft EIS does not present ;my of the info:rmation
necessary' to measure the actual potential for cO!"..soli.d.<Iticnof facili:tie5:
(a) a comprehensive listing of o.f.fshore lease ovnera, \cit operatior-s, and,
all petroleum activities presently l.nie~'lay or planned. on Federal or State
leas~s in the Santa Barbara Channel; and (b) a baseline inventor:r of ex:i.3til'g
mar-ine terminals .. and onshore faci1;ti,es shoving , amcngother 'things,
cozrpany faciJity and land ownership; degree of preserrc use of the .faci.li.tYt
and availal?le excess capacity; the age of the faeility and state of its
tec!".:lology; arnd excess acreage available at each site.

4. L'1.adeauat.eL'"li'or::a:ticnAbout Va.:.-iousOCS--RelatedOnshore Activities

The Th'ait ErS is VS01.le as to \-tnere platfam construction is l.i.kzly. ta
occur , saying o..'1ly1 for exampl.e, at. page III-ll, "Cmst!"Uction of each platfor::t
\foul:i involve fabrication, possibly at Te...."""';;"!a] Islan::l o~ ef.sesnez-e••• " The Th:'aft

33 bdi~ates that the prospective develo?=!ent under discussion here may L"'Voive 10-
21 n.ex platfor:n.s, and b.. vie'" of that p~:>ject~"l, the doctmerrt should give much
fuller discussion of possible. const.ructdcn sites, includ:i11,ga listing of the,
constrructdon sites of e.xist:L."lg Cali.fOr:l; a platfo::4:s and the Cali.fo...-nia~hi.pyard3
or other facilities where such const~ion could feasibly occur.

The Draft ELScakes no cention of such esaerrcd.al,cons-i~era:tians as
st agting areas for offshore activities, servi.ce and supply cerrters, offshore-

34 related. light indu.:,-t.rial and corrmer-ei.al,develo;::ment, const;-uc-tian la~m
areas, heliports and helicopter traffic. There should be full. discussion of
nnere such facilities presently exist, their capacity to handle increased.
aet:.i".-ity, and the li..!{elihoociof need for =.ewdevelopment.

T'ne Draft docunerrt pr eserrt s no discussion of •..;here the aU produced is
likely to go for refini.ng, or ;'lhat pcasd.aLe end uses r:ri.ghthe made of the oil.
Anal:lsis should be made of lease O'..mersr.,;P ~J cuW~2nY,refinery loc2:tion by
COr:IP2..:.~Y, and the hi.st.orti.cal, dispositi.c.'"l of Sarrta Barbara Caannel, oll. Howrrnch

35 of tae Channel, oil, for exarrpl,e, is ]jJ.:=ly to be sent norl.h to the. San Fr~cisco
Bay area for refi...,-ir>g? T'nis :L"li'ornation i:2.J effect deternri"'ations of the need
fa:' cardne t.erci..."'lals, the amount of barge and banker- traffic in the Ch:mnel
and ";n San Francd.sco Ba7, and. the viability of the proposed altern:ltive of
a Land pipeline to the Los k"lgeles area.
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The Draft F:TS presents brief descri:;=tic=.s of va...-i.austypes of subsea
cocral.et.Lonand production syst.ens beir..g conai dared for use in t~e Santa Barbara
Char.;::!el,and of testi.'"lg now underway on 500e subsea' sy;.,:"ems. No attention is

6 given, hovever , either in the sectzi.ons deali.ng specifically Hitb. subsea systems
or i.."!.the saetinn ide.-rrti.fyi.n.g"r:ti.tigatir..g ceasurea", to the bene.iits th3.t mj grrt.
accrue frem Federal regulation of the des.ign, testing, ClO:litorin.g, and maizrtenance
of such systems, or 1:.0 the personnel trci±.lg standards the industry should be
req'.Ji=ed to meet.

6. LTladeauate lliscussio..'1 of Vessel Traffic Safety

The Th-aft EISI S treatment of vessel traffic safety is deficient. in at.
least th=ee respects: (a) it does not ful.ly develop Sarrta Barbara vessel traffic
projections based an Alaskan oil nows, UiG ca...-r-riertraffic, and Santa Barbara
Channel, oil and gas deve1o:;::nent; (b) it corrtr.....bu.-tesfurther to the confusd.cn
caused by various r-ecent, Departaaerrt of the Inter-i-e::"envi=o::"..::Jentali,:,pact

7 doctzaerrts as to the st andard r egul.atdng p:o:Oi'it7 of oil platfoms to shirtring
Lanes (see appended list of eight dii'fer'_'"lg stcp:.enents of the st azidard., culled.
fron r ecerrt Ll1terio::"publications) j and (c) the section en. IT;nitigati.''lg measures"
presents no discussion of what, iI:rp=ovements, such as ne:.• navi.-gation.al equi [=ie."!t
or r.:o~tori..""lgsystems, r;d ght conceivably be applied to reduce the risks of
vess~l collisi~'1.

7. L.'1.~d.eouateDiscussic."J.of Coastal PIa."'!..;."li.r..gP:":)cess and Soecific PI.:.:."!Policies

The Draft EIS Lnc.Ludesslightly over one page of ini'or:::!atio:l about the
Cal-i-F"orniaCoastal Zone Conservation Ccr:oissio.'1.. The d!"ti't dOC'J:!leI1tnotes that
if the Coastal Plan is adopt ed," it ,.d..ll apply to sever-al, aspects of OCSoil and
gas product.Lon activity". Since the Pl.zn has not yet been published and sent to
the Governor and the Legislature, it raay be under-standahl,e that. it is not. gi7en
fuller treatment in the Draft EIS.

38 Thez-eare, ho;rever, policies :L"J.the fil:a1 Coastal Pl.en that should be noted
in the TIS at least as proposed State pelicy d.i.rectio..;J.Sthat rn:rj .affect Santa
Barbara Channel, petroleum deveLopnerrt, A:::.on.gtnese are paLi.c.i.ee relati.'1g to
prese!"'V2tion of pr-izie a",aricultural Lands and p:-otectio:l of air qualitY', ~ihich
nay l-i"it the availabilit:r of onshore proces sfrig fac-ilities in Ve.'1tu.::-3. County;
and policies relat:L-,g to corisoLi.dat.Lonof oil and gas sites and fac-i1-ities,
e3~~lishoent of gui~eLL'1.eson the appeara.'1.csa:.'1.dd:sign of facilities, sta.'1.i~-ds
.c.esc:-ib:L'1gthe tJ1'es of ar-eas wher-e devel~~ent sho~d occur , and sta.'1.ia----dsto protect
coastal recreatio::.al uses.

L Copies of the final Coastal Plan policy Language ':d.l.l be available b:r October
20, and should be given fuller attention :L"1.the Fi..'1.al£IS i.i' ti.:le al.Lcwa,
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s::: :::c:..fic Car:::mentL

p~s I.:..65, paragraph 2: The Draft EIS should give a fuller df.scuaai.cn of the
.Ex::ton platform pro ject , and the extent to ~.•hicb. it tr.; ::;ht. be conai dar-ed a.
precedent for subsequent Channal, platlo::::l construction. and L::.3tallat-l-:..n.,
The £IS could ide:ci.ii'y, for example, the p-+.aceof fab~-cat.; .....,:..; bhe r.r-,ber

39 of Cali..forn"; an~ employed on the project; the capahi 1;ty of faci.liti;ls
in Cali.for:r; a to l;:-riert.ake si '"');J ar such fab....-ication P-T"Q.j ects t the p:-ocess
of join:i..r'..gtogether the tuo pre.fabricated platfo...-o sections, and the
possible errvi.rome1Ital effects, if ar;y. ~filltl:e join';;z process take
place in the coastal permit. zone off the Cha"'ne] Is.1..anr'..s?

Page 1-65, paragraph 4: The single sentence identi.i'ying "the Los Angales Harbor
area, a ceIIter oi: heavy industr:Lal act:i.vity'f as "a probable prefabr:i.c.atim:!.
site for platfax:csu is an unacceptably brief c::ms:id~a:tian. of an i::portarrt
pJ anning issue. Discuss:i.",..n should include analysis of ,..mere erist;'ig
·platforms for Califo...-ni.a production were cc!"si::.ruc:tedj tllhere there are

40 ·shipya.-dsor other facilities in. Cali..fO,l·....:.ia where plati'c=:::l f"'b-i.cati".~
might occur , a.""10 ...mat their availabi"1 ity for platfo=:n fabri-eat.ion is
li.l{ely to be withi:l the applicable tir:le period; and vm.ere, :i.f net b.
Califor::::';a, the necessary platfoms w.ilJ.be constructed, gj:v:i""'Z i'n11
consideration. to deaand for platfoms that could tl2.ted.alize as a result 0::
acceler-ated offshore Leasdrig proposals 0...""1 the Atla.':t.i.c, Gu.li', and. Ala.s.kan.
coasts.

Pages I-77 to I-ill: Tne discussion of subsea cor:rplei.j,...,.., and FJ.:'Otr.1ctir"" s'y.:>te:!s
\orould be enhanced by pr-esent atdon of :L.""lfor::atio:J. as to !",nat ·Hater c.ept.l:3
and econcnc,c co...'1sic.erations dictate the use of such s.y;:>~ems~ It ~'iOuld
be useful to have ; ......fcr:nation regar-ii""g the economics and the safety

41 record. of the mmerous subsea corapl.et.Lons Ln shal.Lover ~.o;c:ters a.Long the
Sarrt a Barbara Channal., As noted in the Gener-al, Coranerrt s , above , there
should be more ~n.lbstc:mtia1. discUSsion of r~~iUSC-3is a.pp:-oacI1-ir.Z; the
problem of regulation of subsea system design, test;-,z, rcor.ito.:.j....•g, ,;.nd
raairrt enance, other th2n en a case-by-ease basis.

Pages I-120-7: The I:rai't TIS presents all of two par-agr-aphs discuss:L.""!6 the neeo,
for, and the possible location of, onshor-e trea:tir...g ~ storcge rae'; 1i ties.
There is one sentence sur:nising that some of the existi..""!gonshor-e f2c:iJ.i.tie
on.J.y two of vni.cn preser.:tly handle Federal.OCS p=cd'lct.io..""l , r;;5 gb±. be cble
to accczmodate fu:.u:-e production, "••• dependd ng 0...'1 cgreemen:t by the o';Jer~-
tors Lrrvo.Ived , State and County approval., and their mecharri.cal, cQrlL!.tion";
but there is no fu::-ther ir..for:1:!ti=n allmrT"".·.1g one to jllr1ge the e.."'C:e::tto
\o4irl.ch th2t s~';.3e Uli.ght prove true, or the ext ent, to '~;b';ch use of e.:d..,;"-;'"lg
FacdJ ities or sites oi ght eli'Jinate the need for- nev sites. \iitho'tIt

42 better .:L.'1fo~atio=l as to ~.nat fae';]; ti.es p!'esellLly exi.st , their capacity
and present degr-ee of use, thili age and mecharii.cal, cor..±i.tion, CCr:.pa.7J
o'..m~rship7 exces s avai.Labt.e Land , etc .•, thar e is no way to measure the
accuracy o~ the EI3' 5 ~"'Ojection that 1-5 additic.'131. cnahcr e separati::m
and treatment facilities maybe required to servi.ce Charmel, production.
At the very least, the £IS could present such partri.cul.ar-e for the "t\..'O
onshore trcati.-....g and storage facilities L'1 the Carperrt er-i.a-Rincen a:-ea
\·iP.ich handle the p:-esent Feder-al, offshore prud"!.:.ction."
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1-136: The Draft EIS notes that at pres~nt there are seven nearshore loading
terminals in the Channel area, then goes on to say, "A significant increase
in Channel production would require the consideration of adding new terminaIs
or the modification of existing ones." Such facile treatment of such an
essential issue precludes analysis necessary to understand the overall
impact of additional Channel oil and gas development. The EIB should
identify the location, ownership, capacity,. and existing use of 'the existing
facili.ties; those with the best potential for serving new Federal pro-
duction; and the degree to which such facilities might be replaced by
construction of an overland pipeline to the Los Angeles/Long Beach area.

1-142 to 1-144: (See "General Comments". 3, Inadequate Discussion of Consolida-
tion of Marine Terminals and Onshore Facilitiesl Full discussion of the
potential for consolidation through coordination of planning and development
should also be included among possible "Mitigating Measures", Part IV.

1-145, paragraph 1: The Draft EIS states, "It is estimated that the two present
onshore facilities could handle any add.itd.onaL production which might
resul t from such platforms." No information is given, however-, to support
this projection: how much oil might be anticipated? what is the capacity
of the two existing facilities? is there room for expansion on tile existing
acreage? are there any environ~ental problems that might result from
expansion.of those facilities?

Page 1-145, paragraph 2: The Draft EIS might include some discussion of the

[

availability, nationwide and wo~ldwide, of mobile drilling rigs for which
43 "Channel development might be competing, and·the relationship between

Santa Barbara Channel drilling rig requirements for development of the Southern
Callfornia Borderlands leases planned for sale in December, 1975.

Page 1-146, top paragraph, continued from page 1-145: Same comment as for Page I~145,
paragraph 1 (above).

Page 1-146 to 1-152: The Draft EIS could present fuller, more current information
about planned or underway operations on the various units. See attached
sheet of information from The Oil and Gas Journal of July 7, 1975. This

44 section makes no mention of the three wildcat tracts in widely separated
areas of the Channel, P-0176, P-0199, and P-0212. It would be helpful
if oil company ownership interests were included in the information on
each unit discussed.

Page 1-150: At two places on this page the Draft EIS states that production from
the Santa Clara Unit and from the Hueneme Offshore Field " •••would be
pipelined to shore to an existing treating and storage facility or to a
new onshore treating and storage facility that would probably be located
between Port Hueneme and Ventura". It should be possible to present a
fuller, more informational discussion as to the location, capacity, and

45 potential for expansion of existing facilities; the amount of offshore
production that would necessitate a new facility; the environmental and
land use conflicts that might affect planning for a new facility in Ventura
County, including policies relating to preservation of prime agricultural
land; and the feasibility of finding a landfall for" the oil other than in
Ventura County.
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Page 1-151 and 1-152: There appear to be appr~ximately 77 unleased tracts in the
Channel, outside of the buffer zone'and the ecological preserve. In
view of the;number of leases involved, there should be fuller discussion
of the reasons for the low estimate as to recoverable resource and the
number of facilities that might be required. For example, the tracts
might be broken down according to water depth. It is hard to know from.

46 the discussion whether the tracts were not nominated previously for leasing
because of water depths or because of unfavorable geological findings.
With industry advancing so rapidly toward deepwater technology, the EIS
should present further consideration of how quickly some of these tracts
might become technologically and economically accessible to petroleum
produ~tion, and how soon pressure migh.t develop for leasing of these
tracts.

Page 1-165: (See "General Comment" 117, above). The EIS should present a fuller
discussion of the structure and content of the Coastal Plan, at least
identifying the policies developed in the Plan that might have an
effect on the manner in which Santa Barbara Channel oil and gas development
is carried out, including policies relating to oil spill hazard, air
quality protection, preservation of prime agricultural lands, siting

47 of offshore and onshore facilities related to offshore petroleum production,
marine and land transportation, recreational opportunities, development
patterns, ,and implementation of the Coastal Plan. Ideally, preparation
of the Final EIS could await the availability of the final Coastal Plan
policies (around October 20) and the Office of Planning and Research's OCS
study project, which will include a section analyzing the potential effect
on OCS development of the Coastal PIan.

Page 1-168: For comments on Section 3, "Other Proposed Projects", see "General
Comments" 112, Inadequate Identification of Other Energy Activities Planned
for Santa Barbara Channel Area.

* * * *
VOLUME II

Page 11-387, Table II-53: This table could be significantly improved by updating.
48[ Attached to these comments is a more recent listing.

Page 11-390, 11-391: On these pages, the Draft EIS purports to give a description
of "Marine Transportation" and "Oil and Gas ;Pipelines", as an important
aspect of the Santa Barbara Channel coastal environment. 'Again, this
document simply fails to give information that is esaent.La'l to projecting
the degree of development that must occur to accorrmodate Santa Barbara
Channel oil and gas development, and the likelihood of environmental impact.
Which of the harbors, for example, presently support offshore petroleum
activities? What kind of facilities do they have, and what type and volume

49 of offshore petroleum-associated traffic, and with what effect on competing
marine vessel uses? As to pipelines, what is the capacity of the Shell
Oil Company pipelines to the Los Angeles/Long Beach area? What is the
present excess capacity? Is there any extra land along the Shell right-of-
way for expansion? Table II-54 on page 11-392 could be improved by presenting
figures as to present levels of use. Some analytical language describing
the potential of any of.the existing pipelines to handle any of the new
production would be useful.
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11-413, Table 11-66: This table would be improved by the inclusion of
information regarding present levels of use of the mooring facilities,
vessel traffic at each facility, 'and limit on the size of vessel that
can be accommodated (tonnage and draft). Some analytical treatment of

50 the potential of each of the existing mooring facilities (and their
pipelines and onshore facilities) to hand1e increased volumes· from new
production, or conversely, to be phased out of use altogether, would be
useful.

* * * *
VOLUMEIII

Page 111-2: The Draft EIS states" Since no specific proposal is being considered
and due to the lack of specific kDowledge of where additional oil may be
discovered and developed in the Channel, it is impossible to predict
exactly where, or even how many, and what type of facilities may be
required." While this statement may be partially true, certainly enough
is known about where oil activities are planned or underway, and enough
is knowable about existing offshore' and onshore facilities, transportation
economics, local land use and coastal management goals, and so forth, to
perform area-specific analyses of possible development requirements,

51 alternatives, and linpacts, and to conduct some area-specific evaluatiqns
of "mitigating measures". The study presently being conducted by the
Califorp-ia Office of Planning and Research is attempting just such analyses.
An EIS that does less than this will add very little knowledge to what is
already known about offshore petroleum development generally, and will
amount to a critical missed opportunity for inquiring fully into the
potential for developing offshore petroleum in a maIh~er that minimizes
environmental disruption.

Page 111-3, paragraph 4: What is important here is not necessarily the "natural

[

state" versus "urban areas", but rather the idea that onshore sites should
be reclaimed for other pri~rity uses, perhaps including coastal open space

52 or recreation, when their life is completed. A principal concern is that
historically it is infrequent that land on which industrial development is
allowed to occur is returned to non-industrial uses.

Page 111-33: In discussing the potential for collision, the Draft EIS states "Collision
by a vessel (with a platfo~) is unlikely due to requirements for naviga-
tional equipment on the passing ships .as well as on the p.Latf'orm;" Nowhere
are such requirements discussed, although at pages IV-2 and IV-12, it is
stated generally that the Coast Guard has promulgated regulations regarding
such safety concerns. Mention might be made here of the August 15, 1975
collision of a 33,000 dwt. British tanker with an offshore drilling platform

53 in the Gulf of Mexico off Galveston, Texas, which resulted in large fire,
substantial crude oil spill, and several deaths. Discussion also might
include discussion of the voluntary nature of the shipping lanes through
the Channel, the degree to which 'existing traffic adheres to the shipping
lanes, and any traffic monitoring or directive operations currently in
operation in the Channel area.

Page 111-34, first sentence: For concern over the several apparently conflicting

lstatemcnts in various Department of Interior documents as to the required
distance between shipping lanes and platforms, see "General Comments"
#6, above.
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lII-42 and III-I+'(: The Draft EIS says, "No addi tional onshore treating and
storage facilities would be required as the production would be received
at the existing onshore facilities." Whose facilities? Located where?
What is the present capacity, use, and excess capacity of these facilities'?
Where will the treated oil be sent for refining, and by what means of
transport? These same questions could be directed to the sketchy discussion
presented for each of the offshore fields.

Page III-52, paragraph 3: See comment for Page 1-150, above, regarding possible
location of a new treating and storage facility in Ventura County.
,

Page 111-72, and following "Impact of Onshore Treating and Storage Facilities":

[

Somewhere in this discussion mention should be made about the cumulative
55 impact that multiple industrial facilities may have in gradually shifting

the fundamental character of an area, or in opening the way for further,
possibly unrelated industrial or other development. .

Page 111-72, last sentence: The Draft EIS says, "New onshore treatment and storage
facilities quite likely would be constructed in areas that are either well
hidden fronl public view or in areas that are already dedicated to industrial
development," and then goes on to cite the Santa Ynez onshore facility as an

56 example of this. The Santa Ynez urri b onshore facility, however, only
partially.exemplifies the statement. ExXon hact to obtain a zoning vari~nce
to put its industrial facility i~ Las Flores Canyon, which is an open,
natural environment, and not an industrial area at all.

Page 111-86, line 21: Regarding the assertion that only minor amounts of air

[
pollutants will be emitted during loading operations , with no noticeable57 impact onshore, the California Air Resources Board and the County of Santa

Barbara are reviewing this and related concerns.

Page 111-92: See "General Comments" #6(,:), above, for comment on the ship traffic
58, [ projections presented here.

Pages III-93 to III-95: Rather than present oil pollution statistics for the world-'s

[

oceans, doesn't the U.S. Coast Guard or the California Department of Fish59 and Game have some statistics on numbers and types of oil spill incidents
in the Santa Barbara Channel? (There are apparently unofficial Coast
Guard statistics for the Los Angeles!Long Beach area.)

60

Pages 111-96 to 111-100: The Draft EIS does not make clear whether the proposed
Exxon pipeline could service offshore operations other than those on the
Santa Ynez Unit. What is the full potential of .the pipeline alternative
as applied to all prospective Channel operations, and what are the
technological and economic obstacles 'to realizing such potential? To what
degree could the land pipeline supplant marine traffic, and eliminate the
need for existing or new marine terminals? At page 111-99, paragraph 3,
the alternative of expanding along the Shell pipeline right-of-way is
mentioned, but apparently only in passing. The pipeline apparently begins
in the Oxnard area and goes south. How might it be tied in with production
operations in the northern Channel areas? The reader is directed to Figure
11-45 for the route of the existing Shell pipeline. It is not
possible to identify the pipeline in question on that figure.
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Pages 111-210 and 1II-211: For. comments relat,ed to the paragraph entitled "Coastal
Zone", see the corrrrnentsfor Page 111-72, and follovling, above. The Draft
E1S assumes,that since development must be consistent with land use and
zoning regulations, the impacts '/Jillbe minimal, The history of development

61 related to offshore petroleum recoverY, however, is that industry.obtains
zoning variances or changes wherever necessary to accommodate its require-
ments, resulting in a variety of irrrrnediate€nvironmental effects, and in
a change in fund&~ental land use patterns in a given area.

Page 111-213: The discussion on this page focuses too much on the possible need
for new refining capacity based on increased Channel production. There
is n~ evidence that increased crude oil availability will lead to
refinery capacity expansion in the'absence of iNcreased local market

62 demand. The first sentence in paragraph 4 should de-emphasize refineries,
and should include some estimates as to how much land might be required,
including buffer space, for the 1-5 new treatment, separation, and storage
facilities. Mention should also be made of possible land requirements for
such activities as are mentioned in "General Comments", #4, above.

Page 111-221, "Impacts on Air Quality": The Draft EIS, both here and elsewhere in
the document, makes light of the potential for significant adverse impacts
on air qQality. The California Air Resources Board is presently reviewing
several air quality issues related to Channel oil and gas development.
Discussion should be presented here, and in Section II. G. on Air Quality,

63 of the fact that all coastal areas affected by Channel oil and gas develop-
ment are designated as "air quality maintenance areas" by the Air Resources
Board. There should also be discussion of the effect of the coastal
and inland topography on coastal air quality, the current level of reactive
hydrocarbon emissions and of oxidant, and the dependence of the recreational
and agricultural economic activities on clean air.
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RESPONSEOTOTHERESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA,
INCLUDING CALIFORNIA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVATION COMMISSION

The State Lands Commission submitted separate comments on the draft state-

ment. This was called to the attention of The Resources Agency of California

(via telephone) which then requested that both the State Lands Commission

and the Resources Agency comments be included and responded to. Numerous

State Lands Commission comments were incorporated in the Resources Agency

comments, therefore, frequent referenc~ to similar State Lands Commission

comments and responses is made.

1. Refer to our responses to similar comments by the State Lands Commission

and EPA (comment number 2) and also the Coastal Zone Commission (comment

number 38).

2. Refer to our response (number 22) to EPA comment on cumulative impacts.

See our updated and expanded discussion on other possible activities

within the area, and possible additive impacts (section I.F.3.).

Discussion of onshore impacts has been expanded in the revised sections

on Air Quality Impacts, Socio-economics and Terrestrial Biology. Refer

to sections III. LL. and III.N., respectively.

3. Consolidation of sites and activities is stressed in the statement

(e.g., section I.E.).

The question of where the oil would be refined is by necessity discussed

only in general for market demand along with the Coastal Zone Plan and

the Air Resources Agency would, to a large degree, dictate where the

oil could be refined. The California Refinery Capacity table 1I-54c has

been updated in this final statement. (See our response to EPA comments
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on the possible need for refinery installation and expansion).

4. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution

emmissions and their impacts from the possible levels of Channel

development have been addressed in full detail in the greatly enlarged

air quality and air impacts sections II.G.I., and III.LL.

s. Your recommendation is acknowledged.

6. It is recognized that the State has authority over portions of pipelines

that cross State waters.

7. These several pages of detailed suggested modifications and additions

were incorporated where appropriate; they were most helpful and

appreciated.

8. Methanol and a number of other energy source alternatives were not dis-

cussed in the DES because of their economic and technical limitations and

probable minor potential for contributing significantly to the energy

resources of the United States in the foreseeable future.

Synthetic oil and gas fuels derived from coal are discussed in the DES

and these are considered by most to be more promising than methanol

coal derivative as a liquid fuel alternative to natural crude oil or

natural gas.

While systems for extraction of methanol from coal do exist, its low

specific heating value as compared to natural crude oil (about one half)

along with certain other drawbacks tends to decrease its attractiveness

as a hydrocarbon energy source.
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9. The current information and status summary is appreciated as is the

transmittal of the very helpful reference document "Areas of Special

Biological Significance Designated by the State Water Resources Control

Board, April 18, 1974."

The ASBS information is incorporated in sections I.F.3.e., and II.G.2.

b. (2).

10. The discussion of ASBS in section II.G.2.b.(2) has been updated as re-

quired. As noted in the revised discussion of the subject, the concept

of ASBS is now embodied in the State and Federal water quality standards

for the ocean waters off California.

Also, the FES on Lease Sale 35 off southern California indicates sewage

and produced waste discharges would be regulated as a function of ASBS

proximity.

11. Updating has been completed.

12. More stringent casing setting requirements for numerous Platform A and

B wells drilled subsequent to the 1969 blowout, to meet existing geologic

conditions, have proven to be successful in preventing the re-occurrence

of such a blowout.

13. The erroneous listings have been deleted.

14. It is acknowledged that in certain instances it is not technically or

economically feasible to reinject DCS produced waste water into sub-

surface formations. Treatment of produced waste water to prescribed

requirements and discharging it into DeS waters is presently the most

likely alternative from an economic and environmental standpoint.
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15. It is agreed that all platforms should incorporate the latest design

criteria.

16. This section has been rewritten for clarification.

17. The same measures would be taken to protect the shore and offshore

resources that lie within the three-mile limit from possible pipeline

spills that would be taken to protect those areas from a spill originat-

ing from any source. These measures are described in section IV.A.4.

18. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution

emissions impacts appear in sections II.G.l., and III.LL.

19. The text has been revised to refleCt the proper ,,~mile" exclusion

distance regulation for shipping lane traffic.

20. A revised discussion of tanker traffic impacts is provided in section

III.J.l. Potential interference problems between pleasure boating and

supply vessels would tend to be less than for tankers since pleasure

craft and supply vessels usually are smaller and more maneuverable.

Also see our response to Public Hearing item number 5.

21. Disposal of solid and liquid wastes would be in accordance with all
applicable Federal, State, and local laws. Coordination with Santa

Barbara and Ventura Counties on disposal areas would, of course, be

performed to the necessary extent.

It is true that a considerable quantity of clean-up waste was generated

by the 1969 Santa Barbara spill, however, such occurrences are very in-

frequent and would not be a continuing source of additional load on
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local approved dumping sites. In the unlikely event of another large

oil spill, clean-up wastes would, as before, be disposed of properly

in an approved local dumping site that could accept the type and

quantity of generated material.

The oil spill contingency plans do provide for, and require, appropri-

ate disposal of clean-up wastes in the event of their generation.

Should a local disposal site not have the necessary capacity or classi-

fication for receiving oil spill clean-up waste material, it would then

be transported to another dump that could accept such waste.

22. Please see the response to public hearing item number 7.

23. Procedures of the Conservation Division require the submission of a

spill contingency plan subject to the approval of the Area Oil and Gas

Supervisor prior to the commencement of any operations on a lease

(30 CFR 250.34).

24. Because none of the leases are within three miles of the Channel Islands,

the visual impact of any platforms should be minimal. The following

paragraphs taken from an article by Robert DeLong for the National

Marine Mammal Commission entitled "San Miguel Island Management Plan"

would seem to support that conclusion.

"Another important objective is the development of non-
consumptive esthetic utilization of the San Miguel pinniped
resources. One fact has become evident from the study of
pinnipeds -- 'humans and pinnipeds don't mix.' Yet the
pinniped resource belongs to the people and it is desirable
that they be allowed to see more than the occasional seal
in the circus, zoo or oceanarium. Movies made with tele-
photo lenses could be produced for television without
disturbing populations.
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"The movies could show pinnipeds in their natural setting,
allowing millions of viewers to learn the fascinating
natural histories of seals and sea lions.

"The possibility exists for organized educational group
visits to San Miguel Island. It should be cautioned that
educational groups would require close supervision.
Observation would have to be confined to distance viewing.
Binoculars or telescopes could be used as necessary.

"Development of petroleum resources around San Miguel
Island will cause an increase in human activity. Cer-
tainly, ocean drilling and construction of land-based
facilities would create much disturbance. I can only
suggest that, if petroleum development is initiated,
then facilities to support marine rigs not be placed on
the Island."

25. Section III.L.l. has been rewritten for clarification and additional

documentation provided.

26. This is now indicated in the preceding paragraph.

27. The open sea capabilities given are not entirely hypothetical. However,

it is agreed that more field testing and evaluating is desirable. It

is also possible that certain of the equipment capabilities given are

below the true potential. The Bottom-Tension Boom has contained

natural seep oil in six- to eight-foot seas with its full containment

capability as yet undetermined. This covers about 94 percent of the

Santa Barbara Channel sea conditions, and is approaching the limit

that man can stay out and work safely with such equipment.

As stated in the text of this statement, subsequent to the 1969 Plat-

form A spill, improvement has occurred in spill containment and clean-

up procedures and equipment. However, to date, no system or equipment
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has been developed which is completely effective in controlling and
removing pollution under all weather and sea conditions (section
VI.A.S.) .

2B. Text has been corrected.

29. The introductory sentence to the 27 items listed has been modified for

clarification. The OCS Order No. 2 revision recommendations provided

by the State to the Geological Survey are presently being considered.

The OCS Orders are not intended to spell out in minute detail each and

every equipment and procedure requirement, i.e., "the OCS Orders do not

specify that a functioning brake accompany the drawworks of drilling

rigs, or that the crown of the derrick be greased at specific intervals."

The Geological Survey engineers and inspectors observe field projects

to see that the environment is protected and that operations are

conducted in accordance with safe, good operating practices. This

involves more than just seeing that the operator adheres to OCS regula-

tions and orders.

CALIFORNIA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVATION COMMISSION

(Submitted with the Resources Agency Comments)

30. An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the four possible levels of

development is presented in section III. Refer to our response to

EPA's similar comment on cumulative impacts for a detailed explanation

and identification of the cumulative impact information presented in

section III.

31. The discussion of other possible activities and resulting additive

impacts has been updated in the final (see section I.F.3.).

32. The statement does stress the desirability of minimization of facilities
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(see section I.E.). However, as to how and which of these possible

facilities may be consolidated (or which existing ones may be used for

new oil production) must be determined on a case-by-case basis. A more

detailed, complete inventory of existing treating and storage facilities

in Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties has been included in this final

statement (see table 1-3). This inventory includes such information

as: facility operator, capacity (design, existing and surplus), age,

expansion potential and acreage when available.

33. The construction location for possible future Santa Barbara Channel

platforms would be dependent upon many presently unpredictable factors.

This is normally not definitely determined until the platform construc-

tion contract is let by the operator. Exxon at one time considered the

Los Angeles - Long Beach harbor area as a possible construction site for

the Santa Ynez Unit 8S0-foot platform. However, according to our

sources, it was determined that some modification of the existing ship-

yard area would be required to handle such a large structure. Also,

according to Exxon, the Coastal Zone Commission made a preliminary staff

report stating that they would recommend denial of a proposal for such

construction in the Long Beach - Los Angeles shipyard area. These

considerations contributed to some degree in the platform being con-

structed in other places: the decks in Morgan City, Louisiana, and the

jacket in Oakland, California. On the West Coast the areas that would

be likely platform construction sites are Los Angeles - Long Beach,

California; Oakland, California; and Vancouver, Washington. Platform

C, the last platform to be constructed for the Santa Barbara Channel

was built at the American Pipe and Construction Company yard in Van-

couver, Washington. This platform is presently stored at the construction
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site (see sections I.B. and III.C.3.a. for Platform C discussion).

Platforms A and B were also constructed at Vancouver, Washington, while

Platform Hillhouse was constructed at Kaiser's Oakland, California,

yard in San Francisco Bay.

34. The socio-economic discussion has been largely expanded to reflect in

more detail the possible onshore impacts.

35. The California Refinery Capacity table 1I-54c has been updated in this

final statement. Refer to our response to the Resources Agency of

California and EPA's comments as to prediction of refining locations

for possible additional Channel oil production.

36. As submerged production systems testing and usage evolves, so will

regulation of design, operations, monitoring, and maintenance. In this

statement the present status of safety standards, design, and operational

and maintenance procedures have been described for the subsea systems

now being designed and in some cases field tested. The subsea system

discussion has been updated in the final statement (see section I.D.6.).

The description of the Gulf of Mexico field testing of three of these

systems is a part of the evolution of deep water submerged production

systems of the future. A discussion of industry assessment as to the

current status of subsea production systems technology has also been

added to this final (see section I.D.6.d.(7)}. Also see section I.D.6.b.

(2) for recent diver depth-capability advancement.

37. Response to this comment is provided in three parts as was the comment

itself. (a) The DES did not address in detail Santa Barbara Channel

traffic projections based on Alaskan Oil Flows and LNG carrier traffic
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since these traffic elements do not yet exist and their size and occurrence

are still highly uncertain. (See section I.F.3. for general discussion

of other activities, including those just mentioned, that may affect the

Channel area) The DES does, however, address traffic impacts from the

potential levels of possible Channel oil and gas development in section

III.J.I.a. (b) Section III.C.2.b.(2)(d) of the FES indicates appropri-

ately that a "~mile" exclusion'distanc~ is required adjacent to shipping

traffic lanes. (c) Refer to the revised discussion of navigation safety

measures that are presented in section III.J.l.a. of the FES.

38. The Draft EIS was issued June 6, '1975. Therefore, draft preparation of

the Coastal Plan and the DElS were in part occurring simultaneously.

The individual members of the Commissions contacted provided useful and

appreciated information and source materials. It was clear at the time

of DES writing that the reporting the status of the California Coastal Zone

Conservation Commission was as much as could be done at that time.

We concur that the policies recommended by the final Coastal Plan would

significantly affect Santa Barbara Channel petroleum development, and

further note that these require concurrence by the State Legislature

and Department of Commerce prior to State and Federal legal status.

The Final Coastal Plan received in December 1975 is a document containing

a wealth of information, descriptions, findings, proposed policies,

color-coded and the annotated series of land use/resources/ecological

maps. It is a valuable document for environmental statement preparation

and planning in the coastal zone; if it were not for space limitation,

it could well serve as an appendix to the FES; rather it should serve
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as a companion volume to any coastal EIS. (Please see sections I.F.2.a.

and II.A.I.h.)

39. To date, Exxon is continuing to seek various permits and approvals

from County and State agencies and commissions. Onshore facility

consolidation and a pipeline from the Channel area to a refinery area

are two possibilities being considered by the State, County and Exxon,

in conjunction with the processing of applications for the onshore

facility. The construction of the platform in Oakland, California, and

Morgan City, Louisiana, is the only Santa Ynez Unit operational activity

that has commenced. Presently no detailed employment figures are

available at this early stage. The reader is referred to the Santa

Ynez Unit Development Final Statement (FES 74-20) for details as to the

probable location and procedure for joining together the two prefabri-

cated platform sections. This operation would be for a duration of

only a few days and, with careful planning, should have little or no

impact on the environment.

40. Refer response number 32 to the earlier comment on possible platform

construction locations.

41. Presently there are no complete subsea completions systems operating

off the west coast, only 40± single well subsea completions on State

tideland leases. Considerable information is provided in this statement
on the Exxon subsea system presently being field tested in the Gulf of
Mexico (see section I.D.6.d.).

42. Refer to our above response to your similar comment as to possible
facility consolidation, use of existing facilities and description of
existing facilities.
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43. Rig availability would fluctuate from one month to the next.

44. The activity status of the Channel has been updated in this final (see
section I.). The oil company ownership interests for all OCS Santa
Barbara Channel leases are identified in pocket plate 1.

45. Refer to our response (number 32) to your earlier similar comment on
possible facility consolidation, use of existing faciliti~s and descrip-
tion of existing facilities.

46. Seventy-five tracts, of the 110 Santa Barbara Channel tracts offered,
were bid on with four bids being rejected by the Department of the
Interior. The majority of the tracts, that were not nominated by the
oil companies and not offered for lease, lie within the deeper waters
of the central Channel Basin.

The unleased Santa Barbara Channel acreage represents:
(1) tracts that were not nominated by oil companies and not offered,
(2) tracts that were offered but not bid on,
(3) tracts that received bids that were rejected by the Department.
(4) tracts withdrawn by the Secretary of the Interior for the

Ecological Reserve and Buffer Zone.

This lack of interest in certain areas appeared to be due to a combina-
tion of factors, lack of geologic information, low potential indicated
by geologic information, and deep waters.

The oil companies evidenced a willingness to pay very high prices for
tracts having good anticlinal structure, even in relatively deep water.
No doubt there are many reasons why this was so. Factors having a
bearing could have been the probable existence of multiple sands with
thick potential producing sections where the possibility of a pay-out
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from deep water would be enhanced, and the proximity of deep water

tracts to shallow water tracts where it would be possible to deliver

production from submerged well completions in deep water to platforms

on adjoining shallow water tracts. The desire to acquire acreage in

an area where conditions exist that are relatively favorable to the

development of deep water producing techniques also may have had an

influence.

On tracts where tney would have to prospect for other types of traps,

such as faults or pinchouts, the companies indicated a willingness to

pay only low prices in deep water.

47. Refer to response number 38 for an updated discussion of the Coastal

Plan.

Geological Survey personnel for this Channel Statement have met with,

and exchanged information with, State personnel on the task force pre-

paring the Onshore Southern California OCS Impacts Report. The State

personnel made certain preliminary information available for incorpora-

tion into this final statement and the Geological Survey personnel

provided detailed explanation of certain aspects of Santa Barbara Chan-

nel OCS operations. The Geological Survey task force has made numerous

attempts to obtain an advance copy of this Governor's Office Impact

Report (telephone communication almost daily during the last two weeks

of December 1975). However, it presently appears the subject impact

report will not be available to this task force prior to the printing

of this final Santa Barbara Channel Statement.
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48. The California Refinery Capacity table 1I-54c has been updated. See

response to comment number 35.

49. According to the sources we have contacted, the pipeline network from

the Santa Barbara Channel area to the Los Angeles - Long Beach refinery

area is operating at capacity. The present levels of use of the pipe-

lines listed on table 1I-54d have been requested from each of the opera-

tors. This information will be included in the statement if it becomes

available prior to printing. If it is submitted subsequent to printing,

this information will be on file at the Los Angeles Geological Survey

Office, and available to the Secretary of the Interior for consideration
in any future decision-making required.

50. See above response. Also, see added table 1-3 for a description of

all existing treating and storage facilities within Santa Barbara and

Ventura counties. The design, existing and surplus capacities, along

with the expansion potential, are given in this table.

51. As mentioned above, task force members preparing this statement have

conferred with State task force members of the California Office of

Planning Study. The socio-economic discussion in this final has been

greatly expanded. See the appropriate portions of sections II and

III.
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52. The conclusion of the FEIS text paragraph now acknowledges this proba-

bility.

53. As noted in section IV.A.l.g., OCS Order #1, "There are additional

requirements that all structures be equipped with navigational aids but

these are Coast Guard requirements covered by their regulations (33 CFR

Subchapter N., Parts 140 to 147)", .. Therefore , detailed discussion

of Coast Guard navigation requirements were purposely and appropriately

not included in the DES.

54. The oil produced from possible Platforms C and Henry would be trans-

ported by the two existing pipelines to shore and would be received at

the two existing onshore facilities presently handling the total OCS

Santa Barbara Channel production. These two Ventura County onshore

treating and storage facilities, the Mobil Rincon and Phillips La Con-

chita, are listed on table 11-67 and are shown on figure 11-48 as

facilities 116 and 117. They are also listed on table 1-3; see the

footnotes of that table.

55. The comment is noted, and we do not disagree with the generalization.

However, this does not seem to be the fact for the two existing treating

and storage facilities receiving oil from Federal OCS leases. Both

are located in Ventura County. One is located along Highway 101 which

parallels the Southern Pacific Railroad. Screening by vegetation is

extremely efficient. The other is located completely out of sight

within coastal bluffs. Neither of these facilities appear to have

caused the potential impact suggested, i.e., shifting the fundamental

character of the area or stimulating unrelated industrial or further

development. See response number 54 above for further information as
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to these two onshore facilities.

56. The FEIS text has been changed to acknowledge this.

57. Refer to response to comment #4 above.

58. Refer to response to comment #37 above.

59. The U. S. Coast Guard has collected statistics on polluting incidents

in the entire Eleventh Coast Guard District since 1970; these are unof-

ficial and prepared for internal use. Compilation is available only

for calendar year 1974. Number of incidents and volume in gallons for

1974 are presented in section III.L.l. While seven pages of summarized

data were furnished by the U. S. Coast Guard for 1970, it was not possi-

ble to catagorize further for the Channel area as the compiled data

encompasses the entire Eleventh Coast Guard District (Mexican border to

north of Point Conception).

60. It was Exxon's preliminary determination that the pipeline from the

Santa Barbara area to the Los Angeles - Long Beach refinery was not an

immediate, feasible alternative to tanker transportation of initial

Santa Ynez Unit production. For the latest information and developments

as to this matter, the reader is referred to recent various Coastal

Zone Commission and Exxon correspondence contained in an issue analysis

document dated October 14, 1975 prepared by Exxon and submitted to the

Coastal Zone Commission.

The discussion in this statement on the possibility of onshore pipe-

line transport to refinery areas as a means of minimizing or eliminating

tanker traffic was not intended to be presented as a transportation
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alternative for anyone particular operation.

61. Please see response to hearing comments 15 and 17. Also, see response

to your earlier comment number 55. An effective, well-implemented

Coastal Plan should serve to minimize onshore impacts.

62. The DES text was not intended to imply that increased Santa Barbara

Channel production would result in the need for new refining capactiy,

as market demand is the determining factor as to refinery capacity

needs. Refer to table 111-17 for the estimated onshore facility acre-

age requirements and for a summary of quantitative ranges of cumulative

impacts. Information from the table footnotes combined with the

facility estimates is the rationale for deriving these ranges.

63. Refer to response to comment number 4 above.
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BARRY CAPPEllO
CITY ATTORNEY

mitg of :Stunta IDm-bu111

August 8, 1975

FREOERICK W. CLOUGH
ASSISTANT CI1'Y ATTORNtY

ANTHONY C. FISCHER
DEPUTY CITY A TTOIlNl't

CITY HALL
SANTA BARBARA,. CALIFORNIA

CERTIFIED HAILMr. H. T. Cypher
Acting Oil and Gas Supervisoru. S. Geological Survey
7744 Federal Building
300 North Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Draft Environmental Statement (DES 75-35)
Oil and Gas Development in Santa Barbara
Channel Outer Continental Shelf Off
California

Dear Hr. Cypher:
The City of Santa Barbara and the County of Santa Barbara
are attempting within the limited time available until the
hearing on the Draft Environmental Statement to evaluate and to
prepare comments on the proposed oil and gas development. A
Task Force made up of persons with expertise in.various aspects
of oil and gas development has been reviewing the Draft Environ-
mental Statement. In order to adequately review and comment on
the Environmental Impact Statement, the raw data used in the
preparation of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement or other-
wise contained in the Department's files must be made available
to these experts in order to adequately assess the potential
hazards and other environmental impacts if the Santa Barbara
Channel area is dr{lled or produced. In addition, the raw data
which has .already been developed by oil'com?anie~and others as
lessees must also be made available.
We therefore request that the following informatjfonpertaining
to the area which is the subject of the draft statement be made
available in the Santa Barbara area for review and evaluation
prior to the hearing:
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Mr. H. ~. Cypher -.2- August a, 1975

A. All e~ectric logs and core descriptions from shallow and
deep coring operations.

B. Reservoir data, drillers logs, tower ,sheets, electric logs,
results of drill stem tests, pressure da·ta, and mud records
from exploratory drilling. .

C. Deep penetration seismic data and shallow penetration, high
resolution acoustic data.

It is our position that this raw data must be made available
for an understanding of the plans and programs in order that an
adequate review of the Environmental Impact Statement can be
prepared. It is further our position that it is extremely
important that the information be made available immediately in
order to prepare for the hearings in the Santa B~rbara area.
To proceed with the hearings on this matter without makirtgavai~
able in Santa Barbara the requested information would be contra'
to the spirit, intent and requirements of the Environmental
Policy Act and the regUlations issued by your Department to
insure compliance with the Act. (See Department Hanua1, Part
516, Chapter 2.)
If you have any questions regarding this request, do not hesi-
tate to contact either of the undersigned immediately.

Very truly yours,
A. Barry Cappello
City Attorney

By~a::i~
Anthony C.jFischer --
Deputy City Attorney

George P. Kading
County. Counsel

cc: Task Force Members

By -?Zt'~=
Marvin Levine
Deputy County Counsel
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August 22, 1975

. r·~. Marvin Levine
Deputy County Counsel
Office of the City Attorney
City Hall
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Dear ~{r. Levine:
Your letter of August 8, 1975 requesting information pertaining to the
area which is the subject of the Draft Environmental Statement (DES 75-
35) Oil and Gas Development in Santa Barbara Channel addre3sed to ~ir.
H. T. Cyphe'r was not received by this office until Augus t 18, 1975. ~lr.
Cypher had been on leave until August 18 and the Postal Service refused
to doliver the certified letter to anyone other than tho named addr-esses.
We are reviewing tho large volume of data requested. A substantial por-
tion of tha data is undoubtedly proprietary, other portions tlayor raay
not be. It will not be physically possible to complete this review and
make an appropriate determination of the infomation which can be made
available and any which cannot prior to the h~arin~ 011 the Environmental
Impact Statement scheduled for August 25.
Though not identified as such, it has been determined that your request
falls within tho provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. Accord-
ingly, a determination will be made and advice will be provided to you
within the time limits provided for in 43 CFR Part 2.

Sincorely yours,

F. J. Schnmbeck
Oil and Gas Supervisor
Pacific Area
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
345Mid~lefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

September 2, 1975

Mr. Anthony C. Fischer
Deputy City Attprney
City Ball
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

Dear Mr. Fischer:

In his letter of August 22, 1975, ~. F. J. Schambeck, Oil and Gas
Supervisor, Pacific Area, advised you that "your request of August 8,
1975 for information pertaining to the area which is the subject of
the Draft Environmental Stat~ent (DES 75-35) Oil and Gas Development
in Santa Barbara Channel .was received by his office on August 18,.1975.
Mr. Schambeck further stated that your request was being treated as
an inquiry under the Freedom of ~ormation Act. This letter is to
advise you of our determination ~~th respect to the availability of
the requested information.

You requested three categories or.information as follows:

"A. All electric logs and coredescriptions_£romshallow
and deep coring operations.

B. Reservoir data, drillers logs, tower sheets, electric
logs, results of drill stem tests, pressure data,
and mud records irao exploratory drilling.

C. Deep penetration seismic data and shallow penetration;
high resolution accoustic data."

The drillers logs, tower sheets, and mud records, included in your
Category B are records maintained by lessees and available for inspec-
tion by USGS Officials but are not normally submitted to USGS nor
maintained in our files and therefore cannot be provided.

Well records are available on certain terminated leases on the OCS off
California (Santa Barbara Channel) as follows:

STATE

California
California
California
California
California
California

OCS LEASZ
-0186
-0186
-0186
-0207
-0235
-0235
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COMPANY

Humble 0 s R
Humble 0 & .R
Humble 0 & R
Exxon
Humble 0 s R
Humble 0 s R

WELL NO.
1
2
3
1
1
2



These records are available for inspection at the office of the Oil and
Gas Supervisor, U. S. Geological Survey, 7744 Federal Building, 300
Nort,h Los Angeles Street, Los Ange l.es,California. Copies of these
records may be obtained at your ~~ense from the following reproduction
coopanies:

Continental Graphics
101 South La Brea Avenue
Los Angeles» California 90036

Graphic Rep~oduction Center» Inc.
1712 N~bury Road
Newbury Park» California 91320

The Geologic Division of the USGS has collected considerable geophysical
data for the area covered by your request. "This' information was used in
substantial part in the preparation of the draft environmental statement
for the Santa Barbara Channel (DES 75-35). Approximately 50% of this
information has been placed in open file. It is available for inspection
at the U. S. Geological Survey Library, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park,
California. If copies are desired, the Library will make the-material
available to a company of your choice for reproduction at you~ expense.
Two companies in this area have been filling other requests:

Baker Graphics Service
441 Emerson Street
Palo Alto, California 94301
Telephone 323-2416

Palo Alto Blueprint and Supply
332 Lytton ~venue
Palo Alto, California 94301
Telephone 325-1561

The company picks up the material to-be reproduced from our Library and
returns it to us; reproduced oaterial and bill are forwarded to you.

TOe remaining data held by the Geologic Division are available for
inspection at the Pacific Arctic Branch of the Office of Marine Geology,
1380 Willow Road, Menlo Park - mailing address 345 Middlefield Road,
Menlo Park, California 94025. As this information.is in varying degrees
of work in preparation for open file, it would facilitate your inspec-
tion if contact were made three to four days prior to the time you wish
to review the material in order that it can be assembled to facilitate
the process. Arrangements can be =ade by calling Mr. Jack E. Schoell-
hamer at 415-323-8111 extension 2230. If copies of the material not yet
placed in open file are desired, ~. Schoellhamer will work with your
repre~entative to develop the ~ost expeditious plan for its reproduction.

It is our determination that the balance of the requested information is
specifically exempt from disclosure by the provisions of the Freedom of
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Infon:ation Act in the statutory exemptions (4) "trade secrets and
co~ercial or financial information obtained from any person and
privilE:!gedor confidential" (5 USC 552(b)(4»;and (9) "Geological
and geophysical infoncation and data (including maps) concerning
wells. n (5 USC 552(b) (9».

The two cited exemptions are related. The Ho~se report on S-1160
(Public Law 89-487 of July 4, 1966) includes the following comment
with respect to exemption (9) concerning geological and geophysical
inforoati6n and data: "~hi~ cat~gory was added after witnesses tes-
tified that geological ~ps based on explorations by private oil com-
panies were not covered by the 'trade secrets' provisions of present
la_~. Details of oil and gas findings must be filed with Federal
agencies by companies ~hich want to lease Government-owned land.
Current regulations of the Bureau of tandManagcment prohibit dis-
closure of these details only if the disclosure 'would be prejudicial
to the interests of the Government' (43 CFR, pt.2). Witnesses con-
tended that disclosure of the seismic reports and other exploratory
findings of oil companies You1d give speculators an unfair advantage
over the cOl:lpanieslJhich spent millions of dollars in exploration."

In his oemo on implecentati6n of Public Law 89-487, the Attorney Gen-
eral stated "It should be noted that, although the information involved
in ex~tion (9) might not be a 'trade secret' within the meaning of
the earlier version of exemption (4), it would seem to constitute
co~ercial and financial information covered by the present exemption
(4), as described at pp. 32~34 above. The addition of exemption (9)
is helpful in explaining the intention of the statute with respect to
such infor=ation."

There are sound grouncs for invoking the statutory exemptions referred
to abo~e in this instance. The information involved was provided by
lease operators in accord lJith provisions of Title 30 CFR Part 250, Oil
and Gas and Sulphur Operations in the Outer Continental Shelf. Section
250.97 of Part 250 provides: "Geologic"al and geophysical interpretations,
caps, and data required to be submitted under this part shall not be
available for public inspection without the consent of the lessee so long
as the lease remains in effect or until such time as the supervisor
deternines that release of such information is required and necessary for
the proper develop::nentof the field or area."

Cnilateral release of the information at this time would constitute an
arbitrary and capricious breach of faith on the part of the United
States. The inforcation is proprietary in character. It has significant
co::petitive interest in that it reveals the commercial activities of the
lessee. It has substantial economic value for the lessee and for an
interested third party for what it may reveal with respect to.reservoir
structure and characteristics applicable not only tv tl,e~xibtiu~l~a~~
but to other potentially leasable areas nearby. The information wa~
acquired by the lessees at substantial expense and is information which
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~"Ould custocarily not be released to the public by the company from
~~~ it ~as obtained. Failure of the United States to fulfill its
obligations yould dininish reliability of information supplied in the
future by these and other lessees and discourage or eliminate volun-
tary contributions of proprietary data to the USGS.

The repOrt of the Rouse of Representatives on S-1160 (PL 89-487)
states with respect to exemption (4): "Moreover, where the Government
has obligated itself in good f~ith not to disclose documents or in-
foroation _~ich it receives, it should be able to honor suchobliga-
tions." It is thus clear that the Congress intended the general res-
triction in exemption (4) and the more specific restriction in exemp-
tion (9) to insure the ccnfidentiality promised when the data were
acquired.

This deternioation is a decision of Joel M. Johanson, Assistant Director,
U. S. Geological Survey, Western Region after consultation with Robert
Conover, Acting Field Solicitor~ Department of the Interior, Riverside,
California; technical and supervisory staff of the USGS in Los Angeles,
~enlo Park, Reston, Virginia and Washington, D.C.; and the staff of the
Solicitor of the Departcent of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

You way appeal this decision to the 'Assistant Secretary of ,the Interior
for Program Develop~ent and Budget under 43 CFR 2.17 by writing to:
Freedom of Infomation Act Officer, Office of the Assistant Secretary--
Program Developcent and Budget, U. S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240. Your appeal must be received within 20 working
days (Saturdays, Sundays, and public legal holidays excepted) of ,the
date of this denial. Your appeal must be accompanied by copies of the
original request and this initial denial. The appeal should be marked,
both on the envelope and on the face of the appeal letter, with the
legend FaEEDOM OF ~~O&~~TION ACT APPEAL. In order to expedite the
appellate process and to insure full consideration of your appeal, your
letter should contain a brief statement of the reasons why you believe
this initial decision to be in error.

Some co=oent is required concerning the relationship of the proprietary
data Which ~e have determined must be withheld and the data which were
used to prepare the,draft environmental statement. '

Toere are tyo topical areas of the draft environmental statement (DES
75-35) of potential concern with respect to the use of proprietary data
(l)the descriptfon and evaluation 'of the geology and geologic condi-
tions (including seisnic risk and hazards) and (2) the estimates of oil
and gas resources. No proprietary data were requested or used in pre-
paring any part of the draft statement. However, some task force
~~bers had access to and knowledge of proprietary geologic and engi-
neering data from the Cnannel area as part of other activities and work
assigzments.
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For ?:lrposesof providing a regional overview of the geology, the
published reports and data, or other publiclj available ~ata in the
Survey files ver e deezed adequate to meet the needs. This approach
and pcsLtf on are. identified in the draft staterr.entat: Volume 1,
pages II -9 to 12, Volu::;e1 pages II - 76 to 81, Volume 2 page III -
52 (first fo~r lines).

Similarly» proprietary data were not used in preparing the estimates
on potential resources appearing in the environmental impact state-
~ent. These broad regional estimates were derived by gross volumetric
methcds. Yney are based on the regional geologic overview and broad
ass~?tio~s of production characteristics based on general familiarity
with channel area production and actual publicly available data from
Dos C~adres and Carpinteria operations. The statewent at mid-page on
1-155 is incorrect. ~,e geologic and hydrocarbon formation test in-
for=ation from exploratory ~ells was not used in preparing the field
esti=ztes. ?ather» the fact that discoveries had been made and tests
subzri t t ed ••as used to classify the field estimates among the several
r~source categories ou~lined on page 1-157 and Table I~2.

Sincerely yours,

I··,,,~~~~
~
•.r.." ·~··~.I-. (If) '.i//.•J~... ~O:-}{ .. 1 •.

~' .~
.'

Joel M. Johanson
Assistant Director
'Western Region

Sa::eletter to:
Mr. !~rvin levine
Deputy County Counsel
105 East .~apamo Street
Santa Barbara» California 93101
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BARRY CAPPELLO
CITY ATTORNEY

®ffire of tile QIUy· Attorney

Qlity of §anta 1Yarbara

August 29, 1975

FREDERICK W. CLOUGH
ASSISTANT CITY AnORNEV

ANTHONY C. FISCHER
DEPUTY CITY AnORNEV

CITY HALL
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

Mr. v. E. McKelvey
Director
U. S. Geological Survey
National Center (MS 108)
Reston, Virginia 22092

Re: Draft Environmental Statement (DES-75-34)
Oil and Gas Development in the Santa Barbara
Channel, Outer Continental Shelf off California

Dear Mr. McKelvey:
On August 25, 1975, during the hearing on DES-75-35, the City
of Santa Barbara and the County of Santa Barbara requested that
the hearing remain open and that the draft statement be rewritten
and recirculated. The reason for that request was the inadequacy
of the Draft EIS and the fact that the data requested by letter
dated August 8, 1975 (copy attached) had not been made available.
On August 27, 1975, your Special Assistant for Environmental
Analysis, Herbert G. Stewart, closed the hearing in Santa Barbara
with comments to the effect that the period for comments on the
Draft EIS would conclude on September 1, 1975, and that the
U.S.G.S. would thereafter proceed to prepare the final Environmental
Impact Statement. Please advise whether this is, in fact, the
position of the U.S.G.S. or whether the Draft EIS will be re-
written and recirculated as a draft. ·Also, will the data re-
quested in our letter dated August 8, 1975, be provided and com-
ments thereon considered in preparation of a final EIS?
During the hearings, Frank J. Kelly, Deputy Assistant Secretary,
made comments to the effect that the data requested in our letter
had already been provided to the State of California. I~ that has
occurred, please provide the name and address of the State office
receiving the data. We raise this question in view of the
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Mr. V. E. McKelvey -2- August 29, 1975

comments at the hearing of the representatives of the State of
California to the effect that the data has not been provided.
As we stated during the hearings, to proceed with the prepara-
tion of a final EIS without making available the requested
data and without preparation of a new draft EIS and public
comment thereon, is contrary to NEPA and the Guidelines of
the Council on Environmental Quality. We h~reby request to
be advised whether the position of the U.S.G.S. is as was
stated by Mr. Stewart at the close of the hearing. If so,
please be advised that we will have no alternative but to
seek the help of the courts to stop this violation of the
spirit, intent and specific requirements of NEPA.

Very truly yours,
A. Barry Cappello
City Attorney

Enclosure

cc: Marvin Levine,
Deputy County Counsel
County of Santa Barbara
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United States Department of the Interior
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

RESTON, VIRGINIA 22092

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

No\: 2 fJ 1975

Mr. Anthony C. Fischer
Deputy City Attorney
Office of the City Attorney
Santa Barbara, California 93102
Dear Mr. Fischer:
I have delayed responding to your letter of August 29, 1975,
until the transcript of the public hearings on our draft
environmental statement (DES 75-35) was available for con-
sultation. Regrettably, it was unduly dellyed and was
received only a few weeks ago.
With regard to your inquiries 85 to Mr. Stewart's remarks,
I have enclosed an excerpt of the Hearings transcript on this
matter.
You are advised that Mr. Stewftrt's appraisal of the procedures
to be followed in the normal course of events is correct, as
are his statement of the anticipated course of ~ction in
the present case and his acknowledgement that many decisions
in the matter may lie beyond the province of this Bureau.
The substantial body of conwnent, both oral and written are
now under study and appraisal. and the decision has been
made to proceed with preparation of the final environmental
statement.
With reference to your letter of August 8. 1975, to H. T. Cypher,
requesting certain data, t am sure that you have our separate
response of Assistant Director Johanson dated September 2, 1975.
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As to your question regarding the comments of Mr. Kelly at the
Hearings. he has acknowledged such comments. and we offer the
following relevant 1nfoMmati on: On May 30, 1975. W. F. Northrop
and a number of other staff officials of the California State
Lands Commission conferred here with our staff to request and
discuss access to various OCS data related to the Department's
environmental statement on proposed OCS Lease Sale 35. Offshore
Southern California. Arrangements were promptly made for their
access to relevant nonproprietary data. State Lands Commission
officials visited our offices in Menlo Park. Californi~ on
several occasions. for that purpose; on June 3. 10. 22. and
July 2. 7. 15. 22. 1975. The State officials involved in
those visits included Messrs. Wilbur Thompson, 8il1 Ardent,
Don Clarke. Vid Duda. Jack Treadway, Joe Fantozzi and
George Buto. In addftion, some information was provided by
mail to Mr. Ed Welday.
In addition to all relevant published and open-file reports of
the Survey, I have enclosed a list of other data to which the
State was offered access. The State officials consulted with
many of our Menlo Park staff for this purpose. and as a result
they were provided whatever of these data they desired.

Sincerely yours,
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G ':'1 J 09 ica land Geophys ica 1 Da ta
in

Southern Cal if" 'a Outer Ccn t inent a l Shelf Area Proposed for
leasing in Sale Humber 35

Geophysical Data - Publicly Availaole

line Miles
(Approximate)

1. Shipborne Gravity

2. Shipborne Magnetic

3. Seismic

a. High Resolution, Single Channel,
Sha llow Penetration 4315

b. Single Channel, Dee? Penetration 5165

Geological Data - Publicly Available

1- Grab SaMples

2. Dart Cores

3. Dredge Cores

4. Box Cores

5. Gravity Cores
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4600
4850
9480

Number of Samplc£
(Approx irnate)

o

64
12

20



SUfin2ry of Publications. Reports and Presentations'
by

Geologic Division, U.S. Geologicql Survey
on

Southern California oes Area and Area Proposed for Leasing on
Sale Number 35

(1) ;'..i~~. 1~7:;; 1st ,p.rcr;:'=~:;'~-:i:l l~~~·~rt{t}~ough t:}-~~Dj;CCt~t.Ote US(;S}
t;) E~r~::).:.of L:-:"'-~ J:::~-_~;~-:-_en~. ·:itli..~d nGeolc4;!ic ir,f::::::~~nc·~ze.-::rl ..
~ir~=~l r~;c'~~e~~t~~~ial of ~1) Callio~~~aContinental
B-=c;:rlan5. S~~·:i-::.;azdc: e:.::E: Cr.;_~;~l Islar.ds.!1

(2) J'::...~. 1~7'}j ~=~-t=act ::<:;.~.-::t:'o:~ ~~~x>:rt (th!;o\~gh t1)~ Director r;SGS~\
~? Z~.z{;~-!.uc·~ ~·z~nar2:"..~:;-r=.:;-r;t:. ~'itl~d i'GC'Olo:iic ir&;~~;:"ences ~:r~d
~ ..•i,:zal I-~:;:~~C~ pot~::-:..i:'';' cf ~-:~Ca1.ifo=nia Ccrll.:in:,;·n~al BQ~c.:;J:-
l~:3r~~=~10: i;.~ie--';-:J~S~ !;c~.1oS-::i.r.l. i1

(1) G:":,~n~J 11. Gr: EilT:~ I ::::_i, vcn HU2nc, !tol~1d, 197'?t Sc.i!7~uC
.1:cf'="~c';:,~~ ;=~files, t..~~~~~..~~r-L::71.'(:to;"~-1972) cruiseI' cf'fs}1?re
=;:",.tz~l ~~:1 :~:··..:t~-Ie~~C~l:"::{,,;r:li.:i: U.S •• G-::ol. Stlt";"ci7 ().?2n t'iJ_e

(2) ::~~~rts, ri .• _.;- 1975: :~:'1::t~:is':,o!c,;!ic 1it~l·nt~~~ on tbe
C.;J.ifCr:'lia ~::::::'.i::-=.-..~~: t~:;:::'e~l;;.n::1w'1d adjdc~;lt: are~sl t.o J'(1:J.1.~a.ry
1, 1975:

(3) P~~e"'"~·.1.'- ...r- ...•L.-'. ;,...,
o: tl.·~

1.• ,;...• , .:r'..L."'1:;~~.r,;~C, t~o-~::C.l G"" '-i.i R\.~l>r::~:ts,
~=:: ;"':~·:;n~_-r:tH., C"r 197~r ~\:(~li.:·~;.in.::r?{l4cZport
C~:-. -; :....-:~nt.~,l l~:-!:d~l:u~d oi s(l~t.h(~~n

(4j V·~::"6·~.r,J. G., 1975, .s~i~-=::',;.r~~:lcct-i'::>nl~~ciil~s,. ,,;\,,\1 !'~:l,SZ
(r!.a.j'-0'~e 1973, !.:c; 3) ~:-~iser c:f£~j~o=~ southern C~1.1i£crn.iu:
O.S.~~ol.S6~-~exc~~~Z~l~ ~;t. i5-

(5) li':'Si:":el", E. c , , 1975, ~e:::='"...ic !"·;:tbct..1.o:l !,;:,o£3.1es, p.;V 1G1.EZ
(;!.?;' 1973, .L.~~2) c::-..:':'s~, 0::·f~:~:-j;"~scucharn CaJ.ii:ot".n.i.:t; U~S_
t~ol.S~~:c1c?:~~~~e ~S?~. 75-205.

(6) Zic: ..y,;J. _., ~.~c...-:t-.-:=--":",:, -:. :6~", Bt.~chw""l.;.n, Ja l:.t ~::1ti ~;~\9'n~r,
H•. c.: ':'97~, ?'=:li-::-~/ ~~:;:::l::/:.i."1g X'e<..,:?rH;Y of r:oltlltin;.r in
cc..:.:;t.11 :::out.~-;e=:l Cc:::i~':·:'-:1i~:U.S4·G(·~rJ1A S\l.~,,·a~{:-1..\.so. G~:)l.
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::~~·er,t. h. r S~:;:-:e~t, 1~. 13., sn~ Pisci~t-::Of K. ·A. t 1975,
!...~~:;rF·~~~~i~:l ~f ~z.~...;i~~' ill~d \;;3S'"~f!tiC '~u:-:~~/sof trt!3

C31i~o::":1ia c~~:-~~~;::-.\:"::..lb:,ra~·lr~J: .k1. ].szc-=. P~t ..ro l cun
C-e-:,;lo-.Jists ;:::'5., ?z..~i.Eic S~cticn Ht9., '!.lJ:1J BC.9.Ch, c~tif.,
p_ 6-9

(2) "Clarke, S. E., Jr., n::-,,;~ll, D. G., a.~d Hils~mr '1'•• Hu, 1975,
Pal~~~n~ r-::~'?~;::v?,:~.:;:;:yof C~li:~rnia: :;::;~.~I!-,;COC.• Pct..r.ol€:u..~
Ge~lo:;i~~ i:.bs., r.:~:'£ic s~ction ::bJ•, kr:g ti'lctch,·Calif. p. 22.

(3) B~~~ll, D. G.t 1975, Eoc~~~ ~~leogeographrof sou~~~rn
CaJ.iio=nia coa.....~r'~:-.•~l rord2Z1a.i1d: 1..::.. Assoc. ,?etrol(~mn
~'::lc~is~ AC~S.r ~~"~l ~··:t9.' Dallas, T~:~a$l P. 37· ...39.·

(4) r.~""2H, D. G., 1:075, 'i''l>e Za;:;t S~Y1t.'\ cruz Ea$in :ault, southern
C-a.li~.Jr.i3. ccnt~e:.t·al ro~C:2Ila,;jc'i: G~ol. soc, !:w,,:...=:riC;1 ;~S,t
Co=C.iL1.~a..") Sttcti;::;:J, ~t;., 1-os ?.rlgeles, C3.1i~., p. 331. •

(3) ~:;·","";:lltD. G., 1;;':5, 1-'..ide:.to Ec..c-en~ pal~C]~C';rrepny or $outj;,~m
cal i£'?r::i. a : ;'.=: •. '::~:ss:;-=. Petrole\.<;;; G-~oic:Jists ;JJ:;., p •.•ciiie·
Sectl~~ ~tg., ~~~; 3~3Cht C~lif.r p. 35.

{6} J~;~:-r ..;"'-n?, 197~~~ SC".lrCC of tb'" San O~o!rn E.::~cci:\ [C.:'l.li!'()~!'...ial,
~l. S~=. J~~ri~~ r~'T Co~-lller~.5~ctionhtg., Las V~;~St
!t~~a~, p •. 199-20"0.

{7} .Ju.~:;<::.r,f.~e, 19;5, SJ...;.."a tbCUglltS em t.~e stxilct:.u:ceoi tJ~e
co:-.tir..::!:;~l 1>:>=C.::=::;..~d, !::out.:.'1ern G-:l~iforflia: G;X>l. $00.
~.j~='ic.:.~~., C,~~~:.illeran s~:ct:ionl·:tg., 1.-:)3 It\.iigC:'~.~StC.,l.lif.
p. 331.

CBj :-:~e.~.: c" Eo',~ll, D. Gu ,'4'U vc.Qee~, J. G., 1975/:Palt:~r:-o-
grap:l1c ~·licati~~s of the Hiocen~~n~s~"?nt\~,ccnfc~itYI
S~ta Cru.z !sl=~-;5t :-., ifc:cr"ia: Gc..,l. Soc. k:.o~iea :;1,!jc

Cc~dil1eI~..=1 S~-:::ic~Ht;j., 1.os ]·,ngcles, Culi!., p~ 3!;&.

(9) :ra.~~lc:="oJ •. C., .".'~~~'::,Jo .G•., and l!cz..~?~!:!l~gh: 1975, ~.5encnt
a:t5 C~;'~:,Jic \"Ol~::..::ic ~c;:g fr~~ of£~hol·,:': s;:~Ut.hl~J:'n C:l.li!o-j~~\n:
1~. A~~~:. ~~~Dl~'~ C~~lo~istsIJ,s.,PacificSccti0n~t9~1
~.ng Et·o;:c.etl·, C~i':., ? s.

'-0\ ~'t'·e"·:,,... -,.'''' -., .. ~~.•• - C ,· .•g·•.•"'r !f" -'\ •...•'f~".. .•~--
,_., "! ~.'J._., ,\J9 \:., A_.; •.••.v_I v •• , 1'H•• ,,0;" , ;1. """., u:.u.J~·:-_1 Js"J..4"'~'

ar:~ !-:C-:~~I G. 'r!., 19i5, Sz~fl()or l>e:lrc6';. ~:.ttc~~s £1:0:1 Pat.ton'
E::C::.::'f-.:-~-:;lt t.:) ~:': -:..:...L-~_1.~:1s~)~l! of scuth~:::i'C~l:tfo~:Ut\: At1 •

. As~o=. i?~t.:-c·le~ G;:-);'c;ista ~so, I't.'\ci!ic St!.:tion t~tg., l.¢21g
Z-t!;;,::-;, Cllif., ~. i.

(11) .. ...n, \",.,

~~=ic~.;~s.,C~r~i:le=~'
p. 3S3-33~.

~Tn~,'1975, G~~lo~i cf t~o San Pcdzo
~:m':~1~.r:lC;lliEo:::n.iu: Gcol. soc .•
section l~tg., r.,,,> rl.r:~clus, Calif.,
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facilities. aut this is the whole point of why I
explained the Mav elect10n. We had the control, but
we wanted to vote whether to have the oil or not.
It's too late. And this is why I want to noint out
right now in this present environmental statement
He are at the nosition wher-e 'de can say "nollto the
oil leases. But once yo~ have said yes to that, then
they blackmail us with the fact that they are ~oing.
to put in SO'J71C rof'inim~ nr-ocesses out in the sea.
Hhetht';r\'!e111-:eit or not , they already h:; v e all the
p~rmits for thnt. And they show~d us that that would
be detrimental and that there would not be the natural
ras -- could not be savQd that way. And so many people
were fooled and voted to have it in Flores Canyon.

The only seiection that weare ~oin~ to have
on a local basis is where to put, what Canyon are we
goin~ to ruin, what estuary are we ~oing to fill?
What portion are we goin~ to industrialize? I don't
say that that is a choice. It's too late;

And this is what I am not sure of, I was
disappointed in your remarks because I felt that you
didn't understand the Imnort ance of"this cur-r-enthear-inc;
to the citizens of Santa Barbara.

MR. STEWART: An lnterestin~ way of closin~
the hearings, I would 1ike to pass on a few words of

.... .__ J
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what procedurallY we can anticipate from drilling
beyond this point.

The verbatim transcript of these proceedinrrs,
the written materials which yoU. Rubmitted in support
of your presentations, along with the separate
\'lrj.ttencomments offered by Federal, State and local
governmental agencies and the public at large, on
the Draft Environmental Statement, and which will.continue to be received throu~h August 31, will
be assembled and will be careful;y reviewed.

All substantive issues havin~ perhaps
a different concept than some of you obviously have,
will be addressed. Such chan~es as appear to be
appropriate and reauired will be made. The manuscript
will be re-prepared before review by the Geolo~ical
Survey and by the Department of the Interior and
offered for filing a Final Environmental Statement
,~ith the Council on Environmental Quality and printed
and released to the public.

This is what we would an~icipate in the normal
course of followin~ the le~~l process, procedures,
and ~uidelines.

We recor,nize certainly that there are many
decisions to 'be made which are not within the orovince
of the Geological Survey to make independently. There

________________ ----1
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will be review and conclusions drawn within the Depart~
mente We would assume that at this point, that process
will be ,followed. The extent to which the document
will be rewritten will depend on BDsessment and a re-
evaluation of all the materials produced either in
writing or orally.

The volumet I am sure, will require a number of
months to assess and respond to. But in that time
frame, beyona that we don't really have any feel.
That's what we can plan and anticipate at ~his particular
time.

JUDGE IHCHELS: Thank you tlti"'. Stewart.
That then brin~s us to the end of our hearing

and I would just like to say for mynelf, and I think
I can speak for all the panel here; that we do
appreciate all of your comin~ and makin~ these comments,
and we want to thank you for the many courtesies
that the citizens of Santa Barbara and elsewhere
extended to us. So with that, the public hearin~
in this matter will be closed.

MR. SLAWSON: I would just like to say to
the people that maybe some of the oanel members here
do own oil or are stockholders. I personally do not.
And we.have tried to be as nice to you as we would like
you to have been to us. I just want to say that we will
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not take sides with anyone. And I thank you for
lisienin~ to my comments.

(HHEREUPOH, the meet Lnn was ad.1our-ned • )

--000--
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This is to certify that the attached
proceedin~s before the U.S. Geo1o~ica1 Survey in
the matter of:

DES 75-35
Santa Barbara, California

Au~ust 25, 26 and 27, 1975
\'Jereheld as herein appears, and that this 13 the
original transcript thereof for the file of the
Department.

R7Di D'ir--vP"ArrD::mJr
Official Repo~ter
(Volumes I, II, IV nnd V-a)

VALl5I):ON
Official Reoorter
(Volumes IIi and V-b)

~--_._---------------_._------------_._---------_ .._---
VALLEY RCPOHTERS
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OFFleE OF THE

COUNT~i COUl\JSEL
'R(~E P. K,\DING
'o cnty C<.)1I11Sc!'

5 E. Ana pa mu 51.
Barbara, Calif. 93101
ephone %6-1611

)BERT D. CURIEL

Chief Assistant

JAIJA D. SMITH

Assistant

S:\NTA D:\HB:\l\.\ COL1:\TY

September 25, 1975

D[I'L'TJES

Susan Trc scher
Marvin Levine
Don II. Vickers

Bruce \\'10. Dodds
William R. Allen .

C. William Altman
Melbourne B. \\'l'd·Jlt

Freedom of Information Act Officer
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Prpgram Development. and Budget.
United States Department of the Interior
¥ashington, D.C. 20240
Re: Freedom of Information Act Appeal--Letter enclosed

Request dated August 8, 1975
Response dated September 2, 1975
Letter dated September 25, 1975.Dear Sir:

This letter is written to formally object and appeal the failure
of the United States Geological Survey to make ?vailable certain
data. in Santa Barbara necessary for commenting as part of the
review process of Draft Environmental Impact Statement DES-75-35.
The enclosed correspondence sets forth the information requested
and the.response. Our letter dated September 25, 1975, requests
further clarification of the response.
We did not request the needed information under the Freedom of
Information Act but rather under NEPA. The U.S.G.S.unilaterally
treated our request under the Freedom of Information Act, and .
while we make this appeal, we do not admit that the Freedom of
Information Act is applica~le. At any rate we believe that the
requested information is not barred from public access under the
Freedom of Information,Act, the O.C.S.L~ Act and the regulations
or the lease. The data which we seek is not co:nmercial or finan-
cial and not necessarily information and data concerning wells.
In any event where the leases are unitized or the adjoining lease-
holders are the same parties, the information is not subject to
unfair competition which is the purpose of the exemption in the
Freedom of Information Act.
It is our position that the reSDonse of Mr. Johanson fails to
t'{::'cogri.~?C' a nd c!·.','21 '.;:5.i.::: ::.:C fact t.l:a.i: t.h i,s data is essential to a
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Freedo~ of Infonnation Act Officer
September 25, 1975
Page TI'10

revLew of the Draft EIR. '''hilethe U. S.G.S. decided erroneously
or simply neglected to review the proprietary data, the need to
review th3t data for an intelligent and informed analysis of the
environmental impacts is obvious as "JaS demonstrated by the past
experience with the blmvout on Platform "A" in the Channel. Also,
an intelligent decision on whether the risk of drilling in the
Channe I. is outwe i.ghe d by the need for the oil, can only be made
after review and analysis of the best available data as to the
amoun~ of oil to be produced and the risks involved. The data as
to the amount of oil to be produced is also essential to assess
onshore impacts caused by oil production activities.
We are not sure whether your office is the .proper office to decide
whether the data should be released as part of the'review process
of the Draft EIR and for that reason a copy of this letter is
being sent to the Director of the U.S.G.S.

Very truly yours,
COUNTY OF SANTA BARBA~~
GEORGE P. KADING, COUNTY COLmSEL
'CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
A. BARRY CAPPELLO, CITY ATTORNEY

By
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MARVIN LEVINE

Deputy Co~nty Counsel



UinTI-:O S'U\ iTS
D[::P:\:~TM[NT Or- TIH:: INTERIOR

G [OL.OG leAL SU ;:::VEY

345 Middl~fieJd Read
Menlo Park, CA 94025

October 3, 1975

Mr. X~rvin Levine
n;~p\lLy Coun t y Counsel
S;~!lt.'l B"',r~QraCounty
105 E. ,'''1;~~<;:::1lS't r e e t;
S~nta Barbara, CA 93101

Dear :·jr. Lov Lrie ;

Your letter of Scptcober 25, 1975 concerning the DL'2ft Environmental
StateITent (DES 75-35) Oil and Gas Devclop~ent in Santa Barbara
Channel raises a number of legal questions. Accordingly, the letter
has been referred to the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior
for response.

Sincerely )'~.

C2//:[jt-
Joel X. J0hnT1GOll
Assistant Director
vlestern Region

eel Solicitor, lrtlshinf;ton, D. C.
Attn: l.:trry l!oeGC (-":/c,,! inctm1nt:)

Director
Asst. Director, Environmental Coneervation
Field Solicitor, Riverside, CA (w/cy incoo!ng
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on·ICT (;1-" nn: ~"·~FT.\;ZY
\\,:\SllI:\(;Ju\', )'.C. :.'.,.:;i,i

D,-~(ll: }lr.. Tavi ne s

Thi~ rC&p0i~d.3to y~Jt~:>:"le:ttcr ()f S.:)~)::c;;-J~r25, 1975, u)lich (lP?~al!::d
rro~l Q lui.:ti.:!l (\:.!!1.1..,,:1 ()f inZo:'.'-ln~::i';,n yeu X'.~r:uc;.t(:d of the j\ssl Dt..:::l~t
Di1.~cctor, ~';~:.f;tr~~=n1l1.'visic·n - fJ. S. G,~ql{;<].i.(;;lJ. Su!:",,"cl'. ~I!·!.~lot-;.·.Cl."()f

(lClltt1.1 \j..J!j (-t '1\:C~t] ~021~:t(,1:-.::h.!:C2, 1~:-7!j.

11.1though your :tniti.31 !:e\';Ucst \l..-~g not trr2(~O under t:,o rrc~doj:lo~
In.for.;:;atio:1 ;~Gt, you ~12.l,";~'.?dycu i.." 1ctt,cJ: of SC~)t.c~;JX}r.25 2::'~«n i\Pi::,:":!al
under t.he l\ct, ::n~l \,0 have tn~<Jtcd i t 0.ccordiJ~01y. Eo do !!ot;-.;~) ..i.~.:lVC

tlnt tho N",'!:ion:ll 2n·,r:i.ron\:,~nt~1Folic}' i1Ct \:!i15.cii you ch:cd g:ri1rJt:~
ilCCCGS to in:[Q1:rJ13tion :-~L·.pcriorto tho brood general i,CCCSS providC'~.l
in t!lC Fn:c:C:C,:':'i of J.nfon::,:;.tion iI.ct.

Ou:.: c1ctm~i':".i.n:;.tion on ycur i'.ppo~l i::; tJ.'13t tJi'~ de nia L ,,';'\s· prope r and
shou ld be u:;hQld. 'i,;,~ ,~~p:(:e,·;5.th 1:11C.j\:l~(;;::i:nt of l~~. ,TC'~~"J)50n of t ha
Gcolc~icGl S\J:Cvcy Ui:lt i::::c;;-.pticillS (9) and (Ii) (5 0. S. C. 552b (4) ;:,;)0.
(9» are ~lp.,)l:i.c.:'b:;'l~.

L;\C:,:ption (9) pm.'T".its 'Vit1:.:!oldin-J of "<j(~olvgic:ll imd scol;:tysic3.1
i.n.fo::Tintion and <L:.t;1, i:~clutlir;s.l l-:-;~,?S,conco r...ning ve Ll.s ;:' !:r. ':;oh;,;r:::;o:l's
lctt~r to you of Scptc:rJ)(!r 2 cites the h~c:l;g~o\lnd of the c:;;ezrptio:1. nil
tJ1C ir..fol."'IT':ltion <1;;nic!d you cxcopc possibly t.ho cement; bond Loqs fi.ts
\Jithin t.hat; (;:~~r.;ption.

ExCi:iption (4) 0.1['.0 '::l?plics to the: infon'.1n.~io~1deni cd , ;;cyond the
ImY:JUngc of the t~ct, t.l1,~courts hcve pr-ovi dud a test for d~tcrr;~in:;_ngif
inforr;-.~t1.0'1 f?lI~ \~it~11.~1t11e c-~:c:::-.pticn: tl~Q inf'o!"f.::)"tion r:-\.1!3t 11e
(1) not or(iin"lrily d.is~los0Cl to t:1'3 Fublic by the C17:;gin3.tor end (2) if
d.isc Loacd b1 the C-<>V02."'li.:;:cnt, such d.iac Lc.suz c Hill cit.2;c.': (2.) inhibit
the Go\rerrr..cnt; Iz f'.~cure ebi1.ity to col lee i: s5.si 1ar i ni"or:·tl."ltion ','::
(ll) r'cndor suhst:Jn~:L:l c07p~ti th'e hczrn to the origin::,t0l: of t;1e ;"nfor~
l~"'tl'on l, •...I~r ~·'):l····"·"·'" outLi.'''''1· t:' 0 yo" ',-·-I,.~.;T1~O"--I·\t'J· on vas (i;"""': ";,•.,.1.'(.\ • _~..... • • ~""', -A ••.• )._~.. ....4 ";_ .,'-='\. w, .''":" ..•......LL .J..j •••.•• _ • ,,:,"'~ iw'~ ••r. .• .A.~.,",,""

J:;~' tl~c G0:')l~.:-gic.~l ~~~~:':""'1(~:'r\;ith t:h:~ und·::l)."st,nding t.hat. it: ''':':;'.')not: to Do
rcle:~s·~d, tlwt it \}~~Spl:oc1uc()u 0/ tl~c lc)sz.;:~c~ ct cc;-,:;h~2rehl0 CXPC;113(\

and thut di~clo~1.!r,::'sv.oul d r cnder slgnifi.c;)ntco::;p-~·t.itiv<! hnn:l ',;() tho
.operators fl.-Ci:l ""ho~ th~ info::l:.;:>.t.icn \'1,'15 obt.;:i ncd , ;:0 bc11Qve t:~"l::'lt.
S-ivcn theGQ ccc cs , ::::-.;(;.:,ption (,j) i~ clc,1r.l.Y<1pplici:lbl~ t{"~ the
i~fon1~ticnGcniej in thio CuS~.
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'~'hb iz. .:l ·fina,l lbcic'ion hy t.he D.ipxcb~i~nl:of 'thf~ .IntcrioJ: on }'c;ur
r·r."!o uent; ~~11"'Jl"~ :I •••• t:~-,"':.nnc1~~~l''*-!Jco -t·',~ ~~l"·"rit'"''''~'; - . o~': -rn·,;=o~~t:·· i\ t'""~~'''''_'''. .•.••• _ e.c.,.n ,.r.... ," '"' •.• . l 1.·_ 1: ••. __ '-'..1-:'1 ,.. _,'_ _ ••• _ l.C:l , C

rcquho th:ltI ihform you' th;:;t::/ou have t\ ··dgh.t to ob~~in juclicL,l·
rcvic"'l in the unitod 5t~tc:1Di!3trict C;ou·:t . i:"~rthc ))i~~tric'i: Ln \:;licn
~:ho\·;j.t.h':.wld ::cco;;.us~rc Ibc~tcd, or \::1"i.(:hy~:)Urcsic1e ox have youz
!}1:i.n~ir·ii pLica of ~1J3incss, ozd n th'3 bni ted St:.lb~sDistrict Court
for th~ Di::.tr.ict bXCc·lm;-hin. .

t;'}l-,.... J.~r.' -'1" "',-.' <>;' ...•1 s: •....•• '- ,~.1_:"'i~·~·': ··- ...• 'D..:~·<'t;, C ·t~:•• • ..,;tI- ,- O..•...L~cJ. t_~ r( =,l-:' ••..'In J .•.• a J..'.,I_ \.-n_." <..l ...•.1.,.; ..J .• vn i't .•. _ ~~~_.J.7 •.."n • ~_ i~nc:~,
7u.;si!J·.:.~~.ltS(;C~ct~:::.y of th;:) Int:orior, .-1nd J).-;;.vid Lin<3.grcn, Dc,!?uty
Solic,i.tor of the D;~p.:;rtr.:.cl~t. .

'Sincerely,

noys'ton C.iiug!)cS
rwsistz'.nt eCCl:'ct:.1ty - Prcx>r~

:DOv~lop;;;ont: 1md' Dudg~t

Hr. ·z.:nl"Vin r.ev.ine·
Dopaty CCW1ty Coul1nel
COunty of S::.nta ~~l.·b~ra
lOr: t:'?<"'t "11"p"-r"u S•...•."',.·.•..,;.> _ •.• _ h :~_ ~ ~t l-.•.••..•_'-

Santa ~~rbara,Cnlifornia 93~Ol
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CITY OF TEIIACHAPI
KERN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

129 EAST F STREET • P. O. BIN 668

ALTITUDE 4,000 FEET INCORPORATED 1909

REGULAR MEETING FIRST AND THIRD MONDAY OF EACH MONTH

TEHACHAPI, CALIF. 93561
LAWRENCE M. COOK

CITY ADMINISTRATOR August 28, 1975

Director, U.S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center, Reston Va. 22092
Gentlemen:

The City of Tehachapi is very much concerned and has
an interest in the progress of developing Oil and Gas production
in the Santa Barbara Channel off the shore of California.

Enclosed is a copy of a "brief" filed with the California
Public Utilities Commission by the Tehachapi Cummings County
Water District outlining the importance and need of a firm
supply of natural gas to bring much needed water to our area.

During the hearings conducted by the Public Utilities
Commission it became quite clear that the Southern California
area will experience a shortage of natural gas within a very
short time.

The impact on this area if a sufficient supply of natural
gas is not made available will be extremely harsh on all aspects
of the community.

We therefore urge that production of gas and oil from the
Santa Barbara Channel proceed as rapidly as possible.

The Oil Industry and the governmental regulatory agencies
have had 25 years of experience on off shore oil drilling. This
has given them sufficient knowledge of the potential problems
that can arise and has produced the necessary technology to
deal with those problems.

It was never the intent of the Environmental Impact Report
procedures to stop developments but rather to assure that
possible problems be identified and mitigating actions be pro-
vided for.

It is unfortunate that various groups have distorted the
purpose of the EIR procedures to stop or delay essential projects
in order to further their own special interests at the expense
of the rest of the citizens.

IX-225
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Director, U.S. Geological Survey
August 28, 1975
Page 2.

We feel that sufficient data has been provided to justify
proceeding with the off shore development of gas and oil pro-
duction and we respectfully request that it be done without
further delay.

Sincerely,

JJ~/~~#/t1d
~CE M. COOK
City Administrator

LMC:lib
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1 BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

21
3 Investigation on the Commission's

Own Motion into the Natural Gas
4 Supply and Requirements of Gas

Public Utilities in the State
5 of California, et a1.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 9642 et a1.

6

7

8

9

10 A. Introduction.

BRIEF ON BEHALF OF
TEHACHAPI-CUMMINGS

COUNTY WATER DISTRICT

IX-221

11 The purpose of this brief is to summarize the position

12 of Tehachapi-Cummings County Water District ("the District"

13 hereinafter in this brief) with respect to the above-referenced

14 proceeding. That position is set forth more fully in Exhibits

15 Nos. 201 and 231 introduced in this pro~eedingo Those exhibits

16
1

constituted a statement by the attorneys for the District

17
1

(Ex!libit 201) and Prepared Supplemental Testimony by Robert J.

18 Jasper, General Manager of the District (Exhibit 231).

19 B. The District's Use of Natural Gas and the Priority Which

20 Should Be Afforded Ito

21 The District utilizes natural gas in order to operate
I

22 " its water importation system ("the system" hereinafter). The

23 i system was constructed at a total capital cost of approximately
I

24 I $9,500,000.00 for the purpose of bringing water from the Ca1i-
I

25 fornia Aqueduct near the Edmondson Pumping Plant into the District.

26 The system consists of some thirty-four miles of pipeline with

27 the water in question being lifted some thirty-four hundred feet

28 in elevation through the use of several pumping plants which
Till E. WHELAIl. JI .• INC.
nOftNEYa AT LAW

eta B. PAINTER AYE.

8T O,.,..CE BOX .'5. I
WHITTI~II.

CAUP'ORNIA 80.07

LI[~HONE 94!1.37!111 I



5

6

7

utilize natural gas as a source of energy.
It should be noted that the District requires and

contracted with Southern California Gas Company for a firm supply
of natural gas in order to operate the system. This is in part
due to the fact that the District's peaking rights off the state
aqueduct are limited to eleven percent of its entitlement in any
one month, both under the District's agricultural contract and it

8 municipal contract. Accordingly, substantial reservoir capacity
9 has been constructed as a part of the system. The reservoir must

10 be rilled during the off-irrigation season and then slowly emptie
11 during that season as demand exceeds the amount of water which
12 may be imported into the District during any particular month.
13 Thus, the system must be operated almost continually, necessitati
14 a firm supply of energy for that operation.
15 I As is indicated in Exhibits 201 and 231, the water
16 imported by the District through the use of the system is utilize
17 for both domestic and agricultural purposes. If adequate water i
18 not delivered to the area of the District, agricultural crops,
19 including permanent orchards, will suffer and there would be a
20 shortage of water for domestic use. Thus, the placement of
21 ! residential users of natural gas in Priority I without similarly

placing the District's use of such gas in that priority could
well result in persons in the area having a supply of natural gas
to their homes but not having a supply of water thereto.

The District realizes that the Commission's staff has
recommended a Priority 2a classification for the use referred to

27 herein. However, in order to protect the substantial investment

28
1

IAlTIII E. WHEW, JI., IIIC.I
ATTORNEY. AT LAW

781. a. PAINTEII AVE.
POaT OFFiCE BOX.,5.

WHITTIEII.
CALlFOIINIA 80807

nU:I'HONE lil4lS.3711&

of public funds in the above described water importation system
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5

6

and in order to protect agricultural and domestic uses of water
in the area of the District, it is respectfully urged that this
Commission classify the District's use of natural gas in its
water importation system as a Priority 1 use. If such Priority
1 classification is not granted, it is submitted that the particu-
lar use in question should be in a separate priority following

IX-229

7 PriQrity 1, but prior to any other type of classification. The
8 particular classification suggested herein is as follows:
9 "All usage by governmental entities for the purpose

10 of delivering imported water to water users."
11 As is indicated in Exhibit 231 to these proceedings,
121 very few entities in additioIlto the District are so utilizing
13 natural gas at the present time.
14 C. Lack of Practicable Alternative Sources of Energy for the
15 System.
16 The Commission should al~o be aware that the District
17 has no practicable alternative source of energy which may be
18 util~zed to operate the system. This is so because of the increase
19 costs inherent in operating the system on a source of energy
20 other than natural gas and on the costs of converting the system
21 so that another type of energy may be utilized. In particular

•22 regard to conversion to another type of energy, all other types
23 of energy with the exception of electricity would require the
24 District to construct storage facilities in the vicinity of the
25 pumping plants in question. This would require construction in
26 inaccessible areas and would present delivery problems to the
27 i·supplying entity. In addition, the construction of such storage
28 I facilities would create substantial fire hazards in the vicinity

ITIM E. WHELIII, JI., Ille.
AnOIlNIEY. AT LAW
N'. a. .-AINTER AYE.

oaT O,.,.ICE BOX 411.e

WHlnllElI.
CAL.,O"NIA .0.07

:U~HONE.411·:1756



1 of the District's pumping plants.

2 The District has no moneys available for conversion

3 costs, which would be substantial, and could only be raised by

4 oQtaining a favorable vote on a further bond issue. Any

5 alternative fuel, including capital costs of conversion, would

6 price agricultural water out of the market--the District's present

7 charge for agricultural water is $60 per acre foot at its

8 pipeline~ and $114 per acre foot for other uses. (See Exhibit

9 23, page 3).

10 If the District's use of natural gas is left in

11 Classification 2a, it is requested that the Commission now

12 determine that the District has no economic or practicable source

13 of energy with which to operate its system.

14
15 Dated:

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24 i
25

26
27

28
IIAITIN E. WHELAN, II., INC.

AnORNEYSATLAW
7818 S. PAINTER AVE.

pg_T OP',.ICE BOX .11'.
WHlnIE".

CALlJrOIlNI" eOR7
nU:~HONE 845·37511

MARTIN E. WHELAN, JR., INC.
MARTIN E. WHELAN, JR.
JAMES L. MARKMAN
Attorneys for TEHACHAPI-CUMMINGS t
CO~]jY WItA\TE~Icn/ -iJ Il/!
By (~ lLAJ lJ_j/

Ma~ ~ Whelan, Jr. i
1
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Air Transport Association (ata) OF AMERICA

1709 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
Phone (202) 872-4000

August 13, 1975

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Cente r
Reston, Virginia 22092

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
Potential Oil and Gas Development, Santa
Barbara Channel OCS, Off California

Dear Sir:

On behalf of the Air Transport Association of America, an
unincorporated association of the nation's certificated air carriers,
I wish to express our support for the Survey's proposed considera-
tion of oil and gas development in the Santa Barbara Channel.

The Air Transport Association, whose members constitute
the major consume rs of aviation fueI, is Vitally interested in achiev-
ing the proper balance between the commendable objective of environ-
mental protection and the nation's pressing demand for augmented
petroleum supplies during this time of domestic energy shortfall and
economic recession.

We wholeheartedly concur with the Western Oil and Gas
Association that there is a critical need to develop new energy
sources in the United States. Without the development of poten-
tial domestic energy sources subject to appropriate environmental
controls, the nation must become increasingly dependent upon costly,
uncertain supplies of imported crude oil which, as evidenced by the
1973oil embargo, will inevitably expose us to severe economic re-
percussions and dislocations.

Like the Western Oil and Gas Association, we believe that
the composition of economic activity cannot be expected to change
rapidly and that ongoing energy price and supply dislocations are



Director
U. S. Geological Survey
August 13, 1975
Page 2

closely tied to the recent economic slide into recession. Indeed,
until adequate energy supplies again become available at reason-
able costs commensurate with increased commercial activity, full
employment and sustained economic growth cannot be achieved.

Accordingly, the Air Transport Association believes that
the Survey should seriously consider the potential for oil and gas
development in the Santa Barbara Channel. While we are not ex-
pert in this area, it would appear that such exploration and devel-
opment can occur without undue environmental harm.

In short, the proposed exploration and development could
constitute a useful first step toward achieving domestic ene rgy
self-sufficiency and long-run economic recovery and growth at
minimal environmental risk to. affected Southern California areas.

JEL/mh
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THE BEKINS COMPANY
1335 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET. TELEPHONE 749-91'1. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90015

Since 7897

DANIEL P. BRYANT

HONORARY CHAI RMAN

Director
U. S. Geological
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia
Dear Sir:

Survey

22092

August 1, 1975

I am a person who has the highest regard for those who
would do everything possible to preserve the beautiful and
valuable parts of our country through ecological conserva-
tion.
But, I am also a man who is somewhat worried about the lack
of overall energy planning and the long delays which have

'accompanied the development of domestic sources of energy.
What I am leading up to is the fact that I want my opinion
recorded in the file of the Santa Barbara Channel hearings
on August 25-27. Some years ago that channel was the scene
of an oil spill -- a most unfortunate incident, but one
which does not seem likely to recur. Even if it did, I am
reliably informed that the oil industry has greatly increased
its capability in containing floating oil, with the result
that little or no damage would be done to the shoreline
of the channel.
It is my opinion that the Alaska pipeline should have been
approved four years earlier than it was; and if it had been,
we would have something like two million barrels a day
available to the country, which we do not have now and which
we will not have for some time to come. The Santa Barbara>
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THE BEKINS COMPANY
IUS SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET. TELEPHONE 7491111 • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90015

Since 1891

DANIEL P. BRYANT

HONORARY CHAI RMAN

Channel situation is somewhat different because oil
would be available very promptly, as basic exploration
and development have been completed. I have heard that
one of the arguments against opening up the channel is
that the oil would not be available until the late 70's
and, as I indicated above, this is not true. But if it
were, we are going to need that oi1--and gas, too--in
the late 70's and in the.1980's, so I regard the argument
as specious. I say that even though we get full production
from Alaska and Elk Hills.
Before we all feel the pinch of real shortages--and natural
gas is going to be in short supply in Southern California
withIn the next two years if new supplies are not made
avai1ab1e--I want to go on record as being in favor of
opening the Santa Barbara Channel to further development,
including the offering of more leases in that area.

DPB:pb

..r,"·
. "\.

" ,.:;. ~
..•.I~;.••.~
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Bnai Bi!t~,MN~~senge·r
2510 WEST 7th STREET / LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90057 / DUnkirk 0-5000

July 31, 1975

JOSEPH JONAH CUMMINS

EdItor and Publisher

TELETYPE LA482

Cable Address:

"BEBEEM"

Hearings - Santa Barbara Channel
AUgust 25-27, 1975

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
Mail stop 108
National Center
Reston, VA 22092

Dear Sir:

I urge you to open up the Santa Barbara Channel.
People are saying that there can be further delay in developing the
Outer Continental Shelf, inclUding the Santa Barbara Channel. The nation
needs the oil and gas available from that channel. It needs it now and
it will need it in the late 170s and through the 1980s. This will be
true even though we get full production from Alaska and possibly Elk
Hills.

It is my understanding only four spills of consequence have occurred on
the outer Continental Shelf during the drilling of somewhere between
17,000 and 19,000 wells. We know about the Santa Barbara spill. It was
a terrible thing to happen, but the oil industry is providing clean-up
capability~ and if such an accident were to happen again, there is little
chance oil would reach the beaches under any circumstances.
Please record my opinion as being strongly in favor of increased explora-
tion and production in the Santa Barbara Channel.

Very truly yours,
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I~F.P. LATHROP
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
SUITE 1100 • WATERGATE TOWER· 1900 POWEll STREET
EMERYVillE. CALIFORNIA94608 • 415/548-9200 • l1C.133719

July 8, 1975

Director
USGS NATIONAL CENTER
MS 108
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

It is my understanding that hearings will be conducted in California regarding the question
of whether the Federal Government will allow drilling for oil and gas off the coast of
California. I am unable to attend these hearings to testify and I am therefore writing to
you to convey my thoughts.

I would like to identify myself as a successful businessman. I own and operate a construc-
tion company that builds approximately $50,000,000 worth of projects a year. In addition
to that, I am an owner of real estate such as apartment houses, industrial buildings, and
highrise office buildings in the multi-million dollar bracket. In other words, this is not a
letter from a crank, but a letter from an intelligent citizen and businessman that is concerned
about the energy requirements of this country.

I think that it is imperative that the Federal Government take every step possible to promote
the drilling for gas and oil wherever it is possible to find it. This means to me, allowing the
oil companies to drill for gas and oil off the coast of California. It also means that these
companies should be allowed to do this as soon as possible. Furthermore, any increase in
royalties that the oil companies have to pay would be a deterrent rather than a help. It means
that the private industry, the oil companies, should be the ones to do this; certainly not the
Federal Government. I believe it is imperative to the welfare of this country that every source
of energy be developed as rapidly as possible and that the Federal Government should help and
promote this, rather than hinder it. The most immediate source of energy available is gas and
oil and this source of energy must supply our energy needs until nuclear or thermal sources can
be developed. I therefore strongly urge that the oil companies be allowed to drill off the
California shore and that the Federal Government take all steps possible to promote and help
the oil companies proceed as rapidly as possible.

Very truly yours,

·/·Z12f~7b··
FPL:sds './
cc: Congressman John Murphy, Chairman
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J. RAY McDERMOTT & CO., INC.0ENGINEERS AND GENERAL CONTRACTORS

3505 BROADWAY P. O. BOX 24064, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94623 (415) 549-2400

August 29, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
National Center (MS108)Reston, VA. 22092
Dear Sir:
We are submitting the following written comments
relative to DES 75-35.

ELG/vhb
Enc:
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

HEARING ON PROPOSED OFFSHORE LEASE SALE
BEVERLY HILLS; CALIF.

FEBRUARY 6, 1975

Members of the Panel, J. Ray McDermott & Co., is a marine
engineering and contracting company specializing in the design,
fabrication and erection of offshore drilling and production
platforms, loading facilities, and submarine pipelines for the
marine petroleum industry. We are a U. S. corporation with
principal offices in New Orleans, Louisiana, and we operate
worldwide through subsidiary corporations in all areas where
there are marine or offshore oil operations.

The purpose of my presentation is to describe the offshore
platform and installed facilities from an engineering, construc-
tion and safety standpoint.

The basic function of an offshore platform is to provide a
stable working area from which drilling and production operations
can be carried out above the zone of maximum wave action. The
platforms for use offshore California will be conventional steel
template-type platforms. This type of construction is like the
thousands of similar platforms located in marine oil fields
throughout the world, and several hundred of these are larger
and more complex than would be required for California operations.

" I
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Platforms have been used by· the marine oil industry for·
almost thirty years, the first ones in shallow water in the Gulf
of Mexico in the late 1940's. Techn?logy of design and construc-
tion has advanced in these almost thirty years at about the
same rate of speed as has engineering knowledge and expertise.
Scientists and engineers in this span of time have hurtled along
from the complex theory of relativity to nuclear reactors manu-
facturing commercial e1ectricitY'e and are well along in the
exploration of space. Designers and builders of platforms have' gone
from wood platforms in 8 to 10 feet of water to steel and concrete
platforms in 450 feet of water. Steel platforms are the more
conventional of the two types.

Currently being constructed in California is a platform
for 850 feet of water. Such a platform might be expected to be
about 175 feet wide by 230 feet long where the base. sits upon the
ocean floor and is held to the ocean bottom by steel piles

.driven 300 or more feet into the ocean floor. Height can be ex-
pected to approximate 945 feet with the top of the drilling
deck approximately 95 feet above the ocean surface. With this
drilling deck being more or less 85 feet wide by 170 feet long,
or about 15,000 square feet in area, an850 foot water depth
platform would be expected to weigh about 20,000 tons. It would
be built of steel and fabricated by a California Industry,
employing on it, and others like it in lesser or greater water
depth, some 1500 workers, 90% of whom would be skilled and highly
paid, together with their families which these wages would support
and the service workers required to attend them.

,-, r •
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In outline on the horizon these platforms would look like
the 15 or so platforms already in California waters and would be
no more offending in an esthetic way than a modern rectangular
95 story building, which in size it would approximate. We must
remember that 10 stories are visible and 85 are below water.

These platforms are being, and will continue to be designed
to meet earthquake severities of 8.2 Richter on epicenter and
maximum storm wave heights, current velocities and wind velocities
that could be expected only one time at the particular location
in a 100 year period. These criteria are established in the Santa
Ynez Environmental Impact Statement and need not be reiterated
here. The design encompasses all these forces from· nature while
supporting the normal operating loads from drilling and produc-
tion operations and the weight of all equipment and supplies
stored on the platform. The summation of this is that platforms
offshore will be just as safe or safer than the modern 1975 vintage
bUildings you see in any typical downtown California city.

Offshore platforms are designed in accordance with the most
rigorous criteria, established by the American Petroleum Institute,
and their construction and erection meet rigid, frequent and con-
stant Federal inspections both during the period of design and
construction and for the years after erection. At sea a platform
is used as a tool for the extraction of energy.

Also during fabrication, .facilities for pollution elimination
include curbs, gutters, drains and special drip pans used to
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contain and collect all contaminants. The fluids collected are
directed into a collection tank which will automatically maintain
the oil at a level sufficient to prevent discharge of oil into the
sea. Produced waste water is discharged to the sea after treat-
ment which reduces the oil content to meet regulatory requirements.
Sample stations are installed in these disposal systems so that
the effluent can be checked. Specially approved sewage disposal
treatment plants are installed and are used in all cases where
effluent is discharged to the sea. All discharges from these plat-
forms meet completely the NPDES discharging standards and are
monitored for acceptable quality.

After drilling is completed, the drilling rig is removed and
production equipment is activated. Generally this equipment was
placed on a lower deck of the platform during fabrication but was
not used during drilling. McDermott designs and builds these
production systems, does the piping, wiring and instrumentation,
the systems analysis, the testing, start-up and run-in -- in short
a total responsibility turn-key function. For safety and pollution
elimination the minimum safety devices and procedures used in the
process systems of offshore platforms are based on American
Petroleum Institute standard l4C in compliance with the United States
Department of the Interior "OCS Orders 1 through 12 Governing Oil,
Gas and Sulphur Leases in the Outer Continental Shelf Gulf of
Mexico or Applicable OCS Areas."

Where possible, production safety devices are tested on a
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periodic basis under actual conditions. Devices which cannot be
tested under actual conditions are removed and inspected on a
periodic basis. All testing results are reported to the USGS in
compliance with OCS Order 8.

Infinite care and sound engineering considerations go into
these systems. The basis of this design starts with the arrange-
ment of equipment on each platform. This arrangement is given
particular attention to insure safe, pollution-free, ·efficient
production of oil and gas. Basic guidelines for arranging equip-
ment on offshore structures are available, such as the American
Petroleum Institute RP 2G, "Recommended Practice for Production
Facilities on Offshore Structures." As far as possible, produc-
tion equipment is arranged in areas which are in turn protected
from each other.

The design and construction of offshore platforms is an ever
expanding field in which new proven techniques are constantly
being developed and employed. Like all companies whose operations
are a part of the energy business, the engineers employed by J.
Ray McDermott & Co., are completely aware of and conversant with
the problems of maintaining an acceptable undisturbed environment.
This Company knows that a viable environment can exist while
the devlopment of energy sources accelerates, as it must. By our
corporate analysis if domestic energy development does not ac-
celerate either the nights may get longer and colder and darker or
the ~balance of payments will bankrupt all of us.

Thank you.

E. L. Geralds
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•gLeRoy w. Jeffries and Associates, Inc. 3540 Wilshire Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90010

(213) 388-9638

LeRoy W. Jeffries
President

August 22, 1975

I, LeRoy W. Jeffries, a marketing and public relations
consultant, who works principally in the interest of
Black people in Los Angeles, as well as in other cities
throughout the nation, wish to testify in favor of
Santa Barbara OCS development for the following
reasons:

Recently in a conversation with John Mack,
Executive Director of the Los Angeles Urban
League, he informed me that since Blacks and
other minorities in the Inner City are usually
the last hired and the first fired, the impact
on this group resulting from the energy crisis
has affected them disproportionately on recent
lay offs 25 to 30 percent.

Blacks and other minorities in the Inner City
are more disadvantaged by the energy crisis
by having to travel greater di~tances to their
places of employment, which in most cases have
moved from the city to surrounding suburban
areas. Therefore, the higher cost of oil and
gasoline makes it extremely difficult for these
citizens to reach their places of employment.
Of these Inner City minority workers, more than
75 percent are in the lower occupational
categories.

The National Urban League's Research Department
just released its quarterly economic report on
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August 22, 1975
Page Two

the Black Worker, which presents a devastating
picture of the Black economic Depression. It
estimates true Black unemployment, including
those out of work, those working part-time
when they want full-time work, and those who
have given up trying to find jobs, at about
25 percent, or one out of every four Black
workers. For Black teenagers, the official
rate is 40 percent. In some urban areas, almost
half the people are without full-time jobs.

This is one of the basic reasons why I believe
that oil and gas development in the Santa Barbara
Channel outer continental shelf will stimulate
employment and stabilize the price of oil and
gasoline for the Inner City residents.

In checking with officials of the minority-owned
Bank of Finance in Los Angeles, which has a
branch office on the periphery of Watts, I have
been told by the President that because of the
economic climate which has been agitated by the
energy crisis, that there is a faster clearing
of checks by Inner City depositors, and that
real estate loan foreclosures are significantly
high. He also noted that there is a net reduction
in the bank's savings accounts as well as a high
level of increase of delinquency notes on consumer
loans.

My Los Angeles friends who deal with many Black
Inner City policyholders in the insurance industry,
tell me that recently purchased policies by these
minorities are lapsing much faster because of
the energy crisis.

The Black Economic Research Center, New York City,
in a paper titled, liTheImpact of the Current

Testimony of LeRoy W. Jeffries
Re: Santa Barbara OCS Development
Director, U. S. Geological Survey, National Center
Reston, Virginia
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Page Three

Economic Crisis on Black owned Business," dated
January, 1975, states the following on the
failure rate of Black business between 1972
and 1975, and I quote ••• "Our own survey
indicates a rather dismal picture for Black
firms. During 1972-75, the death rate was more
than 13 percent per year, for a total of 40.2
percent over the three year period. Hardest hit
were firms in the contract construction industry
and wholesale trade, each with a 50 percent
failure over the three year period. Miscellaneous
business services (primarily architectural and
accounting) were not far behind with a 46.7
percent failure rate. Retail, manufacturing and
transportation firms showed failure rates of
38.2 percent, 35.6. percent and 35.1 percent
respectively."

The tables in the study further show the Black
owned business failure rate by selected states:

Georgia
Texas
Illinois
California

71.4 percent
36.4 percent
41. 2 percent
46.5 percent

In summation, it seems to me that the abnormal conditions
brought on by a negative economic climate, agitated by
the energy crisis, that one of the practical ways of
alleviating this situation would be to allow oil and
gas development in the Santa Barbara channel OCS. I
believe that if action is taken in this direction that
the price of oil and gasoline would become stabilized
and that employment in the Inner City would be stimulated.

Testimony of LeRoy W. Jeffries
Re: Santa Barbara OCS Development
Director, u. S. Geological Survey, National Center
Reston, Virginia
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WASHINGTON (lPl-Gov. Dan
Walker of Illinois said Monday that
lenders increasingly are refusing to
make mortgage loans to would-be
home buyers in declining neighbor-
;hoods in cities.

Walker and witnesses from several
cities appeared before the Senate
Banking Committee to support a bill
by Chairman William Proxmire (D-
Wis.) which would require banks and
savings institutions to disclose their
geographical lending patterns.

Proxmire said he hoped the 'bill, if
it became law, would encourage sav-
ers to put their money in institutions
which kept some of the funds in their
own neighborhoods.

Walker said that Chicago residents
often have found they cannot get
savings institutions' to lend them
money to buy or improve homes
within the city.

"Unless we ensure a free and con-
stant flew of funds into the neighbor-
hoods of our great urban centers, we
can write off those areas," the gover-
nor said.

•'Our cities are a composition 'of"
smaller communities. They preserve'
the cultural heritage of our people,"
he said..

"If these component parts arc .al-
lowed to deteriorate because of in-
adequate mortgage money, the cities
as a whole are sure to crumble."

Paul Buckwalter of Cincinnati,
Ohio, told tho panel a housing coali-
tion there had found that local lend-
ing institutions were failing to make
loans in black and racially transition-
al neighborhoods.

Mrs. Fran Matarrcsc of Oakland.
Calil., said there arc more than 1,000
houses vacant in the g:lst Oaklnnd
section of her city be-cause of the rc-
fusal of lenders to make horne loans
in what they regard as a high risk
.area.
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KAISER
STEEL

ri \."., 'I,i :\.'\1
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September 2, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, VA 22092

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Potential Oil and Gas
Development, Santa Barbara Channel

Dear Sir:

Kaiser Steel Corporation had hoped to be included among those
in support of oil and gas drilling leases in the Santa Barbara Channel.

I understand that the deadline for written comments before the
U. S. Geological Survey was September 1. Delays caused by the ab-
sence of key individuals and the holiday weekend just passed caused
us to mis s that deadline. However, I am enclosing our written com-
ment in the hope that it can still be included.

My apologies for the late submission. We will appreciate what-
ever consideration can be given our request.

Sincerely,

/

Jame sA. Maggetti
Vice President and General Manager
Metal Products & Fabricating

Enclosure

.",,";' .

. .".' -", .
SlIt:' .,' ' '~

, :/)'
..I
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STATEMENT OF JAMES A. MAGGETTI
VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER, METAL PRODUCTS & FABRICATING

KAISER STEEL CORPORATION

TO THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

SEPT EMBER 2, 1975

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this written comment on my com-

pany's views on oil and gas drilling in the Santa Barbara Channel.

Kaiser Steel strongly favors the development of oil and gas leases in the

Santa Barbara Channel.

We believe that with careful attention to the requirements of good environ-

mental quality control, the accelerated development of our domestic oil and gas

reserves is in the national interest and will mean employment for thousands of

persons in California.

Kaiser Steel is the largest integrated steel producer in the West. In ad-

dition to other facilities, it operates a major steel plant at Fontana, California,

45 miles east of Los Angeles. The plant produces steel from western raw ma-

terials, which is sold principally to western manufacturers. Kaiser Steel itself

manufactures steel products such as automotive parts, steel drums and tubing.

The company also fabricates and erects structural steel to form buildings and

bridges, as well as offshore drilling platforms and other structures.

The Kaiser steel plant has an annual payroll of approximately $115 million.

In terms of Kaiser Steel's overall annual impact on the Southern California economy,

the steelmaking facilities at Fontana can be described as the basic employment,

income and expenditure foundation of a $600 million industry. And hundreds of
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western manufacturers representing billions of dollars in payrolls and investment

depend upon the steel manufacturing operation as their primary source of steel.

As part of the fabric of California! s economy, Kaiser Steel is in favor of

proceeding with the development of the Santa Barbara Channel oil and gas lease s

because of the beneficial effect the development of these reserves will have on the

state's employment picture and its energy supplies.

We also see the reopening of offshore drilling as a much-needed boost to

the western steel market, which, like the steel industry as a whole, is substan-

tially down from the past several years. Each exploratory drilling rig or drilling

platform requires several thousand tons of fabricated steel. Kaiser Steel sees

these platforms in terms of potential jobs at its steelmaking, fabricating and

erecting facilities in California.

The demand for both new jobs and for the raw materials from which energy

is derived exceeds supply. Therefore, Kaiser Steel believes the proposed leas-

ing of Santa Barbara Channel drilling sites under strict environmental guidelines

will strengthen not only the western energy supply, but the western employment

situation as well.

#
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19200 SOUTH REYES AVENUE· COMPTON, CALIFORNIA 90221 • (213) 537-4212

Augu.6:t 20, 1975

VDr. e c.:t 0 It
u.s. Geologic.al Sultvey
Mail S:top 108
Na:tional Cen:telt
Re.6:ton, Viltginia 22092

Gen:tlemen:

I :take :thi.6 oppolt:tuni:ty :to :thank :the Uni:ted S:ta:te.6Geologic.al
Sultvey n0lt allowing me :to explte.6.6 my view.6 in wlt~:t~ng on :the
v~:tal i.6.6ue 06 :the San:ta Baltbalta Channel nedeltal wa:telt.6.

I am making my wlti:t:ten plte.6en:ta:t~on a.6 a Plte.6~den:t On a .6mall
bU.6ine.6.6, a bU.6ine.6.6ma~ and a.6 a c.onc.eltned c.i:tizen abou:t :the
.6ubjec.:tma:t:teltOn :the healt~ng on Augu.6:t 25 :thltough 27, 1975.
I am Plte.6~den:t On Modeltn Pla.6:t~c.Co. in Comp:ton, Calinoltn~a.
We alte c.U.6:tominjec.:tion moldelt.6 On :theltmo pla.6:tic.ma:telt~al.6.
We alte 100 peltc.en:t dependen:t on o~l and na:tultal ga.6. All
:theltmo pla.6:t~c.~.6 made nltOm c.ltude oil, na:tultal ga.6, olt c.ltude
o~l and na:tultal ga.6. The :to:tal pla.6~c. indu.6:tlty u.6e.6 le.6.6
:than 1.5 peltc.en:t on :the u.s. pe:tltoleum and na:tultal ga.6 pltod-
uc.:tion. Theltmo pla.6:t~c.ma:teltial i.6 u.6ed in many indu.6:tltie.6
and ~.6 v~:tal ~n :the med~c.al, phaltmac.eu:t~c.al, and heal:th c.alte
n~eld.6 •
OUIt bU.6~ne.6.6 i.6 .6mall; abou:t $4 m~ll~on in .6ale.6 and we had,
plt~OIt :to :the eneltgy c.1t~.6i.6,175 employee.6. I do no:t believe
OUIt bU.6~ne.6.6 c.an .6ultvive ano:thelt eneltgy c.1ti.6~.6. The la.6:t
c.lti.6i.6n0ltc.ed oult bU.6ine.6.6 :to lO.6e appltox~ma:tely :twenty
peltc.en:t 06 oult .6ale.6 volume ~n :the .6ec.ond be.6:t ec.onom~c.
yealt ~n u.s. hi.6:tolty- 1973. In many c.a.6e.6po:ten:tial
c.U.6:tomelt.6c.ho.6e al:teltna:t~ve, molte expen.6~ve matelt~al.6 601t
nealt on lac.k on .6upply on :theltmo pla.6:tic.mateltial. Thi.6,
along w~:th c.ultlten:tec.onomic. c.ond~:t~on.6,ha.6 c.au.6ed almo.6:t
n~n:ty peltc.en:t On OUIt employee.6 :to lO.6e :the~1t job.6. The
aveltage ~nc.ltea.6ed C.O.6:t.6n0lt pla.6:t~c.ma:teltial.6 On appltox~-
mately n0lt:ty peltc.en:t i.6 due ma~nly to :the inc.ltea.6ed C.O.6:t.6
On oil and elec.:tltic.al powelt, OUIt c.ompany'.6 noultth highe.6:t
C.O.6:t~:tem. The.6e inc.ltea.6e.6 have badly deplte.6.6ed OUIt bU.6ine.6.6
and :the c.U.6:tommolding indu.6:tlty.
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u.s. Geological Su~vey Page Two

To have ene~gy and cont~ol cOhth, we mUht obtain and p~ocehh
ou~ c~ude oil he~e. Vow Chemical Company ih planning a
monome~ plant in the San F~ancihco Bay a~ea to he~ve exihting
polyme~ planth in Cali60~nia. Thih new 6acility and othe~h
like it hhould be 6u~nihhed with local 6eedhtock 6o~ the
mOht economical and ene~gy having method 06 p~oducing chemi-
calh and plahtich.

I u~ge the u.S. Geological Su~vey to do nothing that might
delay o~ hampe~ the pOhhibility 06 developing oil and gah
whe~eve~ it may be.
Ah a bUhine~~man, I think it makeh p~udent henhe to p~oceed
to develop the oil and gah ~ehe~veh in the Santa Ba~ba~a
Channel. A 6ew 06 my ~eahonh 60110w:

1. Oil and gah a~e badly needed and cu~~ently in ~ho~t
~upply with inc~eahing demandh d«ily. It ih e~timated
that the p~ojected g~owth and demand in the~mo plahtic
mate~ial alone will inc~eahe at the'~ate 06 ten pe~-
cent pe~ yea~, while the hupply ih only cu~~ently
inc~ea~ing at the ~ate 06 th~ee and one-hal6 pe~cent
pe~ yea~. In my opinion, the~e ih no que~tion that
the~e ie a eho~tage 06 pet~ochemical 6eedhtocke and
it will continue unleee mo~e oil ih 60und.

2. The development 06 the Channel oil and gae ~eee~vec
ic al~eady cta~ted and chould p~cceed. Now ic the time
to continue development cO we can become lehe depen-
dent on othe~h 60~ impo~te and pOccible ene~gy cho~-
tagec. LOh Angele~ ie the wo~ld cente~ 06 the pla~tich
p~oceching induct~y. Within a thi~ty-mile ~adiuh 06
the LOh Angelec City Hall, mo~e pounde 06 plaetic a~e
p~ocecced than in any compa~able a~ea in the wo~ld.
Thi~ induht~y hhould be eupplied 6~om local hou~ceh.

3. Ninety pe~cent 06 Cali60~nia'h ene~gy comeh 6~om oil
and gah. I believe we mUet have it; we cannot do
without it.

4. In my opinion, we need the oil and gah to 6ind and
develop alte~native cou~cec 60~ ene~gy and p~oductc.

5. Oil meanh jobh - 60~ ene~gy. One million dolla~h 06
oil b~inge $250,000 in wagee, not including cuppo~t
g~oupc. Cali60~nia need~ jobc - ah ou~ nine to ten
pe~cent unemployment 6igu~ee chow, which ih above the
national ave~age.
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u.s. Geological Su~vey Page Th~ee

6. The p~vate oil companie~, at thei~ own expen~e, a~e
taking the .6inancial ~i~k~; the public ha~ nothing to
lo~e and eve~ything to gain. It ~eem~ wi~e to me, a~
a bu~ine~~man, to have p~oduction in thi~ p~oven a~ea
066 the Cali60~nia coa~t.

A~ an individual, I too, am conce~ned about a National Ene~gy
Policy, envi~onmental impact and coa~tal envi~onment.

r bel~eve i6 we wait 60~ a National Ene~gy Policy to be decided
upon and implemented, we will be ~o late that any ~uch policy
will ~ine66ective and ~edundant.

I believe the theo~y 06 "no need" h~ been di~pelled by the
impo~t~ and dependence now on othe~~ 60~ ou~ oil demand~.

A~ 60~ ~pillage, r unde~~tand the~e have been only 60u~
"~pill~" out 06 ~ome 17,000 well~ actually d~illed, none 06
which cau~ed long-te~m envi~onmental damage. Al~o, noW the~e
a~e imp~oved way~ to ~ecoup oil ~pill~ i6 they ~hould happen
again. r think the 6igu~e~ will p~ove them~elve~. Continuou~
d~cha~ge 06 ~ewage out6all~, r believe, i~ a bigge~ p~oblem in
the ocean than any oil ~pill could be.
With the p~ope~ incentive~, r believe the oil companie~ will
6ind way~ to ~ati~6Y the demand and the 6~ee ma~ket will p~ovide
alte~native mate~ial~.

A~ a p~ivate citizen, 60~ the~e and othe~ ~ea~on~, r u~ge the
U.S. Geological Su~vey to act a~ quickly a~ po~~ible to allow
the oil indu~t~y to continue the development 06 the Santa
Ba~ba~a Channel unde~ p~ope~ envi~onmental ~a6egua~d~.

Thank you 60~ the oppo~tunity to exp~e~~ my view~.

Since~ely ,
.«> ,,? / tJo.~--/,,~./f /";k..\?<:/~ ...

RICHARV G. VAN VORST

RGVV:d6
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EARTHQUAKE' PREDICTION
A. BY CHANGESIN SPEED OF SEISMIC WAVE
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FIGURE~ •• Earthquake prediction. A, By changes in speed of seismic wave. Speed of P-
wave may decrease for months before an earthquake, then rise to normal just before
the earthquake. B, By "gaps" in movement along fault. Microearthquake mapping iden-
tified slip surfaces on the San Andreas fault related to four moderate earthquakes.
(magnitude 4-5). A "gap" suggestS that the next slip and a related earthquake will
lie between others.
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EARTHQUAKE CONTROL

200
EARTHQUAKE FREQUENCY AT RANGELY OIL FIELD, COLORADO
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FIGURE ;1-Earthquake control. The level of earthquake activity was controlled-at-Rangely oilfield,
Colorado, as shown in this graph. by controlled pumping so that the reservoir pressure was either
above or below a critical threshold level.
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SCIENCE NI..:WS 'r I•U "I I tJ

NOTES ON THE SANTA BARBARA
EARTHQUAKE
DY' WATSON DAVIS

Mana!Jill!J Editor, Science Service

AGAt:s' Mother Nnturo hnll had gron-illt: rnins IntI
agnin it is demonstrnted thnt mnn docs not lenrn by ex-
perienee.

For while tll(! drlightCul Pacific cuust town of Snntn
Dnrbl\rn is in ruins, without water, l:n" or d"ctri('it~'_
whilo tho whole Iength of its prinelpul ~tntc ~Ir('\·t i~
prnetienlly wrecked, .there nro some huil,linl:" that nrc
essentially undnmnged, Thoso buildings that ,':UI:,'

throll~h their s"riolls shnkinG' nearly unscathed were tlll';"
thnt W(Or,' huilt well,

'l'h,' k--son th:lt can be learned from thr lliS:l~tl'T iI·· ••'
whleh 1 hnve jn"t witnessed is thnt in nrcas "lIhJ.·.·~ t..
onrthquakvs, "II~illl·I'r. nrehlteet, contractor n~l.' .,wn··
II1l1l'tilJ'l<i"tth:ll the structures thnt tht'~· t'rl'ct must . l .'

I1ral'1)' l':trthl\uakl'pr,'of llS modern euglnccring cnu Ill:'i..
thorn.

Thill is n lesson thnt should have been learned from tht'
disasters nt Snn Prnucisco nnd Tok~'o. Uufortunatcly, it
will probably require Illany more enrthqunkes, mnn;" of
them ot much gn'ntl'r "e\'rrity thnn thi" one, to eauso men

(CoJlyri~ht, 1!)~5, h)· Science Sert'icc)

THg SANTA BARBARA EARTHQUAKg
BY ] )1:. BAII.~:\' WILI.IH :

President 0/ the B, i.•mol(/!liclIl Society 0/ America.,
Professor l~mait/(s o] GfV/"!IY, Stanford Uni'lJersity

'"1'1""""1 (" flllti"il'ntc nllY severe I'ho,~k in the inmlr(lia.
future. WI! 1'11:111experleucn thl' usual crop of afte
tremors, hilt tln-y wi II grn,lllllll)' ,!ie away nR tho roel
return to tholr uorrnnl r-ondition "I' "'nl'tic strain,

The ('''p,,('llllions of ~dHn1l)Ifl;:i~l~ill rr/:llr<1 to the COli:

il1:~ of tlll! l'allla Hnrlmrn ~11( •••k wi-re of /:enerul natur.
0111,1' hl'('al1~I' WI' 1I:\I'e 1I0t yet ('~Iahli~h(!u tho rrc"nlinl

THE S:mtn nnrhaTn enrthqunko was n mnvemr-nt 011a stntinns, whi"h if set 1IJ1 throll;:h"ut the eonst r(';:ion 01
fault thnt runs nlun~ till' Sanla Ynea raugo of muuntnins Cali !'IlJ'llill would enable WI to fun'sec such oeeurrcnees,
and passes through the Shctlit·ltl reservoir which held tho 'rIll' C:HII ••g-in J ustitution of WII~hin~ton is now enl:n~ed
city's reserve wnter sllpply. Tho genernll1in'ctioll of tho ill ('stal.lishinl: stntlons lit Pnsndeun, Riverside, La .Jolla.
movement of tho earth nlong this fault was nppnrently nnd utln'r polnts in southern California, where instru-
south to north, ns shown by tho Fear .111:\l10by tho trail ments dl'l'i;:ne'l to record locnl cnrth tremors will be
of tho Call1lOI1mounted on tho platform ncar the P0l't set up,
offico building; This showed thnt it moved sixteen luehes All tho stntlons will operate in unison under the ('('ntral
south. Thc chimneys which wcro demolished 011 many contrul of the principal statlons nt Pasadena and the
houses, otherwise uninjured, were thrown in nil directions records which they will yield will enable us ·to fix till!
according to tho mechnnicnl conditions surrounding them, focus of oven thc slightest tremors within fifty or si:'tty
In some eases they remained stnnuing although twisted as m'i1es of the stntlons, As the records are continuous. we
much as thirty degrees at the line of fracture. . . shall know exnctly whero the earthquake strain is gather.

An inspection of the dnmnge in Santn Bnrbnrn showl ing nnd how it inercnses or diminishes from day to day
that tho ICSl'On9of the Snn Francisco and Tokyo earth- or 1110nthto month.
quakes could ho applicd here. I drovo through tho city In the coursn of timo a. chain of stations of this char.
within an hour aftcr the shock and notcd tho buildings of aeter will no doubt be cstnblishcd from San Diego to the
various kinds-wood frame, brick, reinforced eonercte, Oregon line, nut it will hnve to he done through the eo.
etc. Thoso that remained undnmnged wero wcll eon- opcrntion of thc communi tics interested and will not be
structed. Badly designed reinforced concreto failed, ns aeeompllahcd until public opinion is orlueatcd to nn under-
shown by the dlstastrous eollapso of the Ban Mnrcos office standing of the nrlvnntnge of knowing all thnt we can
building, an ediflee of four stories in which one corner about carthqunkos nnd tho methods of protecting our.
gave way_ Drick veneers whieh were not tied to the selves ngninst their e!Tects.
frnme fcU out, ns in tho easo of tho ClllifoTllin hotcl,
where tho floors remain stnnding, although stripped of
walls on thrce sides, In general goull design nnd hun cst
workmanship stood, while incompctcncy nnd bnd work-
manship were exposed in all thcir miserable nakedness,

Tho earthquake was n()t unexpected among selsmolo-
gists. During tho Inst seven ycnrs wo have had the Han
Jacinto, Inglewood, Elinoro and San Bemardino shocks,
vnch one resulting from movement on ODO of tho fUllr
grcat earthquake fnults of southern California. 'rhe
"Jstcm of faults which outlines thc Snn Gabriel range ex-
tends wcst through tho Santa Paula Vnllcy and skirts tho
Santo. Ynez range had not, up to this timo, shown nny
evidence of dlsturbnnee, It was \\'(·11known, nevertheless,
thnt 0. strong pressure exerted ngainst tho mountain rnngo
from the south hns eaused it to movo gradunUy, 80 thnt

. Oa\'iota. Pcnk, a triangulntion point 'of the U. S. Const
and Geodetic SIII'\'CY,has been pushed northward twenty-
fllllr fect in thirty yenrs. As the Inst great enrthqunko
"I!IIck in this rl'gion occurred eixty-clght ycnrs ngo, in
] ~;;7, those who nro familinr with tho history of earth-
quukes ill Callfornlu expected n disturbnnee,

To a certnin extent thcir expl'etntiuns nro 110Wfulfill.·tI,
IJ1It fortunntely tho Santa. Hnrbnrn enrthqunko ill much
lells severe and inuch lees ~l'nornl in e1Tcct thnn some
seismologists have tenred it 'mi~ht he. Thero is now HtU,.
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to refrain from creetin~ (l•.nth trnplI over their very
heads, For earthquakes will continue to occur in Cali-
fornia as well as in other parts of the surface of the
globe.

Ncar the railroad station, at 6:44 A. M., there was n
handsome hotel, recently erected nt II. cost of some
$~UU,(10(l. At 7 :0·1 its t:11l'~t~ fou~d themselves exposed
to public view on three ~i.I"llof the structure. The
flh,••.k had simply sliced till' hrirk wnlls from the frame
of the building. Such instmu-es may be multiplied many
thncs.

Yet rrofpssor Bailey Willi~, president of the Scismo-
louicnl Society of Arnorien, who wns in Santa Barham.
:\Ild cXlll'rh'n('cd the qunko, /la.\·R thnt it was a moderately
severe, hut not II. "ery severe, shock, and thnt it wn~ not
II. shock in which nny ul','('nll.,· built house should come
down,

That the ahnking' wns ('olllparath-ply slil:ht I can per-
sonally attest, for I hnd the grrat privilege of ~oing
through this cnrthqunko totally uncousclous of what was
lmppt'nin~. I was nRlel'!,. I WIIS on the last o\'l'rni~ht
Southern Pnciflc train ttl l'as~ throll~h Santa Bnrbnrn
before the shock. At the' iustnnt tlf the first shock this
trnin had reached three llIil"ll south of Bnntn Itnrharu,
whore it was nenrly ucraih-d by the force of the enrth-
quake, Th\' cngincer sl0l'p".1 until the six severe shakes
wilhin nineteen minutes hall pall~el1 uwny, nnel then pro-
('('",le',1 cuut.iously toward I.o~ Anl:el,'~. I supposed that
th" mot inn was duo to normul train operations nrul slept
thr/lll~h it nil. Tho reports of the other pnsscngcrs causml
me tn hurry back to Santa Barham. on tho first Red Cros~
relief trnin leaving Los An~l'les.

One eminent geologist, Professor Bailey Willis, has
alrcndy mnde II. rapid hut enrcful invcstigntion of tho
disaster nnd his re~nltR arc given in a /li~ned article writ-
ten cxr-lnslvely for Science Service. Dr, Arthur L, Day
nnrl Dr. II. 0, Wood, in ('!mrge of the cnrthqunko invest]-
l:ations of the Cnrncgio Institution uf Wn.~hin~ton, with
hcn-lqunrters at Pnsndcnn, arc now 'en route to the disas-
ter sccnr-,

III "pite of the coincidence of the two cnrthqunkos,
5eiHlllol,,~ists state thnt there is no relation between the
MOlltana shocks of Saturday nn.d Bundny, and those nt
Snntn Bnrbnrn, Doth of thpse disturbnnccs will, however;
be the subject of dctnilcd invcstigntion by competent
sci,'ntists,

THE CAUSES OF EARTHQUAKES
};lllJlT to ten thousand rnrtJlll'mkps nre recnnled cvery

year in vnrious l'nrts of tho world, nurl prohahly four
timl'lI as mnny ntI this occur, hilt fnr frul1I heing al:LrInin~
t11i~ is a wry real'suriug' fnd; lIr. William Bowie, of the
U, S. Cuast lind (lcodctic Hlln'py, tolrl reprcecntntivcs of
Srirnc» S,.rvir.c r"r'\'ntly. 'I'h is ill I~,.'nu"e tIll' I':t rth i~
thlls showu to he 11.borly 1'II1'IIhlo of )'i"I,ling' to /ltres~,,~
and "lmiuA. Jf it were Jlut. tho cus«, tho strnlu \\'0111.1

aecumulutr- until ~rent enough to pro.lure disruptions fnr
more viol"ut than nny that 1111\'" ever oecurred, nnrl Iwr·
Imps sullleir-nt to wipe out nil tho works of man.
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While the earthquake in California followed so r.lo~dy
upon the heels of tho one in Montana, this is' olliy a
coincidence, said Dr. Dowie, and there wnll no dlreet con-
ncction between them, except that the shock of the ;'Iron·
tnna quake mi~ht have been the trj~;;er to 8~t off the
one in California. This could not have occurred, how-
ever, unless the conditions had been ready for a tremor,
nnd nny one of a number of thin~s rni~ht have been tl:.
lnst strnw, Dr, Dowie thinks it possiblo that tho risill;;
of the tide mi~ht do it, as a depth of water of onl~.. ei;:ht
feet, when extended over an area of hundreds o~ square
miles, would exert II. pressure of millions of tons.

Tho real cause of earthquakes, he said, is erosion, by
which rains enrry soil from mountains to valleys, nn-l
sc.limcntntion, by which rivers an-l streams carry material
to their mouths nnd deposit it there. These work gorarJu-
ally, but ill time the amount of material moved is enor-
mous, nnd the distribution of weig'ht 011 the earth's sur-
face is g'reatly altered. B,'cause of the earth's al,ility to
yield, the crust g'ivcs, nnd II. fault, or crack, develops,
nlon~ which future quakes may occur. A recognize-I fault
passed through Hnntn Bnrhurn, lind Is shown on n map
issued loy tile Soismolog ienl Society of Amcricn !lhowin!:
the California fnult« .. 'l'hc Santn Ilnrbnrn fnult was sup-
1'0",-<1 to he ,1,,:111, however, as no tremor had occurred
nlong it within historic times. The famous San Andreas
fun It, which causl'l1 the f'an Frnnelsco earthquake in
l!tllfi, I'~tl',,,l~ for many hundreds of moil'S, hut 1101'Snot
IJas~ nr-nr Santn Iturbum.

In spi'to of tile ~reat rlumngn dono b)' tt", .r-ali fnrnia
shake, it was not nearly /10 violent as tlw onr- ill :\!t>nlana,
said Commnndvr N. H, J[l'('k, in I'hnrgc of th" Coast nnd
Gcodet ie Survey's aeismological investigntion«, This was
indientcd by the seismographic records ohtnined by the
5UrVl1y'lI stntlons nt Cheltenham, Md. and Tucson, Ariz"

'ns the records of the ~rolltnnn. quako were much more
distinct, nnd was horne out hy the reports of the area
afTecterJ. In California, only about four counties felt
tho tremors, whilo three states besides Montana were
shaken.

. ITEMS_
~JIAT the mon key hns a truo color sense has been

demonstrated hy n series of experiments reported by J. A.
llier~lIs De Jlnnn in nn article in the forthcomin~ issue-,
of Thoi Journol of COllll'aT,rtit'c l"<!ll'holu!IY. At the
Ph:'~iolo~i"nl Instituto of the' Free Unjvers ity at Am-
••tenlnm, Hnllnnd, ~[r. Do Ilnnn cnrrlcd out 3,100 cxpcri-
mcnts with 011\' monkey nud 1'(1(1 with nnothor to deter-
minc thr ir nl.ilit ies to t1i~lill~lIi~h between tlilTl'rellt col ors,
Colored pnpcrs W<'Te used, nnd thc monkeys were f"IIIH}

to hI' nhle 110t onl.\' to ,1i~ting'ui~h TI'II, blue, '::I",','n n'lll
~I('II'IW pnpors from each other, hut nlso to uisting'lli,!t
tho colored ones from each cf n scr ies (If thirty pny
pnpcra TIIu::iu;:: ill continuous ~rntlntiou f rom white to
blnck. Fnctors such as special smells. texture dilTl'n'nces
between thl' colored nnd l:rn)' 011.,,18,nnd spcciul marks on
the enrds wero earefullv avoided so that the monkcvs
wOIII,I.11ot bo iufluenccli by nnj·thing' other thnn ditTI:r.
cncrs ill color.
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RESPONSE TO MR. J. O. Parr, Jr.

The information you submitted related to earthquake activity is appreciated

and interesting. Please note that a part of the Ziony, et al., map men-

tioned in your comment has been added to this final statement as Plate 7.
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WILSON HARVEY
GENERAL MANAGER

PIONEER
DIVISION

TH E FLI NTKOTE COM PANY
P. O. BOX 2218, TERMINAL ANN EX

SST.!'! AND ALAMEDA STS.

Los ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90051

July 25, 1975

Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, NATIONAL CENTER
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
M.S. 108
Reston, VA 22092
Dear Mr. McKelvey:
I understand that hearings will be held by the
U. S. Geological Survey in Santa Barbara on
August 19-21 in connection with offshore oil and
gas. We will not be able to.participate in this
hearing but d~ however, desire to express our
support for development of these offshore energy
sources.
We use substantial quantities of energy at our
40-acre Vernon, California complex in the
production of roofing and flooring products,
also a variety of paperboard; hence our interest.
Our facility consists of:

1) A paper mill with three cylinder machines
which recycle waste paper.

2) An asphalt roofing plant with two roofing
machines.

3) An asphalt emulsion and cutback plant.
4) A floor tile plant with two tile machines.
5) A five-boiler steam plant.
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Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
July 25, 1975
Page 2

This facility has been in continuous operation in
the same Vernon location since 1907 and we currently
employ approximately 650 people, over half of whom
are from the minority population.
Our production is geared to the important building
and construction industry with our main marketing
area being California.
The paper mill produces gypsum paper for drywall
manufacture, dry felt for asphalt roofing manufacture,
and chipboard and boxboard for a variety of consumer
and commercial uses. The cost of Flintkote's finished
gypsum and asphalt roofing products, so essential to
the housing and construction industry, is affected by
the operation of the paper mill.
Our five-boiler steam plant powering the paper mill
consumes around four million cubic feet of natural
gas per day and is equipped for alternative low sulfur
fuel oil and/or diesel oil usage. We are facing a
serious situation in the current California Public
utilities Commission Case 9642 which is the End-Use
Priority System in connection with the allocation of
natural gas. We will probably face a drastic curtail-
ment, if not total loss, of natural gas due to our
boiler classification. It appears we will be placed
next to lowest in the five-scale priority listing.
This will make it mandatory to use the more costly
low sulfur fuel oil or diesel oil.
The low sulfur fuel oil we use today comes from foreign
sources. The cost of this foreign oil is three times
higher on a per therm basis than natural gas. Use of
this oil will have a serious impact on the cost of
our paperboard an~ as a result, on the cost of our
finished gypsum and asphalt roofing products. Our
Accounting Department advises me it will raise our
paper mill manufacturing costs by approximately $23
per ton.
The Flintkote Company last year instructed all its
plants in the United States and Canada to institute
immediately an all-out internal energy conservation
program. We are already deeply involved in this
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endeavor at our Vernon plant. At this time, we
feel certain that whatever conservation measures
we take will not be enough to offset the energy
price-supply situation with which we are confronted.
It is urgent for the long-term future of our operation
that we have access to local crude oil and natural gas
to assure that we can continue to operate and remain
competitive.
The total energy expenditure in 1973 including
electrical power, natural gas and fuel oil for this
facility was $1,509,000. This jumped to $2,222,000
in 1974 and we are anticipating a much greater dollar
figure in 1975.
We consume over four million KWH electric power per
month at this facility. The electric power plants
operate mostly on low sulfur fuel oil from foreign
sources. The cost impact of this foreign oil is
being passed on to us in the form of fuel cost adjust-
ments. For example, our last month's electric bill
totaled $126,241. Of this amount, $57,598 represented
fuel cost adjustments. A local source of crude oil
and natural gas should help the Southern California
Edison Company energy supply problem and, hopefully,
with beneficial cost results for us and their various
other customers.
We consume substantial tonnages of asphalt flux per
year for asphalt roofing production. Since 1973,
our asphalt flux costs have more than doubled. A
good part of the crude from which this asphalt is
derived comes from overseas. I am hopeful that the
Southern California outer-continental shelf oil
development will provide us with a local source of
crude oil for asphalt production. This would assure
our supply position for the future.
Our plant's dependence on foreign energy sources and
foreign asphalt could force us sometime in the
future to curtail or even suspend some of our
operations.
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I am very hopeful that off-shore oil and natural gas
can be realized promptly so that we can continue
to operate at full production and give full employ-
ment.

Sincerely,
THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY
PIONEER DIVISION

. ',/ / t :: ..../ -tu,-y\./-rz:~"'d
'~iiisonHarvey'
General Manager

WH:FK

"
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RED TRIANGLE OIL COMPANY

RNOLD F.HOHENSllELT
President

JOEL G. HOHENSHHT
Secretory

GLEN BLUE
Treasurer

July 16, 1975

u. S. Geological Survey
HS lOB
national Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Gentlemen:

I am the o~vner of Red Trianp,le Oil Conpany, an independent
unbranded oil jobber.

I an ~~iting to you first as a concerned citizen.

2809 SO. CHESTNUT
P.O. BOX 262~

FRESNO, CA. 9}74~
(209) 2J7-lSU

Second, as a concerned oil jobber and businessman in California,
my operation is located in Fresno, California and I serve a
four county area in the San Joaquin Valley.

Third, I represent the National Oil Jobbers Council, an associa-
tion of Oil Jobbers with a membership of 16,noo, which members
represent oil in 50 states. We handle 75~ of the heating oil
and 25% to 35/~of the easo1ine in the United States. In using
Small Business Administration guidelines, 95% of our members
are small businessmen. lve serve homes, farms, business and
many other petroleum users at the grass roots level. ~!e are
not "Big Oil" and I do not represent their interests. Ilowever ,
sometimes our interest run concurrent when it comes to national
interest.

The National Oil Jobbers does, however , have some rather gut
economic feelings about why oil should be produced off the
coast of California.

I would like to quote a few facts that you mayor may not be
aware of.

In the San Joaquin Valley:

We have nine refineries.

•

Total Capacity
Actual runs now

SHORT
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1. Our customers that feed the world depend on crude' oil from
the valleys domestic wells, which are failing at the rate,

,of 5% to 8% nationally. When this crude runs out'our costs
for petroleum will go up and your tabel costs will rise.

2. Russia has exceeded the United States in oil production.

3. Canada is cutting exports to this country.

4. No port in the continental United St3tes can receive a
super tanker.

5. In the United States a record number of wells were drilled.
32,099 in 1974.
1. 12,931 Oil 2; 7,131 Gasoline
Of these 12,037 were dry holes.

6. In the next 30 years, this count~ is committed to fossil
fuel. One 'only needs to look at our problems today and
one of those reasons is oil.

7. California has had a 300% increase in electrial rates due
partially to the costs of oil.

8. Crude, including Alaska,' estimated ,reserves are 34.25 billion
barrells as of December 31, 1974, a drop of 3%.

9. Let's look at natural gas e.

Estimated reserves 237.J trillion cubic feet, a drop
of 12.9 trillion cubic feet.,

10. Other states are doing their share both on and off shore, is
Ca11fronia going to do it's share?

It is just plain old economics, if crude is to run this country
for the next 30 years we must find more oil, and the cheepest
place is from off the coast. Alaska will only replace approximately
5%. I think with industry and Government workipg together, we can
celebrate our 400th birthday.

, My fellow members are in a no growth industry. They ~re told by
government how much to sell, to whom, and at what price. I am '
personally obligated to spend over $400,000 for vapor recovery.
In order to pay for the incr.ease costs to me and our members, we
must expandou15: operations to offset these costs. With California-
productions, we can pay our bills.

JGH:rd

:;
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IDNfY R. tRAN~ ... GROUP
ERTIFIED CONSULTING METEOROLOGIST

Mr. F. J. Schambeck
Oil & Gas Supervisor
U.S.G.S. Pacific Area
7744 Federal Building
300 No. Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Mr. Schambeck,

1500 CECIL COOK PLACE • POST OFFICE BOX 5 BO

SANTA BARBARA AIRPORT • GOLETA, CALIF. 93017

TElEPHONE 805·964·4477 • HOME 805·965.7540

21 August 1975

1

Due to a mis-direction of the mail, we did not receive
the invitation to join in the Santa Barbara County's
Task Force critique of the Draft E.I.S. on oil and gas
development in the Santa Barbara Channel until past the
deadline for responding. Accordingly, we wish to add
our comments to the E.I.S. from the point of view of
meteorology and air quality - our field of expertise.
The fundamental problem with the E.I.S. as far as the
meteorology/air quality iB concerned is that the two
are not considered together. The general meteorology
and climatology are covered as far as descriptive
characteristics are concerned. Similarly, areas where
emissions will contribute to atmospheric pollutant
loading are described in a qualitative manner. The
missing link, then, consists of the failure to quantify
the pollutant contributions and, with the appropriate
meteorological parameters, to compute the air quality.
It is only through this type of analysis that the impact
on air quality can be considered as adequately addressed.
We would be pleased to discuss this with you in greater
detail and offer suggestions as to specific actions
that should be taken if you so desire.

SRF:a
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RESPONSE TO'SIDNEYR~FRANK'GROUP

1. The identification and quantification of potential air pollution
emissions and their impacts from the possible levels of Channel develop-
ment have been addressed in full detail in the greatly enlarged air
quality and air impacts sections II.G.1. and III.LL.

The meteorology section II.C. has also been expanded and the complex
interrelation between air pollution impacts and meteorology has been
considered in greater. depth in the FES.
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September 9, 1975

Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director, U.S. Geological Survey
MS 108, National Center
Reston, VA 22092

Dear Director McKelvey:

The Sport Fishing Institute is keenly interested in the environmen-
tal impact of oil and gas exploration, production, and transporta-
tion; particularly with respect to the shallow offshore coastal
areas that are so significant to the production of coastal marine
life. The purpose of this letter is to respond to the SantaBarbara
Channel Environmental Statement dated June 6, 1975. Our response
is limited to fisheries resources considerations which, of course,
is the primary area of our organizational concern in these matters.

The fish and fishing data provided in the ErS show that the Santa
Barbara Channel sport fishery has many times the economic value of
the corresponding commercial fishery. Neither fishery appears to
have been significantly damaged by the crude oil spill that occurred
in 1969. The tendency of offshore oil-production platform structures
to attract large numbers of fish has been well-documented and affords
enhanced access to fish populations by sport fishermen. Generally
speaking, the more platforms (functioning as high-profile artificial
reefs) that are available, the greater the accessibility to fish pop-
ulations by anglers and the more successful and productive the fishing
effort. Santa Barbara Channel anglers harvest roughly 7 miilion fish
and spend roughly $10 million dollars per year in the process. The
business thus generated represents a contribution to the california
economy that far overshadows the economic contribution of the corres-
ponding commercial fishery ($983,682 annual average landed value
equivalent, at most, to about $3.5 million of retail value).

IIf new oil-production platforms are to make maximal contributions to2 sport fishing, however, they must be readily available to sport fish-
ermen, and regulating authorities must adopt policies, consistant with
safety, that will provide for maximum angler-use. The presence of
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Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
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September 9, 1975

additional offshore oil production platforms will probably prove hazar-
dous to commercial fishermen. However, such liability should be compen-
sated several-fold by the over-riding advantages of the structures to
sport fishing.

Page III-3 of the EIS states (emphasis added): "For a period of 20 to
40 years, oil and gas would be produced from wells in the Santa Barbara
Channel. At the end of the operations period, production from the Santa
Barbara Channel would phase out. As production from Santa Barbara fields
begins to drop, the fields would be abandoned, wells would be plugged and
cut off below the ocean floor, and platforms would be removed."

The latter statement is inimical to the projection of long-term benefits
to the sport fisheries, and should be reconsidered. A 1974 Resolution
adopted by the Sport Fishing Institute Board of Directors, addressing that
very issue, urges a quite different course of action. We call this Resol-
ution to the attention of Department of Interior and California State Au-
thorities, herewith, and urge that it be given careful consideration, viz:

BENEFICIAL ~ FOR
NONACTIVE OFFSHORE ~ ~

WHEREAS, the construction of artificial reefs at suitable loca-
tions in coastal marine waters has proven to be an effective
and desirable fish management practice, both by provision of
new surface area for attachment and growth of larval marine
organisms, with consequent increase in organic production, and
by concentration of fish populations for greater accessibility
by marine anglers and improved recreational fishing; and

WHEREAS, offshore drilling and production rigs erected in coas-
tal marine waters for purposes of petroleum extraction from the
Continental Shelf perform a function similar to that of artifi-
cial reefs, with the added feature of vertical extension through
all temperature strata from surface to bottom that results in
attracting pelagic fishes, as well as demersal species, thereby
enhancing the quality aspect (e.g., "variety") of recreational
fishing; and

WHEREAS, oil companies are now required by law, at considerable
cost, to completely remove nonactive offshore all rlgsafter
production has terminated, with corresponding losses in marine
productivity and recreational fishing opportunity, and an esti-
mated 2,000 such rigs will outlive their usefulness for petro-
leum production in the Gulf of Mexico, alone, during the next
quarter-century;
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N~, TIlEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors
of the Sport Fishing Institute, assembled in regular Semi-
annual Meeting, this thirteenth day of November, 1974, at
Key Biscayne, Florida, do herewith propose and urge the Sec-
retary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce, work-
ing cooperatively through their appropriate departmental
constituent agencies in concert with other appropriate fed-
eral, state, and private entities, to develop applicable
policy, procedures, and guidelines, and to effect necessary
enabling modification of related statutes, for the purpose
of converting nonactive oil rigs to use as permanent artifi-
cial reefs where desirable to assure their continued func-
tioning for enhancement of marine productivity and recrea-
tional fishing by the general public.

Under the section on "Impact of Pipelines", we note this statement: "The on-
shore and shallow marine portions of these pipelines would be buried or pro-
tectively covered with rock or concrete block (rip-rap)." In some situations
where such circumstances exist, pipelines thus covered may offer some utility
as low-profile artificial reefs, with at. least limited if variable potential
for attracting and concentrating fish. Related studies should be undertaken
and, where such potential is actually realized, locations should be clearly
marked by buoys to make them known and available for use by anglers.

We also urge that California State authorities incorporate requirements to
provide for public recreational access when granting easements for pipeline
and: other rights-of-way where opportunities to do so become evident. With

3 sufficient planning and coordination, pu· lie parking, boat-launching, and
related access-site facilities can be made a part of pipeline installation
projects, thereby more effici~ntly utilizing shoreline corridors withdrawn
for project purposes.

We concur with the narration on Page 111-200 of the EIS, which discusses the
favorable result of OCA oil-and-gas production with respect to the Land and
Water Conservation Fund administered by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. In
its ten-year history, the LWC Fund has granted over $2.2 billion in federal-aid
to states for developing and preserving outdoor recreation resources. Sixty-
two percent Ot this amount has come in the form of revenues from sales of OCS
oil-and-gas leases. The State of California, alone, has received more than
$68 million, with federal agencies spending an additional $170 million from
the Fund in development of government-owned lands in California. Present au-
thorization for the Land and Water Conservation Bund is $300 million annually,
with substantial increases thought likely to be legislated in the relatively
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near future by Congress. The only feasible source of additional moneys
appears to be revenues derived from OCS oil-and-gas-lease sales, and from
oi1-and-gas production royalties.

The Sport Fishing Institute urges that any further oil development in the
Santa Barbara Channel be made CQDtingent upon the strict and faithful imple-
mentation of the safety standards that are outlined in the Draft EIS. Eter-
nal vigilance will be required, and all operational entities involved must
have corresponding firm operating policies to assure such vigilance and mini-
mize pollution hazards. We assume that the purpose of the anticipated in-
crease in tanker traffic in the Channel will be primarily to transport crude
oil rather than the lighter fractions resulting from its refinement. Spilled
crude has been shown to have relatively minor direct impact upon fin-fishes
in marine waters. On the contrary, spilled gasoline or light diesel fuels
can have disastrous biological consequences. If the premise noted abov~w1th
respect to the tanker trsnsport aspect is incorrect, we specifically reserve
the right to, and do herewith, express opposition to that aspect until and
unless modified accordingly.

Sincerely yours,

./

Richard H. Stroud
Executive Vice President

RBS:mjw

CC to: Russell peterson, CEQ
Russell Train, EPA
Charles Fullerton, California Dept. of Fish and Game
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RESPONSE TO SPORT FISHING INSTITUTE

1. The information presented is appreciated.

2. The suggested use of non-active oil rigs as permanent artificial reefs

where desirable is acknowledged. As stated in the resolution many

Federal, State and private entities would necessarily contribute to

such decisions.

3. The statements and suggestion are noted.
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• Standard Oil Company of California
225 Bush Street, San Francisco, CA 94104

Forrest M. Smith
Coordinator
Water Conservation

August 29, 1975

Director U.S. Geological Survey
MS 108, National Center
Reston, VA 22092
Dear Sir:
The U.S. Geological Survey is to be complimented on the
preparation of a very objective and thorough draft
environmental statement DES 75-35 which covers the oil
and gas development in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer
Continental Shelf. Standard Oil Company of California
has reviewed the draft statement and would like to
offer the attached comments. We trust that our comments
will be useful to you'in the preparation of the final
statement.

Sincerely,

c-

Attachment
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COMMENTS ON THE USGS
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

SANTA BARBARA OCS

Page I - 126

1

2

Section "e. Tankers" is somewhat confusing as written. We believe
that the depth of water encountered in some areas of this development
plus advances in ocean construction technology may make tankers the
economic mode of transporting oil ashore. Consequently, this paragraph
should be worded more generally so that certain facilities and modes
of transport are not excluded.
Page II - 391
The first paragraph makes reference to "deep water" harbors in
San Francisco, Los Angeles-Long Beach, San Diego and ports in Ventura
and Santa Barbara counties. Normally, the term "deep water" is
associated with terminals contemplated to handle VLCC's. Consequently
its use,here is inappropriate and it should be deleted or modified as
necessary.

3

Page II - 396
The EIS would be strengthened if the section on Air Quality Data
were expanded to compare air quality in Santa Barbara and Ventura
Counties with the ambient air quality standards. In addition, it
would be helpful to briefly discuss the state implementation plan
as it applies to these counties and to state the outlook tor meeting
those air quality standards which are presently exceeded.
Page II -'407, Part C, Para. 1, Last Line

[
This statemen,t about the unavailability of wastewate~ toxicity data
(written in 1971) is no longer true. California's Water Quality4 Control Boards have been requiring routine bioassays on wastewaters
discharged to the ocean.
Page III - 11

[

Referring to the sentence at the top of this page, is this the total
number of employees required to explore the entire area? If so, it5 should be clarified to indicate that only a portion of the 1200 indi-
viduals would be working at a given time since exploration would be
spread over many years.
Page III - 29, Part (a), Para. 1; Page III - 34, Part (g)

[
It should be strongly emphasized in both places that producing blOW,outs/

6 fires such as the ones described will not occur if surface-controlled
subsurface safety valves operate correctly. Recent past performance
of California's offshore producing operations has demonstrated this.



- 2-

LUSGS in the final EIS. The two referrals to Section III.L. should
apparently be to Section III.K.
Page III - 36, Line 3

[The final EIS should explain the reasons why the Department of
8 Interior denied the platform applications.

Page III - 60
Is there any support for the statement that "Blasting would rupture
any nearby kelp pneumatocysts ..."? If so, there should be a defini-
tion of "nearby". Otherwise, some readers may envision blasting
destroying entire kelp forests.
Page III - 61
The discussion in the third paragraph regarding long-term effects on
kelp should be deleted in view of the discussion in the last paragraph
on Pgae III - 55 which indicates that kelp would repopulate after
blasting and jetting.
Page III - 66, Para. 1

[
The first sentence is incorrect because USGS records show a 900-bbl.

9 pipeline spill on December 16, 1969 (USGS, 1975, Accidents Connected
with Federal Oil and Gas Operations on the OCS).
Page III - 75

[
The official USCG estimate of the amount of spilled oil into the Oak1an10 Estuary in January 1973, is 171,000 gallons or 4,072 barrels. The DES
is in err-or when it states 40,000 barrels.
Page III - 80

11

The first sentence in the fourth paragraph and the third sentence in
the last paragraph refer to adverse effects of air pollutant emissions
on vegetation. There is no evidence to indicate that such effects
occur around onshore treatment and storage facilities. Further, the
county pollution control districts would review any proposed new
facilities to assure that such effects do not occur.
Page III - 81
In the third line from the bottom of this page, the word "would"
should be changed to "could" since few plant fires would damage or
kill vegetation and animals.
Page III - 83

[
The word "generally" should be inserted before the word "preferable"12 in the last line of the first paragraph since it will not always be
preferable to expand existing terminals.
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Page III - 91

[
The third paragraph states that cargo tanks on such ships would be

13 equipped with remote reading tank gauges and high level alarms.
While many new vessels are so outfitted, older vessels are not.
Consequently, this paragraph should be modified.
Page III - 92

14 [ In the fir~t line at the top of the page the words "A primary
concern •.• are a little strong. Suggest changing to "One concern ...".

[
The last paragraph on this page discusses the fact that the capacity

J5 of a barge or tanker would probably be about 175,000 barrels. This
is an incorrect generalization. Barges and tank ships may be both
larger and smaller and a typical size has not been determined.
Page III - 93

[

We agree that it is unlikely that all of the compartments of a marine
vessel would be destroyed. Therefore, we would suggest that the USGS16 use a figure here representing the maximum credible spill that could
occur from a marine vessel that experienced an oil spill, which is
60,000 barrels. .

[

The first full paragraph makes the statement that "the danger of oil
spills at sea is presently increasing rapidly due to increasing ocean

17 transport." We believe this statement should be deleted as it takes
no account of use of traffic lanes, tighter regulations of many forms,
better equipment, improved training of crews, etc.

[

Suggest deleting the phrase "and other vessels contribute almost
half" from the last sentence of the second paragraph and replacing

8 it with the phrase "amounts to about 1/4" since the contribution
of other marine vessels is not relevant here.

9

o

The second paragraph discusses the probability of collision involving
vessels leaving the OCS loading facilities. We believe the last three
sentences of this paragraph should be deleted in favor of the following:
"Consequently, review of present traffic patterns should be}made and
consideration given to establishing areas of further control to minimize
the chance of collision. Generally, visibility will be adequate to
permit safe navigation. During periods of low visibility the existence
of modern radar and adequate bridge attention preclude the danger of
collision."
Page III - 95
The first full paragraph discusses the safety of U.S. flag vessels
versus those of foreign flag. Many foreign flag vessels are designed
to U.S.C.G. and A.B.S. standards, or the equivalent, and consequently
are as safe as U.S. flag tankers. Furthermore, many foreign flag
vessels are newer and equipped with more modern equipment. Therefore,
this paragraph should be deleted.
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Page III - 101, Section K
In this section and elsewhere in the DES, it is emphasized (correctly,
we believe) that it is virtually impossible to derive precise future
spill predictions based on historical spills that occurred over an
extended period of time. As stated, such predictions do not take into
account improvements in technology, operating practices, and regulator
measures. However, Section K then presents a great deal of historical
spill data (some as much as 17 years old and some not applicable to
OCS petroleum development) without reaching any conclusions. These
data should be deleted from the final EIS if they are not used.
Specific comments on Section K follow.
Page III - 102, Table III - 1
OCS spill statistics (USGS, 1975, Accidents Connected with Federal
Oil and Gas Operations on the OCS) report 45 spills during 1964 throug
1973, not 44 as shown. Figures in Table III - 1 should be checked.
Page III - 103 to III - 109, Part 2

[

We can determine no purpose for including this section and Table III -
in the DES, and no purpose is apparent from the accompanying text.22 Furthermore, contrary to the last line on Page III - 103, Table III - 3
lists many worldwide tanker spills that are entirely unrelated to OCS
development operations.
Page III - 121

[
If the information is available, it would be helpful to state the

23 total annual seepage from all natural seeps in the Sant~ Barbara
Channel. The amount of seep attributed to Coal Oil Point seems low.
The range is more likely 100-300 BPD.
Page III - 128
The las~sentence on this page should be revised to eliminate the
reference to food web concentration in view of Dale Straughan's recent
work around natural seeps and the NAS Report, Petroleum in the Marine
Environment, which concludes "There is no evidence of food web
concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons in marine organisms."
Page III - 129
Suggest revising the end of the first sentence in the last paragraph
to read "..•has a short-term adverse impact on air quality."

24 Page III - 130
Suggest adding to the end of the first paragraph the following
sentence: "However, this is a temporary effect."
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Page III - 132

[
Section 5 on this page fails to recognize that oil spill containment

and cleanup will prevent most spills from reaching the shoreline.
Page III - 134 - 135
The discussion covers only the immediate effects of the Santa Barbara
spill on marine organisms. It should be expanded to describe the work
of Straughan and co-workers at USC.
Page III - 136
The last sentence on the bottom of the page would be improved by relating
more recent experience as follows: "On the other hand improved treat-
ment techniques have achieved more successful results. During the
Oakland Estuary spill which occurred in January 1973, almost 50 percent
of the birds survived that were picked up alive."
Page III - 138
The second paragraph on this page is unduly speculative and negative
in view of the fact that there is no evidence to indicate that a
single whale or dolphin has died as a result of an oil spill. In
addition, there doesn't seem to be any basis for worrying about
"subtle and long-term effects" on whales and dolphins in view of the
NAS Report Petroleum in the Marine Environment which concludes "There
is no evidence of food web concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons in
marine organisms."
Page III - 142
Referring to the second sentence in the third paragraph, one wonders

_ what sort of conclusive evidence or proof would be necessary to exclude
the possibility that oil affects marine mammals. The fact that there
is no evidence to indicate that any marine mammal has been killed as a
direct result of an oil spill seems quite persuasive.
Page III - 154
In the last sentence of the third inset paragraph a statement is
made that many of the dispersants are more toxic than oil. Another
sentence should be added to indicate: "On the other hand, third
generation dispersants have been developed that are very effective
and have very low toxicity when properly applied."
Page III - 161
The sentence beginning in the seventh line on this page refers to
concentration of hydrocarbons in the food chain based upon a 1968
report. This discussion should be deleted in view of the more recent
findings of the NAS in the report Petroleum in the Marine Environment.
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Page III - 167

[

Suggest adding after the third sentence in paragraph 9: "In addition
the existence of more effective containment and cleanup equipment
located in Santa Barbara would prevent oil from reaching the shorelin
in most cases and would thereby reduce 'theimpact of the spill."
Page III - 179
The fifth sentence in the first paragraph states that "The shortages
of capital, equipment and skilled labor would probably be the most
limiting factors in the search for oil". Based upon actual experienc
to date and present trends, it appears that the limiting factor will
be government regulatory red tape, environmental impact statements,
public hearings, public referenda and law suits.
Page III - 200
Suggest adding a sentence to the two sentences at the top of the
page: "In any event oil spills have a temporary adverse effect on
the environment."
Page III - 213
The section beginning on this page is the only place in the report
which infers that additional production in the Santa Barbara Channel
would cause new refineries to be built or existing refineries to be
expanded. This inference should be deleted. Refinery capacity will
be construed as needed to supply consumer demand for petroleum
products; and this refinery capacity will be located near consumer
market centers to the greatest extent possible. Additional Californi
OCS production would simply replace foreign crude oil that would
otherwise be processed in this refinery capacity. It would not cause
new capacity to be built.
Page III - 219
In the fifth line of the second paragraph, suggest deleting the
phrase "motor oil" since motor oil is not toxic and oil is already
discussed separately.
Page III - 220

[
Suggest revising the first sentence in the last paragraph to read:

"Ground-water contamination would not result from sewage disposal,
waste water (brine) disposal and water source wells, because all thre
would be ...".
Page III - 225

[In the first line of the second paragraph, suggest deleting the word
"many" and inserting the word "may" after "solids".
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Page III - 228
Pelicans should be deleted from the fifth line of the second
paragraph since they are normally not affected by a spill. Not one
pelicafr was among the 3,690 birds of 37 species reported by
Smail in California Birds Volume III #2, 1972. As described by
Smail, the affected birds are those species which spend the night
on the water and dive under water from the surface rather than
from the air. (Golden Gate oil spill)
The last paragraph on this page should reference the conclusion of the
NAS Report Petroleum in the Marine Environment that states: "There is
no evidence of food web concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons in
marine organisms."
Suggest new section on status of techniques for cleaning and caring for
oil birds be included in this portion of the statement.

"Cleaning and Caring for Oiled Birds
Improved techniques for cleaning and caring for oiled birds
have improved the survivor rate from about 5 percent in 1971
to 41 percent in 1973. The results of ongoing research in
improved cleaning agents, cleaning methods and after care is
expected to further mitigate damage to wildlife as a result of
oil spills.
Reference: 1975 Conference on Prevention and Control of Oil
Pollution, Rehabilitating Oiled Equatic Birds, David C. Smith,
International Bird Rescue Research Center."

Page IV - 51
Suggest adding the following to the second paragraph: "Also review of
present traffic patterns should be made and consideration given to
establishing areas of further control to minimize the chance of collision.
Generally, visibility will be adequate to permit safe navigation.
During periods of low visibility the existence of modern radar and
adequate bridge attention preclude the danger of collision."
Page V - I

[
The choice of words in the first sentence of the second paragraph
is very poor since it appears to state that oil would be continuously
discharged from petroleum facilities.
A sentence should be added to the third paragraph stating: "Although
all evidence clearly indicates that recovery occurs rapidly after
crude oil spills."
Page V - 2
The first sentence in the section on Birds should be revised to read
as follows: "•..those that spend the night on the surface and dive
under water, such a'scormorants, murres, and grebes." Species such
as terns, pelicans and shearwaters that dive from the air seem to be
able to recognize and avoid oil slicks.
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Section b. beginning at the bottom of this page should be revised to
clearly recognize the fact that there is no evidence of marine ~ammal
death resulting from an oil spill and to indicate that the adverse
effects mentioned are speculative. Also, the speculation in the last
paragraph of this section regarding "indirect effects" should at least
recognize the conclusions of the NAS that there is no evidence of
petroleum hydrocarbon accumulation in the food web and also Dale
Straughan's recent studies around natural oil seeps. In addition,
the statement regarding the ability of organisms to purge themselves
should be expanded to indicate the numerous organisms which have been
tested and shown to have this ability.
Page VII - 1
The statement in the second sentence in the second paragraph with
regard to the conclusion that there would be irreversible and
irretrievable losses in terms of water supply, air and fish, should
be substantiated.
Page VII - Z'
It is suggested that the last two sentences in the paragraph ending
at the top of the page be changed as'follows: "The significance of
such low level oil pollution has recently been determined." Exposure
of sublethal concentrations of oil has shown no effect on growth
rate ofZmarine organisms. This conclusion was reached by R. D. Anderson1
and Cox in their research on oysters and shrimp, respectively. Their
conclusions agree with those obtained by Mackin and Hopkins,3 who
found no difference in the growth rate between oysters growing in an area
subjected to oil contamination and that of control oysters in an
uncontaminated area. Nor did Straughan, in her work supported by API,
find that the natural oil seeps near Santa B!rbara affected the growth
rate of marine organisms living in the area. More recently, these

1. R. D. Anderson, "Effects of Petroleum Hydrocarbons on the
Physiology of the American Oyster 'Crassostrea virginicia Gme1in,l"
Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas A & M University, 1973.

Z. B. A. Cox, "Response to the Marine Crustaceans Mysidopsia Almyra
Bowman, Penaeus Aztecus Ives, and Penaeus Setiferus (Linn.) to
Petroleum Hydrocarbons," Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas A & M
University, 1974.

3. J. G. Mackin and S. H. Hopkins, "Studies on Oysters in Relation
to the Oil Industry," Publication of the Institute of Marine
Science, University of Texas, 196Z, !, 1-319.

4. D. Straughan, report in preparation for the American Petroleum
Institute, September 19740
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results are confirmed by Battelle-Northwest studies at Lake Maracaibo,
Venezuela, There they exposed lisa, a fish native to that area,
for 11 weeks to Tia Juana Medium crude oil.S No effect on growth rate
was observed. Since growth rate integrates many life processes and
physiological factors, we are encouraged by those results. Part of our
research program is directed toward studying more extensively the
potential effects of exposure of marine life to sublethal concentra-
tions.

s. "Summary Report on Effects of Oil Discharges, Domestic and
Industrial Wastewaters on the Fisheries of Lake Maracaibo,
Venezuela," W. L. Templeton, Editor, Battelle-Northwest
Laboratories, Richland, Washington, report to Creole Petroleum
Corporation, Caracas, Venezuela, 1974.
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RESPONSE TO STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

The information and suggestions are appreciated. Many of the comments

not bracketed have been incorporated if, and as, appropriate without

acknowledgment here. Each was considered in the light of comments from

governmental agencies and other entities as well as recent available

literature.

1. The possibility of tankers being used to transport oil ashore is

recognized in the event of offshore treating and storage facilities.

2. The word "deepwater" has been deleted.

3. The identification and quantification of pot~ntial air pollution

emission and their impacts from t~e possible levels of Channel develop-

ment have been addressed in full detail in the greatly enlarged air

quality and air impacts sections II.G.l. and III.LL.

4. Sentence has been deleted.

5. This subject has been addressed in the greatly enlarged and expanded

Socioeconomics ffaseline and Impacts sections. (See sections II.F.,

Resources and section III.N., Socioeconomics Impacts)

6. Subsurface valve types, purpose and performance record is discussed in

section IV.

7. The reader has been referred to section III.K. for more recent detailed

spill data. The cross-reference III.L. has been changed to III.K.

8. The reason for denial is briefly stated in section I.B.
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9. This exception has been noted.

10. Correction made.

11. This passage has been revised appropriately.

12. The word"generally"has been inserted for it is agreed that in certain
instances expansion of existing terminals would not be preferable.

13. Paragraph revised as appropriate •.

14•. Paragraph revised as appropriate.

15. Paragraph revised as appropriate.

16. The paragraph was slightly modified to further reflect the unlikelihood
of all tank compartments being ruptured in an accident. Loss of total
cargo was noted as a possible but highly unlikely event.

17. The paragraph has been revised as required.

18. Paragraph revised as appropriate.

19. Paragraph revised as appropriate.

20. Paragraph deleted.

21. The historical spill data is presented for the reader as an indication
of what has happened in the past. The text explains that this data is
not likely to be a reliable indication of what will happen in the future
for the various reasons stated.

22. This unrelated OCS oil and gas operations information is provided for
purposes of establishing perspective.
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23. See section III.L.l.a. for revised natural seep estimates.

24. The air quality impacts section has been greatly revised and expanded

and this concern is addressed in appropriate detail therein.

25. This section is intended to describe impacts in the event oil does

reach the beaches. The ability to contain and clean up spills is

discussed in section IV.

26. A sentence similar to the one you suggest has been added, however, the

ability to prevent a spill from reaching the beaches would be dependent

upon the conditions extant at the time of release.

27. The comment is noted.

28. A sentence has been added to indicate that refinery capacity is

developed to meet market demand not crude supply.

29. Text revised as appropriate.

30. Text revised as appropriate.

31. Text revised as appropriate.

32. A phrase has been added identifying produced waste water discharge as

the source of the possible small intermittent or continuous oil dis-

charges.
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As provided for in the FEDERAL REGISTER of June 13,

1975, Vol. 40, No. 115, pages 25241-25242, attached are Texaco's
comments on the "Draft Environmental Impact Stateme~t, Oil and
Gas Development in the Santa Barbara Channel, Offshore

California."
Very truly yours,

WKTjr:arg
Attachment
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Texaco Inc. has reviewed the Draft Environmental
Statement prepared by the United States Geological Survey to
examine potential impacts arising from oil and gas production
on Federal OCS lands in the Santa Barbara Channel.

We find the Statement to be thorough and the U. S.
Geological Survey staff should be commended for developing such
a complete analysis.

We would like to take this opportunity to address
specific comments to those few areas of the Draft Statement where
we believe some clarification or correction should be made.

In the category of geology and seismic activity of the
Santa Barbara region we believe that our studies are more than
adequate for a proper background understanding to protect the

1 environment wherever necessary. Since the U.S.G.S. has essentially
the same data and access to other data not available to Texaco,
we feel some contradictory statements should be corrected or
further explained. For example, the EIS states that at present
our understanding of the offshore is unrefined due to the fact that
marine geologic studies necessary for interpreting the offshore

2 are in their "infancy". This statement is somewhat contradicted
by an earlier statement which concedes to the fact that the Santa
Barbara Channel ".•• has been the site of some of the world's
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t . t.ens i . 1· t d' "mos 1n enS1ve mar1ne geo Og1C s u 1es, .... In fact, many in-
vestigators are continuously engaged in studies of the structure,
seismicity and tectonics of the Santa Barbara Channel region.
Among these are: California Institute of Technology; California
State University, Northridge; Ohio University; Santa Barbara City

3 College; U. S. Geological Survey; University of California, Santa
-,

Barbara; and University of Southern California, just to mention a
few.

The inference in the Draft Environmental Statement seems
to be that because the geology of the offshore, faulting in par-
ticu1ar, is concealed by water, we know little about it. Actually,
as Dr. Clarence Allen, seismologist with California Institute of
Technology, testified (BLM hearings May 6, 1975, Los Angeles), we

4 know more about many of the offshore faults than we know about
\

their counterparts on land, due to the fact that marine acoustical
profiling techniques offer better opportunities for geophysical
portrayal of buried strata offshore. A great amount of acoustical
profiling work has been done in the past in the Santa Barbara
Channel and much of this information is public domain.

The contemporary seismic setting for the Santa Barbara
5 Channel region is established on the basis of six cited earthquakes

of local magnitude, six or greater, that have occurred "near" the
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Channel. Three of these earthquakes (Point Arguello, 1927; Kern
County, 1952; and San Fernando Valley, 1971) had epicenters over
fifty miles away from the Santa Barbara Channel region. From these
data, however, the EIS concludes that the Santa Barbara Channel
region is seismically active.

In discussing destructive earthquakes, an extensive list
of "significant felt" earthquakes in the Channel region is
presented. A number of these earthquakes are based on unconfirmed
reports. The observed intensities of several of the earthquakes
are described as "probably felt". The earliest destructive earth-
quake which affected the Santa Barbara Channel region, according
to the EIS, occurred in December of 1812. Although the intensity
of the earthquake is unknown, based upon reported damage (of 1812
adobe construction), the EIS concludes that the effects resemble
those accompanying other California quakes of magnitude seven.
However, a recent detailed study of the historic record by Marine
Advisors, Inc., concluded that some aspects of this quake are
unsubstantiated and cannot be accepted on face value, and indeed
much of the historic evidence is contradictory. Ironically, this
is the earthquake that the EIS cites as a basis for design
criteria of structures in the Channel. We note that the intensity
of the 1812 earthquake was estimated at magnitude seven on page
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1I-85, Vol. 1, this same earthquake is referred to on page II-125
ashav.mg an intensity up to 7.5, a significantly higher value on
the logarithmic scale.,

The Point Mugu earthquake of 1973 (6.0 magnitude,
centered near Point Mugu) did no damage to platforms, wells, pipeR
lines and onshore treating and storage facilities located in the
Santa Barbara Channel region, according to the EIS. Following this
statement, the EIS concludes that this is not surprising since the
nearest OCS platforms are some thirty miles from the earthquake
epicenter. Yet, in an earlier ~tatement several earthquakes having
epicenters 50 to 80 miles from the Channel are cited as "•••useful
in evaluating the earthquake hazards" in the Santa Barbara Channel
regiono

The EIS proposes that a magnitude 7.5 earthquake (based
on the 1812 earthquake) should be adopted as the maximum "credible"
earthquake for design purposes in the Santa Barbara Channel region.

A peak horizontal acceleration of 1.0 g at bedrock, near the epi-
center for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake is extrapolated from data
from other earthquakes. The statement suggests that the 1.0 g
extrapolated fd.gure is a "best estimate" at the present time.
Since the 1.0 g peak horizontal,acceleration is calculated at bed-
rock without regard to the dampening effect of soil and water, we
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l
question the validity of this figure as it relates to actual plat-
form design criteria.

Under normal good building practices, structures may
exceed the design factor applied for horizontal acceleration. The
Ers points out that platforms constructed using lower values for
horizontal bedrock acceleration will at specific sites be strong

10 enough to resist significant damage- from earthquakes shaking. As
an example, the ErS notes that computations made for Platform "c"

indicate that it should withstand ground accelerations of as much
as 2.0 g even though the factor used in the design for horizontal
acceleration due to earthquake shaking was 0.15 g!

Design criteria for structures associated with oil
\

11 field development and production take the possibility of earth-
quakes into consideration. Onshore California where seismicity is
comparable to offshore areas, technology has proven that major
earthquake-resistant structures can and have been built. Downtown

12 Los Angeles is a testimonial to this ability. Offshore technology,
too, has taken on the challenge. No platform has ever been destroyed

by an earthquake in California or elsewhere. Each platform is

13
specifically designed for particular conditions which exist at a
specific site determined by intensive investigations conducted and
analyzed by soils and design experts who are knowledgeable of the
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L local conditions.
Underwater pipelines are less vulnerable to earthquakes

than would at first appear. Hundreds of pipelines crisscross fault
zones in California and withstand earthquakes quite well. Should
an accident occur, activating shut-off valves would allow only a
small amount of liquid to escape in the event of a break.

The EIS in its extensive coverage of earthquake activity
and seismicity leaves the reader with the impression that normal
oil field operations represent a significant risk toward triggering
earthquakes. Dr. Clarence Allen' in his testimony of May 6, 1975,
pointed out the fact that oil has been produced onshore in
California from numerous fields for more than 70 years (including
several fields near the San Andreas Fault), and in all this time
there has not been a single instance where a significant earthquake
has been related to oil field operations. Recent studies by
California Institute of Technology and the University of Southern
California in the Los Angeles Basin indicate no reason for special
concern.

The sections of the Statement relating to drilling and.
production cover the various phases of these operations in detail

and for the most part in an adequate and complete manner. With a
careful review and proper editing, corrections can be made to the
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statements that are not cons~st.ent wit.h gooq of~~hore oil field
practices and the oes orders that are incl~qed as part of this
Statement. A list by volume and page number of t~~ inconsi~tencies
has been prepared by experienced perso~s in the ind~stry and these
comments were made available to the U.S!G.S. from the Weste.rn Oil
and Gas Association.

It is believed that the reference to se~ floor wel1.~ and

production syscems ~s overemphasi.zed.. A~th~~gh eqqip~e.n~ and know-
how is now available for wells and proguction syst.e.W~i.nt.~i.s.

environment and further development. o~ the st.ate.of t.pe art is in
progress, it is not necessarily ~ pract.ical approach t.op~oducing
hydrocarbons offshore except P9ssi.bly ~~om an ~e.s.the.t.i.cpoi.~t of

of surface vessels such a~ dri1~ ~hips ang wo~kboat.s tha.t.~a¥ be
required for extended periods of time. Opvigu~1Y t.h.e.g~eate.~ t.he
number of subsea wells e~istin&, the. gr.eater will qe t.pe~ee4 for
surface-servicipg equipment to keep the §Ys.t.g~s9P~~~t.i.gna.1•. Subsea" ,:.. " ~. -..

systems also limit the types of art.i.!icia.~li.~t.e.q~i.P~e.pt.t.hat.can

be employed, thus pos.sibly li~iting the a~Oy'nt.9£ pi.1 t.h.a.t.~~p
ultimately be recovere4 fro~ a rese.rvoiro For we~ls an~ PFP4~ction
systems on the sea floor, a.pumper of floW anq cpntF9~ ~i.pe.sa.Fe.
required. The possibilit.y of small leaks in subsea lines ex.~~ts
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land the more lines laid on the ocean floor the greater the potential

exposure to leaks from such piping.
In summary, .we would like to reiterate that there is an

urgent need for additional sources of hydrocarbons for th~ Nation.
Californians depend, as does the rest of the Nation, on petroleum
products to meet their ever-increasing need for energy. Today hydro-
carbons fill 75% of our Nation's energy requirements, but', unlike
the rest of the United States, California relies on oil and natural
gas to provide nearly 90% of the State's basic energy needs.
California today is the third ~argest oil-producing State, yet it
must import nearly a million barrels per day in order to meet the
State's own energy needs •.

In 1974, California's domestic crude oil production
dipped to 307 million barrels, down ten million from 1973.
California's production has declined every year since 1968, when
the State's all-time record production was 373 million barrels.

Adequate alternate sources of energy for California will not be a
reality within the next 10 to 15 years. California has no oil

shale or significant deposits of coal.
Clearly, if we are to achieve energy independence from

foreign oil for California as well as for the rest of the Nation,
potential reserves of the highly promising Santa Barbara Channel
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must be developed as soon as possible. We believe that those
potential hazards or risks attendant to offshore oil production
are well within acceptable limits, and, after carefully weighing
environmental impacts of such development, we conclude the
potential environmental hazards and risks are minimal and, con-
sequently, are not valid justifications for curtailing development
of the Santa Barbara Channel reserves.

Respectfully submitted,

August 26, 1975

TEXACO INC •

• ? r: ~.e~-21'".(,;L.~ 1.---f:!
illiam K. Tell, Jr.

Vice President
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.RESPONSETOTEXACO

Generalevil.luation;

The Texaco critique does not concur with the reconunendedmaximumexpectable

earthquake and ussocfat ed expectabf.e ground motions . It does not, however,

offer data 'ordisc'us'sion in support of speci:fic alternatives. The ground

motionsrecolriinended ill 'DES'75:..35'were developed after careful study of

seismological records, historic records, and geologic evidence, and with

consfderatdon :for the :regional 'tectollicsefting. The rationale for selecting

those ground motions is described iilI)E:S75:..3S 'and in referenced sources.

None of the critiques has proffer'ed significaritseismologic, historic, or

geol'ogic 'dat'a to's'tippo:rtth"eircOntention thatlowe:rvalues for those

expectableg:roundm6Hons 'would be moreapproprdate , Therefore ,I1osub~

stantive :revIsions are cOlltemplated~

The Texaco critique 'mi:stakesdesign ,crite:ria fordesigrispecifications.

Tllerehas beeI1110'attempt; by the Geo'logical Survey to dictate 'engineering

desi.gn 'speciiications-.Thedesigricrite:rialisted in 'DES75-35 :relate

entliely tot'h'e required pe'rformance rof 'the vst'ructures under postulated

condi 'ti()nso':f 'grotilld'motiollsoastoprovfde :forpubl icsafeiyandminimum

advers'e 'environmental impac't. The resfstanceofstriicttires to damage by such

ground -lri8tIons is ;anachievemeI11:and responsibitity'ofstructuralengineering

design.

Responsestospeci fie comments';

',t.p. 1, para 4" first pa'rtDES '75:..35has "not', 'of 'course, "represented

s'tuclies'niade "by'Texaco,or 'any o'ther rcompany, to 'be less than "adequate" .

'However, 'no regional studiesofseismid tyor contemporary deformation
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in the Channel region have been published by Texaco; nor have any unpub-
lished studies by Texaco been made available for use by the USGS in the
preparation of the geology and seismology sections of DES 75-35. It is
incorrect to state that the USGS and Texaco have "essentially the same
data". The most obvious error sterns from the fact that Texaco must
have detailed information on fields in California State Tidelands in
which it is an operator, fields for which the USGS would have no infor-
mation other than from published records and reports.

2. p. 1, para 4, last part, and continuation on p. 2 -- The so-called "con-
tradiction" is much more explicitly drawn in the DES (p. II-ll),precisely
to emphasize the irony that even though the Channel has been the subject
of much study, it remains much less known than adjacent land areas. This
is a function of both the complexity of the geology and the expense of
gathering marine geophysical and geological data. The significance of
this "contradiction" appears to be clear to other competent reviewers,
and no revision is contemplated.

3. p. 2, para 1 -- Many published studies of investigators from the listed
institutions have provided data used and cited in DES 75-35. The impor-
tance of ongoing research programs (without regard to identification as
to whether by the USGS or by some other research group whose aim is pub-
lication of results) and expectations of results are noted on p. 11-12,
and colleges, universities, research organizations are noted on p.
11-332 to 11-336.

4. p. 2, para 2 -- Allen's cornment is more appropo of the lack of good
information on onshore faults than an indication that offshore faults
are well located and thoroughly understood. Offshore faults are
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recognized in acoustic profiles only when I 1) Dissimilar strata are
juxtaposed, 2) dissimilar dips in similar strata are sharply juxtaposed,
or 3) flat, or gently dipping strata have been displaced vertically!
Lateral slip and lateral components of oblique slip cannot be discriminated.
Faults having "acoustic basementtt on both sides and no offset of strata or
deposits overlying the "basement" cannot be recognized from acoustic
records. Moreover, with profiles generally one mile apart or more, it is
virtually impossible to discriminate between short, en-echelon structures
and continuous structures.

5. The ci~ed data support the conclusion that a magnitude 6.0
earthquake may reasonably -be expected in the time span anticipated (see
p. 11-80, 81, 125). The conclusion in DES 75-35 that the Channel region
is seismically active is clearly based on the total historic and seismic
record, not simply the 6 earthquakes discussed individually in the text
(See especially p. 11-84, paragraph 2, and the first two paragraphs on p.
II-8!. )

6. p. 3, para 2, and p. 4, last para -- The "design criteria" (p. 1-66, 67)
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include no mention of specific earthquake magnitudes or ground motion
parametersl much less the 1812 earthquake. Secondly, the basis for the
estimate of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake is clearly detailed on p. 11-124,
125)1 leading to the conclusion as stated on p. II-124: "These con-
siderations suggest that a magnitude 7.5 earthquake should be adopted as
the maximum credible earthquake ••.•" The conclusion is clearly
based on the entire seismic history and tectonic settingl and the 1812
earthquake merely provides one possible example of past occurrence.

7. p. 4. 11. 1-3 -- While the difference between 7 and 7.5 can. indeed. be
significant on a logarithmic scale. there hardly seems any room formisin-
terpretation of the DES statements cited. On p. 11-851 '~-The reported
damage and other effects resemble those accompanying other California
earthquakes of magnitude 7.--":1S clearly a general range. not a precise
estimatel and is certainly consistent with the earlier statement. More-
over. the difference between 7 and 7.5 is clearly not "significant" in the
context of the precision with which magnitude can be estimated. sometimes
even within a modern seismic netl and estimates of magnitude made from
intensities deduced from historic records are necessarily cruder still.
In addition. even though much of the older historic evidence is contradic-
tory and unreliable. it would certainly not be prudent to ignore it in any
attempt to assess the potential for hazard.

8. p. 4. para 2 -- The significance of citing these statements ~n sequence
here is elusive. They are certainly not inconsistent with each other.
Surely, the knowledge that significant earthquakes centered 30 to 80 miles
from OCS platforms have had little or no damaging effect that far from the
epicenter yields some information that aids in " ••.evaluating the earth-
quake hazards •..". just as the existence of those earthquakes in the
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regional tectonic £ramework.of the Channel aids in describing expectable
earthquake parameters.

9. p. 5, lines I, 2 -- The "design criteria" (p, II"",66,·67) relate to the
performance of the structure when subjected to earthquake stresses. The
recommended ground motions are explicitly defined as representing bedrock
sites (p. II-128, 129). Neither of these are "specifications" for
engineering design of any structure. Such specifications must be develop-
ed within the framework of the local conditions at each potential site.

10. p. 5, para 2 -- This comment appears, for the most part, to paraphrase
the DES as to this matter.

It is,however, interesting that "normal good building practices" in-
clude so many safety factors, and other (non-earthquake) design considera-
tions that affect earthquake resistance, that the horizontal accelerations
a structure can withstand may exceed, by more·than a factor of lOx, the
accelerations it was nominally designed to resist.

11. p. 5, last para, lines 1-3 -- The proper subject is the degree of consider-
ation, not "consider or not-consider".

12. p. 5, para 2 -- Downtown Los Angeles is a poor "testamonial". Most high
structures there have not been tested by strong (near-epicenter) ground
motions during their lifetime. A better example would be the southern
S~n Joaquin Valley in 1952 -- especially water towers and some oilfield
production facilities (see: Johnston, 1955; Steinbrugge and Moran, 1955)
-- or the San Fernando Valley area in 1971 (USGS Prof. Paper 733).
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13. p. 5; last sentence. -- This is certainly the expected procedure. Nor
is it questioned by DES 75-35.

14. p. 6, paragraph 2 -- Experiments at the Rangely Field, Colorado
(Raleigh and others, 1972) have documented circumstances where earth-
quakes have been triggered as a result of flUid injection; and recent
investigations (Yerkes and Castle, 1975) have concluded that certain
smail earthquakes in the GoOse Creek, Texas field (1925), Wilmington,
California (1947, 1949, 1951, i95S, and i961), and Hester-Convent,
Louisiana (1943) oilfields may be attributable to fluid extraction.
The achnowledging of such isolated cases is not necessarily an indica-
tion of a significant risk but rather an indication of the need to
recognize the possibilities and take certain precautions (i.e., closely
control subsurface injection programs and monitor for possible oil
field operation-related seismic activity and sUbsidence)~ The lack
of specific document citation by the reference to "Recent studies by
Caltech and USC", makes review of that data and results impossible.

15. Your opinion on subsea production systems is appreciated. See the
updated and expanded discussion of the status of subsea prOduction
syste-ms (section I.D.6.)
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Union Oll'and Gas Division: Western Region

Union Oil Company of California
Southern California District
2427 Harbor Boulevard, Ventura, California 93003
Telephone (80S) 642-0376

unlen
August 21, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

The attached comments are ,presented to update the "Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for Potential Oil and Gas
Development, Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental Shelf
off Ca-Ld f ornLa s " "

Sincerely,

'i[~tt:.ions
DEC:vbm
Attach.

cc w/attach.: W. A. Rad1inski, Reston, VA
Hillery Oden, Menlo Park, CA
F. J. Schambeck, Los Angeles, CA
M. F. Reitz, Santa Barbara, CA
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·COMMENTS ON VOLUME 1 OF 3
"OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT IN SANTA BARBARA

CHANNEL OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OFF CALIFORNIA",
JUNE 6, 1975

COMMENTS

In reference to 'Vo1ume I, Paragraph I-D:-6-d-(5) "Other

Submerged Production Systems," Page 1-109 of subject report,

Union Oil Company of California, as operator of OCS P-0241

for co-lessees Gulf, Mobil and Texaco, has in conjunction

with several equipment manufacturers developed an artificial

lift ~umping system for subsea wells.

The system was installed in June 1972 on P-0241, Platform

"A", and has operated trouble free since that time. The pump

was removed for inspection one time after seven months of

operation to test the recovery procedure and to i~spe~t the

pump. The procedure worked fine and the pump was not worn.

The pump was returned to the well and is still operating. The

tubing strings were pulled for inspection and rerun in May

1973. They were found to be in excellent condition.

THE SYSTEM

The artificial lift pumping system that has been developed

for this particular app1ication--sha1Iow subsea wells, in

diver depth water, near a p1atform--is an adaptation of proven

hydrau1ic·oi1 well pumping equipment into a new configuration

fitting this specific need. The first consideration for such

a system is that the well can be drilled, operated, serviced,

and ~ventua11y abandoned without escape of hydrocarbons to the
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ocean. Other important design criteria are the need for good

formation sand ·contro1 so the well will not require repairs

and for a pump that can be easily changed when need be.

The .!!..!!.!!!!. control is obtained by pa(:king gravel between

the for~ation and the slotted liner. This method bas been

very effective in preventing the ~ovement of unconsolidated

sands in California and in this particular oil field.

The pumping system utilizes a Kobe free pump (downhole

pump) driven by water pressure. The "free pump" operates in

the bottom hole cavity located on the .1ower extremity of the

2-1/2" tubing string. It 'can be pumped to the wellhead, when

in need of repair, by reversing direction ot power water cir-

culation. A diver working from a small boat can replace the

old pump with a new one in one dive of less than 30 minutes.

One of the most unique features is the wellhead, designed

and"bui1t by Deep Oil Technology, a subsidiary o~ The Fluor

Corporation, in which three concentric strings of tubing are

nested and separated by seals. The bottom hole assembly,

adapted for this use by Kobe, Inc., and Baker Oil Tool Company,

accepts the "free_pumpll and also seals betweep. the tubing

strings. Power water, in a closed system, is pumped through a

line from the platform down the well through the 2-7/8" tubing

stX'ing, waere it drives the bpttom hole pump and is then

~xhausted to the platform via the annulus of 2-7/8" and 4-1/2"

tubing strings. Production is pumped through the annulus

formed by the 4-1/2" to 6-5/8" tubing strings. The annulus
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between the ou t'sLde tubing string (6-5/8") and the 10-3/4"

casing conducts formation gas to the wellhead.

Subsea lines - A bundle of four two-inch pipelines and

a control cable run between the well and the platform. The

pipelines conduct (1) power water to the well, (2) power

·water from the well, (3) oii from well, and (4) gas from well.

The electric cable monitors pressures and valve positions, and

transmits electronic signals to solenoid valves in the

production control unit, mounted on the wellhead, to operate

valves and other safety devices.

All safety valves consist of hydraulically operated valves

that can be actuated either from the control console on the

platform or operate automatically in the event of abnormal

pressure on any of the lines. Two fail-safe downhole saiety

valves are employed: one below the pump intake and one through."
the packer that seals between the 6-5/8" tubing and 10-3/4"

casing. Each wellhead outlet is equipped with a manually

operated valve and hydraulically operated fail-safe valve •.

Remote control of all equipment is accomplished by use of

the production control unit mounted at the welhead and the

monitoring and control console mounted on the platform.

Electrical impulses from the control console operates solenoid

valves at the wellhead unit to direct power water, acting as

hydraulic fluid, to operate the wellhead and downhole valves.

The control console on the platform monitors all pressures and

well conditions continually.
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THE TEST INSTALLATION

In June 1972, with U.S.G.S. approval, the subsea producing

system was installed in Well IJA-24, Platform "A", OCS P-0241.

The only difference between this and the subsea installation

is that the wellhead is located on the platform instead of the

ocean floor. All downhole and wellhead valves and controls

have been operated remotely since "that time.

SUMMARY

This is a subsea producing system designed to do a

particular job in a specific, ar-e a , Continuous operation

during the past three years indicates that the system is

correctly designed to functiori safely and efficiently.

DEC:vbm
8-12-75
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CONFIGURATION DURING PRODUCTION
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RESPONSE TO UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

Your detailed up-to-date information on the artificial lift pumping system
for subsea wells is appreciated and most informative.
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VALLEV N,.,.ROCEN
PRODUCERS. INC.
August 27, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, VA 22092

STATEMENT FROM VALLEY NITROGEN PRODUCERS, INC.
FOR THE HEARING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

ON OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL AND GAS LEAS ING
AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

Valley Nitrogen, with main offices in Fresno, California, is an agricultural

cooperative formed to manufacture fertilizers for California farmers. We have

4,700 members. However, 53 of these members are other agricultural cooperatives

which in turn represent several thousand additional participating growers, which

means we are owned either directly or indirectly by some 10,000 to 12,000 California

farmers.

Because we do represent such a broad segment of the agricultural industry,

we supply approximately 30-35% of all nitrogen fertilizer consumed in California

and approximately 40% of all nitrogen fertilizer applied in Arizona. Last year

our total production represented some 800,000 tons. We must manufacture these

products. Even if we could purchase sufficient quantities abroad, costs to

California farmers would be staggering. Until recently, world prices for these

chemicals have averaged 50% to 100% above our prices in California, and any

number of uncontrollable factors can impose a recurrence of such a condition.

Our reliance on the rest of the world for this essential commodity would be as

risky as relying on it for oil and gas. ..;;:..~..

Plant Locations:
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Statement for OCS Hearing -2- August 27, 1975

This year, Valley Nitrogen will produce some 900,000 tons of all types of

fertilizer, which includes phosphates and potash. However, the backbone of the

fertilizer requirements in the West is nitrogen.

The one vital point that most of our modern society does not recognize is

the absolute dependency of agriculture upon natural gas. Agriculture has obvious

and enormous needs of petroleum for fuel and lubricants; however, the most important

point is this: there is only one practical feedstock for nitrogen fertilizers.

Natural gas is virtually the only feedstock for manufacturing anhydrous ammonia

in the United States and anhydrous ammonia is the basic building block from which

derivative nitrogen fertilizers are made.

Anhydrous ammonia itself is used in tremendous quantities directly as a

fertilizer. It is also converted into nitric acid which is then combined with

ammonia to form ammonium nitrate. It is converted into a highly useful 46%

pri1led urea. Ammonia is also reacted with sulfuric acid to make ammonium

sulfate and with phosphoric acid to make ammonium phosphates.

We can state, then, that the nitrogen fertilizer industry in California or

the United States is dependent entirely upon the availability of natural gas.

Incidentally, the phosphate or potash fertilizers by themselves are relatively

useless when applied to the soil unless there is a reasonable balance of nitrogen

applied so the plant can fully utilize the total plant nutrients.

It has been estimated that one ton of fertilizer can yield five to ten

times its weight in additional food crop yields. To illustrate this point, let's

say that one ton of 46% nitrogen urea is applied at the rate of 200 pounds per
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Statement for OCS Hearing -3- August 27, 1975

acre. This means the one ton of fertilizer would cover 10 acres of grain.

Without fertilizer those 10 acres would produce perhaps one ton per acre or a

total of 10 tons; however, with application of the one ton of fertilizer on the

10 acres, the production would be increased to two tons per acre, making a gain

of 10 tons of grain for the one ton of fertilizer applied.

What does this mean? It means that the 900,000 tons of fertilizer that

Valley Nitrogen is presently producing represent an increased production of many

millions of tons of agricultural crops. From a humanitarian standpoint it is

apparent that a tremendous number of people in California and the United States

would. inevitably be severely undernourished without an adequate supply of natural

gas to support our agricultural industry.

Briefly stated, millions of tons of extra food are produced each year in

California alone because of nitrogen fertilizer. Virtually every bit of that

nitrogen fertilizer is manufactured from natural gas. Without natural gas this

tremendous flow of agricultural products each year would be irretrievably lost;

the cost to the nation would be incalculable.

We are presently faced with impending curtailment at our ammonia manufacturing

plants because of inadequate supplies of natural gas. The importation of liquified

natural gas from overseas may make a contribution to the heating of homes, but is

completely out of the question for supplying the huge quantities needed in the

manufacture of fertilizer. The most authoritative estimates are that nationwide

ammonia losses due to natural gas curtailments will amount to several hundred

thousand tons during this coming winter season. If the curtailments continue for
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Statement for OCS Hearing -4- August 27, 1975

long or get worse, the resulting losses to agriculture will be reflected not only
in a loss of food production, and skyrocketing food costs, but also in jobs lost

and in jobs not created in agriculture and related industries.

It is clear that the only logical alternative to depressed farm production

and employment is the immediate development of oil and gas fields both onshore

and offshore. We are totally unimpressed by fears of disaster from OCS activity.

Technology developed and demonstrated to date clearly indicates any mishaps would

be adequately contained. It is apparent that if the petroleum industry is

sufficiently intelligent to discover and recover petroleum and gas from under

the seas, it is surely capable of performing this task in a safe and satisfactory

manner.

Not only must we consider the potential environmental impacts that could

result from further development in the Santa Barbara Channel, we must also consider

the inevitable negative human impacts that will result if additional sources are

not developed.

Valley Nitrogen therefore urges the Department of Interior to proceed immediately

with the expansion and development of oil and gas leases in the Santa Barbara Channel

area of the Outer Continental Shelf.

INC.

R. Henry e1ess
Vice President-Economic Development

RHW:ss
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WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION
609 SOUTH GRANO AVENUE. Los ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90017

(213) 624·6386

August 27, 1975

Mr. V. E. McKelvey
Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center (MS 108)
Reston, Virginia 22092

Submission of Written Comment
DES 75-35 -- Oil and Gas
Development in the
Santa Barbara Channel

Dear Mr. McKelvey:
This Association presented three hours of oral testimony at the
Public Hearing on DES 75-35. As indicated in that testimony, we
are now filing our written "critique" covering specific portions
of the Draft Environmental Statement.
Enclosed for your consideration are comments on eight major topics
found within DES 75-35. They are: Geotechnical; Biology; Socio-
economics; Oil Spill Potential; Drilling and Production; Marine
Operations; Pipelines and Economics. Comments on the first four
topics were developed for the Association by the consulting firm
of Dames and Moore and are bound together. Comments on the last
four topics were developed by personnel from our member companies
and are also bound together.
We believe DES 75-35 is a good report. Our comments are submitted
in the hopes that the final environmental statement can be regarded
as outstanding in its completeness and accuracy.
Within the next few days multiple copies of the enclosed material
will also be sent to Mr. Fred J. Schambeck, your Area Oil and Gas
Supervisor in Los Angeles, for his review and that of his staff.
Thank you for considering our views.

~1trUl(rVr
Hen~. Wright,~er
Land & Water Department

HWW:mgp
Enclosures (2)
cc: Mr. Fred J. Schambeck

(w/o enclosure) IX-331



WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION
609 SOUTH GRANO AVENUE. Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017

(213) 624-6386

CRITIQUE
OF

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT·

FOR
SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL OCS

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT

Drilling and Production
Marine Operations
Pipelines
Economics
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DRILLING: & PRODUCTION
INDUSTRY 0 S COMMENTS ON THE

DRAFt E~"VIROr.~NTAL STATEMENT
SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

Volume
1

Page
1-3

1

Comments
The first sentence states '~reating facilities ~ould require
additional platform space, but storage ~ould prohably be
under water". It is recognized that the platform ~annot
handle the oil ~eight for storing tanker quantities of
crude on the platform surface as indicated by recent publicity
of under water storage in the North Sea. However, industry
has not considered under water storage a reasonable solution
to the problem in the Santa Barbara Channel; therefore, ~e
suggest a wording revision as follo~s:

Treating facilitieR l070uldrequire additional plat-
form space; oil storage would be in a nearby permanently
moored vessel.

1

1

1-6

1-21

[

The third sentence in the third paragraph states I~ few
wells on platforms A and B are also produced by this

2 . system", referring to g.as-lift operations. This is in
error. there are no gas-lift wells on platforms A or B.
We suggest omitting the subject sentence.

[

The last sentence in the second paragraph states '~he use
of side scan sonar from submersible vehicles has been

3 extremely successful" ••••• Since side scan sonar surveys
c~n also be'conducted successfully from surface vessels,
we suggest a wording revision ~s follows:

However, the use of side scan sonar from surface
vessels as well as submersible vehicles have both
been successful in mapping sea floor geomorphology.

1

1

1-43 4 [In the second sentence of the second paragraph, the correct
terminology would be barite, not bentonite.

1-44 [,The third paragraph infers for small kicks the influx may5 simply be circulated out without closing the BOP's. This
is not true. We suggest the paragraph be revised as follows:

If formation fluid enters the well bore and a surface
indication of some influx of formation fluid is
observed, such an occurrence is called a kick. All
kicks will use precautionary well control measures of
circulating'out through the choke w1th the BOP's closed.

1 I-56

6

The fourth sentence in the first paragraph states '~he bottom
1s dragged to be sure that no obstructions were overlooked".
Dragging the bottom after abandonment of a well is unnecessary
and not very effective. It may apply in deeper water where
diver inspection is impractical or hazardous. We suggest
omitting the last part of the sentence by adding a period
after the word "removed".
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Volume
1

INDUSTRY'S CONI'f:NTS ON THE
DRAFT ENVIROIDffiNTAL STATEMENT

SANTA BARBARA CHAt-.m:L

Page Comments
I-59 7 [ In the second sentence of the first. paragraph, we suggest

inserting the word "ccmne rcd aL" before hydrocarbon reserve.

1

1

1-61

1-68

[

Figure 1-10 shows a drawing of the platform for the Santa
Ynez unit. This is the original ~nd not the design being

8 used. This should be changed to the latest jacket type
platform which was approved by the U.S.G.S. and is currently
under construction.

The IISevere Storm" section, although it does not directly
so state, has very strong implications that because the
Santa Ynez unit platform was designed to meet 400-year
storm conditions, that this will become the new acceptable
guideline for design criteria by the U.S.G.S. We do not
propose nor endorse such a suggested change. In designing
a platform, many environmental factors are considered,
including the major factors of storms and earthquakes.
It so happened that in designing this 850-foot water depth
Santa Ynez unit platform to meet desired earthquake criteria,
it coincidentally met essentially all requireme.nts for the

g" 400-year storm. From the operator's viewpoint, there was
another benefit in a second coincidence which revealed that
the 400-year Santa'Barbara Channel storm adequately satisfied
the 100-year Gulf of Mexico storm condition. This created
flexibility in use of the design because it was also adequate
for the more severe weather conditions of the Gulf of Mexico.

,Historically, industry has designed platforms for up to
100-year storm criteria. We see no justification for a
change at this time.

The U.S.G.S. should establish guidelines for use in various
areas but should maintain full authority and flexibility by
continuing to make individual reviews and approve platform
designs as in the past. To publish a fixed platform criteria
would discourage innovative thinking in design and not allow
the U.S.G.S. the discretion of applying guidelines they believe
necessary and applicable by an area and use basis.

1 1-71

10

The Protective Coating section indicates that synthetic
rubber and monel s~eathing is applied to'all members in
the wave zone between elev (-) 8'-0" and elev (+) 16'-0".
This'!s an Exxon practice and is not an established concept
or conventional 'corrosion protection procedure. We suggest
replacing the words "three types" with the word "examples"
iu the last sentence of the paragraph. The sentence would
then read "Examples of protective coatings are ":
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Volume
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Page
1-72

II

1-74

1-77

1-84 12

1-95

I-lOS
1-107

1-128

INDUSTRY IS COHHENrS ON THE
DRAFT ENVIR0r{:'!ENrAL STATEMENT

SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

Corrments
In the Beautification section, we suggest deleting the last
sentence because of the following reasons:

A number of methods of screening and beautification were
investigated for the Santa Ynez unit platform. These
studies indicated that reasonable effective screening
techniques were possible. However, because of concern
by the U. S. Coast Guard and ourselves that camouflage
techniques could increase hazards to navigation, these
studies were discontinued. It is currently believed
that the natural state of the platform is the most
satisfactory solution. It presents maximum visual
impact to the close proximity of an approaching ship,
yet has low impact from shore because of both distance
and frequent low visibility weather conditions.

The first sentence of paragraph 1 needs to be clarified since
platform development wells would not normally use submerged
production systems. We suggest that the last part of the
sentence be omitted by placing a "period" after the word
"rigs".

In the second paragraph, .t~e description of the gravel
ppcking technique is not correct. The description should
.be changed to something similar to this: Gravel is pumped
into the top of the annular space between the liner and the
wall of the hole with fluid returns taken through a "stinger"
extending to near the liner shoe.

The last paragraph states "Sand monitoring devices are
included" •••• This is misleading since there is no require-
ment for them. We suggest the words "can be installed" be
substituted for "are included'!.

The last paragraph states liltwould be ideal to have all
production facilities located on the sea floor." It would
be "Ldea l," only from an aesthetic point of view since it
might well be operationally impractical and economically
disastrous. We suggest revising the sentence to read as
follows: The ideal from an aesthetic po~nt of view for
an offshore oil field might be to have •••

The 1974 OIC was held in Houston, not Dallas.

The fourth sentence in the second paragraph states '~he
use of an internal floating roof with cone roofed tanks
for a vapor recovery system." It is not an industry
practice to utilize a cone roof tank with an internal float-
ing roof for a vapor recovery system since the two roofs
serve two different and opposite purposes. The floating
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Volume
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Page
1-128

1-193

1-211

11-72

11-75

11-80
to

11-137

11-137
to

11-152

INDUSTRY'S CO:1HENTS ON THE
DRAFT ENVIROmlENTAL STATEMENT

SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

COlIlllents
(Contld.)
roof is designed to prevent vapor evolution from the stored
crude oil while a cone roof is installed to collect vapor
emissions for a vapor recovery system. We suggest the
sentence be revised as follows: Special cone roofed tanks
with a vapor recovery system or tanks with internal float-
ing roofs have been designed to prevent vapor emissions to
th~ atmosphere.

Under the "Casing" section, there is a typographical error
in discussing the first string of casing. Stated is "this
depth may be as little as 30 feet to more than 500 feetll•

To place this in agreement with OCS Order No.2, it should
read: This depth may be as little as 300 feet to as much
as 500 feet.

The fourth sentence of the In-Situ Combustion section states
I~is process is essentially ex?erimental to date" ••••
This is not true; Mo~il has been successful with this second-
ary recovery process for more than ten years in the Bakersfield
area. We suggest omitting the first part of the sentence. The
sentence would read as follm~s: Extremely high recoveries have
resulted where • • •

The second sentence is in error. The sentence should be
revised as follows: Except for South Elwood, the ~liddle
and Upper Miocene strata have not yielded significant
production in the Channel region, but • • •

In the section "Production from Existing Producing Leaseholds")
the second sentence is in error. Dos Cuadras produces from
the }liocene as well as the Pliocene. We suggest the sentence
be revised as follows: "Both fields are on the Rincon anti-
clinal trend and most of the • • .11

Dames and Moore will provide comment on this section titled
"Earthqua\<e Activity in the Santa Barbara Channel Region."
Their written comments for text revisions should be submitted
to the U.S.G.S.

Section - Geologic Conditions and Processes Raving a Potential
for Hazard ("Geologic Hazards").
This section describes almost every conceivable geologic hazard
in such a way as to make it sound catastrophic and commonplace.
To avoid giving a distorted view of the subject, mitigating
factors or conditions which are known to exist should be
mentioned in the same paragraph in which the hazard is
described.
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Volume
1

Page
11-137

to
11-152

13

INDUSTRY'S cmr:·1ENTS ON TIrE
DRAFT ENVIROXHENTAL STATENENT

SANTA BARBARA CIL\}''NEL

Comments

(Cont 'd.)
Page 11-139 - The discussion of Reservoir Fluids and Prcs:;u',

'on Pages 11-139 and 140 is presented in such a manner that ~
reader might get the impression that these are abnormal nnd
unique to Santa Barbara Channel. The addition of the follow-
ing two sentences would place it in proper prospective for
the reader. At the end of paragraph one. Pages 11-140, add
the sentence as follows: ~~re stringent casing regulations~
imposed after the 1969 oil spill and more frequent inspectionti
by the U.S.G.S. personnel have greatly reduced the chances of
a subsurface blowout behind casing such as the above mentioned
1969 blowout.

Replace the last sentence on Page 11-140 with the following:
The above described geologic conditions and processes generally

.describe almost every oil producing area of the world and are
well understood by industry. The fluid expansion process and
reservoir energy release is the natural mechanism by which
oil fields are produced; uncontrolled, it could cause a blow-
out.

[

Page 11-143 - Add a sentence at the end of paragraph one
as follmls: However. seismic sea waves are very rare, and14 to our knm~1edge have never been known to damage oil pro-
duction facilities, onshore or offshore. anywhere in the
world.

15

Page 11-144 Replace the last sentence of the first paragraph
with the following: Liquefaction conditions described here
are considerations for constructing buildings, warehouses.
docks and all major onshore and offshore structures. Routine
geologic and engineering site examination and soil testing
identify the foundation soil conditions. The solutions for
problem areas are moving to acceptable soil conditions or
extending the foundation members deeper into competent
foundation soils.

Page 11-145 - It is suggested that the first sentence in paragraph
three (lines 19 and 20) be deleted. It is difficult to see
how a submarine landslide could even theoretically cause a
seismic sea wave of significant size.

Page 11-150 - Delete the last sentence. There is no evidence
of triggering earthquakes by injecting fluid to balance with-
drawals. The only case cited in which fluid injection was
even suspected of triggering earthquakes WaS one in which there
were no past or concurrent withdrawals. Thousands of oilfield
injection and disposal wells have been utilized without
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Volume
1

Page
11-137

to
11-152

INDUSTRY'S CON}IENTS ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONHENTAL STATE~ENT

SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

Comments

(Cont 'd.)
Page 11-150 (Contld.)
similar effects. Add the following paragraph (taken from
Volume 3; pp IV-76-77): It is documented that subsidence
of the ground's surface due to the production of oil and/or
gas has occurred only after the production of very large
volumes of oil and/or gas per unit area from very shallow,
relatively unconsolidated, thick producing reservoirs, with-
out concurrent repressuring operations. The known potential
field areas in the Santa Barbara Channel do not have shallow
unconsolidated sands with the potential of producing such
large quantities of fluid. The possibility of subsidence
in the Santa Barbara Channel, as a result of fluid production,
is considered remote •.

2

2

[

Page 11-152 - Replace the last sentence with the following:
. Routine engineering site examination and foundation soil16 sampling and testing techniques used in site selection

preclude the constr~ction of facilities where flooding,
erosion,·or expansive soils would be hazards.

111-20 ~ear the center of the page is the statement l~xtent of
recolonization of cuttings mounds by benthic eoi- and
infauna is now known". Testimony given by Dr. R. P.
Zingula of Exxon Company, U.S.A. at the Conference on
l~nvironmental Aspects of Chemical Use in Well Drilling
Operations", sponsored by the Environmental Protection
Agency,Office of Toxic Substances, Washington, D.C.,
described his investigations of the ocean floor drill
cutting piles. His findings showed that recolonization
started inmediately and that the area returned to a "normal"17 sea bottom containing essentially the same fauna and in
essentially the same abundance within eight months. On
this basis and to provide maximum information to the
reader, a rewrite of the above sentence is suggested as
follows: Extent of recolonization of cuttings was
investigated by Dr. R. P. Zingula and his findings indicate
that the area returns to a normal sea bottom containing
essentially the Same fauna and in essentially the same
abundance within eight months. (Testimony at E.P.A.
Office of Toxic Substances, Conference on Environmental
Aspects of Chemical Use in Well Drilling Operations,
Houston, Texas, May 21-23, 1975).

111-30 [ThiS section on seismic shaking is a recap of the platform18 earthquake design considerations. Dames and Moore should
provido written comments for Bny text revisions.
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Volume
2

Page
111-34

·INDUSTRY 1S CQ:-!}ENTSON 11m
DRAFT ENV1RO~HENTAL STATEHENT

SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

Comments
The first sentence states "The U.S .G.S. and U. S. Coast Guar d
will not allow a platform to be built within a mile of any
shipping lane". We suggest that that statement should read
1/2 mile as specified on Page IV-50.

2 111-43 Picture of platform "c" shows pile penetration of 150'19 (343-193). Penetration will be 85'• Sketch should be
corrected.

2 111-72 The second sentence in the second paragraph states I~?S is
reduced to elemental sulfur". The words "may be" sho~ld
be substituted for the w~rd "is" since it depends on the
concentrations involved to warrant the removal of H2S.

2 111-80 The second sentence of the last paragraph states 'Tor
example, normal operations would result in atmospheric
emission of small amounts of incinerated waste products
and the voiding of other gases into the atmosphere. Such
activities could adversely affect vegetation at the site"
is an overstatement of the problem which historically does
not occur. Although theoretically possible, operating
history over the past decade indicates essentially no
damage to surrounding vegetation. With the recent imple-
mentation of regulations by E.P.A., California Air Resources
Board and the County Air Pollution Control Districts regula-

20 tions, the likelihood of detrimental effects is even further
reduced. Because of the above and ~n order not to mislead
the reader, a rewrite of this sentence to include proper
qualification is suggested as follows: For example, normal
operations would result in atmospheric emission of small
amounts of incinerated waste products and the voiding of
other gases into the atmosphere. Such activities could
adversely affect vegetation at the site; however, historically
this has not been the case and with the new and more stringent
E.P.A., California Air Resources Board and the County Air
Pollution Control Districts regulations, the likelihood of
detrimental effects is further reduced.

2 111-88 This section discusses the Operational Phase of SPS (cluster
type) development. Two points need additional clarification.
First, since the SPS is primarily applicable, from an economic
standpoint, to the deeper water depths of perhaps 1000 feet
or more, and since fishing trawlers seldom frequent such
water depths, interference with fishing will be minimal.
Second, it should be brought to the reader's attention that
although the SPS minimizes the number of surface platforms,
an SPS system does not necessarily eliminate platforms
because it requires a surface support facility nearby.
Therefore, revised wording of the first paragraph under
3. Operational Phase, Page 111-88 is suggested as follows:
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Volume
2

,'.

PnGe
III-88

INDUSTRY'S CmIMENTS ON THE
DRAFT ENVIROmlENTAL STATEl'1ENT

SANTA BARBARA CHAKNEL

Corrrnents
(Corit ld , )
A SPS (cluster type) would occupy about one-half ncre of
ocenn floor, nnd other t)~es would require less. Very
limited habitat for deep-water bottom-dwelling marine
animals would be altered. On the other hand, 'the environ-
ment of some marine species would be enhanced by the
sheltered habitat provided by the structure. Trawling
gear could become entangled with such installations in the
event that commercial fishermen would operate in the area,
however, to the extent the SPS is primarily economically
applicable to the deep~r water depths of approximately
1000 feet, and since fishing trawlers seldom frequent
such water depths, the probability of such conflicts is
remote. Utilization of SPS in the future would serve to
minimize the number of platforms required, thus lessening
the long-term aesthetic impact. The SPS does not necessarily
eliminate all platforms since it requires a surface support
facility located nearby. Fur~her, considerable additional
floating equipment (drilling vessels, servi~e boats, work-
over rigs, etc.) wou'ld be required to operate and service
the subsea system.

3 IV-6 The first sentence at the top of the page states "NPDES
permits nre not required for pollutant discharges from
any vessel or floating craft.". This does not presently

22 apply co a drill-ship operating offshore California. He
suggest including the words "except drill-ship" after the
word "craft".

3 IV-35 The last sentence of the last paragraph in page IV-34
indicates that two years is the earliest date before
new platform drilling could commence. This is not so

23 platform "c" and Holly could drill much sooner, and
possibly Hueneme before two years. We suggest omitting
the last part of the subject sentence by adding a "period"
after the word "years".
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MARINE COMMENTS

VOL. 1, Page I - 125

d. Barges -- Should be mentioned'that these barges wo~ld
be equipped with segregated clean ballast tanks.

!qL. 1, 1?age I - 126

e. Tankers -- Present coastwise tankers are in the 30/35,000
ton category and carry about 200/230 M bbls. of cargo.' ,
No ballast is pumped overboard ~nless it is from segregated
clean ballast tanks.
Vessels are equipped with containers on board to contain24 small spills involved in connecting or disconnecting load-
,inC]-'hoses.

Y9L: 3, Page III -',84
2. Operational Phase of Near Shore Loading Terminal.

Recurrent minor spills can result from ship's deballasting
water.

25

Vessels engaged in this type of movement would most likely
be equipped with clean'segregated ballast tanks1 therefore,
the likelihood of any oil spillage from deballasting is nil.

yOL. 3, .Page III - 85
G. Impact of Offshore Treatment and Storage ~erminal.

Discusses such impacts. Stated 'and recognized in other
sections for this mode of operation is'the fact that a
gas line to shore will he required for gas sales. It
should also be recognized in this section. A revision
to this section by the addition of a statement at the
end of the first paragraph is suggested as follows:

Although not included in the discussion below,
it is recognized that in production operations
utilizing an offshore treating and storage ter-
minal, a gas line to shore to facilitate gas
sales will be desirable. Details of similar
pipelineconsttuction and operation are discussed
in the transportation section.

2. Operational Phase.
Recurrent spills due to leak in ship's flanges when
loading.

There are Coast ~uard Regulations that·make each vessel
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have holding storage to prevent any small spillage from
qoing over the side.
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~IPELINE COMMENTS

VOL. 1, Page I.~ 123
First paragraph. The statement infers that the Federal
Pipeline Regulations (Part 195.404 and Part 195.408)
specifically. require pressure sensing recorders and built-in
alarm systems. This method of leak.detection is not a DOT
requirement; and the referenced paragraphs make no mention
of leak detection.
YOLo 2, Page I - 124
Second paragraph. The statement infers that remotely
operated mainline block valves are an industry standard.
This is not true. Most mainline block valves are manually
operated and only in specific instances can remotely con-
trolled valves be justified. Neither DOT nor ANSI specify
requirements for remotely controlled block valves.
VOL. 2; Page III - 64
This Line Break section contains conclusions which are correct~
however;-insufficient material is included to assist the
reader in readily understanding and reaching this conclusion.
It is suggested that revised wording starting with the third
sentence through the first conclusion be included as follows:

~he sea floor slope is relatively flat from the
shoreline to the 300 foot water depth contour1
at this point there is a major increase of
slope into deeper water.
If a break occurs between shore and 300 foot
contour, the probable oil spill volume may be
70 to 170 barrels. {This is because the almost
flat bottom has minor undulating features which
would effectively trap the seawater and form
barriers after minor displacement of oil from
the line}.

VOL. 2, Page III - 96
This section implies that a land pipeline between Santa
Barbara and Los Angeles would not be favorable because of
the "convenient sea route" between the Santa Barbara channel
and Los Angeles, leaving the impression that a land pipeline
would not be a valid alternative. We believe an economic
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study would probably confirm that a land pipeline would
in fact be more economical than a tanker or barge movement.
The statement also infers that a land pipeline would cause
significant environmental impact. We do not believe the
USGS study has been extensive enough to determine the degree
of impact of such a pipeline. The brief description of a
Santa Barbara to Los Angeles pipeline on pages 97 and 98
does not result in "significant impact."
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ECONOMIC COMMENTS

1, III-178 Table III-IO. It is quite doubtful that the
data given in the top half of the table represents
petroleum "consumption".

2. III-183. Mead estimates the "propexty v~lue loss"
from the 1969 Santa Barbara spill at $1.2 million,
and yet the court settlement was for $4.5 million.
Furthermore, his so-called range for the total cost
of the spill (low: $16.42 million, high: $16.44
million) is almost absurdif it is supposed to rep-
resent something other than a point estimate.

3. III-187 line 21. It is about time that the need
for OCS production stop being justified because
of "the continual increase in energy use per capita."

4. III-190. The mathematics of yearly anti-pollution'
expenditures by businesses in California is off by a
factor of ten.

27 5. III-2l3. Whether or not a new refinery will be built
in this area depends primarily, on whether or not the
demand for petroleum products exists in the area.

6. OUtdated Data
Outdated operating statistics are still shown' in a
number of instances, for example:

Factual Errors
The word "1.3~ should be changed to "1.9" on the fourth

Volume 2, page II-386 - Cumulative Production
to.1972.

Volume 2, page II-387 -'Refinery Capacity 1/1/71.
Volume 2, page III-175 - Oil Imports 1970 and 1971.

7. Mathematical/Typographical Errors
The words "per year" should be stricken after $20 billion"
on the fourth line from the bottom of page "III-190 in
Volume 2. Calculated California anti-pollution expendi-
tures are $20 billion over 10 years, not annually.
The clause "and before 400 to 700 million tons of coal"
is meaningless at the end of the first sentence of the
second paragraph of Volume 3, page VIII-51.

28[
2918

•
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l
30

line of Volume 3, page VIII-43.The 1.3 passenger
per car ratio applies only to the "earning a living"
mode, not to overall automobile use which is shown
as 1.9 occupants per car on page 37 of "1973/1974
Automobile Facts and Figures."
The last sentence of the first paragraph of Volume 3,
page VIII-54 appears incorrect. ~o our knowledge,
"hydropower" is principally used to service base load,
not peak load, power needs in areas where it is the
major power source. However, "pumped-storage power,"
which represents only a small portion of total hydro-
power, is used for peak loads.

31

9.

10.

. .Overemphasis of Shale Oil's Environmental Problems
Pages VIII-48-49 of Volume 3 appear to paint an overly
pessimistic view of environmental risks associated with
shale oil development. For example, the discussion 'at
the top of page VIII-49 suggests that it may not be
possible to a} dispose of the spent shale, b) induce
revegetation, c} avoid ground water contamination, or
d) obtain adequate water supplies. A closing paragraph
could be added to state that adequate technology and
resources exist to overcome these environmental road-
blocks, but economic incentives appear inadequate at
present prices.
Inconsistency of Demand Growth Rates
Oil demand growth rates shown for District V (Volume 2,
pages 111-176-178) and those for the total u.S. in the
Project Independence Report used ~o calculate reqUired
u.s. oil imports (Volume 3, page VIII-60) are inconsis-
tent, as shown below:

32

Oil Consumption

PAD District V
O. S. Total

Million BID1973 1980

2.4 3.4
17.5 16.4-20.8

1973 - 1980
Average Annual

% Growth
5.1

(0.9)-2.5
The PAD V 1980 projection is based on a pre-embargo U. S.
Army Corps of Engi;1eers study dated June, 1973 whereas the
Project Independence Report estimates were issued in Novem-
ber, 1974 after the embargo ended.
For this reason, as well as changes induced by quadrupled
foreign and "new" oil prices, the District V and U.S. de-
mand projections contained in DES 75-35 are incongruous.
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11. SUGGESTED REVISION FOR.TABLE II-53 (Page II 387 Volume 2)
CAPACITY OF CALIFORNIA PETROLEUM REFINERIES

26,000
230,000
190,000

15,000
1,200

75,000
40,000

111,000
108,000

15,000

Carson
Hanford
Wilmington
Paramount .
Santa Maria
Long Beach
Oxnard
Carson
Oildalte
Carson
Hercules
Santa Fe

Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Oilda1e
Martinez
Wilmington

185,000
12,000
30,600
35,0009,50(,
29,500·2,500
19,200
11,000
13,000*
27,000

Springs
51,500

Benicia 88,000
Bakersfield 15,900
South Gate 5,400
Signal Hill 12,200*
Torrance 123,500
Bakersfield 22,100
Newhall 11,500
Avon 110,000
Santa Fe Springs

46,000
1,500
3,500

29,300
100,000

96,000
Bakersfield
El Segundo'
Richmond
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Wilmington
Bakersfield
San Francisco
Wilmington
Oi1dale

(From: The Oil and Gas Journal, April 7, 1975. Refinery capaci-
ties as of January 1, 1975)

1
Company Location Capacity
Atlantic Richfield Co.
Beacon Oil Co.
Champlin Petroleum Co.
Douglas Oil Co. of California
Douglas Oil Co. of California
Edington Oil Refineries, Inc.
Edington Oxnard Refinery
Fletcher Oil & Refining Co.
Golden Bear Div., Witco Chemical Corp.
Golden Eagle Refining ·Co.
Gulf Oil Corp.
Gulf Oil Corp.
Exxon Oil & Refining Company, USA
Kern County Refinery, Inc.
Lunday-Thagard OllCo.
Macmillan Ring-Free Oil Co.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Mohawk Petroleum Co.
Newhall Refining Co., Inc.
Phillips Petroleum Co.
Powerine Oil Co.
Road Oil Sales, Inc.
Sabre Refining Inc.
San Joaquin Refining Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co. of California,

Western Operations, Inc.

Sunland Refining Corp.
Tenneco oil Co.
Texaco Inc.
Toscopetro Corp.
Union Oil Co. of California
West Coast oil Co.

33

1
Barrels per calendar day

*Barrels per stream day
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RESPONSE TO WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

The detailed specific comments and information developed by personnel from

industry are useful. Rather than acknowledge or respond to each here, they

have been incorporated, when appropriate, throughout the text.

1. Wording revised.

2. Subject sentence omitted.

3. Wording revised.

4. Correction made.

5. Paragraph revised.

6. Last part of sentence omitted.

7. The word "commercial" added.

8. Drawing will be revised or replaced.

9. Section has been reworded to avoid implication that the Geological

Survey is recommending that all platforms be designed to meet 400-year

storm conditions.

10. Wording revised.

11. The sentence omitted.

12. A number of these suggestions were incorporated in this final text.

13. The suggested sentences have been added.

14. A modified sentence has been added.
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15. The suggested revisions have been incorporated when considered appro-

priate.

16. Sentence replaced.

17. We concur. The rewrite has been added as suggested.

18. This seismic section has been revised. Also, see the response to

the Dames and Moore portion of l~OGA comments and to hearing transcript

response number 27.

19. Suggested modifications made where appropriate.

20. The suggested revision has been incorporated in the text where noted.

21. Information obtained from National Marine Fisheries Service (personal

communication, 1975) contradicts the statement that "fishing trawlers

do not seldom frequent water depths of 1,000 feet or more." However,

your clarifying language as to SPS surface facility requirements has

been added.

22. The suggested revision has been incorporated in the text where noted.

23. The Clean Seas, Inc. inventory list has been updated, therefore, the

sentence referring to the "two years" has been eliminated.

24. The suggested revisions have been incorporated in the text where noted.

25. The suggested statement has been inserted.
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26. Your pipeline comments were informative and were incorporated where
appropriate.

27. Response to these comments is provided in the revised and greatly
expanded Socioeconomics Baseline and Impacts discussion in the FES.
See sections II.F., Resources, and III.N., Socioeconomics Impacts.

28. The suggested revision has been incorporated in the text.

,"29. The suggested revision has been incorporated in the text.

30. This comment is in error since, for most cases, the notation in the
DES text that hydropower usually is used to service peak loads is
correct. Except for certain areas of the northwest U.S.A. where water
flows are exceptionally large, hydropower principally serves peak load
demands and acts as a "spinning-reserve" standby for fossil fuel power
plant system outages.

31. Addition of the suggested closing paragraph was made to the text of
the FES.

32. The incorrect material has been deleted.

33. Suggested revision has been incorporated in the table noted.
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DAMES AND MOORE CRITIQUE - A PART OF THE WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION
CO~ffiNTS

The Western Oil and Gas Association (WOGA) comments consisted of two parts,

as the WOGA transmittal letter indicates. The preceding part (just responded

to) was prepared by industry personnel and covered drilling and production,

marine operations, pipelines and economics. The following part was prepared

for WOGA by Dames and Moore. It covers geotechnical risk, biology, socio-

economics, and oil spill potential. The Dames and Moore portion consists of

a ninety-one-page bound volume detailed critique report and is on file and

available for inspection at the U. S. Geological Survey National Headquarters,

Reston, Virginia, and at the Pacific Area Office, Los Angeles, California.

Only the summary and the geotechnical portion of this detailed technical

critique have been reproduced and responded to as follows. However, the

entire critique has been most informative and appreciated. Portions of the

information provided have been incorporated where appropriate throughout this

statement. In this final statement, the reference is cited as Dames and

Moore, August 1975, Critique of U. S. Geological Survey Draft Environmental

Statement for the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas

development, DES 75-35; prepared for Western Oil and Gas Association.
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A

B

SUMMARY

This report presents the findings of an evaluative
review of selected portions of the united States Geological
Survey Draft Environmental Statement on Oil and Gas Develop-
ment in the Santa Barbara Channel, Outer Continental Shelf
off California.

~he review encompasses four major areas of concern to
the Western Oil and Gas Association which are geotechnical
risk, biology, socioeconomics, and oil spill potential. The
purpose of this critique is not only to identify weaknesses,
but also to present information on methodology and available
litera~ure sources which may be used by the USGS to strengthen
these weak areas.

The Geotechnical section of this critique focuses on
the subject of seismic risk. Dames & Moore found that the
USGS was not only overly conservative in specifying design
criteria for the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental
Shelf (OCS) development, but also left room for confusion
due to differences in terminology used for earthquake design
criteria in Section I and the maximum credible earthquake
in Section II. Considerable problems with the DES arise
from the fact that portions of the report are misleading
either because they contain inaccurate statements of fact,
inaccurate interpretations, or omissions of information that
would clarify the topic being discussed.

The USGS DES Biology section is generally comprehensive
in discussing most aspects of ecol~gical impacts although
there are many omissions of literature citations. Often it
is not clear whether the author is citing another authority
or stating his own convictions. Frequently, more recent
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works have not been cited. The major substantive omission
is the effect on marine organisms of the platforms and other
project structures and the steps that may be taken to prevent
or mitigate any adverse effects.

The USGS DES Socioeconomic section lacks organization,
omits or mislocates discussions of vital topics, and bases
conclusions and impacts upon inadequate information regarding
the existing environment. For instance, population is dis-
cussed on a county-wide basis when impacts probably will be
confined to coastal areas. Government revenue and expendi-

C tures have been overlooked preventing one assessment of the
project on local public finance. No attempt has been made
to quantify visibility of project facilities. This is
considered a significant omission since the visual quality
of the coastal zone is an important public concern. In
addition, the DES also fails to discuss impacts to coastal
land use.

Section 4 of this report deals with oil spills, a
subject of such importance that t~ough analysis is
essential in its evaluation. The USGS DES presents data on
spills connected with pipelines, platforms, and tanker

D accidents, much of which is not applicable to the Santa
Barbara Channel. The USGS attempts to estimate the proba-
bility of spill occurrences are inadequate. The approach is
overly simplistic, lacks specific oil spill volume data, and
uses a subjective, arbitrary scale.
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RESPONSE TO DAMES AND MOORE CRITIQUE SUMMARY

Ao Response to Geotechnical portion of the Dames and Moore critique.

The Geotechnical portion of this critique is reproduced and responded

to in detail following summary responses B., C., and D. below.

B. Response to the Biology portion of the Dames and Moore critique.

Both the Terrestrial and Marine Biology sections have been updated and

additional and more recent literature citations included. Table 1I-40a

has been developed to include baseline data on the fish of coastal

streams and rivers. The DES was issued on June 6, 1975, at which time

the now recently published information on ongoing research was not

available.

C. Response to the Socioeconomic portion'of the Dames and Moore critique.

The Socioeconomic baseline data and impact discussion has been greatly

expanded in this final statement (see sections II and III). The sug-

gestions and information sources cited in the Socioeconomic portion of

the Dames and Moore critique were most helpful in preparing the vastly

expanded Socioeconomic discussion.

D. Response to the Oil Spill Probability of Occurrence portion of the

Dames and Moore critique.

See section III.K.4. that has been added to this FES in order to~

present the Dames and Moore suggested approach to deriving Santa

Barbara Channel maximum credih1e spill volumes.
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1.0 GEOTECHNICAL

Dames & Moore's critique of the geotechnical portions
of the u.s. Geological Survey Draft Environmental Statement
(USGS DES) on the Santa Barbara Channel consists of two
elements. The first is a general discussion of the seismic
risk assessment made in the report. The second is a discussion

!of specific portions of'the report that we feel are misleading.

1.1

1.1.1

GENERAL SEISMIC RISK ASSESSMENT

Introduction

1

2

The USGS has taken a very cautious position regarding
the seismic design criteria for the Santa Barbara Channel
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) development. They state that
for design purposes all potential sites within the region
must be regarded as susceptable to a maximum credible earth-
quake of magnitude 7.5, unless more extensive geologic and
geophysical investigations are made to establish a more de-
tailed seismic zonation. They further associate ground
motion parameters for bedrock sites near the epicenter of
magnitude 7.5 earthquakes with peak horizontal accelerations
greater than 1.Og and durations of strong shaking in excess
of 40 seconds.

Dames & Moore !::3lievesit is inappropriate and unnecessary
to define the seismic design parameters in this much detail
for the DES. Only in the unlikely instance that a platform
or pipeline would be installed without preliminary geologic
and engineering studies would tQese criteria (Vol I, pp I-66
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4

Lto 67) need to be applied. It is Dames & Moore's opinion
that the structural design criteria for future platforms
should be based on two levels of earthquakes, and the sites
should be carefully investigated to ensure that potentially
hazardous areas, including recently active faults, are
avoided. This approach was used in the design of the Hondo
Platform in the Santa Ynez unit. The criteria cited in. .
Section I of the DES were developed,for this structure. The-,
mUltidisciplinary advisory panel of experts to be convened
by the USGS should develop the specific design criteria
guidelines and requirements.

At the very least, undesirable confusion is likely to re-
sult from te+rninology differences in the earthquake design
criteria cited in Section I and.the maximum credible earth-
quake and implied design motion parameters discussed in
Section II. Greater clarity is essential in order to use
these concepts for engineering design purposes. Dames &
Moore believes the ground shaking associated with the maximum
credible earthquake should only be considered as an upper
limit for the Criterion 2 earthquake for which structural
safety against collapse must be provided. Even for this
condition the design values are too high for most sites in
the channel.

There is sufficient information to develop appropriate
seismic design parameters for each prospective platform
site, considering its specific foundation conditions and
proximity to major active faults. In developing these
parameters, three aspects of the DES assessment of seismic
risk should be re-evaluated:
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1.
2.

3.

1.1.2

The possible location of the maximum earthquake.
The use of the maximum credible earthquake as the
design event.
Appropriate ground motion values associated with
the maximum credible earthquake.

Location of the Maximum Credible Earthquake

5

The USGS DES asserts that a maximum credible earthquake
of magnitude 7.5 could occur anywhere in the channel. This
assertion is apparently based on the conclusion that the
offshore structure is not well known, and on the observed
lack of alignment of instrumental earthquake epicenters
along known faults.

It is true that the offshore structure is not completely
understood, and some small active faults may not have been
identified. Nevertheless, only a few major active faults
could possibly be capable of generating the maximum credible
event, and we feel these faults probably have been identified
and at least approximately located.

Ambraseys and Tchalenko (1968) have evaluated the
rupture length versus magnitude relationship for numerous
earthquakes worldwide. Using their data to make a most
conservative estimate of rupture length, one arrives at a
length of approximately 30 kilometers (19 miles) for a
magnitude 7.5 event. Thus, even though a minimum rupture
length of 6 kilometers has been reported for a magnitude 7.5
event by Bonilla and Buchanan (1970), it seems most likely
that an earthquake of this magnitude would be generated on a
major throughgoing fault with a length in excess of 20 miles.
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Such major active faults are not likely to have escaped
detection during the extensive geophysical survey already
conducted by USGS. At the very least, this survey should
have identified major areas in the channel where such faults
do not exist and much less extensive areas where they-may
exist.

The USGS cites the apparent lack of alignment of offshore
earthquake epicenters and known faults as further evidence
that the geologic structure is incompletely known and, hence,
that a fault capable of generating the design earthquake
could exist anywhere in the c~annel. However, Dames & Moore
believes that the following factors more reasonably explain
this apparent lack of alignment of surface fault traces and
epicentral locations.

1. Stronger consideration should be given to the
probable inaccuracy of epicentral locations.
Two lines of evidence suggest the importance of
this:

7

8

a.

b.

The more recent and, hence, more accurately
located events (Lee and Vedder, 1973) show
a much stronger alignment with known faults
than the older events (Vol I, Figs II-12, 13;
pp II-112, 114).
The onshore epicenters (Fig II-12, P II-112)
show no better alignment with mapped faults
than the offshore epicenters, yet the USGS
does not state that the structure of the
onshore area is inadequately understood.
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ID

2.

3.

The orientation of fault planes is not sUfficiently
understood. In an area wit~ numerous thrust and
reverse faults, the epicenters should not be ex-
pected to line up along the surface trace of the
faults.

Almost all the previously recorded earthquakes
were small magnitude events (~magnitude 4.5) •.
Allen et ale (1965) has discussed a similar lack
of alignment of small magnitude seismic events on
faults in the Los Angeles Basin. Thus, in this
respect; the Santa Barbara Channel is really not
different from the Los Angeles Basin--an area that
has been extensively mapped and investigated.
It should be noted, however, that while the small
magnitude events may not have occurred along major
faults, the distribution of large events has been
distinctly different. Allen et ale (1965) reports
that less than 20 percent of the magnitude 6.0 and
greater shocks did not occur on kno~m faults.
This is, of course, significant to the channel
because only the larger events will affect seismic
design criteria, and they apparently should occur
on the known major faults.

II

The DES assertion that the entire channel should have
the same seismic criteria also fails to take into considera-
tion the pronounced differences between the structure and
the seismic history of the east and west channel areas. The
west channel area appears to contain significantly fewer
faults. In addition, the seismic events shown on Figure II-15
(Vol I, P II-lIB) are strongly concentrated in the eastern
channel area. The combination of these factors indicates
that the west channel area is presently less tectonically
active and, hence, should not be assigned the same seismic
risk as the east channel area.
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1.1.3 Selection of the Design Earthquake

Probability considerations can provide valuable insight
to the selection of the design earthquake as demonstrated

12 for Platform Honda. Further, an acceleration value of 1.Og
is likely to be of such low probability of occurrence at
most sites as to preclude its use as the design event for
the criteria cited on page 1-67 of the DES.

The USGS assumes that California earthquake history is
too short to be used for reliable, probabilistically deter-
mined design values. This assumption fails to acknowledge
the fact that, even though the instrumental records of earth-
quakes in southern California only began in the 19?0's,
historical data on large earthquakes is sufficient to extend

1, the record another 100 years. Using the historical earthquake
data to extend the record to 1812, one can draw reasonable
recurrence curves on which to base meaningful probabilistic
studies. (The linearity and position of the recurrence
curves on a semilog plot can be checked against worl~wide
seismicity plots to test the validity of the basic data used
in probability analysis.)

Uncertainty concerning the relationships of earthquake
epicenters and known active faults can be covered in the
probability analysis by comparing results computed for
randomly located earthquakes, with results computed for
epicenters associated with suspected active faults.

Probability analysis in earthquake design has been used
only in the past decade, but so has the association of
maximum credible acceleration values with design of structures
other than nuclear power plants. Strong advocates of the
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15

use of probabilistic methods for assessing earthquakes
include Algermission of the USGS (1972), who has published
an assessment of earthquake risk in Arizona and Utah and is
currently working on a seismic probability map for the
entire United States.

In addition, probabilistically determined earthquake
values have already been accepted for design of a platform
in Federal waters. The design of the Santa Ynez unit platform
by Housner and Jennings (1969) incorporated earthquake
values determined probabilistically from the southern California
seismic record.

It could be argued that a 1.Og earthquake is justified
for Criterion 2 under the language of "having an extremely
small probability of occurrence." However, the return period

16 for such an event at a specific site in the channel would
probably be at least 10,000 years. The resulting probability
of 10-4 seems somewhat conservative for offshore platfo~
design.

1.1.4 Ground Motion Parameters Associated with the
Design Earthquake ;

The DES associates high bedrock accelerations (l.Og)
and long durations of strong shaking (40 seconds) with the
magnitude 7.5 event. These values appear unnecessarily
conservative for platform design because:

17 1. The channel structure is well enough known to
identify the faults capable of generating a magni-
tude 7.5 event. Therefore, it should not be
assumed that the ground motion will be uniformly,
distributed, but rather that it will attenuate as
the distance from the causative major fault
increases.
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2.

3.

1.1.5

The DES considers only bedrock motion. Many sites
will be founded in soft sediments that will prob-
ably substantially attenuate strong bedrock motion
(Seed, et al., 1972).

The ground motion parameters have been extrapolated
from data recorded for smaller earthquakes and there
is some question as to the validity of such extrapo-
lations. In addition, the data is strongly influ-
enced by the extreme acceleration values from two
events, the 1971 San Fernando earthquake and the
1955 Parkfield earthquake. Use of this data
provides more conservatism than may be warranted.

Seismic Risk Design Perspective

20

The design recommendations of the USGS DES must be put
in ~some perspective. However, care must be taken when citing
design acceleration values for other buildings and facilitefs,
because the procedures in applying these values are highly
variable. In addition, the natural period of structures must
be considered. Short-period structures tend to amplify high
frequency ground accelerations; whereas, long-period struc-
tures (such as offshore platforms in deep water) will atten-
uate these accelerations.

Further confusion may arise from the statements in the
DES that the original platforms in the channel were designed
for O.15g. These values relate to static structural, or code
design, and have little relationship to the peak ground accel-
eration value used for the Santa Ynez unit (O.50g) and the
design value reco~endedin the DES (l.Og). The latter
acceleration is only applicable to dynamic analyses
and is usually applied to response spectrum techniques.
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Even for dynamic analysis, correlation is lacking between
instrumental maximum accelerations and effective acceleration
values for engineering analysis. For example, the USGS peak
horizontal acceleration associated with a magnitude 7.5

21 earthquake for the Trans-Alaska pipeline is 1.15g (Page et al.,
1972); whereas, the effective ground motion acceleration used
for analyzing soil behavior (landslides and liquefaction) is
0.45g and that used for structural design is 0.22g (Newmark,
1975) •

In addition, well-constructed steel structures have per-
formed remarkably well in strong earthquakes. Admittedly,
experience with the performance of offshore structures in
strong earthquakes is limited, as such structures have been
used in the seismically active areas of California and Alaska
only in the past 10 or 15 years, and they have not yet been
subjected to strong ground shaking. However, their satisfac-
tory performance can be reasonably inferred from the perform-
ance of steel-framed buildings as far back as the 1906
earthquake and of other steel structures, such as elevated
water tanks, during the 1952 Kern County 'earthquake.

Existing available information is sufficient to develop
safe design criteria at each platform site, in a manner similar

22 to that used for the Honda platform in the Santa Ynez unit.
The criteria cited in Section I of the DES were developed
for this platform.
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1.2 SPECIFIC SEISMIC RISK ASSESSMENT

The following discussion cites specific portions of the
report that are misleading either because they contain inac-
curate statements of fact, inaccurate interpretations, or un-
fortunate omissions of information that would clarify the topic
being discussed. The comments are divided into those that re-
late to seismic hazards and those that do not. The former
category consists of: structural geology, seismicity, seismo-
tectonics, and earthquake engineering. The latter category is
grouped into several unrelated topics.

1.2.1 Comments Relating to Seismic Hazards

23

Structural Geology--The structural geology portion of the
DES is reasonably comprehensive and accurate. Nevertheless
some aspects deserve comment.

The regional structural setting is summarized as
follows (Vol I, P I·I-43):

The Santa Barbara Channel is the seaway that
occupies the submerged western part of the Trans-
verse Ranges province of southern California.
Throughout that province, the major folds and
faults generally trend east-west (figure II-2) ,
as do the metamorphic fabric of pre-Cretaceous
basement rocks, and the fabric and petrochemical
trends of the late Mesozoic batholithic rocks
of the province (Baird and others, 1974).
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This statement is true; however, it may be made more
accurate by including discussion of the changes in structural
trend in the western channel. The structures between Point
Conception and San Miguel Island trend west-northwest and those
west of Point Conception generally trend northwest. The change
in trend is reflected in both the physiography and the Bouguer
gravity anomalies (Vol I, p II-55).

A change in structural trend may be significant for two
reasons. First, the west-northwest structures may indicate
that the western channel region does not belong in the struc-

24 turally defined Transverse Ranges. If this is true, it should
. .

be considered during attempts to identify seismotectonic zones
in the channel, or, perhaps more appropriately, when the asser-
tion is made that the channel cannot be zoned. ~

Second, if the active faults in the western channel do
trend west-northwest or northwest, one might more reasonably
expect dominant strike-slip rather than reverse displacement
(Vol I, p II-55). This possibility could have significant
implications when considering the intensity of strong motion

25 anticipated during large seismic events. The seismic design
criteria recommended in the DES assume dominant reverse displace-
ment on all the active faults located in the channel. The re-
sulting peak acceleration values might, therefore, be higher
than can be expected reasonably from earthquakes generated on
the faults actually present in the western channel region.

It is significant that the largest event to occur in the
general channel area was the magnitude 7.5 Point Arguello
earthquake of 1927. Approximate location of this earthquake
would place it in an area of dominant northwest-trending
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structures. Thus, it may not have occurred in the structural/
seismotectonic province that includes most of the channel.

The USGS DES asserts that the available surface and
subsurface structural information is insufficient to identify
active faults in the channe~. However, the USGS has run at least
20 geophysical survey lines across the channel and has presented
interpretations of several of these. The following refers to the
subsurface data (Vol I, p II-78) :

•••The very thick Holocene and Pleistocene
deposits there are generally flat-lying, and
the thickness and structure of potential oil-
bearing strata below them are unknown ••••

~f the resolution is sufficient to allow an interpretation
of the attitude of Holocene and Pleistocene deposits, then it
should be sufficient to determine whether these deposits have
been offset by active reverse faults. If they have not been
offset, it seems unlikely that an active fault capable of gen-
erating a major seismic event exists in this area,

The report does discuss offshore faults; however, the
discussion is occasionally confusing. For example, the DES
states (Vol I, p II-l23):

Several west-trending faults have been mapped
offshore in the northeast part of the Channel,
and sub-bottom profiles show that they extend
at least several hundred feet beneath the sea
floor.

Does this mean the faults extend up to within several
hundred feet of the sea floor? In other words, are the faults
overlain by several hundred feet of sediment/bedrock? If
they are, can they be considered active?
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31

Further confusion results from the absence of defini-
tions for several important terms. For example, the DES
states (Vol I, p II-12l):

The Santa Ynez fault zone, which trends west-
ward for about 82 miles (130 krn)along the
northern margin of the Transverse Ranges
(figure II-13), exhibits some physiographic
evidence that suggests recent.movements, and
it has been considered an active tectonic
feature (Page and others, 1951).

The term, "active tectonic feature," has not been de-
fined. Such a feature is usually defined as one showing evi-
dence of Holocene activity, yet reference to Table 11-2
(Vol I, P II-124) indicates the Santa Ynez fault apparently
does not show such evidence.

Plate 2 (Vol III, in pocket) is misl~ading because it shows
the traces of subsurface faults. For example, the faults lying
just south of Coal Oil Point are Miocene structures: they do
not penetrate the upper 1,000 feet of the overlying Sisquoc
Formation (Dames & Moore, 1974c). Projection of these and
perhaps other subsurface faults to the surface gives the im-
pression of a greater fault and seismic hazard than actually
exists.

Seismicity--The following statement on seismic history in
the DES is inaccurate (Vol I, p 1I-8l):

•••During the past 60 years, 24 earthquakes of
local magnitude 6 (Richter Scale unless other-
wise specified) or larger have.occurred in
southern California. Six of these occurred in
and near the Santa Barbara Channel region:
Santa Barbara earthquakes of 1925 (magnitude 7.5),
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Santa Barbara earthquake of 1941 (magnitude 6),
Kern County earthquake of 1952 (magnitude 7.7),
San Fernando earthquake of 1971 (magnitude 6.4),
and Pt. Mugu earthquake of 1973 (magnitude 6).
However, the Kern County quake (White Wolf fault
zone), and the Point Arguello quake (Morro Bay)
are considerable distance from the Santa Barbara
Channel.

The San Fernando earthquake should be included in the last
sentence because it also occurred a considerable distance from
the channel.

In Table II-l (Vol It pp II-86 to 102) the earthquake
intensities are given in the Rossi Forel scale. This scale is
considered archaic and has been replaced by the Modified
Mercalli Scale of 1931. Because the latter scale is. .
in current use in the .United States and nearly everywhere
else, an approximate conversion of the Rossi Forel intensities
to Modified Mercalli intensities for the older earthquakes
should be given. Also the Modified Mercalli intensities of
more recent earthquakes should be cited as published.

The locations of strong earthquakes on Figure II-IO (Vol I,
P II-l03) should include an indication of the accuracy of the
epicentral locations. Although the accuracy of epicentral loca-
tions has increased significantly during the last 40 years, the
epicentral location for older events such as the 1812 and
1925 earthquakes have not been established with any certainty.

The description\of the 1925 Santa Barbara Channel earth-
quake (Vol I, p II-104) includes an estimated epicentral loca-
tion near the Ellwood oilfield. Little instrumental control
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lwas available to locate this event. However, based on iso-
seismal evidence, it was probably farther offshore and to the
east.

The DES also contains a detailed discussion of the 1941
Santa Barbara Channel earthquake (Vol I, p II-I04). Included
in the discussion are damage reports, ground accelerations, and
an epicentral location. However, the damage to the numerous
petroleum facilities in the gen7ral area is not mentioned.

/

This information is available and should be included to provide
a better understanding of the response of oil facilities to seis-
mic shaking. According to the operators of the Signal Marine
Terminal, no damage was sustained by any o~ their facilities
during this earthquake (Dames & Moore, 1974c).

Seismotectonics--The following discussion contains com-
ments relating regional tectonics to seismic activity and the
distribution of seismic events with respect to known faults.

In presenting its case against the validity of seismic
zonation of the channel region, the USGS makes the following
statement (Vol I, p II-120):

•••The fault-plane solution for the magnitude 3.4
event on September 4, 1973, located 7 miles (12 km)
northwest of Ventura, and a composite fault-plane
solution for four events occurring on August 24
through September 13, 1973, at Ojai agree with the
north-over-south reverse slip on the Red Mountain
fault. However, when the foci are projected to the
surface along the inferred northwest-dipping fault
planes, they intersect the ground surface well to
the south of the Red Mountain fault. Thus, the
earthquake activity detected in the Ventura
region may be associated with faults whose activity
is not recognized from geologic evidence.
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The last sentence states one possible interpretation of
the data. An equally plausable explanation may be that the fault
plane flattens at depth. Surface projections of a north-dipping
fault plane that flattens at depth would be expected to inter-
sect the ground south of the actual surface expression of the
fault •

.The DES also presents arguments in support of a magnitude
7.5 maximum credible earthquake ~n the channel (Vol I, p 11-125):

•••Both the geographic extent and the intensity of
the shaking are comparable to other California
earthquakes of magnitude 7 to 7.5. Empiricial data
on the length of surface rupture for earthquakes in
this magnitude interval range from less than 6 miles
(10 krn)to 60 miles (100 krn) (Bonilla and Buchanan,
1970). Through-going fault structures of these and
greater lengths certainly exist in the Santa Barbara
Channel region.

38 This statement is particularly misleading because it implies
that faults with lengths 'as short as 6 miles are capable of
generating magnitude 7.5 events. Bonilla and Buchanan reported
surface rupture lengths, not total fault lengths. For a
6-mile fault to satisfy this empirical relationship, the entire
fault must move. This simply is not reasonable (Albee and
Smith, 1966). Active faults may exist in the channel area
that are capable of generating a magnitude 7.5 event. However,
they certainly must be major structures,·probably with lengths
in excess of 20 miles.

The following.statement.presents another somewhat question-
able argument (Vol·I, pp 11-125 to 126):
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Although no events of magnitude 7.5 are definitely
known in the Channel, two events of about that
magnitude have occurred on the periphery of the
Channel region in the past 47 years. These were the
magnitude 7.5 event of 1927, located near the western
end of the Channel and the magnitude 7.7 event of .
1952, located to the northeast of the Channel region.
Both earthquakes had substantial vertical displace-
ment, as is also characteristic of recent fault
movement in the Santa Barbara Channel region. In
addition, the 1952 shock, like the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake, resulted from horizontal compression with
an orientation parallel to the contemporary axis of
maximum compression in the Channel. It is therefore
likely that the stress necessary for the generation
of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake is attainable in the
Channel region.

This statement is misleading because the conclusion does
not necessarily follow from the preceding comments. The
occurrence of the 1927, 1952, and 1971 earthquakes do not

39 necessarily demonstrate the attainability of a magnitude 7.5
event in the channel for the following reasons:

1. The 1927 Point Arguello earthquake may bave occurred
in a structural/tectonic setting significantly dif-
ferent from that existing in the channel (see com-
ments under structural geology in this critique
relating to Vol I, P 11-43).

2. The 1952 Kern County earthquake occurred in a sig-
nificantly different structural/tectonic province.

40

3. Both the 1952 event and the 1971 San Fernando earth-
quake occurred in terrain underlain by significantly
different geology (predominantly crystalline
rocks); they also both occurred much closer to the
controlling tectonic feature in Southern California
(the San Andreas fault) near its "Big Bend," in an
area of known major stress accumulation.
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The USGS DES makes the following statement (Vol I,
p 11-126) :

•••Until the active faults can be delineated
in more detail, the design earthquake cannot
be assigned to a particular fault or fault system.

This statement appears misleading and unreasonable.
Certainly the active faults should be delineated in more
detail. This does not imply, however, that the major faults
(faults capable of generating the maximum credible earthquake)
have not been identified during the extensive geophysical sur-

41 veys conducted by the USGS. Probably no more than three or
four faults in the channel are capable of generating a magni-
tude 7.5 event, and their approximate locations are.known.

The USGS geophysical surveys at least should indicate
substantial areas where a major fault certainly does not exist.

Earthquake Engineering--The USGS sections dealing with
design ground motion probably overestimate shaking intensity,
and the sections dealing with the design of earthquake-resistant
structures are misleading.

The following statements summarize the ground motion
parameters recommended by the USGS (Vol I, pp II-128 to l29):

Ground motion parameters for bedrock sites near
the epicenter of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake based
on the above data are: a peak horizontal accelera-
tion greater than 1.0 g (980 cm/sec2) and a peak
horizontal velocity greater than 125 em/sec. The
duration of strong shaking (time interval between
first and last peaks of absolute acceleration
greater than 0.05 g) predicted for the maximum
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expectable earthquake is in excess of 40 sec.
These values are largely extrapolated values from
smaller earthquakes and from earthquakes of com-
parable magnitude observed further from the
causative fault. Revision of these current best
estimates may be necessary as more empirical data
close-in to large earthquakes are collected.
Corresponding near-fault horizontal ground motions
for a magnitude 6.5 earthquake, based on instru-
mental data, are: peak absolute acceleration 0.9 g,
peak absolute velocity 100 cm/sec, and duration 17
sec (Page and others, 1972).

This statement requires clarification. First, the
terms "near the epicenter" and "near-fault" should be defined.
Also the report should be consistent in referencing motion to
either epicentral or slipped-fault proximity. The discussion
of motion during the San Fernando earthquake indicates that
proximity to the slipped fault is more critical (Vol I, p II-l09).

Second, the 40-second-duration of shaking greater than
0.05g has been extrapolated, and there is some question as to
the validity of such extrapolations. Bolt (1973) cites 31
seconds as the maximum duration of shaking greater than 0.05g
for magnitude 7.5 earthquakes.

The USGS also refers to seismic wave amplification in soft
sediments. It should be noted, however, that ground motion is
more likely to be attenuated than amplified by soft, uncon-
solidated sediments at high acceleration levels (Seed et al.,
1972). Also the strength of the soils in many locations will
limit the maximum accelerations to values much less than at
bedrock sites, but velocities and displacements will be cor~
respondingly higher (Arnbraseys,1973).
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Earthquake acceleration values of 0.25g for Criterion 1
and O.SOg for Criterion 2 were used with other appropriate
design parameters for the Hondo platform. The platform as
finally designed was analyzed or the most severe shaking

45 associated with the 1971 earthquake. This analysis showed
that design criteria·were sufficient to accommodate the
stresses associated with that event.

The DES also refers to a computation made for ~latform C
(Vol I, pp II-129 to 130):

•••For example, according to H.W. Coulter,
u.S. Geological Survey (1974, oral communica-
tion), there was a computation made for Plat-
form C in 1969 that indicated it should with-
stand ground accelerations of as much as 2.0 g
even though the factor reputedly used in the
design for horizontal acceleration due tc
earthquake shaking was 0.15 g.

No such computation was made for the owner, Union 0il
Company of California, and the basis for Mr. Coulter's. 0mment
should be documented in writing. It is unlikely that a signifi-
cant engineering analysis was performed for a 2.0g acc~leration.

1.2.2 Comments Unrelated to Seismic Risk

47

The following statement should be clarified (Vol I,
p II-143):

•••A seismic wave associated with the earth-
quake of December 21, 1812, broke along the
Santa Barbara coast. The wave height is unknown,
but the onshore runup may have been as high as
30 to 50 feet above sea level at some points
between Santa Barbara and Gaviota. Such events
pose a potential for hazard to shoreline instal-
lations, where damage could result in a spill
of oil.
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The USGS itself questioned this statement elsewhere in
the DES (Vol I, P II-85). Because many reviewers of this docu-
ment will read only the hazards and impacts sections, the
questionable nature of this 50-foot wave should be mentioned
again in these sections •.

In addition, the DES contains no reference to the compre-
hensive tsunami,study conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of

48 Engineers (1974). This study contains extensive discussions
of the tsunami risk in the Santa Barbara Channel.

Another sUbject, ground water availability, is an extremely
sensitive issue in Santa Barbara County, and, thus, it must be
treated as accurately as possible. The following statement is
both inaccurate and misleading (Vol I, p II-57):

possible overdraft conditions exist in the
Carpinteria ground-water basin, and an adjudica-
tion of water rights is pending for the Goleta
ground-water basin because of an existing water
shortage. Any major expansion of existing facili-
ties or location of new crude-oil treatment or
storage facilities in these areas may not be
feasible until imported water becomes available.

49
Based on recent discussions with R.R. Liebernacht, it

appears that the statement regarding the Carpinteria ground-
water basin is inaccurate. Mr. ~eibernacht, the director of
the Carpinteria County Water District, has indicated that
overdraft conditions do not exist (pers. comm., 1975).

The moratorium on new water hookups in Goleta is not
likely to affect new onshore facilities because existing
land use patterns would probably preclude development of ~uch
facilities in the area served by the Goleta County Water
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District. The new facilities probably would be located farther
to the west, in an area with access to ample ground water from
both alluvial and bedrock aquifers. These aquifers are not in
hydrologic continuity with any of the ground-water basins cur-
rently being produced by the Goleta County Water District.

The DES states that (Vol I, p II-32):
.

Middle Miocene strata have not yielded significant
production of oil or gas in the Channel region as
yet, but tests in the Hondo Offshore area of the
Santa Ynez Unit indicate that they contain the
principal potential producing horizons of that
area. The reservoirs tested include both frac-
tured siliceous shale"and chert of the upper
part of the Monterey Formation and sandstones
found in the lower part of the formation.

To make this statement more complete, the report should
mention that the operators of Platform Holly have completed
several wells in the middle Miocene and that most of the future
production from the South Ellwood field is expected to be from
the middle Miocene Monterey Formation.
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DETAILED RESPONSE TO THE GEOTECHNICAL PORTION OF THE
DAMES AND MOORE CRITIQUE

General Comment:

The Dames and Moore geotechnical critique devotes much of its length to

seismology, tectonics, and earthquake engineering design. The critique

questions to varying degree the earthquake parameters recommended in DES

75-35 and suggests to the reader that the earthquakes to be expected in the

Channel region should be: 1) of lesser magnitude, 2) of less frequent·

recurrence, 3) of more restricted geographic influence, and 4) accompanied

by shaking of less violence. The critique gives disproportionate emphasis

to minor weaknesses in phrasing and expression (some real, some potential,

and some possible "ambiguities"), in several instances resulting in signifi-

cant misrepresentations of positions taken by DES 75-35. In recognition of

this, portions of the text have been revised and expanded i.e., the dis-

cussion on page 11-129 and 130 (DES 75-35). In spite of its contention that

the recommended earthquake parameters should be reduced, the critique speci-

fies that the Hondo area platform was designed using lower values for expect-

able earthquake parameters but that review analysis indicates it should be

capable of withstanding stresses comparable to those recommended in DES

75-35. The clear implication is that safety factors and other (non-earth-

quake) design considerations have combined to produce a structure that is

considerably more resistant to earthquake damage than the design-input

parameters would nominally indicate. The reader is also referred to our

response to hearing response No. 27 and our response to Texaco's written

comment.
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Specific responses:

1. p.l., para. 2--This paragraph summarizes some of the parameters esti-

mated in DES 75-35 to be associated with a magnitude 7.5 earthquake.

It characterizes the recommended parameters and distribution as "very

cautious".

This paragraph appears based on an inaccurate characterization of the

statements in the DES (in the middle of p. 11-126 and on 11-141) which

indicate the desirability for more detailed delineation of active faults

and the need for site-specific data at future platform sites -- neither

of which refer to "seismic zonation" of the region. The only reference

to "more detailed seismic zonation" occurs on p. II-84. Seismic zonation

of the entire Channel is, of course, not a necessary condition to re-

evaluation of the expectable ground motions at a given site. It should
.;;

in no sense be construed as a substitute for site evaluation.

2. p.l., para. 3 & continuation on p. 2 -- Examination of p. 1-66 - 1-67

(DES 75-35) indicates that no earthquake parameters are recommended

there. The comment appears to be based on the notion that the ground

motion parameters described on p. 11-128 - 11-29 are intended to be

design specifications. Some revision of the text at that point has

been made in hope of avoiding further confusion on this matter.

3. p. 2., para. 1 -- This comment states that the Advisory Panel ought

to do exactly what DES 75-35 recommends that it should do. The proce-

dure . recommended by Dames and Moore in this paragraph is identical to

that recommended in DES 75-35. For example, on p. 1-67, two levels of

earthquakes, having different probabilities of occurrence, are
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suggested -- this is the principal difference between Criterion 1 and

Criterion 2 (p. 1-67).

4. p. 2., para. 3 -- The assertion that opens this paragraph is true

only if the site location is known so that site characteristics and

other design considerations (such as water depth) have been established.

However, for sites "in the Channel", not yet selected, it is obviously

not possible to consider specific foundation conditions nor actual

distance from "major active faults". Therefore: 1) The possible epi-

center location of the maximum earthquake cannot be arbitrarily assigned

to some distance from a prospective platform site unless the site itself,

is first specified; 2) If a prospective platform site is anywhere along

one of the structural trends having established major production, its

proximity to a known active fault (or branch thereof) is such that no

attenuation can reasonably be assumed as a basis for using less than

the maximum credible earthquake to estimate expectable ground motions;

and 3) It is presumed that the ground motion parameters used as design

input to any specific structure at any specific site would be reviewed

within the context of all the design considerations for the prospective

platform, and a determination of whether or not the design satisfies

the criteria of p. 1-66, 67 (DES 75-35) would be made for each proposed

platform design.

5. p. 3., para. 2 and p. 4, para. 2 -- These statements are misinterpre-

tat ions of statements in the DES (see p. 11-84, 11-126-129, 11-141).

The DES does conclude that faults capable of generating the "maximum

expectable earthquake" do exist in the Channel Region, that the

activity of each (together with many branches) is incompletely known,

and that (p. 11-141): "Because no part of the Channel is far from one
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or another of the major faults, ••••the hazard should probably be

considered to be uniformly distributed throughout the region, •••"

It further states (p. II-84) that: "The present data are insufficient

to discriminate among different parts of the region as to where a

maximum credible earthquake might occur; "• •• 0 To conclude that:

" •••all potential sites within the region must be regarded as susceptible

to the maximum" is not the same as stating that " •••a fault •••could

exist anywhere in the channeL" or that an " •••earthquake of magnitude

7 •5 could occur anywhere in the channel" (A matter of .semantics)

The existing geologic and seismic data is not sufficient for one to

generalize and validly conclude that platform design specifications for

less than the maximum expectable Channel earthquake (7.~) are justi-

fiable for certain parts of the Channel. However, in certain instances

detailed geologic and geophysical investigation for a specific platform

site may suggest that a lower seismic hazard exists for that particular

site and design specification requirements could be safely adjusted

accordingly.

6. p.4., para. 1 -- Plate 2 (and the newly added Plate 7) shows the faults

presently recognized from USGS and other (published) investigations.

The text (p. 11-11, 12) specifically notes the uneven quality of the

data. It is obvious that the lack of mapped faults in the area of the

Central Deep (see p. 11-78) may well be an artifact, derived from in-

adequate data in that area. With that possible exception, yet to be

established by adequate acoustic profiling, it can be readily seen that

no "major area" of the Channel is very far from a known or inferred

major fault. Historic seismicity demonstrates that some of the faults

are "active". The USGS does not have the data to assert that any are
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prudently classed as "inactive".

7. p. 4., para. 4 -- Lee and Vedder (1973) estimated that accuracy of USGS
locations was :5 km -- not close enough to sort out, for example, whether

an event plotted on the Pitas Point fault was not actually on some part

of the Red Mountain fault system to the north, or the Oak Ridge system

to the south.

8. p. 4., para. 5 -- Because the DES treats principally with the oes.
judgments of "adequate" or "inadequate" concerning the understanding of

onshore strucutral features have been avoided. The status of onshore

geologic information is briefly summarized in paragraph 2, 11-11, which

does indicate a continuing need for new data from onshore areas.

9. p. 5., para. 1 -- It is quite correct to note: "In an area with

numerous thrust and reverse faults, the epicenters should not be

expected to line up along the surface trace of the faults." Further-

more, in a fault system containing, several strands, dipping appreciably
!

gentler than vertical, and where recorded seismicity indicates signifi-

cant fault activity, it is extremely difficult to discriminate between

"active" strands and "inactive" strands, if any may reasonably be con-

sidered "inactive". Moreover, by comparison with results of the San

Fernando earthquake, the most severe shaking to be anticipated would

not necessarily be in the area of the epicenter, but would be at the

surface of the upper plate between the epicenter and the surface trace

of the fault (see p. 11-109).

10. p. 5., para. 2 -- Allen and others (1965, p. 775) are also careful to

point out that " •••most of the earthquakes used in this study have been

located only to within 15 km, and many are even more poorly located, •••".
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From the smoothed data, they (Allen and others, 1965, p. 776) carefully

refer to "fault zones" and "ZOnes of high strain release". They do not

attempt to ascribe specific zones of strain release to specific strands

or faults within the relatively broad zones of faulting. Moreover,

they caution that the short instrumental record of seismic activity is

by no means sufficient to delineate all the faults on which there is

geologic evidence of Quaternary activity, including some parts of the

San Andreas fault which are known to have broken at the surface during

the 1857 earthquake.

Although it seems likely that future large seismic events should occur

on the known major faults, there is no assurance at the present time

that: 1) All major faults have been recognized and located; or 2)

The distribution of the earthquakes recorded so far (mostly small ones)

is representative of the probable distribution of large events. Allen

and others (1965, p. 768-769) cite the White Wolf fault in Kern County

as one which would not have been recognized as "active" compared to
f

many others in the region until after the Kern County earthquakes of

1952. Moreover, they wrote prior to the San Fernando earthquake of

1971, which originated on a fault that was not generally recognized as

either "major" or "active" until after the damaging seismic event.

11. p. 5., para. 3 -- The "pronounced differences" are more apparent than

demonstrably real -- they do not, for example, include evidence that

major faults that project into the Central Deep from the west are termi-

nated there. The'lack of mapped faults can be attributed, most pru-·
dently, to lack of data rather than actual absence of faults.

Figure 11-15 is hardly representative of the earthquake distribution,
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nor was it ever intended to be, as is obvious from both caption and text;

it shows the focal mechanisms for selccted earthquakes (see p. 11-119).

The data illustrated on figures 11-12 and 11-14 do suggest a greater

frequency of small earthquakes in the east, as contrasted with the west

part of the Channel; however, significant numbers of small earthquakes

have been recorded from the western part, and there is no satisfactory

rationale for suggesting that large earthquakes there would be less

severe or recur less frequently.

12. p. 6., para. I -- Statistically, it is probably correct to infer a low

probability for recurrence of 1.0 g horizontal acceleration at any

I-acre site (for example) in the 1,120,000 acres included in the Santa

Barbara Channel. DES 75-35 outlines the data, assumptions, and ration-

ale for inferring a recurrence rate of 250 years for magnitude 7.5

earthquakes in the region (p. 11-133). That rate is presumed to repre-

sent the recurrence rate for a single event of that magnitude somewhere

in the Channel region.

On the other hand, the geologic features and geophysical data from

which the 250-year rate is deduced are concentrated along structures

that are intimately associated with the most productive known oil fields

of the region. Thus, in our view it would not be prudent to assume that

the probability of recurrence at any potential platform site is reduced

in direct proportion to the entire area of the Channel.

13. p. 6., para. 2 -- The tabulated data on historic earthquakes (Table

II-I) and the discussion on p. 11-84, 11-106, 11-121-123 can hardly be

correctly characterized as failure " •••to acknowledge the fact that,

even though instrumental records of earthquakes in southern California
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only began in the 1920's, historical data on large earthquakes is

sufficient to extend the record another 100 years."

The validity of earthquake recurrence rates estimated from probabilistic

(statistical) studies is severely limited by the size of the area for

which the estimates are desired. Only one earthquake having an estimated

magnitude as high as 7 to 705 has occurred within the Channel region

during the historical record (Dec. 21, 1812). The discussion on p. 11-

132 (DES 75-35) demonstrates the misleading nature of attempts to esti-

mate recurrence rates for large earthquakes from those of smaller earth-

quakes. An historical record that yields an observed recurrence rate

of 24 ±8 years for magnitude 6 events cannot, therefore, be extrapol-

ated to cover magnitude 7 to 7.5 events any more reliablr than the

seismic data for magnitude l~ to·5~ events can be extrapolated to pre-

dict the recurrence interval for a magnitude 6.0 event.

14. p. 7., para. 1 -- The referenced paper by Algermissen discusses an

analysis that covers a two-state area on a page-sized map. To reiter-

ate a comment made earlier, the validity of earthquake recurrence rates

estimated from probabilistic studies is severely limited by the size of

the area for which the estimates are desired. This is brought out by

Allen and others (1965, p. 776-777, and especially p. 785 and 786).

15. p. 7., para. 2 -- The "earthquake values" cited were used prior to the

analysis made for DES 75-35. Questions about the adequacy of the

design become moot as a result of the testimony of Jennings (1975) to

the effect that " •••the 0.25 g and 0.50 g design spectra, combined with

the other portions of the recommended design criteria for the Santa

Ynez platform and the conservative manner in which the recommendations
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have been implemented, have produced a platform which has the calculated

capacity to resist without danger of collapse ground motions with peak

values equal to those which they {DES 7s-3g recommend."

16. p. 7., para. 3 -- This statement is useful only if someone proposes to

place a platform at the epicentral site where a magnitude 7 or 7.5

earthquake is known to have occurred in the past. Moreover, in the

absence of reference to or inclusion of the actual curves and data used

to make the estimate, and discussion of its accuracy, the commentators'

estimate must be treated as an unsupported assertion.

17. p. 7., last para. -- Attenuation of ground motion with distance from a

causative fault is specifically cited on p. 11-128 and in fig. 11-16.

The degree of attenuation cannot be ascertained, however, without prior

knowledge of the relative positions of the displaced part of the causa-

tive fault and the site of construction operations. Although the

commentator asserts that: "The Channel structure is well enough known

to identify the faults capable of generating a magnitude 7.5 event.", he

has not offered significant additional data that would aid others in

so doing. Plates 2, 4, and 7 display at least 10 faults in the region

with continuous lengths of 20 miles (27 km) or more, and the western

projections of the Malibu Coast fault and the Santa Monica fault have

not yet been identified in acoustic profiles along their projections

across Mugu Canyon and the Mugu Fan. The distribution of the known

faults, together with the near-certainty that important faults remain

recognized in the Central Deep, across the Pescado Fan, and across the

Mugu Canyon-Mugu Fan are~, makes it imprudent in our view to propose

that any significant part of the Channel lies more than 5 km (radius

of accuracy of modern epicenter locations) distant from the sea floor
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projection of a potential surface of rupture.

The statements, taken in full context, made on p. 11-141 of the DES ex-

plicitly include the rationale for concluding that the seismic hazard should

be considered uniformly distributed for purposes of regional evaluation.

The expectation that further site studies should be conducted to develop

ground motion specifications for proposed structures at specific sites is

implicit.

18. p. 8., para. 1 -- Soft sediments may also amplify ground motions, as

the records of damage to many urbanized lowlands has demonstrated.

19. p. 8., para. 2 -- In the absence of seismic records of ground motions

from stronger earthquakes, there is no choice but to extrapolate from

smaller ones.

It seems appropriate that the data should be strongly influenced by the

extreme acceleration values from the San Fernando, 1971, and Parkfield,

1955, earthquakes. Strong-motion records from sites near the causative

fault are very rare because of the short history of strong-motion

records, their concentration in populated areas, their limited numbers

in some of the most active seismic areas, and the need for coincidence

of working strong-motion instruments and earthquake epicenters in order

to record maxima. As Trifunac and Brady (1975, p. 45) point out:

"For distances less than about 20 kilometers, where only an insignificant

number of recorded points are now available, predicted peak accelerations
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[of several author~ begin to deviate from each other. At small dis-

tances from the source, say 1 kilometer, these differences are as large

as one order of magnitude."

As to "conservatism", the "maximum" expectable acceleration recom-

mended by DES 75-35 is appreciably lower than the "average" 1.75 g for

a 7.5 magnitude earthquake at the causative fault that is predicted by

the projection of Trifunac and Brady (1975).

20. p. 8, last 2 paras. -- The statements referred to in the critique have

been revised in hopes of avoiding further confusion. Most of the

"confusion" seems to arise from a consistent misreading of the DES

statements about design considerations as though they are intended to

refer to design specifications. The earthquake parameters recommended

refer to ground motions that one would expect to measure on bedrock

exposures at some given site, and include no factors relating to the

nature or importance of any structure that might be placed at that site.

They contain no factor relating to attenuation or amplification by site

foundation conditions. Characteristics of structures that are dictated

by conditions other than resistance to earthquake shaking are not

included. Yet all those factors, and others as.well, may contribute to

the capability of the designed structure to resist damage by earthquake

shaking. The DES has, therefore, not attempted to set "design speci-

fications", but simply to provide regional evaluation of expectable

ground motions, in the context of the present knowledge of the seis-

micity and tectonic state of the region.

21. p. 9, para. 1 -- The intent of Page and others (1972, especially p. 3)

is quite clear. They specifically state that the recommended ground
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motion values " ••• are for a single horizontal component of motion.o ••

They correspond to normal or average geologic site conditions and are

not intended to apply where ground motion is' strongly influenced by

extreme contrasts in the elastic properties within the local geologic

section. They characterize free-field ground motion, that is, ground

motion not affected by the presence of structures. They contain no

factor relating to the nature or importance of the structure being

designed. They are not the maximum possible. The acceleration

values may be exceeded if there is appreciable energy in frequencies

higher than 8 Hz (cycles per second). The displacement values corres-

pond to dynamic ground displacements, as would be recorded on a strong-

motion instrument having a frequency response flat to ground displace-

ment for periods less than 10 to .15 seconds."

Newrnarks' (1975) use of the term "effective" would appear to indicate

the use of engineering coefficients to adjust for effects of local geo-

logic conditions (soil response) and factors relating to the nature of

the structures being designed.

22. p. 9., para. 3 -- We do not share this rather sweeping conclusion. It

is possible that the data are sufficient for many potential sites, but

it seems to us incautious to make the same assertion about all potential

sites. It would be only prudent to make careful examination of the

vicinity of a potential site for its proximity to faults having a po-

tential for earthquake hazard. Certainly, the local foundation condi-

tions for each must be evaluated individually.

23. p. 10., last para., and p. 11, para. I -- The cited paragraph is the

introductory paragraph to the section on "structural Geology". It
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would be inappropriate to include at this point details concerning the

swing in trends to west-northwest in the extreme western part of the

area, or, for that matter, details concerning the east-northeast trends

of structures in the eastern part of the channel region. The swing in

structural trends is, in fact, discussed (p. II-55) within the section

on "Structural Geology" to which the cited paragraph is an introduction!

The change in geomorphic trends is discussed on p. II-6.

We do not agree with the commentator in characterizing the area of change

in trends as " ••• between Point Conception and San Miguel Island •••" in

the absence of comparable data from the deep area between the two

shelf areas. The structures on the Mainland Shelf show a gradual change

between Point Conception and Point Arguello, and northwest structural

trends are found only to the west of Point Arguello. The structures on

the Channel Islands Platform begin to change trend as far east as San

Miguel Island. No structural trends have been established for the deep

area between the Channel Islands Platform and the Mainland Shelf. It

is, of course, possible that the commentator has seen seismic profiles

for this area that are not available to the USGS, and that document the

position and trends of structures below the surficial sediment.

24. p. 11., para. 2 -- The DES explicitly recognizes areal differences in

seismic risk (p. II-130): "Estimation of the earthquake risk in the

Santa Barbara Channel region depends on 1) the location of a given site

relative to specific active faults; 2) the magnitude of expectable

earthquakes on these specific faults; and 3) the occurrence rate of

damaging earthquakes." The DES nowhere
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states that the "Channel cannot be zoned." The conclusion actually

reads: "Because no part of the Channel is far from one or another of

the major faults, and because the seismicity of individual faults canot

be resolved from among the many nearby faults by the present seismograph

net, the hazard should probably be considered to be uniformly distributed

throughout the region, even though the instrumental record of small earth-

quakes indicates a greater frequency on the north-central, east-central,

and southeastern parts of the Channel." (p, II-14l)

25. p. 11, para. 3 -- We find no support in the historical record for the

sort of conclusions reached by the commentator in this paragraph, and in our

view the contrary conclusion would be more appropriate. The earthquake

history of Californ1a indicates that most of the largest earthquakes have

occurred on strike-slip faults trending northwest to west-northwest.

The 1927 earthquake (magnitude 7-1/2) west of Point Arguello is. now

thought by some to have been generated by predominantly strike-slip dis-

placement of a northwest-trending fault (Gawthrop, W., 1975, Seismicity

of the central California coastal region: U. S. Geol. Survey Open-file

Report 75-134) and, of course, the largest California earthquakes have

been along the San Andreas fault. If the western part of the Channel

should be included in a seismo-tectonic province dominated by strike-

slip faulting on northwest trending structures, as the commentator sug-

gests, expectations could be for higher magnitude earthquakes (presumably

accompanied by stronger ground motions), rather than smaller ones.

26. p. 12., para. 1 (this para. begins on the preceding page) -- The Point

Arguello earthquake probably was generated in a structural province

different from that containing Santa Barbara Channel. However, it was

felt in Santa Barbara; it damaged buildings as far east as Gaviota, and
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tsunami confirmed by tide-gage records as far away as San Francisco

and San Diego. Its effects in the Channel region are certainly per-

tinent to any assessment of seismic hazard.

27. p. 12., para. 2, 3, 4 -- The out-of-context quotation is very misleading.

In the context of the unquoted lead sentence of the paragraph from which

the quote was removed, the quoted statement clearly refers specifically

to the area identified as the "Central Deep", not to the Channel as a

whole. An index of seismic profiles (see Vedder and others, 1975) will

show the USGS has run only 5 profiles that could remotely contribute

to information in the Central Deep. In all of those profiles, penetra-

tion of the sediments in the deep-water area was poor, and records,

though indicating thick, flat-lying deposits, record only discontinuous

reflecting horizons that could be discontinuous by virtue of faulting.

Both Oak Ridge fault and the Malibu Coast fault could continue into

this area, if they do, in fact, continue westward along their onshore

(and inferred offshore) trends.

28. p. 12., last 3 paras. -- The quoted sentence is the first of two

sentences that make up a complete paragraph. The second sentence

reads: "Some of the faults in the vicinity of Dos Cuadras field appear

to cut very young bottom sediments (McCulloh, 1969, p. 32)." In this

context, it is impossible to conclude that the faults are "overlain by

several hundred feet of bedrock."
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29. p. 13., para. 3 -- In the referenced context it is clear that "active

tectonic feature" is a euphemism for "young fault." Dames and Moore

use the identical phrase to refer to the same fault on p. 35, v. II. of

their Final Environmental Impact Report on resumption of drilling at

Platform Holly (November, 1974). The first use of the term goes back to

Hamilton and others (1969).

30. p. 13, para. 4 -- The statement that the faults south of Coal Oil Point

do not penetrate the upper 1,000 feet of the Sisquoc is not supported

by the maps and statements included in the Dames and Moore (1974) FEIR.

Their map (their plate III.A-7) does not show the faults as concealed.

Their text (p. 32, v. II) simply asserts that the " ...mapped east-west

faul ts are subsurface structures ..." without offering evidence or dis-

cussion as to possible minimum ages of displacement. Their text (p.

137, v. II) also asserts " ... recent studies have shown these faults

to be inactive for the last 10-12 m.y. (Oceanographic Services, Inc.,

1974)." The Oceanographic Services, Inc. reference is to a letter

that has not been made available to the USGS. The most modern sub-

surface data available to the USGS is Report No. TR12 of the California

Division of Oil and Gas (1974), which indicates a fault trending about

west-northwest and dipping north, cutting the basal contact of the

Sisquoc Formation. As the basal Sisquoc is probably no older than

Delmontian (late upper Miocene), and Turner (1970, table 1) tentatively

assigns an approximately 10 m.y. age to the top of the Mohnian, the

assignment of these faults to as much as 12 m.y. (since lower Mohnian)

of inactivity seems inappropriate. Finally, it is important to note

that the absence of evidence of vertical displacement, the only kind

visible on seismic profiles, is no assurance that strike-slip offset
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has not occurred.

In the absence of documentary evidence to support the commentators'

assertion that thick unfaulted late Miocene strata overlie the fault,

indicating long-term inactivity, we think it would not be prudent to

alter the way in which the faults are displayed on Plate 2. The addi-

tion of Plate 7 displays the present state of information on the antiq-

uity of displacement on the subject faults.

31. p .. 3, last para., continued as first para., p. 14 -- There is an

apparent internal inconsistency in the quoted passage, and appropriate

changes have been made in this final statement.

32. p. 14., para. 3 -- Rossi-Forel intensities are used because they were

available in the original sources for the table (Townley and Allen,

1939~ modified by Hamilton and others, 1969; subsequently updated and

modified for DES 75-35). It is a consistent system for comparative

measure. There is no convenient nomogram for conversion to Modified

Mercalli.

33. p. 14, para. 4 -- The precision of epicenter location is of no practical

significance in examining the data illustrated by figure 11-10, the

purpose of which, as indicated on p. 11-85, is to illustrate !he general

locations of the earthquakes selected for further text discussion.

34. p. 14, last para., continued as first para. p. 15 -- In the absence of

documentation or reference in support of the commentators' assertion,

the location reported in the cited source (Richter, 1958, p. 534) --

based on aftershock records -- remains the most appropriate in our view.
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35. p. 15, para. 2 -- We have as yet.: been unable to locate published

references to such damage (or lack of it) other than the assertion by

Dames and Moore (1974, v. I, p. 138) that: "According to the operators

of the Signal Marine Terminal, no damage was sustained by any of their

facilities as a result of this earthquake."

36. p. 15, last 3 paras. --The characterization of the statement quoted

from the DES as part of a " ...case against the validity of seismic

zonation of the channel region ..." is inaccurate, as previously noted.

The rest of the paragraph that precedes the quoted part, but which has

not been included in this comment, makes it perfectly clear that the

subject is the evidence for recent activity (including seismicity) on

the Red Mountain fault, and the question approached by the quoted

passage is whether or not some specific seismic events occurred on the

Red Mountain fault. Only the concluding sentence deals with the possi-

bility that the recorded seismicity may be associated with faults whose

activity has not yet been recognized from other evidence. That this is

a very real potential has since been documented by the detailed work of

Sarna-Wojcicki and Yerkes (written communication, 1975) on offset

terrace and alluvial deposits and soil horizons along Ventura fault,

indicating recurrent, very young prehistoric displacement along that

fault, which appears to be an onshore continuation of the Pitas Point

fault. At least one recent seismic event (August 26, 1979)magnitude

3.6) probably originated on that fault.

37. p. 16, para. 1 -- While the suggested alternative interpretation is

possible, we do not characterize it as "equally plausable." Most of

the low-angle faults whose subsurface configuration is known or partly

known in the area under discussion get steeper with depth. A fault that
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"flattens at depth" would be an uncommon geometric style for faults of

the area, and therefore, a more unlikely explanation for the seismic

events in question.

38. p. 16., para. 4 -- As noted earlier, there are at least 10 faults in

the area having continuous lengths of 20 miles or more. Some of the

still shorter faults maybe branches whose continuity with longer ones

has not yet been recognized. To avoid the possibility of misinterpre-

tation, the last sentence of the quoted passage should be changed by

substituting 100 km for "these", so that the passage reads:

" ...structures of 100 km and greater lengths "... .

39. p. 17, paras. 3 and 4 -- We do not believe that the "structural/tectonic

setting" of the Channel region can be treated as though the stresses

within it are independent of those acting on immediately adjacent areas.

Such an assumption is not warranted by any regional structural analysis.

40. p. 17, last para., -- The bend in the San Andreas fault from northwesterly

to west-northwesterly takes place at about the meridian of Ventura.

Ventura and Bakersfield are nearly equidistant from the junction of the

San Andreas with the Garlock fault. Parts of the Channel region have

stress accumulations that have been measured (see DES 75-35, p. 11-133).

41. p. 18, para. 2 The repeated assertion by Dames and Moore that all the

faults capable of generating a magnitude 7.5 earthquake in the Channel

region have been identified and located is nowhere supported by any data

or discussion. The geological and geophysical coverage used in genera-

ting the geologic map and sections in this environmental statement is

described on p. 11-9 to 11-12 (DES 75-35); and in our view it is

unreasonable to conclude that acoustic profiles
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spaced an average of 1 mile apart, with several gaps as wide as 5 miles

between crossings of deeper parts of the Channel, and capable of recog-

nizing only vertical components of displacements on anyone profile,

can be expected to provide assurance that all faults capable of gener-

ating a magnitude 7.5 earthquake have been identified and located --

even approximately.

42. p. 19, para. 2 -- "Near-fault," as defined by Page and others (1972,

p. 3), is probably the term that should be most consistently used,

however, it should have the added qualification that the statement

refers to the part of the fault that ruptured to generate the subject

earthquake. "Epicenter", of course, generally refers to the instru-

mentally determined epicenter, which may not lie on the surface trace

of the originating fault. The distinction, however, is hardly critical
except: in "the cont:ext:relating a specific potential site for a structure

and a specific fault or faults. The terms are in no way intended to

serve as a basis for determining the amount of attenuation to be

expected at given distances from epicenters or slipped parts of faults,

but simply to recognize that attenuation with distance does occur.

Since the most accurate possible location for an epicenter in the

Channel is presently to within only 5 km, a precise definition for

"near the epicenter" would only serve to confuse the real issue with

misleading verbal detail.

43. p. 19, para. 3 -- It is probably significant to note that Bolt's

(1973, p. 6) table 2 reports durations for frequencies of 2 Hz or

greater; whereas the rationale for the duration suggested in DES 75-35

is discussed by Page and others (1972, p. 11-13), and pertains only to

unfiltered bracketed durations. The two approaches to estimate of
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duration, therefore, are not directly comparable. The durations sug-

gested by Page and others (1972, p. 3), which are consistent with the

calculated range of values and with felt data from the 1964 Alaska

earthquake (m=8.5), we believe are probably more in line with ground

motions as expected to be recorded on strong-motion instruments.

44. p. 19, last para. -- We have been unable to find any published paper

referable to "Seed et al.,1972", and the reference is not listed by the

commentator. Judging from statements by Seed (with others) in other

publications, however, the comment in this paragraph appears to be at

variance with the actual findings of those authors, which the "attenu-

ation alluded to is commonly restricted to the higher frequency ranges.

Ambraseys (1973, p. 10) suggests that large bedrock velocities might be

rejected for transmission by an overlying weak deposit because of

internal and surface yielding of deposits and soft rocks, pointing to

non-tectonic ground fractures, slumping, "shattered earth", fissuring

of different patterns, and small displacements on bedding planes and

joints of sedimentary rocks as being common features in epicentral areas

of strong earthquakes. If the site conditions are such that the earth

materials on which a structure is founded undergo permanent deformations

as a result of an earthquake, the accommodation of those failures becomes

a more important factor to the integrity of the structure than the shak-

ing. Foundation materials that have low yield strengths generally call

for special construction procedures to alter their properties or other-

wise compensate, with the result that strong ground motions are more

likely to be coupled to the structures.

45. p. 20, para. 1 -- Comments noted.
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46. p. 20. paras. 2. 3, 4, Nowhere does DES 75-35 represent the quoted

statement as referring to computations made for, or on behalf of, the

owner.

47. p. 21, para. 1 -- The text has been changed.

48. p. 21, para. 2 -- The cited report became available only after the DES

section on Seismic Sea Waves had been prepared, and appropriate changes

have been made in the text of the FES. We do not characterize the dis-

cussions pertaining specifically to the Santa Barbara Channel as

"extensive". This should be clear from the following short paragraph

added to the section on Seismic Sea Waves: "A recent study by the

U. S. Army Waterways Experiment Station (Houston and Garcia, 1974) gives

estimates of runup for 100-year (RlOO) and SOD-year (RsOO) tsunamis for

selected parts of the coast of the Channel. The estimates for RIOO

range from 5.0 ft at Oxnard (but as much as 10.1 ft in the harbor at

Port Hueneme) to 10.5 ft at Ventura, and for RsOO range from 11.0 ft at

Santa Barbara to 21.7 ft at Ventura. These estimates, however, are only

for tsunamis of distant origin because the equations used to simulate

and propagate tsunamis probably do not provide an adequate description

of near-source processes. For near origins Houston and Garcia (1974,

p. A3, A4) conclude that: 'The probability of a destructive, locally

generated tsunami occurring in southern California is not considered

very great .... ' However, that conclusion is candidly based (ibid) on

the interpretation that northwest-trending strike-slip faults (ineffi-

cient generators of tsunamis) predominate throughout the southern Cali-

fornia Borderland, and clearly does not consider the tsunami-generating

potential of east-west-trending oblique-slip faults in the Channel."
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49. p. 21, paras. 3, 4, 5 _: A change in the text has been made regarding
the possibility of overdraft conditions in the Carpinteria basin. At

the time DES 75-35 was prepared, studies were in progress in attempts

to determine whether or not the Carpinteria basin was in overdraft.

The possibility of overdraft, therefore, was a real consideration. We

are now informed that a study of the Carpinteria basin has been com-

pleted by Geotechnical Services, Inc., for the Carpinteria County Water

District, and that a report is due in Feburary 1976. According to Joe

Gonzales (President, Geotechnical Services, Inc., oral commun.), the

report will state that at the present time there is no overdraft in

Carpinteria basin.

50. p. 22, para.' 3 -- The information on which the comment is based did not

become available to the USGS until the November, 1974, publication of

the Impact Analysis on Platform Holly drilling resumption.

51. The cited paragraph (DES 75-35, p. 32, para. 3) has been modified.
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612 Miramonte Drive
Santa Barbar-a, Calif.
August 29, 1975

Director, U.S. Geological Survey
National Center (MS 108)
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir,
I attended the recent hearings in Santa Barbara with regard to

the Environmental Impact Survey submitted by thef,t.S.G.S. The
"conclusions by experts were very adequately presented, showing that

this Impact statement has great lapses. The citizens of Santa Baraara
have been cynical regarding these hearings, feeling that the Interior
Dept. and Washington officials in the Interior Dept. am the Presidency
have only the oil companies' interests at heart, if they ignore
the rational suggestions made that these hearings. Now we shall
find out if indeed our goverrment is being run by thvse companies
who have wastefully exploited our natural resources in the past, am
now are using international political pressures to direct unwise
future decisions. This is a real danger to free enterprise, and a
governem8nt supposedly run by the people, and i'orthem. We await your
actions, and those of our elected representatives. At times we
sympathize with members of a panel such as the group who sat for ec,

many. hours in the Lobero, Perhaps you too, feel that you have no
power to protect natural resources of air, water, interndionally
kn9wn beauty in coastline. Perhaps you too, feel that tiis inadequate
environmental report must be approved and rammed through, regardless
of the consequences. Perhaps you will instead restore some confidence
in the voters and residen~s of this area in their government officials.
We'll be hoping that your time and our interest won't have been wasted.

Sincere~

Mrs. William Aggeler
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MRS. MALCOLM ARCHBALD
1617 LAS CANOAS ROAD, SANTA BARBARA,CALIFORNIA93105

August 30" 1975
Director, U.S. Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092
Dear Sir:

As a Santa Barbara citizen I urge you to delay
development for oil and gas in our Channel. At the
conclusion of the hearings on the DRAFT ENVIRON~lliNTAL
STATE~ffiNT,it is apparent that many highly qualified
people with real expertise find the STATE~lliNTinad-
equate and, in many cases, in error. Surely EVERY
precaution should be seriously and carefully con-
sidered before subjecting this beautiful and fragile
Channel to the hazards of deep water drilling and
the impact of resulting onshore activity. California
needs to complete its coastal zone plans and a
comprehensive energy policy geared to long-range
needs should be developed.

I am a native Californian and a grandmother.
I desperately want some of our once beautiful state
saved for my grandchildren to enjoy!

~~
Mrs. Malcolm Archbald
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450 Ellwood Beach Dr., Apt. 12
Goleta, California 93017
Augus t 26, 1975

Director
D •.;. Geological .jurvey
Kational Center (~G108)
Reston, VirGini~ 22092

:Jear Gir:
I spoke at the hearing on the draft EIS for oil and gas development
in the S!mta Bar-bar-a Channel today at 3:00 pm , This letter is in
response to some co~~ents of ~r. Kelley's 10llowing my presentation.
Fir. Ke.lLey mad e trTO points: first. that my char-ac t er-Lza tion of
tr.e Ir..teriorDe par-tmen t 's actions as "hasty" was untrue since
the department has been studying further development for several
ye~lrSt and second. that various. companies have purchased leases
in the channel and are legally entitled to develop them.
I have called the depdrtment's actions hasty for thr~e reasons.
Real interest publicly shown by the department in further develop-
ment in the chanr..eland in all the outer continental shelf oil
~reas is recent, going back only several months. The Congress
and the state are considering plans to manage the GeS and the
state coastal zone; approval of development plans no~ would
render these plans vacuous and is therefore hasty. Finally,
the Lnad equa ctes of the ~I::; demons tz-a't e that it was hastily
~ritten and is not the result of several years of study.
Oil companies which own leases do have a right to develop them.
~ut we also h~ve a leg~l right to be protected from pollution
caused by this development. Cur businesses, property values.
:md enj oyrnerrt of this ar-ea are ot stake. One protection we
are entitled to is an ad equa te impact report. and this one is
no t it.

I am not op~osed to oil development per se; I a~ opposed to oil
polluticD, ar..aI oppose any develop~ent which threatens to
cause sicnific::tntpollution.

iIJli+.
Richard li. 3ig Low

inclosure
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P. O. Box 237
Holtville, Calif. 92250
July 30, 1975

Director, U.S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
Dear Sir:
I am writing to urge a favorable decision on the proposed
oil and gas development on the Federal Outer Continental
Shalf lands in the Santa Barbara Channel.
I am a farmer. I farm approximately 1,000 acres of
irrigated land in the Imperial Valley of California. I am
a Director of the California Farm Bureau Federation, and
also a Director of Valley Nitrogen Producers, Inc., a farmer-
owned fertilizer manufacturing distribution cooperative with
apprOXimately 4,700 members.
An adequate supply of petroleum products is an absolute
necessity for the day-to-day operation of my farming operation.
I have no horses to replace my tractors, neither do any other
farmers in the United States. A short term fuel shortage on
U.S. farms would result in extensive crop losses, resulting
in higher food prices. A long term fuel shortage would result
in starvation for a large number of U.S. citizens.
Valley Nitrogen Producers, Inc. owns a 600-ton per day
anhydrous ammonia plant at El Centro, California. This plant
represents an investment in excess of Thirty Million Dollars
($30,000,000.00). The projected gas curtailment to this
plant calls for it to be shut down in two more years. This
will result in a fertilizer loss Which can have no other
result than to limit food production. If alternate sources
of fertilizer are available, costs will be higher and food
costs will go up.
Resumption of development in the Santa BarbazaChannel may
not save this vital facility. On the other hand, any
additions to natural gas supplies in California could wel~
prolong its operating life.
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Page 2.
A certain amount of regulation may be desirable for environ-
mental protection. However, in my judgment we cannot bow to
the obstructionists to such a degree that we allow them to
trigger the economic decline of this nation and eventual
starvation of its citizens.

~B/mb
cc: R.t. Manning
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5214 r':lono:Drive
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93111
August 28, 1975

u. S. Geological Survey
National Ccnter (MS 108)
Reston, Virginia 22092
Gentlemen:

I would like to express my comments as an
individual for the hearing record on oil drilling
off the coast of Santa Barbara.

Although the anti-oil groups in this area
are very vocal, well financed and backed by the
only newspaper, my conversations with others.
here indicate that many, many people favor the
recovery of oil from the ocean with reasonable
safeguards. They simply are not motivated enough
on the subject to form groups and shout. Eut·
they do feel that oil energy requirements in
1975 are vastly different from those in 1969 and
that off-shore oil is now needed for.the best
interests of the entire United States.

Yours very truly,

·',Y. E".Brus e
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Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center (MS 108)
Reston, Va. 22092

Dear Sir:

4411 Via Cayente
Santa Barbara, California
August 27, 1975

,"

RE: Hearings on Draft Environmental Statement, Oil & Gas Development
in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental Shelf of California

My remarks are prompted by various statements made during hearings
in Santa Barbara on August 25, 1975. I should preface my comments by
acknowledging that I have not seen the Draft Environmental Statement.
However, in support of their views, many of the proponents of OCS
developmeht talked about national security and the prospects of Arab
"blackmail." I agree that these are important considerations •• in fact,
they are reasons why we should NOT open the Santa Barbara Channel for
development at this time. Under current practice, the identification
and development of oil reserves is quickly and inevitably followed by
production. In short, the granting of development rights leads to
production as soon as possible. Because of security considerations
and the vulnerabili:ty to "blackmaillf',our national policy should be
to identify oil containing areas and then hold them in reserve. To
produce our current reserves is precisely the wrong policy in the face
of national security needs.

I appreciate that this is not feasible under current institutions
and procedures. The Department of Interior should take the lead in
suggesting new institutions which will permit development without
production. I also heard Secretary Kelly's demurrer that the Hearing
Panel could only respond to the mandate of Congress. And yet, most
legislation is initiated by the Administration, and I urge that the
Department of Interior take the lead in exploring ways of developing
reserves without immediately producing the oil.

I must also add that after the arrogance of previous Department
officials (eg. McKelvey, Solanas ••) during Santa Barbara meetings,
Secretary Kelly's concern and patience are refreshing.

g;;;CtL
Edward N. Dodson
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4411 Via Cayen~e
Santa Barbara, California
August 29, 1975

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center (MS 108)
Reston, Va. 22092

Dear Sir: ~

I am a Santa Barbara housewife, mother of four, student, community worker,
graduate of Brown University, married to Dr. Edward N. Dodson (Yale, MIT,
Stanford), Director of Economic Resources and Planning, General Research
Corporation, former Chairman, City of Santa Barbara's Environmental
Quality Advisory Board.I write to reflect upon certain reactions I had
while sitting through two mornings and two evenings of the recent hearings
in Santa Barbara.

First, I should like to thank the panel for its attentiveness during
the hearings. Having attended many of the previous oil hearings, I
must say it was a welcome change to feel ~hat the panel consisted of
inte!ligent human beings instead of the arrogance to which we have been
subjected before. If the residents of Santa Barbara appeared to be
skeptical, critical and even rude, let me assure you they had good reason!

As 10u could see if you had the time to walk around Santa Barbara, our
town is special. And it's special because Santa Barbarans have cared
enough to plan and protect their life style. It is one of the few
places left where living can be a joy.

Also, the residents of Santa Barbara are special. They still know how
to smile. And, for the most part, they are intelligent. Oh, they may

.be confused bya quarter of a million dollar campaign pitch which assures
··;'themthey're due for a refinery either off shore or on shore, but they

'.rejected anything offshore. The feeling against oil development in
the cha~el runs deep.

We who lived through the 1969 oil spill remember it vividly. A community
whose whole economic base depends upon its climate and ocean environment
took a long time to recover from that blow. When your whole world becomes
"one enormous cesspool'" and large amounts of the oil were simply covered
over by a layer of sand-- not removed from the beaches-- the oil contami-
nation remains with us even today.

There were many references to th~ tourists who might go elsewhere if
our town changes its; character. And I think I heard reference to the
university and the colleges whose payrolls provide the largest single
factor in our economy. And the retired people--who stay only because
the town is a pleasant place. All these people su~~ort our merc~nts
and our service industries and if the tourists, university personnel
and students and the retired people leave, the town dies.
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Another major economic factor in Santa Barbara-- the one which provides
my bread and butter but to which ~ d~d nqt heqr refe~ence du~~ng the
hearings-- is the Research and Developmerit companies,":'"tne "think'tanks."
For the most part, the scientists who work for R&D companies have worked
in many other parts of the country-- and the world-- and have chosen to
live in Santa Barbara. Oh, they could make more money elsewhere, but
th~y would spend 50 weeks of the year working to save enough money to
spend 2 weeks of the year in a place like Santa Barbara. By living here
they can run on the beaches during their lunch hours. Here it takes a
brief 5-10 minutes to get to a symphony concert or a lecture. Here their
children can surf, HWim, hike mountain trails, ride horses and enjoy a
gooa education. Their wives can work, attend college, do volunteer work
and walk in the downtown area after dark without fear of a knife being
wedged between their shoulders. When I heard the arguments saying we
had to develop our channel for our "national security, 1. I wondered just
how many problems of'''national securityll are solyed by our local scient:i.sts
and engineers simply because they can eliminate many of the urbqn p~oblems
and pressures from their minds and concentrqte on solying the problems
facing our nation. In addition to their regular work week, the R&D
workers provide much of the volunteer seryice whicQcomprises the bulk
of the loc~l social service agencies and city and county commissions,
But the assets of the R&D companies go home at night. There is no
heavy equipment. If Santa Barbara changes, the R&D industry will move
elsewhere. I, for one, have no intention of raising my 4 children in
an oil town.

So you have a dilemna on your hands. My personal opinion is that Santa
Barbarans are not "fanatics." We are not "provincial" or "selfish."
And we are NOT in the minority! It's all very well for outsiders to
come to Santa Barbara and hurl insults at the residents, but Santa
Barbara IS a special place. It has ALREADY paid its price. 1969 was
enough!

In closing I should like to defend an individual whom I heard smeared
more than once-- Frank Sarguis. I am proud to call both Nan and Frank
Sarguis "friends." As a young boy Frank lived in occupied Europe. He
saw his father die under a Nazi regime. He came to this country as an
immigrant and worked his way through university and law school. He
could easily make much, much more money, but instead of asking "Whatts.
in it for me?", he is dedicated to helping his fellow man. If there
were more attorneys in this country like Frank Sargui~, the word "lawyer"
wouldn1t be such a dirty word.

Thank you for your consideration.

Phyllis Dodson

(Mrs. Edward N. Dodson III)
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807 North Roxbury Drive
Beverly Hills, California 90210

August 4, 1975

Director
United States Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
Dear Sir:
The hearings scheduled by the United States Geological
Survey on August 25 to 27 are of interest to me. How-
ever, since I cannot attend I wanted to let you know
of my opinion.
As a businessman in Southern California, I am naturally
interested in business economics in this area. I be-
lieve the time has come to proceed with plans to open
up production in the Santa Barbara Channel and to grant
additional leases in order that all of the petroleum
and gas resources may be fully developed.
I have watched the frustrating situation in Alaska,
where a hUIB national reseurce was thoroughly discussed
but received no action until recently. If proper care
is taken of the environment, there is no reason we can-
not develop any resource in this country at any place.
This is just as true of the Santa Barbara Channel as it
is of Alaska, Elk Hills, or any spot in the country
where energy sources may be found in the future.
Santa Barbara has been a center of interest for offshore
advocates as well as their opponents for the pa$t several
years, due to the oil spill there. I understand that
spill was one of only four of any consequence which have
occurred along the Outer Continental Shelf during the
drilling of nearly 20,000 oil and gas wells. Friends in
the petroleum industry tell me a similar spill today,
while extremely unlikely, would be contained and cleaned
up before it reached the beaches, as capabilities in this
area have been improved many times in the years since
that first spill. I hope you will record my vote for in-
creased development of the Santa Barbara Channel.

Very truly yours,
QJ!.:;l c. {~~'
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Comments on: U.S. Geological Survey. 1975. Draft environmental statement,
oil and gas development in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer
Continental Shelf, off California. DES 75-35. U. S. Dept. of
the Interior.

By
Mickey M. Gutierrez
Marine Hydrocarbon Development Policy Worker
Isla Vista Community Council Planning Dept.
966-C Embarcadero del Mar
Isla Vista, CA. 93017
805/961-3775

August 29, 1975
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1

My comments regarding the Draft ES 75-35 are very sin-
cere and are substantiated by referring the reader to sources'
that verify, concur vdth or imply, my contentions. As an in-
troductory note r ~ould first like to comment that I was deeply
pleased by the Department of Interior's action of holding 3
days of public hearings on the Draft ES, here at Santa Barbara.
Secondly, the vrritten and oral comments received by the DOl, I
expect, will be critically weighed and considered. Thirdly, it
can only be throueh the combined efforts of the federaI, state,
county, and local, 80vernments and private iridividuals, groups,
agencies, or whatever, that will enable the United States to de-
velop an energy policy that will be environmentally sound and ac-
ceptable,while at the same time energy sufficient.

The Draft ES 75-35 is an official federal document that
was required by Public Law 91-190, the" National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969," to be produced. The Draft ESwas under-
taken by the USGS of the Dar because of the proposed possibility
that the Santa Barbara channel OCS was going to leased for oil
and gas development. 1 It appears that this Draft ES is as in-

f

adequate, insufficient andb~sed as previous EIS's for reasons
that I will elaborate on later, but for now, " DOl's manner of
operatins and history make it appear that it seeks to circumvent
the procedures and examination that liEFA and the public demand."2

The only time that the publLc has been able to give any
~

real input into this decision-makine process has been at the
hearings; " DOl's chosen arena is within the Executive Branch,
dealing with the public only. at hearines •••~" when by law3 the
publ~c should be involved to a greater degree in this process.
I honestly question the impact that we, the public, have at these
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hearinGs; " •••tb e draft euv i.r-cnment al, impact statement issued
by the Department of the Interior is merely a pro forma doc-
ument ••• ,,4 implies that the decision has al.ready be en mad e and
the hear-Lngs and draft E1':'> ar e notl:inc more than procedural tech-
nj.calities.JT:Jat, then is my first criticism of the Draft ES; the
public did not have sufficient, if at all any, input into the

2
creation of tbis doc u-ie 't,that· states it n ••• is to serve as one
of the bases for f'ut ure decisions bJT the Secretar;y of the Interior
and the U.S. GeolOGical Survey regarding 'future OCS oil and gas
operations in the Channel~·,,5

A second critj.sim of the Draft ES is. that it comes across
as a very subj8ctively ~ritten' document, its bias lea~in~ sig-

3 nificantly to~ards 'advocatinG the leasin~ and developine of the
SB channel OCS. The best way to'illustrate my contention is to
r evi.ew certat.n passages that are :ro',mel in the DraftES.

The effect of minor oil spills on the marine environment
of the Santa Barbara Channel can be conwared to that of the

.natural oil seeps of the area. (111-121)
The impression that is e-iven from this statement is that ::linor
(however many sallons or barrels that "minor" is) oil spills
are similar to "natural seeps" therefore there is no need to
worry, however, the reader is not told what the impact of na-

4 tural seeps are and what the impact of natural and man-made
oil spills put together, are.

The impact on the physical environment during opera-
tIons of offshore treatment and storage terminals would be
mt.nor-,except for the possible- effects of minor recurrent oil
spill~ or major oi+ spil~s. (111-86)Ho where throuGhout the entire Draft ES d.oes the draft ·ade-

19.u~telY"1.(;.g~~~a major oil Sl)ill or the cummulative ef:7oct of
several minor spills; therefore, the reader of the above .state-
ment cannot in all truthful ness' comprehend the iopact of re-
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L cur-r-ent o.iL spills arid a major oil spill. The p6:j~ntthat I~:!~11t

to' get across llGr8 is that for an official feC!.nraJ.docunent treat

is supposed to analyze a. cert.af,n proposed ac tion,i t does so in
Ut')

a very uncr-i.ta.ca). and "objective manner, Some more phrases:

Ny third cri t.Lc ism of the oraft is i ts f'af.Lur e in full-

fill inc its stated am' fe:::~orall='r"'c;.uirec1.purpoae ; " to idr:mi:r:y
( .

~;1~ eval uat e a'lL ~""lrol)alJlt:>and ""o"c·r-",·I--jal envi r-onmerrt 0.1 J.' rroactsu..\,,:. ,,~v.<,;4..... _~ J:: ' . ....., ~.:. .•• - r 1,.,_ ..,...... -1._ •..•••..•. ,1, •• .1. _.. ~ J.ilJ::'(;~ l"o

of certain different levels of development of the SB channel

OCS.6 One such Lmpac t not adeq1J.ately covered. is the socioec-

" c

7

8

need to examine this far-off iEl:pact in a very lecitimate one.

Another and also L.lporta;lt inpact is ~:.h'J)olitical 01:.0. ~':it:~·- ..

different staGos of dovelop:nent j.t d.l1 ~.~aveto be decided who
~

\"::tll nonf tor these stases, especially when pilJolinos vlill be run-

ning across state coastal acreaGe, county and city land, etc.

All these d:i.fferent jurisdictJ.ol1S raise questions about "eminent

rlr.:::ft cOlTIpleteJ.;:,.riGnoros the political impacts, '.'rhicl1in all es-

sence are the bases for leGitimatizing Governmental action or

decis:toilS.

A fOl7.ttb.crj. tiC:i.s:!larid an e:~tremeJ.:' i::::tlortant cno is the

failure of t>.e draft to crit:"call~r anal.yz e all alternatives to

the proposed action, eventhou~h this is a required procedure

set c~o':m.in ':~helY:;P.A of 1969, Title I, sec. 102, C, ii7.,•.
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,;)~ 'a''l''aft ;'"""'01""',.:1 {'or '''~1at O-,"'C·:· ""0"""'01'1'"' I (10 110·1- 1~·'·10l" hl'-rJ.._1 e.... ......w;.- '-" ~'''' .-. . •• .... ,,:..'-4 v ..l.o ,",0 _...0 ...• __ l" .•.• __.. .J .- -10 '"

'::;1.188S,e:~anin:i_nc t lie via'1)lej1eS8 of "ener-gy conservation'; :i..;l all

its different levels. '1:11e;'"morj.GE..". their
ccnaunpt Lon of petrolel..l.tn and otter nOll-renewable

f

r c eour-c ec

over 50;~ f'r-om 1960 to 1970 ',711i1ethe Amer:i.can populatio·c1 ~':as

i11

:J.p?etit8 for

arc a count ry that practices ail lle::_

t r eme ove.r--c on '"'1.11'1'",.1-;0'1 0·;- ""lA''''''V It'-' •• -' .." •••Q _;a4.1:' V..J...... - \:I-i. .•• ~ ••• 'VV , as Lt s on.ore;,;, ethic (aJ.so

an ext r eme '::aste O.£'L"e11p1"("")
•• ,J •. -'- "-"v' •

,"r:-\'1(:.\
.J (,.., ••• ; 1Q7r; "'·i {-1, '" 1""'\111)1; cat:' o t·j ·r.ler1 Ii:" 'T..,.I._;' , ;" •• _ •••••..• t,;,i" J..'" •• ' ...l.. ••.•.••.•.•.• '--'" ""........ ,J "J ••..• .L"~J..,

Developc:.1ont a::10, Demouat r-at.Lon:

thero are t!lat the U.'::;. coul.d

f o'...J.0' ..'.' '.'.'J.'.{-'.:.' r-esocc t to an c:.·1c:.-,....~·'.T"01; C"'-' (at -'rp~·c.l..,4- i-11P""o i c_"-' - --r~ - .." - t .••..-. \.;_ •••••••" ;,L...J - '""'- Ii ~>J.J:! .....1.,) ..., .•_1".0 \,;'., _ ••• .J --'-'

no nat.Lona'l enere:)' :polic~, which may be one r-oaaon ,::1\,/ '::e s~!01}.lc1,

0eluy in th~ leasirrs of the OCS) and ~i~h resp~ct to 2ner: con-
scr-vat.Lon i t ~tat8s, II place primary national emphasis on the re-

'duction of energy wast~ and inefficiencies to ease suppl~ pro-

blems.,,9 It should be O!wj.01.tS rr-om the above quote th2,t c~,e:rC:T

I qUGstio~ tl:e v8r~7
premis8 that is tho reason for initiatinG t2is Draft ES. I aGree

\

.9 that there is not as much lJotroleul1 a'J.el. :;2.3 as ":'\.:;l8):,icai"''c:i.'~(~1'.Gt:r.7_8S

to ";l1,-.'..G ~·:(-.}".1"",..·.'"'I·"",·'~~··I·~· ·~j,.,r-.·r·j· -!.(:~ ~.••-.•. ,.: o-)1 ~'l'''(1 ··~s
_ _ ~~, • oJ J J.J ••• ""'-_"- J o£..J_, .....• -~ """"" -. '-'~
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C100S~T 5.s the

:~cl OCJ.

; .,__ r.~

10

ESTABLISH as a 'Working policy, I repeat, a working policy, \tlj.e
process of communicating and sharing all data with state, county,
local governments and private individuals, agencies, etc., when

- .
formulating an.;OENVIROIJHENTALI11PACT STATEMENT.
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RESPONSE TO'MICKEY GUTIERREZ

1. The assumptions are unwarranted. Refer to the Preface and section I.A.

for the stated purpose of this environmental impact statement.

2. The distribution of approximately 1,000 copies of the statement in draft

form, holding of public hearings for oral comments, receiving written

comments and responding to such comments are the means by which all

interested parties contribute input to the final statement. Approxi-

mately 600 copies of the draft statement were mailed to parties the

Department believed may have an interest, the remaining 400 were mailed

upon request. The availability of the draft statement was announced

in the Federal Register and in a Department News Release.

3. This is noted in the abstract of the Public Hearings along with a range

of quite different reactions and contentions. The position of the USGS
is nonadvocacyo

4. Quantification, to the extent of available data, appears in III.Lol.

Section III.L. assesses the impacts of oil spills regardless of source,

and notes the fact that the fate of oil in the marine environment and

the impacts of ongoing research are subjects of ongoing research by

many investigators. Some of the published conclusions and data are

conflicting. Additionally, there is a paucity of data in some areas,

including the subject of cumulative impacts of natural seeps and man-
made seeps.

Both the National Academy of Sciences, 1975: Petroleum in the ~~rine
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Environment,and Kolpack et al. 1973, Fate of Oil in a Water Environ-
ment--A Review and Evaluation of the Literature, are comprehensive
references on the state of knowledge.

To quote the preface of National Academy of Sciences, 1975 (se~ section
III references): "In the future, the uncertainty regarding petroleum
in"the marine environment can only be narrowed by the accumulation of
more firm information. Until then we must be content with figures of
less than complete certainty • • • Divergences of viewpoints were
discussed and mostly reconciled without rancor, despite the importance
of many questions and the difficulty of obtaining reliable data."

The University of Southern California Environmental Geology Program
notes (Kolpack et al., 1973, see section III references): "The litera-
ture indicates that there has been an unbalanced treatment of the
various questions related to the fate of oil in the water environment."

The California Coastal Plant (1975, p. 34-35) prepared by the California
Coastal Zone Commission recognizes that:
• The long-term and sub-lethal effects of spilled oil are not

completely known. There have been few research projects on
these effects and conclusions so far have been equivocal.

• Studies on the effects of spilled oil along the coast are
complicated by the presence of natural oil and gas seeps that
regularly emit petroleum, with unknown effects on the marine
environment.

5. See our response to your comment No. 3 above.
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6. The DES is not a lease sale statement (see section I.A.).

7. Socioeconomic impact considerations have been greatly expanded in the

final statement. It is repeatedly stated that the onshore facilities

would have to be in accordance with all applicable County and State

regulations.- ·Refer to our responses to EPA, The Resources Agency of

California and the Caiifornia Coastal Zone Conservation Commission in

regard to the Coastal Zone Plan. See sections I.F.2.a. and IV.A.I.h.

for an updated and expanded discussion of the Coastal Zone Plan.

8. In the draft statement, energy conservation was the first alternative

considered in the energy alternatives section. This discussion has

been expanded in this final statement (refer to section VIII.G.l.).

9. Refer to the Preface and section I.A. for a discussion as to the reasons

for initiating this statement, and for the basic stated purpose. This

statement identifies and assesses the impacts that would result from

possible future Channel development. Three of the four possible levels

of development involve areas that were leased prior to 1969.

,
10. Refer to response number 4 of the State Lands Commission.
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ERNEST J. LOEBBECKE
433 SOUTH SPRING STREET

lOS ANGelES, CALIFORNIA 90013

July 31, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

I would appreciate your entering this letter in the files of the August
25-27 hearings in Santa Barbara, representing my opinion as a private
and interested citizen.

As a resident of Southern California for the past forty-five years and
one who has usqd its beaches and oceans for recreational purposes, I
have some knowledge of the effects of the oil production which has
occurred off-shore during that time. The so-called Santa Barbara
Channel spill was an unfortunate incidence, but the drilling companies
immediately responded to the problem and any damage must, in the
long view, be considered as extremely minimum.

I am informed that since that time the oil industry has developed a
containment capability which would greatly reduce, if not enttrely
eliminate any effects in the unlikely event that another spill should
occur.

I am further informed, and I consider the source reliable, that some 18
or 19 thousand wells have been drilled on the Outer Continental Shelf
and that only 4 spills of any consequence have occurred.

In light of this nation's desperate need for oil it seems to me that
such a record in itself would dictate that the development of off-shore
drilling shouldbe approved and encouraged, particularly in light of
current levels of technical competence and supervision of the drilling
companies.

~
Here in Southern California there is a more pressing need for the
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Director
U.S. Geological Survey - page 2
July 31, 1975

continued development of the Santa Barbara Channel fields. In
addition to the oil which is produced, this area also produces natural
gas. All of the evidence which I have seen seems to indicate that
there will be a shortage of natural gas in Southern California in the
course of the next two or three years. This, it seems to me, is
another reason for the continued development of the Santa Barbara
Channel area.

It is my view that the course is justified, and I urge you to encourage
further exploration and production in that area by offering additional
leases to qualified and interested producers.

Very truly yours,

_.~../,. n I

'" #_# >.A' J' ~F.-<"-<A-<. __i--
r c-» ••..""- --7.~.

Ernest J. Loebbecke
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FER.DINAND /'\ENDcNl\ALL

5 August 75

Director
u.s. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear sir:

Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the hear-
ings scheduled by the U.S.G.S. on the question of
opening the Santa Barbara Channel to additional
exploration and production to be held in Santa Barbara
on August 25-27, 1975. Therefore, I would like you
to know that, as a businessman long interested in the
economics of Southern California, and the nation, I
urge you to ppen up the Santa Barbara Channel to
further exploration and production from that explora-
tion. Also, please give serious consideration to
recommending the offering of additional leases in
that area.

The nation has seen, during the past eighteen months,
the terrible effects of the lack of domestic crude
pil and natural gas on the economy, on the consumers,
and business in general, and ~n employment. The sad
part about all of this is that it is unnecessary.
If the Alaska pipeline had been approved four years·
earlier than it was, as it should have been, we would
have an additional two million barrelsia day avail-
able domestically. When the argument about the
Alaskan pipeline was going on, people were saying
now that there can be further delay in developing
the Outer Continental Shelf, including the Santa
Barbara Channel, because if it is developed the oil
will not be available until the late '70s. In the
first place, some of this oil would be available
very promptly because the exploration and develop-
ment phases have been completed. In the second place,
the oil will certainly be needed in the late '70s
and in the 1980s. This remains true even though we
get full production from Alaska and from Elk Hills.

The problem of natural qas is slightly different. We
simply cannot afford to meet all new requirements for
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Director
u.s. Geological Survey
Page 2

natural gas solely by importation. Cost alone excludes
that possibility. There is natural gas to be found
in conjunction with the production of crude oil in
the Santa Barbara Channel and the natural gas is
going to be in short supply in Southern California--
right here--within the next two years if new supplies
are not found and made available.

Most of us in this area know about the Santa Barbara
spill firsthand. It was a terrible thing to happen.
However, it is the only spill of any consequence we
have experienced in this area; and when one bears in
mind that the oil industry is providing containment
and clean-up capability £ar beyond that available
when the spill occurred, such an accident if it were
to happen again, a most unlikely possibility, would
not result in oil reaching beaches under any ~onceiv-
able circumstances.

I am strongly in favor of opening the Santa Barbara
Channel to additional production at once.

Sincerely yours,
C::~~t\~~

FERDINAND MENDENHALL
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TELEPHONE (80S) 969.2000
LONG DISTANCE_QNLY (8011) 9611·3000

HOWARD MORF
INVESTOR

1770 EAST VALLEY ROAD
SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA 113108

August 7, 1975

United State. Department of the Interior
Geo1ogieal Survel
7744 Federal Bldg.
300 N. Loa Angeles St.
Loe Angeles, Oa11fornia 90012
Dear S1re:

I have coapletell oyer10oked the expiration date to requ •• '
time to express an opln1on on lour hear1ng, August 25, 26 and 21.

In .1 opinion, it 11 a aoat unfortunate situation Wbea a
ail!ulded aes-ent of our population i8 real!l contu.ed a8 to
the A.erican .cono.ic aechania ••

Bow. aore'thaft eyer. we need 011. It i. an important
factor in IOlYing our balanoe of pal.enta and in gaining aore
reap80t tor our dollar throushout the world.

ObTiouel,. eurta111D8 our 1mporta will help to control in-
tlation.' Thi. i8 lapertant to the majorit, ot our populati09.
who aust a1eo be conlidered.

I lived at the beach tor tiv. lears, troll 1945 to 1950,
at l'ernald Point, here in Santa Barbara. !hen, aa now, we di4
find 80me tar 011 the beach. oeea81onal1,.

There is no jU8tltloatloft tor the delals.

E2/1~'
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5401 Lennox Apt. 80E
Bakersfield, Ca. 93309
August 5, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
MS 108
National Center
Reston, Va. 22092.

Re: 1,306 page draft Environmental
impact statement prepared by
the U.S.G.S. for public comment
on developing oil and gas-
reserves in the Santa Barbara,
California Channel

Dear Sir:
As an interested citizen of the United States, I would

like to go on record as favoring the development of the, Santa
Barbara California channel for oil and gas production.

Too long have we, the United States, been dependent upon
foreign sources of oil and gas. We have no alternative to
the immediate development of our own oil and gas reserves.

A9mittedly there may be some adverse effects upon the
environment, but the need for oil and gas far outweigh the
adverse effects.

I think the U.S.G.S. can find that although there will
be some adverse effects, that such will not have a significant
effect on the environment. As I understand the Federal law,
the economic effects are to be given equal weight with the
adverse environmental-effects.

I ho~e that the law will be followed in making your
decision.

Certainly offshore drilling has been successfully
accomplished for years in the Gulf of Hexico without seriously
injuring the environment. At the same time, this economic
activity has been of tremendous value to that area and to the
entire United States.

There is no meaningful alternative to development of the
offshore oil and gas resources and I strongly advocate such
development.

Very truly yours,

/ ~. (3 Jt;:d.-
Gene E. Steed
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-JOHN V. VAUGHN
555 SOUTH FL.OWER STREET

Los ANGEL.ES, CAL.IFORNIA 90071

August 4, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
Dear Sir:
I will not be able to attend the hearings in August on
the question of developing potential oil and gas deposits
in the Santa Barbara Channel, but, as a businessman long
interested in the economics of California and the rest
of the country, I would like my opinion to be on record
in the files of the hearings.
We in California have felt the effects of the shortage of
domestic oil and natural· gas on business in general and
on employment. We must develop our energy resources or
face the impact on our economy that increased foreign
imports of petroleum will cause in future years. I urge
you to support the development of oil and gas deposits
in the Santa Barbara Channel Continental Shelf and that
additional leases in the area be offered.

JVV:dvr
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- CAROL ARTH ~ATERS

1842 % NORTH NORMANDIE AVENUE, Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90027

July 31, 1975

The Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 108
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

I am aware that hearings will be held in Santa Barbara, California,
August 25-27, on the draft environmental impact statement (DES 75-
35)for potential oil and gas.development, Santa Barbara ChannelOCS,
off California.

Because I will not be able to attend the hearings, I would request
that you enter this letter in~o the record.

In urging that the federal government open up the Santa Barbara
Channel to further oil and gas production, I do so as a business-
woman and as the owner of Santa' Barbara property with my husband.
As a Southern Californian for 46 years, I am more concerned than
I have ever been about the economy here and specifically, the
effects on business and employment brought about in large part
by the lack of domestic crude oil and natural gas.

People who occupy positions of leadership and, therefore, are sup-
posed to lead us in tough times as well as easy ones, have stood on
one foot and then the other and said "yes," "no," and "maybe" while
we.hEve urged that they get on with the job. Every day lost in de-
velopment of our domestic reserves puts us that much farther behind.

We went through the "spill" in Santa Barbara. We didn't like it any
better than anyone else including the oil companies. We are con- .
vinced that the companies will operate with great care and, should a
spill occur, that they will thoroughly and completely take care of
it.

We cannot be self reliant if our oil and gas reserves are not develop-
ed. We do not have any more time to argue. Decisions must be made
in our own interest.

~\~
Mrs. Carol A. Waters
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